Tweet Archive on #sharp15
From 6/22/2015 - 7/21/2015
SHARPorg: @matthewharrison @SLevelt Thanks! I know @roaringgirle will be at
#sharp15—will either of you be?
6/22/2015 7:59:43 PM
roaringgirle: RT @gbarnhisel: Six great bookstores in Montreal to visit when you're at
#sharp15 in July @SHARPorg #bookhistory http://t.co/aKJQMRmJ8x
6/25/2015 4:57:12 PM
SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a week.Conference account
@sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be archiving tweets)
6/28/2015 11:55:15 AM
iangadd: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a week.Conference
account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
6/28/2015 11:55:30 AM
GeorgeOnline: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a
week.Conference account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
6/28/2015 11:59:33 AM
ahomsher: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a
week.Conference account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
6/28/2015 12:01:18 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a
week.Conference account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
6/28/2015 12:01:29 PM
m_shoude: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a
week.Conference account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
6/28/2015 12:13:53 PM
roaringgirle: all the info you'll need for following the proceedings in montreal next
week! @sharp2015_ca #sharp15 https://t.co/J7JijT0KQI
6/28/2015 12:17:43 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a
week.Conference account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
6/28/2015 12:52:55 PM
elementaladam: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a
week.Conference account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
6/28/2015 12:54:26 PM
adamghooks: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a
week.Conference account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
6/28/2015 1:00:20 PM
wynkenhimself: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a
week.Conference account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
6/28/2015 2:04:48 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: all the info you'll need for following the proceedings in
montreal next week! @sharp2015_ca #sharp15 https://t.co/J7JijT0…

6/28/2015 2:08:28 PM
CritRikk: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a week.Conference
account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
6/28/2015 2:08:35 PM
richendabrim: So excited for #sharp15 in Montreal!! https://t.co/RMiI5aAh9s
6/28/2015 3:19:39 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a
week.Conference account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
6/28/2015 3:26:15 PM
MattieT650: RT @richendabrim: So excited for #sharp15 in Montreal!!
https://t.co/RMiI5aAh9s
6/28/2015 7:36:52 PM
sprowberry: A preview of my #sharp15 presentation... http://t.co/AvkU6yuQaQ
6/29/2015 10:27:50 AM
gill_tasker: RT @sprowberry: A preview of my #sharp15 presentation...
http://t.co/AvkU6yuQaQ
6/29/2015 10:28:17 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a
week.Conference account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
6/29/2015 10:37:20 AM
stirpublishing: RT @sprowberry: A preview of my #sharp15 presentation...
http://t.co/AvkU6yuQaQ
6/29/2015 10:38:40 AM
sprowberry: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a
week.Conference account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
6/29/2015 10:39:31 AM
stirpublishing: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a
week.Conference account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
6/29/2015 10:40:06 AM
SHARPorg: RT @sprowberry: A preview of my #sharp15 presentation...
http://t.co/AvkU6yuQaQ
6/29/2015 10:40:26 AM
ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg @sharp2015_ca a tout de suite! #sharp15
6/29/2015 10:41:38 AM
SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg @sharp2015_ca a tout de suite! #sharp15
6/29/2015 10:42:49 AM
JonathanHsy: RT @sprowberry: A preview of my #sharp15 presentation...
http://t.co/AvkU6yuQaQ
6/29/2015 10:44:12 AM
onlinereaders1: RT @sprowberry: A preview of my #sharp15 presentation...
http://t.co/AvkU6yuQaQ

6/29/2015 11:34:56 AM
dolechner: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a
week.Conference account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
6/29/2015 12:12:07 PM
genschaffner: and, oh, by the way, @mazarines and @rarelibrarianne giving paper at
#sharp15 next week @richendabrim @AllisonJaiODell @RBMSinfo @SHARPorg
6/29/2015 4:54:00 PM
sharp2015_ca: @broomgrass #SHARP15 !
6/30/2015 9:54:58 PM
sharp2015_ca: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a
week.Conference account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
6/30/2015 9:55:35 PM
sgediting: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a
week.Conference account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
6/30/2015 11:16:25 PM
roaringgirle: a (visual) preview of my #sharp15 paper on hybrid playbooks & early mod
typography. | DARIUS (1603), STC 349, Folger. http://t.co/oia9NORtps
7/1/2015 4:43:09 PM
roaringgirle: all the playbooks i'm working with are from the @FolgerResearch
collection. each is missing pages that have been supplied in MS. #sharp15
7/1/2015 4:56:02 PM
roaringgirle: another MS page trying to replicate typography. #sharp15 | THE SILVER
AGE (1613), STC 13365 (Copies 1 & 2), Folger. http://t.co/mMkXeUsjj9
7/1/2015 5:59:15 PM
amy_ab2126: RT @roaringgirle: a (visual) preview of my #sharp15 paper on hybrid
playbooks & early mod typography. | DARIUS (1603), STC 349, Folger. htt…
7/1/2015 6:36:59 PM
roaringgirle: @bspalmieri, me too! #sharp15 won't be the same without you!
7/2/2015 7:03:18 PM
roaringgirle: i'm really looking forward to meeting more twitter friends IRL
@sharp2015_ca next week! #sharp15
7/2/2015 7:11:21 PM
amndw2: Way too much stuff to do in the next few weeks, but I'm excited for
#sharp15. And I'm staying within walking distance of a cat cafe. Score!
7/2/2015 7:44:06 PM
amndw2: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a week.Conference
account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
7/2/2015 7:44:22 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: Way too much stuff to do in the next few weeks, but I'm
excited for #sharp15. And I'm staying within walking distance of a cat …
7/2/2015 9:39:31 PM
ClaireSquires: @praymurray @SHARPorg think we've gone for #sharp15 not 2015... :-)

7/2/2015 11:46:22 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @gbarnhisel: Six great bookstores in Montreal to visit when you're at
#sharp15 in July @SHARPorg #bookhistory http://t.co/aKJQMRmJ8x
7/3/2015 11:37:08 AM
stirpublishing: #stirpub researchers @ClaireSquires @sprowberry @louisa_preston
@ellenwiles @rachellynchase @maxinebranagh are off to #sharp15 @sharp2015_ca
7/3/2015 11:47:36 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @stirpublishing: #stirpub researchers @ClaireSquires @sprowberry
@louisa_preston @ellenwiles @rachellynchase @maxinebranagh are off to #…
7/3/2015 11:49:04 AM
maxinebranagh: RT @stirpublishing: #stirpub researchers @ClaireSquires @sprowberry
@louisa_preston @ellenwiles @rachellynchase @maxinebranagh are off to #…
7/3/2015 11:53:58 AM
rachellynchase: RT @stirpublishing: #stirpub researchers @ClaireSquires @sprowberry
@louisa_preston @ellenwiles @rachellynchase @maxinebranagh are off to #…
7/3/2015 11:59:23 AM
sgediting: At Heathrow, waiting for flight to NYC to see Aged P, then Tuesday to
Montreal for my first ever #sharp15 @sharp2015_ca #excited
7/3/2015 12:53:28 PM
roaringgirle: @LaraDodds, just wrote a close reading of some —s for my #sharp15
paper.
7/3/2015 3:14:50 PM
amandalastoria: looking ahead to weather in montreal for #sharp15. what are the odds
that mcgill and sherbrooke have air con?
7/3/2015 3:28:19 PM
roaringgirle: #biblionerds rejoice! @sharp2015_ca is days away! follow #sharp15 for
dispatches & see the program/abstracts here. | http://t.co/0je6yb2eGh
7/3/2015 5:26:43 PM
SHARPorg: RT @roaringgirle: #biblionerds rejoice! @sharp2015_ca is days away! follow
#sharp15 for dispatches & see the program/abstracts here. | http…
7/3/2015 6:17:07 PM
SHARPorg: RT @amandalastoria: looking ahead to weather in montreal for #sharp15.
what are the odds that mcgill and sherbrooke have air con?
7/3/2015 6:17:09 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sgediting: At Heathrow, waiting for flight to NYC to see Aged P, then
Tuesday to Montreal for my first ever #sharp15 @sharp2015_ca #exc…
7/3/2015 6:17:15 PM
SHARPorg: RT @amndw2: Way too much stuff to do in the next few weeks, but I'm
excited for #sharp15. And I'm staying within walking distance of a cat …
7/3/2015 6:17:20 PM
maxinebranagh: On my way to Montreal for my first taste of #sharp15 can't wait!
@sharp2015_ca

7/4/2015 5:43:59 AM
sgediting: Heading soon to #sharp15. Took adaptor for NYC leg but penny just
dropped: Canada plugs connect to power from ((literally) a different angle
7/4/2015 11:14:34 AM
mollyhardy: “[T]he way to success lies through failure, & until someone has been found
bold enough..." 1/2 #SHARP15 prep
7/4/2015 1:37:43 PM
mollyhardy: 2/2 "...to make the venture there is no knowing what may or may not be
possible.” WW Greg (1912) #SHARP15 prep
7/4/2015 1:37:57 PM
mollyhardy: RT @gbarnhisel: Six great bookstores in Montreal to visit when you're at
#sharp15 in July @SHARPorg #bookhistory http://t.co/aKJQMRmJ8x
7/4/2015 2:05:40 PM
mollyhardy: "...sometimes history is merely what you sleep through" C Dinshaw
#sharp15 prep
7/4/2015 2:46:09 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sgediting: Heading soon to #sharp15. Took adaptor for NYC leg but
penny just dropped: Canada plugs connect to power from ((literally) a…
7/4/2015 6:21:24 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mollyhardy: “[T]he way to success lies through failure, & until
someone has been found bold enough..." 1/2 #SHARP15 prep
7/4/2015 6:21:37 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mollyhardy: 2/2 "...to make the venture there is no knowing what may
or may not be possible.” WW Greg (1912) #SHARP15 prep
7/4/2015 6:21:59 PM
SHARPorg: Three days to #sharp15...
7/4/2015 6:22:03 PM
mollyhardy: RT @roaringgirle: #biblionerds rejoice! @sharp2015_ca is days away!
follow #sharp15 for dispatches & see the program/abstracts here. | http…
7/4/2015 7:08:42 PM
chrisdoody: En route to Montreal. First Montreal ComicCon, then #sharp15. Busy week!
7/4/2015 8:03:04 PM
NicDarwood: Looking forward to talking about Helen's Babies at #sharp15 this week.
7/5/2015 12:52:15 AM
JoGrenier: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a
week.Conference account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
7/5/2015 3:06:54 AM
iangadd: Trains. Planes. Automobiles. #sharp15
7/5/2015 10:02:18 AM
iangadd: This is an EARLY WARNING TWEET that it's #sharp15 this coming week. In
which hundreds of book historians from across the world travel to +

7/5/2015 10:08:54 AM
iangadd: And for those of you who want to learn more: follow @sharporg,
@sharp2015_ca and #sharp15
7/5/2015 10:18:32 AM
andykesson: RT @iangadd: This is an EARLY WARNING TWEET that it's #sharp15 this
coming week. In which hundreds of book historians from across the world…
7/5/2015 10:22:50 AM
ahomsher: RT @iangadd: Trains. Planes. Automobiles. #sharp15
7/5/2015 10:41:07 AM
ahomsher: RT @iangadd: This is an EARLY WARNING TWEET that it's #sharp15 this
coming week. In which hundreds of book historians from across the world…
7/5/2015 11:06:13 AM
Laura_Estill: RT @iangadd: This is an EARLY WARNING TWEET that it's #sharp15 this
coming week. In which hundreds of book historians from across the world…
7/5/2015 2:53:46 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @iangadd: And for those of you who want to learn more: follow
@sharporg, @sharp2015_ca and #sharp15
7/5/2015 2:53:51 PM
Laura_Estill: In Montreal, looking forward to @sharp2015_ca! #sharp15
7/5/2015 2:54:01 PM
maxinebranagh: Exploring Montreal ahead of #sharp15 - have just been to the top of
the world's tallest inclined structure! http://t.co/5kSsXLtPmB
7/5/2015 3:36:12 PM
roaringgirle: @ClaireSquires, if @iangadd is staying above a cat cafe, he has won
#sharp15 before it has even begun.
7/5/2015 11:47:41 PM
iangadd: RT @roaringgirle: @ClaireSquires, if @iangadd is staying above a cat cafe, he
has won #sharp15 before it has even begun.
7/6/2015 1:00:09 AM
cherylaread: A few words on _Ulysses_ from one of the book list books I'll talk about
this Th at #sharp15 http://t.co/MvsZwufT07
7/6/2015 1:07:33 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @iangadd: This is an EARLY WARNING TWEET that it's #sharp15 this
coming week. In which hundreds of book historians from across the world…
7/6/2015 2:34:51 AM
ClaireSquires: #sharp15 @SHARPorg @sharp2015_ca http://t.co/iXZQI3UaEY
7/6/2015 2:38:38 AM
CardiffBookHist: RT @iangadd: This is an EARLY WARNING TWEET that it's #sharp15
this coming week. In which hundreds of book historians from across the world…
7/6/2015 2:50:26 AM
SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: #sharp15 @SHARPorg @sharp2015_ca
http://t.co/iXZQI3UaEY

7/6/2015 2:55:38 AM
keenera: Tomorrow AM: flying to Montreal for #sharp15. Bon voyage & see you folks
soon!
7/6/2015 2:59:46 AM
mazarines: RT @roaringgirle: #biblionerds rejoice! @sharp2015_ca is days away! follow
#sharp15 for dispatches & see the program/abstracts here. | http…
7/6/2015 3:07:36 AM
superHH: Come to the digital showcase on Wed. To hear all about my mapping project:
Mapping Decadence + other great DH projects. #sharp15
7/6/2015 11:18:36 AM
superHH: But first, I need to try some poutine! #sharp15
7/6/2015 11:21:32 AM
roaringgirle: #sharp15 begins. see you soon, #biblionerds! http://t.co/3fOLMJYIwT
7/6/2015 11:48:28 AM
mazarines: Off to #sharp15 in beautiful Montréal. Is there anything better than days of
#biblionerdery, delicious food, & exploring a new city?
7/6/2015 12:08:02 PM
roaringgirle: look forward to seeing @sim1303 @mazarines @keenera @iangadd
@conversiontales @JohnHPollack1 @EpistolaryBrown @Laura_Estill et al! #sharp15
7/6/2015 12:21:41 PM
lesliehowsam: En route today for #sharp15 in Montreal. Honoured to be doing the
opening plenary for #biblionerd friends/colleagues. #bookhistory
7/6/2015 12:25:17 PM
SHARPorg: RT @lesliehowsam: En route today for #sharp15 in Montreal. Honoured to
be doing the opening plenary for #biblionerd friends/colleagues. #bo…
7/6/2015 12:25:30 PM
EdNapierPublish: Super excited for #Sharp15 in Montreal @sharp2015_ca tomorrow!
7/6/2015 12:41:23 PM
colonialip: Big shout out2 @lesliehowsam keynote speaker #sharp15 sorry am not there
know u will do splendidly well #bookhistory https://t.co/ve7qq1HmS2
7/6/2015 12:49:06 PM
AQEImprime: RT @lesliehowsam: En route today for #sharp15 in Montreal. Honoured
to be doing the opening plenary for #biblionerd friends/colleagues. #bo…
7/6/2015 1:11:47 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @colonialip: Big shout out2 @lesliehowsam keynote speaker
#sharp15 sorry am not there know u will do splendidly well #bookhistory https:…
7/6/2015 1:20:31 PM
gbarnhisel: @sharp2015_ca what is the best public-transport option for getting from
the airport to the conference hotel(s)? #sharp15
7/6/2015 1:24:16 PM
wbogart2: RT @lesliehowsam: En route today for #sharp15 in Montreal. Honoured to be
doing the opening plenary for #biblionerd friends/colleagues. #bo…

7/6/2015 1:29:08 PM
wbogart2: RT @colonialip: Big shout out2 @lesliehowsam keynote speaker #sharp15
sorry am not there know u will do splendidly well #bookhistory https:…
7/6/2015 1:29:30 PM
ILoveCopyright: Delighted to be in Montreal, perusing lovely Canadian bookshops, for
the @sharp2015_ca @SHARPorg #SHARP15 conference. http://t.co/eWoc6qfVhu
7/6/2015 1:33:15 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ILoveCopyright: Delighted to be in Montreal, perusing lovely Canadian
bookshops, for the @sharp2015_ca @SHARPorg #SHARP15 conference. h…
7/6/2015 1:37:45 PM
SHARPorg: RT @gbarnhisel: @sharp2015_ca what is the best public-transport option for
getting from the airport to the conference hotel(s)? #sharp15
7/6/2015 1:38:02 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EdNapierPublish: Super excited for #Sharp15 in Montreal
@sharp2015_ca tomorrow!
7/6/2015 1:38:08 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mazarines: Off to #sharp15 in beautiful Montréal. Is there anything
better than days of #biblionerdery, delicious food, & exploring a n…
7/6/2015 1:38:12 PM
SHARPorg: RT @superHH: Come to the digital showcase on Wed. To hear all about my
mapping project: Mapping Decadence + other great DH projects. #sharp…
7/6/2015 1:38:19 PM
SHARPorg: RT @keenera: Tomorrow AM: flying to Montreal for #sharp15. Bon voyage &
see you folks soon!
7/6/2015 1:38:22 PM
SHARPorg: RT @cherylaread: A few words on _Ulysses_ from one of the book list books
I'll talk about this Th at #sharp15 http://t.co/MvsZwufT07
7/6/2015 1:38:27 PM
SHARPorg: RT @maxinebranagh: Exploring Montreal ahead of #sharp15 - have just
been to the top of the world's tallest inclined structure! http://t.co/…
7/6/2015 1:38:31 PM
SHARPorg: RT @Laura_Estill: In Montreal, looking forward to @sharp2015_ca!
#sharp15
7/6/2015 1:38:35 PM
nealstimler: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a
week.Conference account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
7/6/2015 1:41:02 PM
PROFSTEVENSON: Getting ready for #SHARP15. Flying in tomorrow. Hope to keep
pants intact this time. My book tokens paper Thursday 8.30am.
7/6/2015 1:57:56 PM
rmathematicus: RT @mazarines: Off to #sharp15 in beautiful Montréal. Is there
anything better than days of #biblionerdery, delicious food, & exploring a n…

7/6/2015 1:58:12 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @ILoveCopyright: Delighted to be in Montreal, perusing lovely
Canadian bookshops, for the @sharp2015_ca @SHARPorg #SHARP15 conference. h…
7/6/2015 2:17:10 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @lesliehowsam: En route today for #sharp15 in Montreal. Honoured
to be doing the opening plenary for #biblionerd friends/colleagues. #bo…
7/6/2015 2:17:27 PM
dolechner: RT @lesliehowsam: En route today for #sharp15 in Montreal. Honoured to
be doing the opening plenary for #biblionerd friends/colleagues. #bo…
7/6/2015 2:17:51 PM
dolechner: #sharp15 & #rsvp2015 this week. Sorry not to be at either conference this
year, so am looking forward to many tweets from both!
7/6/2015 2:18:11 PM
LiterateIndy: Ha! Truth -> MT @cherylaread: A few words on _Ulysses_ from one of
the book list books I'll talk about at #sharp15 http://t.co/6v9yR5yJUn
7/6/2015 2:27:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Will I walk several miles to find Poutine tonight? Yes, probably; we'll
see how the flight goes. #SHARP15
7/6/2015 2:38:14 PM
amndw2: Getting ready to fly to Montreal for #sharp15 later this afternoon. W00t!
7/6/2015 2:52:37 PM
Chelsea9142010: RT @LiterateIndy: Ha! Truth -> MT @cherylaread: A few words on
_Ulysses_ from one of the book list books I'll talk about at #sharp15 http:/…
7/6/2015 2:56:42 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Will I walk several miles to find Poutine tonight? Yes,
probably; we'll see how the flight goes. #SHARP15
7/6/2015 3:23:50 PM
mollyhardy: Just did hot yoga w a sunburn. Putting final touches on paper for
#SHARP15 no longer seems so daunting.
7/6/2015 3:25:31 PM
AmAntiquarian: Here we come #SHARP15! @AmAntiquarian -organized panels: 1) 2g
Authorial Adaptation... & 2) 7b Antiquarian Affect & Obsolescence...
7/6/2015 3:31:04 PM
Zenbap: RT @lesliehowsam: En route today for #sharp15 in Montreal. Honoured to be
doing the opening plenary for #biblionerd friends/colleagues. #bo…
7/6/2015 3:32:20 PM
mroyup13: On my way to Montreal for #sharp15! http://t.co/AqcckO28xw
7/6/2015 3:44:47 PM
ASECSWomen: RT @AmAntiquarian: Here we come #SHARP15! @AmAntiquarian organized panels: 1) 2g Authorial Adaptation... & 2) 7b Antiquarian Affect & Ob…
7/6/2015 3:53:17 PM
sprowberry: I'm sure Toronto/Montreal border guards are already really sick of hearing
what book history is... #sharp15

7/6/2015 4:04:05 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sprowberry: I'm sure Toronto/Montreal border guards are already
really sick of hearing what book history is... #sharp15
7/6/2015 4:12:14 PM
ClaireSquires: .@sprowberry reminds of SHARP Helsinki, when I misguidedly tried to
mime a book history conference for some Norwegians #sharp15
7/6/2015 4:14:17 PM
stirpublishing: We should try & get a #stirpub group photo at #sharp15 @ClaireSquires
@sprowberry @louisa_preston @ellenwiles @maxinebranagh @rachellynchase
7/6/2015 4:16:30 PM
BarnardStuart: RT @lesliehowsam: En route today for #sharp15 in Montreal. Honoured
to be doing the opening plenary for #biblionerd friends/colleagues. #bo…
7/6/2015 4:40:32 PM
SHARPorg: RT @PROFSTEVENSON: Getting ready for #SHARP15. Flying in tomorrow.
Hope to keep pants intact this time. My book tokens paper Thursday 8.30a…
7/6/2015 4:57:42 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Will I walk several miles to find Poutine tonight? Yes,
probably; we'll see how the flight goes. #SHARP15
7/6/2015 4:57:50 PM
SHARPorg: RT @amndw2: Getting ready to fly to Montreal for #sharp15 later this
afternoon. W00t!
7/6/2015 4:57:52 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mollyhardy: Just did hot yoga w a sunburn. Putting final touches on
paper for #SHARP15 no longer seems so daunting.
7/6/2015 4:57:55 PM
SHARPorg: RT @AmAntiquarian: Here we come #SHARP15! @AmAntiquarian organized panels: 1) 2g Authorial Adaptation... & 2) 7b Antiquarian Affect & Ob…
7/6/2015 4:58:00 PM
sharp2015_ca: RT @iangadd: And for those of you who want to learn more: follow
@sharporg, @sharp2015_ca and #sharp15
7/6/2015 4:58:03 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mroyup13: On my way to Montreal for #sharp15!
http://t.co/AqcckO28xw
7/6/2015 4:58:04 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sprowberry: I'm sure Toronto/Montreal border guards are already
really sick of hearing what book history is... #sharp15
7/6/2015 4:58:12 PM
SHARPorg: RT @stirpublishing: We should try & get a #stirpub group photo at
#sharp15 @ClaireSquires @sprowberry @louisa_preston @ellenwiles @maxinebr…
7/6/2015 4:58:28 PM
superHH: Francophiles, check out "La France accoste à Montréal" until July 12. Cool new
events everyday. http://t.co/9KJe6dfgB0 #SHARP15

7/6/2015 5:00:56 PM
vivdunstan: Sad to miss SHARP 2015 book history conf in Montreal, but following
#sharp15 tweets. I will be in Paris for #sharp16! http://t.co/XpA2x5tk3N
7/6/2015 5:01:28 PM
superHH: There are exhibitions, concerts, conferences, all by le vieux port. #SHARP15
7/6/2015 5:02:32 PM
sharp2015_ca: Excellent weather - excellent conference. À demain! @SHARPorg
#sharp15 http://t.co/bllIyTrJQd
7/6/2015 5:05:57 PM
CitizenWald: And... Off to a good start here at #SHARP15 at the #archives of Old
Montreal http://t.co/buar5ppHnQ http://t.co/m542szmNmm
7/6/2015 5:08:04 PM
MaryFChadwick: RT @sprowberry: I'm sure Toronto/Montreal border guards are
already really sick of hearing what book history is... #sharp15
7/6/2015 5:24:26 PM
CalMurgu: RT @sharp2015_ca: Excellent weather - excellent conference. À demain!
@SHARPorg #sharp15 http://t.co/bllIyTrJQd
7/6/2015 5:26:07 PM
superHH: @EpistolaryBrown @SHARPorg someone recommended me La Banquise for
poutine. Goin to check it tonight. #sharp15
7/6/2015 5:44:57 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @sharp2015_ca: Excellent weather - excellent conference. À
demain! @SHARPorg #sharp15 http://t.co/bllIyTrJQd
7/6/2015 5:51:23 PM
superHH: My breakfast this morning. I love Montréal. #SHARP15 #lovemyfrenchpastries
#homesick #nocinnamon http://t.co/ijaknXlcyz
7/6/2015 5:54:51 PM
roaringgirle: montreal achieved; or, hazy but here. #sharp15 http://t.co/Nn3wGfBCBP
7/6/2015 6:00:55 PM
Stir_Research: RT @stirpublishing: #stirpub researchers @ClaireSquires @sprowberry
@louisa_preston @ellenwiles @rachellynchase @maxinebranagh are off to #…
7/6/2015 6:31:38 PM
Stir_Research: Follow the presentations by @ClaireSquires (http://t.co/Up8V7IHjuK) &
@sprowberry (http://t.co/WhDgoaDp6y) this week via: #SHARP15
7/6/2015 6:37:13 PM
Stir_Research: PhD Students from Arts & Humanities (@louisa_preston @ellenwiles
@rachellynchase @maxinebranagh) are also presenting this week at #SHARP15
7/6/2015 6:42:10 PM
AIaglaqu: play perennial #SHARP15 Jesse via expert movers coordinated growth
transport staggering @sprowberry days.
7/6/2015 6:49:19 PM
paulraphrooney: RT @sharp2015_ca: Excellent weather - excellent conference. À
demain! @SHARPorg #sharp15 http://t.co/bllIyTrJQd

7/6/2015 7:13:01 PM
CalMurgu: RT @sharp2015_ca: Excellent weather - excellent conference. À demain!
@SHARPorg #sharp15 http://t.co/bllIyTrJQd
7/6/2015 7:22:33 PM
rcagna: RT @iangadd: And for those of you who want to learn more: follow @sharporg,
@sharp2015_ca and #sharp15
7/6/2015 7:31:35 PM
hkpmcgregor: I've been in Montreal for four days, but just checked into my residence
and am now in the mood for #SHARP15.
7/6/2015 7:42:46 PM
sharp2015_ca: Please note that registration is open tomorrow (Tuesday) from 8 to
11:30AM. #sharp15
7/6/2015 8:29:56 PM
m_shoude: À Montréal pour présenter Médias 19 (http://t.co/S6R97zJFCR) au congrès
#sharp15, learn about book history... and practice my English.
7/6/2015 8:48:10 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @Stir_Research: PhD Students from Arts & Humanities
(@louisa_preston @ellenwiles @rachellynchase @maxinebranagh) are also presenting
thi…
7/6/2015 8:49:07 PM
BishopTed: RT @lesliehowsam: En route today for #sharp15 in Montreal. Honoured to
be doing the opening plenary for #biblionerd friends/colleagues. #bo…
7/6/2015 9:03:58 PM
jameshodges_: Just got to Montreal for #sharp15‽(‽‽‽‽‽)‽
7/6/2015 9:14:01 PM
Ca7ista: @_BAnQ make people more aware of their digitised map collection by printing
them onto the cafe tables! #awareness #lovemaps #sharp15
7/6/2015 9:16:49 PM
hkpmcgregor: I was so excited about #SHARP15 that I accidentally registered twice.
#academicproblems
7/6/2015 9:19:20 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharp2015_ca: Excellent weather - excellent conference. À demain!
@SHARPorg #sharp15 http://t.co/bllIyTrJQd
7/6/2015 9:28:21 PM
SHARPorg: RT @hkpmcgregor: I was so excited about #SHARP15 that I accidentally
registered twice. #academicproblems
7/6/2015 9:28:52 PM
SHARPorg: RT @Ca7ista: @_BAnQ make people more aware of their digitised map
collection by printing them onto the cafe tables! #awareness #lovemaps #…
7/6/2015 9:28:59 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharp2015_ca: Please note that registration is open tomorrow
(Tuesday) from 8 to 11:30AM. #sharp15

7/6/2015 9:29:01 PM
SHARPorg: RT @superHH: Francophiles, check out "La France accoste à Montréal" until
July 12. Cool new events everyday. http://t.co/9KJe6dfgB0 #SHARP15
7/6/2015 9:29:23 PM
SHARPorg: RT @superHH: There are exhibitions, concerts, conferences, all by le vieux
port. #SHARP15
7/6/2015 9:29:26 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CitizenWald: And... Off to a good start here at #SHARP15 at the
#archives of Old Montreal http://t.co/buar5ppHnQ http://t.co/m542szmNmm
7/6/2015 9:29:31 PM
SHARPorg: RT @jameshodges_: Just got to Montreal for #sharp15‽(‽‽‽‽‽)‽
7/6/2015 9:30:05 PM
gbarnhisel: Really looking forward to coming to Montreal, one of my favorite cities, for
#sharp15; regretting, however, booking a 5:15am flight.
7/6/2015 9:36:44 PM
HereBeginneth: RT @sprowberry: I'm sure Toronto/Montreal border guards are already
really sick of hearing what book history is... #sharp15
7/6/2015 9:40:08 PM
roaringgirle: this evening is brought to you by cheese, baguette, and my favorite part
of conference prep: designing slides! #sharp15
7/6/2015 10:15:23 PM
CitizenWald: The lovely reading room of the Beaux-Arts building of the #archives of Old
Montreal #SHARP15 http://t.co/jz8vidZqSo
7/6/2015 10:28:15 PM
walkerabroad: RT @Ca7ista: @_BAnQ make people more aware of their digitised map
collection by printing them onto the cafe tables! #awareness #lovemaps #…
7/6/2015 10:32:53 PM
keenera: Safely arrived in Montréal & getting ready for #sharp15! Jeudi je parle au
sujet de dictionaires bilingues dans l'époque de Shakespeare.
7/6/2015 10:35:11 PM
CitizenWald: Few students use National #Library and #Archives of Old Montreal: most
users do #genealogy research. #SHARP15 http://t.co/8a74xelwvc
7/6/2015 10:39:01 PM
CalMurgu: RT @sharp2015_ca: Please note that registration is open tomorrow
(Tuesday) from 8 to 11:30AM. #sharp15
7/6/2015 10:39:57 PM
Steenshorne: All things considered, I'd rather be at #sharp15
7/6/2015 10:54:33 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Found Montreal, found my room at McGill, found Wifi! Now to find a
way to keep myself awake for a few hours so that I sleep through #SHARP15
7/6/2015 10:56:04 PM
sharp2015_ca: Notez que l'inscription au congrès est ouverte demain (mardi) de 8h à
11h30. #sharp15

7/6/2015 11:13:10 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @CitizenWald: The lovely reading room of the Beaux-Arts building of
the #archives of Old Montreal #SHARP15 http://t.co/jz8vidZqSo
7/6/2015 11:21:30 PM
iangadd: RT @sharp2015_ca: Notez que l'inscription au congrès est ouverte demain
(mardi) de 8h à 11h30. #sharp15
7/6/2015 11:21:50 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sprowberry: I'm sure Toronto/Montreal border guards are already
really sick of hearing what book history is... #sharp15
7/6/2015 11:21:58 PM
nickpublisher: Excited to be in Montreal for #sharp15 - so many excellent sessions over
the next few days @PROFSTEVENSON @ILoveCopyright
7/6/2015 11:24:45 PM
queensprincipal: RT @sprowberry: I'm sure Toronto/Montreal border guards are
already really sick of hearing what book history is... #sharp15
7/6/2015 11:31:04 PM
amndw2: Je suis arrivée à Montréal! Anyone know a good place to get dinner near
McGill? #sharp15
7/6/2015 11:45:16 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @Stir_Research: Follow the presentations by @ClaireSquires
(http://t.co/Up8V7IHjuK) & @sprowberry (http://t.co/WhDgoaDp6y) this week via…
7/6/2015 11:51:00 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @sprowberry: I'm sure Toronto/Montreal border guards are
already really sick of hearing what book history is... #sharp15
7/6/2015 11:51:53 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharp2015_ca: Notez que l'inscription au congrès est ouverte demain
(mardi) de 8h à 11h30. #sharp15
7/7/2015 12:03:42 AM
SHARPorg: RT @nickpublisher: Excited to be in Montreal for #sharp15 - so many
excellent sessions over the next few days @PROFSTEVENSON @ILoveCopyright
7/7/2015 12:03:45 AM
SHARPorg: RT @amndw2: Je suis arrivée à Montréal! Anyone know a good place to get
dinner near McGill? #sharp15
7/7/2015 12:03:47 AM
sharp2015_ca: Pas le temps de s'inscrire avant l'ouverture à BAnQ demain? Pas de
stress: vous pourrez le faire à Longueuil plus tard (mercredi).#sharp15
7/7/2015 12:16:05 AM
JenServenti: Of interest to #sharp15 ? https://t.co/ZSw1wdPySa
7/7/2015 12:31:04 AM
hellsgrannie: @lesliehowsam So sorry to be missing your opening plenary #Sharp15.
Look forward to report back. Bests to all my friends.
7/7/2015 1:34:02 AM

kinohin: RT @sharp2015_ca: Excellent weather - excellent conference. À demain!
@SHARPorg #sharp15 http://t.co/bllIyTrJQd
7/7/2015 1:34:48 AM
kinohin: RT @SHARPorg: Our annual conference begins in just over a week.Conference
account @sharp2015_ca Conference hashtag #sharp15 (We’ll be arc…
7/7/2015 1:35:07 AM
kinohin: See you @sharp2015_ca Montréal! It's looking to be a great @SHARPorg
meeting & my first since Helsinki. Follow live tweets at #sharp15.
7/7/2015 1:38:51 AM
SHARPorg: RT @kinohin: See you @sharp2015_ca Montréal! It's looking to be a great
@SHARPorg meeting & my first since Helsinki. Follow live tweets at …
7/7/2015 1:40:57 AM
SHARPorg: Another annual conference, another Twitter prize. All you need to participate
is to tweet about the conference using the #sharp15 tag.
7/7/2015 1:59:48 AM
SHARPorg: At least one prize will be awarded to a non-attendee. Prizes will be
announced at #sharp15 AGM on Friday.
7/7/2015 2:00:16 AM
iangadd: RT @SHARPorg: Another annual conference, another Twitter prize. All you
need to participate is to tweet about the conference using the #sha…
7/7/2015 2:01:16 AM
iangadd: RT @SHARPorg: At least one prize will be awarded to a non-attendee. Prizes
will be announced at #sharp15 AGM on Friday.
7/7/2015 2:01:19 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @Stir_Research: Follow the presentations by @ClaireSquires
(http://t.co/Up8V7IHjuK) & @sprowberry (http://t.co/WhDgoaDp6y) this week via…
7/7/2015 2:02:37 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @SHARPorg: Another annual conference, another Twitter prize. All
you need to participate is to tweet about the conference using the #sha…
7/7/2015 2:04:21 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @SHARPorg: At least one prize will be awarded to a non-attendee.
Prizes will be announced at #sharp15 AGM on Friday.
7/7/2015 2:04:24 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @Stir_Research: PhD Students from Arts & Humanities
(@louisa_preston @ellenwiles @rachellynchase @maxinebranagh) are also presenting
thi…
7/7/2015 2:05:20 AM
CitizenWald: RT @SHARPorg: Another annual conference, another Twitter prize. All you
need to participate is to tweet about the conference using the #sha…
7/7/2015 2:06:32 AM
CitizenWald: RT @SHARPorg: At least one prize will be awarded to a non-attendee.
Prizes will be announced at #sharp15 AGM on Friday.
7/7/2015 2:06:35 AM

iamwrathleen: RT @sprowberry: I'm sure Toronto/Montreal border guards are already
really sick of hearing what book history is... #sharp15
7/7/2015 2:08:57 AM
ClaireSquires: Bike Montreal #sharp15 http://t.co/6cFDvTzqwv
7/7/2015 2:15:58 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharp2015_ca: Pas le temps de s'inscrire avant l'ouverture à BAnQ
demain? Pas de stress: vous pourrez le faire à Longueuil plus tard (m…
7/7/2015 2:33:18 AM
ClaireSquires: I have finally made it: I will be one of the #sharp15 Twitter prize judges.
Bribes in the form of ice cream willingly accepted.
7/7/2015 2:33:55 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @kinohin: See you @sharp2015_ca Montréal! It's looking to be a
great @SHARPorg meeting & my first since Helsinki. Follow live tweets at …
7/7/2015 2:36:16 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @SHARPorg: Another annual conference, another Twitter prize. All
you need to participate is to tweet about the conference using the #sha…
7/7/2015 2:36:40 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @SHARPorg: At least one prize will be awarded to a non-attendee.
Prizes will be announced at #sharp15 AGM on Friday.
7/7/2015 2:36:41 AM
CitizenWald: As #SHARP15 begins.Coincidence? Our exploits will not involve even
"minor injuries." #Book #History: safe excitement https://t.co/RV3gDplfKp
7/7/2015 2:54:25 AM
ahomsher: RT @SHARPorg: At least one prize will be awarded to a non-attendee. Prizes
will be announced at #sharp15 AGM on Friday.
7/7/2015 3:29:28 AM
ahomsher: RT @SHARPorg: Another annual conference, another Twitter prize. All you
need to participate is to tweet about the conference using the #sha…
7/7/2015 3:29:28 AM
SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: I have finally made it: I will be one of the #sharp15
Twitter prize judges. Bribes in the form of ice cream willingly ac…
7/7/2015 3:30:04 AM
Laura_Estill: RT @SHARPorg: Another annual conference, another Twitter prize. All you
need to participate is to tweet about the conference using the #sha…
7/7/2015 3:36:40 AM
sharp2015_ca: No time to register before the opening tomorrow at @_BAnQ? Don't
stress: you can register in Longueuil on Wednesday! #sharp15 #swag
7/7/2015 4:12:21 AM
minnamirja: So sorry to miss #sharp15. Have an inspiring conference #SHARPists!
Please keep tweets coming... #bookhistory
7/7/2015 5:26:38 AM
CitizenWald: .@minnamirja We will miss you, too. #SHARP15 promises to be a tweetrich (as well as otherwise rewarding) environment :)

7/7/2015 5:29:20 AM
minnamirja: RT @SHARPorg: At least one prize will be awarded to a non-attendee.
Prizes will be announced at #sharp15 AGM on Friday.
7/7/2015 6:10:25 AM
masterquickly: RT @mollyhardy: “[T]he way to success lies through failure, & until
someone has been found bold enough..." 1/2 #SHARP15 prep
7/7/2015 6:37:55 AM
masterquickly: RT @mollyhardy: 2/2 "...to make the venture there is no knowing what
may or may not be possible.” WW Greg (1912) #SHARP15 prep
7/7/2015 6:38:00 AM
BnFMonde: Today #sharp15 conference opens in #Montreal ! Check out the detailed
program http://t.co/CIogYnONxH http://t.co/I9Wgb4xaKn
7/7/2015 8:32:17 AM
eu_sounds: RT @BnFMonde: Today #sharp15 conference opens in #Montreal ! Check
out the detailed program http://t.co/CIogYnONxH http://t.co/I9Wgb4xaKn
7/7/2015 8:34:23 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @sharp2015_ca: Excellent weather - excellent conference. À
demain! @SHARPorg #sharp15 http://t.co/bllIyTrJQd
7/7/2015 9:09:49 AM
niclloyd23: RT @iangadd: This is an EARLY WARNING TWEET that it's #sharp15 this
coming week. In which hundreds of book historians from across the world…
7/7/2015 9:44:10 AM
AlexisWeedon: On route to #sharp15 @nickpublisher @ClaireSquires @fuchschristian
7/7/2015 10:48:57 AM
AlexisWeedon: @ILoveCopyright see you at #sharp15 are you tweeting?
7/7/2015 10:50:17 AM
roaringgirle: <3 #sharp15 https://t.co/WYj5Oxy3Bt
7/7/2015 11:10:45 AM
roaringgirle: .@sharp2015_ca, is it safe to assume access to reliable wifi at all
conference sites this week? #sharp15
7/7/2015 11:15:16 AM
superHH: @sharp2015_ca @_BAnQ wonderful. I was not sure I would have the time.
That's good to know. #sharp15
7/7/2015 11:39:39 AM
minnamirja: Follow this week #sharp15 @sharp2015_ca Detailed program:
http://t.co/GB42MptqiF #bookhistory #twitterstorians
7/7/2015 11:49:27 AM
jtheibault: Today's #chtf: #sharp15 On Generation and Regeneration of Books
http://t.co/SQFZqirQfe
7/7/2015 12:06:04 PM
librarianmouse: Am very glad #IMC2015 and #sharp15 are in different time zones.
Don’t think my feed could handle it if they were temporally colocated!

7/7/2015 12:09:31 PM
efreyre2: RT @BnFMonde: Today #sharp15 conference opens in #Montreal ! Check out
the detailed program http://t.co/CIogYnONxH http://t.co/I9Wgb4xaKn
7/7/2015 12:11:54 PM
SHARPorg: #sharp15 begins today!
7/7/2015 12:23:33 PM
ComicsGrid: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp15 begins today!
7/7/2015 12:23:45 PM
SHARPorg: As usual, there will be a Twitter prize this week: all you need to participate
is to tweet about the conference using the #sharp15 tag.
7/7/2015 12:26:35 PM
SHARPorg: At least one prize will be awarded to a non-attending tweeter. Prizes will be
announced at #sharp15 AGM on Friday.”
7/7/2015 12:26:52 PM
iangadd: RT @SHARPorg: As usual, there will be a Twitter prize this week: all you need
to participate is to tweet about the conference using the #sh…
7/7/2015 12:27:14 PM
iangadd: RT @SHARPorg: At least one prize will be awarded to a non-attending tweeter.
Prizes will be announced at #sharp15 AGM on Friday.”
7/7/2015 12:27:15 PM
sprowberry: RT @SHARPorg: As usual, there will be a Twitter prize this week: all you
need to participate is to tweet about the conference using the #sh…
7/7/2015 12:33:58 PM
sprowberry: RT @SHARPorg: At least one prize will be awarded to a non-attending
tweeter. Prizes will be announced at #sharp15 AGM on Friday.”
7/7/2015 12:34:01 PM
Exhaust_Fumes: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp15 begins today!
7/7/2015 12:34:41 PM
colonialip: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp15 begins today!
7/7/2015 12:39:04 PM
jliedl: Wish I was in Montreal for #sharp15 but will follow along from home, reading
some book history in honour of the conference.
7/7/2015 12:41:49 PM
roaringgirle: it didn't take long to find this on my pre-#sharp15 wanderings, but might i
suggest ¶ as a more appropriate logo? http://t.co/Pu0CKG3Hwv
7/7/2015 1:02:20 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp15 begins today!
7/7/2015 1:03:04 PM
mollyhardy: @CitizenWald Likewise! Happy #SHARP15 !
7/7/2015 1:04:51 PM
ahomsher: RT @SHARPorg: As usual, there will be a Twitter prize this week: all you
need to participate is to tweet about the conference using the #sh…

7/7/2015 1:15:44 PM
Laura_Estill: #sharp15 pre-conference workshop "Reading Bibliography" slides
http://t.co/BCR0vFZbsN by Bibl Soc of Canada
7/7/2015 1:25:07 PM
roaringgirle: some very useful visuals here! thanks for sharing with those of us not in
attendance, @Laura_Estill! #sharp15 https://t.co/HNdR4xcYKZ
7/7/2015 1:27:46 PM
sharpicecream: I am an ice-cream/Je suis une glace. I am at #sharp15/Je suis a
@sharp2015_ca. Tweet me.
7/7/2015 1:30:21 PM
rhymesontheroad: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp15 begins today!
7/7/2015 1:40:17 PM
sharpicecream: Need coffee. #affogato #sharp15
7/7/2015 1:43:49 PM
Laura_Estill: Collating rare pamphlets at "Reading Bibliography" #sharp15 preconference workshop http://t.co/GJnw3T9GID
7/7/2015 1:51:03 PM
gbarnhisel: RT @SHARPorg: Another annual conference, another Twitter prize. All you
need to participate is to tweet about the conference using the #sha…
7/7/2015 1:53:44 PM
roaringgirle: #sharp15 folks staying at mcgill and in need of very good coffee (read:
intelligentsia) should try this place. | http://t.co/AS4W144g9n
7/7/2015 1:53:51 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: Need coffee. #affogato #sharp15
7/7/2015 1:54:25 PM
keenera: Just arrived at @McGillLib to check out a few printed books as #sharp15
begins! I recommend an exhibit on c18 publications in the lobby
7/7/2015 2:00:16 PM
Fisher_Library: A great start to #sharp15 in the first half of Reading Bibliography with
Sandra Alston and Patricia Fleming http://t.co/YwZnlFLaEr
7/7/2015 2:01:17 PM
gbarnhisel: RT @sharpicecream: I am an ice-cream/Je suis une glace. I am at
#sharp15/Je suis a @sharp2015_ca. Tweet me.
7/7/2015 2:03:58 PM
jotis13: RT @SHARPorg: As usual, there will be a Twitter prize this week: all you need
to participate is to tweet about the conference using the #sh…
7/7/2015 2:06:37 PM
jotis13: En route to #sharp15 and flight boarding soon! See y'all on the flip side.
7/7/2015 2:07:30 PM
Laura_Estill: Reading Bibliography #sharp15 swag from Biblio Soc of Canada: Lovell &
Gibson Printing Type and Ornaments facs http://t.co/mf884mxUBY

7/7/2015 2:28:17 PM
keenera: A quarto publication bound into a volume of octavos! All printed in 1657.
Check out the Redpath Tracts @ #sharp15 http://t.co/WAIYYCmuiN
7/7/2015 2:31:05 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: Need coffee. #affogato #sharp15
7/7/2015 2:39:27 PM
vivdunstan: Worst thing so far about missing #sharp15 and reading tweets is I now
want to try poutine! Why didn’t I know about it in Halifax in 2005?!
7/7/2015 3:08:09 PM
roaringgirle: interested in early modern reading practices? then come to #s6c at
#sharp15 on thursday afternoon—or follow along here!
7/7/2015 3:30:16 PM
LaraDodds: RT @roaringgirle: interested in early modern reading practices? then come
to #s6c at #sharp15 on thursday afternoon—or follow along here!
7/7/2015 3:33:26 PM
roaringgirle: i'll be discussing "hybrid" playbooks from @FolgerResearch & what they
can tell us about 17c readers' "typographic awareness." #s6c #sharp15
7/7/2015 3:36:07 PM
roaringgirle: and @sharporg president @iangadd will be schooling us on the history of
the dog-ear. i'm guessing you won't want to miss that. #s6c #sharp15
7/7/2015 3:40:05 PM
MitchFraas: Sad to be missing #SHARP15 - have fun everyone!
7/7/2015 3:42:52 PM
roaringgirle: finally, here's my first slide with an image from THE PURITAN WIDOW
(1607), STC 21531 (Copy 2), Folger. #s6c #sharp15 http://t.co/nPILBpgUTN
7/7/2015 3:50:06 PM
McGillLib: RT @keenera: Just arrived at @McGillLib to check out a few printed books as
#sharp15 begins! I recommend an exhibit on c18 publications in …
7/7/2015 3:50:27 PM
d2verso: Sorry to be missing Reading Bibliography, #sharp15, but I'm stuck in Austin
writing bibliography.
7/7/2015 4:02:43 PM
cherylaread: So bummed to have missed this morning's workshop, but Google maps
failed me and I couldn't make it in time. #sharp15
7/7/2015 4:46:20 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Picked up my translating headset so fulfilling my childhood United
Nations fantasies #sharp15
7/7/2015 5:06:57 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @SHARPorg: As usual, there will be a Twitter prize this week: all
you need to participate is to tweet about the conference using the #sh…
7/7/2015 5:07:17 PM
amndw2: Best bookstore name I've seen in ages. #sharp15 http://t.co/Y59kQAo13U

7/7/2015 5:09:08 PM
KatieMcGettigan: I would also really recommended the children's exhibition on books
as objects at @_BAnQ to those at #sharp15 http://t.co/pL1J3SNQXr
7/7/2015 5:10:37 PM
mollyhardy: Musee McCord's Urban Jungle bc Montreal #SHARP15
http://t.co/3dEhLExAWl
7/7/2015 5:12:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Spent the morning exploring Old Montreal in the rain; gorgeous
Cathedral is perfect compensation for being damp for the opening of #SHARP15
7/7/2015 5:22:19 PM
nickpublisher: Tweeting from Montreal at #sharp15 and we're about to start
http://t.co/MqlzlszZSk
7/7/2015 5:22:23 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @Laura_Estill: #sharp15 pre-conference workshop "Reading
Bibliography" slides http://t.co/BCR0vFZbsN by Bibl Soc of Canada
7/7/2015 5:24:21 PM
superHH: Ready for the beginning of #sharp15.
7/7/2015 5:28:15 PM
amndw2: Waiting for #sharp15 to begin! If you're not interested in biblionerdery, you
may want to mute me for the next few days.
7/7/2015 5:30:59 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @nickpublisher: Tweeting from Montreal at #sharp15 and we're
about to start http://t.co/MqlzlszZSk
7/7/2015 5:31:05 PM
dolechner: @sharp2015_ca Will any plenaries / events be live-streamed from #sharp15
like last year?
7/7/2015 5:33:05 PM
PointofPublish: Not at #sharp15 but pondering (the) possible difference(s) in meaning
of (the) French and English strapline(s). http://t.co/SKBzwOJoyK
7/7/2015 5:33:39 PM
amndw2: The Bibliothéque et Archives Nationales du Québec has a conveyor belt for
book returns! #sharp15 http://t.co/yyRyc8YMZH
7/7/2015 5:35:25 PM
MeetMontreal: A big welcome to everyone visiting Montréal for #sharp15 — you are all
looking sharp!(Sorry, we couldn't resist.) cc: @SHARPorg
7/7/2015 5:38:59 PM
SLevelt: The #IMC2015 and #sharp15 feeds together will be the Awesome Conference
Twitter Feed On Which The Sun Never Sets.
7/7/2015 5:39:15 PM
sharp2015_ca: RT @nickpublisher: Tweeting from Montreal at #sharp15 and we're
about to start http://t.co/MqlzlszZSk
7/7/2015 5:39:26 PM

maxinebranagh: RT @MeetMontreal: A big welcome to everyone visiting Montréal for
#sharp15 — you are all looking sharp!(Sorry, we couldn't resist.) cc: @…
7/7/2015 5:40:22 PM
evenement_qc: RT @MeetMontreal: A big welcome to everyone visiting Montréal for
#sharp15 — you are all looking sharp!(Sorry, we couldn't resist.) cc: @…
7/7/2015 5:40:49 PM
Sacrobosco2013: RT @Laura_Estill: #sharp15 pre-conference workshop "Reading
Bibliography" slides http://t.co/BCR0vFZbsN by Bibl Soc of Canada
7/7/2015 5:41:21 PM
ClaireSquires: And #sharp15 is out of the traps...
7/7/2015 5:41:59 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @MeetMontreal: A big welcome to everyone visiting Montréal for
#sharp15 — you are all looking sharp!(Sorry, we couldn't resist.) cc: @…
7/7/2015 5:42:32 PM
superHH: Love that the opening remarks are both in French and in English. #sharp15
7/7/2015 5:42:39 PM
sharp2015_ca: RT @MeetMontreal: A big welcome to everyone visiting Montréal for
#sharp15 — you are all looking sharp!(Sorry, we couldn't resist.) cc: @…
7/7/2015 5:44:04 PM
roaringgirle: awaiting the opening keynote of #sharp15. looking forward to hearing
@lesliehowsam's bilingual "thinking through the history of the book."
7/7/2015 5:44:55 PM
CitizenWald: #SHARP15 begins at the Grande Bibliothèque-- the most visited #library
in the francophone world. 27m in ten years http://t.co/5eJOMzJvRQ
7/7/2015 5:44:56 PM
superHH: SHARP already took place 3 times in Canada but it is the first time in Québec.
#sharp15
7/7/2015 5:45:40 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp15 is 300 delegates, 5 days, 3 venues, 2 languages #wows
7/7/2015 5:45:49 PM
nickpublisher: RT @CitizenWald: #SHARP15 begins at the Grande Bibliothèque-- the
most visited #library in the francophone world. 27m in ten years http://t…
7/7/2015 5:45:58 PM
superHH: There is nothing I like more than discovering new libraries and their
organization. #sharp15 #futurelibrarian
7/7/2015 5:47:15 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @CitizenWald: #SHARP15 begins at the Grande Bibliothèque-- the
most visited #library in the francophone world. 27m in ten years http://t…
7/7/2015 5:48:23 PM
roaringgirle: la bibliothèque et archives nationales du québec (the site for today's
events) = "un carrefour culturel" #sharp15
7/7/2015 5:48:41 PM

SLevelt: Oh this raises the stakes of distance conference tweeting significantly.
#sharp15 https://t.co/53uC0Lz5Na
7/7/2015 5:49:46 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @iangadd attempts a bilingual welcome to #sharp15, with a special
welcome to first time sharp-ists like me....
7/7/2015 5:50:16 PM
ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg President @iangadd welcomes us to #sharp15, &
particularly to 1st time SHARPists, who raise their hands. http://t.co/V5DAJ8bYsT
7/7/2015 5:50:54 PM
superHH: So many of us for whom it is the first SHARP conference. Bienvenue.
#sharp15
7/7/2015 5:50:57 PM
roaringgirle: .@iangadd extends a warm welcome to first-time @SHARPorg conference
attendees—about half the room judging by a show of hands. #sharp15
7/7/2015 5:51:03 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @SHARPorg: As usual, there will be a Twitter prize this week: all you
need to participate is to tweet about the conference using the #sh…
7/7/2015 5:51:30 PM
nickpublisher: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp15 is 300 delegates, 5 days, 3 venues, 2
languages #wows
7/7/2015 5:51:53 PM
roaringgirle: conferences are "pavilions of the mind," says @iangadd. #sharp15
7/7/2015 5:52:23 PM
richendabrim: Tweeting from the annual conference of @SHARPorg in Montréal starting
... now #sharp15
7/7/2015 5:52:55 PM
mazarines: Lovely to see @iangadd on the stage, welcoming @SHARPorg
@sharp2015_ca attendees to #sharp15 http://t.co/vTehBeCRvK
7/7/2015 5:53:19 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @SHARPorg: As usual, there will be a Twitter prize this week: all you
need to participate is to tweet about the conference using the #sh…
7/7/2015 5:53:30 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @mazarines: Lovely to see @iangadd on the stage, welcoming
@SHARPorg @sharp2015_ca attendees to #sharp15 http://t.co/vTehBeCRvK
7/7/2015 5:54:00 PM
JonathanHsy: RT @SLevelt: Oh this raises the stakes of distance conference tweeting
significantly. #sharp15 https://t.co/53uC0Lz5Na
7/7/2015 5:55:09 PM
ClaireSquires: It's all gone a bit #taylorswift at #sharp15.
7/7/2015 5:55:11 PM
ILoveCopyright: SHARPers gonna SHARP #SHARP15 #OhSHARP
7/7/2015 5:55:17 PM

cherylaread: #SHARPersgonnaSHARP @iangadd #sharp15
7/7/2015 5:55:18 PM
sharpicecream: It's a bit too cool in this room for my liking. #sharp15
7/7/2015 5:55:46 PM
amndw2: RT @ILoveCopyright: SHARPers gonna SHARP #SHARP15 #OhSHARP
7/7/2015 5:56:03 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARP15 starting out with a bang by referring to Taylor Swift and "her
love of blank spaces and people who put their names in them" =P
7/7/2015 5:56:07 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @iangadd gives a shout out to @taylorswift13 & her "Blank Spaces".
Let no one day book historians arent with it #sharpersgonnasharp #sharp15
7/7/2015 5:56:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd jokes about that other Book Historian giving a
presentation in Montreal soon: TSwift, with her interest in "blank spaces" #sharp15
7/7/2015 5:56:35 PM
superHH: Question au cœur du congrès: le livre numérique tuera-t-il le livre? #sharp15
(aka Will the ebook kill the book?)
7/7/2015 5:56:58 PM
digitalpigeons: SHARPers gonna SHARP. You heard it first @SHARPorg #sharp15
7/7/2015 5:57:02 PM
amndw2: I love that "e-book" in French is "livre numérique." #sharp15
7/7/2015 5:57:12 PM
sharp2015_ca: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp15 is 300 delegates, 5 days, 3 venues, 2
languages #wows
7/7/2015 5:57:15 PM
richendabrim: This year's theme: Generation and Regeneration of Books #sharp15
7/7/2015 5:57:20 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @ILoveCopyright: SHARPers gonna SHARP #SHARP15 #OhSHARP
7/7/2015 5:57:35 PM
mroyup13: Une fois n'est pas coutume, let's tweet in French. @iangadd cite Taylor Swift
dans son allocution d'ouverture ! #sharp15
7/7/2015 5:57:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Regenerations, regeneration: how are books generated, how are they
regenerated from their antecedents? #sharp15
7/7/2015 5:57:43 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @digitalpigeons: SHARPers gonna SHARP. You heard it first
@SHARPorg #sharp15
7/7/2015 5:58:02 PM
roaringgirle: on the conference theme of regenerations/régénerations: "how are books
generated? how are they regenerated from their antecedents?" #sharp15
7/7/2015 5:58:29 PM

ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: It's a bit too cool in this room for my liking.
#sharp15
7/7/2015 5:58:31 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Book history as a series of steady generations and rapid
regenerations, that can be mapped onto the landscape of Montreal #sharp15
7/7/2015 5:58:49 PM
mroyup13: Beaucoup de personnes dont c'est le premier congrès SHARP dans la salle
#sharp15
7/7/2015 5:58:58 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @mroyup13: Une fois n'est pas coutume, let's tweet in French.
@iangadd cite Taylor Swift dans son allocution d'ouverture ! #sharp15
7/7/2015 5:59:21 PM
superHH: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Regenerations, regeneration: how are books
generated, how are they regenerated from their antecedents? #sharp15
7/7/2015 5:59:21 PM
keenera: #sharp15 underway: Eli McLaren mentions Montreal's own publishing history.
7/7/2015 5:59:43 PM
CritRikk: Anxiety that the digital, the eBook will kill the book leads to theme of
generation and regeneration of books at #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:00:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: My first time with simultaneous translation in a conference setting;
the layering of languages is fascinating #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:00:47 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: on the conference theme of regenerations/régénerations:
"how are books generated? how are they regenerated from their ant…
7/7/2015 6:00:55 PM
gbarnhisel: Perhaps I was a bit too confident in the stickiness of my high-school French
#immersion #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:01:01 PM
jotis13: Walked out the airport doors and had my first asthma attack. Joy. But I'm on
the bus and hopefully we'll take off soon. #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:01:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: There were over 300 proposals; 230 made the cut. We're getting
#sharp15 by the numbers right now
7/7/2015 6:02:01 PM
CitizenWald: #SHARP15: hosts remind us: modern publishing truly took off in Montreal
at same time as the city itself underwent a rebirth, with Expo '67
7/7/2015 6:02:07 PM
amndw2: Moi aussi. RT @gbarnhisel: Perhaps I was a bit too confident in the stickiness
of my high-school French #immersion #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:02:23 PM
EpistolaryBrown: History of the ebook, translation, narratives of exploration, changes
engendered by rebellion and inheritance #sharp15

7/7/2015 6:02:56 PM
richendabrim: 230! Presentations over the next 3 days. oh my - so. much. book.
#sharp15
7/7/2015 6:03:01 PM
CritRikk: How are books generated and regenerated? See the 230 presentations and
more. Databases and digital anthologies. 320 participants. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:03:15 PM
superHH: From traditional presentations and posters to lightening talks and a digital
showcase, this promises to be an exciting conference. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:03:18 PM
roaringgirle: the range of topics covered by #sharp15 attendees is wide and
deep—across genres, languages, time, and geographies.
7/7/2015 6:04:15 PM
superHH: The presentations will be in the language of the title: so if the title is in
French, so will be the presentation. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:04:22 PM
sharp2015_ca: RT @superHH: From traditional presentations and posters to lightening
talks and a digital showcase, this promises to be an exciting confere…
7/7/2015 6:04:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The title indicates the language in which a presentation will occur;
sessions are deliberately mixed-language #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:04:58 PM
mazarines: #sharp15 features about 230 talks. Serious bilingualism, matching Montréal
itself. Let the biblionerdery commence!
7/7/2015 6:05:25 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp15 extends far beyond panels into exhibitions and book fairs.
And we've been promised we won't escape the other language #mondieu
7/7/2015 6:05:31 PM
roaringgirle: my long-ago BA in french was for moments like this! #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:05:51 PM
CritRikk: You will not escape the other language. But simultaneous translation is
available (and weird...) (monolingual me in minority. ) #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:06:11 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Eli: "The sessions begin at 8:30, we will be taking notes as to who is
present." #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:06:30 PM
superHH: Tip: tomorrow and Thursday, when you get out of the subway, the Longueil
campus is behind you (by the macdonald’s apparently). #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:07:24 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Eli: "The sessions begin at 8:30, we will be taking notes
as to who is present." #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:08:05 PM

dolechner: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Eli: "The sessions begin at 8:30, we will be taking
notes as to who is present." #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:08:16 PM
dolechner: RT @richendabrim: This year's theme: Generation and Regeneration of
Books #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:08:46 PM
mroyup13: On n'oublie pas de mettre sa cocarde autour du cou ! #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:08:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The banquet is apparently being held in the Expo '67 site #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:08:59 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @superHH Yes. Don't be me and do two circuits of the station before
you realise that... #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:10:34 PM
earlymodernjohn: RT @EpistolaryBrown: My first time with simultaneous translation in
a conference setting; the layering of languages is fascinating #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:11:38 PM
Laura_Estill: Now wondering how much French I should put in my talk tomorrow at
#s3g #sharp15 (Makes me miss teaching at @UMCE_UMoncton!)
7/7/2015 6:13:07 PM
keenera: #sharp15 is the result of tremendous collaboration & partnerships between
universities, organizations
7/7/2015 6:13:31 PM
CritRikk: Had to choose between the banquet (at 1967 expo site) and the Saturday
excursion with art, wine, cider and artist's home. So? #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:13:39 PM
CritRikk: RT @keenera: #sharp15 is the result of tremendous collaboration &
partnerships between universities, organizations
7/7/2015 6:13:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: @Laura_Estill I'm wondering if I should throw an apology for my
pronunciation ahead of mine! #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:13:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The organizers recognize and thank the considerable student labor
that makes such conferences possible #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:14:30 PM
sharp2015_ca: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The organizers recognize and thank the
considerable student labor that makes such conferences possible #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:14:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Now, Leslie Howsam's keynote, Thinking Through the History of the
Book #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:15:50 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Now we begin with Leslie Howsam who will be "Thinking Through the
History of the Book" in the first keynote #sharp15

7/7/2015 6:15:53 PM
digitalpigeons: As far as I'm concerned, this is the main event: Leslie Howsam on
"Thinking Through the History of the Book" #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:16:21 PM
Hakapaa: @CitizenWald @minnamirja @jpve I'm also following #sharp15 from Helsinki.
While "kalsarikännit" is now well known around the world...
7/7/2015 6:17:00 PM
nickpublisher: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Now we begin with Leslie Howsam who will be
"Thinking Through the History of the Book" in the first keynote #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:17:07 PM
richendabrim: Leslie Howsam: Thinking through the history of the book #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:17:32 PM
ClaireSquires: .@lesliehowsam starting her #sharp15 plenary Thinking through the
history of the book. http://t.co/WVawyba1aG
7/7/2015 6:17:47 PM
Hakapaa: @CitizenWald @minnamirja @JPvE I would not do that for @sharporg. Have
fun at #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:18:01 PM
dolechner: RT @digitalpigeons: As far as I'm concerned, this is the main event: Leslie
Howsam on "Thinking Through the History of the Book" #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:18:08 PM
superHH: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The organizers recognize and thank the considerable
student labor that makes such conferences possible #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:18:14 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mroyup13: Une fois n'est pas coutume, let's tweet in French.
@iangadd cite Taylor Swift dans son allocution d'ouverture ! #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:18:22 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd jokes about that other Book Historian
giving a presentation in Montreal soon: TSwift, with her interest in "…
7/7/2015 6:18:27 PM
dolechner: RT @ClaireSquires: .@lesliehowsam starting her #sharp15 plenary Thinking
through the history of the book. http://t.co/WVawyba1aG
7/7/2015 6:18:41 PM
iangadd: RT @KatieMcGettigan: @iangadd gives a shout out to @taylorswift13 & her
"Blank Spaces". Let no one day book historians arent with it #sharp…
7/7/2015 6:18:42 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @ClaireSquires: .@lesliehowsam starting her #sharp15 plenary
Thinking through the history of the book. http://t.co/WVawyba1aG
7/7/2015 6:18:48 PM
SHARPorg: RT @KatieMcGettigan: @iangadd gives a shout out to @taylorswift13 & her
"Blank Spaces". Let no one day book historians arent with it #sharp…
7/7/2015 6:18:57 PM

Laura_Estill: Intro to @lesliehowsam's "Thinking through the history of the book"
mentions http://t.co/aE5VrshMkr #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:19:08 PM
mazarines: Here @lesliehowsam begins her plenary lecture, Thinking Through the
History of the Book, with a titular ambiguity. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:19:09 PM
keenera: @lesliehowsam on her talk: the title is ambiguous, could be focused on
"thinking" or "through" #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:19:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Howsam raises the possibilities of emphasized reading: thinking
THROUGH or THINKING through the history of the book? #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:19:30 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg President @iangadd welcomes us to
#sharp15, & particularly to 1st time SHARPists, who raise their hands. http…
7/7/2015 6:19:35 PM
richendabrim: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Howsam raises the possibilities of emphasized
reading: thinking THROUGH or THINKING through the history of the book? #…
7/7/2015 6:20:09 PM
kinohin: RT @EpistolaryBrown: There were over 300 proposals; 230 made the cut.
We're getting #sharp15 by the numbers right now
7/7/2015 6:20:33 PM
dolechner: @ClaireSquires @lesliehowsam Are they doing live streams or podcasts this
year at #sharp15?
7/7/2015 6:20:37 PM
amndw2: Leslie Howsam: "thinking through" book history means thinking about it, but
also a thought experiment using lens of book history. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:20:45 PM
SHARPorg: RT @superHH: Love that the opening remarks are both in French and in
English. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:20:46 PM
keenera: #EMDA2015 folks might want to tune in this week for #sharp15
conversations: book history, continuities, ruptures
7/7/2015 6:20:46 PM
hkpmcgregor: Keynote from @lesliehowsam starts with a reflection on the problems of
bilingual punning. #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:20:47 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam begins with the myriad of meanings with her title.
How we think about books and how books shape our thinking #Sharp15
7/7/2015 6:20:53 PM
SHARPorg: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp15 is 300 delegates, 5 days, 3 venues, 2
languages #wows
7/7/2015 6:21:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam 's Broader question: how the history of the book
becomes characterized by students, journalists, general public #sharp15

7/7/2015 6:21:15 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: It's a bit too cool in this room for my liking. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:21:34 PM
SHARPorg: RT @Marie_LSJ: #SHARP15 starting out with a bang by referring to Taylor
Swift and "her love of blank spaces and people who put their names …
7/7/2015 6:22:00 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @KatieMcGettigan: @iangadd gives a shout out to @taylorswift13 & her
"Blank Spaces". Let no one day book historians arent with it #sharp…
7/7/2015 6:22:01 PM
SHARPorg: RT @amndw2: I love that "e-book" in French is "livre numérique." #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:22:05 PM
nickpublisher: History of the book 'A way of thinking about how people have given
knowledge and stories' #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:22:12 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: My first time with simultaneous translation in a
conference setting; the layering of languages is fascinating #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:22:24 PM
roaringgirle: .@lesliehowsam's OLD BOOKS & NEW HISTORIES is a terrific intro to
disciplinary approaches to book history. #sharp15 | http://t.co/hHV6hGK333
7/7/2015 6:22:26 PM
SHARPorg: RT @richendabrim: 230! Presentations over the next 3 days. oh my - so.
much. book. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:22:39 PM
SHARPorg: RT @superHH: Tip: tomorrow and Thursday, when you get out of the
subway, the Longueil campus is behind you (by the macdonald’s apparently).…
7/7/2015 6:23:01 PM
digitalpigeons: Howsam on History of the Book: A way of thinking about how people
have given material form to knowledge and stories. #yesyesyes #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:23:16 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The organizers recognize and thank the considerable
student labor that makes such conferences possible #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:23:17 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam contrast between models of revolution and evidence
of continuity and accumulation in book history highlighted in CFP #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:23:39 PM
JonathanHsy: RT @SLevelt: The #IMC2015 and #sharp15 feeds together will be the
Awesome Conference Twitter Feed On Which The Sun Never Sets.
7/7/2015 6:24:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Connected themes of revolution and evolution in the CFP led
@lesliehowsam to consider analogies to genes, models based on biology #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:24:11 PM
SHARPorg: RT @roaringgirle: .@lesliehowsam's OLD BOOKS & NEW HISTORIES is a
terrific intro to disciplinary approaches to book history. #sharp15 | htt…

7/7/2015 6:24:29 PM
edrabinski: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The organizers recognize and thank the considerable
student labor that makes such conferences possible #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:24:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam In the safe space of the classroom, common cultural
myths like the "conquest of print" can be unpacked #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:24:57 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @roaringgirle: .@lesliehowsam's OLD BOOKS & NEW HISTORIES
is a terrific intro to disciplinary approaches to book history. #sharp15 | htt…
7/7/2015 6:25:23 PM
CitizenWald: See, #SHARP15 attendees: participation in our conferences can be a
transformative experience! https://t.co/hSQNpl2hmn
7/7/2015 6:25:40 PM
roaringgirle: .@lesliehowsam says "revolutionary" narratives in book history are still
useful in the classroom. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:25:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Since you have to start somewhere, @lesliehowsam starts with stone
and clay; Gutenberg comes in the middle of the story #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:25:45 PM
SHARPorg: RT @MeetMontreal: A big welcome to everyone visiting Montréal for
#sharp15 — you are all looking sharp!(Sorry, we couldn't resist.) cc: @…
7/7/2015 6:26:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The steps become smaller, more numerous, as the story of narrative
media progresses #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:26:32 PM
digitalpigeons: Oh yeah! @UWindsor and @McGillU 's own @CalMurgu and I get a
@lesliehowsam shoutout at #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:26:52 PM
roaringgirle: .@lesliehowsam: "conquest of print" &"death of book" narratives help
students challenge received notions of cultural production. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:26:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Students can be guided to challenge the compelling progressive
narrative of information technologies, its western-centric PoV #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:27:37 PM
alyciaicyla: RT @ClaireSquires: .@lesliehowsam starting her #sharp15 plenary Thinking
through the history of the book. http://t.co/WVawyba1aG
7/7/2015 6:28:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The printing press often appears in such narratives as a point of
technological determinism #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:28:02 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @roaringgirle: .@lesliehowsam: "conquest of print" &"death of book"
narratives help students challenge received notions of cultural pro…

7/7/2015 6:28:03 PM
SHARPorg: RT @digitalpigeons: Oh yeah! @UWindsor and @McGillU 's own @CalMurgu
and I get a @lesliehowsam shoutout at #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:28:10 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam classroom a space where we can interrogate
progressive narratives of change in the book. Nothing superceded entirely #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:28:23 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam It was in the interest of the people selling these
objects to use the language of technological innovation #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:28:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Important point: how we talk about this technology is still indebted
to the invested language of its early producers #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:29:23 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam classroom a space where we can
interrogate progressive narratives of change in the book. Nothing superc…
7/7/2015 6:29:43 PM
CalMurgu: RT @digitalpigeons: Oh yeah! @UWindsor and @McGillU 's own @CalMurgu
and I get a @lesliehowsam shoutout at #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:30:02 PM
ProfKFH: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Students can be guided to challenge the compelling
progressive narrative of information technologies, its western-cent…
7/7/2015 6:30:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam argues for a newly theoretical, thematic potted
history of the "book" #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:30:05 PM
richendabrim: @lesliehowsam just briskly walked us thru the "compelling narrative" of
the book from writing on clay to data transmission. (whew) #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:30:12 PM
EpistolaryBrown: step 1: call it something other than "the book." Print codicies are only
one form "books" can take #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:30:28 PM
KatieMcGettigan: I want to give a shout out to @mroyup13 who is tweeting #sharp15
in French. Follow for the truly bilingual conference experience
7/7/2015 6:30:30 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam It was in the interest of the
people selling these objects to use the language of technological innovat…
7/7/2015 6:30:36 PM
roaringgirle: "revolutionary" model isn't appropriate, but we feel compelled to teach
around it: @lesliehowsam. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:30:49 PM
mazarines: Book historians must teach around the Euro-centric revolutionary narrative,
bring in a narrative of media complexity. #sharp15

7/7/2015 6:30:50 PM
ClaireSquires: Howsam: the print codex should be called anything, really, other than
'the book' #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:30:57 PM
roaringgirle: how do we come to focus on "media complexity" instead?: @lesliehowsam
#sharp15
7/7/2015 6:31:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: step 2: recognize that the book is mutable, in both text and material
form. It travels, changes, and changes again #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:31:06 PM
amndw2: Howsam: "the book-shaped object that people are so afraid of losing," the
print codex, isn't the only form of the book. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:31:15 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: step 1: call it something other than "the
book." Print codicies are only one form "books" can take #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:31:18 PM
ClaireSquires: Howsam: the book is friskier than that (the narrow object that is the
print codex) #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:31:35 PM
jillbrarian: RT @ClaireSquires: Howsam: the print codex should be called anything,
really, other than 'the book' #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:31:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Step 3: the agency for changes in the book is human. This is a
personal pet peeve of mine, agency to the creator, not the object! #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:31:53 PM
mazarines: The print codex is merely one form of "the book." It is mutable, in both text
& form. The change agent is human, not technological. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:31:58 PM
SHARPorg: RT @KatieMcGettigan: I want to give a shout out to @mroyup13 who is
tweeting #sharp15 in French. Follow for the truly bilingual conference …
7/7/2015 6:32:06 PM
mollyhardy: Love @lesliehowsam 's invocation of DF McKenzie's description of the book
as "frisky" #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:32:07 PM
jillbrarian: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Important point: how we talk about this technology is
still indebted to the invested language of its early producers #…
7/7/2015 6:32:17 PM
jillbrarian: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam It was in the interest of the people
selling these objects to use the language of technological innovat…
7/7/2015 6:32:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam The history of the printed book is largely a history of
reprinting, of revision #SHARP15

7/7/2015 6:32:58 PM
roaringgirle: when people talk about "death of book," they actually mean the "print
codex." @lesliehowsam reminds us that "the book" is mutable. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:33:00 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam referring to James Secord's idea of replication to add
to the scientific and genetic undertones of "regeneration" #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:33:03 PM
roaringgirle: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam The history of the printed book is
largely a history of reprinting, of revision #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:33:07 PM
nickpublisher: Thematic history of the book from Howsam #sharp15
http://t.co/lw2CsPqDBu
7/7/2015 6:33:32 PM
superHH: Shoutout to librarians by @lesliehowsam. Thank you. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:33:34 PM
dolechner: RT @EpistolaryBrown: step 2: recognize that the book is mutable, in both
text and material form. It travels, changes, and changes again #SH…
7/7/2015 6:33:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: My observation: we have a fetish for first editions, but we study
reprints far more #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:33:39 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @mollyhardy: Love @lesliehowsam 's invocation of DF McKenzie's
description of the book as "frisky" #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:33:54 PM
mollyhardy: “The history of the book is the history of reprinting” followed by a lovely
shout out to librarians. @lesliehowsam FTW #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:34:02 PM
mazarines: Friskier, a great adjective! RT @ClaireSquires: Howsam: the book is friskier
than that (the narrow object that is the print codex) #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:34:03 PM
amndw2: Howsam: agency behind changes in "the book" lies with people, not
technology. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:34:05 PM
jillbrarian: Thanks @lesliehowsam for the shout out to librarians! Yay #librarian at
#sharp15!
7/7/2015 6:34:19 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @nickpublisher: Thematic history of the book from Howsam
#sharp15 http://t.co/lw2CsPqDBu
7/7/2015 6:34:26 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam The history of the book requires mediating between
human agency and the history of material mutability #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:34:46 PM

dolechner: RT @nickpublisher: Thematic history of the book from Howsam #sharp15
http://t.co/lw2CsPqDBu
7/7/2015 6:34:46 PM
mroyup13: Le livre, un concept parfois encombrant : les livres mutent et se
transforment #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:35:12 PM
keenera: @lesliehowsam: let's try to do a kind of book history in which "the book" =/=
print codex, book is mutable, human #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:35:30 PM
keenera: @lesliehowsam emphasizes that the history of the book is, in large part, a
history of reprinting and revision. & thanks librarians! #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:35:32 PM
superHH: @jillbrarian I know! Librarians matter :-) #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:36:06 PM
SHARPorg: RT @jillbrarian: Thanks @lesliehowsam for the shout out to librarians! Yay
#librarian at #sharp15!
7/7/2015 6:36:07 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam how to reconcile ambitions of grand models &
projects that are small scale? Not criticising latter bt we do it more #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:36:15 PM
alyciaicyla: RT @ClaireSquires: Howsam: the book is friskier than that (the narrow
object that is the print codex) #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:36:17 PM
mazarines: We need librarians to keep track of the myriad editions & reprints of texts.
— @lesliehowsam #sharp15 [And for more, biased though I am.]
7/7/2015 6:36:27 PM
alyciaicyla: RT @mollyhardy: “The history of the book is the history of reprinting”
followed by a lovely shout out to librarians. @lesliehowsam FTW #SHA…
7/7/2015 6:36:32 PM
AmAntiquarian: RT @mollyhardy: “The history of the book is the history of reprinting”
followed by a lovely shout out to librarians. @lesliehowsam FTW #SHA…
7/7/2015 6:36:41 PM
iangadd: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg President @iangadd welcomes us to
#sharp15, & particularly to 1st time SHARPists, who raise their hands. http…
7/7/2015 6:36:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam the scale of book historical studies is often tiny,
difficult to see how they contribute to grand theoretical models #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:36:49 PM
iangadd: RT @mroyup13: Une fois n'est pas coutume, let's tweet in French. @iangadd
cite Taylor Swift dans son allocution d'ouverture ! #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:37:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam points out, however, that the creation of a single
school history can have "dizzying complexity" #SHARP15

7/7/2015 6:37:54 PM
KatieMcGettigan: (I'm so glad that @lesliehowsam also sometimes just puts up great
looking book covers on her slides too #sharp15)
7/7/2015 6:38:08 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam points out, however, that the
creation of a single school history can have "dizzying complexity" #SHARP…
7/7/2015 6:38:18 PM
Laura_Estill: .@lesliehowsam brings up @TheUKRED http://t.co/rd6jwXfbtB #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:39:49 PM
CalMurgu: @lesliehowsam 's plenary brings me back to undergraduate seminars.
@SHARPorg @sharp2015_ca #SHARP15 http://t.co/vSEgU8bGFr
7/7/2015 6:39:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam We wouldn't want a critical ed of such a schoolbook,
but we do want a critical understanding of its place in history #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:40:03 PM
alyciaicyla: I'm at #SHARP15 this week so look out/mute me if you aren't interested in
print culture and book history for the next few days
7/7/2015 6:40:04 PM
superHH: The Reading Experience Database: http://t.co/VYWEB2pS8I #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:40:15 PM
mollyhardy: RT @superHH: The Reading Experience Database: http://t.co/VYWEB2pS8I
#sharp15
7/7/2015 6:40:21 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam's cover. Titles like this provide small canvas for
micro history that spans disciplines #sharp15 http://t.co/qT03bbC64A
7/7/2015 6:40:55 PM
sim1303: PSA: this account is temporarily uninvisible for #sharp15. if you don't like
#biblionerdery, unfollow or mute me!
7/7/2015 6:41:20 PM
sharpicecream: Was there a Beeton's Pictorial History of Ice Cream? If not, pourquoi
pas? #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:41:42 PM
mazarines: @sim1303 Great. Now I can retweet your savvy microcommentaries.
#sharp15
7/7/2015 6:42:25 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam history books have peculiar problem of trying to tell
same story in new ways. How does eg plagiarism fit with this? #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:42:41 PM
jameshodges_: Historiography is embedded in book culture, and book history can help.
@lesliehowsam at @SHARPorg keynote #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:42:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam the ambitions may be big, but the methods are
small, even plodding: archival slogging #SHARP15

7/7/2015 6:42:53 PM
roaringgirle: such a shame that 19th-century children didn't record their impressions of
their picture books for a reading experiences database! #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:42:59 PM
sim1303: @sharpicecream mais oui! sacré bleu! clafoutis! love the bilingualism /
layering. tweet on! ps this is perfect weather for glace. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:43:10 PM
hkpmcgregor: In book history the ambitions are big and the methodologies small... and
plodding... @lesliehowsam #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:43:20 PM
superHH: Love that the crowd in the auditorium is either old school, taking notes on a
pad with a pen, or typing away on a tablet/computer. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:43:21 PM
Fykomfei: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam argues for a newly theoretical,
thematic potted history of the "book" #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:43:34 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @superHH: Love that the crowd in the auditorium is either old
school, taking notes on a pad with a pen, or typing away on a tablet/compu…
7/7/2015 6:43:47 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CalMurgu: @lesliehowsam 's plenary brings me back to undergraduate
seminars. @SHARPorg @sharp2015_ca #SHARP15 http://t.co/vSEgU8bGFr
7/7/2015 6:43:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam points to 12 examples of big-picture thinking in the
History of the Book #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:43:53 PM
janremm: RT @nickpublisher: Thematic history of the book from Howsam #sharp15
http://t.co/lw2CsPqDBu
7/7/2015 6:44:22 PM
roaringgirle: so. very. true. #sharp15 https://t.co/fZBIAVqgv1
7/7/2015 6:44:29 PM
ahomsher: RT @mazarines: The print codex is merely one form of "the book." It is
mutable, in both text & form. The change agent is human, not technol…
7/7/2015 6:44:44 PM
mazarines: Thinking about @footage's model of permaculture in the archives as
@lesliehowsam explores a model of evolution in book history. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:44:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Robert Darnton, Meredith McGill, Trish Loughran, Andrew Pettegree,
and more #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:44:52 PM
sim1303: RT @hkpmcgregor: In book history the ambitions are big and the
methodologies small... and plodding... @lesliehowsam #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:45:01 PM

Fykomfei: RT @EpistolaryBrown: My observation: we have a fetish for first editions, but
we study reprints far more #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:45:07 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: I am an ice-cream/Je suis une glace. I am at
#sharp15/Je suis a @sharp2015_ca. Tweet me.
7/7/2015 6:45:18 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: Was there a Beeton's Pictorial History of Ice Cream? If
not, pourquoi pas? #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:45:35 PM
CalMurgu: RT @sharpicecream: I am an ice-cream/Je suis une glace. I am at
#sharp15/Je suis a @sharp2015_ca. Tweet me.
7/7/2015 6:45:53 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam in contrast to own work, egs of large scale attempts
to shift paradigms. Darnton, McGill, Loughran, Eliot & others #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:45:55 PM
sharpicecream: Cool down, Simon. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:46:00 PM
SHARPorg: RT @superHH: Love that the crowd in the auditorium is either old school,
taking notes on a pad with a pen, or typing away on a tablet/compu…
7/7/2015 6:46:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Well, there goes the rest of my summer. #BookHistoryReadinglist
#SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:46:43 PM
nickpublisher: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam points to 12 examples of bigpicture thinking in the History of the Book #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:46:52 PM
Laura_Estill: @lesliehowsam on Ambitious bk history, incl #dh projects such as:
http://t.co/NdCD76Eq3r & http://t.co/O53FHlYpRT (@TheUKRED) #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:47:06 PM
mollyhardy: Love @lesliehowsam observations re unifying role of methodology in #bh
"?s big but methodology small, & continuity is in details" #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:47:23 PM
theriversideUCC: RT @amndw2: I love that "e-book" in French is "livre numérique."
#sharp15
7/7/2015 6:47:48 PM
alyciaicyla: RT @hkpmcgregor: In book history the ambitions are big and the
methodologies small... and plodding... @lesliehowsam #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:47:49 PM
ClaireSquires: .@lesliehowsam being characteristically generous in referencing scholars
& projects in the history of the book in her #sharp15 plenary
7/7/2015 6:47:55 PM
ColleenBarrett1: RT @mazarines: The print codex is merely one form of "the book." It
is mutable, in both text & form. The change agent is human, not technol…

7/7/2015 6:48:36 PM
roaringgirle: all the ambitious book history projects that @lesliehowsam has just
catalogued required local & detailed readings of the material. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:48:38 PM
mazarines: RT @Laura_Estill: @lesliehowsam on Ambitious bk history, incl #dh projects
such as: http://t.co/NdCD76Eq3r & http://t.co/O53FHlYpRT (@TheU…
7/7/2015 6:48:42 PM
iangadd: RT @ClaireSquires: .@lesliehowsam being characteristically generous in
referencing scholars & projects in the history of the book in her #s…
7/7/2015 6:48:45 PM
SHARPorg: RT @hkpmcgregor: In book history the ambitions are big and the
methodologies small... and plodding... @lesliehowsam #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:48:56 PM
mollyhardy: book invites yet resists metaphorical figuring -- amen! #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:49:20 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @mollyhardy: Love @lesliehowsam observations re unifying role
of methodology in #bh "?s big but methodology small, & continuity is in de…
7/7/2015 6:49:57 PM
keenera: @lesliehowsam gives a nod to Andrew Pettegree's Universal Short Title
Catalogue -- http://t.co/OalbWtBfdl #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:49:58 PM
sim1303: "materiality, mediation, mutability: not a discipline, but an interdiscipline."
@lesliehowsam sums up at #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:50:12 PM
jillbrarian: RT @hkpmcgregor: In book history the ambitions are big and the
methodologies small... and plodding... @lesliehowsam #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:50:12 PM
nickpublisher: Book history manifesto from @lesliehowsam - researching, thinking,
teaching along themes of materiality, mediation and mutability #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:50:15 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam Book histories resist disciplinary boundaries. But
share materiality, mediation, mutability as themes #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:51:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam themes of materiality, mediation, mutability of Book
History lend to it as not a discipline, but an interdiscipline #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:51:04 PM
dolechner: RT @sim1303: "materiality, mediation, mutability: not a discipline, but an
interdiscipline." @lesliehowsam sums up at #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:51:12 PM
aasearle: RT @nickpublisher: History of the book 'A way of thinking about how people
have given knowledge and stories' #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:51:16 PM

mazarines: We have not a discipline but an interdiscipline of book history. —
@lesliehowsam #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:51:27 PM
gbarnhisel: RT @hkpmcgregor: In book history the ambitions are big and the
methodologies small... and plodding... @lesliehowsam #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:51:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: I have been reminded that I have no "rest of summer" for a
#BookHistoryReadingList. But I have plane flights! Take that, downtime! #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:51:57 PM
mollyhardy: RT @mazarines: We have not a discipline but an interdiscipline of book
history. — @lesliehowsam #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:52:00 PM
roaringgirle: materiality/mediation/mutability synthesize book histories that can't
otherwise transcend disciplinary boundaries: @lesliehowsam. #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:52:05 PM
StevieLMarsden: Collating word frequencies in transcriptions while listening to Arcade
Fire and following #Sharp2015 #sharp15 Book history, Canadian style.
7/7/2015 6:52:06 PM
aasearle: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Howsam raises the possibilities of emphasized reading:
thinking THROUGH or THINKING through the history of the book? #…
7/7/2015 6:52:11 PM
sim1303: @EpistolaryBrown we must read in the interstices, meaghan :-) #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:52:25 PM
alyciaicyla: RT @sim1303: "materiality, mediation, mutability: not a discipline, but an
interdiscipline." @lesliehowsam sums up at #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:52:28 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam book historians role in public discussions of digital
culture & modern life, but is often difficult in sound bite #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:52:48 PM
DrHorrocks: RT @KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam classroom a space where we can
interrogate progressive narratives of change in the book. Nothing superc…
7/7/2015 6:53:04 PM
iamwrathleen: Leslie Howsam: book history is "not a discipline, but an interdiscipline."
#sharp15
7/7/2015 6:53:26 PM
digitalpigeons: @Marie_LSJ Yes, but to me it's more exciting and dangerous! Still, it
"resists definition and metaphorical figuring" #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:53:31 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @iamwrathleen: Leslie Howsam: book history is "not a discipline,
but an interdiscipline." #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:53:42 PM
MaryFChadwick: RT @hkpmcgregor: In book history the ambitions are big and the
methodologies small... and plodding... @lesliehowsam #sharp15

7/7/2015 6:53:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam The Victorian quarterly journal reached a dead end
in the early 20th C; but science, serial literature, etc survived #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:54:52 PM
sharpicecream: Any Venn diagram looks like more than one ice cream scoop. I am
inherently interdisciplinary. #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:55:20 PM
lmaruca: #SHARP15 friends, so sad not to be there this year, but keep the tweets
coming!
7/7/2015 6:55:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: We don't know how technological transmission will change;
uncertainty "doesn't fit in 140 characters" (#Irony) #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:55:33 PM
ASECSWomen: RT @amndw2: I love that "e-book" in French is "livre numérique."
#sharp15
7/7/2015 6:55:46 PM
Emnk: RT @amndw2: I love that "e-book" in French is "livre numérique." #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:55:46 PM
AntjeTheise: RT @mazarines: Book historians must teach around the Euro-centric
revolutionary narrative, bring in a narrative of media complexity. #sharp…
7/7/2015 6:55:52 PM
roaringgirle: RT @sharpicecream: Any Venn diagram looks like more than one ice
cream scoop. I am inherently interdisciplinary. #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:55:54 PM
wynkenhimself: RT @mazarines: We have not a discipline but an interdiscipline of book
history. — @lesliehowsam #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:56:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam emphasizing the importance of teaching uncertainty,
mutability, instability #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:56:26 PM
StevieLMarsden: @sharpicecream I will never look at venn diagrams in the same way
again. #nom #Sharp15
7/7/2015 6:56:45 PM
RobinDesmeules: RT @iamwrathleen: Leslie Howsam: book history is "not a discipline,
but an interdiscipline." #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:56:46 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam making the case for wider teaching of book history
as essential for public understanding of how societies function #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:56:56 PM
sim1303: @sharpicecream you contain multitudes! a propos: can we have a group ice
cream outing? #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:57:00 PM

jameshodges_: Book history: and interdiscipline concerned with mediation, materiality,
and mutability. Another gem from @lesliehowsam #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:57:05 PM
mjmeyers: RT @iamwrathleen: Leslie Howsam: book history is "not a discipline, but an
interdiscipline." #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:57:18 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam emphasizing the importance of
teaching uncertainty, mutability, instability #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:57:23 PM
mollyhardy: @lmaruca We miss you! #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:57:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam Book history is excellent training for media literacy
#SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:57:32 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @StevieLMarsden: @sharpicecream I will never look at venn
diagrams in the same way again. #nom #Sharp15
7/7/2015 6:57:37 PM
iangadd: RT @sharpicecream: Any Venn diagram looks like more than one ice cream
scoop. I am inherently interdisciplinary. #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:57:45 PM
aasearle: @nickpublisher I'm just jealous I'm not there, intrigued & trying to make
sense. #SHARP15 tweets simultaneously stimulating & frustrating!
7/7/2015 6:57:47 PM
keenera: "Critical thinking, or media literacy, as it is sometimes called..." #booknerdery
at work at #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:58:12 PM
mazarines: @sim1303 @sharpicecream You contain multiscoops. #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:58:31 PM
ClaireSquires: Howsam: hard to imagine book historians speaking directly to policy
makers, because it's not a fully formed discipline #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:58:53 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @mazarines: We have not a discipline but an interdiscipline of book
history. — @lesliehowsam #sharp15
7/7/2015 6:58:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam Book history is not and never will be a fully fledged
academic discipline: anticipates storm of questions 'bout this #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:59:02 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @ClaireSquires: Howsam: hard to imagine book historians
speaking directly to policy makers, because it's not a fully formed discipline #…
7/7/2015 6:59:04 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam Book history is excellent training
for media literacy #SHARP15

7/7/2015 6:59:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam Book History lacks disciplinary features: There is no
shared methodology, but a range of practices #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:59:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam What's shared is not methodology or subject matter,
but ways of thinking #SHARP15
7/7/2015 6:59:46 PM
dolechner: RT @KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam making the case for wider teaching
of book history as essential for public understanding of how societi…
7/7/2015 6:59:59 PM
alyciaicyla: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam Book History lacks disciplinary
features: There is no shared methodology, but a range of practices #SHA…
7/7/2015 6:59:59 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam Book History lacks disciplinary
features: There is no shared methodology, but a range of practices #SHA…
7/7/2015 7:00:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam The reason definition and modeling are so difficult is
that there are several histories of the book #SHARP15
7/7/2015 7:00:14 PM
richendabrim: @lesliehowsam: no crystal ball for the future of the complex culture of
the book in society. #sharp15 echoes of @mchris4duke at #alaac15
7/7/2015 7:01:03 PM
hkpmcgregor: Book history: the discipline that is not one (discipline). @lesliehowsam
#sharp15
7/7/2015 7:01:14 PM
mazarines: There are several histories of the book. — @lesliehowsam. Indeed, myriad
histories in this interdiscipline. Pluralities abound. #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:01:29 PM
roaringgirle: .@lesliehowsam: book history is not a discipline but sets of practices
operating w/in local parameters of time/geography/method/&c #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:01:30 PM
nickpublisher: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam Book History lacks disciplinary
features: There is no shared methodology, but a range of practices #SHA…
7/7/2015 7:01:32 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam Book History lacks disciplinary
features: There is no shared methodology, but a range of practices #SHA…
7/7/2015 7:01:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam Book history can be as concrete as the description of
a single object, and as as amorphous as a theory of knowledge #SHARP15
7/7/2015 7:01:56 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @jameshodges_: Book history: and interdiscipline concerned with
mediation, materiality, and mutability. Another gem from @lesliehowsam #…

7/7/2015 7:02:22 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam dont need unifying book history manifesto. Diversity
of practices, areas, scales is important for such a big subject #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:02:36 PM
SLevelt: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam Book history can be as concrete as the
description of a single object, and as as amorphous as a theory …
7/7/2015 7:03:23 PM
DrHorrocks: RT @KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam making the case for wider teaching
of book history as essential for public understanding of how societi…
7/7/2015 7:03:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam returns to the idea that "books are good for
thinking," name checks Robert Darnton's 1994 statement on sex #SHARP15
7/7/2015 7:03:36 PM
amndw2: .@lesliehowsam cites Robert Darnton: "some things are especially good to
think about." (He was talking about sex, not books.) #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:03:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam "far be it from me to suggest that books are as sexy
as sex is." #SHARP15
7/7/2015 7:03:52 PM
mazarines: Drinking! Sex! Books! #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:03:54 PM
dolechner: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam Book history can be as concrete as
the description of a single object, and as as amorphous as a theory …
7/7/2015 7:04:03 PM
DrHorrocks: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam Book history can be as concrete as
the description of a single object, and as as amorphous as a theory …
7/7/2015 7:04:14 PM
sim1303: "books aren't quite as sexy as actual sex... but they aren't bad." @lesliehowsam at #sharp15 (gettin' steamy over here with the nerds...)
7/7/2015 7:04:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @amndw2: .@lesliehowsam cites Robert Darnton: "some things
are especially good to think about." (He was talking about sex, not books.) #…
7/7/2015 7:04:18 PM
CitizenWald: .@lesliehowsam: a thematic #history of the #book at #SHARP15
7/7/2015 7:04:24 PM
hkpmcgregor: "Far be it from me to claim that books are as sexy as actual sex is..."
@lesliehowsam has already won quote of the conference at #SHARP15
7/7/2015 7:04:25 PM
SLevelt: RT @mazarines: We have not a discipline but an interdiscipline of book history.
— @lesliehowsam #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:04:26 PM
dolechner: RT @KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam dont need unifying book history
manifesto. Diversity of practices, areas, scales is important for such …

7/7/2015 7:04:29 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam "far be it from me to suggest that books are as sexy
as actual sex is, but they are pretty good" #sharp15 #putitonatshirt
7/7/2015 7:04:44 PM
jillbrarian: Howsam: #bookhistory is important b/c it is a way of thinking about how
people have given form to knowledge #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:05:08 PM
SHARPorg: RT @amndw2: .@lesliehowsam cites Robert Darnton: "some things are
especially good to think about." (He was talking about sex, not books.) #…
7/7/2015 7:05:08 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam "far be it from me to suggest that
books are as sexy as sex is." #SHARP15
7/7/2015 7:05:11 PM
SLevelt: RT @KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam history books have peculiar problem of
trying to tell same story in new ways. How does eg plagiarism fi…
7/7/2015 7:05:18 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sim1303: "books aren't quite as sexy as actual sex... but they aren't
bad." - @lesliehowsam at #sharp15 (gettin' steamy over here with …
7/7/2015 7:05:19 PM
SHARPorg: RT @hkpmcgregor: "Far be it from me to claim that books are as sexy as
actual sex is..." @lesliehowsam has already won quote of the confere…
7/7/2015 7:05:25 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @sim1303: "books aren't quite as sexy as actual sex... but they
aren't bad." - @lesliehowsam at #sharp15 (gettin' steamy over here with …
7/7/2015 7:05:31 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sim1303: "books aren't quite as sexy as actual sex... but they
aren't bad." - @lesliehowsam at #sharp15 (gettin' steamy over here with …
7/7/2015 7:05:39 PM
iangadd: RT @hkpmcgregor: "Far be it from me to claim that books are as sexy as
actual sex is..." @lesliehowsam has already won quote of the confere…
7/7/2015 7:05:42 PM
iamwrathleen: RT @hkpmcgregor: "Far be it from me to claim that books are as sexy
as actual sex is..." @lesliehowsam has already won quote of the confere…
7/7/2015 7:05:49 PM
alyciaicyla: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam Book history can be as concrete as
the description of a single object, and as as amorphous as a theory …
7/7/2015 7:05:53 PM
roaringgirle: RT @mazarines: Drinking! Sex! Books! #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:05:55 PM
iangadd: RT @sim1303: "books aren't quite as sexy as actual sex... but they aren't
bad." - @lesliehowsam at #sharp15 (gettin' steamy over here with …
7/7/2015 7:05:55 PM

KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam - that's possibly me paraphrasing a bit. Keynote was
a great start to the conference, spoke to many big questions #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:05:59 PM
digitalpigeons: #sharp15 where is my tshirt & coffee mug? Howsam: "Far be it for me
to suggest that books are as sexy as sex is, but they're pretty good!"
7/7/2015 7:06:03 PM
dolechner: RT @KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam "far be it from me to suggest that
books are as sexy as actual sex is, but they are pretty good" #sharp…
7/7/2015 7:06:04 PM
alyciaicyla: RT @richendabrim: @lesliehowsam: no crystal ball for the future of the
complex culture of the book in society. #sharp15 echoes of @mchris4d…
7/7/2015 7:06:10 PM
sim1303: RT @roaringgirle: .@lesliehowsam: book history is not a discipline but sets of
practices operating w/in local parameters of time/geography/…
7/7/2015 7:06:13 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @ClaireSquires: .@lesliehowsam being characteristically generous
in referencing scholars & projects in the history of the book in her #s…
7/7/2015 7:06:17 PM
alyciaicyla: RT @jillbrarian: Howsam: #bookhistory is important b/c it is a way of
thinking about how people have given form to knowledge #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:06:33 PM
SLevelt: #IMC2015: do check the #sharp15 feed where @lesliehowsam is saying
pertinent things on book history, (inter)disciplinarity, histor(iograph)y
7/7/2015 7:06:47 PM
amndw2: This (and Taylor Swift jokes) is why SHARP is among my favorite conferences.
RT @mazarines: Drinking! Sex! Books! #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:06:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Q: The long span of Book History takes us out of comfort zones; how
do 19th centuryists teach clay tablets? #SHARP15
7/7/2015 7:06:50 PM
sharpicecream: .@mazarines Ice cream. #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:06:53 PM
mollyhardy: Followed by, "but books are pretty good" -- so great! #SHARP15
https://t.co/2SASShghkP
7/7/2015 7:06:56 PM
SHARPorg: RT @digitalpigeons: #sharp15 where is my tshirt & coffee mug? Howsam:
"Far be it for me to suggest that books are as sexy as sex is, but th…
7/7/2015 7:06:59 PM
SLevelt: RT @roaringgirle: when people talk about "death of book," they actually mean
the "print codex." @lesliehowsam reminds us that "the book" is…
7/7/2015 7:07:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: My thought: If I can disabuse my students of one thing, I hope it's
the fixity of print. #SHARP15

7/7/2015 7:08:02 PM
SLevelt: RT @mazarines: Book historians must teach around the Euro-centric
revolutionary narrative, bring in a narrative of media complexity. #sharp…
7/7/2015 7:08:06 PM
SHARPorg: RT @amndw2: This (and Taylor Swift jokes) is why SHARP is among my
favorite conferences. RT @mazarines: Drinking! Sex! Books! #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:08:12 PM
stevenmaccall: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam It was in the interest of the
people selling these objects to use the language of technological innovat…
7/7/2015 7:08:44 PM
SLevelt: RT @digitalpigeons: Howsam on History of the Book: A way of thinking about
how people have given material form to knowledge and stories. #y…
7/7/2015 7:08:51 PM
alien_popcorn: RT @mazarines: Book historians must teach around the Euro-centric
revolutionary narrative, bring in a narrative of media complexity. #sharp…
7/7/2015 7:09:02 PM
aasearle: RT @digitalpigeons: Howsam on History of the Book: A way of thinking about
how people have given material form to knowledge and stories. #y…
7/7/2015 7:09:31 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @amndw2: This (and Taylor Swift jokes) is why SHARP is among my
favorite conferences. RT @mazarines: Drinking! Sex! Books! #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:09:31 PM
Laura_Estill: .@lesliehowsam on importance of Rare Book Schools (such as
@rarebookschool, @CalRBS): proud of our Bk History Wkshop @tamulibraries #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:09:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: By showing the 'messiness of print', how easily it can be changed, we
open up the possibility tht students can be the change agents #SHARP15
7/7/2015 7:09:38 PM
stevenmaccall: RT @EpistolaryBrown: step 1: call it something other than "the book."
Print codicies are only one form "books" can take #SHARP15
7/7/2015 7:09:40 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: My thought: If I can disabuse my students of
one thing, I hope it's the fixity of print. #SHARP15
7/7/2015 7:09:52 PM
melissa_mcafee: Book history well within grasp of those who understand critical
thinking, a good point made by L Howsam #sharp15 @sharp2015_ca
7/7/2015 7:10:10 PM
d2verso: Lurker query: #sharp15, does reading alone mean we are all biblio-onanists?
7/7/2015 7:10:22 PM
ahomsher: RT @hkpmcgregor: In book history the ambitions are big and the
methodologies small... and plodding... @lesliehowsam #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:10:29 PM

sim1303: RT @EpistolaryBrown: My thought: If I can disabuse my students of one
thing, I hope it's the fixity of print. #SHARP15
7/7/2015 7:10:31 PM
SHARPorg: RT @melissa_mcafee: Book history well within grasp of those who
understand critical thinking, a good point made by L Howsam #sharp15 @sharp…
7/7/2015 7:10:45 PM
roaringgirle: .@sim1303 evokes paradox—"all manuscripts = same / all printed books
= different"—to ask how we can break out of rigid dichotomies. #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:10:54 PM
ETreharne: Did #SHARP15 want to make sure medievalists couldn't come this year?
Clash with #IMC2015 is too bad.
7/7/2015 7:11:03 PM
keenera: @sim1303 quotes Terry Belanger in a comment: "All manuscripts are the
same, all printed books are different." A productive paradox #SHARP15
7/7/2015 7:11:37 PM
mazarines: RT @roaringgirle: .@sim1303 evokes paradox—"all manuscripts = same /
all printed books = different"—to ask how we can break out of rigid di…
7/7/2015 7:11:45 PM
melissa_mcafee: RT @superHH: Shoutout to librarians by @lesliehowsam. Thank you.
#sharp15
7/7/2015 7:12:15 PM
jameshodges_: RT @sim1303: "books aren't quite as sexy as actual sex... but they
aren't bad." - @lesliehowsam at #sharp15 (gettin' steamy over here with …
7/7/2015 7:12:23 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam points to the major problem of an interdiscipline:
you can't train PhDs w/o expectation of jobs #SHARP15
7/7/2015 7:12:30 PM
sharpicecream: You should always have more than one scoop. #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:13:01 PM
jillbrarian: RT @keenera: @sim1303 quotes Terry Belanger in a comment: "All
manuscripts are the same, all printed books are different." A productive par…
7/7/2015 7:13:02 PM
roaringgirle: so pleased @lesliehowsam keeps circling back to the importance of
teaching as part of the profession. also evident in her writing. #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:13:15 PM
superHH: .@lesliehowsam reminding us about how hard the job market is. Yes, study
history of the book, but be able to teach other courses. #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:13:17 PM
rmathematicus: RT @mazarines: The print codex is merely one form of "the book." It is
mutable, in both text & form. The change agent is human, not technol…
7/7/2015 7:13:35 PM
KatieMcGettigan: I so agree with @lesliehowsam speaking about book history pulling
you out of your discipline, & that this has good & bad aspects #sharp15

7/7/2015 7:13:35 PM
ProletarianArts: Book historians know what's up. Enjoying all this from #SHARP15
vicariously. https://t.co/U7hcyEtAyK
7/7/2015 7:13:36 PM
rmathematicus: RT @mazarines: Friskier, a great adjective! RT @ClaireSquires:
Howsam: the book is friskier than that (the narrow object that is the print …
7/7/2015 7:13:38 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @superHH: .@lesliehowsam reminding us about how hard the job
market is. Yes, study history of the book, but be able to teach other cours…
7/7/2015 7:13:57 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @roaringgirle: so pleased @lesliehowsam keeps circling back to
the importance of teaching as part of the profession. also evident in her…
7/7/2015 7:13:57 PM
mazarines: @ETreharne Indeed, @lesliehowsam just noted that book historians are
pulled in many directions, vis a vis disciplines, conferences. #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:14:32 PM
sim1303: "book history isn't a discipline, and may never be. because, who's going to
grant that degree? where are the jobs?" - @lesliehowsam #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:14:37 PM
dolechner: RT @KatieMcGettigan: I so agree with @lesliehowsam speaking about book
history pulling you out of your discipline, & that this has good & b…
7/7/2015 7:15:17 PM
jmadelman: RT @KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam "far be it from me to suggest that
books are as sexy as actual sex is, but they are pretty good" #sharp…
7/7/2015 7:15:20 PM
janremm: RT @sim1303: "books aren't quite as sexy as actual sex... but they aren't
bad." - @lesliehowsam at #sharp15 (gettin' steamy over here with …
7/7/2015 7:15:26 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mazarines: @ETreharne Indeed, @lesliehowsam just noted that book
historians are pulled in many directions, vis a vis disciplines, confe…
7/7/2015 7:16:10 PM
sim1303: this. i mean, *english* is bloody hard enough. #sharp15
https://t.co/PJb04VEIfW
7/7/2015 7:16:22 PM
sim1303: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam points to the major problem of an
interdiscipline: you can't train PhDs w/o expectation of jobs #SHARP15
7/7/2015 7:16:22 PM
rmathematicus: RT @mazarines: We have not a discipline but an interdiscipline of book
history. — @lesliehowsam #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:16:32 PM
mroyup13: L'histoire du livre, pas une discipline universitaire institutionnalisée, mais
une "interdiscipline" #sharp15

7/7/2015 7:17:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Sidney Shep: If we want to propose BH as an interdiscipline, can (or
should) we be using the book, journal article etc as the lens? #SHARP15
7/7/2015 7:17:59 PM
ETreharne: Well, it's unfortunate, but it's prob the case that pre-print-era specialists
have only a minor role in @SHARPorg, don't you think? #SHARP15
7/7/2015 7:18:08 PM
keenera: Latest comments on book history as "interdiscipline" make me think abt the
currency of "digital humanities" on job mkt #SHARP15
7/7/2015 7:18:09 PM
Laura_Estill: .@nzsydney asks: should we think "through books" using "traditional
academic venues" (books, articles, etc) #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:18:21 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Sidney Shep: If we want to propose BH as an
interdiscipline, can (or should) we be using the book, journal article etc…
7/7/2015 7:18:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam perhaps turn it inside out, start with the blog post,
the tweet? #SHARP15
7/7/2015 7:19:21 PM
sim1303: @ETreharne very much so. was just thinking about that; so much talk of fixity
when pre-1455 is the very opposite! @SHARPorg #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:20:15 PM
CitizenWald: This time with the picture: @lesliehowsam: a thematic #history of the
#book at #SHARP15 http://t.co/hxZbNHF3wg
7/7/2015 7:20:31 PM
jimmussell: Some fascinating stuff coming out of #sharp15. Looks like @lesliehowsam
is rocking the joint (not a euphemism).
7/7/2015 7:20:58 PM
TheUKRED: RT @Laura_Estill: .@lesliehowsam brings up @TheUKRED
http://t.co/rd6jwXfbtB #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:21:35 PM
TheUKRED: RT @Laura_Estill: @lesliehowsam on Ambitious bk history, incl #dh projects
such as: http://t.co/NdCD76Eq3r & http://t.co/O53FHlYpRT (@TheU…
7/7/2015 7:21:38 PM
helenrvincent: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Sidney Shep: If we want to propose BH as an
interdiscipline, can (or should) we be using the book, journal article etc…
7/7/2015 7:22:27 PM
TheMedievalDrK: RT @mazarines: We have not a discipline but an interdiscipline of
book history. — @lesliehowsam #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:26:16 PM
SLevelt: RT @ETreharne: Well, it's unfortunate, but it's prob the case that pre-print-era
specialists have only a minor role in @SHARPorg, don't you…

7/7/2015 7:26:30 PM
SLevelt: RT @mazarines: @ETreharne Indeed, @lesliehowsam just noted that book
historians are pulled in many directions, vis a vis disciplines, confe…
7/7/2015 7:27:12 PM
ahomsher: RT @sharpicecream: Any Venn diagram looks like more than one ice cream
scoop. I am inherently interdisciplinary. #SHARP15
7/7/2015 7:27:32 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The organizers recognize and thank the considerable
student labor that makes such conferences possible #sharp15
7/7/2015 7:28:59 PM
SLevelt: @mazarines @ETreharne @lesliehowsam no substitute for attendance, but still:
thank the internet gods for #IMC2015 & #sharp15 twitter feeds!
7/7/2015 7:29:06 PM
thstockinger: RT @digitalpigeons: #sharp15 where is my tshirt & coffee mug? Howsam:
"Far be it for me to suggest that books are as sexy as sex is, but th…
7/7/2015 7:30:31 PM
misspeacock21: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015: do check the #sharp15 feed where
@lesliehowsam is saying pertinent things on book history, (inter)disciplinarity, hi…
7/7/2015 7:31:16 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @Laura_Estill: @lesliehowsam on Ambitious bk history, incl #dh
projects such as: http://t.co/NdCD76Eq3r & http://t.co/O53FHlYpRT (@TheU…
7/7/2015 7:33:53 PM
McGillLib: Welcome, bienvenue to #McGill #SHARP15 attendees! Enjoy our exhibit
Across the Channel. http://t.co/dlzf5bdwlW http://t.co/uLTwZmU1h1
7/7/2015 7:38:36 PM
wvmierlo: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam Book history can be as concrete as
the description of a single object, and as as amorphous as a theory …
7/7/2015 7:41:36 PM
rarebookschool: Follow #sharp15 for tweets from the @SHARPorg conference in
Montreal this week. @sharp2015_ca
7/7/2015 7:44:10 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @rarebookschool: Follow #sharp15 for tweets from the @SHARPorg
conference in Montreal this week. @sharp2015_ca
7/7/2015 7:44:38 PM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: "books aren't quite as sexy as actual sex... but they aren't
bad." - @lesliehowsam at #sharp15 (gettin' steamy over here with …
7/7/2015 7:45:30 PM
becomingtext: Here I am at #sharp15! Enjoyed @lesliehowsam's point about book
history being complementary to media literacy. Very true.
7/7/2015 7:48:02 PM
GlozGetsCake: RT @sim1303: "books aren't quite as sexy as actual sex... but they
aren't bad." - @lesliehowsam at #sharp15 (gettin' steamy over here with …

7/7/2015 7:48:02 PM
DJWrisley: My jetlag is making following #imc2015, #sharp15, #ichg2015,
#doingdah15, #ChristinedePizan a little tough
7/7/2015 7:48:20 PM
Eronusis: Really enjoying all the tweets from the #sharp15 conference in Montreal this
week!
7/7/2015 7:51:31 PM
Eronusis: PS So very sorry you're stuck in Longueil, #SHARP15. I hope some of you
manage to get out and head to the Plateau and Mile End areas of mtl.
7/7/2015 7:53:26 PM
edbilodeau: If anyone attending #SHARP15 is interested in writing a write-up article for
Argus, drop me a line! http://t.co/Dj2943fC8d
7/7/2015 7:58:10 PM
mirelakadric: RT @mazarines: We have not a discipline but an interdiscipline of book
history. — @lesliehowsam #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:01:54 PM
mollyhardy: RT @McGillLib: Welcome, bienvenue to #McGill #SHARP15 attendees!
Enjoy our exhibit Across the Channel. http://t.co/dlzf5bdwlW http://t.co/u…
7/7/2015 8:01:58 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Translation headsets back on for roundtable panel on Inheriting the
National History of the Book #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:03:57 PM
ClaireSquires: Inheriting the National Histories of the Book panel #sharp15
http://t.co/YqAb5HIMoe
7/7/2015 8:06:13 PM
mroyup13: Début de la table ronde sur l'héritage des grands projets nationaux en
histoire du livre #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:06:18 PM
sim1303: RT @edbilodeau: If anyone attending #SHARP15 is interested in writing a
write-up article for Argus, drop me a line! http://t.co/Dj2943fC8d
7/7/2015 8:06:40 PM
SHARPorg: RT @edbilodeau: If anyone attending #SHARP15 is interested in writing a
write-up article for Argus, drop me a line! http://t.co/Dj2943fC8d
7/7/2015 8:06:56 PM
superHH: I always feel un petit quelque chose when I get to hear scholars who have
influenced my work so much. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:08:25 PM
SHARPorg: RT @McGillLib: Welcome, bienvenue to #McGill #SHARP15 attendees! Enjoy
our exhibit Across the Channel. http://t.co/dlzf5bdwlW http://t.co/u…
7/7/2015 8:08:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Jean-Yves Mollier, Martyn Lyons, Carole Gerson, Jacques Michon, and
Michael Winship: a magnificent lineup for a roundtable #SHARP15

7/7/2015 8:08:47 PM
mollyhardy: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Jean-Yves Mollier, Martyn Lyons, Carole Gerson,
Jacques Michon, and Michael Winship: a magnificent lineup for a roundt…
7/7/2015 8:09:08 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Jean-Yves Mollier, Martyn Lyons, Carole
Gerson, Jacques Michon, and Michael Winship: a magnificent lineup for a roundt…
7/7/2015 8:09:17 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Jean-Yves Mollier, Martyn Lyons, Carole Gerson,
Jacques Michon, and Michael Winship: a magnificent lineup for a roundt…
7/7/2015 8:09:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "Inheriting the National Histories of the Book" beginning with JeanYves Mollier #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:10:46 PM
colonialip: RT @CitizenWald: This time with the picture: @lesliehowsam: a thematic
#history of the #book at #SHARP15 http://t.co/hxZbNHF3wg
7/7/2015 8:11:18 PM
ahomsher: RT @roaringgirle: .@lesliehowsam: book history is not a discipline but sets
of practices operating w/in local parameters of time/geography/…
7/7/2015 8:11:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The first book historians after the second world war (e.g. LeFevre,
Eisenstein) didn't think in a National History #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:11:33 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Jean-Yves Mollier begins by noting that the earliest book historians
did not think in national terms, changed in early 1980s #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:11:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The transnational framework gave way in the 1980s to the national
histories of books #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:11:57 PM
mazarines: Inheriting National Histories of the Book:Gerson, Lyon, Mollier, Michon &
Winship—just avoids all-male panel #sharp15 http://t.co/Pz9p2bHzTJ
7/7/2015 8:12:02 PM
mroyup13: Mollier rappelle que les premiers historiens du livre ne travaillaient pas dans
une perspective nationale #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:12:04 PM
richendabrim: RT @mroyup13: Début de la table ronde sur l'héritage des grands
projets nationaux en histoire du livre #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:12:29 PM
richendabrim: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Jean-Yves Mollier, Martyn Lyons, Carole Gerson,
Jacques Michon, and Michael Winship: a magnificent lineup for a roundt…
7/7/2015 8:12:43 PM
richendabrim: RT @mroyup13: Mollier rappelle que les premiers historiens du livre ne
travaillaient pas dans une perspective nationale #sharp15

7/7/2015 8:12:53 PM
superHH: Jean-Yves Mollier: comment est-on passé d’une histoire du livre
mondiale/transnationale à une histoire nationale dans les 80’s? #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:12:53 PM
ClaireSquires: Mollier refers to the turn in the 80s to the national - or nationalist? history of the boook #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:13:09 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: Inheriting the National Histories of the Book panel
#sharp15 http://t.co/YqAb5HIMoe
7/7/2015 8:13:13 PM
keenera: RT @mroyup13: Mollier rappelle que les premiers historiens du livre ne
travaillaient pas dans une perspective nationale #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:13:17 PM
SHARPorg: RT @superHH: I always feel un petit quelque chose when I get to hear
scholars who have influenced my work so much. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:13:18 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Jean-Yves Mollier, Martyn Lyons, Carole Gerson,
Jacques Michon, and Michael Winship: a magnificent lineup for a roundt…
7/7/2015 8:13:21 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @mroyup13: Mollier rappelle que les premiers historiens du livre ne
travaillaient pas dans une perspective nationale #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:13:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Mollier: we must remember the role that contingency plays in French
publishing #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:14:13 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: You should always have more than one scoop.
#sharp15
7/7/2015 8:14:23 PM
anniekjohn: @EpistolaryBrown @jotis13 @philipspalmer Have a blast at #sharp15! Will
be following your tweets so keep them coming. #clirpfpdlf
7/7/2015 8:14:54 PM
sim1303: RT @mroyup13: Mollier rappelle que les premiers historiens du livre ne
travaillaient pas dans une perspective nationale #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:15:08 PM
benwurgaft: @mazarines is there a lot of trouble with all-male panels at #sharp15 thus
far?
7/7/2015 8:15:15 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Mollier: Role of contingency & institution in methodological decisions.
national frame is not solely theoretically motivated #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:15:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: National histories influence history of the book; the history of French
printing influenced by narratives of national development #SHARP15

7/7/2015 8:15:35 PM
superHH: Mollier: histoire de l’edition fr. a oublié que Paris était aussi une ville
importante pour édition livres en langues étrangères #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:16:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @superHH: Mollier: histoire de l’edition fr. a oublié que Paris était
aussi une ville importante pour édition livres en langues étrangèr…
7/7/2015 8:16:39 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Mollier: print capitals, eg Paris and London were transnational and
multilingual spaces. Book never allows itself to be enclosed #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:17:14 PM
mroyup13: Paris, capitale du livre pas seulement français, mais en langues étrangères probablement pareil pour d'autres villes #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:17:19 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @mroyup13: Paris, capitale du livre pas seulement français, mais
en langues étrangères - probablement pareil pour d'autres villes #sharp…
7/7/2015 8:17:29 PM
grewe_lauren: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Jean-Yves Mollier, Martyn Lyons, Carole Gerson,
Jacques Michon, and Michael Winship: a magnificent lineup for a roundt…
7/7/2015 8:17:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Mollier: "Books escape the limits of the state"; print capitals, Paris
and London, were multilingual spaces #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:17:50 PM
ClaireSquires: Mollier: the history of the book has never been enclosed in one place;
limited by the state. It is transnational & transcultural #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:17:56 PM
richendabrim: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Mollier: print capitals, eg Paris and London were
transnational and multilingual spaces. Book never allows itself to b…
7/7/2015 8:18:00 PM
roaringgirle: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Mollier: "Books escape the limits of the state"; print
capitals, Paris and London, were multilingual spaces #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:18:13 PM
mroyup13: Le livre échappe aux limites de l'Etat-nation selon Mollier #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:18:18 PM
mazarines: Love Mollier getting political: Books escape the limitations of the state.
#sharp15
7/7/2015 8:18:29 PM
sgediting: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam Book history can be as concrete as
the description of a single object, and as as amorphous as a theory …
7/7/2015 8:18:36 PM
superHH: Mollier: il est nécessaire de considérer l’importance du livre de propagande (il
inclue livre religieux). #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:18:42 PM

ClaireSquires: RT @mroyup13: Paris, capitale du livre pas seulement français, mais en
langues étrangères - probablement pareil pour d'autres villes #sharp…
7/7/2015 8:18:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Mollier: Religion is a major factor for the transnational reach of book
cultures, the bible in every language #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:18:46 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @ClaireSquires: Mollier: the history of the book has never been
enclosed in one place; limited by the state. It is transnational & trans…
7/7/2015 8:18:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Likewise, major political tracts like Mao's little red book was
published for wide distribution in multiple languages #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:19:24 PM
keenera: Jean-Yves Mollier: nationalist approaches place restrictions on how we
understand books circulating in multiple languages #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:19:35 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Mollier: should not forget importance of propaganda to publishing.
Huge amounts of these works produced and had significant role #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:19:40 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Likewise, major political tracts like Mao's little
red book was published for wide distribution in multiple languages …
7/7/2015 8:19:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Next to the political and religious book, we must take into
consideration schoolbooks and their production for a world market #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:19:58 PM
superHH: Mollier: le livre scolaire est produit pour une audience mondiale. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:20:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: **FYI, I'm tweeting from the English language simultaneous
translation, so this report is doubly mediated #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:20:30 PM
AmAntiquarian: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Next to the political and religious book, we must
take into consideration schoolbooks and their production for a world…
7/7/2015 8:20:39 PM
Laura_Estill: Mollier: Books not created solely for anglo markets, but for global
markets. #sharp15 : we need transcultural and transnat'l bk history
7/7/2015 8:20:43 PM
superHH: Mollier: histoire nationale, transnationale, transculturelle. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:20:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The transnational market for schoolbooks inscribed colonialism, racial
stereotypes #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:21:28 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: **FYI, I'm tweeting from the English language
simultaneous translation, so this report is doubly mediated #SHARP15

7/7/2015 8:21:30 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Mollier: national histories produced in school books were translated &
reproduced abroad. Makes me think of Hofmeyr on Bunyan #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:21:45 PM
SHARPorg: RT @superHH: Mollier: histoire nationale, transnationale, transculturelle.
#sharp15
7/7/2015 8:21:59 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Next up: Martyn Lyons #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:22:17 PM
ClaireSquires: Mollier: the concept of 'inculturation' & its utility for the history of the
book; penetrating inside cultures #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:22:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lyons: "What is the national legacy of books? This is the wrong
question." #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:22:32 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @EpistolaryBrown me too! I'm very conscious of this!
#transnationalbookhistory #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:22:46 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Lyons: "What is the national legacy of books?
This is the wrong question." #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:22:51 PM
CitizenWald: Roundtable on reconsideration of the history and value of the great
national histories of the #book at #SHARP15 http://t.co/bfMdwET0OG
7/7/2015 8:22:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lyons: The transnational turn has called into question the value of
national perspectives #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:22:56 PM
amndw2: I'm actually understanding more of the Francophone presentations than I
thought I would. Bodes well for SHARP 2016 in Paris. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:23:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lyons: National book histories now bear the mark of their time
#SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:23:09 PM
ClaireSquires: Lyons: national book histories bear the mark of their time - the 1990s.
#sharp15
7/7/2015 8:23:17 PM
Marie_LSJ: Mollier: histoire du livre ne doit pas oublier les livres religieux, de
propagande et scolaires (comme littéraire, guilty!, =P) #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:23:45 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Martyn Lyons: national histories bear the mark of their time and that
moment has now passed #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:23:49 PM

richendabrim: Martin Lyons - the transnational turn has moved us from the 90s
"national book history" focus #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:23:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lyons: History of the Book in Australia (HOBA) was a cultural
landmark in the history of Australia itself #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:23:56 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @Marie_LSJ: Mollier: histoire du livre ne doit pas oublier les livres
religieux, de propagande et scolaires (comme littéraire, guilty!, …
7/7/2015 8:24:01 PM
Marie_LSJ: Managed to upload a 1st version of a db of Martyn Lyons's French Bestsellers, 1811-1850 just in time for #sharp15 ! http://t.co/JkfM5lANPq
7/7/2015 8:24:21 PM
sgediting: RT @hkpmcgregor: "Far be it from me to claim that books are as sexy as
actual sex is..." @lesliehowsam has already won quote of the confere…
7/7/2015 8:24:34 PM
DraHistoriadora: RT @mazarines: Book historians must teach around the Euro-centric
revolutionary narrative, bring in a narrative of media complexity. #sharp…
7/7/2015 8:25:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Some national imperatives involved in HOBA were problematic; Eg
the 1970s idea that British dominance of the market was inhibiting #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:25:16 PM
mazarines: Martyn Lyons: National book histories show their historiographical moment.
Transnational turn shows permeability of the state. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:25:25 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Lyons: 90s discourse of British publishing stifling national
development & so found the growth in national culture that they sought #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:25:30 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lyons: The villains were to be found in the offices of London
publishing firms #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:25:38 PM
dolechner: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Lyons: The transnational turn has called into question
the value of national perspectives #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:25:57 PM
ClaireSquires: Lyons: in Australian accounts, there was a set stock of villains, usually to
be found in the offices of London publishers #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:26:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lyons: Australian publishers were never attributed the same
predatory practices as their London rivals, for some reason #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:26:05 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @Marie_LSJ: Managed to upload a 1st version of a db of Martyn
Lyons's French Best-sellers, 1811-1850 just in time for #sharp15 ! http://…
7/7/2015 8:26:14 PM
KatieMcGettigan: I would like to add to Lyons comment and say that London publishers
are *always* the villains of book history #sharp15

7/7/2015 8:26:26 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Connections with New Zealand where hardly visible at all in HOBA
#SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:26:26 PM
hkpmcgregor: National histories of the book risk ignoring the cosmopolitanism of the
city. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:26:30 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @ClaireSquires: Mollier: the history of the book has never been
enclosed in one place; limited by the state. It is transnational & trans…
7/7/2015 8:26:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The understanding of international connections has greatly expanded
since HOBA; the assumptions embedded in it have been criticized #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:27:11 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Lyons: transnational approaches bypass rather than build on HoBA
#sharp15
7/7/2015 8:27:19 PM
ClaireSquires: Lyons: freely transnational approaches have bypassed, & critiqued,
national histories #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:27:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lyons: there are, however, some limits in transnational book history
#SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:27:29 PM
mroyup13: Pour Lyons, les histoires nationales ont fait leur temps - l'exemple australien
tient presque de l'échec #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:27:29 PM
mollyhardy: Lyons describes nat'l #BH of early 90s as specific moment that's been
overtaken. Wishful thinking? 90s alive in #BH? #SHARP15 #portlandia
7/7/2015 8:27:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: National governments provide research funding, national holdings
shape archives #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:27:42 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @mollyhardy: Lyons describes nat'l #BH of early 90s as specific
moment that's been overtaken. Wishful thinking? 90s alive in #BH? #SHARP…
7/7/2015 8:27:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: National languages still shape scholarly communication, even in this
first bilingual conference #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:28:10 PM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: "book history isn't a discipline, and may never be. because,
who's going to grant that degree? where are the jobs?" - @leslieh…
7/7/2015 8:28:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Transnational history asks us, however, to engage with the
contributions of other countries, other languages #SHARP15

7/7/2015 8:28:30 PM
ClaireSquires: @KatieMcGettigan apart from if they set up Penguin? #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:28:34 PM
Laura_Estill: Lyons: takes efforts to transcend nat'l boundaries (such as + effort put
into running truly bilingual @sharp2015_ca) #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:29:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lyons: Transnational book history works well within single-language
areas, such as "British Empire" studies #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:29:12 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Lyons: is truly transnational book history possible? Do we need to
engage with historical methods beyond own nations? & languages? #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:29:16 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @KatieMcGettigan: I would like to add to Lyons comment and say
that London publishers are *always* the villains of book history #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:29:57 PM
mroyup13: Lyons évoque les difficultés d'une histoire du livre transnationale #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:30:06 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @ClaireSquires Hah. True. Those with noble mass market ambitions
usually escape this #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:30:15 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Lyons: Transnational book history works well
within single-language areas, such as "British Empire" studies #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:30:58 PM
RobinDesmeules: RT @ClaireSquires: Mollier: the history of the book has never been
enclosed in one place; limited by the state. It is transnational & trans…
7/7/2015 8:31:12 PM
ClaireSquires: @KatieMcGettigan Also Allen Lane did head off to the suburbs quite
quickly #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:31:30 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Lyons: legacies of HoBA's focus on readers have been most visible in
British scholarship. Another transnational dimension #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:32:16 PM
EdNapierPublish: @lesliehowsam mentions our own Alistair McCleery's work into the
history of the book in her #sharp15 plenary
7/7/2015 8:32:27 PM
ClaireSquires: Lyons: there's a place for local, national & global/imperial interactions.
Should never be considered in isolation. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:33:09 PM
richendabrim: Lyons: Place for 3 levels of study: micro studies, national studies, global
students. Each important. Should inform each other #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:33:28 PM
roaringgirle: lyons: transnational book history puts heavy demands on researchers'
linguistic abilities ‽ works well w/in single-language areas #sharp15

7/7/2015 8:33:29 PM
mroyup13: Local, national, global : trois échelles qui doivent être considérées
simultanément pour Lyons #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:33:40 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Lyons: studies at different scales have to be read alongside one
another. History of the Book happens at multiple geographies #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:33:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Now, Carole Gerson #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:33:55 PM
amndw2: Martyn Lyons: there's a place in book history for local, national, and global
studies. Shouldn't be considered in isolation. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:34:02 PM
richendabrim: RT @mroyup13: Local, national, global : trois échelles qui doivent être
considérées simultanément pour Lyons #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:34:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Gerson: "History of the book in Canada, the view from here"
#SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:34:14 PM
StevieLMarsden: couldn't agree more with this! #sharp15 https://t.co/aTo7vFxSO4
7/7/2015 8:34:34 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @amndw2: Martyn Lyons: there's a place in book history for local,
national, and global studies. Shouldn't be considered in isolation. #s…
7/7/2015 8:34:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @amndw2: Martyn Lyons: there's a place in book history for local,
national, and global studies. Shouldn't be considered in isolation. #s…
7/7/2015 8:34:48 PM
mazarines: Lyons: The local, national, and global studies of book history are
complementary, not antagonistic. They are all connected. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:35:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: What can we learn from completed national book history projects?
#SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:35:12 PM
ClaireSquires: Gerson: does a world history of the book seem desirable, even possible?
#sharp15
7/7/2015 8:35:13 PM
roaringgirle: here's another instance in which PhD funding/job market pressures work
against the ambition of a transnational book history. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:35:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Gerson: "first section: what is a book? What is Canada? I'll be brief
on this" #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:35:35 PM
ClaireSquires: Gerson: what is the book, what is Canada?... I'll be brief on this
#sharp15 *laughter*

7/7/2015 8:35:43 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @roaringgirle: lyons: transnational book history puts heavy demands on
researchers' linguistic abilities ‽ works well w/in single-langua…
7/7/2015 8:35:52 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @mazarines: Lyons: The local, national, and global studies of book
history are complementary, not antagonistic. They are all connected. …
7/7/2015 8:35:59 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @Marie_LSJ @ClaireSquires Suppose it's whether we believe their
statements of ambition! I too think these pirates are hard done by #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:36:03 PM
sim1303: RT @mazarines: Lyons: The local, national, and global studies of book history
are complementary, not antagonistic. They are all connected. …
7/7/2015 8:36:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Gerson: we allow present day borders to influence the scope of
study; although Newfoundland was not originally part, it was inclded #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:36:14 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: Gerson: what is the book, what is Canada?... I'll be brief
on this #sharp15 *laughter*
7/7/2015 8:36:20 PM
amndw2: RT @roaringgirle: here's another instance in which PhD funding/job market
pressures work against the ambition of a transnational book histo…
7/7/2015 8:36:22 PM
mazarines: RT @roaringgirle: here's another instance in which PhD funding/job market
pressures work against the ambition of a transnational book histo…
7/7/2015 8:36:25 PM
keenera: @roaringgirle I heard that too, & I'm inclined to be slightly skeptical!
#SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:36:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Not the history of the Canadian book, but the history of the book in
Canada, a far broader topic #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:36:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The focus was on print in the lives of Canadians, including a wide
range of items from currency to election materials #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:37:19 PM
amndw2: Carole Gerson: could the category "the book" include objects like embroidered
samplers, sheet music, printed money? #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:37:50 PM
CitizenWald: Martin Lyons: all 3 levels of #book #history--local, national,
global/transnational--have value but cannot be treated in isolation #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:37:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Scholars who worry about national book histories as nation-shaping;
globe-trotting authors "rattle" the premises for this #SHARP15

7/7/2015 8:38:00 PM
roaringgirle: speeding up of time-to-degree disadvantages those who come into the
PhD w/o language skills. takes too much time to proficiency. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:38:00 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Carole Gerson: individuals challenge nation as boundary, but nations
do also exert pressures #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:38:30 PM
ClaireSquires: Gerson: there are many forms of legislation & reward which affect
national histories of the book (eg lit prizes, taxes, censorship) #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:38:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: HBIC paired editors, French and English, but the history is
asymetrical, with French Canada dominating the early years #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:38:54 PM
sim1303: RT @roaringgirle: speeding up of time-to-degree disadvantages those who
come into the PhD w/o language skills. takes too much time to profi…
7/7/2015 8:39:04 PM
mroyup13: Gerson évoque les problématiques spécifiques à l'écriture d'une histoire du
livre canadienne #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:39:18 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @mroyup13: Gerson évoque les problématiques spécifiques à
l'écriture d'une histoire du livre canadienne #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:39:31 PM
EdNapierPublish: Martyn Lyons mentions Scottish Readers Remember! Another Alistair
McCleery led project! #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:39:47 PM
roaringgirle: couple that with the imperative to teach etc. to make graduate stipends
tenable = no time for meaningful language learning. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:40:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Volume 3 invented editorial terminology to create dialogue between
French and English sections #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:40:10 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Scholars who worry about national book histories as
nation-shaping; globe-trotting authors "rattle" the premises for t…
7/7/2015 8:40:15 PM
mroyup13: Questions linguistiques au cœur de l'écriture d'une histoire du livre
canadienne #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:40:45 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Gerson describing how History of the Book in Canada brought
together scholars who never met in attempts to bridge language divide #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:40:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: 3rd section: Outcomes, to know ourselves #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:40:52 PM

mollyhardy: @KatieMcGettigan Except when they are attacking the Irish "villains," no?
#SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:41:01 PM
R_Jagersma: Carole Gerson on the history of the book in Canada #sharp15
http://t.co/0xZQwonaHA
7/7/2015 8:41:29 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: National languages still shape scholarly communication,
even in this first bilingual conference #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:41:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Gerson's volume included supershort writing by folks who "didn't
consider themselves book historians": lots of cultural studies #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:41:37 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @mroyup13: Questions linguistiques au cœur de l'écriture d'une
histoire du livre canadienne #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:41:43 PM
roaringgirle: last point: i had to choose b/w learning bibliography really well + investing
my time in language learning. couldn't do both. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:42:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: @roaringgirle Bibliography is a language too; the lingo of
bibliography is often missing in general language training #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:42:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Gerson: Perhaps 1 to 1.5% is Canada's true proportion of a
transnational history of the book. #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:43:42 PM
bookhistorynetw: RT @KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam "far be it from me to suggest
that books are as sexy as actual sex is, but they are pretty good" #sharp…
7/7/2015 8:44:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: HBIC carved out a small space on the international map of print
culture; Gerson invites folks to visit more often #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:44:20 PM
mazarines: Gerson notes that book history in Canada must develop protocols for
assessing indigenous languages & book history. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:44:23 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Gerson: where is Canada in the global history of the book? HBiC
brought it to world's attention #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:44:29 PM
sim1303: @roaringgirle same! they let me out of grad school with no latin, hah. but
given bh = media literacy, feel i made the right choice. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:44:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Next up: Jaques Michon on the Internationality of the book market
and its impact on local production in Quebec #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:44:45 PM
digitalpigeons: Listening to Gerson and fondly remembering that most ubiquitous
materiality from the 20th century... the telephone book. #sharp15

7/7/2015 8:45:44 PM
Laura_Estill: Jacques Michon: Considering books in Canada =/= Canadian books
(includes transmission of texts, reception) #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:45:55 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Jacques Michon describes HBiC as more of an encyclopaedia than a
narrative #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:46:08 PM
sharpicecream: Nations try to claim me but I am transnational. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:46:17 PM
jayeldee: RT @digitalpigeons: Listening to Gerson and fondly remembering that most
ubiquitous materiality from the 20th century... the telephone book…
7/7/2015 8:46:34 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Gerson: "History of the book in Canada, the view
from here" #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:46:52 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Michon: The transmission and reception of texts in Canada has
directed attention towards the internationality of books #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:46:56 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @ClaireSquires: Gerson: what is the book, what is Canada?... I'll be
brief on this #sharp15 *laughter*
7/7/2015 8:47:08 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Michon: The transmission and reception of texts
in Canada has directed attention towards the internationality of books…
7/7/2015 8:47:46 PM
superHH: Learning so much about the evolution of history of the book in different
countries. Realizing my own approach is very national. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:47:53 PM
bookhistorynetw: Follow #sharp15 for 'The Generation and Regeneration of Books'
conference! @sharp2015_ca | Program: http://t.co/SQRZnPbege #bookhistory
7/7/2015 8:47:56 PM
digitalpigeons: @mazarines The best feature of The History of the Book in Canada is
that it opens with wampum belts and the tradition of orality #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:48:33 PM
hkpmcgregor: A convincing argument from Carole Gerson that Canada needs a national
book history just to remind ppl we're here. #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:48:37 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @digitalpigeons: @mazarines The best feature of The History of the
Book in Canada is that it opens with wampum belts and the tradition o…
7/7/2015 8:49:12 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @digitalpigeons: @mazarines The best feature of The History of the
Book in Canada is that it opens with wampum belts and the tradition o…
7/7/2015 8:49:12 PM

SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: Nations try to claim me but I am transnational.
#sharp15
7/7/2015 8:49:32 PM
bookhistorynetw: RT @CitizenWald: Martin Lyons: all 3 levels of #book #history--local,
national, global/transnational--have value but cannot be treated in i…
7/7/2015 8:49:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Michon: required French schooling changed the markets in Quebec
vis-a-vis the rest of Canada, shifted markets for French-lang books #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:49:58 PM
mazarines: Interesting to hear history of national histories of the book, esp. with 2
speakers on Canada & none on England (which I know best) #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:50:17 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Michon: required French schooling changed
the markets in Quebec vis-a-vis the rest of Canada, shifted markets for Fren…
7/7/2015 8:50:26 PM
mazarines: RT @digitalpigeons: @mazarines The best feature of The History of the Book
in Canada is that it opens with wampum belts and the tradition o…
7/7/2015 8:50:33 PM
becomingtext: Carole Gerson points out that Canada's national book history is in many
ways transnational. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:51:21 PM
jayeldee: RT @Marie_LSJ: Managed to upload a 1st version of a db of Martyn Lyons's
French Best-sellers, 1811-1850 just in time for #sharp15 ! http://…
7/7/2015 8:51:32 PM
jotis13: RT @bookhistorynetw: Follow #sharp15 for 'The Generation and Regeneration
of Books' conference! @sharp2015_ca | Program: http://t.co/SQRZnP…
7/7/2015 8:51:35 PM
AmAntiquarian: Winship on @AmAntiquarian History of Book in America on “Nat'l
Histories of The Book” #SHARP15 http://t.co/eIHW3d2hsu http://t.co/G51M7jQP4J
7/7/2015 8:51:39 PM
becomingtext: This probably helps explain the difficulty I have seeing what the big deal
about national vs. transnational is. Heh. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:52:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @AmAntiquarian: Winship on @AmAntiquarian History of Book in
America on “Nat'l Histories of The Book” #SHARP15 http://t.co/eIHW3d2hsu ht…
7/7/2015 8:52:36 PM
mazarines: Fill my myriad book histories lacunæ, #sharp15!
7/7/2015 8:53:36 PM
samartha: RT @ClaireSquires: .@lesliehowsam being characteristically generous in
referencing scholars & projects in the history of the book in her #s…
7/7/2015 8:53:54 PM
hkpmcgregor: @traviseross exactly. It's the introduction of another perspective into an
always already transnational conversation. #SHARP15

7/7/2015 8:54:09 PM
BarnardStuart: RT @becomingtext: Carole Gerson points out that Canada's national
book history is in many ways transnational. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:54:22 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Michon discusses how changes in publishing contributed to Quiet
Revolution in Quebec: distinct regional context complicates nation #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:54:23 PM
mroyup13: Michon évoque cinq travaux représentatifs de la nouvelle génération
d'historiens du livre au Canada #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:54:36 PM
samartha: RT @ILoveCopyright: SHARPers gonna SHARP #SHARP15 #OhSHARP
7/7/2015 8:54:38 PM
sharpicecream: @Laura_Estill @digitalpigeons Merci; arigato gozaimas. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:54:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Michon: exploring the microcosm of Quebecois publishing as a way of
viewing Canadian #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:55:03 PM
mollyhardy: J Michin inadvertently reminds us all that book covers ain't what they used
to be #sharp15 http://t.co/Mu6mxRlBR9
7/7/2015 8:55:07 PM
BarnardStuart: RT @bookhistorynetw: Follow #sharp15 for 'The Generation and
Regeneration of Books' conference! @sharp2015_ca | Program: http://t.co/SQRZnP…
7/7/2015 8:55:12 PM
samartha: RT @nickpublisher: Tweeting from Montreal at #sharp15 and we're about to
start http://t.co/MqlzlszZSk
7/7/2015 8:55:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: @keenera @roaringgirle "Fluency" is an easier goal to comprehend
than "able to muddle through" #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:55:37 PM
richendabrim: RT @mroyup13: Michon évoque cinq travaux représentatifs de la
nouvelle génération d'historiens du livre au Canada #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:55:41 PM
mollyhardy: RT @AmAntiquarian: Winship on @AmAntiquarian History of Book in
America on “Nat'l Histories of The Book” #SHARP15 http://t.co/eIHW3d2hsu ht…
7/7/2015 8:55:42 PM
mazarines: I like Jacques Michon's use of the word "bibliodiversity." Pluralities,
multiples, connectivities. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:55:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Michael Winship, "Looking back to the future" #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:55:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @mazarines: I like Jacques Michon's use of the word
"bibliodiversity." Pluralities, multiples, connectivities. #sharp15

7/7/2015 8:56:02 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @mollyhardy: J Michin inadvertently reminds us all that book covers
ain't what they used to be #sharp15 http://t.co/Mu6mxRlBR9
7/7/2015 8:56:51 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Michael Winship going back to the future... Ok, not quite. But
"looking backwards to the future" to important conf in HoB in USA #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:56:57 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @mazarines: I like Jacques Michon's use of the word "bibliodiversity."
Pluralities, multiples, connectivities. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:57:08 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Michael Winship, "Looking back to the future"
#SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:57:29 PM
kerrberr_books: RT @mazarines: Lyons: The local, national, and global studies of book
history are complementary, not antagonistic. They are all connected. …
7/7/2015 8:57:50 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: Nations try to claim me but I am transnational.
#sharp15
7/7/2015 8:58:21 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Winship on the central role of @AmAntiquarian in the HoB in America
as he recounts how the 5 volume series emerged #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:58:24 PM
MrSidetable: Winship: nationalist turn in early years of book history made
@AmAntiquarian's involvement "overdetermined" #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:58:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Winship: explains the origins of the American Antiquarian Society's
History of the Book in America, focusing on output of Am. press #SHARP15
7/7/2015 8:58:36 PM
mroyup13: Winship : dès le début des années 80, des perspectives interdisciplinaires et
transnationales #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:58:46 PM
sim1303: michael winship drives home the importance of the history of this (inter)discipline. institutional memory too short too often. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:58:48 PM
mazarines: Michael Winship, in his biblio-Delorean, "looking back to the future" on the
United States' national book history. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:58:57 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sim1303: michael winship drives home the importance of the
history of this (inter-)discipline. institutional memory too short too often…
7/7/2015 8:59:43 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mazarines: Michael Winship, in his biblio-Delorean, "looking back to
the future" on the United States' national book history. #sharp15

7/7/2015 8:59:57 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @mazarines: Michael Winship, in his biblio-Delorean, "looking back to
the future" on the United States' national book history. #sharp15
7/7/2015 8:59:59 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Winship: What do we mean by the book? We cannot easily ignore the
question. Any textual object? #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:00:08 PM
AmAntiquarian: RT @MrSidetable: Winship: nationalist turn in early years of book
history made @AmAntiquarian's involvement "overdetermined" #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:00:21 PM
rmathematicus: RT @mazarines: Lyons: The local, national, and global studies of book
history are complementary, not antagonistic. They are all connected. …
7/7/2015 9:00:45 PM
MrSidetable: Winship: editorial board conversations in HOB in America project some of
most intellectually stimulating of his career #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:00:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The history of sheet music would be very different than the history of
trade books. AAS chose to be inclusive, privilege the codex #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:00:56 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Winship: sometimes necessary to limit what was meant by term
"book" in order to create coherent history. Reflected wider society #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:01:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Winship: "What did we mean by America?" Not the continent, but the
part that would become the USA, focusing on the Northeast #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:01:27 PM
StevieLMarsden: this news article from @cbcbooks no doubt of interest to #SHARP15
attendees in Montreal this week @sharp2015_ca https://t.co/ShEUzRp871
7/7/2015 9:01:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: First volume looked to the Atlantic world, later volumes attempted
more geographic diversity. #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:01:48 PM
mazarines: Winship notes that editorial discussions on periodization & organization of
History of the Book in America helped craft the work. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:01:53 PM
mroyup13: Qu'est-ce que le livre ? Qu'est-ce que l'Amérique ? Deux questions
fondamentales posées au moment de l'écriture de HBA #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:01:59 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Winship: sometimes necessary to limit what was
meant by term "book" in order to create coherent history. Reflected wid…
7/7/2015 9:02:08 PM
Marie_LSJ: Winship: 4 q in national book hist: media (which types of books),
geographic, historiographic (what type of history), periodization #sharp15

7/7/2015 9:02:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Winship: Our Americans tended to be white, of European ancestry,
Protestant... I would hope today we would do things differently #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:02:21 PM
kreeve: Thanks Nick! Enjoy #sharp15 https://t.co/e0Z8SnyBLr
7/7/2015 9:02:24 PM
mollyhardy: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Winship: Our Americans tended to be white, of
European ancestry, Protestant... I would hope today we would do things d…
7/7/2015 9:02:30 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Winship: Americans in the history tended too often to be white, Anglo
Saxon, protestant. Beginning work to revise this now #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:02:34 PM
MrSidetable: Winship: HOB had to be a history of the book in America, not of the
American book. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:02:40 PM
digitalpigeons: Pro Tip: If you want your questions recalled years from now, ask "what
do you mean by [insert thing that 'resists definition']?" #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:02:49 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @Marie_LSJ: Winship: 4 q in national book hist: media (which
types of books), geographic, historiographic (what type of history), period…
7/7/2015 9:02:57 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Winship: A history of the book in America is chiefly a cultural history;
personally regrets that there is not more of the booktrade #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:03:04 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @Marie_LSJ: Winship: 4 q in national book hist: media (which types
of books), geographic, historiographic (what type of history), period…
7/7/2015 9:03:21 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Winship: A history of the book in America is
chiefly a cultural history; personally regrets that there is not more of …
7/7/2015 9:03:24 PM
MillerTyrus: RT @mazarines: I like Jacques Michon's use of the word "bibliodiversity."
Pluralities, multiples, connectivities. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:03:30 PM
mollyhardy: Winship regrets that there is not more on book trades and the lessons of
bibliography in H of B in America #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:03:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The expansion of the series from 3 to 5 volumes occurred
haphazardly, this manifests in the chronology #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:03:43 PM
Laura_Estill: Winship: A History of the Book in America is not *The* HOBA. Invites new
histories of the book. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:04:39 PM

KatieMcGettigan: Winship: tensions in chronology between national history and book
trade timeline. Key conflicts eg WW2 fell between volumes #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:04:42 PM
mroyup13: HBA = surtout une histoire *culturelle* du livre, peu de choses sur le
fonctionnement de l'industrie du livre selon Winship #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:04:52 PM
mollyhardy: RT @Laura_Estill: Winship: A History of the Book in America is not *The*
HOBA. Invites new histories of the book. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:04:52 PM
mazarines: Winship: The history of the book in America focused on perspective of
white, male, protestant, northeast USA. Rethinking now. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:04:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The history of the book in wartimes, especially Revolution and WWII,
was influenced by the chronology of the multivolume series #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:05:01 PM
MrSidetable: Winship: HOB in Am. project wound up mostly being a cultural hist. of the
book; less on bibliography and the book trades #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:05:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Language issues: the history of the Spanish language book in
America is yet to be told #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:05:38 PM
hkpmcgregor: Both Lyons and Winship draw attention to the value of local studies of
book history. Any good examples of this? #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:05:59 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Winship: Often struck by how much the history of the book in
America is influenced by digital humanities #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:06:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: @hkpmcgregor Depends on what we mean by local: temporal,
geographic, cultural? #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:06:37 PM
superHH: I would love to have a panel with scholars from other continents: Africa,
South America, Asia #diversity #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:06:38 PM
amndw2: Michael Winship: book historians have much to gain by allying themselves
with digital humanists. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:06:43 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @digitalpigeons: Pro Tip: If you want your questions recalled years
from now, ask "what do you mean by [insert thing that 'resists defin…
7/7/2015 9:06:47 PM
roaringgirle: winship reminds us how entrenched our perspectives on bibliography,
geography, historiography, and periodization actually are. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:06:51 PM
EdNapierPublish: Winship takes us back to look forward and provides advice on
inclusivity #sharp15

7/7/2015 9:07:03 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Winship: Often struck by how much the history of the
book in America is influenced by digital humanities #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:07:06 PM
digitalpigeons: Michael Winship makes me wish I was there in 1991 but alas at the
time I was still struggling with language. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:07:16 PM
mollyhardy: Winship: Book Historians have much to gain from aligning themselves w
#DH #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:07:18 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @superHH: I would love to have a panel with scholars from other
continents: Africa, South America, Asia #diversity #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:07:52 PM
ClaireSquires: Anyone tweeting on #sharp2015: please head on over to #sharp15
where you'll find everyone else.
7/7/2015 9:07:54 PM
AQEImprime: Jacques Michon co-fondateur du GRÉLQ et de l'AQÉI à la table ronde:
L'héritage des grands projets nationaux #sharp15 http://t.co/vqYf5vHLFN
7/7/2015 9:07:56 PM
mazarines: Winship calls for book historians to use digital humanities methodologies &
tools, knowledge of history of meaning, media studies. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:08:14 PM
mroyup13: Pistes pour l'avenir : 1/ l'échelle locale 2/ la langue 3/ race et ethnicité 4/
l'industrie du livre 5/ humanités numériques #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:08:38 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @mazarines: Winship calls for book historians to use digital
humanities methodologies & tools, knowledge of history of meaning, media st…
7/7/2015 9:09:16 PM
AmAntiquarian: RT @mazarines: Winship calls for book historians to use digital
humanities methodologies & tools, knowledge of history of meaning, media st…
7/7/2015 9:09:19 PM
hkpmcgregor: @EpistolaryBrown I guess in some ways we're all doing versions of this
with our small projects: different micro histories. #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:09:24 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Book history faces the problem of combining the reality of the nation
with the reality of the book #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:09:26 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @mollyhardy: Winship: Book Historians have much to gain from
aligning themselves w #DH #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:09:47 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @mroyup13: Pistes pour l'avenir : 1/ l'échelle locale 2/ la langue 3/
race et ethnicité 4/ l'industrie du livre 5/ humanités numériques …

7/7/2015 9:09:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "The Nation is a grid through which to see and follow the history of
books" --question for the panel #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:10:12 PM
richendabrim: Q: How can Book History address the reality of "the nation" w/o being
nationalist #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:10:30 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Mollier: Avoid throwing the baby out with the bathwater; it would be
absurd that national histories of the book are not useful #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:10:53 PM
EdNapierPublish: RT @StevieLMarsden: this news article from @cbcbooks no doubt of
interest to #SHARP15 attendees in Montreal this week @sharp2015_ca https:…
7/7/2015 9:11:17 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @sharpicecream: Nations try to claim me but I am transnational.
#sharp15
7/7/2015 9:11:45 PM
roaringgirle: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Mollier: Avoid throwing the baby out with the
bathwater; it would be absurd that national histories of the book are no…
7/7/2015 9:12:19 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @richendabrim: Q: How can Book History address the reality of "the
nation" w/o being nationalist #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:12:43 PM
StevieLMarsden: fascinating to read current #sharp15 debates. my own work is based
on scottish lit award culture, but i have always thought of this as (1/2)
7/7/2015 9:12:45 PM
ClaireSquires: Mollier: don't throw the (history of the book) baby out with the
(nationalist) bathwater #sharp15 *free translation*
7/7/2015 9:12:56 PM
mroyup13: Mollier souligne l'apport des chercheurs étrangers dans l'histoire de l'édition
française : influence de Lyons en particulier #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:13:00 PM
R_Jagersma: RT @mazarines: Winship calls for book historians to use digital humanities
methodologies & tools, knowledge of history of meaning, media st…
7/7/2015 9:13:28 PM
kreeve: RT @mazarines: We have not a discipline but an interdiscipline of book history.
— @lesliehowsam #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:13:34 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @ClaireSquires: Mollier: don't throw the (history of the book) baby
out with the (nationalist) bathwater #sharp15 *free translation*
7/7/2015 9:13:41 PM
R_Jagersma: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Mollier: Avoid throwing the baby out with the
bathwater; it would be absurd that national histories of the book are no…

7/7/2015 9:13:49 PM
Marie_LSJ: Mollier: importance du regard extérieur pour les histoires nationales du
livre, Martyn Lyons (un Australien) pour la France #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:14:19 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: I'm actually understanding more of the Francophone
presentations than I thought I would. Bodes well for SHARP 2016 in Paris. #s…
7/7/2015 9:14:43 PM
superHH: Mollier: difference entres Les auteurs les plus Lus à une époque et ceux que
l’on étudie aujourd’hui. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:14:57 PM
StevieLMarsden: ...part of wider trans/international book history. all historic analyses
inevitably intersect & speak to one another #sharp15 (2/2)
7/7/2015 9:15:00 PM
archivesnext: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Winship: Often struck by how much the history of
the book in America is influenced by digital humanities #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:15:09 PM
ClaireSquires: Mollier: the history of the book is 'une histoire carrefour' #sharp15
(crossroads)
7/7/2015 9:15:12 PM
archivesnext: RT @mazarines: Winship: The history of the book in America focused on
perspective of white, male, protestant, northeast USA. Rethinking now…
7/7/2015 9:15:42 PM
superHH: Mollier:L’histoire de l’edition française à bénéficié d’un regard différent de la
part de chercheurs étrangers comme Martyn Lyons. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:15:47 PM
Marie_LSJ: Je le prends comme un shout-out à tous ceux et celles qui ne travaillent pas
dans leur langue maternelle! (& méthode quantitative!) #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:16:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lyons: part of the (false) hope was that by producing a number of
national histories, we'd eventually build a transnational history #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:16:41 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @superHH: Mollier:L’histoire de l’edition française à bénéficié d’un
regard différent de la part de chercheurs étrangers comme Martyn Ly…
7/7/2015 9:17:19 PM
sgediting: @AcBookFuture @ClaireSquires @nickpublisher Thanks for the name check!
Greetings to all from #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:17:23 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lyons: We come to book history inevitably from a disciplinary
platform and this colors our perspectives #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:17:32 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Lyons: part of the (false) hope was that by
producing a number of national histories, we'd eventually build a transnat…

7/7/2015 9:17:35 PM
mazarines: Lyons notes that intent to arrive at an international history of the book
doesn't work with an accumulation of national histories. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:18:19 PM
StevieLMarsden: i dont think its false hope but researchers need to share work&be
open to interdisciplinary collaborations #sharp15 https://t.co/zrD9qORJur
7/7/2015 9:18:23 PM
jameshodges_: Our national & transnational book histories are lacking treatment of
important factors, especially indigenous peoples & civil wars. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:18:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Gerson: From the Canadian perspective, we forced a lot of people to
think about things from a different perspective: asking why #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:18:41 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @jameshodges_: Our national & transnational book histories are
lacking treatment of important factors, especially indigenous peoples & c…
7/7/2015 9:18:52 PM
ClaireSquires: Gerson: we turned a lot of people into book historians #SHARP15
#bookhistorygrooming
7/7/2015 9:19:17 PM
mollyhardy: And to return to @lesliehowsam, this is large part of what makes #BH so
exciting #SHARP15 https://t.co/bwBNiEAHNb
7/7/2015 9:19:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Gerson: The creators of the History of the Book in Wales aimed to
avoid being an appendix to the History of the Book in Britain #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:20:21 PM
ClaireSquires: Gerson: there are histories of the book in Britain, Wales, Scotland & in
Ireland. How much overlap? 1/2... #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:20:41 PM
CitizenWald: Lyons: some regrets that Australian #history of #book written by
#librarians & literary critics rathe than cultural #historians. #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:20:45 PM
amndw2: Gerson: "we turned a lot of people into book historians" by having them
contribute to the History of the Book In Canada project. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:20:50 PM
ClaireSquires: Gerson: ...but the history of the book in Wales can give much more
space to Welsh language publishing 2/2 #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:21:10 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @amndw2: Gerson: "we turned a lot of people into book historians"
by having them contribute to the History of the Book In Canada project…
7/7/2015 9:21:22 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Gerson: The creators of the History of the Book in
Wales aimed to avoid being an appendix to the History of the Book i…

7/7/2015 9:21:29 PM
roaringgirle: gerson: book history gets people to rethink things abt books/cultural
production they were taking for granted—canonization, for ex. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:21:35 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Carole Gerson accurately implying the political tensions that
undoubtedly underpin relations BTW different HoB in British Isles #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:21:52 PM
traviseross: This #sharp15 roundtable (and Twitter discussion) suggests that doing
history simultaneously transnational and local isn’t a contradiction.
7/7/2015 9:22:02 PM
mazarines: Gerson: Rethinking cultural production was part of their process in crafting
the history of the book in Canada. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:22:10 PM
superHH: Michon: il y a une histoire de l’histoire du livre. There is a history of the
history of the book. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:22:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Michon: There's a history of the history of the book; experiencing this
now, analyzing our own transitions of geographic focus #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:22:35 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @superHH: Michon: il y a une histoire de l’histoire du livre. There
is a history of the history of the book. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:22:47 PM
jotis13: RT @mollyhardy: And to return to @lesliehowsam, this is large part of what
makes #BH so exciting #SHARP15 https://t.co/bwBNiEAHNb
7/7/2015 9:23:03 PM
SHARPorg: RT @traviseross: This #sharp15 roundtable (and Twitter discussion)
suggests that doing history simultaneously transnational and local isn’t…
7/7/2015 9:23:15 PM
mazarines: RT @superHH: Michon: il y a une histoire de l’histoire du livre. There is a
history of the history of the book. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:23:18 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @superHH: Michon: il y a une histoire de l’histoire du livre. There is a
history of the history of the book. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:23:40 PM
AQEImprime: RT @superHH: Michon: il y a une histoire de l’histoire du livre. There is a
history of the history of the book. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:24:02 PM
CitizenWald: Carol Gerson: #History of #Book in Canada sought to overthrow
hierarchies. In process, turned many scholars into #book #historians #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:24:24 PM
amndw2: RT @superHH: Michon: il y a une histoire de l’histoire du livre. There is a
history of the history of the book. #sharp15

7/7/2015 9:24:39 PM
EdNapierPublish: RT @amndw2: Gerson: "we turned a lot of people into book
historians" by having them contribute to the History of the Book In Canada project…
7/7/2015 9:25:01 PM
Laura_Estill: Job of potential interest to #sharp15 folks: (TT, Publishing Program,
Simon Fraser) http://t.co/e02lLkOsI5
7/7/2015 9:25:39 PM
Marie_LSJ: Michon: histoire de l'édition franco-américaine tombée entre deux chaises
dans les histoires nationales: @gpinsonm19 s'en chargera? #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:26:29 PM
mollyhardy: Winship observes the ways in which each nat'l book a product of also the
cultural nation which produced them #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:26:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Winship: Even though we say its "A History" of the Book in America,
it's an "awful barrier" to new scholarship #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:27:19 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @Laura_Estill: Job of potential interest to #sharp15 folks: (TT,
Publishing Program, Simon Fraser) http://t.co/e02lLkOsI5
7/7/2015 9:27:20 PM
jotis13: Is writing a book (or multi-volume bk series) on a subject a barrier to nearfuture books in the same subject? #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:27:57 PM
lisakuitert: RT @mazarines: Lovely to see @iangadd on the stage, welcoming
@SHARPorg @sharp2015_ca attendees to #sharp15 http://t.co/vTehBeCRvK
7/7/2015 9:28:23 PM
lisakuitert: RT @nickpublisher: Thematic history of the book from Howsam #sharp15
http://t.co/lw2CsPqDBu
7/7/2015 9:28:37 PM
mollyhardy: Winship: nat'l histories of book can function as barrier for other work, but
this is work of new scholars: to tear down barriers #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:28:59 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Winship: Even though we say its "A History" of
the Book in America, it's an "awful barrier" to new scholarship #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:29:29 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Interesting question from Sydney Shep about publishers as shaping
influence on national histories. Wanted books that would sell #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:29:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Sidney Shep: the national framework was connected to the
publishing project for these works, particularly the French HOB #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:29:45 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mollyhardy: Winship: nat'l histories of book can function as barrier for
other work, but this is work of new scholars: to tear down bar…

7/7/2015 9:29:56 PM
CitizenWald: Michael Winship provocatively wonders whether publication of a massive
work of scholarship has chilling effect on new work in field #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:29:58 PM
digitalpigeons: Winship muses that while massive, multi-volume, national HOTB may
be seen as a barrier to new projects they remain only "a" history #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:30:08 PM
jotis13: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Interesting question from Sydney Shep about publishers
as shaping influence on national histories. Wanted books that w…
7/7/2015 9:30:12 PM
MrSidetable: Winship: the 5 volumes of HOB in Am. Are great, but also a formidable
barrier to new BH work--need to find what hasn't been done #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:30:36 PM
traviseross: Reading other readers’ readings of a live event. #sharp15 hashtag is
basically live marginalia, except immediately conversational.
7/7/2015 9:30:36 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @Marie_LSJ: Michon: histoire de l'édition franco-américaine
tombée entre deux chaises dans les histoires nationales: @gpinsonm19 s'en ch…
7/7/2015 9:30:54 PM
AmAntiquarian: RT @digitalpigeons: Winship muses that while massive, multi-volume,
national HOTB may be seen as a barrier to new projects they remain only…
7/7/2015 9:30:58 PM
sim1303: @superHH we had a transnational BH panel at #sharp13, w/ SHARPists from
several continents. "geographies of the book" topic helped! #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:31:21 PM
CitizenWald: Michael Winship on the corollary (PT): but it's the role of the young to tear
edifices down #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:31:22 PM
SHARPorg: RT @traviseross: Reading other readers’ readings of a live event. #sharp15
hashtag is basically live marginalia, except immediately convers…
7/7/2015 9:31:40 PM
jotis13: RT @traviseross: Reading other readers’ readings of a live event. #sharp15
hashtag is basically live marginalia, except immediately convers…
7/7/2015 9:31:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lyons: "Asking a publisher to publish a history of publishing is like
asking the Mafia to sponsor the filming of the Godfather" #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:32:11 PM
sim1303: RT @superHH: Michon: il y a une histoire de l’histoire du livre. There is a
history of the history of the book. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:32:29 PM
mroyup13: Sydney Shep rappelle la part des impératifs commerciaux dans la
construction d'un cadre national pour l'histoire du livre #sharp15

7/7/2015 9:32:51 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Lyons: "Asking a publisher to publish a history of
publishing is like asking the Mafia to sponsor the filming of the G…
7/7/2015 9:32:54 PM
ahomsher: RT @mazarines: Lyons: The local, national, and global studies of book
history are complementary, not antagonistic. They are all connected. …
7/7/2015 9:33:05 PM
traviseross: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Lyons: "Asking a publisher to publish a history of
publishing is like asking the Mafia to sponsor the filming of the G…
7/7/2015 9:33:17 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Lyons: asking a publisher to publish a HoB is like asking the Mafia to
make the godfather. Why they chose the press not vice versa #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:33:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Gerson: "Our publisher is here, perhaps I should ask her?" The panel
considers the politics and economics of producing scholarship #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:33:31 PM
richendabrim: RT @superHH: Michon: il y a une histoire de l’histoire du livre. There is a
history of the history of the book. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:33:35 PM
jembloomfield: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Lyons: asking a publisher to publish a HoB is like
asking the Mafia to make the godfather. Why they chose the press no…
7/7/2015 9:34:01 PM
SHARPorg: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Lyons: asking a publisher to publish a HoB is like
asking the Mafia to make the godfather. Why they chose the press no…
7/7/2015 9:34:05 PM
sim1303: RT @traviseross: Reading other readers’ readings of a live event. #sharp15
hashtag is basically live marginalia, except immediately convers…
7/7/2015 9:34:05 PM
sharpicecream: Cookery books. Yeah. #sharp15 http://t.co/1QzmUTVDVI
7/7/2015 9:35:36 PM
Millicent_Weber: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Lyons: "Asking a publisher to publish a history
of publishing is like asking the Mafia to sponsor the filming of the G…
7/7/2015 9:35:43 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Lyons: asking a publisher to publish a HoB is like
asking the Mafia to make the godfather. Why they chose the press no…
7/7/2015 9:36:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Audience musing: the funding for research is often nationally based,
aiming to preserve and promote works of national heritage #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:36:22 PM
Laura_Estill: If we're thinking of recipe books and book history, check out
http://t.co/pkw5CJ8bd3#sharp15
7/7/2015 9:36:31 PM

ClaireSquires: RT @traviseross: Reading other readers’ readings of a live event.
#sharp15 hashtag is basically live marginalia, except immediately convers…
7/7/2015 9:36:45 PM
mazarines: @sharpicecream Is there an ice cream of the history of the history of the
book? #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:37:06 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Audience musing: the funding for research is often
nationally based, aiming to preserve and promote works of national …
7/7/2015 9:37:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Winship proposal: The next generation of scholars could write about
the funding of the first histories of the book #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:37:56 PM
sharpicecream: @mazarines undoubtedly. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:37:58 PM
rmathematicus: RT @mazarines: Lyons notes that intent to arrive at an international
history of the book doesn't work with an accumulation of national hist…
7/7/2015 9:38:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Winship: "But you're asking for a kind of postmodern self reflexivity I
don't think our board was capable of" #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:38:21 PM
AmAntiquarian: .@Laura_Estill And check out our upcoming #CHAViC15 seminar
"Culinary Culture" http://t.co/EFMY7huwUO #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:38:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @AmAntiquarian: .@Laura_Estill And check out our upcoming
#CHAViC15 seminar "Culinary Culture" http://t.co/EFMY7huwUO #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:40:59 PM
mollyhardy: Hist of Hist of Book talk conjurs Greg: "only bibliography which is really biz
of bibliographer is a bibliography of bibliography" #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:41:16 PM
roaringgirle: .@sharpicecream, please encourage @rare_cooking to make ic'd cream. so
far, they've only made fry'd cream. #sharp15 | http://t.co/bs1plIzCqb
7/7/2015 9:41:25 PM
ClaireSquires: Q: will future researchers see national histories of the book as elegies to
the codex? #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:41:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @ClaireSquires: Q: will future researchers see national histories of
the book as elegies to the codex? #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:41:56 PM
sim1303: RT @ClaireSquires: Q: will future researchers see national histories of the
book as elegies to the codex? #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:42:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: I think "Elegy of the Codex" would be a great song title #SHARP15

7/7/2015 9:42:15 PM
jotis13: RT @ClaireSquires: Q: will future researchers see national histories of the book
as elegies to the codex? #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:42:59 PM
sharpicecream: @roaringgirle @rare_cooking I will look into this forthwith. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:43:37 PM
mollyhardy: Winship gives shout out to @gbarnhisel exciting new book, "Cold War
Modernists" http://t.co/qWtft3FasD #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:43:53 PM
d2verso: "Duodecimo Rhapsody"? #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:44:39 PM
EdNapierPublish: sharp at #sharp15 publishers compared to Mafia, librarians
destroyers of codex archives
7/7/2015 9:44:59 PM
iangadd: RT @d2verso: "Duodecimo Rhapsody"? #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:45:32 PM
richendabrim: Book historians should be more concerned about modem publishers &
author archives than the disappearance of the printed codex #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:46:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: @richendabrim Born digital materials require different discovery and
recovery methods than our more familiar sources #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:47:00 PM
sgediting: “@superHH: Michon: il y a une histoire de l’histoire du livre. There is a
history of the history of the book. #sharp15” Meta!
7/7/2015 9:47:08 PM
NoraSlonimsky: RT @ILoveCopyright: SHARPers gonna SHARP #SHARP15 #OhSHARP
7/7/2015 9:47:23 PM
richendabrim: @EpistolaryBrown and more aggressive collecting plans to capture in
time #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:48:27 PM
SHARPorg: #sharp15 tweets approaching 1000 already...https://t.co/h7za456Hqa
http://t.co/cd0r1fhTRQ
7/7/2015 9:48:38 PM
SHARPorg: (All of which will keep the #sharp15 Twitter prize judges very busy over the
next few days...)
7/7/2015 9:49:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: We've gone back to Latin roots, folks. Hold on to your britches.
#SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:49:55 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @CitizenWald: Michael Winship provocatively wonders whether
publication of a massive work of scholarship has chilling effect on new work…

7/7/2015 9:50:14 PM
KatieMcGettigan: I just want to say that Eli and Josée are doing sterling work with the
translations of questions and chairing this bilingual panel #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:50:18 PM
mollyhardy: Winship: perhaps more attention shld be paid to translation than to what
we should call things. Audible agreement from audience #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:50:35 PM
iangadd: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp15 tweets approaching 1000
already...https://t.co/h7za456Hqa http://t.co/cd0r1fhTRQ
7/7/2015 9:50:47 PM
SHARPorg: RT @KatieMcGettigan: I just want to say that Eli and Josée are doing
sterling work with the translations of questions and chairing this bil…
7/7/2015 9:50:58 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @EdNapierPublish: sharp at #sharp15 publishers compared to Mafia,
librarians destroyers of codex archives
7/7/2015 9:50:59 PM
ClaireSquires: @SHARPorg will need some @sharpicecream, I suspect? #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:51:22 PM
mollyhardy: Let's break The Twitter, #SHARP15 ! https://t.co/k9ngejS9Gg
7/7/2015 9:51:38 PM
keenera: Language is a real problem in the "interdiscipline" of book history... How to
find out how much is good/necessary? #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:52:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Final question before the wrap-up: asking the panel to bring the
focus back to pedagogy and teaching #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:52:02 PM
roaringgirle: RT @keenera: Language is a real problem in the "interdiscipline" of book
history... How to find out how much is good/necessary? #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:52:33 PM
iangadd: RT @mollyhardy: Let's break The Twitter, #SHARP15 !
https://t.co/k9ngejS9Gg
7/7/2015 9:53:06 PM
AnthonyGlinoer: RT @superHH: I always feel un petit quelque chose when I get to hear
scholars who have influenced my work so much. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:54:24 PM
superHH: Praising the people who are translating everything today, especially the
questions ;-) #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:54:31 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @mollyhardy: Let's break The Twitter, #SHARP15 !
https://t.co/k9ngejS9Gg
7/7/2015 9:54:44 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @traviseross: Reading other readers’ readings of a live event.
#sharp15 hashtag is basically live marginalia, except immediately convers…

7/7/2015 9:55:18 PM
mazarines: But of course in discussing the complexities of studying book history, we
visit & revisit fundamentals of communication, languages. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:55:20 PM
R_Jagersma: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp15 tweets approaching 1000
already...https://t.co/h7za456Hqa http://t.co/cd0r1fhTRQ
7/7/2015 9:55:54 PM
SHARPorg: RT @superHH: Praising the people who are translating everything today,
especially the questions ;-) #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:56:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Gerson: reporting a 'take a book, leave a book' mini-library
movement in her neighborhood #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:56:30 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Mollier: In France, there was a pattern of thinking there was one
Hidden Truth (tm) in every piece of literature #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:57:27 PM
dtracy2: Folks at #sharp15 I hope you'll take a bit to ask the pubs office about making
the now online only SHARP News available to libs via IP auth.
7/7/2015 9:58:23 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Mollier isn't advocating a history of relativism, but rather a nuanced
history of literature #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:58:24 PM
roaringgirle: gerson cites rise of "little free libraries" as evidence of interest in reading
non-digital books. fwiw, they are all over DC/RVA. #sharp15
7/7/2015 9:58:24 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @KatieMcGettigan: I just want to say that Eli and Josée are doing
sterling work with the translations of questions and chairing this bil…
7/7/2015 9:59:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Winship: The advertisements on Kindles seem refreshingly open,
compared to say the Norton Anthology #SHARP15
7/7/2015 9:59:57 PM
CitizenWald: Jean-Yves Mollier: antidote 2 banal traditional teaching of literature as
decoding by privileged authority: teach reception history #SHARP15
7/7/2015 10:00:14 PM
loradeets: RT @mazarines: Winship calls for book historians to use digital humanities
methodologies & tools, knowledge of history of meaning, media st…
7/7/2015 10:00:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Times up, folks. I'm going offline for Cocktail hour. Laters!
#SHARP15
7/7/2015 10:00:35 PM
AntjeTheise: RT @mazarines: Winship calls for book historians to use digital humanities
methodologies & tools, knowledge of history of meaning, media st…

7/7/2015 10:00:42 PM
superHH: Alright, cocktail time. I mean, let’s be social time. #sharp15
7/7/2015 10:00:51 PM
roaringgirle: for more on the "little free library" movement (or to start your own),
here's the info. #sharp15 | http://t.co/CcejQGnyh2
7/7/2015 10:00:55 PM
AntjeTheise: RT @mazarines: Winship: The history of the book in America focused on
perspective of white, male, protestant, northeast USA. Rethinking now…
7/7/2015 10:01:16 PM
mollyhardy: RT @roaringgirle: for more on the "little free library" movement (or to start
your own), here's the info. #sharp15 | http://t.co/CcejQGnyh2
7/7/2015 10:01:35 PM
jameshodges_: history of books for young readers today is history of their e-readers,
tablets, chromebooks, etc #sharp15
7/7/2015 10:01:42 PM
keenera: Really thought-provoking keynote & panel. I'll be on the lookout for other
lightning-talkers during cocktail hour #sharp15
7/7/2015 10:01:46 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @ClaireSquires: Inheriting the National Histories of the Book panel
#sharp15 http://t.co/YqAb5HIMoe
7/7/2015 10:08:10 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @ClaireSquires: .@lesliehowsam starting her #sharp15 plenary
Thinking through the history of the book. http://t.co/WVawyba1aG
7/7/2015 10:08:21 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @ClaireSquires: Mollier: the history of the book has never been
enclosed in one place; limited by the state. It is transnational & trans…
7/7/2015 10:08:46 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @ClaireSquires: Lyons: national book histories bear the mark of
their time - the 1990s. #sharp15
7/7/2015 10:08:58 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @ClaireSquires: Lyons: there's a place for local, national &
global/imperial interactions. Should never be considered in isolation. #sha…
7/7/2015 10:09:09 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: Michael Winship: book historians have much to gain by
allying themselves with digital humanists. #sharp15
7/7/2015 10:15:38 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: Gerson: "we turned a lot of people into book historians" by
having them contribute to the History of the Book In Canada project…
7/7/2015 10:33:05 PM
RE_StOnge: RT @KatieMcGettigan: I just want to say that Eli and Josée are doing
sterling work with the translations of questions and chairing this bil…
7/7/2015 10:36:40 PM

RE_StOnge: Bonjour et bravo à tous mes collègues ! Best wishes and bravo to
organizers and members of BSC-SBC, CASBC and GRÉLQ at #sharp15
7/7/2015 10:46:46 PM
JonathanHsy: RT @DJWrisley: My jetlag is making following #imc2015, #sharp15,
#ichg2015, #doingdah15, #ChristinedePizan a little tough
7/7/2015 11:02:02 PM
JonathanHsy: RT @SLevelt: @mazarines @ETreharne @lesliehowsam no substitute for
attendance, but still: thank the internet gods for #IMC2015 & #sharp15 t…
7/7/2015 11:02:22 PM
JonathanHsy: RT @ETreharne: Did #SHARP15 want to make sure medievalists couldn't
come this year? Clash with #IMC2015 is too bad.
7/7/2015 11:02:36 PM
JonathanHsy: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015: do check the #sharp15 feed where
@lesliehowsam is saying pertinent things on book history, (inter)disciplinarity, hi…
7/7/2015 11:02:44 PM
TheMedievalDrK: RT @mazarines: @ETreharne Indeed, @lesliehowsam just noted that
book historians are pulled in many directions, vis a vis disciplines, confe…
7/7/2015 11:04:00 PM
ahomsher: RT @traviseross: Reading other readers’ readings of a live event. #sharp15
hashtag is basically live marginalia, except immediately convers…
7/7/2015 11:16:17 PM
ahomsher: RT @superHH: Michon: il y a une histoire de l’histoire du livre. There is a
history of the history of the book. #sharp15
7/7/2015 11:16:17 PM
ahomsher: RT @ClaireSquires: Q: will future researchers see national histories of the
book as elegies to the codex? #sharp15
7/7/2015 11:33:22 PM
rcagna: RT @rarebookschool: Follow #sharp15 for tweets from the @SHARPorg
conference in Montreal this week. @sharp2015_ca
7/7/2015 11:44:37 PM
MobyProf: @MrSidetable each time I pick up one of those vols, I'm (pleasantly?)
reminded how much is left to be done. #SHARP15
7/7/2015 11:49:00 PM
hellsgrannie: RT @CitizenWald: Lyons: some regrets that Australian #history of #book
written by #librarians & literary critics rathe than cultural #histo…
7/8/2015 12:01:20 AM
zlkatz: RT @jameshodges_: history of books for young readers today is history of their
e-readers, tablets, chromebooks, etc #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:15:28 AM
AnthonyGlinoer: RT @bookhistorynetw: Follow #sharp15 for 'The Generation and
Regeneration of Books' conference! @sharp2015_ca | Program: http://t.co/SQRZnP…
7/8/2015 12:17:38 AM
ahomsher: RT @d2verso: "Duodecimo Rhapsody"? #sharp15

7/8/2015 12:22:17 AM
hellsgrannie: RT @sim1303: "books aren't quite as sexy as actual sex... but they aren't
bad." - @lesliehowsam at #sharp15 (gettin' steamy over here with …
7/8/2015 12:28:13 AM
hellsgrannie: RT @hkpmcgregor: "Far be it from me to claim that books are as sexy as
actual sex is..." @lesliehowsam has already won quote of the confere…
7/8/2015 12:28:27 AM
dorothyk98: RT @ETreharne: Did #SHARP15 want to make sure medievalists couldn't
come this year? Clash with #IMC2015 is too bad.
7/8/2015 12:29:32 AM
nickpublisher: Talking about elegies for books today - quote from @textfiles 'metadata
is a love note to the future...' http://t.co/e5RASyNw8x #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:34:00 AM
ahomsher: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp15 tweets approaching 1000
already...https://t.co/h7za456Hqa http://t.co/cd0r1fhTRQ
7/8/2015 12:39:36 AM
sharpicecream: @hellsgrannie @SHARPorg This is _excellent_ information. Did they
have a signature flavour? #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:41:16 AM
Ca7ista: RT @mazarines: Winship calls for book historians to use digital humanities
methodologies & tools, knowledge of history of meaning, media st…
7/8/2015 12:42:33 AM
MarieMaudeBoss: RT @superHH: Michon: il y a une histoire de l’histoire du livre. There
is a history of the history of the book. #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:42:48 AM
MarieMaudeBoss: RT @AQEImprime: Jacques Michon co-fondateur du GRÉLQ et de
l'AQÉI à la table ronde: L'héritage des grands projets nationaux #sharp15 http:/…
7/8/2015 12:42:53 AM
d2verso: Lurker query: are all the post-session tweets sub rosa? #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:53:39 AM
hellsgrannie: Missing #sharp15 so went to #IBG on Who reads Geog & History. Prof
Cronon said I expressed Malthusian anxiety 4 querying longevity of ebooks
7/8/2015 12:54:57 AM
glynnedw: RT @richendabrim: Book historians should be more concerned about modem
publishers & author archives than the disappearance of the printed c…
7/8/2015 1:12:48 AM
DrLeonJ: Do I wish I were at #sharp15? Oui! Do I have any reasonable explanation for
why I missed attending? Non! What color am I as a result? Vert!
7/8/2015 1:16:23 AM
hellsgrannie: @sharpicecream @SHARPorg Their advertising slogan might have been 'If
I can't eat ice cream I won't be part of your revolution.' #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:19:09 AM

gbarnhisel: RT @KatieMcGettigan: I just want to say that Eli and Josée are doing
sterling work with the translations of questions and chairing this bil…
7/8/2015 1:25:59 AM
ahomsher: RT @mollyhardy: Let's break The Twitter, #SHARP15 !
https://t.co/k9ngejS9Gg
7/8/2015 1:30:25 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @sim1303: .@lesliehowsam's talk of humans as change agents also
reminds me of suarez: "books are alive with the decisions of their maker…
7/8/2015 1:34:24 AM
mobabb3700: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Lyons: asking a publisher to publish a HoB is like
asking the Mafia to make the godfather. Why they chose the press no…
7/8/2015 1:41:27 AM
mobabb3700: RT @roaringgirle: .@lesliehowsam's OLD BOOKS & NEW HISTORIES is a
terrific intro to disciplinary approaches to book history. #sharp15 | htt…
7/8/2015 1:41:58 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: Was there a Beeton's Pictorial History of Ice
Cream? If not, pourquoi pas? #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:51:06 AM
lesliehowsam: Thrilled by all the great Twitter feedback on my plenary today, both
from people in the room & not. Now to relax and enjoy rest of #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:54:55 AM
elizabetheyale: RT @sim1303: .@lesliehowsam's talk of humans as change agents also
reminds me of suarez: "books are alive with the decisions of their maker…
7/8/2015 2:15:34 AM
m_shoude: Demain, vernissage de l'expo du GRÉLQ au congrès #sharp15. En
attendant, feuilleter le catalogue de Marie-Pier Luneau http://t.co/kiaQj4Z5z6
7/8/2015 2:19:40 AM
m_shoude: Soirée des étudiants au #sharp15 : Les Trois Brasseurs se sont mis de la
partie, avec un menu médiatique... http://t.co/3doJ5djELm
7/8/2015 2:22:26 AM
cherylaread: Thanks so much to #sharp15 for making the early career scholar dinner
happen. Love, a first time SHARP-goer
7/8/2015 2:32:21 AM
sim1303: sprinkles for all!!! #sharp15 https://t.co/DkUO0BTjI2
7/8/2015 2:35:49 AM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: sprinkles for all!!! #sharp15 https://t.co/DkUO0BTjI2
7/8/2015 2:38:22 AM
CritRikk: RT @cherylaread: Thanks so much to #sharp15 for making the early career
scholar dinner happen. Love, a first time SHARP-goer
7/8/2015 2:39:37 AM
bjornolav: RT @bookhistorynetw: Follow #sharp15 for 'The Generation and
Regeneration of Books' conference! @sharp2015_ca | Program: http://t.co/SQRZnP…

7/8/2015 2:42:11 AM
Marie_LSJ: Martyn Lyons' French Best-Sellers, now complete with anonymous works
#programmingerror #facepalm #sharp15 http://t.co/JkfM5lSpe0
7/8/2015 2:42:14 AM
roaringgirle: thx to #sharp15 committee for organizing today's superb line-up & to
@lesliehowsam et al for presentations sure to resonate thru the week...
7/8/2015 2:43:19 AM
rural_librarian: RT @richendabrim: Book historians should be more concerned about
modem publishers & author archives than the disappearance of the printed c…
7/8/2015 2:44:03 AM
AQEImprime: Merci @Patrimoinecdn d'avoir rendu possible la traduction simultanée des
activités en plénière à #sharp15 ! http://t.co/TW4yBOD9iL
7/8/2015 2:54:27 AM
AQEImprime: RT @m_shoude: Demain, vernissage de l'expo du GRÉLQ au congrès
#sharp15. En attendant, feuilleter le catalogue de Marie-Pier Luneau http://…
7/8/2015 2:56:47 AM
CherylSearch: @lesliehowsam launched #sharp15 with thinking-provoking talk: book
history as method, practice, interdiscipline. http://t.co/6sdEQ2Cj8w
7/8/2015 2:58:49 AM
maxinebranagh: Met lots of nice, interesting people at the young scholars' supper - and
thought provoking opening sessions. Loving #sharp15 so far!
7/8/2015 3:03:57 AM
libralthinking: RT @rarebookschool: Follow #sharp15 for tweets from the @SHARPorg
conference in Montreal this week. @sharp2015_ca
7/8/2015 3:23:41 AM
libralthinking: RT @jillbrarian: Howsam: #bookhistory is important b/c it is a way of
thinking about how people have given form to knowledge #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:24:01 AM
MattieT650: RT @rarebookschool: Follow #sharp15 for tweets from the @SHARPorg
conference in Montreal this week. @sharp2015_ca
7/8/2015 3:24:35 AM
libralthinking: Great conference hashtag #sharp15 to follow, and the delightful &
talented @jillbrarian is in attendance.
7/8/2015 3:26:44 AM
keenera: @jillbrarian @libralthinking Was reminded of J McGann: "an author's work
possesses autonomy only when it remains an unheard melody" #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:27:27 AM
SHARPorg: RT @maxinebranagh: Met lots of nice, interesting people at the young
scholars' supper - and thought provoking opening sessions. Loving #sha…
7/8/2015 3:28:47 AM
SHARPorg: RT @AQEImprime: Merci @Patrimoinecdn d'avoir rendu possible la
traduction simultanée des activités en plénière à #sharp15 ! http://t.co/TW4…

7/8/2015 3:29:00 AM
SHARPorg: RT @Marie_LSJ: Martyn Lyons' French Best-Sellers, now complete with
anonymous works #programmingerror #facepalm #sharp15 http://t.co/JkfM5l…
7/8/2015 3:29:07 AM
SHARPorg: RT @cherylaread: Thanks so much to #sharp15 for making the early career
scholar dinner happen. Love, a first time SHARP-goer
7/8/2015 3:29:15 AM
SHARPorg: RT @m_shoude: Soirée des étudiants au #sharp15 : Les Trois Brasseurs se
sont mis de la partie, avec un menu médiatique... http://t.co/3doJ5…
7/8/2015 3:29:31 AM
SHARPorg: RT @DrLeonJ: Do I wish I were at #sharp15? Oui! Do I have any reasonable
explanation for why I missed attending? Non! What color am I as a …
7/8/2015 3:30:46 AM
SHARPorg: RT @roaringgirle: for more on the "little free library" movement (or to start
your own), here's the info. #sharp15 | http://t.co/CcejQGnyh2
7/8/2015 3:31:18 AM
elizabetheyale: RT @libralthinking: Great conference hashtag #sharp15 to follow, and
the delightful & talented @jillbrarian is in attendance.
7/8/2015 3:58:13 AM
juandemurillos: RT @Marie_LSJ: Martyn Lyons' French Best-Sellers, now complete with
anonymous works #programmingerror #facepalm #sharp15 http://t.co/JkfM5l…
7/8/2015 3:58:51 AM
biblioasis: RT @lesliehowsam: Thrilled by all the great Twitter feedback on my plenary
today, both from people in the room & not. Now to relax and enjo…
7/8/2015 4:05:13 AM
archivebeaver: RT @Marie_LSJ: Martyn Lyons' French Best-Sellers, now complete with
anonymous works #programmingerror #facepalm #sharp15 http://t.co/JkfM5l…
7/8/2015 4:36:30 AM
kwhalenuk: RT @jillbrarian: Howsam: #bookhistory is important b/c it is a way of
thinking about how people have given form to knowledge #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:42:31 AM
hckGGREN: RT @mazarines: We have not a discipline but an interdiscipline of book
history. — @lesliehowsam #sharp15
7/8/2015 7:03:00 AM
SLevelt: "THE BOOKCASE: Why so many?" (Jan Luyken, Het leerzaam huisraad,
1711)Following #sharp15 hoping for an answer. http://t.co/4n9Of6npaa
7/8/2015 7:14:22 AM
JonathanHsy: RT @mazarines: We have not a discipline but an interdiscipline of book
history. — @lesliehowsam #sharp15
7/8/2015 7:39:40 AM
katelaity: RT @mazarines: We have not a discipline but an interdiscipline of book
history. — @lesliehowsam #sharp15

7/8/2015 7:40:52 AM
marjolein442: RT @SLevelt: "THE BOOKCASE: Why so many?" (Jan Luyken, Het
leerzaam huisraad, 1711)Following #sharp15 hoping for an answer. http://t.co/4…
7/8/2015 8:18:03 AM
aasearle: RT @mazarines: I like Jacques Michon's use of the word "bibliodiversity."
Pluralities, multiples, connectivities. #sharp15
7/8/2015 8:54:20 AM
bsc_sbc: Asking all of you at the conference to please share with those of us who are
not! Use #bsc_sbc and #sharp15
7/8/2015 9:25:50 AM
conversiontales: Very sorry not to be at #sharp15 in person, but enjoying tweets! Also,
time difference makes 8.30 start for my panel much more civilised...
7/8/2015 9:33:51 AM
praymurray: Let's work towards more linguistic diversity please! @SHARPorg #sharp15
https://t.co/t4QTGG6eIJ
7/8/2015 10:24:13 AM
praymurray: Txt is txt, just repurposed for diff. containers: a continuum, platform shift
#thebookisdead #longlivelivre #sharp15 https://t.co/e9GJKqpDTg
7/8/2015 10:29:34 AM
praymurray: Huzzah says @GlobalOutlookDH - wld be great to see that catch on at
other conferences! #sharp15 https://t.co/QW0rdQHcxD
7/8/2015 10:34:31 AM
digitalpigeons: Technically I'm local for #sharp15 but taking the 11 bus over the
mountain to Mont-Royal catching the metro to Beri-UQAM transferring (1/2)
7/8/2015 10:45:53 AM
digitalpigeons: to the yellow line to Longueuil and walking to the venue is like my own
tour de ile! or a Tolkien-type unexpected journey (2/2) #sharp15
7/8/2015 10:49:55 AM
SHARPorg: RT @SLevelt: "THE BOOKCASE: Why so many?" (Jan Luyken, Het leerzaam
huisraad, 1711)Following #sharp15 hoping for an answer. http://t.co/4…
7/8/2015 10:55:30 AM
StevieLMarsden: I may not be able to join every1 at #sharp15 this week, but looking
forward to 'Books as/& New Media' @edinburghchb tomorrow!
7/8/2015 11:03:54 AM
superHH: Would it be easier if we created session hashtags too? Such as #sharp15 #1A
@sharp2015_ca. What do you think?
7/8/2015 11:15:35 AM
sharpicecream: Ouf. It's early, for an ice cream. #sharp15
7/8/2015 11:17:47 AM
roaringgirle: @superHH, i've been using #s6c when tweeting about my session.
#sharp15 @sharp2015_ca
7/8/2015 11:23:29 AM

roaringgirle: making some hard decisions about which panels to attend at #sharp15
today. may need to room hop b/c so many good ones running concurrently!
7/8/2015 11:31:52 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @digitalpigeons: Technically I'm local for #sharp15 but taking the 11
bus over the mountain to Mont-Royal catching the metro to Beri-UQA…
7/8/2015 11:35:19 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @digitalpigeons: to the yellow line to Longueuil and walking to the
venue is like my own tour de ile! or a Tolkien-type unexpected journ…
7/8/2015 11:35:25 AM
edinburghchb: RT @StevieLMarsden: I may not be able to join every1 at #sharp15 this
week, but looking forward to 'Books as/& New Media' @edinburghchb tom…
7/8/2015 11:49:48 AM
keenera: Chose utile, mais difficile: expliquer ce qu'on reherche avec un'autre langue.
Heading to 2nd day of #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:00:32 PM
amndw2: Twitter autocomplete keeps trying to turn #sharp15 into the hashtag for
Shark Week. Now pondering the place if sharks in book history.
7/8/2015 12:02:34 PM
mazarines: So many great panels at #sharp15 means I'll be missing many interesting
talks. Looking forward to live talks & tweets of sessions I'm not in
7/8/2015 12:04:55 PM
mirelakadric: RT @ClaireSquires: Mollier: the history of the book has never been
enclosed in one place; limited by the state. It is transnational & trans…
7/8/2015 12:09:27 PM
praymurray: Wonder whether there's an equivalent of Moore's law for BH-or whether
we need to create one @lesliehowsam #sharp15 https://t.co/RmAM4B3U3f
7/8/2015 12:11:11 PM
wtapress: RT @nickpublisher: Talking about elegies for books today - quote from
@textfiles 'metadata is a love note to the future...' http://t.co/e5…
7/8/2015 12:15:17 PM
wtapress: RT @traviseross: Reading other readers’ readings of a live event. #sharp15
hashtag is basically live marginalia, except immediately convers…
7/8/2015 12:16:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: First panel of the day in 15: Paratext, Translation, and Print in Early
Modern England #SHARP15
7/8/2015 12:17:45 PM
nickpublisher: Day 2 at #sharp15 and starting with a session on rethinking reception
7/8/2015 12:24:41 PM
roaringgirle: at #1b #sharp15: paratext, translation, and print in early modern
england.
7/8/2015 12:24:54 PM
wtapress: @nzsydney now attending #sharp15 following hot the heels of #dh2015 companionable interdisciplines!

7/8/2015 12:25:40 PM
jillbrarian: Excited to present my poster this afternoon at #sharp15! You can view it
online here: http://t.co/kCJnAyicy2
7/8/2015 12:27:53 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @jillbrarian: Excited to present my poster this afternoon at #sharp15!
You can view it online here: http://t.co/kCJnAyicy2
7/8/2015 12:29:11 PM
praymurray: Also, 1 size does not fit all: my colleagues & I in http://t.co/OETMxS64iU
are aware that we shd be > #sharp15 https://t.co/QUaW93EGvB
7/8/2015 12:29:21 PM
praymurray: > thinking translinguistically & transnationally in order to create
appropriately address the region's book history. #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:30:20 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @Marie_LSJ: Martyn Lyons' French Best-Sellers, now complete
with anonymous works #programmingerror #facepalm #sharp15 http://t.co/JkfM5l…
7/8/2015 12:30:38 PM
praymurray: RT @jameshodges_: Our national & transnational book histories are
lacking treatment of important factors, especially indigenous peoples & c…
7/8/2015 12:31:33 PM
jotis13: #sharp15 getting under way! Lots of folks up bright and early for the 8:30am
panels.
7/8/2015 12:31:56 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Starting day 2 of #sharp15 at 'Paratext, Translation and Print in Early
Modern England'
7/8/2015 12:31:57 PM
digitalpigeons: Give me that sweet, sweet paratext, translation, and print to kick off
day 2 of #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:32:14 PM
jotis13: RT @roaringgirle: at #1b #sharp15: paratext, translation, and print in early
modern england.
7/8/2015 12:32:22 PM
amndw2: At #sharp15 "Generating the Middlebrow: Learning from Other Disciplines"
panel.
7/8/2015 12:32:56 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 s1: paratexts, translation, and print in Early Modern England; 3
speakers w/mod Dr. Anne Coldiron
7/8/2015 12:33:25 PM
Finny_stitch: About to start the day at #sharp15 with panel 1 of 2 on Paratext,
Translation & Print in Early Modern England.
7/8/2015 12:33:48 PM
roaringgirle: sorry that @conversiontales can't be here in person, but anne coldiron
promises to "channel" her by reading her paper. #s1b #sharp15

7/8/2015 12:34:13 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 s1b: speakers: Brenda Hosington, Marie-Alice Belle, Helen Smith
7/8/2015 12:34:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Packed room at 8:30 am speaks well for #SHARP15's dedication. #1b
first up, Brenda Hosington, "Remaking the Text and Paratext"
7/8/2015 12:34:32 PM
praymurray: Yes! The bk is a technology that transformed culture-DH is the logical next
step on frm BH #sharp15 https://t.co/oiMfgjkYUA
7/8/2015 12:34:34 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 s1b: Brenda Hosington, "Remaking the Text and Paratext in Early
Modern Translations"
7/8/2015 12:34:54 PM
heatherfro: Hashtag of the day: #sharp15, the book history and print culture
conference #materiality #materialculture
7/8/2015 12:34:55 PM
Finny_stitch: Starting with Brenda Hosington on 'Remaking the text and paratext in
Early Modern English Translations' #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:34:58 PM
roaringgirle: RT @heatherfro: Hashtag of the day: #sharp15, the book history and print
culture conference #materiality #materialculture
7/8/2015 12:35:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Hosington: The remaking of translated texts and paratexts connects
book history and translation studies #SHARP15 #1b
7/8/2015 12:35:25 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Starting with Brenda Hosington 'Remaking the text and Paratext in
Early Mod English Translations' #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:35:37 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 s1b Hosington: translation + paratext; regeneration, rebirth of
texts, new socio-economic contexts and new readers,
7/8/2015 12:35:45 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Hosington: The remaking of translated texts
and paratexts connects book history and translation studies #SHARP15 #1b
7/8/2015 12:35:45 PM
roaringgirle: brenda hosington: cites mckenzie on regeneration/remaking of the work
by agents other than the author. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:36:42 PM
jotis13: Hosington: translations are regeneration of texts over time and space, through
material features of text production and paratexts #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:36:47 PM
nzsydney: convergence of book history and translation studies and synergies with
#sharp15 conference theme generation and regeneration @nzsydney
7/8/2015 12:36:58 PM

KatieMcGettigan: Hosington quotes MacKenzie and McKitterick on new editions of a
text as stages in its life cycle. Constantly being remade.#sharp15 #1b
7/8/2015 12:37:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Hosington: A text is being constantly remade by the agents of its
transmission #SHARP15 #1b
7/8/2015 12:37:14 PM
Laura_Estill: Hosington: texts challenge univocal meaning with shifting forms and
divergent readings #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:37:26 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 s1b Hosington: text is subject to constantly being remade by agents
of transmission, therefore unstable, shifting forms
7/8/2015 12:37:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Remaking a text in a different language produces not an imperfect
derivative text, but a newly engendered one #SHARP15 #1b
7/8/2015 12:37:48 PM
roaringgirle: hosington: translation produces newly engendered texts. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:38:04 PM
digitalpigeons: Hosington: A text goes through regeneration as it moves through
continuous reception #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:38:15 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Remaking a text in a different language produces not an
imperfect derivative text, but a newly engendered one #SHARP15…
7/8/2015 12:38:16 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Hosington: links translation and book production through their
instability and potential to engender new versions of text #sharp15 #1b
7/8/2015 12:38:19 PM
adamghooks: RT @jillbrarian: Excited to present my poster this afternoon at #sharp15!
You can view it online here: http://t.co/kCJnAyicy2
7/8/2015 12:38:43 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 Claude la Charite: the challenges of Inventaire des imprimés
anciens au Québec, books scattered: libraries, religious communities
7/8/2015 12:38:44 PM
amndw2: Stella Deen now talking about how author Clemence Dane encouraged
women's leisure reading via book reviews in Good Housekeeping. #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:38:47 PM
sim1303: @praymurray sounds like moore's fits right in for us... have definitely heard
theory of speeding up of tech transitions before! #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:38:57 PM
ernestopriego: Yet book historians/textual scholars were some of the first to develop,
embrace DH/digital scholarship... #sharp15 https://t.co/jFOSsvQ0pm
7/8/2015 12:39:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Hosington: The engendering metaphor leads to many 'labor' puns; is
often combined with other generative metaphors #s1b #sharp15

7/8/2015 12:39:10 PM
CritRikk: RT @ernestopriego: Yet book historians/textual scholars were some of the first
to develop, embrace DH/digital scholarship... #sharp15 http…
7/8/2015 12:39:20 PM
roaringgirle: hosington: "engendering" metaphor permeates early modern accounts of
translation. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:39:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The translator identifies with the author, becomes one with the
original author; a bad translation is a dead translation #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:40:06 PM
jotis13: RT @ernestopriego: Yet book historians/textual scholars were some of the first
to develop, embrace DH/digital scholarship... #sharp15 http…
7/8/2015 12:40:10 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 s1b Hosington: focus on "engendering" metaphor; digestion of prior
text to create a new form, rather than a "dull" translation.
7/8/2015 12:40:17 PM
nzsydney: (re-)thinking (re-)embodiment in (re-)translation #sharp15 @nzsydney
7/8/2015 12:40:36 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Hosington traces metaphors of translation as generation, rebirth in
the c16 and 17. Bad translations are compared to corpses #sharp15 #1b
7/8/2015 12:40:45 PM
louisa_preston: Stella Dean: talking about 're-reading' practices and cross fertilisation
of books, in a cultural ecosystem. #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:41:01 PM
roaringgirle: hosington: in e m england, mere "copies" of the original = "dead residue";
translation must create new form to be reborn. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:41:50 PM
jotis13: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Hosington traces metaphors of translation as generation,
rebirth in the c16 and 17. Bad translations are compared to c…
7/8/2015 12:41:57 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #1b Hosington: example of Biblical translation and retranslation of
previous versions: Geneva Bible to Tynsdale
7/8/2015 12:42:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The task of retranslation is not purely iterative; retranslation meant a
text must be reborn #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:42:32 PM
digitalpigeons: Hosington: (GP+PT=C) where GP is a good poet, PT is a poor
translation, and this will equal C, a carcass #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:42:46 PM
superHH: Unlike so many other conferences I attend, @SHARPorg's members are huge
twitter people. I LOVE IT. More than 1000 tweets in 1 day. #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:42:48 PM

amndw2: Deen: Dane encouraged entire families to read and reread together until
everyone is "ready to cap quotations" from favorite author. #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:43:19 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Hosington: translations of bible differed in word choices but also
materiality: format, editorial matter, organisation, typography #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:43:31 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 challenge: attempts to spell the names of authors and publishers
outside ones field, era, and primary language(s)
7/8/2015 12:44:21 PM
roaringgirle: huzzah! first (and only) citation of dryden—as a translator, in this case—at
#sharp15? #s1b
7/8/2015 12:44:27 PM
AQEImprime: Claude La Charité ouvre la séance sur le fascinant projet IMAQ à
#sharp15 @UQAR @BiblioUdeS http://t.co/SAYc6eWkXT
7/8/2015 12:44:44 PM
leoba: RT @ernestopriego: Yet book historians/textual scholars were some of the first to
develop, embrace DH/digital scholarship... #sharp15 http…
7/8/2015 12:44:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Social turn, Cultural turn, and Material turn of literary studies take up
components of the book affected by translation #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:45:26 PM
roaringgirle: hosington: discusses the importance of mise-en-page/typography/design
in the transmission of meaning. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:45:40 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #1b Hosington: influence of culture and context on translation
choices; "rewriting in a different culture"
7/8/2015 12:45:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Recent theorists have argued for a sociology of translation #s1b
#sharp15
7/8/2015 12:46:01 PM
bevilacq: Stella Deen on Clemence Dane: reading as a way to connect to, become
interesting people #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:46:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: There has been a slower adoption of the idea that material features
play a role in translation #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:46:17 PM
nzsydney: translation as deformation - time to shout out to Stephen Ramsay's Reading
machines and algorithmic criticism @sramsay #sharp15 @nzsydney
7/8/2015 12:46:22 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Social turn, Cultural turn, and Material turn of literary
studies take up components of the book affected by translati…
7/8/2015 12:46:27 PM
CritRikk: RT @nzsydney: translation as deformation - time to shout out to Stephen
Ramsay's Reading machines and algorithmic criticism @sramsay #sharp…

7/8/2015 12:46:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Translating not only linguistic signs, but also format, mise-en-page
into the English form #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:46:39 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Translating not only linguistic signs, but also format,
mise-en-page into the English form #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:46:47 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: hosington: discusses the importance of mise-enpage/typography/design in the transmission of meaning. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:46:55 PM
carol_osullivan: ...but slightly wishing I was at #sharp15 because it sounds like my
kind of conference... https://t.co/wIJqvbGw9J
7/8/2015 12:47:11 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Font-choices reflect local sensibilities, shifting roman into blackletter
#s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:47:12 PM
CritRikk: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Hosington: translations of bible differed in word choices
but also materiality: format, editorial matter, organisation…
7/8/2015 12:47:13 PM
CitizenWald: so nice that so many of my tweeps attending #sharp15. Tweetup an
added benefit of what’s shaping up 2 B a great conference on #book #history
7/8/2015 12:47:25 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Hosington: translation studies acknowledge impact of context bt
slower to explore how material forms affect & effect meaning #sharp15 #1b
7/8/2015 12:47:43 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Font-choices reflect local sensibilities, shifting
roman into blackletter #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:48:00 PM
richendabrim: Sakari Ylivuori: means of production & musical text - typesetting choral
music in Finland #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:48:03 PM
CritRikk: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Hosington: translation studies acknowledge impact of
context bt slower to explore how material forms affect & effect m…
7/8/2015 12:48:30 PM
roaringgirle: hosington: points to "domestication" of physical appearance of translated
texts in england. "format can be eloquent, too." #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:48:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Ecclesiastical histories translated into English (1639) were completely
transformed to fit the new context #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:48:32 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Ecclesiastical histories translated into English (1639)
were completely transformed to fit the new context #s1b #sharp…

7/8/2015 12:48:36 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Font-choices reflect local sensibilities, shifting roman
into blackletter #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:48:38 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: hosington: points to "domestication" of physical appearance
of translated texts in england. "format can be eloquent, too.…
7/8/2015 12:48:45 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @roaringgirle: hosington: points to "domestication" of physical
appearance of translated texts in england. "format can be eloquent, too.…
7/8/2015 12:48:46 PM
Finny_stitch: Hosington highlights how translation of text from foreign folio to English
octavo involved shift in readership, marketing etc. #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:48:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: A prestigious Latin text in italics became a comforting vernacular text
in roman #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:48:53 PM
CritRikk: RT @richendabrim: Sakari Ylivuori: means of production & musical text typesetting choral music in Finland #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:48:57 PM
jotis13: Anyone who thinks material forms don't matter to book reception should
consider a modern new release in hardback vs. e-book only... #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:49:04 PM
CritRikk: RT @jotis13: Anyone who thinks material forms don't matter to book reception
should consider a modern new release in hardback vs. e-book on…
7/8/2015 12:49:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Hosington: "Appropriation and domestication represented the
dominant mode of translation in early modern England" #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:49:27 PM
jotis13: RT @Finny_stitch: Hosington highlights how translation of text from foreign folio
to English octavo involved shift in readership, marketing…
7/8/2015 12:49:31 PM
mroyup13: Rethinking Reception panel / Nouvelles idées sur la réception #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:49:38 PM
roaringgirle: loving brenda hosington's emphasis on book design in her study of early
modern english translations. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:49:38 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Hosington showing how material features could domesticate a text in
England, but also make a text seem exotic or Other #sharp15 #1b
7/8/2015 12:49:50 PM
richendabrim: Finland had no engravers so music was typeset resulting in missing
information & misprints in notation #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:49:51 PM

mroyup13: Jennifer Connor étudie les réseaux internationaux d’échange de publications
médicales apparus à la fin du XIXe siècle #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:49:53 PM
bevilacq: Deen: Dane provides a reader-centric model for the survival of the best books
-- how refreshing! #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:50:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Reframing editon to re-edition adds further information to our
understanding of the choices textual producers make #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:50:36 PM
roaringgirle: hosington: genette did not include translations in his study of paratexts.
#s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:50:54 PM
UQAR: RT @AQEImprime: Claude La Charité ouvre la séance sur le fascinant projet
IMAQ à #sharp15 @UQAR @BiblioUdeS http://t.co/SAYc6eWkXT
7/8/2015 12:51:11 PM
EpistolaryBrown: My comment: reframing works shows the other options a printer,
translator might have chosen, highlights flexibility of texts #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:51:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @roaringgirle: hosington: genette did not include translations in
his study of paratexts. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:51:22 PM
jotis13: RT @roaringgirle: hosington: genette did not include translations in his study of
paratexts. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:51:36 PM
jotis13: RT @bevilacq: Deen: Dane provides a reader-centric model for the survival of
the best books -- how refreshing! #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:51:48 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Hosington: Genette excluded translations from catalogue of
Paratexts. Problems with translation as Paratexts if Paratext is 2ndary #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:52:07 PM
amndw2: Love that I'm hearing a paper on golems @ a book history conference. (Mia
Spiro, "Middlebrow Monster: The Golem in Film & Theater") #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:52:31 PM
jotis13: Currently wishing I could be in three panels at one time... so much "oooh,
shiny!" from other folks' Twitter recaps #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:52:31 PM
schelbertgeorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Social turn, Cultural turn, and Material turn of
literary studies take up components of the book affected by translati…
7/8/2015 12:52:34 PM
roaringgirle: hosington: paratexts offer insight into modes of authorship and how
translations were engendered. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:52:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Today's 2 panels mark a further step in how liminal materials provide
info about author, translator & their interlocking roles #s1b #sharp15

7/8/2015 12:52:48 PM
richendabrim: Setting musical notation very tricky. Technology affected product.
Several pts of musical notation impossible to recreate w type #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:53:12 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Today's 2 panels mark a further step in how
liminal materials provide info about author, translator & their interlocki…
7/8/2015 12:53:35 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @roaringgirle: loving brenda hosington's emphasis on book design in
her study of early modern english translations. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:53:36 PM
jotis13: RT @roaringgirle: hosington: paratexts offer insight into modes of authorship
and how translations were engendered. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:53:37 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Titles frequently exhibit marked differences from their source texts,
encode attitudes towards translation #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:53:56 PM
roaringgirle: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Titles frequently exhibit marked differences from
their source texts, encode attitudes towards translation #s1b #sharp…
7/8/2015 12:54:04 PM
monicalmercado: ...and speaking of texts, following #sharp15 this week; wish I were
in Montréal for some of that @sharpicecream.
7/8/2015 12:54:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Titles can include supplementary information, encode attitudes
towards other nations and groups as well #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:54:41 PM
jotis13: Hosington: translation paratext justify translation, appeal to national
sensibilities, play up details of imp. to new audience #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:54:51 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Hosington: Paratexts help to regenerate text & also show ideas
toward translation itself. Illustrations contribute to this as well #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:55:11 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @jotis13: Hosington: translation paratext justify translation,
appeal to national sensibilities, play up details of imp. to new audience…
7/8/2015 12:55:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Hosington: Prefatorial paratexts form a lens through which the reader
views the text (nodding towards Wendy Wall) #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:55:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Prefatorial materials may be translations of the original, but typically
address concerns of new readers #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:56:22 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Hosington: Prefatorial paratexts form a lens through
which the reader views the text (nodding towards Wendy Wall) #s1b…

7/8/2015 12:56:23 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Hosington: "radical" act of changing the dedicatee. Completely
changes the context of a text #sharp15 #1b
7/8/2015 12:56:32 PM
Laura_Estill: Hosington on changing paratexts (dedications, illustrations, epistles) in
translations and how they mediate reception #sharp15 #s1b
7/8/2015 12:56:34 PM
roaringgirle: hosington: illustrations are among the features of book design that get reengendered when a work is translated into english. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:56:35 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: Ouf. It's early, for an ice cream. #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:56:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Translator's Epistle to the Reader is a form which is typically only
found in translations, describes methods, sources #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:56:48 PM
SHARPorg: RT @superHH: Unlike so many other conferences I attend, @SHARPorg's
members are huge twitter people. I LOVE IT. More than 1000 tweets in 1 …
7/8/2015 12:56:59 PM
nzsydney: time to build a macroscope for translation studies #sharp15 @nzsydney
7/8/2015 12:57:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Hosington: Paratexts attempt to make the work more English, more
accessible, more attractive #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:57:28 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Translator's Epistle to the Reader is a form which is
typically only found in translations, describes methods, sources…
7/8/2015 12:57:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @nzsydney: time to build a macroscope for translation studies
#sharp15 @nzsydney
7/8/2015 12:57:37 PM
CritRikk: RT @nzsydney: time to build a macroscope for translation studies #sharp15
@nzsydney
7/8/2015 12:58:04 PM
roaringgirle: hosington: the "solitudes" of book history & translation must come
together. so far, translation side has made all the moves. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:58:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: My note: I'm dealing with a "Translator to the Reader" among other
paratexts this afternoon; wish I'd heard this talk earlier! #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:58:41 PM
roaringgirle: RT @EpistolaryBrown: My note: I'm dealing with a "Translator to the
Reader" among other paratexts this afternoon; wish I'd heard this talk …
7/8/2015 12:58:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @roaringgirle: hosington: the "solitudes" of book history &
translation must come together. so far, translation side has made all the mo…

7/8/2015 12:59:13 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: My note: I'm dealing with a "Translator to the Reader"
among other paratexts this afternoon; wish I'd heard this talk …
7/8/2015 12:59:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Up next: Marie-Alice Belle, "Mapping the Life Cycle of Early Modern
Printed Translations" #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 12:59:50 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #1b Marie-Alice Belle, “Mapping the Life Cycle of Early Modern
Printed Translations: The Pivotal Role of Paratexts”
7/8/2015 12:59:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Belle: Our field is an interdiscipline, "and I promise I wrote that
before yesterday's plenary" #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:00:28 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Now Marie-Alice Belle 'Mapping the life cycle of Early Modern Printed
Translations: the pivotal role of Paratexts' #sharp15 #1b
7/8/2015 1:00:35 PM
roaringgirle: marie-alice belle: opens by citing darnton—book history as "convergence
of several disciplines on a common set of problems." #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:01:17 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @roaringgirle: marie-alice belle: opens by citing darnton—book history
as "convergence of several disciplines on a common set of problem…
7/8/2015 1:01:49 PM
gbarnhisel: Sunny Montreal a different city today--humidity blanket lifted. Can we have
#sharp15 panels outside today?
7/8/2015 1:02:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Critical engagement with the margins of translations has generated
an interest in the contributions of paratexts #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:02:29 PM
loradeets: Mia Spiro on now at #SHARP15, golem as 'Middlebrow Monster'...middle of a
panel on middlebrow is the place to be
7/8/2015 1:02:39 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Belle: translation & print interact to create new meanings and
readerships. Paratexts have been crucial in studies in this area #sharp15 #1b
7/8/2015 1:02:47 PM
CitizenWald: What better way 2 begin #SHARP15 than with a talk about the Golem of
Prague?An embarrassment of riches: too many good panels to choose from.
7/8/2015 1:02:57 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Critical engagement with the margins of translations has
generated an interest in the contributions of paratexts #s1b …
7/8/2015 1:03:08 PM
roaringgirle: @CitizenWald, serious FOMO. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:03:34 PM

EpistolaryBrown: Attention to printed translations and their paratexts as zones of
interaction point attention to the recent transnational turn #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:03:47 PM
nickpublisher: Literary prizes almost a 'virus' in France - with more than 2000 awarded
every year #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:04:00 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Belle: Paratexts are crucial sources for connecting agents involved in
producing early modern translations in print #sharp15 #1b
7/8/2015 1:04:12 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Attention to printed translations and their
paratexts as zones of interaction point attention to the recent transnatio…
7/8/2015 1:04:25 PM
Sacrobosco2013: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Translator's Epistle to the Reader is a form
which is typically only found in translations, describes methods, sources…
7/8/2015 1:04:27 PM
MitchFraas: Almost can't watch the #sharp15 feed. Green with envy. Have fun
everyone!
7/8/2015 1:04:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Adam's and Barker's New Model, Harold Love's revisioning of
Darnton's circuit, both reprioritize the role of reception #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:04:37 PM
nzsydney: in the focus on paratext where is the epitext? #sharp15 @nzsydney
7/8/2015 1:04:51 PM
Sacrobosco2013: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Prefatorial materials may be translations of
the original, but typically address concerns of new readers #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:04:59 PM
sharpicecream: @gbarnhisel Agreed. With ice cream. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:05:08 PM
richendabrim: Rupert Ridgewell - on the Concert Programme exchange in Europe
#sharp15 http://t.co/6eHvYg4ETu
7/8/2015 1:05:22 PM
roaringgirle: belle: drawing on harold love, translation falls into the category of textual
digestion. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:05:26 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Belle: Scholars thinking transnationally dismiss Darnton's closed
national circuit #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:05:45 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Belle: Scholars thinking transnationally dismiss
Darnton's closed national circuit #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:06:08 PM
jotis13: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Belle: Paratexts are crucial sources for connecting agents
involved in producing early modern translations in print #s…

7/8/2015 1:06:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Bachleitner's "Adapted" circuit (2009) broadens the view, but
strongly focuses on the "source culture" #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:06:43 PM
jotis13: I am, of course, now really curious to see if Belle will give us translation
network diagrams at the end of this talk #sharp15 @6Bacon
7/8/2015 1:06:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: I am, of course, now really curious to see if Belle will
give us translation network diagrams at the end of this talk #sharp15…
7/8/2015 1:06:57 PM
Sacrobosco2013: RT @roaringgirle: loving brenda hosington's emphasis on book design
in her study of early modern english translations. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:07:09 PM
roaringgirle: belle: norbert bachleitner adapts darnton's circuit to incorporate
translation (but still focuses on source culture). #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:07:11 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The obvious example of so many things is Caxton. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:07:15 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Belle: Bachleitners adapted communication circuit diagram does not
fit early Mod context or translation theory #sharp15 #1b
7/8/2015 1:07:19 PM
gbarnhisel: Book history, modernism, the middlebrow: it's like #sharp15 made a panel
just for me. So naturally, I was late arriving.
7/8/2015 1:07:31 PM
Sacrobosco2013: RT @EpistolaryBrown: My comment: reframing works shows the
other options a printer, translator might have chosen, highlights flexibility of…
7/8/2015 1:07:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Belle and Hosington ARE giving us a new diagram, which is
collapsable! and in 3D! Appreciative "ooooh" from audience #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:08:00 PM
Sacrobosco2013: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Reframing editon to re-edition adds further
information to our understanding of the choices textual producers make #s1…
7/8/2015 1:08:01 PM
roaringgirle: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The obvious example of so many things is Caxton.
#s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:08:06 PM
digitalpigeons: Belle: translations are targeted at the receiving culture and should be
studied as such. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:08:08 PM
Sacrobosco2013: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Hosington: "Appropriation and domestication
represented the dominant mode of translation in early modern England" #s1b…
7/8/2015 1:08:10 PM

rural_librarian: RT @jillbrarian: Howsam: #bookhistory is important b/c it is a way of
thinking about how people have given form to knowledge #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:08:16 PM
Sacrobosco2013: RT @EpistolaryBrown: A prestigious Latin text in italics became a
comforting vernacular text in roman #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:08:27 PM
Laura_Estill: Belle: visualizes communication circuit - considers translations in their own
circuit, overlapping with reception/circ of orig #sharp15 #s1b
7/8/2015 1:08:35 PM
Sacrobosco2013: RT @Finny_stitch: Hosington highlights how translation of text from
foreign folio to English octavo involved shift in readership, marketing…
7/8/2015 1:08:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Although preserving Darnton's general circuit, the multidimensional
model allows for interconnections between agents #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:08:42 PM
sharpicecream: @MitchFraas Have an ice cream, Mitch. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:08:49 PM
KatieMcGettigan: We've just had a wow at Belle's 3d moving diagrams of the agents
and functions at work in circulating printing translations #sharp15 #1b
7/8/2015 1:08:50 PM
DoctorSyntax: Props to SHARPies #sharp15 https://t.co/64UEE7LBlU
7/8/2015 1:08:51 PM
richendabrim: Litho & rising stndrd of living affected music publishing. Stationers Co
shows 159 music pubs in 1800 up to >8k at turn of century #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:08:51 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 1a Nicholas Dion on the "jeune fonds ancien" of U.
Sherbrooke
7/8/2015 1:08:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: That sound you hear is me clapping with delight #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:08:56 PM
sim1303: can i just say how much i frigging LOVE good-looking, thoughtfully-executed
powerpoint presentations? LOVE. #sharp15 https://t.co/jGZPcaRWZp
7/8/2015 1:09:01 PM
Sacrobosco2013: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Font-choices reflect local sensibilities, shifting
roman into blackletter #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:09:13 PM
carol_osullivan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Attention to printed translations and their
paratexts as zones of interaction point attention to the recent transnatio…
7/8/2015 1:09:17 PM
carol_osullivan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Critical engagement with the margins of
translations has generated an interest in the contributions of paratexts #s1b …
7/8/2015 1:09:30 PM

jotis13: Belle: title pages increase local cultural capital by highlighting notable ppl
involved in a translation's production #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:09:37 PM
roaringgirle: with hosington, belle has created a new, three-dimensional diagram that
allows for a collapse of source/translation hierarchy. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:09:53 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: At #sharp15 "Generating the Middlebrow: Learning from
Other Disciplines" panel.
7/8/2015 1:09:55 PM
Sacrobosco2013: RT @EpistolaryBrown: There has been a slower adoption of the idea
that material features play a role in translation #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:10:01 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @nickpublisher: Literary prizes almost a 'virus' in France - with
more than 2000 awarded every year #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:10:17 PM
conversiontales: RT @jotis13: Hosington: translations are regeneration of texts over
time and space, through material features of text production and parate…
7/8/2015 1:10:25 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Belle: focusing of thematic relation of illustration border to book and
its production. Margins within margins.... #sharp15 #1b
7/8/2015 1:10:37 PM
Finny_stitch: Marie-Alice Belle dazzles us with some impressive diagrams for models of
life-cycles of early modern printed translations #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:10:40 PM
Sacrobosco2013: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Social turn, Cultural turn, and Material turn of
literary studies take up components of the book affected by translati…
7/8/2015 1:10:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pynson's 1503 translation of the Imitation includes a number of royal
markers, title references to patron/translator Beaufort #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:11:18 PM
conversiontales: RT @roaringgirle: hosington: points to "domestication" of physical
appearance of translated texts in england. "format can be eloquent, too.…
7/8/2015 1:11:43 PM
Laura_Estill: 1 of best things about Belle's 3D communication circuit: it can consider
circ. of translations as primary (not afterthoughts) #sharp15 #s1b
7/8/2015 1:11:44 PM
richendabrim: Breitkopf & Härtel offered subscription to circulation of original concert
programs. Subs could get thousands of programs a year #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:11:49 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @Laura_Estill: 1 of best things about Belle's 3D communication
circuit: it can consider circ. of translations as primary (not afterthoug…
7/8/2015 1:12:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Caxton's 1489 translation of Christine de Pisan's military work,
contains local political references #s1b #sharp15

7/8/2015 1:12:22 PM
conversiontales: RT @Laura_Estill: Belle: visualizes communication circuit - considers
translations in their own circuit, overlapping with reception/circ of…
7/8/2015 1:12:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The agents in a translation's lifecycle include members of both target
and source cultures #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:13:21 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @Laura_Estill: Belle: visualizes communication circuit - considers
translations in their own circuit, overlapping with reception/circ of…
7/8/2015 1:13:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Belle: But the lifecycle also points towards larger issues of translation
#s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:13:38 PM
conversiontales: RT @Finny_stitch: Marie-Alice Belle dazzles us with some impressive
diagrams for models of life-cycles of early modern printed translations…
7/8/2015 1:13:45 PM
Sacrobosco2013: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Remaking a text in a different language
produces not an imperfect derivative text, but a newly engendered one #SHARP15…
7/8/2015 1:13:56 PM
Sacrobosco2013: RT @Laura_Estill: Hosington: texts challenge univocal meaning with
shifting forms and divergent readings #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:14:05 PM
roaringgirle: spotted: first ¶ of #sharp15. #s1b[in THE FAIT OF ARMS AND CHIVALRY
(caxton, 1489)]
7/8/2015 1:14:29 PM
sharpicecream: I am not a bot. I am an ice cream. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:14:52 PM
Sacrobosco2013: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Hosington: The remaking of translated texts
and paratexts connects book history and translation studies #SHARP15 #1b
7/8/2015 1:14:54 PM
Sacrobosco2013: RT @Finny_stitch: Starting with Brenda Hosington on 'Remaking the
text and paratext in Early Modern English Translations' #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:15:06 PM
Sacrobosco2013: RT @heatherfro: Hashtag of the day: #sharp15, the book history and
print culture conference #materiality #materialculture
7/8/2015 1:15:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Nodding to Julia Crawford's Mediatrix: Women, Politics and Literary
Production in EM England (Oxford, 2013) #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:15:38 PM
mroyup13: .@DucasSylvie identifies five generations of French literary prizes in the
twentieth century #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:16:02 PM

roaringgirle: belle: captures images/captions from of j crawford's MEDIATRIX (2013) to
show how we as scholars frame e m paratexts. #meta #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:16:42 PM
richendabrim: Commercial advantages for Breitkopf: straight advertising for pubs and
evidence of performance popularity of their pubs #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:16:48 PM
Sacrobosco2013: RT @jillbrarian: Excited to present my poster this afternoon at
#sharp15! You can view it online here: http://t.co/kCJnAyicy2
7/8/2015 1:16:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Mary Sidney's 1592 translation points to hospitalite and diplomacy
encoded in networks of printing and reading practices #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:17:01 PM
AQEImprime: RT @JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 1a Nicholas Dion on the "jeune fonds
ancien" of U. Sherbrooke
7/8/2015 1:17:19 PM
mroyup13: .@DucasSylvie: literary prizes awarded by 1/the literary academy 2/readers
3/the book trade + 4/"genre" prizes 5/"digital" prizes #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:17:44 PM
Laura_Estill: Belle, discussing paratexts in translations, mentions how we "frame" our
scholarship (think: captions) #s1b #sharp15 http://t.co/45DI9mnzdw
7/8/2015 1:17:45 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Mary Sidney's 1592 translation points to hospitalite and
diplomacy encoded in networks of printing and reading practic…
7/8/2015 1:17:49 PM
richendabrim: For subscribers: exposure to new repertoire, helpful for conductors
#sharp15
7/8/2015 1:17:50 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @mroyup13: .@DucasSylvie: literary prizes awarded by 1/the
literary academy 2/readers 3/the book trade + 4/"genre" prizes 5/"digital" pr…
7/8/2015 1:18:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Some of the first editions of the Insittutio Christianae Religionis in
French were from Vautrollier's press in London #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:18:49 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #s1a Dion and La Charite both underscore challenges and
possibilities of provenance research in early Québec
7/8/2015 1:19:43 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @Laura_Estill: Belle, discussing paratexts in translations,
mentions how we "frame" our scholarship (think: captions) #s1b #sharp15 http…
7/8/2015 1:19:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Exile Huguenot publisher produced translations of anti-catholic
treatises and Protestant works #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:19:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Parallel production and circulation in English and French print
markets prompts Belle to consider them together #s1b #sharp15

7/8/2015 1:20:28 PM
amndw2: Kristin Bluemel discussing endpaper maps in popular interwar British books:
middlebrow studies meets literary geography #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:20:41 PM
keenera: Spotty wifi this morning, but I'm thoroughly enjoying Brenda Hosington &
Marie-Alice Belle's papers on paratext & translation #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:20:42 PM
NovelistsCorner: RT @DoctorSyntax: Props to SHARPies #sharp15
https://t.co/64UEE7LBlU
7/8/2015 1:20:58 PM
roaringgirle: belle and hosington's model allows for parallel production circuits for the
same text in france and england, for example. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:21:08 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Belle: availability of French and English editions of French works in
London means that their materialities can be compared #sharp15 #1b
7/8/2015 1:21:15 PM
MrSidetable: Bluemel: illustrated books in C20 tend to get designated as de facto
middlebrow (talk on endpaper maps). Is the same true in C19? #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:21:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Both English and French versions of Mornay were available in
England, their reception cannot be disentangled #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:21:32 PM
nzsydney: how to embed geotemporal facets into Belle's multidimensional circuit?
#sharp15 @nzsydney
7/8/2015 1:22:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The sources of texts and our knowledge of texts--esp. STC and
USTC--influence how we understand translation networks #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:22:35 PM
CitizenWald: Interesting 2 hear literary scholars say study of middlebrow recently
gained acceptance. Stock-in-trade of cultural #historians. #SHARP15
7/8/2015 1:22:43 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Belle: importance of tools like USTC in tracking translations. Essential
for constructing networks of translation #sharp15 #1b
7/8/2015 1:23:00 PM
jotis13: Alas, no network diagrams! Consolation prize: Vautrollier is already in @6Bacon
#sharp15 http://t.co/Fubzs9nH3N
7/8/2015 1:23:01 PM
bevilacq: Bluemel opens with a mini-history of "middlebrow studies" #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:23:06 PM
heatherfro: #sharp15 is it true that your panels are bilingual? very very cool if true
7/8/2015 1:23:11 PM
roaringgirle: belle: points out the USTC tags translations. #s1b #sharp15 |
http://t.co/WHPOlWQoI9

7/8/2015 1:23:13 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #s1a Dion exploring ex libris examples noted in IMAQ
http://t.co/xbYk8Rzoe7. Catalog includes links to scans of inscriptions etc
7/8/2015 1:23:19 PM
philipspalmer: @mazarines and @rarelibrarianne on the "capricious and bewildering
history of rare book cataloging" #sharp15 #1d
7/8/2015 1:23:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Our final paper will be delivered by proxy (by Anne Coldiron) for
Helen Smith: "Of Generation" #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:23:53 PM
Laura_Estill: @heatherfro Yes, bilingual panels at #sharp15! Bilingual abstracts here:
http://t.co/pNaN3xWAKB Lang of presentation = lang of title
7/8/2015 1:24:06 PM
Finny_stitch: Belle concludes by highlighting need to revise convenient binaries such as
hierarchy between printer/patron #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:24:06 PM
louisa_preston: Quite an exciting sounding developing discipline of "literary
geography", new to me. Thanks to Kristin Bluemel. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:24:09 PM
nzsydney: RT @jotis13: Alas, no network diagrams! Consolation prize: Vautrollier is
already in @6Bacon #sharp15 http://t.co/Fubzs9nH3N
7/8/2015 1:24:13 PM
conversiontales: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The sources of texts and our knowledge of
texts--esp. STC and USTC--influence how we understand translation networks #…
7/8/2015 1:24:17 PM
KatieMcGettigan: And now Helen Smith's paper 'Of Generation: Translating Form and
Matter in Early English Books' #sharp15 #1b
7/8/2015 1:24:26 PM
roaringgirle: and here's a coldiron moonlighting as @conversiontales: "a tough job, but
somebody's got to do it! [wink]" #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:24:30 PM
heatherfro: RT @Laura_Estill: @heatherfro Yes, bilingual panels at #sharp15! Bilingual
abstracts here: http://t.co/pNaN3xWAKB Lang of presentation = l…
7/8/2015 1:24:31 PM
sim1303: now listening to @mazarines and @librarianne on "navigating material seas:
b-h evidence in library search-scapes" #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:25:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The interplay between ideas of materiality and the materiality of
ideas form the basis of @conversiontales paper today #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:25:22 PM
philipspalmer: @mazarines: library catalog discovery layers "obfuscate material
evidence even more" #sharp15 #1d

7/8/2015 1:25:34 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Smith: interested in ideas of matter and matter of ideas, and how
both if these circulated in the materiality of books #sharp15 #1b
7/8/2015 1:25:46 PM
CritRikk: RT @philipspalmer: @mazarines: library catalog discovery layers "obfuscate
material evidence even more" #sharp15 #1d
7/8/2015 1:25:53 PM
sim1303: .@mazarines and @librarianne exhort ("not extort!") both librarians and
scholars to take a seat at the table. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:26:09 PM
roaringgirle: thanks, @sim1303 and @philipspalmer for tweeting #s1d. one body
problem! #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:26:12 PM
jotis13: RT @philipspalmer: @mazarines: library catalog discovery layers "obfuscate
material evidence even more" #sharp15 #1d
7/8/2015 1:26:14 PM
Finny_stitch: And now @conversiontales' paper on translating form and matter in Early
English Books #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:26:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@conversiontales Aristotle held that objects and being were the
result of four causes: material, formal, maker, purpose #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:26:23 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: I am not a bot. I am an ice cream. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:26:26 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The Secrets of Generation and other manuals claimed a spurious
Aristotelian generation #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:27:08 PM
sharpicecream: @sprowberry I am the ice cream of everything. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:27:19 PM
sim1303: cataloguing = inconsistent. sometimes no x marks spot where treasure lies;
other times, extensive description is wrong/overwrought #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:27:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: John Case produced 12/45 available commentaries and textbooks on
Aristotle #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:27:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: John Case, one-man Aristotle factory #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:27:57 PM
MrSidetable: Bluemel: endpaper maps are among the most elegiac of the book arts.
#sharp15
7/8/2015 1:28:15 PM
Laura_Estill: .@conversiontales (read by Coldiron) on translations, spurious
attributions, and commentaries as creating "English Aristotle" #sharp15 #s1b

7/8/2015 1:28:16 PM
philipspalmer: RT @sim1303: cataloguing = inconsistent. sometimes no x marks spot
where treasure lies; other times, extensive description is wrong/overwro…
7/8/2015 1:28:20 PM
sim1303: .@mazarines & @librarianne: linked open data vs siloed catalogs. how can we
(libns/scholars + catalogs) talk to each other better? #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:28:27 PM
sharp2015_ca: @lesliehowsam @SHARPorg @dolechner @ClaireSquires apologies for
delay- keynotes are being recorded. Will be uploaded after #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:28:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: 11 Latin translations, 8 English translations, 15 spurious, 45
commentaries and textbooks in print #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:28:31 PM
amndw2: Bluemel: endpaper maps "among the most romantic and nostalgic of the book
arts" (I'm experiencing a wash of Tolkien nostalgia now!) #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:28:41 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Smith: transformations in Aristotle & his canon in the C17 bt he was
seldom printed in this period. Circulated mostly in Latin #sharp15 #1b
7/8/2015 1:28:46 PM
roaringgirle: @conversiontales: aristotle's ideas concerning matter seemed to have
circulated in latin and not in translation in england. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:28:57 PM
mroyup13: Supple & Bahde montrent insuffisances de certains catalogues de
bibliothèque, qui ne listent pas des éléments matériels cruciaux #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:29:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: yet Aristot* pulls back 27,324 hits in 3529 records, more for Arist.-or 6.4% of EEBO records mention Aristotle #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:29:25 PM
sim1303: .@mazarines & @librarianne wish for better landmarks in navigating
catalogues (citing @ambiguitweets too). LOVE their map metaphor. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:29:41 PM
EpistolaryBrown: And we all know the limitations of searching EEBO for percentages
#s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:29:41 PM
jotis13: RT @sharp2015_ca: @lesliehowsam @SHARPorg @dolechner @ClaireSquires
apologies for delay- keynotes are being recorded. Will be uploaded afte…
7/8/2015 1:29:55 PM
jotis13: RT @sim1303: .@mazarines & @librarianne: linked open data vs siloed
catalogs. how can we (libns/scholars + catalogs) talk to each other bet…
7/8/2015 1:30:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@conversiontales So many references prompt us to think in new
ways about matter theory and translation #s1b #sharp15

7/8/2015 1:30:15 PM
heatherfro: RT @EpistolaryBrown: yet Aristot* pulls back 27,324 hits in 3529 records,
more for Arist.-- or 6.4% of EEBO records mention Aristotle #s1b …
7/8/2015 1:30:36 PM
roaringgirle: @conversiontales: aristotle appears in 6.4% of EEBO texts. interesting
given lack of translation. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:30:49 PM
mertonlib: RT @sim1303: cataloguing = inconsistent. sometimes no x marks spot
where treasure lies; other times, extensive description is wrong/overwro…
7/8/2015 1:30:52 PM
Laura_Estill: .@conversiontales shows how we have to creatively search (thank you
@OxfordEEBOTCP !) texts and metatexts #sharp15 #s1b
7/8/2015 1:30:57 PM
philipspalmer: @mazarines "beware of false positives such as 'illuminated' and 'Illinois'
when searching for 'ill.[ustrations]" #sharp15 #1d
7/8/2015 1:31:02 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Smith: bt EEBO texts often refer to Aristotle, & form & matter. Matter
theory circulated in many ways, applied to art & physics #sharp15 #1b
7/8/2015 1:31:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @Laura_Estill: .@conversiontales shows how we have to
creatively search (thank you @OxfordEEBOTCP !) texts and metatexts #sharp15 #s1b
7/8/2015 1:31:10 PM
CritRikk: RT @philipspalmer: @mazarines "beware of false positives such as
'illuminated' and 'Illinois' when searching for 'ill.[ustrations]" #sharp…
7/8/2015 1:31:12 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: yet Aristot* pulls back 27,324 hits in 3529 records, more
for Arist.-- or 6.4% of EEBO records mention Aristotle #s1b …
7/8/2015 1:31:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Looking at the variety (and vagueness) of many definitions of Mateira
#s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:31:29 PM
sim1303: .@mazarines & @librarianne: try RBMS controlled vocabularies terms AND
historically accurate terms when searching. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:31:32 PM
jotis13: RT @Laura_Estill: .@conversiontales shows how we have to creatively search
(thank you @OxfordEEBOTCP !) texts and metatexts #sharp15 #s1b
7/8/2015 1:31:35 PM
MrSidetable: Bluemel: Traditional map criticism is like trad lit crit--invested in
unexamined notions of objective truth. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:31:38 PM
keenera: @conversiontales's research on matter draws definitions of the word "matter"
from dictionaries by Perceval, Florio, Thomas #sharp15

7/8/2015 1:31:39 PM
philipspalmer: @mazarines annotated book catalog records do not always contain word
"annotated" #sharp15 #1d
7/8/2015 1:31:56 PM
jotis13: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Smith: bt EEBO texts often refer to Aristotle, & form &
matter. Matter theory circulated in many ways, applied to art …
7/8/2015 1:32:03 PM
sim1303: .@mazarines & @Librarianne: complexities of searching catalogues. YES. LE
GRAND SIGH. (see what i did there? ice cream pour moi!) #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:32:04 PM
historyequals: RT @Laura_Estill: .@conversiontales shows how we have to creatively
search (thank you @OxfordEEBOTCP !) texts and metatexts #sharp15 #s1b
7/8/2015 1:32:06 PM
roaringgirle: ben jonson! yay! @conversiontales points out that his emphasis on
balance of matter/words & substance/form is a commonplace. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:32:29 PM
heatherfro: if this is what @conversiontales was saying about counting the other day
then i am really interested in her ways of quantiying % #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:32:39 PM
sim1303: .@mazarines & @Librarianne: simple, all too common eg of not searching for
cataloguers' terms: e.g. "annotations" vs "m.s. notes" #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:32:56 PM
IanHesketh: RT @ClaireSquires: .@lesliehowsam starting her #sharp15 plenary
Thinking through the history of the book. http://t.co/WVawyba1aG
7/8/2015 1:33:10 PM
nickpublisher: RT @mroyup13: .@DucasSylvie: literary prizes awarded by 1/the literary
academy 2/readers 3/the book trade + 4/"genre" prizes 5/"digital" pr…
7/8/2015 1:33:12 PM
conversiontales: RT @Laura_Estill: .@conversiontales shows how we have to creatively
search (thank you @OxfordEEBOTCP !) texts and metatexts #sharp15 #s1b
7/8/2015 1:33:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "None can condemne the Wish, or Labour spent | Good Matter in
Good Words to represent"Henry King, on Sandys #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:33:20 PM
IanHesketh: RT @ClaireSquires: Howsam: hard to imagine book historians speaking
directly to policy makers, because it's not a fully formed discipline #…
7/8/2015 1:33:26 PM
IanHesketh: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@lesliehowsam Book History lacks disciplinary
features: There is no shared methodology, but a range of practices #SHA…
7/8/2015 1:33:34 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Smith: accounts of translation in C17 often refer to matter and form.
Metaphors of translation as working with physical stuff #sharp15 #1b

7/8/2015 1:33:45 PM
jotis13: RT @sim1303: .@mazarines & @Librarianne: simple, all too common eg of not
searching for cataloguers' terms: e.g. "annotations" vs "m.s. not…
7/8/2015 1:33:47 PM
sim1303: .@mazarines & @Librarianne: sometimes navigation = circumvention. often
catalog = inconsistent, incomplete, wrong! #sharp15 #guerrilla
7/8/2015 1:34:01 PM
nzsydney: check out Jane Bennett's Vibrant Matter. A Political Ecology of Things (2010)
for a cognate approach to matter theory #sharp15 @nzsydney
7/8/2015 1:34:04 PM
AQEImprime: #sharp15 Nicholas Dion annonce que le projet IMAQ s'attaquera au fonds
de l'abbaye de Saint-Benoît-du-Lac, belles trouvailles à venir!
7/8/2015 1:34:06 PM
CritRikk: RT @nzsydney: check out Jane Bennett's Vibrant Matter. A Political Ecology of
Things (2010) for a cognate approach to matter theory #sharp1…
7/8/2015 1:34:14 PM
philipspalmer: @rarelibrarianne created a "shadow catalog" @oregonstateuniv via
Zotero to record copy-specific information #sharp15 #1d
7/8/2015 1:34:24 PM
sharpicecream: @sim1303 @mazarines @Librarianne Have an ice cream, Sim.
#sharp15
7/8/2015 1:34:24 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@conversiontales So many references prompt us to
think in new ways about matter theory and translation #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:34:33 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: yet Aristot* pulls back 27,324 hits in 3529 records,
more for Arist.-- or 6.4% of EEBO records mention Aristotle #s1b …
7/8/2015 1:34:41 PM
roaringgirle: .@conversiontales: "subject matter" has become divorced from "physical
stuff" ‽ worth seeing how e m writers defined "matter." #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:34:42 PM
CritRikk: RT @philipspalmer: @rarelibrarianne created a "shadow catalog"
@oregonstateuniv via Zotero to record copy-specific information #sharp15 #1d
7/8/2015 1:34:48 PM
sim1303: .@Librarianne created shadow catalog in zotero: keyword searchability, add'l
notes. rich way for her AND her public to use collns. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:34:53 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: .@conversiontales: "subject matter" has become divorced
from "physical stuff" ‽ worth seeing how e m writers defined "mat…
7/8/2015 1:35:03 PM
sim1303: .@mazarines & @Librarianne: zotero = participatory resource that is arguably
more useful than official lib catalogue. #sharp15 #guerrilla

7/8/2015 1:35:30 PM
EpistolaryBrown: A confused matter without form, made first of nothing, wherof poets
supposed to all other things to proceed-- Thomas Eliot #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:35:35 PM
jotis13: RT @philipspalmer: @rarelibrarianne created a "shadow catalog"
@oregonstateuniv via Zotero to record copy-specific information #sharp15 #1d
7/8/2015 1:35:42 PM
keenera: Thomas Elyot defines "chaos" as "a confuse matter without fourme" -@conversiontales #sharp15 #s1b
7/8/2015 1:35:43 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: A confused matter without form, made first of nothing,
wherof poets supposed to all other things to proceed-- Thomas E…
7/8/2015 1:35:58 PM
sim1303: .@mazarines & @Librarianne: collab initiatives eg penn provenance project /
social media (flickr, pinterest) searches yield riches. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:36:29 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @roaringgirle: for more on the "little free library" movement (or to
start your own), here's the info. #sharp15 | http://t.co/CcejQGnyh2
7/8/2015 1:36:39 PM
MrSidetable: Bluemel: group of cartographers at Univ. of Zurich are developing a field
called "literary geography" #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:36:45 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @cherylaread: Thanks so much to #sharp15 for making the early
career scholar dinner happen. Love, a first time SHARP-goer
7/8/2015 1:36:48 PM
sim1303: A MOST IMPORTANT POINT: @mazarines & @Librarianne advocate TALKING
to LIBRARIANS/ARCHIVISTS. what a radical thought! ;-) #sharp15 #ALLCAPS
7/8/2015 1:37:04 PM
CritRikk: RT @MrSidetable: Bluemel: group of cartographers at Univ. of Zurich are
developing a field called "literary geography" #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:37:08 PM
Laura_Estill: @sim1303 @Librarianne Is this Zotero public? Is there a link? #sharp15
#fomo Sounds like good class proj for diff topics/bks!
7/8/2015 1:37:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The preface to Cato in English verse (1624) traces its being through
the Aristotelian 4 causes #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:37:17 PM
sim1303: .@mazarines & @Librarianne professionals help you learn more, & you can
help them learn about the collns they steward! #sharp15 #symbiosis
7/8/2015 1:37:35 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Of interest to those at #sharp15 #printing #stbridelibrary
https://t.co/rS1yRPfQeh

7/8/2015 1:37:50 PM
philipspalmer: @rarelibrarianne discovery layer vendors still trying to figure out how to
display local notes and copy-specific info #sharp15 #1d
7/8/2015 1:38:08 PM
mroyup13: Nombreuses pistes suggérées par Supple & Bahde pour tirer le meilleur parti
des catalogues et des ressources en ligne en général #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:38:20 PM
sim1303: .@mazarines & @Librarianne: bk historians and librarians need to develop
their own methods and resources to navigate rare materials #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:38:22 PM
roaringgirle: .@conversiontales' paper offers a virtuosic survey of how "matter" was
defined/described in e m english translations/texts. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:38:25 PM
CritRikk: RT @sim1303: .@mazarines & @Librarianne: zotero = participatory resource
that is arguably more useful than official lib catalogue. #sharp15…
7/8/2015 1:38:40 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharp2015_ca: @lesliehowsam @SHARPorg @dolechner
@ClaireSquires apologies for delay- keynotes are being recorded. Will be uploaded afte…
7/8/2015 1:39:22 PM
jotis13: RT @sim1303: .@mazarines & @Librarianne: bk historians and librarians need
to develop their own methods and resources to navigate rare mate…
7/8/2015 1:39:23 PM
sim1303: now @mazarines talking about RDF triples. subject, predicate, object.
dynamic connections. #stillabitgreektome #bigdata #linkeddata #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:39:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Jonson combines Material and poetic composition in relation to Virgil,
"as a female bear doth her young, by licking" #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:39:54 PM
bevilacq: For those intrigued by the possibilities of Bluemel's call for more geography in
literary studies: http://t.co/T4HGZOosCm #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:39:54 PM
BrettATipton: RT @DoctorSyntax: Props to SHARPies #sharp15
https://t.co/64UEE7LBlU
7/8/2015 1:40:14 PM
sim1303: @mazarines: "robert hooke" "owned" "this copy of xxx book" -- each of these
can become an entry point to further searches. #sharp15 #rdf
7/8/2015 1:40:22 PM
sim1303: @mazarines of COURSE you used robert hooke as your example ;-) #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:40:35 PM
sim1303: .@mazarines & @librarianne: stanford, harvard, cornell, bl (among others)
working on better discoverability. new approaches, woo! #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:41:39 PM

roaringgirle: .@conversiontales: virgil brought verses forth like a bear "by licking,"
which jonson compares to material/poetic composition. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:41:42 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Jonson combines Material and poetic composition in
relation to Virgil, "as a female bear doth her young, by licking" #…
7/8/2015 1:41:50 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: .@conversiontales: virgil brought verses forth like a bear "by
licking," which jonson compares to material/poetic composi…
7/8/2015 1:41:57 PM
loradeets: RT @nickpublisher: Literary prizes almost a 'virus' in France - with more than
2000 awarded every year #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:42:02 PM
ClaireSquires: Hoping one day to get this map of my children's book into an end
paper... #s1g #sharp15 #imaginaryglasgow http://t.co/GKVkUdbvmU
7/8/2015 1:42:34 PM
helencroney: RT @ClaireSquires: Hoping one day to get this map of my children's book
into an end paper... #s1g #sharp15 #imaginaryglasgow http://t.co/GK…
7/8/2015 1:43:03 PM
sim1303: .@mazarines & @librarianne: as bk historians, you MUST help steer the ship
of bibliographic description. libns need your input! #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:43:09 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Jonson combines Material and poetic
composition in relation to Virgil, "as a female bear doth her young, by licking" #…
7/8/2015 1:43:27 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #s1a Dion: traces of a bookbinder: "relié à Québec en 1794"
7/8/2015 1:43:41 PM
keenera: @conversiontales urges us, in conclusion, to consider not just book-as-object,
but on subject matter therein, "stuff" #sharp15 #s1b
7/8/2015 1:43:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Audience question: Does an adaptation of a translation amount to a
retranslation, or an instance of reception? #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:43:45 PM
sim1303: .@mazarines: cat record = iterative, evolving; alert librarians to new evidence
/ context so your work benefits future research. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:43:52 PM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: .@Librarianne created shadow catalog in zotero: keyword
searchability, add'l notes. rich way for her AND her public to use col…
7/8/2015 1:44:07 PM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: .@mazarines & @Librarianne: zotero = participatory resource
that is arguably more useful than official lib catalogue. #sharp15…
7/8/2015 1:44:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Belle: "The lazy way round it is to use LeFevre's notion of rewriting,"
but most translators work with previous versions #s1b #sharp15

7/8/2015 1:44:21 PM
sim1303: .@mazarines & @librarianne: what questions would YOU ask of data sets?
share your expertise, be part of the conversation w/ libns. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:44:27 PM
roaringgirle: first Q at #s1b: how do manuscript translations feature in the models
presented here. is it reception? is it engendering? #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:44:29 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Question about how previous translations & manuscript culture might
work within cultures of translation described in the papers #sharp15 #1b
7/8/2015 1:44:36 PM
sharpicecream: I can provide maps of Montreal ice cream parlours on request. #s1g
#sharp15
7/8/2015 1:44:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: It's expected that translators work with knowledge of previous
versions, readers often look for it & read them in concurrence #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:45:06 PM
mroyup13: Supple & Bahde: "Take the wheel! Steer the ship of bibliographic
description!" @rarelibrarianne @mazarines #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:45:26 PM
sim1303: massive props & THANK YOU to @mazarines & @librarianne for SHOWING UP
and influencing this otherwise-largely-academic conversation. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:45:34 PM
CitizenWald: that awkward moment when u r talking interdisciplinarity--& turns out a
specialist on discipline u r appropriating is in audience #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:45:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Hosington: Manuscript and print are now considered in conjunction,
printers of translation know they're being read in MS too #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:45:58 PM
CritRikk: RT @CitizenWald: that awkward moment when u r talking interdisciplinarity--&
turns out a specialist on discipline u r appropriating is in a…
7/8/2015 1:46:11 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @ClaireSquires: Hoping one day to get this map of my children's
book into an end paper... #s1g #sharp15 #imaginaryglasgow http://t.co/GK…
7/8/2015 1:46:16 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: It's expected that translators work with knowledge of
previous versions, readers often look for it & read them in conc…
7/8/2015 1:46:30 PM
philipspalmer: comment from audience: important to reiterate to library admin how
important copy-specific info is to scholars #sharp15 #1d
7/8/2015 1:46:38 PM
roaringgirle: coldiron suggests that transmediation is a form of translation. #s1b
#sharp15

7/8/2015 1:46:55 PM
AlexisWeedon: RT @praymurray: Yes! The bk is a technology that transformed cultureDH is the logical next step on frm BH #sharp15 https://t.co/oiMfgjkYUA
7/8/2015 1:46:57 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Audience point: the copytext was often a manuscript as well #s1b
#sharp15
7/8/2015 1:46:58 PM
jotis13: RT @philipspalmer: comment from audience: important to reiterate to library
admin how important copy-specific info is to scholars #sharp15 …
7/8/2015 1:47:03 PM
cerydel: RT @roaringgirle: coldiron suggests that transmediation is a form of
translation. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:47:14 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Audience point: the copytext was often a
manuscript as well #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:47:17 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #s1a Bernier: a clandestine French 18th c. ms on despotism
ending up in Bibliothèque de l'Academie Commerciale Catholique, Montréal
7/8/2015 1:47:23 PM
MitchFraas: RT @sim1303: .@mazarines & @librarianne: as bk historians, you MUST
help steer the ship of bibliographic description. libns need your input…
7/8/2015 1:47:24 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Audience Q: the new model is very dynamic, how are you represent
this in print? #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:47:24 PM
PrintingDeals: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Of interest to those at #sharp15 #printing
#stbridelibrary https://t.co/rS1yRPfQeh
7/8/2015 1:47:27 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @CitizenWald: Interesting 2 hear literary scholars say study of
middlebrow recently gained acceptance. Stock-in-trade of cultural #histo…
7/8/2015 1:47:32 PM
ethanahenderson: RT @sim1303: .@mazarines & @Librarianne: zotero = participatory
resource that is arguably more useful than official lib catalogue. #sharp15…
7/8/2015 1:47:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Answer: the model will have a digital representation to accompany
the printed article, http://t.co/8qoYyZe22u #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:48:07 PM
Laura_Estill: Belle and Hosington's http://t.co/jdI8ztRGXh #sharp15 #s1b
7/8/2015 1:48:29 PM
KatieMcGettigan: If you want to see more of Belle's work, look at
http://t.co/Os2gQsG9He #sharp15 #s1b
7/8/2015 1:48:33 PM

roaringgirle: FYI: here's the link to belle, hosington, and coldiron's translation and print
project. #s1b #sharp15 | http://t.co/suuQbcIiNy
7/8/2015 1:49:00 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s1b Belle and Hosington life-cycle: http://t.co/wsztl1GLHT
7/8/2015 1:49:00 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: FYI: here's the link to belle, hosington, and coldiron's
translation and print project. #s1b #sharp15 | http://t.co/suuQb…
7/8/2015 1:49:12 PM
sharpicecream: @roaringgirle @nzsydney Mmmmmmm. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:49:31 PM
JonathanHsy: RT @roaringgirle: FYI: here's the link to belle, hosington, and coldiron's
translation and print project. #s1b #sharp15 | http://t.co/suuQb…
7/8/2015 1:49:32 PM
ethanahenderson: RT @mazarines: Winship calls for book historians to use digital
humanities methodologies & tools, knowledge of history of meaning, media st…
7/8/2015 1:49:34 PM
Finny_stitch: More details about the project, 'Translation and the Making of Early
Modern Print Culture (1473-1660) here http://t.co/U8Tc3qvJzR #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:49:38 PM
philipspalmer: @mazarines feedback from spec. coll. users besides faculty (ugrads,
indep. researchers, members of public) also important #sharp15 #1d
7/8/2015 1:50:05 PM
CitizenWald: RT @mroyup13: Supple & Bahde: "Take the wheel! Steer the ship of
bibliographic description!" @rarelibrarianne @mazarines #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:50:05 PM
conversiontales: RT @Laura_Estill: Belle and Hosington's http://t.co/jdI8ztRGXh
#sharp15 #s1b
7/8/2015 1:50:06 PM
JonathanHsy: RT @roaringgirle: coldiron suggests that transmediation is a form of
translation. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:50:13 PM
maxinebranagh: A very interesting (and virtual) paper on comics and graphic novels
from @youthreading #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:50:27 PM
JonathanHsy: RT @roaringgirle: first Q at #s1b: how do manuscript translations feature
in the models presented here. is it reception? is it engendering?…
7/8/2015 1:50:40 PM
jotis13: RT @Finny_stitch: More details about the project, 'Translation and the Making
of Early Modern Print Culture (1473-1660) here http://t.co/U…
7/8/2015 1:50:44 PM
sharpicecream: @Laura_Estill I hope so! x2. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:50:48 PM

loradeets: Awesome paper by Stella Deen, 'unprepared' readers and the role of
rereading the democratic (not elite) elevation of 'good books' #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:50:50 PM
sim1303: .@mazarines & @librarianne discuss politics & balance of HOW change is rlly
effected in libraries. $ endowment? faculty input? #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:50:57 PM
Finny_stitch: Hosington highlights need to look to paratexts to understand early
modern conception of 'bad translations'. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:51:16 PM
Laura_Estill: "bad" translations make me think of "bad" quarto debate in #shakespeare
studies--whose criteria? (early readers? ours?) #sharp15 #s1b
7/8/2015 1:51:54 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharp2015_ca: @lesliehowsam @SHARPorg @dolechner
@ClaireSquires apologies for delay- keynotes are being recorded. Will be uploaded afte…
7/8/2015 1:52:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @Finny_stitch: Hosington highlights need to look to paratexts to
understand early modern conception of 'bad translations'. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:52:17 PM
sim1303: .@EpistolaryBrown / @laura_estill: yes, it is. am sure @Librarianne will tweet
more about her zotero creation after this session. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:52:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @Laura_Estill: "bad" translations make me think of "bad" quarto
debate in #shakespeare studies--whose criteria? (early readers? ours?) #…
7/8/2015 1:52:25 PM
CritRikk: RT @Finny_stitch: Hosington highlights need to look to paratexts to
understand early modern conception of 'bad translations'. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:53:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@keenera is curious about literal translation: how does it fit in to
emerging studies of translation? #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:53:41 PM
sim1303: discussion abt diff between archival vs bibliographic description: aggregate vs
item-level description. can be frustrating! #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:53:57 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Belle wants to consider literal translation in the realm of poetic
experimentation #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:54:12 PM
sdwatk: RT @Finny_stitch: More details about the project, 'Translation and the Making
of Early Modern Print Culture (1473-1660) here http://t.co/U…
7/8/2015 1:54:20 PM
MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.co/uf6z5vHAFL
7/8/2015 1:54:28 PM
VedeshMG: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…

7/8/2015 1:54:50 PM
roaringgirle: .@keenera asks about literal translation (where translator is working at
level of word), as in m sidney's TRAGEDY OF ANTONY. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:55:13 PM
RECIRC_: Our PI Marie-Louise Coolahan& postdoc Mark Empey are at #sharp15 - be
sure to check out their panel Toni on #earlymodern women Bloc 5a 1030
7/8/2015 1:55:24 PM
mikers86: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/8/2015 1:55:32 PM
sim1303: @keenera there's a whole established well-respected field for that... non?!
#sharp15 #s1b
7/8/2015 1:55:54 PM
sim1303: @CitizenWald "appropriation" may actually be a key word here... are we
interdisciplinary or indisciplined? need to respect method. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:56:48 PM
sim1303: @sharpicecream @roaringgirle @nzsydney pervy. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:57:29 PM
bevilacq: Bluemel: middlebrow studies STILL contested ground in other areas of literary
studies. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:57:51 PM
mcforensicart: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/8/2015 1:57:53 PM
AlexisWeedon: Shad Towheed in questions talks about missionary diaries as sources of
reading history #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:57:54 PM
sharpicecream: @sim1303 @roaringgirle @nzsydney Cool down, everyone. #sharp15
7/8/2015 1:59:25 PM
jonmanton: RT @richendabrim: Setting musical notation very tricky. Technology
affected product. Several pts of musical notation impossible to recreat…
7/8/2015 2:00:47 PM
tabularius: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/8/2015 2:00:48 PM
mjmeyers: RT @mroyup13: Supple & Bahde: "Take the wheel! Steer the ship of
bibliographic description!" @rarelibrarianne @mazarines #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:01:45 PM
conversiontales: Thanks @Laura_Estill @roaringgirle @Finny_stitch @EpistolaryBrown
& others for tweeting #sharp15 panel. Nearly as good as being there!
7/8/2015 2:02:15 PM
CitizenWald: a great thing about Twitter and other #socialmedia is ability 2 B sitting in
one #sharp15 panel while following conversations in others

7/8/2015 2:04:00 PM
CitizenWald: Oui: merci beaucoup! A great beginning to our first truly bilingual
conference. #SHARP15 https://t.co/VB2Dmdn0Qb
7/8/2015 2:05:05 PM
jillbrarian: You can now view my exhibit online at http://t.co/IlyVhIDiJN or come see
my poster at #sharp15 https://t.co/zBdnzwgow4
7/8/2015 2:06:13 PM
praymurray: RT @sim1303: .@mazarines & @librarianne: what questions would YOU
ask of data sets? share your expertise, be part of the conversation w/ li…
7/8/2015 2:08:38 PM
UISpecColl: RT @jillbrarian: You can now view my exhibit online at
http://t.co/IlyVhIDiJN or come see my poster at #sharp15 https://t.co/zBdnzwgow4
7/8/2015 2:10:46 PM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: .@mazarines & @librarianne: as bk historians, you MUST
help steer the ship of bibliographic description. libns need your input…
7/8/2015 2:10:51 PM
documentvector: RT @SHARPorg: At least one prize will be awarded to a non-attending
tweeter. Prizes will be announced at #sharp15 AGM on Friday.”
7/8/2015 2:11:38 PM
libralthinking: RT @jillbrarian: You can now view my exhibit online at
http://t.co/IlyVhIDiJN or come see my poster at #sharp15 https://t.co/zBdnzwgow4
7/8/2015 2:13:02 PM
sprowberry: I’ll be excavating the pre-history of the ebook in session 3D (1:30 in L13625) at #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:15:05 PM
amndw2: Getting ready for our panel #s2f, "Old Books and New Tricks: Regenerating
the Library Visit." #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:15:22 PM
superHH: Going to be tweeting from #s2g #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:19:23 PM
TryingBiology: More generally on #readerreception. I wish #sharp15 and #ishpssb2015
had arranged at least one joint event.
7/8/2015 2:21:35 PM
clauzdifranco: RT @praymurray: Yes! The bk is a technology that transformed cultureDH is the logical next step on frm BH #sharp15 https://t.co/oiMfgjkYUA
7/8/2015 2:22:38 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @SHARPorg: At least one prize will be awarded to a non-attending
tweeter. Prizes will be announced at #sharp15 AGM on Friday.”
7/8/2015 2:25:23 PM
jotis13: RT @jillbrarian: You can now view my exhibit online at http://t.co/IlyVhIDiJN or
come see my poster at #sharp15 https://t.co/zBdnzwgow4
7/8/2015 2:27:25 PM

jotis13: RT @RECIRC_: Our PI Marie-Louise Coolahan& postdoc Mark Empey are at
#sharp15 - be sure to check out their panel Toni on #earlymodern wome…
7/8/2015 2:28:03 PM
jotis13: After much debate, finally decided to go back to my Atlantic history roots and
sit in on session #s2b Exploring the New World #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:29:20 PM
bevilacq: Now tweeting from session 2C -- the pace may quicken post-coffee and
croissant! #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:30:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: My next panel: Old Books and New Tricks: Regenerating the Library
Visit with #Clirdlfpfp Charlotte Nunes and others! #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:31:53 PM
superHH: First, Daniel Hobbins on "Truth and Fiction in Medieval Colophons". #sharp15
#s2g
7/8/2015 2:32:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Cast of #s2f #sharp15: Charlotte Priddle, Gale Burrow, Karla Nielsen,
Charlotte Nunes, Amanda Watson
7/8/2015 2:32:58 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #s2g starts with Daniel Robbins 'Truth and fiction in Medieval
Colophons' #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:33:44 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @jillbrarian: You can now view my exhibit online at
http://t.co/IlyVhIDiJN or come see my poster at #sharp15 https://t.co/zBdnzwgow4
7/8/2015 2:33:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: This panel recognizes that as electronic facsimiles mediate student
interaction with text, students spend less time with print #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:33:53 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Old Books and New Tricks: Regenerating the Library Visit,
chair: Charlotte Priddle - online mediation, digitization, wider aud
7/8/2015 2:33:59 PM
ClaireSquires: In #s2c, which includes @stirpublishing's @ellenwiles on The Literary
Salon Revival: An Ethnographic Exploration #sharp15 @Stir_Research
7/8/2015 2:34:06 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sprowberry: I’ll be excavating the pre-history of the ebook in
session 3D (1:30 in L1-3625) at #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:34:12 PM
sim1303: @CitizenWald "goo" question probably a typo... but now you've got me
thinking about melty gelato. //cc: @sharpicecream #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:34:12 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Primary sources have never been more available, and undergraduate
research depends on it more than ever #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:34:38 PM
stirpublishing: RT @ClaireSquires: In #s2c, which includes @stirpublishing's
@ellenwiles on The Literary Salon Revival: An Ethnographic Exploration #sharp1…

7/8/2015 2:34:39 PM
roaringgirle: ready for paratext, translation, and print in early modern england, part
deux! #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:34:47 PM
sprowberry: RT @ClaireSquires: In #s2c, which includes @stirpublishing's @ellenwiles
on The Literary Salon Revival: An Ethnographic Exploration #sharp1…
7/8/2015 2:34:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Students are increasingly unfamiliar, however, with the objects that
are represented by the digital resources they access #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:35:06 PM
CritRikk: #2f #sharp15 speakers: Gale Burrow, Karla Nielsen, Charlotte Nunes, Amanda
Watson,
7/8/2015 2:35:18 PM
hkpmcgregor: I was planning on live tweeting #sharp15 but the panels are too
interesting. #academicproblems
7/8/2015 2:35:19 PM
digitalpigeons: Going from Early Modern to Live and Online #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:35:21 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @ClaireSquires: In #s2c, which includes @stirpublishing's
@ellenwiles on The Literary Salon Revival: An Ethnographic Exploration #sharp1…
7/8/2015 2:35:22 PM
sim1303: @keenera i meant literary scholars, who pay most attention to subject matter.
need more people to pay attention to everything else. #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:35:26 PM
Finny_stitch: About to start second paratext, translation & print panel at #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:35:34 PM
roaringgirle: first up: anne coldiron presenting brand new work. "hang on. this is going
to be a rough ride." #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:35:35 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: This panel recognizes that as electronic facsimiles
mediate student interaction with text, students spend less time wi…
7/8/2015 2:35:57 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Robbins: Colophons are enticing, claim facts about publication of
Medieval books but could be agent of deception #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 2:36:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Panel is set up as lighting-round, ten minutes from each speaker
#s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:36:16 PM
superHH: Hobbins explores the way in which colophons lie to us. #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 2:36:30 PM
Finny_stitch: Starting with Anne Coldiron on the translator's visibility in early printed
portrait paratexts #sharp15

7/8/2015 2:36:32 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Gale Burrow, “Developing a Primary Source Lab Series” (more
interact. 10 min pres, Q&A, chair query, then next speaker)
7/8/2015 2:36:33 PM
ClaireSquires: 1st up Marianne Martens on Longevity through participation,
reformmating & remix: Pop-Culture Regeneration in Pretty Little Liars #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:36:48 PM
nzsydney: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Students are increasingly unfamiliar, however, with
the objects that are represented by the digital resources they acc…
7/8/2015 2:36:50 PM
sprowberry: Marianne Martens’s talking about fan fiction of Pretty Little Liars and
Amazon’s Kindle Worlds #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:36:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Up first, Gale Burrow, head of outreach on the Primary Source Lab at
Claremont #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:37:02 PM
roaringgirle: coldiron is speaking on the "visibility" of translators in early printed
paratextual portraits. #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:37:02 PM
roaringgirle: thanks to all #sharp15 tweeters for using session hashtags! very helpful!
7/8/2015 2:37:29 PM
Finny_stitch: Coldiron highlights that portraits encourage readers to consider
embodiment of translator #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:37:31 PM
keenera: Ann Coldiron moves to historicize L Venuti's "translator's invisibility" in early
modern portrait-paratexts #sharp15 #s2a
7/8/2015 2:37:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Early Modern studies professor instigated project, material for the
Pilot Lab focuses on early modern primary sources #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:37:38 PM
sim1303: @roaringgirle #fomo #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:37:40 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Burrow: Claremont Colleges Librarians, derived from concern
that grad students did not know how to work w prim srcs effectivly
7/8/2015 2:37:46 PM
roaringgirle: the #sharp15 condition. https://t.co/YmOi11B2jl
7/8/2015 2:37:57 PM
jotis13: RT @roaringgirle: coldiron is speaking on the "visibility" of translators in early
printed paratextual portraits. #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:38:03 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Robbins: Colophons part of a Medieval period that was "high noon of
forgery". Inherited rich tradition of forged texts #sharp15 #s2g

7/8/2015 2:38:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lab Series Learning Outcomes: Articulate value, examine physical
source, Identify alternate editions, find modern scholarship #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:38:26 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Early Modern studies professor instigated project,
material for the Pilot Lab focuses on early modern primary sources …
7/8/2015 2:38:41 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Burrow: lab series - how to work w print and also discover
digital sources; series of learning outcomes, pedagogic goals
7/8/2015 2:38:41 PM
ClaireSquires: Martens: 'swooning over cute boys & attending garden parties' #s2c
#sharp15
7/8/2015 2:38:44 PM
StevieLMarsden: This was one I was DESPERATE to attend! :'( #sharp15
https://t.co/TpwFMbtRRf
7/8/2015 2:38:57 PM
IanHesketh: And the theme of #SHARP15 is generation and regeneration!
https://t.co/rplt8ULKXC
7/8/2015 2:39:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Examining the physical source as an artifact was new for most
students: students were used to reading content #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:39:02 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Burrow: 1) articulate value of primary source; 2) examine
physical source *as* object/artifact
7/8/2015 2:39:12 PM
jotis13: Cook's first travel book sold out in 3 days - would all our books sold that well!
#sharp15
7/8/2015 2:39:18 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Robbins: one Colophon even claimed attribution from Jesus &
evangelists.... Another that a copy was made for the Goddess Diana #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 2:39:18 PM
superHH: Hobbins: a book is found in a library to elevate its status, as something worth
keeping and preserving. #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 2:39:23 PM
mazarines: RT @sim1303: .@mazarines and @librarianne exhort ("not extort!") both
librarians and scholars to take a seat at the table. #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:39:26 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Two labs in series, each lab requires 2.5- 3 hours #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:39:34 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Lab Series Learning Outcomes: Articulate value, examine
physical source, Identify alternate editions, find modern scho…
7/8/2015 2:39:40 PM

mazarines: RT @sim1303: .@mazarines & @librarianne: linked open data vs siloed
catalogs. how can we (libns/scholars + catalogs) talk to each other bet…
7/8/2015 2:39:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: First lab: learning how to read a primary source #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:39:44 PM
mazarines: RT @sim1303: .@mazarines & @librarianne wish for better landmarks in
navigating catalogues (citing @ambiguitweets too). LOVE their map meta…
7/8/2015 2:39:54 PM
roaringgirle: coldiron: a shout-out to the wonderful work of art historian tanya string on
the visual codes of renaissance portraiture. #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:39:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: High Librarian-to-student ratio, both SPC librarians and subjectspecialists #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:39:58 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Burrow: Labs require 2.5 - 3 hours; 10-20 participants in ea
lab series, w/librarian participating w/spcl collect and non
7/8/2015 2:40:03 PM
ClaireSquires: Martens: Nancy Drew's boyfriend - very handsome; but a very small role
#s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:40:05 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Examining the physical source as an artifact was new for
most students: students were used to reading content #s2f #s…
7/8/2015 2:40:15 PM
mazarines: RT @sim1303: .@mazarines & @librarianne: try RBMS controlled
vocabularies terms AND historically accurate terms when searching. #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:40:16 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Burrow: exploring physical characteristics, front-matter, endmatter NOT JUST content
7/8/2015 2:40:28 PM
Laura_Estill: Coldiron on "multiple layers of signification" in translators' portraits
(emblems, themes, symbols, etc.) #sharp15 #s2a
7/8/2015 2:40:30 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Exploring the physical characteristics of the source, especially front
matter and endmatter #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:40:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lab 2: Expanding research beyond the primary source, exploring
content in print nad digital format, finding scholarly convos #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:41:15 PM
keenera: Coldiron explains that objects in E.M. portraiture could be rich with symbolic
meaning. #sharp15 #s2a
7/8/2015 2:41:21 PM
sim1303: mclaren: "with a sextant ... going where no man has ever gone before."
gettin' steamy with the explorers. #sharp15 //cc: @sharpicecream

7/8/2015 2:41:22 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Burrow: make sure participants can use library catalog to find
and request sources, also EEBO and other digital discovery srcs
7/8/2015 2:41:30 PM
mazarines: RT @sim1303: .@mazarines & @Librarianne: zotero = participatory
resource that is arguably more useful than official lib catalogue. #sharp15…
7/8/2015 2:41:36 PM
digitalpigeons: Gotta love those Nancy Drew covers! bf Ned is boring af #sharp15
http://t.co/kHYkHrz7Fw
7/8/2015 2:41:40 PM
mazarines: RT @sim1303: A MOST IMPORTANT POINT: @mazarines & @Librarianne
advocate TALKING to LIBRARIANS/ARCHIVISTS. what a radical thought! ;-) #shar…
7/8/2015 2:41:46 PM
roaringgirle: coldiron:"in portraits, a mermaid might mean eloquence or might mean
chastity. in other words, a cigar might not be a cigar." #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:41:49 PM
AmAntiquarian: On now! #SHARP15 "Authorial Adaption, Collaboration,
&Ventriloquism": medieval colophons, Iroquois authors, HH Bancroft, & ethnographic eds
7/8/2015 2:41:52 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lab 2 focuses on both library-paid resources (#EEBO) and external
databases like #Gallica #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:41:53 PM
mazarines: RT @sim1303: .@mazarines & @Librarianne professionals help you learn
more, & you can help them learn about the collns they steward! #sharp1…
7/8/2015 2:41:54 PM
ClaireSquires: Martens: production of series fiction for girls; using syndicates to churn
out books to demand #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:42:00 PM
jotis13: Discussing ghost-writer's reframing of Cook's personality to be more heroic and
appealing to an audience #s2b #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:42:09 PM
Beth_driscoll: #s2c #sharp15 @marilib on contemporary popular series for girls and
their brand extensions online.
7/8/2015 2:42:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Students are more comfortable in lab 2, fits better into 2.5-3 h. #s2f
#sharp15
7/8/2015 2:42:28 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Burrow: also other tools incl. Internet Archive, MLA Bib, etc. +
tools like Zotero and Endnote + intellectual property issues
7/8/2015 2:42:28 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Robbins: topos of book being discovered in ancient library was
common in Medieval texts. Migrates to colophon #sharp15 #s2g

7/8/2015 2:42:29 PM
mazarines: RT @sim1303: @mazarines: "robert hooke" "owned" "this copy of xxx book"
-- each of these can become an entry point to further searches. #sh…
7/8/2015 2:42:30 PM
rachellynchase: Nancy Drew books created on a work for hire model #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:42:44 PM
superHH: Hobbies: Colophons became a perfect mechanism for lying. #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 2:42:44 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Burrow: http://t.co/VJS9wGpn1U for handouts
7/8/2015 2:42:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: http://t.co/lOxxmms0hO has handouts: worksheets, glossaries, etc
#s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:43:06 PM
jotis13: RT @Beth_driscoll: #s2c #sharp15 @marilib on contemporary popular series for
girls and their brand extensions online.
7/8/2015 2:43:10 PM
ClaireSquires: (Those girls were also at college and thought seriously about their career
options.) #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:43:12 PM
StevieLMarsden: another interesting example of how gender & publishing intersect!
#sharp15 https://t.co/NtgJS7cANa
7/8/2015 2:43:13 PM
sim1303: simulsessions = tweets about travel/conquest narratives, nancy drew's bf,
mermaids and cigars, library learning labs. #mindblown #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:43:22 PM
mazarines: No presentation is one by me without Hooke! #fangirl RT @sim1303:
@mazarines of COURSE you used robert hooke as your example ;-) #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:43:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @superHH: Hobbies: Colophons became a perfect mechanism for
lying. #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 2:43:32 PM
keenera: Some printers' symbols were pretty corny (Graft+tun= Grafton, ughhh)
#sharp15 #s2a
7/8/2015 2:43:33 PM
CritRikk: RT @rachellynchase: Nancy Drew books created on a work for hire model
#sharp15
7/8/2015 2:43:35 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Robbins: colophon was the perfect vehicle for lying because it was
also the perfect vehicle for the truth. #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 2:43:39 PM
CritRikk: RT @superHH: Hobbies: Colophons became a perfect mechanism for lying.
#sharp15 #s2g

7/8/2015 2:43:41 PM
CritRikk: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Robbins: topos of book being discovered in ancient
library was common in Medieval texts. Migrates to colophon #sharp15…
7/8/2015 2:43:47 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: http://t.co/lOxxmms0hO has handouts: worksheets,
glossaries, etc #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:43:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Robbins: colophon was the perfect vehicle for
lying because it was also the perfect vehicle for the truth. #sharp15 #s…
7/8/2015 2:43:51 PM
mazarines: RT @sim1303: .@mazarines & @librarianne: as bk historians, you MUST
help steer the ship of bibliographic description. libns need your input…
7/8/2015 2:44:04 PM
CritRikk: RT @StevieLMarsden: another interesting example of how gender & publishing
intersect! #sharp15 https://t.co/NtgJS7cANa
7/8/2015 2:44:11 PM
mazarines: RT @sim1303: .@mazarines: cat record = iterative, evolving; alert
librarians to new evidence / context so your work benefits future researc…
7/8/2015 2:44:11 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lab 2: goal is to find new directions for research #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:44:12 PM
superHH: Previous tweet was meant to say Hobbins, not Hobbies. #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:44:13 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Lab 2: goal is to find new directions for research #s2f
#sharp15
7/8/2015 2:44:20 PM
ClaireSquires: Martens: impact of transmedia products & media consolidation on the
production of girls' series fiction #s2c #sharp15 @seviebee
7/8/2015 2:44:24 PM
mazarines: RT @mroyup13: Supple & Bahde: "Take the wheel! Steer the ship of
bibliographic description!" @rarelibrarianne @mazarines #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:44:24 PM
jotis13: RT @sim1303: simulsessions = tweets about travel/conquest narratives, nancy
drew's bf, mermaids and cigars, library learning labs. #mindblo…
7/8/2015 2:44:26 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Follow up for the labs, survey asks What did you find most beneficial
in the Lab series? #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:44:34 PM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: discussion abt diff between archival vs bibliographic
description: aggregate vs item-level description. can be frustrating! #s…
7/8/2015 2:44:40 PM
jotis13: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Robbins: colophon was the perfect vehicle for lying
because it was also the perfect vehicle for the truth. #sharp15 #s…

7/8/2015 2:44:41 PM
mazarines: RT @philipspalmer: @mazarines feedback from spec. coll. users besides
faculty (ugrads, indep. researchers, members of public) also importan…
7/8/2015 2:44:57 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Early results: pagination, binding, understanding terms like verso and
signature, features of the source as artifact #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:45:01 PM
roaringgirle: coldiron: first individuated portrait of translator is of caxton in RECUYELL
(1473). #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:45:04 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Burrow: Lab 2: primary sources for context; learning about
pagination, binding, etc.; historical and cultural contexts
7/8/2015 2:45:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Students appreciate hands-on experience with materials #s2f
#sharp15
7/8/2015 2:45:13 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @KatieMcGettigan big apologies I've been spelling Daniel's name
wrong. It's Hobbins, not Robbins. I'll correct from now on #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 2:45:23 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Burrow: appropriate databases and effective search strategies;
7/8/2015 2:45:32 PM
theriversideUCC: RT @sharp2015_ca: @lesliehowsam @SHARPorg @dolechner
@ClaireSquires apologies for delay- keynotes are being recorded. Will be uploaded afte…
7/8/2015 2:45:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The first Early Modern Studies Lab was offered to graduate students
#s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:45:47 PM
CherylSearch: MacLaren on 18th-century recrafting of Captain Cook's death in Hawaii
as the "bones of confusion...dressed in style" #sharp15 2b
7/8/2015 2:46:00 PM
mollyhardy: RT @sharp2015_ca: @lesliehowsam @SHARPorg @dolechner
@ClaireSquires apologies for delay- keynotes are being recorded. Will be uploaded afte…
7/8/2015 2:46:01 PM
ClaireSquires: Martens: Pretty Little Liars' tagline - 'Desperate Housewives for Teens'
#s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:46:24 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Burrow: first Early Modern group, addtl question: what would
have most benefitted you to know in your 1st semester?
7/8/2015 2:46:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Graduates expressed interest in different eds of a source, learning to
find contemporary con-texts, database search strategies #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:46:41 PM

jotis13: RT @CherylSearch: MacLaren on 18th-century recrafting of Captain Cook's
death in Hawaii as the "bones of confusion...dressed in style" #sha…
7/8/2015 2:46:43 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Graduates expressed interest in different eds of a
source, learning to find contemporary con-texts, database search st…
7/8/2015 2:46:51 PM
StevieLMarsden: @KrystinaOsborne the #sharp15 paper on #PPL is currently
underway... https://t.co/vLTc2E1jhK
7/8/2015 2:46:55 PM
mollyhardy: RT @AmAntiquarian: On now! #SHARP15 "Authorial Adaption,
Collaboration, &Ventriloquism": medieval colophons, Iroquois authors, HH Bancroft…
7/8/2015 2:47:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Series now includes versions for modern history, undergraduate
classes #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:47:13 PM
roaringgirle: coldiron: what's new in this image is the monkey/ape. mirroring caxton (l)
or the lady (r)? #s2a #sharp15 http://t.co/asFOW5HXXm
7/8/2015 2:47:20 PM
StevieLMarsden: @Beth_driscoll Ditto! I wish I was there, but alas, the thesis must be
writ! I'm following all the action on here though :) #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:47:22 PM
Laura_Estill: Love all the great images from #sharp15. Would love a self-archiving
online venue from @sharp2015_ca for visuals/links to websites.
7/8/2015 2:47:29 PM
Marie_LSJ: Marianne Martens: serials for girls went from: 19c single-author / 20c
publisher-written outline=>writer-for-hire / 21c transmedia #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:47:42 PM
ClaireSquires: Martens: it's pretty clear the series is not targeting males #s2c
#sharp15
7/8/2015 2:47:58 PM
sim1303: @CitizenWald i'll tell you what's no accident: mint choc chip, which god made
so man could know divine love. #sharp15 @sharpicecream
7/8/2015 2:48:02 PM
rachellynchase: Feminist critical discourse analysis to examine pretty little liars
#sharp15
7/8/2015 2:48:03 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 speaker 2: Karla Nielsen, “Traces, Treasure, and Tracking:
Bringing the Book Traces Project to Your Library”
7/8/2015 2:48:08 PM
jotis13: MacLaren on diff't stages of travel publication from field notes to printed bks;
early stages seen as more accurate than later #s2b #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:48:12 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @Marie_LSJ: Marianne Martens: serials for girls went from: 19c
single-author / 20c publisher-written outline=>writer-for-hire / 21c tran…

7/8/2015 2:48:25 PM
AlexisWeedon: Marianne Martens on cross-media firm Alloy which uploads to platforms
together Pretty Little Liars, Desparate Housewives 4 teens #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:48:27 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Hobbins: readers could alter colophons to reframe texts, even to the
extent of changing titles. Changes perceptions of text #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 2:48:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Karla Nielsen, curator of Literature at Columbia's Rare Books and
Manuscript Library on Book Traces project #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:48:29 PM
roaringgirle: coldiron: monkey as the imitation of an imitator (caxton as translator)?
#s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:48:31 PM
mazarines: .@rarelibrarianne & I thank @philipspalmer @genschaffner & @MitchFraas
for their ace, helpful input on our #sharp15 paper. Yay village!
7/8/2015 2:48:37 PM
Marie_LSJ: Marianne Martens: suburbia is liminal, neither urban nor rural, i.e. wider
appeal (talking specifically about Pretty Little Liars) #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:48:49 PM
sim1303: RT @mazarines: .@rarelibrarianne & I thank @philipspalmer @genschaffner &
@MitchFraas for their ace, helpful input on our #sharp15 paper. …
7/8/2015 2:48:58 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nielsen: Book Traces project, http://t.co/yGDc2uMgyf
7/8/2015 2:49:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Book Traces http://t.co/ouiT4JOnaq #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:49:07 PM
Laura_Estill: Coldiron considering bilingual visual puns. Amazing! #sharp15 #s2a
7/8/2015 2:49:07 PM
bevilacq: Martens raising questions about how "addictive" fictional properties fit into
"transmedia" landscape #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:49:11 PM
jotis13: RT @Marie_LSJ: Marianne Martens: serials for girls went from: 19c singleauthor / 20c publisher-written outline=>writer-for-hire / 21c tran…
7/8/2015 2:49:14 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @jotis13: MacLaren on diff't stages of travel publication from field
notes to printed bks; early stages seen as more accurate than later…
7/8/2015 2:49:18 PM
mroyup13: Authorial Adaptation, Collaboration, and Ventriloquism panel / Adaptation,
collaboration et ventriloquie auctoriales #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:49:44 PM
StevieLMarsden: this would be heaven for me and @KrystinaOsborne #sharp15
https://t.co/LPxrLLtxQV

7/8/2015 2:49:59 PM
mroyup13: Daniel Hobbins analyse des exemples de colophons mensongers dans des
manuscrits médiévaux #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:49:59 PM
keenera: "Singe" = French equivalent of "printer's devil" -- Caxton's bilingual visual pun
#sharp15 #s2a
7/8/2015 2:50:00 PM
paige_roberts: this week: Society for the History of Authorship, Reading & Publishing
conference http://t.co/ppDs7R4mUK @SHARPorg @sharp2015_ca #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:50:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Discovery of annotated 19th C books in UVA's stacks lead to the
database collecting marks in books #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:50:08 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nielsen: Stauffer looked at how 19th c reader related works to
their own lives, annotated their (copies),
7/8/2015 2:50:09 PM
readingspaces: “@maxinebranagh: A very interesting (and virtual) paper on comics
and graphic novels from @youthreading #sharp15” @youthreading great!
7/8/2015 2:50:17 PM
CherylSearch: Working thru MacLaren's 4 stages of text: "Wanderings of an Artist..."
from a ms. not in Kane's hand & sentences in past tense. #sharp15 2b
7/8/2015 2:50:17 PM
ClaireSquires: Martens: an important part of the Pretty Little Liars franchise is fan
interaction mediated via the internet #s2c #sharp15 @miriamvowen
7/8/2015 2:50:19 PM
archivesnext: RT @paige_roberts: this week: Society for the History of Authorship,
Reading & Publishing conference http://t.co/ppDs7R4mUK @SHARPorg @sha…
7/8/2015 2:50:25 PM
Finny_stitch: Coldiron suggests need to pay attention to bilingual visual puns in
paratextual portraits #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:50:28 PM
mazarines: RT @jillbrarian: You can now view my exhibit online at
http://t.co/IlyVhIDiJN or come see my poster at #sharp15 https://t.co/zBdnzwgow4
7/8/2015 2:50:28 PM
mazarines: RT @Finny_stitch: More details about the project, 'Translation and the
Making of Early Modern Print Culture (1473-1660) here http://t.co/U…
7/8/2015 2:50:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Crowdsourcing annotation finding: you can upload a book to the
database, discover what info isn't captured in the catalogue #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:50:54 PM
nickpublisher: RT @ClaireSquires: Martens: an important part of the Pretty Little Liars
franchise is fan interaction mediated via the internet #s2c #sharp…

7/8/2015 2:50:55 PM
superHH: .@dmradus now on "What is an Iroquois author?: Elias Johnson's collaborative
histories". #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 2:50:56 PM
mazarines: RT @philipspalmer: comment from audience: important to reiterate to
library admin how important copy-specific info is to scholars #sharp15 …
7/8/2015 2:50:57 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nielsen: lens on a library's (special) collections, allows students
to look at copy specific features not captured by catalog
7/8/2015 2:50:57 PM
roaringgirle: coldiron: intercultural metaphor—monkey/singe = printer's apprentice/ape
translator ‽ brings together print & translation. #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:51:03 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Now Daniel Radus on 'What is an Iroquois Author?: Elias Johnson's
Collaborative Histories' #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 2:51:06 PM
CitizenWald: We all talk about teaching #history of the #book hands-on. But how?
Great session here at #SHARP15 on regenerating the #library visit
7/8/2015 2:51:11 PM
StevieLMarsden: @DaveMiscampbell is an expert on this eh, @maxinebranagh ?!
#sharp15 https://t.co/6KGzVPlrPc
7/8/2015 2:51:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Activity engages faculty, students, and librarian in a discussion of
how search happens in the library #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:51:20 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Discovery of annotated 19th C books in UVA's
stacks lead to the database collecting marks in books #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:51:22 PM
roaringgirle: RT @Finny_stitch: Coldiron suggests need to pay attention to bilingual
visual puns in paratextual portraits #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:51:35 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Book Traces http://t.co/ouiT4JOnaq #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:51:37 PM
ClaireSquires: Martens: model of reader-fan interactions for Pretty Little Liars #s2c
#sharp15 http://t.co/NzsTZVgeMm
7/8/2015 2:51:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Students saw the project as a "fun field trip," they weren't used to
pulling books off shelves #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:51:41 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nielsen: how search is conducted in the library, more like "fun"
field trip, helped instructors look at library as partner
7/8/2015 2:51:50 PM

sim1303: book traces = v cool, interesting project. again, thinking back to #RBMS15
slow, caring processing > MPLP. #sharp15 https://t.co/B9JazHqOju
7/8/2015 2:51:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Instructors have since considered holding office hours in certain call
number ranges #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:51:58 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @StevieLMarsden: @DaveMiscampbell is an expert on this eh,
@maxinebranagh ?! #sharp15 https://t.co/6KGzVPlrPc
7/8/2015 2:51:58 PM
louisa_preston: Martens: fans effectively contributing to the production of Pretty Little
Liars tv series. #sharp15 http://t.co/GffQVbPw22
7/8/2015 2:52:15 PM
sim1303: RT @CitizenWald: We all talk about teaching #history of the #book hands-on.
But how? Great session here at #SHARP15 on regenerating the #li…
7/8/2015 2:52:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Major disruption to the library, but in a good way! #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:52:20 PM
Laura_Estill: @EpistolaryBrown Like a visit to a pioneer village. #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:52:24 PM
sprowberry: Martens: content on Wattpad can be re-used by Wattpad for whatever
purpose they want #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:52:24 PM
ClaireSquires: Martens: Wattpad has the rights to republish content without any
royalties for writers #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:52:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: @Laura_Estill "Here you see the books in their natural habitat. Don't
worry, they don't bite." #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:52:46 PM
StevieLMarsden: i love a circuit! partic 1 that relates to cultural content/value throw in
#PLL & you have v.happy stevie. #sharp15 https://t.co/V7dTQJrooQ
7/8/2015 2:53:10 PM
NicPresley: There's a paper on Pretty Little Liars at #sharp15. Wish I was there even
more now!
7/8/2015 2:53:10 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @louisa_preston: Martens: fans effectively contributing to the
production of Pretty Little Liars tv series. #sharp15 http://t.co/GffQVb…
7/8/2015 2:53:18 PM
rachellynchase: RT @ClaireSquires: Martens: Wattpad has the rights to republish
content without any royalties for writers #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:53:19 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Instructors have since considered holding office hours in
certain call number ranges #s2f #sharp15

7/8/2015 2:53:28 PM
superHH: .@dmradus starts his talk with scrapbooks. This is where I shamelessly plug
smg we have worked on @psulibs https://t.co/BQ8bDhvnsF #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:53:29 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@dmradus begins with newspaper clippings about Indians in
scrapbooks: way into understanding authorial practice #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 2:53:30 PM
ClaireSquires: Martens: writers of Kindle Worlds retains rights, but gives authors
royalties #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:53:33 PM
DonnaLanclos: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Students saw the project as a "fun field trip,"
they weren't used to pulling books off shelves #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:53:35 PM
DonnaLanclos: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Instructors have since considered holding office
hours in certain call number ranges #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:53:37 PM
sprowberry: Martens: Kindle Worlds rights are more amenable for their authors than
Wattpad #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:53:39 PM
DonnaLanclos: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Major disruption to the library, but in a good
way! #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:53:40 PM
sim1303: connecting this to @footage talk of opening up "back of the house", nonprofessionals helping libns #RBMS15 #sharp15 https://t.co/sgsXRjhCE5
7/8/2015 2:53:43 PM
sim1303: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Instructors have since considered holding office hours
in certain call number ranges #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:53:55 PM
DonnaLanclos: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Discovery of annotated 19th C books in UVA's
stacks lead to the database collecting marks in books #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:53:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "manage down their print holdings" is an actual term...
uncomfortable laughter from the audience #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:54:05 PM
keenera: Coldiron looks now at portraits of figures in paratexts, including John Florio
#sharp15 #S2a
7/8/2015 2:54:09 PM
jotis13: @EpistolaryBrown Amusingly, when I only had a library carrel and no office, I
did sometimes have my office hours there. #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:54:20 PM
sprowberry: Of course, praise of Amazon must be followed by criticism #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:54:24 PM

ClaireSquires: Martens: maybe I'd have to write a Kindle Worlds book to see a royalty
statement. Not going to happen. #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:54:24 PM
earlymodatLancs: RT @roaringgirle: coldiron: monkey as the imitation of an imitator
(caxton as translator)? #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:54:32 PM
mazarines: RT @sim1303: connecting this to @footage talk of opening up "back of the
house", non-professionals helping libns #RBMS15 #sharp15 https://t…
7/8/2015 2:54:35 PM
rachellynchase: Excited to hear @ellenwiles at #sharp15. Up next!
7/8/2015 2:54:50 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@dmradus scrapbooking practices speaks to history writing of
indigenous writers. Collecting, rearranging, revising meaning #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 2:54:52 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Small colleges with a history of early 20th century donations often
have large caches of such annotated items #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:54:53 PM
JenHoward: RT @paige_roberts: this week: Society for the History of Authorship,
Reading & Publishing conference http://t.co/ppDs7R4mUK @SHARPorg @sha…
7/8/2015 2:54:56 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nielsen: massive distributed archive of historical reading in the
circulating collections of libraries
7/8/2015 2:55:02 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @rachellynchase: Excited to hear @ellenwiles at #sharp15. Up
next!
7/8/2015 2:55:08 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nielsen: "each book has to be opened and examined"
7/8/2015 2:55:15 PM
R_Jagersma: Coldiron on the translator's visibility (and this ape) #sharp15
http://t.co/EaptEm7psN
7/8/2015 2:55:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: This reminds me of the book found when I was working at #Oberlin
College library, with an annotation by Abigail Adams #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:55:18 PM
sim1303: AND NOW!!!!! @johnhpollack1 on "word lists of jacques cartier's voyages,
across time, space, languages" #SHARP15
7/8/2015 2:55:18 PM
CitizenWald: esp. pleased 2 B in this #SHARP15 session on #library visits w
@m_antonetti & Jim Kelly w whom I work on teaching students about rare books
7/8/2015 2:55:24 PM
roaringgirle: coldiron: "to conclude, i have no conclusion." #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:55:30 PM

ASECSWomen: RT @AmAntiquarian: On now! #SHARP15 "Authorial Adaption,
Collaboration, &Ventriloquism": medieval colophons, Iroquois authors, HH Bancroft…
7/8/2015 2:56:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: 75 participants at an early session, 50% from Jenny Davidson's
Literary Texts, Critical Methods class #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:56:13 PM
jotis13: RT @roaringgirle: coldiron: "to conclude, i have no conclusion." #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:56:14 PM
Beth_driscoll: Now for a paper on literary salon revivals and the live literature scene by
@ellenwiles #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:56:20 PM
sim1303: .@JohnHPollack1 kills it in minute 1: thanks #SHARP15 hosts and a diff kind
of host: native peoples who originally occupied n american land.
7/8/2015 2:56:21 PM
roaringgirle: but coldiron has a conclusion: translators aren't invisible. their portraits
demand same analytic readings as translations. #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:56:21 PM
bevilacq: Have any Vonnegut fan fiction you need to monetize?
https://t.co/eTfDBVXwjN #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:56:24 PM
ClaireSquires: Next up, @stirpublishing's @ellenwiles on The Polari Phenomenon: an
ethnographic exploration of the literary salon revival #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:56:25 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nielsen: Book Traces at Butler Library, Oct 8, 2014: 75
participants, 5,000 books, 100 books w/interesting marks
7/8/2015 2:56:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Butler Library's session of Book Traces focused on Dewey classified
books to focus on earlier donations #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:56:34 PM
KatieMcGettigan: This is the book that @dmradus is discussing. Eclectic collection of
disparate sources #sharp15 #s2g http://t.co/ILOklFIqkf
7/8/2015 2:56:39 PM
superHH: .@dmradus now turns to Elias Johnson and his book Legends, Traditions and
Laws, of the Iroquois or Six Nations... #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 2:56:40 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Butler Library's session of Book Traces focused on
Dewey classified books to focus on earlier donations #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:56:41 PM
richendabrim: MacLaren on Kane's "wanderings of an artist among the Indians of No
America" notes imp of evid in field notes but not in pub book #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:56:44 PM
Finny_stitch: Next Warren Boutcher on 'Publishing & Selling Translations c. 1660:
Paratexts as Histories of (Translated) Books' #sharp15

7/8/2015 2:56:44 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: 75 participants at an early session, 50% from Jenny
Davidson's Literary Texts, Critical Methods class #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:56:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Students marked finished rows with slips of paper #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:56:57 PM
richendabrim: RT @sim1303: .@JohnHPollack1 kills it in minute 1: thanks #SHARP15
hosts and a diff kind of host: native peoples who originally occupied n …
7/8/2015 2:56:58 PM
CitizenWald: Among key pts in #SHARP15 panel (most of us know, but bears
repeating) idea of students as information-literate #digital natives is a myth
7/8/2015 2:56:59 PM
keenera: Warren Boutcher is now discussing imported books & translations in period
1640-60. Starting with H Moseley #sharp15 #s2a
7/8/2015 2:57:02 PM
Beth_driscoll: Literary ethnography as a methodology @ellenwiles #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:57:04 PM
roaringgirle: now up: warren boutcher, "publishing and selling translations c 1660,"
featuring humphrey moseley! #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:57:07 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @sim1303: .@JohnHPollack1 kills it in minute 1: thanks
#SHARP15 hosts and a diff kind of host: native peoples who originally occupied n …
7/8/2015 2:57:12 PM
kerrberr_books: RT @sprowberry: Martens: content on Wattpad can be re-used by
Wattpad for whatever purpose they want #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:57:24 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nielsen: "warning to those trying to write their dissertations to
choose another stack level" (during the event)
7/8/2015 2:57:24 PM
sim1303: .@johnhpollack1 jacques cartier's lists of iroquois words = earliest
systematically collected linguistic data from n america #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:57:30 PM
Laura_Estill: Boutcher talking about one of my favourite stationers, Humphrey Moseley!
#sharp15 #s2a https://t.co/i2nSg05E6q
7/8/2015 2:57:32 PM
superHH: .@dmradus and History of the Tuscarora Indians. (That's such a 19th century
title. Soooooo long). #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 2:57:35 PM
jotis13: Pollack: Travel accounts often had examples of native words, either as word
lists or scattered throughout texts #s2b #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:57:39 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @Beth_driscoll: Literary ethnography as a methodology @ellenwiles
#s2c #sharp15

7/8/2015 2:57:40 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @sim1303: .@Librarianne created shadow catalog in zotero: keyword
searchability, add'l notes. rich way for her AND her public to use col…
7/8/2015 2:57:50 PM
jotis13: RT @CitizenWald: Among key pts in #SHARP15 panel (most of us know, but
bears repeating) idea of students as information-literate #digital n…
7/8/2015 2:57:55 PM
CherylSearch: MacLaren's paper supports Howsam's assertion of importance of book
history -- why Kane's work can't be read as historical evidence. #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:58:05 PM
roaringgirle: boutcher: discussing moseley (c 1603-1661) and william london,
newcastle bookseller (fl 1649-1660). #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:58:06 PM
CritRikk: RT @jotis13: Pollack: Travel accounts often had examples of native words,
either as word lists or scattered throughout texts #s2b #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:58:12 PM
CritRikk: RT @superHH: .@dmradus and History of the Tuscarora Indians. (That's such
a 19th century title. Soooooo long). #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 2:58:17 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @rachellynchase: Excited to hear @ellenwiles at #sharp15. Up
next!
7/8/2015 2:58:19 PM
jotis13: RT @sim1303: .@JohnHPollack1 kills it in minute 1: thanks #SHARP15 hosts
and a diff kind of host: native peoples who originally occupied n …
7/8/2015 2:58:21 PM
sim1303: .@johnhpollack1: "they of canada saye, that it is a monthes sayling to goe to
a lande where cinamonds and cloues are gathered" #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:58:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "Sensitivity" for interesting features varied widely; "unknown names"
in several books were known to some faculty members #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:58:43 PM
Finny_stitch: Boutcher will look at how provincial bookseller mediated products coming
from London #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:58:47 PM
keenera: Confusingly, William London was a Newcastle bookseller who mediated
knowledge about books from London #sharp15 #s2a
7/8/2015 2:58:53 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@dmradus Johnson's appeals to both collective and proprietary
models in 'Legends'. Dramatizes conflict between these models #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 2:58:57 PM
bevilacq: Wiles giving us some perspective on readers we don't often think about: those
who read aloud. #sharp15

7/8/2015 2:58:57 PM
roaringgirle: boutcher is interested in how london (bookseller) handled books that
moseley was sending up to newcastle from london (city). #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:58:59 PM
rarelibrarianne: RT @mazarines: .@rarelibrarianne & I thank @philipspalmer
@genschaffner & @MitchFraas for their ace, helpful input on our #sharp15 paper. …
7/8/2015 2:59:04 PM
sim1303: .@johnhpollack1: when others came to the same area cartier had explored,
this language, these words, were already gone: extinct. #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:59:09 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nielsen: participants uploaded book submissions incl images,
descriptive notes
7/8/2015 2:59:11 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Early owner marks led to microshistories, local histories #s2f
#sharp15
7/8/2015 2:59:17 PM
ASECSWomen: RT @sharpicecream: I am not a bot. I am an ice cream. #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:59:18 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp15 tweets approaching 1000
already...https://t.co/h7za456Hqa http://t.co/cd0r1fhTRQ
7/8/2015 2:59:21 PM
jotis13: RT @sim1303: .@johnhpollack1: "they of canada saye, that it is a monthes
sayling to goe to a lande where cinamonds and cloues are gathered"…
7/8/2015 2:59:21 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @bevilacq: Wiles giving us some perspective on readers we don't
often think about: those who read aloud. #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:59:31 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 speaker 3: Charlotte Nunes, “Involving Students in an Archive
of Latina History”
7/8/2015 2:59:52 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sim1303: .@JohnHPollack1 kills it in minute 1: thanks #SHARP15 hosts
and a diff kind of host: native peoples who originally occupied n …
7/8/2015 2:59:54 PM
sim1303: .@johnhpollack1: what significance did these early american words, and their
*specific inscriptions*, have for european audiences? #sharp15
7/8/2015 2:59:57 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Next up, Charlotte Nunes on the Latina History Project at
Southwestern University #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:00:02 PM
rachellynchase: EW: one author calls the written word "frozen speech" #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:00:03 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Early owner marks led to microshistories, local histories
#s2f #sharp15

7/8/2015 3:00:04 PM
jotis13: RT @sim1303: .@johnhpollack1: when others came to the same area cartier
had explored, this language, these words, were already gone: extinc…
7/8/2015 3:00:08 PM
conversiontales: RT @roaringgirle: but coldiron has a conclusion: translators aren't
invisible. their portraits demand same analytic readings as translation…
7/8/2015 3:00:15 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nunes, CLIR fellow Southwestern University, (tiny liberal arts
college of 1500 students)
7/8/2015 3:00:37 PM
sharpicecream: @NicPresley Have an ice cream, Nic. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:00:42 PM
sim1303: .@johnhpollack1: walking us through history of word lists. unsurprisingly, NOT
a logical progression from simple -> sophisticated. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:00:43 PM
roaringgirle: boutcher: c 1660 there were two subgenres in england not really
dependent of translation = PLAYS! SERMONS! #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:00:55 PM
superHH: .@dmradus Johnson reappropriates his sources, does not just reprint them.
#sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 3:01:13 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @rachellynchase: EW: one author calls the written word "frozen
speech" #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:01:18 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@ellenwiles proposes ethnographic exploration of live literature, i.e.
novelists reading aloud: LGBT http://t.co/hrSZyrrWK9 #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:01:21 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nunes: the LHP aims to enhance undergraduate education,
more oppty for ug research w/primary sources
7/8/2015 3:01:23 PM
roaringgirle: boutcher is interested about the extent to which the bible was considered
a "translated" book c 1660. #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:01:30 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @roaringgirle: boutcher: c 1660 there were two subgenres in england
not really dependent of translation = PLAYS! SERMONS! #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:01:47 PM
Finny_stitch: Boutcher asks us to consider whether the Bible was thought of as
translated book by 1660? #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:01:56 PM
louisa_preston: @ellenwiles @stirpublishing Wiles: giving a fantastic anthropological
description of Polari live literature event #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:01:58 PM

CitizenWald: need systematic approach 2 teach students how 2 locate, assess primary
sources: rare books & special collections have role 2 play. #SHARP15
7/8/2015 3:01:59 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The project explores, processes, and analyzes material associated
with Southwestern's institutional history #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:02:00 PM
sim1303: .@johnhpollack1: acct of second cartier voyage ptd 1598 in french; acct of
third voyage ptd in italian 1605-6, then french, english #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:02:20 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@dmradus Johnson uses reprinting to place better knowledge of
"Indian history" in public realm. Republican ideal of reprint #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 3:02:33 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nunes: boxes of materials: images, folders with information,
negatives; Nunes documents on her blog (link to come)
7/8/2015 3:02:47 PM
jotis13: RT @CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nunes: the LHP aims to enhance undergraduate
education, more oppty for ug research w/primary sources
7/8/2015 3:02:48 PM
ContentiousNote: RT @CitizenWald: We all talk about teaching #history of the #book
hands-on. But how? Great session here at #SHARP15 on regenerating the #li…
7/8/2015 3:02:49 PM
ClaireSquires: .@ellenwiles giving #sharp15 an ethnographic account of the literary
salon Polari #s2c @stirpublishing http://t.co/BBTISAfPl7
7/8/2015 3:02:50 PM
CherylSearch: Pollak: Using Cartier voyage wordlists to interpet when & how & by & for
whom Native words were used and circulated by others. #sharp15 2b
7/8/2015 3:03:07 PM
sim1303: .@johnhpollack1 points out how movement of canadian/iroquoian words
(through time & diff lang editions) is v complicated. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:03:09 PM
keenera: Boutcher: catalogs of "vendible" books, printed w/ items published in England,
give a good look into book trade #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:03:14 PM
roaringgirle: boutcher: calls up bookseller catalogue bound in w/ some moseley books.
featured 363 items by the time he died. #vendible #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:03:16 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @ClaireSquires: .@ellenwiles giving #sharp15 an ethnographic
account of the literary salon Polari #s2c @stirpublishing http://t.co/BBTIS…
7/8/2015 3:03:21 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @ClaireSquires: .@ellenwiles giving #sharp15 an ethnographic
account of the literary salon Polari #s2c @stirpublishing http://t.co/BBTIS…
7/8/2015 3:03:33 PM
stirpublishing: RT @louisa_preston: @ellenwiles @stirpublishing Wiles: giving a
fantastic anthropological description of Polari live literature event #sha…

7/8/2015 3:03:39 PM
stirpublishing: RT @ClaireSquires: .@ellenwiles giving #sharp15 an ethnographic
account of the literary salon Polari #s2c @stirpublishing http://t.co/BBTIS…
7/8/2015 3:03:44 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nunes: Latina/o history -- students brought language skills to
transcribing materials, enhancing interviews/materials
7/8/2015 3:03:46 PM
rachellynchase: EW: one attendee calls a book a bit "Mills and Boon" ... Thought of you
@bittenpub #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:03:54 PM
sim1303: .@johnhpollack1: manuscript and print renditions of word lists differ, too.
basically, GAH, ALL THE LINGUISTIC INSTABILITY!!! #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:04:18 PM
mollyhardy: Love this quote from Johnson via @dmradus "antiquarian, historian, and
scholar ...seem v ignorant of ..." 1/2 #SHARP15
7/8/2015 3:04:27 PM
mollyhardy: 2/2 "...the Children of Nature who inhabited the forests before the Saxon
set his foot upon our shores” #SHARP15 @dmradus
7/8/2015 3:04:50 PM
mazarines: RT @CitizenWald: need systematic approach 2 teach students how 2 locate,
assess primary sources: rare books & special collections have role…
7/8/2015 3:04:54 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nunes: language and physical barriers to accessing materials,
students enrich and make available; "downright emotional exp"
7/8/2015 3:04:55 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@dmradus flips things to say that Johnson not author of all his
revisions - borrows from popular writer Anna C Johnson Miller #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 3:04:58 PM
louisa_preston: Wiles: the LGBT audience of Polari, can connect with each other
forming a strong community via live literature & the literary salon #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:05:06 PM
roaringgirle: boutcher: bookseller catalogues provide small narratives about translation,
especially wrt to romances, poems, histories. #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:05:10 PM
superHH: .@dmradus Johnson starts his book with "'A book about Indians!'- who cares
anything about them?" #sharp15 #s2g #strongstatement
7/8/2015 3:05:11 PM
CitizenWald: “@EpistolaryBrown: "manage down their print holdings" is an actual
term... uncomfortable laughter from the audience #s2f #sharp15” yes,yikes
7/8/2015 3:05:12 PM
sim1303: .@johnhpollack1: iroquoian words circulate thru diff european communities.
discrepancies => hard to establish priority/auth intent. #sharp15

7/8/2015 3:05:16 PM
keenera: Boutcher: for period following 1660, to be a poet was to be a translator #s2a
#sharp15
7/8/2015 3:05:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Southwestern's records as first college in Texas, 19th century Texana
col. and other Special collections lack Latina presence #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:05:21 PM
ClaireSquires: Wiles: there is no need to participate in the salon with a clever question
[at Polari]. #s2c #sharp15. Take note, SHARPers.
7/8/2015 3:05:37 PM
jillbrarian: RT @CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nunes: language and physical barriers to
accessing materials, students enrich and make available; "downright em…
7/8/2015 3:05:48 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@ellenwiles notes that the absence of Q&A at Polari makes it more
inclusive: no pressure to participate with a clever question #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:05:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Project attempts to fill holes in Special collections, provides digitized
archival items #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:05:52 PM
mollyhardy: RT @keenera: Boutcher: catalogs of "vendible" books, printed w/ items
published in England, give a good look into book trade #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:05:56 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @louisa_preston: Wiles: the LGBT audience of Polari, can connect
with each other forming a strong community via live literature & the li…
7/8/2015 3:05:58 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nunes: special collections playing a central role in the 175th
year anniversary of SU
7/8/2015 3:05:59 PM
sim1303: .@johnhpollack1: diff spellings/slippages in different editions. correction or
confusion? chronology vs accuracy. no easy answers. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:06:00 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @ClaireSquires: Wiles: there is no need to participate in the salon with a
clever question [at Polari]. #s2c #sharp15. Take note, SHARPe…
7/8/2015 3:06:06 PM
jotis13: Pollack: linguistic confusion, was someone gesturing towards a pot or a salmon
cooking in a pot when a word was recorded? #s2b #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:06:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nunes: special collections playing a
central role in the 175th year anniversary of SU
7/8/2015 3:06:09 PM
Emnk: RT @sharpicecream: I am not a bot. I am an ice cream. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:06:14 PM

roaringgirle: boutcher: london (bookseller) wrote that book title "should be scope of
each Book in short." STC, anyone? #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:06:40 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nunes: the Omeka exhibit of the Latina History Project is not
yet public., but being dev from these materials
7/8/2015 3:06:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The history of Latina/Latino students were not initially visible in the
institutional history celebrated by 175 anniversary #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:06:52 PM
sim1303: .@johnhpollack1 recalls another twist in the tale: european orthography
already complex! so what is "correct" sp of native words? #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:07:09 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @Marie_LSJ: .@ellenwiles notes that the absence of Q&A at Polari
makes it more inclusive: no pressure to participate with a clever quest…
7/8/2015 3:07:33 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@dmradus acknowledging layers of reprinting illuminates networks
available to history writers connecting native & non-native #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 3:07:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Project collected oral histories of current students #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:07:44 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nunes: Omeka tool highlights digital materials, students
contribute from a dynamic Latina perspective: inclusion/exclusion
7/8/2015 3:07:54 PM
nickpublisher: Fascinating ethnographic research on literary salons with a case study
on the Polari salon by @ellenwiles #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:07:59 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Students really appreciated the chance to "take history out of the
box" #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:08:07 PM
keenera: Will certainly have to examine William London's Catalogue (1658) once I
return from #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:08:25 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@ellenwiles contemporary literary salons: in public places rather than in the
home, otherwise similar #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:08:45 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nunes: the project helps make these materials and oral
histories not just available, but more highly visible
7/8/2015 3:08:48 PM
jillbrarian: Students included their own oral histories after transcribing/translating
others. #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:08:52 PM
Laura_Estill: Moseley's "Comedies and Tragedies" (from one of his catalogues pub w
@FolgerLibrary M1985) #sharp15 #s2a https://t.co/B96ojM0V4A

7/8/2015 3:09:00 PM
bevilacq: Wiles: contemporary literary salons as a sort of "open university" #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:09:11 PM
ClaireSquires: Wiles: the salon revival in 21stC UK as part of a greater proliferation of
live literature events, inc book festivals #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:09:13 PM
sim1303: .@johnhpollack1: jack goody: lists = discontinuous but ordered. lists =
reductive, simplifying, stratifying. speakers => invisible. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:09:19 PM
mroyup13: Daniel Radus repense le statut d’auteur via la notion de collaboration dans
l’écriture de l’histoire autochtone au XIXe siècle #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:09:19 PM
superHH: Now @traviseross talking about Hubert Howe Bancroft's History Company.
#sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 3:09:27 PM
TryingBiology: #ishpssb2015 #sharp15 https://t.co/hk1arX4WBt
7/8/2015 3:09:35 PM
mollyhardy: Just realized that I saved my doc of #SHARP15 notes as
"SHARP2015_Classnotes" #studentforevah!
7/8/2015 3:09:49 PM
ClaireSquires: Wiles: economic imperative pushing growth of live literature events;
post-talk signings & sales wanted by publishers #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:10:00 PM
Finny_stitch: Boutcher highlights highlights how London's bookseller's list uses long
titles for divine works but not for romances, plays & poems #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:10:09 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Now @traviseross "Writers Incorporated: the scandal of buying &
selling authorship in Hubert Howe Bancroft's History Company" #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 3:10:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Nunes developed Archival analysis worksheets, close reading sheets,
and other tools to help students interact with the archive #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:10:35 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nunes: her blog has documented: http://t.co/457VZXXueD
7/8/2015 3:10:51 PM
heatherfro: RT @sim1303: .@johnhpollack1: manuscript and print renditions of word
lists differ, too. basically, GAH, ALL THE LINGUISTIC INSTABILITY!!! …
7/8/2015 3:11:02 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@ellenwiles literature needs for more live performance to compensate
lesser sales, like music #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:11:05 PM
Finny_stitch: Boutcher: latter titles described as 'not so wiredrawn' #sharp15

7/8/2015 3:11:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: next: Amanda Watson, NYU libraries, "Look Closely, then look again:
Engaging Students with old and new formats" #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:11:08 PM
ClaireSquires: Wiles: but readers' desire to meet authors & go to live literature events
fits into a deeper human desire #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:11:09 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 speaker 4: Amanda Watson, “Look Closely, Then Look Again:
Engaging Students with Old and New Formats”
7/8/2015 3:11:12 PM
jotis13: RT @jillbrarian: Students included their own oral histories after
transcribing/translating others. #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:11:16 PM
sim1303: .@johnhpollack1: recorded translations are of useful, transactional
words/phrases: e.g., bread, boat, come talk to me, etc. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:11:24 PM
nickpublisher: The digisphere can connect through social media - but we have a deep
need to connect in person through events such as salons #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:11:26 PM
superHH: .@traviseross 39 volumes, each around 800 pages, came out in about three
months!!!!!!!!! #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 3:11:33 PM
adamghooks: Cf. Margaret Schotte in “Book History” #sharp15 :
http://t.co/nmWNhGvo4S https://t.co/NjcI9s8AGK
7/8/2015 3:11:35 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @nickpublisher: The digisphere can connect through social media but we have a deep need to connect in person through events such as sa…
7/8/2015 3:11:40 PM
superHH: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Now @traviseross "Writers Incorporated: the scandal
of buying & selling authorship in Hubert Howe Bancroft's History C…
7/8/2015 3:11:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Special Collections Speed Dating: bringing students into contact with
materials #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:11:45 PM
ClaireSquires: Wiles: experimenting with using narrative ethnographies for live
literature events, using techniques of creative writing #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:11:48 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: NYU, fair number of faculty interested in book history
in one way or another, grad and ug
7/8/2015 3:11:55 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @Marie_LSJ: .@ellenwiles contemporary literary salons: in public
places rather than in the home, otherwise similar #sharp15

7/8/2015 3:12:04 PM
roaringgirle: wm london: "for Romances, Playes, & Poems, I do indeed take less pains
to promote their study though I hinder not their sale." #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:12:06 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @bevilacq: Wiles: contemporary literary salons as a sort of "open
university" #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:12:10 PM
sim1303: .@johnhpollack1 now brings up his fave example of a resilient word from a
word list: casnouy => canoa => CANOE!! #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:12:25 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: many students write ug theses, MA, PhD using special
collections
7/8/2015 3:12:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Many NYU students, from undergrads to PHD students, engage with
SPC from book historical points of view #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:12:26 PM
bevilacq: Wiles: lit ethnography as a method mirrors the aesthetics, performance,
textures of live literature itself #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:12:47 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@traviseross study of Bancroft focus on who wrote his works? Did he
steal from the "real" authors? #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 3:13:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Students often engage with the library through secondary resource
sessions with subject specialists, & a separate sess on SPC #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:13:12 PM
rachellynchase: RT @ClaireSquires: Wiles: experimenting with using narrative
ethnographies for live literature events, using techniques of creative writing…
7/8/2015 3:13:13 PM
jillbrarian: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Special Collections Speed Dating: bringing students
into contact with materials #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:13:18 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: bifurcated instruction and training: special collections
first, then using bibliographic and search tools
7/8/2015 3:13:22 PM
roaringgirle: moseley LOVED his "stationer to the reader" addresses! #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:13:28 PM
superHH: .@traviseross The secret? Many authors worked on that project. Most of them
have been forgotten. #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 3:13:43 PM
ClaireSquires: Wiles: very few scholars have yet used ethnography to investigate
literary culture #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:13:55 PM

EpistolaryBrown: Coordination was difficult: even looking at the same book in ECCO
and SPC in 2 diff locations felt disjointed #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:14:00 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @ClaireSquires: Wiles: very few scholars have yet used
ethnography to investigate literary culture #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:14:06 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: looking at a book in special collections, then in ECHO,
but classes felt split; reinforcing old distinctions - fix it
7/8/2015 3:14:07 PM
nickpublisher: RT @bevilacq: Wiles: lit ethnography as a method mirrors the
aesthetics, performance, textures of live literature itself #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:14:12 PM
sim1303: .@JohnHPollack1 is speaking in perfect early modern french. i am hanging my
head in shame / staring wide-eyed in admiration. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:14:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: NYU libraries focused on reducing the disconnect, hybridizing the
classes #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:14:17 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @bevilacq: Wiles: lit ethnography as a method mirrors the aesthetics,
performance, textures of live literature itself #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:14:18 PM
roaringgirle: boutcher: moseley always highlighted how much industry and cost was
involved in "mid-wiving" continental texts into english. #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:14:23 PM
roaringgirle: RT @sim1303: .@JohnHPollack1 is speaking in perfect early modern
french. i am hanging my head in shame / staring wide-eyed in admiration. #…
7/8/2015 3:14:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Portable class session: can be adapted to many subject
circumstances, but held in SPC #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:14:38 PM
louisa_preston: Wiles: live lit events sought by audiences, keen to engage with 'the
human' side of literature in the increasingly digitised world. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:14:42 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @louisa_preston: Wiles: live lit events sought by audiences, keen
to engage with 'the human' side of literature in the increasingly digi…
7/8/2015 3:14:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Asked students to practice observation with both print and digital
materials in the same classroom #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:15:08 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: fix: portable/adaptable class session, in special
collections, 1 hour; students use pwrs observation print and digital
7/8/2015 3:15:15 PM
StevieLMarsden: piecing together #sharp15 papers via twitter 'favouriting'. like a
remote version of applauding the speaker. digital conf.attendance a-hoy!

7/8/2015 3:15:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Students were asked to directly compare digital facsimiles to physical
copies #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:15:22 PM
DonnaLanclos: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Special Collections Speed Dating: bringing
students into contact with materials #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:15:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: EEBO, ECCO, HathiTrust, Googlebooks all used as sources for digital
facsimiles #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:15:43 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: most students coming from 17, 18, 19th c; using
EEBO, ECHO, even HathiTrust for sources; small group work
7/8/2015 3:16:01 PM
NicPresley: RT @sharpicecream: @NicPresley Have an ice cream, Nic. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:16:09 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: EEBO, ECCO, HathiTrust, Googlebooks all used as
sources for digital facsimiles #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:16:12 PM
Laura_Estill: .@roaringgirle Absolutely. Examples of Moseley's "stationer to the reader"
genre via @OxfordEEBOTCP: http://t.co/cGnixpRsBU #sharp15 #s2a
7/8/2015 3:16:19 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @louisa_preston: Wiles: live lit events sought by audiences, keen to
engage with 'the human' side of literature in the increasingly digi…
7/8/2015 3:16:24 PM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: .@johnhpollack1: diff spellings/slippages in different editions.
correction or confusion? chronology vs accuracy. no easy answ…
7/8/2015 3:16:29 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Students were asked to directly compare digital
facsimiles to physical copies #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:16:34 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Asked students to practice observation with both print
and digital materials in the same classroom #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:16:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Students bounce from table to table to examine different books #s2f
#sharp15
7/8/2015 3:16:45 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Students bounce from table to table to examine
different books #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:16:52 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Students were asked to directly compare digital
facsimiles to physical copies #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:17:01 PM

sim1303: session hopping from @johnhpollack1 to @amndw2. still #fomo. terry
belanger: "you can be in 2 places at once but not 3." i wish. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:17:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The class then discusses the books: details about particular books,
big questions about kinds of evidence #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:17:22 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @EpistolaryBrown: EEBO, ECCO, HathiTrust, Googlebooks all used as
sources for digital facsimiles #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:17:35 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @StevieLMarsden: piecing together #sharp15 papers via twitter
'favouriting'. like a remote version of applauding the speaker. digital co…
7/8/2015 3:17:41 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The class then discusses the books: details about
particular books, big questions about kinds of evidence #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:17:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: What do students learn? No two copies are the same. #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:18:07 PM
mazarines: .@traviseross on authorship in Hubert Howe Bancroft's epic tomes on
western American history. Avarice! Genius! Buffoonery! Vitriol! #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:18:27 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: students quickly realize no two copies are alike; signs
of reading, list of subscribers, etc. in physical vs microfilm
7/8/2015 3:18:31 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: one copy does not tell the whole story, become
familiar w/metatext and paratext
7/8/2015 3:18:59 PM
ClaireSquires: Next up, Millicent Weber on Literary Festivals & the Digital Revolution
#s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:19:09 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@traviseross Bierce's Wasp couldnt get public to care who wrote
Bancroft's works. But why were writers complicit in strategy? #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 3:19:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Students learn the limitations of remediation: scale, resolution,
legibility #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:19:18 PM
Beth_driscoll: More literary festival analysis goodness from @Millicent_Weber #s2c
#sharp15
7/8/2015 3:19:20 PM
sim1303: .@amndw2: students' moment of recognition of reduction of form: original
item -> microfilm -> scan -> laptop screen. #FORMMATTERS #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:19:48 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @Beth_driscoll: More literary festival analysis goodness from
@Millicent_Weber #s2c #sharp15

7/8/2015 3:19:56 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: different context aid different recognition: size and
heft of book, annotation, scale, etc in physical
7/8/2015 3:20:02 PM
sim1303: RT @CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: different context aid different
recognition: size and heft of book, annotation, scale, etc in physical
7/8/2015 3:20:16 PM
hellsgrannie: RT @CitizenWald: What better way 2 begin #SHARP15 than with a talk
about the Golem of Prague?An embarrassment of riches: too many good pane…
7/8/2015 3:20:34 PM
sim1303: RT @CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: students quickly realize no two copies
are alike; signs of reading, list of subscribers, etc. in physic…
7/8/2015 3:20:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Goal: not only be able to use resources to explore and learn, but also
to recognize the limitations of different media #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:20:36 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: but we want them to use the digital tools and
resources to spark their own research and explore, but must u/s limits
7/8/2015 3:20:37 PM
sim1303: RT @CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: one copy does not tell the whole story,
become familiar w/metatext and paratext
7/8/2015 3:20:37 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: digital representations are not "just there" nor neutral
7/8/2015 3:20:52 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Goal: not only be able to use resources to explore and
learn, but also to recognize the limitations of different media…
7/8/2015 3:21:00 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Students learn the limitations of remediation: scale,
resolution, legibility #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:21:05 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s2g Wondering what to read this weekend? How about Bankroft's
Vol 1 of History of California: https://t.co/7HgJjOudqN
7/8/2015 3:21:19 PM
CitizenWald: Congratulations, #SHARP15 tweeps who received travel grants! I'll meet U
2 Friday, 12:15, Arts 150 at McGill--or just grab me before then.
7/8/2015 3:21:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Critical digital literacy is part of the speed-dating, teaching students
to analyze motives for connecting them to resources #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:21:33 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: one copy does not tell the
whole story, become familiar w/metatext and paratext
7/8/2015 3:21:34 PM

louisa_preston: Milicent Weber exploring the relationship between literary festival
engagement and digital technology #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:21:39 PM
sim1303: .@amndw2: surrogates are not neutral, not transparent, not just magically
*there*. meta ?s = imp form of information literacy too. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:21:40 PM
roaringgirle: boutcher: when moseley publishes translations of french romances, he is
competing with french editions circulating in england. #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:21:41 PM
Beth_driscoll: Studies on literary festivals often overlook their complexity and role in
participants' lives @Millicent_Weber at #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:21:41 PM
sprowberry: .@ellenwiles literary ethnography is a great approach to approaching
contemporary literature culture #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:21:46 PM
mazarines: RT @CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: digital representations are not "just
there" nor neutral
7/8/2015 3:21:50 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Critical digital literacy is part of the speed-dating,
teaching students to analyze motives for connecting them to res…
7/8/2015 3:22:00 PM
keenera: Boutcher: English stationers compare translated works with available French,
other foreign publications circulating in England #sharp15 #s2a
7/8/2015 3:22:05 PM
superHH: And if you need more for your trip back home, how about a few more
volumes? https://t.co/HqxPra7LPS #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 3:22:12 PM
rachellynchase: RT @sprowberry: .@ellenwiles literary ethnography is a great approach
to approaching contemporary literature culture #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:22:31 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @Beth_driscoll: Studies on literary festivals often overlook their
complexity and role in participants' lives @Millicent_Weber at #sharp…
7/8/2015 3:22:36 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: the printed book is the result of labor of a group; so is
a database
7/8/2015 3:22:51 PM
roaringgirle: boutcher: dorothy osborne was harsh on eng translations of french
romances for not matching quality of french counterparts. #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:23:05 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: boutcher: dorothy osborne was harsh on eng translations of
french romances for not matching quality of french counterpart…
7/8/2015 3:23:17 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @Beth_driscoll: Studies on literary festivals often overlook their
complexity and role in participants' lives @Millicent_Weber at #sharp…

7/8/2015 3:23:36 PM
AQEImprime: #sharp15 N'oubliez pas de visiter l'exposition d'archives au Carrefour de
l'information @BiblioUdeS (à côté du café) http://t.co/3GHhgeyle8
7/8/2015 3:23:47 PM
mazarines: RT @CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: the printed book is the result of labor
of a group; so is a database
7/8/2015 3:23:48 PM
jillbrarian: RT @CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: the printed book is the result of labor
of a group; so is a database
7/8/2015 3:24:00 PM
sim1303: RT @CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: the printed book is the result of labor
of a group; so is a database
7/8/2015 3:24:06 PM
Finny_stitch: Now Joyce Boro 'Spain in Translation: Paratextual Representations of
Cultural Difference' #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:24:09 PM
roaringgirle: now, joyce boro: "spain in translation" #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:24:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: There have been "consistent patterns of growth" in faculty wishing to
integrate SPC primary sources into their teaching #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:24:41 PM
superHH: Wondering if computational stylistics could help in determining who wrote
what in Bankroft's Works. #sharp15 #s2g #dh
7/8/2015 3:24:50 PM
ClaireSquires: Weber: engagement with literary culture is socially & materially
constructed; w/ 21c lit festivals this is also done virtually #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:24:51 PM
Finny_stitch: RT @roaringgirle: boutcher: dorothy osborne was harsh on eng
translations of french romances for not matching quality of french counterpart…
7/8/2015 3:24:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: We're now on the discussion / Q&A part of this panel #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:25:00 PM
keenera: Joyce Boro now speaking: 1623 was *the year* of translation of Spanish into
English #sharp15 #s2a
7/8/2015 3:25:00 PM
bevilacq: Weber: "live" festival experiences add to "authenticity" -- a word that has
come up often at this panel #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:25:07 PM
MitchFraas: RT @sim1303: .@johnhpollack1 points out how movement of
canadian/iroquoian words (through time & diff lang editions) is v complicated. #sha…
7/8/2015 3:25:21 PM
AdRannaud: RT @m_shoude: Demain, vernissage de l'expo du GRÉLQ au congrès
#sharp15. En attendant, feuilleter le catalogue de Marie-Pier Luneau http://…

7/8/2015 3:25:24 PM
EpistolaryBrown: First question: whether programs encourage students to engage with
special collections #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:25:25 PM
Beth_driscoll: Festival participants value access to specific communities - such an
interesting finding from @Millicent_Weber's research! #sharp15 #s2c
7/8/2015 3:25:35 PM
roaringgirle: examining 1614-1623, boro argues that the promise of the spanish match
influenced demand for translations of spanish texts. #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:25:43 PM
sim1303: #s2f question re the "specialness" of spcoll: closed, ltd hrs, "whispering, doorbuzzing sort of thing" (yes! //cc: @librarianne) #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:25:47 PM
CherylSearch: Gimmel: Hernández's ms. on natural history of Mexico revised by Philip
II's physician 1580s, but not published in Spain til later. #Sharp15
7/8/2015 3:25:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The Lab Program is only a year or so old, difficult to draw conclusions
about long-term effects #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:25:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lab Program has increased communication with faculty #s2f
#sharp15
7/8/2015 3:25:58 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @bevilacq: Weber: "live" festival experiences add to "authenticity" -a word that has come up often at this panel #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:26:05 PM
keenera: A later edition of John Minsheu's Dictionarie in Spanish & English was
published in ... what year? Also 1623! #sharp15 #s2a
7/8/2015 3:26:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Undergraduates unaware that they are welcome to engage with SPC
#s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:26:17 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @keenera: Joyce Boro now speaking: 1623 was *the year* of
translation of Spanish into English #sharp15 #s2a
7/8/2015 3:26:17 PM
nzsydney: RT @superHH: Wondering if computational stylistics could help in
determining who wrote what in Bankroft's Works. #sharp15 #s2g #dh
7/8/2015 3:26:21 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @Beth_driscoll: Festival participants value access to specific
communities - such an interesting finding from @Millicent_Weber's researc…
7/8/2015 3:26:24 PM
AmreaderToo: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Discovery of annotated 19th C books in UVA's
stacks lead to the database collecting marks in books #s2f #sharp15

7/8/2015 3:26:46 PM
sgediting: Greg Barnhisel describes MFA 'program era' modernism as 'Cold War' variant,
therefore apolitical. But there was Left vs Soviets too #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:27:07 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Undergraduates unaware that they are welcome to
engage with SPC #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:27:54 PM
roaringgirle: boro: anglo-spanish wars also influenced reception of spanish texts in
england. #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:27:55 PM
ClaireSquires: I am still open to bribes for the @SHARPorg Twitter prize, in the form of
ice cream @sharpicecream #sharp15.
7/8/2015 3:28:06 PM
CherylSearch: Gimmel: Hernández's work 1st published in Mexico, New Spain for New
Spaniards, where it was intelligible in way it wasn't in Spain. #Sharp15
7/8/2015 3:28:18 PM
A_Skyrme: Fantastic projects that engage students with special collections. #SHARP15
7/8/2015 3:28:22 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@traviseross Professionalization of historian relies on ideal of lone
genius. This is why they turn on Bancroft's model #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 3:28:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Engaging with the rest of the library for the Book Traces project also
got SPC librarians out of Special collections #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:28:45 PM
digitalpigeons: Weber: there's a greater attachment, investment, and interpretative
agency in print books than live events. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:29:08 PM
superHH: .@traviseross explains it took him a while to realise his project had to do with
book history. Now he has, makes all easier #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 3:29:11 PM
ClaireSquires: Weber: from interviews with lit fest attendees, there was a greater
attachment to the print book than the live event #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:29:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: SPC librarians in the general library twitched a bit at students with
water bottles, but also found a lot of valuable material #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:29:21 PM
roaringgirle: boro: the spanish match didn't work out. #s2a #sharp15
http://t.co/xNOoWdhCL8
7/8/2015 3:29:25 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15: chair asking participants id these projects have helped
students to use Library. SPC (spcl collections) more = YES
7/8/2015 3:29:26 PM

ClaireSquires: RT @digitalpigeons: Weber: there's a greater attachment, investment,
and interpretative agency in print books than live events. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:29:39 PM
mollyhardy: Lovely ending from Travis Ross "Academic professionals looking for lone
geniuses are in fact looking for themselves" #SHARP15 #s2g
7/8/2015 3:29:53 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @roaringgirle: examining 1614-1623, boro argues that the promise of
the spanish match influenced demand for translations of spanish text…
7/8/2015 3:29:57 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: SPC librarians in the general library twitched a bit at
students with water bottles, but also found a lot of valuable …
7/8/2015 3:30:11 PM
1_freeebooks: RT @digitalpigeons: Weber: there's a greater attachment, investment,
and interpretative agency in print books than live events. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:30:14 PM
CritRikk: RT @ClaireSquires: I am still open to bribes for the @SHARPorg Twitter prize,
in the form of ice cream @sharpicecream #sharp15.
7/8/2015 3:30:23 PM
sim1303: #s2f again, loving the librarian presence & perspective here at this largely
academic conference. so much learning potential. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:30:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @mollyhardy: Lovely ending from Travis Ross "Academic
professionals looking for lone geniuses are in fact looking for themselves" #SHARP…
7/8/2015 3:30:39 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Now Ann Blair responds, suggesting that gaps between ideas and
practices of authorship span chronologically broad papers #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 3:30:44 PM
louisa_preston: Weber: audiences more attached to the material printed book than the
live literary event, but appreciate sociability of live events #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:30:46 PM
roaringgirle: boro: perhaps surprisingly, 57 of 72 translations (1614-1623)
acknowledge their spanish source (usually on TPs). #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:30:53 PM
mroyup13: Travis Ross montre comment le statut d’auteur a évolué parallèlement à la
professionnalisation de l'histoire #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:30:54 PM
sim1303: @roaringgirle lulz. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:31:00 PM
A_Skyrme: It's crucial that students feel comfortable accessing & using collectionsprimary sources should be open & inclusive not scary. #sharp15 #2f
7/8/2015 3:31:01 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @mollyhardy: Lovely ending from Travis Ross "Academic
professionals looking for lone geniuses are in fact looking for themselves" #SHARP…

7/8/2015 3:31:33 PM
Finny_stitch: Boro highlights that majority of English translations of Spanish texts
openly acknowledge their Spanish source in paratexts #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:31:39 PM
praymurray: RT @superHH: Wondering if computational stylistics could help in
determining who wrote what in Bankroft's Works. #sharp15 #s2g #dh
7/8/2015 3:31:46 PM
ClaireSquires: Weber: readers engage with the same content on multiple platforms:
live, digital & print #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:31:59 PM
nzsydney: RT @mollyhardy: Lovely ending from Travis Ross "Academic professionals
looking for lone geniuses are in fact looking for themselves" #SHARP…
7/8/2015 3:32:02 PM
Exhaust_Fumes: RT @Laura_Estill: .@roaringgirle Absolutely. Examples of Moseley's
"stationer to the reader" genre via @OxfordEEBOTCP: http://t.co/cGnixpRs…
7/8/2015 3:32:06 PM
jotis13: RT @A_Skyrme: It's crucial that students feel comfortable accessing & using
collections-primary sources should be open & inclusive not scar…
7/8/2015 3:32:15 PM
CritRikk: RT @ClaireSquires: Weber: readers engage with the same content on multiple
platforms: live, digital & print #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:32:20 PM
roaringgirle: boro: despite the fact that majority signal spanish source, only 12 of 72
*directly* address anglo-spanish issues/politics. #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:32:29 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @louisa_preston: Weber: audiences more attached to the material
printed book than the live literary event, but appreciate sociability of…
7/8/2015 3:32:34 PM
keenera: Boro relies on B Hosington's Renaissance Cultural Crossroads for statistical
approach to translations #s2a #sharp15 http://t.co/MktYs53d6b
7/8/2015 3:32:48 PM
louisa_preston: Weber: complex overlaps and interactions between live, digital and
print engagement with literature in different mediums. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:32:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: SPC Speed Dating restricted by copyright: pairing of digital facsims
and original objects necessitates out-of-copyright works #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:32:54 PM
digitalpigeons: With reading you create the story but less so with speech? Aren't oral
traditions (or pod casts!) Less mediated? No text, page... #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:32:55 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: SPC Speed Dating restricted by copyright: pairing of
digital facsims and original objects necessitates out-of-copyrigh…

7/8/2015 3:33:04 PM
Finny_stitch: Boro: comparatively few, however, comment directly on Anglo-Spanish
affairs #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:33:18 PM
sim1303: #s2f (& by learning potential, i mean chance for academics to learn/recall that
librarians matter; work hard; know their sh*t.) #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:33:31 PM
mollyhardy: Ann Blair once again excels at being Ann Blair: "At some point, I suppose,
god is watching all this" #SHARP15
7/8/2015 3:33:45 PM
Laura_Estill: Boro on early 17th C English-from-Spanish translations: religious texts
overwhelmingly Catholic (Jesuit); printed on continent #sharp15 #s2a
7/8/2015 3:34:00 PM
roaringgirle: i love boro's use of quantitative data to make her case for increased
english interest in translated spanish texts, 1614-1623. #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:34:07 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @keenera: Boro relies on B Hosington's Renaissance Cultural
Crossroads for statistical approach to translations #s2a #sharp15 http://t.c…
7/8/2015 3:34:18 PM
mazarines: Anne Blair: Paratext is not designed to be factual, but to spin, deceive.
Citing Stoddard, most books lie to you in some way. #sharp15 Yes!
7/8/2015 3:34:34 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nunes: using digital collections (exmpl Omeka) to pull from
various collections to supplement local SPC
7/8/2015 3:34:37 PM
sim1303: #s2f as a phd student who overtly wanted to be a libn, i DEFINITELY saw
class divide between Faculty & Mere Staff. #getoverityo #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:34:48 PM
ClaireSquires: Weber: live events contribute to online literary communities and vice
versa #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:34:51 PM
sim1303: RT @mazarines: Anne Blair: Paratext is not designed to be factual, but to
spin, deceive. Citing Stoddard, most books lie to you in some way…
7/8/2015 3:34:55 PM
louisa_preston: Weber: literary festivals like a scaffolding for growing an 'organic'
engagement incorporating online and offline modes. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:35:02 PM
keenera: RT @Laura_Estill: Boro on early 17th C English-from-Spanish translations:
religious texts overwhelmingly Catholic (Jesuit); printed on cont…
7/8/2015 3:35:07 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Blair makes fab point that book historians use paratexts not as they
were intended. Did they originate from truth or forgery? #sharp15 #s2g

7/8/2015 3:35:17 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @mazarines: Anne Blair: Paratext is not designed to be factual,
but to spin, deceive. Citing Stoddard, most books lie to you in some way…
7/8/2015 3:35:32 PM
digitalpigeons: Weber has me thinking about Walter Ong's The Technologizing of the
Word #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:35:34 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Nunes: intermediary work between libraries and academic
departments; (link to interdisc work + training, ex: border studies )
7/8/2015 3:35:56 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @mollyhardy it's a chastening thought... #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:36:03 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @louisa_preston: Weber: literary festivals like a scaffolding for
growing an 'organic' engagement incorporating online and offline modes…
7/8/2015 3:36:07 PM
CritRikk: RT @digitalpigeons: Weber has me thinking about Walter Ong's The
Technologizing of the Word #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:36:16 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @digitalpigeons: Weber has me thinking about Walter Ong's The
Technologizing of the Word #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:36:17 PM
conversiontales: Relevant tweets re Joyce Boro's #sharp15 paper for @valent_anna!
Try #s2a hashtag/tweets from @roaringgirle, @keenera & @Finny_stitch...
7/8/2015 3:36:20 PM
roaringgirle: boro: 11 of 16 literary translations from the decade directly name spain.
#s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:36:21 PM
A_Skyrme: Engagement in Special Collections & understanding of primary sources
should begin with undergraduate students #sharp15 #s2f
7/8/2015 3:36:51 PM
mazarines: Blair: The choice of the deceptive claim made is what can tell us about how
these texts were generated. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:37:26 PM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: Anne Blair: Paratext is not designed to be factual, but to spin,
deceive. Citing Stoddard, most books lie to you in some way…
7/8/2015 3:37:39 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 point from audience that some small LA Colleges have SPC but
no grad students working w/material, so speed-research road show
7/8/2015 3:38:01 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Blair asking @dmradus about who Johnson's actual & target audience
were, and his relations with publishers #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 3:38:02 PM

EpistolaryBrown: The Five Colleges are connecting graduate students to the SPCs of
each institution, encouraging library exploration #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:38:19 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The Five Colleges are connecting graduate students to
the SPCs of each institution, encouraging library exploration #s…
7/8/2015 3:38:30 PM
mroyup13: First edition of Gérard Genette’s Seuils (1987), translated as Paratexts:
Thresholds of Interpretation #sharp15 http://t.co/7q6FKWnGzW
7/8/2015 3:38:35 PM
louisa_preston: Weber: digital technology evidences "increasing awareness of how we
value" both "live and print" ways of engaging with literature #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:38:48 PM
CritRikk: RT @louisa_preston: Weber: digital technology evidences "increasing
awareness of how we value" both "live and print" ways of engaging with …
7/8/2015 3:38:54 PM
keenera: RT @mazarines: Winship calls for book historians to use digital humanities
methodologies & tools, knowledge of history of meaning, media st…
7/8/2015 3:39:23 PM
ClaireSquires: Weber: interviewees demonstrated a level of reflectiveness about their
on and offline reading practices & engagements #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:39:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Martin Antonetti begins a statement with the note "I'm a librarian
too" -- Establishing POV in an interdisciplinary panel #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:39:35 PM
CritRikk: RT @mazarines: Winship calls for book historians to use digital humanities
methodologies & tools, knowledge of history of meaning, media st…
7/8/2015 3:39:37 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @louisa_preston: Weber: digital technology evidences "increasing
awareness of how we value" both "live and print" ways of engaging with …
7/8/2015 3:39:41 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Martin Antonetti begins a statement with the note "I'm
a librarian too" -- Establishing POV in an interdisciplinary pa…
7/8/2015 3:39:50 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @louisa_preston: Weber: digital technology evidences "increasing
awareness of how we value" both "live and print" ways of engaging with …
7/8/2015 3:40:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Panel is stressing the importance of having faculty present and
engaged when librarians give information sessions #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:40:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Academic faculty: the library is NEVER a babysitter for your class. It's
an aid to your instruction. #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:40:34 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Panel is stressing the importance of having faculty
present and engaged when librarians give information sessions #s2f…

7/8/2015 3:40:38 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Academic faculty: the library is NEVER a babysitter for
your class. It's an aid to your instruction. #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:40:55 PM
CitizenWald: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Academic faculty: the library is NEVER a babysitter
for your class. It's an aid to your instruction. #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:41:10 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Academic faculty: the library is NEVER a babysitter for
your class. It's an aid to your instruction. #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:41:11 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @ClaireSquires: Weber: interviewees demonstrated a level of
reflectiveness about their on and offline reading practices & engagements #s…
7/8/2015 3:41:33 PM
Stir_Research: RT @ClaireSquires: In #s2c, which includes @stirpublishing's
@ellenwiles on The Literary Salon Revival: An Ethnographic Exploration #sharp1…
7/8/2015 3:41:38 PM
mollyhardy: Love connections made btwn professionalization, collaboration, coterie, &
disciplinarity #s2g #DH has us asking these ?s anew IMHO #SHARP15
7/8/2015 3:42:15 PM
Finny_stitch: Boro draws attention recycling of woodcuts & invitation to recall Armada
in Frontispiece of *Newes from Spain* #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:42:27 PM
bevilacq: #sharp15 papers at #s2c make me wonder: isn't all reading "live" in some
sense?
7/8/2015 3:42:32 PM
Laura_Estill: Boro on Newes from Spain 1618 links Catholicism & disaster of Armada
#sharp15 #s2a (translations =/= neutral) http://t.co/hc9SFpRmOx
7/8/2015 3:43:03 PM
richendabrim: RT @mollyhardy: Love connections made btwn professionalization,
collaboration, coterie, & disciplinarity #s2g #DH has us asking these ?s an…
7/8/2015 3:43:22 PM
Finny_stitch: Boro suggests woodcut as space for commentary on Anglo-Spanish
relations #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:43:22 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @louisa_preston: Weber: literary festivals like a scaffolding for
growing an 'organic' engagement incorporating online and offline modes…
7/8/2015 3:43:44 PM
Finny_stitch: RT @Laura_Estill: Boro on Newes from Spain 1618 links Catholicism &
disaster of Armada #sharp15 #s2a (translations =/= neutral) http://t.c…
7/8/2015 3:43:52 PM
nzsydney: RT @mollyhardy: Love connections made btwn professionalization,
collaboration, coterie, & disciplinarity #s2g #DH has us asking these ?s an…

7/8/2015 3:43:54 PM
superHH: Our screen decided it was done in #s2g #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:43:59 PM
mazarines: When Ann Blair speaks, the screen ascends back into its enclosure. Mic
drop. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:44:22 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mollyhardy: Lovely ending from Travis Ross "Academic professionals
looking for lone geniuses are in fact looking for themselves" #SHARP…
7/8/2015 3:44:26 PM
uberrhetor: RT @conversiontales: Relevant tweets re Joyce Boro's #sharp15 paper for
@valent_anna! Try #s2a hashtag/tweets from @roaringgirle, @keenera…
7/8/2015 3:44:37 PM
roaringgirle: boro: a loaded warning to those who don't embrace reformed church.
#s2a #sharp15 | NEWES FROM SPAIN (1618), via EEBO. http://t.co/qMEEBVf6Ic
7/8/2015 3:44:43 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: boro: a loaded warning to those who don't embrace
reformed church. #s2a #sharp15 | NEWES FROM SPAIN (1618), via EEBO. htt…
7/8/2015 3:44:52 PM
superHH: @mazarines We are so cool @sharp2015_ca #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 3:45:29 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 special collections digital content can also be a lab for digital
humanities: digitize, OCR, annotate, then Omeka to share
7/8/2015 3:45:41 PM
roaringgirle: again, i like that boro is attuned to the communicative potential of book
design strategies in her discussion of translation. #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:46:00 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Blair notes that Gothic script featured in all three historically diverse
papers - what is the symbolism? #sharp15 #s2g
7/8/2015 3:46:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Inducements to faculty/ librarian collaborations: "I want to second
food," "but not IN special collections!" #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:46:10 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Inducements to faculty/ librarian collaborations: "I want
to second food," "but not IN special collections!" #s2f #sha…
7/8/2015 3:46:22 PM
nzsydney: RT @CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 special collections digital content can also be a
lab for digital humanities: digitize, OCR, annotate, then Ome…
7/8/2015 3:46:35 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @superHH @mazarines @sharp2015_ca I assumed that was God
watching all of us and just lettin' us know #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:46:48 PM
ClaireSquires: The authenticity of the authorial Twitter feed... #sharp15 ahahahaaaaa.

7/8/2015 3:47:21 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @bevilacq: #sharp15 papers at #s2c make me wonder: isn't all
reading "live" in some sense?
7/8/2015 3:47:39 PM
superHH: @CritRikk A good way to involve students (both grads and undergrads).
Collaboration on several levels. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:48:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: U Alberta has a great problem: SPC is so popular now, they can't
accommodate all requests for class time #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:49:07 PM
A_Skyrme: Faculty open houses to introduce professors to special collections holdings,
great idea. #sharp15 #s2f
7/8/2015 3:49:16 PM
sim1303: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Panel is stressing the importance of having faculty
present and engaged when librarians give information sessions #s2f…
7/8/2015 3:49:49 PM
superHH: RT @A_Skyrme: Faculty open houses to introduce professors to special
collections holdings, great idea. #sharp15 #s2f
7/8/2015 3:50:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: How to engage faculty when they can't browse the stacks? Methods
for connecting faculty and materials in closed-stacks libs #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:50:04 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @ClaireSquires: Next up, @stirpublishing's @ellenwiles on The
Polari Phenomenon: an ethnographic exploration of the literary salon reviv…
7/8/2015 3:50:14 PM
ahomsher: RT @CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: one copy does not tell the whole
story, become familiar w/metatext and paratext
7/8/2015 3:50:28 PM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: .@amndw2: surrogates are not neutral, not transparent, not
just magically *there*. meta ?s = imp form of information literacy …
7/8/2015 3:50:29 PM
sim1303: RT @EpistolaryBrown: How to engage faculty when they can't browse the
stacks? Methods for connecting faculty and materials in closed-stacks…
7/8/2015 3:50:39 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @StevieLMarsden: i love a circuit! partic 1 that relates to cultural
content/value throw in #PLL & you have v.happy stevie. #sharp15 ht…
7/8/2015 3:50:49 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: How to engage faculty when they can't browse the
stacks? Methods for connecting faculty and materials in closed-stacks…
7/8/2015 3:50:49 PM
CritRikk: RT @A_Skyrme: Faculty open houses to introduce professors to special
collections holdings, great idea. #sharp15 #s2f

7/8/2015 3:51:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: We do catalog sessions with classes, what about catalog sessions
with departments? How to generate booklists for class visits? #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:51:26 PM
sim1303: #s2f discussion about being a victim of own success: some spcoll libs in such
demand, they can't accommodate all visit requests. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:51:28 PM
mazarines: @ClaireSquires Especially the official @SHARPorg. The mystery of coterie of
people behind it! Collaboration, annotation via hashtag #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:51:29 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Really wishing I were in Montréal @sharp2015_ca #sharp15 right about
now. SHARPists speak the truth! #bookhistory https://t.co/XF22Oli0FB
7/8/2015 3:51:51 PM
RobinDesmeules: @RobinDesmeules: Loving the excellent tweets of the sessions,
which enable me to attend several sessions at once #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:51:54 PM
CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 interesting...book history tis into ALL disciplines, so the
possibility of BH and/or (SPC) Librarians helping team teach
7/8/2015 3:52:40 PM
sim1303: #s2f (that's a GREAT problem to have!) manage workload by establishing
goals: can't do all "i wanna come see pretty stuff" classes. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:52:45 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: We do catalog sessions with classes, what about catalog
sessions with departments? How to generate booklists for class…
7/8/2015 3:52:47 PM
A_Skyrme: Hmm what does happen if you are a victim of your own success? How do
you manage faculty expectations & weed out the looky loos? #sharp15 #2f
7/8/2015 3:52:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Book Traces allows special collections style assignments in the
general stacks: encouraging book history in other spaces #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:53:01 PM
sim1303: #s2f bring patrons in to learn basics, then send them out via referrals to
focused libraries, digital surrogates. share the love! #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:53:42 PM
sim1303: #s2f nielsen: "let's not exult in our overburdenedness!" word. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:54:10 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Book Traces allows special collections style assignments
in the general stacks: encouraging book history in other spac…
7/8/2015 3:54:11 PM
Laura_Estill: Boro on translated authorial epistles - some translators ventriloquize or
appropriate authorial voice #sharp15 #s2a
7/8/2015 3:54:55 PM

mazarines: Justification for + staff/resources? MT @sim1303: victim of own success:
spcoll libs in such demand, can't accommodate all requests #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:55:05 PM
sim1303: #s2f from audience: hmw incentivize junior staff, grad students to pitch in?
book history fits into EVERY subject; need help! #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:55:56 PM
ILoveCopyright: Super interesting panel, on contemporary reader engagement, by
@ellenwiles @Millicent_Weber and @Marilib #SHARP15
7/8/2015 3:56:15 PM
ClaireSquires: @mazarines Nobody knows who @SHARPorg is. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:56:16 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Same here! Also, it's hard to keep up with all the expert tweeters
@SHARPorg @sharp2015_ca #sharp15 https://t.co/zRJcgVyJCN
7/8/2015 3:56:22 PM
mjmeyers: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Book Traces allows special collections style
assignments in the general stacks: encouraging book history in other spac…
7/8/2015 3:56:33 PM
ILoveCopyright: @CorinnaNoRue @sharp2015_ca We miss you! #SHARP15
7/8/2015 3:56:55 PM
sim1303: @ClaireSquires @mazarines @SHARPorg except @sharpicecream.
@sharpicecream is allknowing, transnational, incorruptible, multiscoop. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:57:20 PM
sim1303: @CorinnaNoRue lady, that is THE definition of a first world problem. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:57:45 PM
becomingtext: Lots of great collaborative discussion between librarians and faculty
members at the panel on Regenerating the Library Visit. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:58:08 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @nickpublisher actually we have a similar situation in Germany - an
average of 3 literary prizes are awarded per day here. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:58:11 PM
mazarines: Nor @sharpicecream, right? Delicious, mysterious labors. RT
@ClaireSquires: @mazarines Nobody knows who @SHARPorg is. #sharp15
7/8/2015 3:58:17 PM
SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 3:58:19 PM
sim1303: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 3:58:30 PM
SLevelt: RT @mazarines: Anne Blair: Paratext is not designed to be factual, but to spin,
deceive. Citing Stoddard, most books lie to you in some way…
7/8/2015 3:58:36 PM

libralthinking: RT @mazarines: Justification for + staff/resources? MT @sim1303:
victim of own success: spcoll libs in such demand, can't accommodate all r…
7/8/2015 3:59:08 PM
mazarines: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 3:59:14 PM
cmthomas: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 3:59:36 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sim1303: @ClaireSquires @mazarines @SHARPorg except
@sharpicecream. @sharpicecream is allknowing, transnational, incorruptible, multis…
7/8/2015 3:59:37 PM
Sonja_Drimmer: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine"
#sharp15 https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 3:59:51 PM
CritRikk: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 3:59:56 PM
sim1303: while i was daydreaming abt @sharpicecream, karla nielsen was talking abt
managing faculty expectations/emotionality around spcoll. #sharp15
7/8/2015 4:00:03 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @sim1303 I agree. Our lit award quota is right up there with fancy
plates not fitting into the dishwasher. :-) Enjoy the conf! #sharp15
7/8/2015 4:00:05 PM
AlexisWeedon: Fascinating and well linked panel on live and literary events online
Marianne Martens, Ellen Wiles, Millicent Weber #sharp15
7/8/2015 4:00:09 PM
EZuelow: RT @paige_roberts: this week: Society for the History of Authorship, Reading
& Publishing conference http://t.co/ppDs7R4mUK @SHARPorg @sha…
7/8/2015 4:00:22 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 4:00:56 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine"
#sharp15 https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 4:00:56 PM
louisa_preston: Wiles and Weber: finding that audiences with particular interests go to
particular literary festivals or events #sharp15
7/8/2015 4:01:05 PM
A_Skyrme: Should we make an intro to access and handling of special collections a
standard part of undergraduate into the the library? #sharp15 #s2f
7/8/2015 4:01:05 PM
Ex_Historia: RT @paige_roberts: this week: Society for the History of Authorship,
Reading & Publishing conference http://t.co/ppDs7R4mUK @SHARPorg @sha…

7/8/2015 4:01:07 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @mazarines: Justification for + staff/resources? MT @sim1303:
victim of own success: spcoll libs in such demand, can't accommodate all r…
7/8/2015 4:01:26 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @mazarines: Justification for + staff/resources? MT @sim1303: victim of
own success: spcoll libs in such demand, can't accommodate all r…
7/8/2015 4:01:26 PM
sim1303: @CorinnaNoRue word. do wish you were here! #sharp15
7/8/2015 4:01:30 PM
alyciaicyla: RT @EpistolaryBrown: How to engage faculty when they can't browse the
stacks? Methods for connecting faculty and materials in closed-stacks…
7/8/2015 4:01:40 PM
ClaireSquires: Martens: I studied Twilight, ad nauseum. #s2c #sharp15 Literally
literally, I imagine.
7/8/2015 4:01:44 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Book Traces allows special collections style
assignments in the general stacks: encouraging book history in other spac…
7/8/2015 4:01:51 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Book Traces allows special collections style
assignments in the general stacks: encouraging book history in other spac…
7/8/2015 4:01:51 PM
sharpicecream: DEJEUNER/LUNCHTIME! #sharp15
7/8/2015 4:02:21 PM
EditorFantasma: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine"
#sharp15 https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 4:02:30 PM
roaringgirle: okay, SHARPists! lunchtime! #s2a #sharp15
7/8/2015 4:02:45 PM
sim1303: @roaringgirle i think they said our names were on the boxes!??! amaze. our
session is running over; i hope i'll get reasonable veg! #sharp15
7/8/2015 4:03:22 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @sprowberry: I’ll be excavating the pre-history of the ebook in
session 3D (1:30 in L1-3625) at #sharp15
7/8/2015 4:04:42 PM
SLevelt: My entry for the #sharp15 non-attendee twitter prize: ice cream recipes, 1780.
http://t.co/9lgnCBxwMR @ClaireSquires http://t.co/gSsiTug1M9
7/8/2015 4:04:49 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @loradeets: Awesome paper by Stella Deen, 'unprepared' readers
and the role of rereading the democratic (not elite) elevation of 'good b…
7/8/2015 4:05:46 PM
tabularius: RT @SLevelt: My entry for the #sharp15 non-attendee twitter prize: ice
cream recipes, 1780. http://t.co/9lgnCBxwMR @ClaireSquires http://t…

7/8/2015 4:07:00 PM
bacpau: RT @Beth_driscoll: Studies on literary festivals often overlook their complexity
and role in participants' lives @Millicent_Weber at #sharp…
7/8/2015 4:11:16 PM
d_pleimling: RT @KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam "far be it from me to suggest that
books are as sexy as actual sex is, but they are pretty good" #sharp…
7/8/2015 4:12:45 PM
DianeGScott: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 4:13:36 PM
CitizenWald: Books are a little bit different from food: I like mine both rare and well
done. #SHARP15
7/8/2015 4:15:57 PM
LadyHamilton84: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine"
#sharp15 https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 4:16:14 PM
ahomsher: RT @EpistolaryBrown: How to engage faculty when they can't browse the
stacks? Methods for connecting faculty and materials in closed-stacks…
7/8/2015 4:16:38 PM
OtherAle: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 4:23:17 PM
Waldun07: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 4:30:11 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @SLevelt: My entry for the #sharp15 non-attendee twitter prize: ice
cream recipes, 1780. http://t.co/9lgnCBxwMR @ClaireSquires http://t…
7/8/2015 4:31:17 PM
ClaireSquires: @SLevelt That's a strong hand you play. #sharp15
7/8/2015 4:31:34 PM
sharpicecream: @SLevelt @ClaireSquires AKA how to make me. #sharp15
7/8/2015 4:32:17 PM
SLevelt: RT @sharpicecream: @SLevelt @ClaireSquires AKA how to make me. #sharp15
7/8/2015 4:32:53 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Luckily am currently getting a daily dose of @sharp2015_ca by skyping
into @SHARPorg meetings #sharp15 #iheartSHARP #eventhe4hourECmeetings
7/8/2015 4:43:46 PM
ahomsher: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 4:46:57 PM
shannonmkennedy: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine"
#sharp15 https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch

7/8/2015 4:51:05 PM
ahomsher: RT @mazarines: Justification for + staff/resources? MT @sim1303: victim of
own success: spcoll libs in such demand, can't accommodate all r…
7/8/2015 4:55:52 PM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: #s2f bring patrons in to learn basics, then send them out via
referrals to focused libraries, digital surrogates. share the lo…
7/8/2015 4:56:13 PM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: #s2f nielsen: "let's not exult in our overburdenedness!"
word. #sharp15
7/8/2015 4:56:14 PM
sim1303: @SLevelt @ClaireSquires that's a good bribe if i ever saw one. //cc:
@sharpicecream #sharp15
7/8/2015 4:57:48 PM
superHH: There, I said it: @SHARPorg is the conference with the best food, hands
down. The mini desserts were amazing. #sharp15
7/8/2015 4:59:54 PM
greene_blanca: RT @jotis13: MacLaren on diff't stages of travel publication from field
notes to printed bks; early stages seen as more accurate than later…
7/8/2015 5:01:39 PM
traviseross: RT @mazarines: .@traviseross on authorship in Hubert Howe Bancroft's
epic tomes on western American history. Avarice! Genius! Buffoonery! V…
7/8/2015 5:04:27 PM
sharpicecream: Anyone had any ice cream for lunch? If not, why not? #sharp15
#sharpbouffe
7/8/2015 5:06:37 PM
mazarines: RT @SLevelt: My entry for the #sharp15 non-attendee twitter prize: ice
cream recipes, 1780. http://t.co/9lgnCBxwMR @ClaireSquires http://t…
7/8/2015 5:07:26 PM
BarryFreedNYC: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine"
#sharp15 https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 5:08:02 PM
BarnardStuart: RT @becomingtext: Lots of great collaborative discussion between
librarians and faculty members at the panel on Regenerating the Library Vi…
7/8/2015 5:09:37 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: Anyone had any ice cream for lunch? If not, why
not? #sharp15 #sharpbouffe
7/8/2015 5:09:40 PM
amndw2: I may not be able to restrain myself from snapping up a copy of this book at
the #sharp15 book fair: http://t.co/Z6MlbdNHC3
7/8/2015 5:12:06 PM
jameshodges_: Hey #sharp15, I'm about to present on Thomas Edison, electric pens,
gender, and tattoo machines. 1:30pm in L1-3630.

7/8/2015 5:13:21 PM
ILoveCopyright: .@nickpublisher & I representing @uclpublishing @sharp2015_ca:
Where are you @PROFSTEVENSON? Cc @samartha #SHARP15 http://t.co/nxC0dmfz4j
7/8/2015 5:17:44 PM
cscth: RT @keenera: "Singe" = French equivalent of "printer's devil" -- Caxton's
bilingual visual pun #sharp15 #s2a
7/8/2015 5:17:55 PM
rarelibrarianne: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Academic faculty: the library is NEVER a
babysitter for your class. It's an aid to your instruction. #s2f #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:18:03 PM
superHH: Ready for #s3h of #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:19:29 PM
keenera: Lots of books have crossed the Atlantic. But what could one find in South
African libraries today? @roaringgirle #lunchquestions #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:20:14 PM
samartha: RT @ILoveCopyright: .@nickpublisher & I representing @uclpublishing
@sharp2015_ca: Where are you @PROFSTEVENSON? Cc @samartha #SHARP15 http…
7/8/2015 5:21:03 PM
samartha: RT @SLevelt: My entry for the #sharp15 non-attendee twitter prize: ice
cream recipes, 1780. http://t.co/9lgnCBxwMR @ClaireSquires http://t…
7/8/2015 5:22:34 PM
roaringgirle: RT @keenera: Lots of books have crossed the Atlantic. But what could one
find in South African libraries today? @roaringgirle #lunchquestio…
7/8/2015 5:23:11 PM
samartha: RT @sprowberry: I’ll be excavating the pre-history of the ebook in session
3D (1:30 in L1-3625) at #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:23:13 PM
samartha: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Critical engagement with the margins of translations
has generated an interest in the contributions of paratexts #s1b …
7/8/2015 5:23:32 PM
samartha: RT @roaringgirle: hosington: genette did not include translations in his study
of paratexts. #s1b #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:23:51 PM
samartha: RT @StevieLMarsden: I may not be able to join every1 at #sharp15 this
week, but looking forward to 'Books as/& New Media' @edinburghchb tom…
7/8/2015 5:24:17 PM
samartha: RT @SLevelt: Oh this raises the stakes of distance conference tweeting
significantly. #sharp15 https://t.co/53uC0Lz5Na
7/8/2015 5:24:31 PM
roaringgirle: excited to hear @Laura_Estill on john philip kemble's collecting practices.
up next! #s3g #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:24:35 PM

heartsofsand: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Critical engagement with the margins of
translations has generated an interest in the contributions of paratexts #s1b …
7/8/2015 5:24:37 PM
dmradus: Thanks to @KatieMcGettigan @nzsydney @superHH @mollyhardy (think I got
everyone) for tweeting my talk at #sharp15.
7/8/2015 5:24:48 PM
samartha: RT @SHARPorg: At least one prize will be awarded to a non-attending
tweeter. Prizes will be announced at #sharp15 AGM on Friday.”
7/8/2015 5:24:49 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @roaringgirle: excited to hear @Laura_Estill on john philip kemble's
collecting practices. up next! #s3g #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:25:46 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @dmradus You're very welcome! #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:25:52 PM
rarelibrarianne: RT @sim1303: #s2f again, loving the librarian presence & perspective
here at this largely academic conference. so much learning potential. …
7/8/2015 5:26:20 PM
roaringgirle: to see images of a few of john philip kemble's playbooks:
http://t.co/XIx0sCrRkv #s3g #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:27:09 PM
superHH: The panel is on Iconography, Illustration, Image. #sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 5:27:32 PM
ILoveCopyright: We found @PROFSTEVENSON cc @nickpublisher @samartha
@uclpublishing #SHARP15 http://t.co/bFtNWlRDh7
7/8/2015 5:27:33 PM
digitalpigeons: Ready for "Revising the Hist. of Authorship" #s3b & bonne chance
@Laura_Estill presenting "John Philip Kemble, Play Collector" #s3g #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:28:26 PM
AlexisWeedon: Marianne Martens diagram from her talk #sharp15
http://t.co/E2XcJcGHWD
7/8/2015 5:29:14 PM
Finny_stitch: Nearly ready to resume #sharp15 with a panel on 'Generations of
readers: appeals to audiences & their reactions across editions'
7/8/2015 5:29:30 PM
mazarines: @sharpicecream I'm hoping for an asterism of ice cream this afternoon, or
at least a pilcrow. #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:29:42 PM
praymurray: .@superHH http://t.co/41r5o92Btr topical #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:30:09 PM
roaringgirle: .@Laura_Estill: "age of kemble" typically studied in relation to
performance, but kemble was also notable playbook collector. #s3g #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:30:40 PM

keenera: Beginning post-lunch session w/ bilingual @Laura_Estill talking about John
Philip Kemble: actor, editor, collector of plays #sharp15 #s3g
7/8/2015 5:30:57 PM
roaringgirle: .@Laura_Estill: how were early modern plays collected & preserved? how
do these practices shape understanding of e m theatre? #s3g #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:31:22 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Panel #s3b starts with Lorraine Piroux "the trouble with literary
paternity, or the untold history of the modern author" #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:31:46 PM
ILoveCopyright: Very excited about the @AcBookFuture roundtable with
@nickpublisher @ClaireSquires @AlexisWeedon #SHARP15 http://t.co/wxKqYerlte
7/8/2015 5:32:16 PM
mazarines: Here we go with generations of readers, talks by @EpistolaryBrown,
@jotis13, & @philipspalmer, all @CLIRnews fellows. #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:32:17 PM
keenera: @Laura_Estill discusses the problem of studying all-male collectors named
John. Any suggestions for women? #sharp15 #s3g
7/8/2015 5:32:36 PM
roaringgirle: .@Laura_Estill is currently working on a book about collectors c 1800,
including the "johns": kemble, mitford, genest... #s3g #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:32:41 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Generations of Readers: Appeals to Audiences and their
Reactions Across Editions, chair Michael Winship
7/8/2015 5:32:46 PM
sim1303: now up: @EpistolaryBrown on "adapting 'to the reader': reading lydgate's troy
book in print". post-lunch tweeting may be slow. #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:32:58 PM
maxinebranagh: My first bilingual panel - will see how my adv higher French skills hold
up! #sharp15 #s3c
7/8/2015 5:33:07 PM
digitalpigeons: Prioux: birth of authorship best understood as complex process of
mutation... Turns out books may not be the only 'shape shifters' #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:33:18 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @keenera: @Laura_Estill discusses the problem of studying all-male
collectors named John. Any suggestions for women? #sharp15 #s3g
7/8/2015 5:33:39 PM
superHH: First, Jacqueline Reid-Walsh on turning The Beginning, Progress, and End of
Man (1650) into a digital artifact #sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 5:33:40 PM
roaringgirle: .@Laura_Estill: kemble was a tour de force on the stage. his career began
with hamlet and ended with coriolanus. #s3g #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:33:52 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 first: Meaghan J Brown .@EpistolaryBrown “Adapting ‘to the
Reader’: Depictions of Textual Production in Sixteenth-Century"

7/8/2015 5:33:54 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @roaringgirle: .@Laura_Estill is currently working on a book about
collectors c 1800, including the "johns": kemble, mitford, genest... …
7/8/2015 5:33:54 PM
ILoveCopyright: Very sad to miss this RT @sprowberry: I’ll be excavating the prehistory of the ebook in session 3D (1:30 in L1-3625) at #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:34:24 PM
rachellynchase: Simon Rowberry debunking Amazon myths #sharp15 @sprowberry
7/8/2015 5:34:48 PM
Finny_stitch: . @EpistolaryBrown begins by highlighting importance of discourses of
craft to packaging of Lydgate's text #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:34:55 PM
superHH: So, funny story, PCS @psulibs with Spec. Coll. helped Jacqueline create the
Learning as Play project: https://t.co/ygjobnGuLz #sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 5:35:02 PM
keenera: @Laura_Estill discusses the "religion" of Kemble, shows images of objects in
@FolgerLibrary collection, LUNA #s3g #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:35:27 PM
amndw2: Now at #sharp15 #s3a, "The Academic Book of the Future."
7/8/2015 5:35:38 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Brown: the translations of The Troy Book, new editions and
publisher choices
7/8/2015 5:35:46 PM
roaringgirle: .@Laura_Estill calls this @folgerresearch figurine of kemble as richard iii
an "action figure." #s3g #sharp15 | http://t.co/La6b8k0uXf
7/8/2015 5:36:05 PM
rachellynchase: SR: the bookish shapes of the early kindle prototypes #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:36:10 PM
superHH: Shout outs to my colleagues who helped on this project: Linda, Marc, Sandy...
I am the hand model who holds the facsimile. #sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 5:36:26 PM
SLevelt: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/8/2015 5:36:36 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Piroux: story that C18 authors linked self to work to create literary
property. But authors also often disappeared from works #sharp15 #s3b
7/8/2015 5:36:39 PM
CherylSearch: Piroux: 18c literary/legal rights and construction of modern author-some authors inserted themselves in texts, others disappeared #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:36:42 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @mazarines: Here we go with generations of readers, talks by
@EpistolaryBrown, @jotis13, & @philipspalmer, all @CLIRnews fellows. #sharp…

7/8/2015 5:36:50 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Brown: use of rhetoriic: authorial modesty, how Caxton can
publish a new edition when Lydgate had already done so
7/8/2015 5:37:18 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @digitalpigeons: Prioux: birth of authorship best understood as
complex process of mutation... Turns out books may not be the only 'shap…
7/8/2015 5:37:27 PM
mazarines: Recursive cycles of craft productions — @EpistolaryBrown. What a phrase.
#sharp15
7/8/2015 5:37:28 PM
hellsgrannie: RT @sim1303: .@JohnHPollack1 kills it in minute 1: thanks #SHARP15
hosts and a diff kind of host: native peoples who originally occupied n …
7/8/2015 5:37:32 PM
AQEImprime: Membres de L'AQÉI, n'oubliez pas l'assemblée générale 15h l-3670 juste
avant l'exposition des affiches! #sharp15 http://t.co/g8SjUe3UYV
7/8/2015 5:37:49 PM
CharlotteLNunes: @benwbrum @hralperta @adamrabinowitz @FrostDavis @TxDHC I'm
at #sharp15 in Montreal, but at happy hour in spirit!
7/8/2015 5:37:51 PM
digitalpigeons: Prioux unpacking 18th c authors & their work: authors disappear from
work as often as they make themselves present #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:37:58 PM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: Here we go with generations of readers, talks by
@EpistolaryBrown, @jotis13, & @philipspalmer, all @CLIRnews fellows. #sharp…
7/8/2015 5:38:16 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Brown: from Caxton to Pynson (1513), who used royal
signifier and claim as "king's printer" (since 1506)
7/8/2015 5:38:19 PM
superHH: Great advice from Reid-Walsh: when u start such a project, seek out
collaborators who have the technical skills you don't. #sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 5:38:21 PM
khkshimabukuro: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/8/2015 5:38:43 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Brown: Pynson uses a woodcut of Lydgate in his first colophon
to echo royal patronage (and authority); 42 images
7/8/2015 5:39:10 PM
keenera: @Laura_Estill mentions Kemble's 3 1/2 volumes dedicated to James Shirley's
work. Also h/t to Jeffrey Todd Knight's work #sharp15 #s3g
7/8/2015 5:39:15 PM
sgediting: I learned today that there is a term called 'speculative realism' #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:39:48 PM

KatieMcGettigan: Piroux: Diderot creates layers of false authorship that distance him
from text of "Le Fils naturel". Why does he orphan text? #sharp15 #s3b
7/8/2015 5:39:48 PM
CherylSearch: Piroux: examples of authors' invisibility include "found" and fugitive
manuscripts, orphan texts - why these denials of authority? #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:39:49 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Brown: one image in particular, the "monk at writing desk"
used several more times in other works.
7/8/2015 5:40:04 PM
sprowberry: Earliest patent I have found for an ebook reader so far (Rubicam 1979):
https://t.co/M3TO3rTdfI #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:40:04 PM
roaringgirle: .@Laura_Estill: kemble was "an informed theatrical reader," and often
recorded some of his impressions in the volumes. #s3g #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:40:04 PM
SHARPorg: RT @superHH: There, I said it: @SHARPorg is the conference with the best
food, hands down. The mini desserts were amazing. #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:40:09 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Luckily am currently getting a daily dose of
@sharp2015_ca by skyping into @SHARPorg meetings #sharp15 #iheartSHARP #even…
7/8/2015 5:40:15 PM
ILoveCopyright: .@nickpublisher: @AcBookFuture Starting point: what do scholars
want? #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:40:17 PM
digitalpigeons: Prioux asks, why were 18th c authors so eager to downplay their
authorial responsibility & creative ability? #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:40:21 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: I may not be able to restrain myself from snapping up a copy
of this book at the #sharp15 book fair: http://t.co/Z6MlbdNHC3
7/8/2015 5:40:24 PM
CLIRnews: RT @mazarines: Here we go with generations of readers, talks by
@EpistolaryBrown, @jotis13, & @philipspalmer, all @CLIRnews fellows. #sharp…
7/8/2015 5:40:39 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Brown: other readers took the invitation to literally interact Folger copy has doodling, darkening of Fortune's eyes
7/8/2015 5:40:43 PM
Marie_LSJ: Eric Leroux: les journaux grand tirage (La Patrie, @LP_LaPresse) avaient
des chroniqueurs ouvriers au 19c #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:41:02 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Brown: others added further marginalia though the images are
very light and unclear
7/8/2015 5:41:04 PM
roaringgirle: .@Laura_Estill: kemble was concerned w/ "authenticity," esp in relation to
shax. made a point of correcting misattributions. #s3g #sharp15

7/8/2015 5:41:24 PM
sim1303: also looking forward to crepes, poutine, pizza, ICE CREAM beyond the 4 walls
of this building. #sharp15 https://t.co/OedF2ZlVqJ
7/8/2015 5:42:18 PM
roaringgirle: .@Laura_Estill: kemble also debated other editors (steevens, malone) on
the pages of his playbooks. #bibliophilia #s3g #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:42:32 PM
ILoveCopyright: .@nickpublisher: How do technological advances impact how research
is undertaken and disseminated? #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:42:33 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Brown: next edition, 1553, use of a woodcut with elaborate
Tudor family tree, more imp: editor Braham's epistle
7/8/2015 5:42:35 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Piroux: loss of authority as text circulates amongst the public.
Orphan status necessary for becoming a literary work? #sharp15 #s3b
7/8/2015 5:42:55 PM
Marie_LSJ: Eric Leroux: la Fête du Travail en 1900 comprenait parades avec ouvriers
regroupés par métier en habits traditionnels #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:43:13 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Brown: Braham's epistle makes points about the bias of earlier
writers (GReek vs. Trojan bias)
7/8/2015 5:43:23 PM
roaringgirle: .@Laura_Estill: kemble's most extensive notes occur in shax playbooks.
even in non-shax playbooks, notes point back to shax. #s3g #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:43:35 PM
superHH: Reid-Walsh: movable books were made by children and families in USA and
England as domestic activities. #sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 5:44:16 PM
roaringgirle: .@Laura_Estill: playbook w/ the most extensive notes is university play
RETURN TO PARNASSUS (1606, Huntington Library 128960). #s3g #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:44:29 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Brown: Braham charged earlier editors with not properly
understanding the sources; Braham is also making distinctions to sell
7/8/2015 5:44:52 PM
hellsgrannie: RT @CitizenWald: need systematic approach 2 teach students how 2
locate, assess primary sources: rare books & special collections have role…
7/8/2015 5:44:54 PM
Finny_stitch: . @EpistolaryBrown highlights reader's additive marks to woodcut & asks
us about how we treat such 'doodles' #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:45:05 PM
ILoveCopyright: SM: Scholarly presses have to spend a lot of time juggling, have to
walk a tightrope. Circus analogies aplenty #SHARP15

7/8/2015 5:45:08 PM
roaringgirle: .@Laura_Estill: it is said that kemble copied out "hamlet" forty times! (not
clear if the whole play or the part…) #s3g #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:45:10 PM
sprowberry: It’s still possible to create your own ebooks for the Game Boy:
http://t.co/mTEa71AAu5 #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:45:11 PM
jameshodges_: RT @sprowberry: Earliest patent I have found for an ebook reader so
far (Rubicam 1979): https://t.co/M3TO3rTdfI #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:45:31 PM
keenera: Kemble collected and acted "by the book" -- contemporaries called his acting
"dry, hard, & pedantic" #sharp15 #s3g
7/8/2015 5:45:40 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Brown: Braham denigrates Pynson as not understanding and
garbling verse, but he also has his own typographical errors
7/8/2015 5:45:57 PM
kinohin: @sprowberry traces imaginings of the Ebook to 1929 and the stock market
ticker tape #sharp15 Does that augur ill for the technology?
7/8/2015 5:46:18 PM
ILoveCopyright: Ghost @sprowberry Whaaaat!? *starts writing Tertris based fan fiction
immediately* #SHARP15
7/8/2015 5:46:24 PM
rachellynchase: Reasons given against ebooks: you can't read them in the bathtub
#sharp15
7/8/2015 5:46:27 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Brown: more contemporary scholars have argued that
Braham's seems based on Pynson's 1513, and is one of the worst editions
7/8/2015 5:46:30 PM
roaringgirle: .@Laura_Estill: kemble even wrote "collated & perfect" on the title page of
edition of his OWN adaptation of KING JOHN (1800). #s3g #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:46:49 PM
superHH: Reid-Walsh: Learning as Play website has images, blog, explanations + an
interactive facsimile you can play with. #sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 5:46:57 PM
rachellynchase: RT @sprowberry: It’s still possible to create your own ebooks for the
Game Boy: http://t.co/mTEa71AAu5 #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:46:58 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Piroux: orphan text idea worked for authors trying to assert rights:
made text seem vulnerable & author in need of protection #sharp15 #s3b
7/8/2015 5:47:09 PM
jameshodges_: RT @sprowberry: It’s still possible to create your own ebooks for the
Game Boy: http://t.co/mTEa71AAu5 #sharp15

7/8/2015 5:47:20 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Brown: another reader example: Ffrancis Aylcock, added
extensive notes incl referencing other works w/character as intersect
7/8/2015 5:47:53 PM
roaringgirle: .@Laura_Estill: cultural value of kemble's library due to its afterlife. sold to
duke of devonshire, who expanded collection. #s3g #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:48:03 PM
superHH: Reid-Walsh: this project involved various academic and libraries departments.
Importance of collaboration. #sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 5:48:14 PM
roaringgirle: .@Laura_Estill: much of kemble's collection is @TheHuntington. #s3g
#sharp15
7/8/2015 5:48:32 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Piroux: native authority of text distances it from social being of
writer. Suggests an original & authentic creative project #sharp15 #s3b
7/8/2015 5:48:59 PM
ILoveCopyright: Thanks to @sprowberry for tweeting his paper so those in different
panels can follow his super interesting research #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:49:01 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 speaker 2: Jessica Otis, “‘You Must Seeke Records
Arithmetique’: Reading and Writing in Early Modern Arithmetic Textbooks”
7/8/2015 5:49:37 PM
Finny_stitch: Now Jessica Otis on Reading & Writing in Early Modern Arithmetic
Textbooks #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:50:01 PM
ILoveCopyright: SM: fun fact: average costs of producing a monograph in Canada
$32000 per title #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:50:13 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Otis: it might surprise you to have someone talk about
numbers in a paper on book history
7/8/2015 5:50:17 PM
amndw2: Siobhan McMenemy: "fun facts" about scholarly publishing include avg. price
of publishing a monograph: $32,000 CAD (!!) #sharp15 #s3a
7/8/2015 5:50:22 PM
Finny_stitch: Otis highlights early modern period as moment when literacy & numeracy
skills came together #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:50:34 PM
sim1303: next: @jotis13 on "reading and writing in early modern arithmetic textbooks”.
a paper without slides!! gasp! #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:50:38 PM
sim1303: RT @Finny_stitch: Otis highlights early modern period as moment when
literacy & numeracy skills came together #sharp15

7/8/2015 5:50:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@jotis13 on the publication of vernacular arithmetic textbooks
#sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 5:50:55 PM
CherylSearch: Piroux: 18c "orphan" works are meant to circulate alone, but they need
legal protection to ensure autonomy and integrity #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:50:55 PM
Beth_driscoll: Academic publishing: the average cost of producing each title = $32000.
Roundtable at #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:50:57 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Otis: adoption of Arabic numerals only really begins in earnest
in 15th and 16th c [maybe just 16th - if so my error in trans]
7/8/2015 5:51:10 PM
roaringgirle: just switched over to #s3e! up now @jotis13 on reading and writing in
arithmetic textbooks. #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:51:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The ability to write is a prerequisite to using arabic numerals
#sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 5:51:25 PM
dolechner: .@sharp2015_ca Great, thanks for this! #sharp15 https://t.co/csxD8e54lq
7/8/2015 5:51:48 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Otis: [oops] yes, adoption of Arabic numerals late 16th and
early 17th c, "limited only by obtuseness of En population"
7/8/2015 5:51:53 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @keenera: @Laura_Estill discusses the problem of studying all-male
collectors named John. Any suggestions for women? #sharp15 #s3g
7/8/2015 5:51:53 PM
sprowberry: You can find the slides to my #sharp15 presentation here:
http://t.co/tdBw5YrGhd
7/8/2015 5:52:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@jotis13 The actual timing of arabic numeral adoption was delayed
by the literacy requirement #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 5:52:04 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Piroux: authorship attributed belatedly, rather than at point of
creation. Idea is in tension w/ notions of modern authorship #sharp15 #s3b
7/8/2015 5:52:10 PM
roaringgirle: .@jotis13: adoption of arabic numerals was slowed by low literacy rates.
#s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:52:11 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @roaringgirle: .@Laura_Estill calls this @folgerresearch figurine of
kemble as richard iii an "action figure." #s3g #sharp15 | http://t.…
7/8/2015 5:52:31 PM

Finny_stitch: Otis indicates that the ability to write was a prerequisite for use of arabic
numerals #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:52:38 PM
Beth_driscoll: Open access would reduce profits on academic monographs by about
50% #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:52:47 PM
superHH: Reid-Walsh: Important issue = how do you sustain a project once the funding
has run out. #sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 5:52:57 PM
mazarines: .@jotis13 notes that the ability to write was required to use of Arabic
numerals for arithmetic. #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:52:59 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Otis: adoption slowed by literacy, sources are vernacular
arithmetic textbooks, 577 titles in 1640
7/8/2015 5:52:59 PM
ILoveCopyright: SM: Open access models would reduce profits by 50% #sharp15 cc
@AcBookFuture
7/8/2015 5:53:10 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @sprowberry: You can find the slides to my #sharp15 presentation
here: http://t.co/tdBw5YrGhd
7/8/2015 5:53:27 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @sprowberry: You can find the slides to my #sharp15 presentation
here: http://t.co/tdBw5YrGhd
7/8/2015 5:53:36 PM
roaringgirle: .@jotis13: increasing availability of books relating to arithmetic over the
course of the 16c and 17c. #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:53:54 PM
sim1303: .@jotis13: increasing availability of printed arithmetic bks ("to learn to
reckon") in c16 + c17; prob copied from french/dutch? #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:54:01 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Piroux: modern authorship is a story of textual invisibly as well as
visibility, that deserves to be better known #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:54:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@jotis13 English mathematical textbooks are indebted to French and
Dutch textbooks #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 5:54:06 PM
superHH: Mauricio Ruiz sur "Le livre de fauconnerie: objets, textes et images".
#sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 5:54:09 PM
ellenwiles: RT @Beth_driscoll: Literary ethnography as a methodology @ellenwiles #s2c
#sharp15
7/8/2015 5:54:12 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Robert Recorde's text was one of the first English-origin mathematics
textbook #sharp15 #s3e

7/8/2015 5:54:24 PM
keenera: Now listening to @jotis13 on arithmetic textbooks in c16 England. Books were
copied from Dutch, French eds #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:54:31 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Otis: earlier textbooks from translation (French and Dutch),
but overtaken by native English textbooks (two in particular)
7/8/2015 5:54:31 PM
bevilacq: .@jotis13: Arabic numerals "inherently literate" #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:54:37 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Robert Recorde's text was one of the first English-origin
mathematics textbook #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 5:54:39 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@jotis13 English mathematical textbooks are indebted
to French and Dutch textbooks #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 5:54:42 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The ability to write is a prerequisite to using arabic
numerals #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 5:54:47 PM
roaringgirle: .@jotis13: marginalia in arithmetic books show that they were passed
down through families long after they went out of print. #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:54:50 PM
CritRikk: RT @keenera: Now listening to @jotis13 on arithmetic textbooks in c16
England. Books were copied from Dutch, French eds #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:54:51 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: .@jotis13: marginalia in arithmetic books show that they
were passed down through families long after they went out of pr…
7/8/2015 5:54:56 PM
RobinDesmeules: RT @sim1303: #s2f again, loving the librarian presence &
perspective here at this largely academic conference. so much learning potential. …
7/8/2015 5:55:04 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Now @jameshodges_ on 'Edison's Electric Pen: mediating change in
gendered authorship' #sharp15 #s3b
7/8/2015 5:55:07 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Otis: number of female annotators increase in 18th century
7/8/2015 5:55:11 PM
superHH: Ruiz: étude des livres à travers une optique sémiotique. #sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 5:55:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@jotis13 Female students annotate textbooks in lieu of an
institution-based education #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 5:55:20 PM
sim1303: .@jotis13: arithmetic textbooks increasingly used by female students! v
interesting. (books easier than institutional education) #sharp15

7/8/2015 5:55:22 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Otis: (textbooks) created as literary equivalent to their
tutoring crriculum
7/8/2015 5:55:47 PM
CritRikk: RT @sim1303: .@jotis13: arithmetic textbooks increasingly used by female
students! v interesting. (books easier than institutional educatio…
7/8/2015 5:55:52 PM
rachellynchase: RR: When does a book become a classic? #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:55:52 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @sprowberry: It’s still possible to create your own ebooks for the
Game Boy: http://t.co/mTEa71AAu5 #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:56:22 PM
roaringgirle: .@jotis13: # of female annotators in arithmetic books increases in 18c
century as alternative to institutional learning. #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:56:34 PM
superHH: Ruiz: fauconnerie = art de chasse, d'entraîner un rapace pour capturer
animaux sauvages. Art apparu il y a 3000 ans.#sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 5:56:36 PM
sim1303: @Beth_driscoll profits on academic monographs? is that even a thing?
(serious question) #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:56:37 PM
mazarines: Tutors Robert Recorde & Humphrey Baker were the first to create arithmetic
textbooks with English origins. —@jotis13. #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:56:37 PM
ILoveCopyright: .@ClaireSquires mentions the problematic words and definition
included in @AcBookFuture project #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:56:43 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@jameshodges_ Edison's electric pen didn't catch on in offices but
did become the basis of the modern tattoo machine #sharp15 #s3b
7/8/2015 5:56:47 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #s3e Otis: importance of Record's Ground of Artes, Baker's
Well-Spring of Sciences, early modern arithmetics: reprs, women readers
7/8/2015 5:56:52 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Otis: Baker never explicitly advertised his tutoring services in
his textbooks, but (accompanying?) broadsides very smilar
7/8/2015 5:56:53 PM
digitalpigeons: Hodges talking about the afterlife of new technologies in "Edison's
Electric Pen" #sharp15 electric pen gave us the tattoo machine!
7/8/2015 5:56:57 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @mazarines: Tutors Robert Recorde & Humphrey Baker were the
first to create arithmetic textbooks with English origins. —@jotis13. #sharp…
7/8/2015 5:57:01 PM

superHH: Ruiz: livres de fauconnerie apparaissent au 12ème siècle en Europe.
#sharp15, #s3h
7/8/2015 5:57:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Rule of 3: ways of solving problems that would today be solved by
algebra. #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 5:57:45 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Otis: Baker's advertisement and book followed similar
pedagogic techniques (progression, rules) so book approx his tutoring
7/8/2015 5:57:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Baker's textbook was the material form of his years of tutoring
#sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 5:57:58 PM
Finny_stitch: Another mention for works of Robert Record today from Otis #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:58:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@jotis13 Prices of textbooks could range from sixpence to 4 shillings
#sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 5:58:20 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Otis: these books generally purchased within 1-2 years of
publication
7/8/2015 5:58:23 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: Now at #sharp15 #s3a, "The Academic Book of the Future."
7/8/2015 5:58:33 PM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: now up: @EpistolaryBrown on "adapting 'to the reader':
reading lydgate's troy book in print". post-lunch tweeting may be slow.…
7/8/2015 5:58:33 PM
roaringgirle: .@jotis13: in 16c and 17c, arithmetic textbooks typically printed in octavo
or duodecimo. #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:58:45 PM
dolechner: RT @lesliehowsam: Thrilled by all the great Twitter feedback on my plenary
today, both from people in the room & not. Now to relax and enjo…
7/8/2015 5:58:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Everyone likes a good deal; one student boasts in writing about
getting a book for sixpence, with a witness statement #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 5:59:02 PM
sim1303: .@jotis13: cost of an arithmetic textbook in 1680 = 4s. // to cost of writingbooks, FYI. #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:59:08 PM
Beth_driscoll: What is the future? @clairesquires takes on the small questions in the
academic publishing roundtable #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:59:12 PM
ahomsher: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Book Traces allows special collections style
assignments in the general stacks: encouraging book history in other spac…

7/8/2015 5:59:14 PM
rachellynchase: @Marie_LSJ Apps and ebooks panel: Simon Rowberry, Rebecca
Romney, Louisa Preston #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:59:15 PM
ILoveCopyright: .@ClaireSquires How can you make policy interventions: contemporary
publishing research can make this both easier and harder #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:59:15 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Otis: successful titles reprinted whenever copies sold out; one
reader secured a witness to the low price he paid but honestly
7/8/2015 5:59:23 PM
sim1303: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Baker's textbook was the material form of his years of
tutoring #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 5:59:28 PM
kinohin: @rebeccaromney on fine book versions of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland.
Celebrity in the room: I've seen her on @pawnstars! #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:59:30 PM
keenera: Very interested in @jotis13's findings abt the instructional value of arithmetic
pubs. We need to know more about schoolbooks #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 5:59:35 PM
miriamvowen: RT @Beth_driscoll: What is the future? @clairesquires takes on the small
questions in the academic publishing roundtable #sharp15
7/8/2015 5:59:57 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@jameshodges_: electric pen disrupted white masculine space of the
office with noise & dirt, & idea of seamless communication #sharp15 #s3b
7/8/2015 6:00:05 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 - Otis offers reprint numbers and uses this to establish
consistent high demand for these texts over time
7/8/2015 6:00:13 PM
sim1303: fascinating, because writing-books grew *larger* (small folio size) (though
engraved not ptd) over time #sharp15 https://t.co/c3BROyHppm
7/8/2015 6:00:17 PM
SLevelt: #s1403 (this is going to be my craziest live tweet experience: skyping in to a
session while following both #IMC2015 and #sharp15 feeds)
7/8/2015 6:00:19 PM
mazarines: Arithmetic textbooks often printed in octavo or duodecimo & purchased
within 1-2 years of publication — @jotis13. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:00:23 PM
CritRikk: RT @sim1303: fascinating, because writing-books grew *larger* (small folio
size) (though engraved not ptd) over time #sharp15 https://t.co/…
7/8/2015 6:00:29 PM
roaringgirle: .@jotis13: most early modern students learned arithmetic through
combination of aural and literate instruction. #s3e #sharp15

7/8/2015 6:00:45 PM
Medievalists: RT @SLevelt: #s1403 (this is going to be my craziest live tweet
experience: skyping in to a session while following both #IMC2015 and #shar…
7/8/2015 6:00:56 PM
superHH: Ruiz: les illustrateurs des livres qu'il étudie ne sont pas toujours connus.
Souvent, on ne connaît que le graveur. #sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 6:01:02 PM
roaringgirle: .@jotis13: early modern arithmetic textbooks were objects to read out of
AND objects to write back into. #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:01:12 PM
keenera: With examples, @jotis13 shows how arithmetic books were "read out of &
written back into" #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:01:21 PM
mazarines: [Robert Recorde was the first to use "=" (equal sign), because what is more
equal than parallel lines?] #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:02:08 PM
ILoveCopyright: .@ClaireSquires Community building: making sure you are aware of
others researching in your field. Establishing your discipline. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:02:15 PM
sim1303: .@jotis15: considerable evidence of (both) use/learning through marginalia in
arithmetic textbooks. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:02:19 PM
CaseyBrienza: RT @ILoveCopyright: SM: Open access models would reduce profits by
50% #sharp15 cc @AcBookFuture
7/8/2015 6:02:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@jotis13 50% of math books annotated in works after 1650, far
higher than the period as a whole (20%) #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:02:40 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Otis: contemporary marginalia rates 75.6% for 16th and 17th
c; incl underlining, scratchwork, manicules, and more
7/8/2015 6:02:42 PM
Beth_driscoll: Academic books as community building - being in contact with the work
of others through the books on your desk @clairesquires #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:03:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Handwriting practice was quite common in math textbooks, showing
combined learning patterns #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:03:18 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @ILoveCopyright: .@ClaireSquires Community building: making
sure you are aware of others researching in your field. Establishing your di…
7/8/2015 6:03:21 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Otis: contemporary marginalia rates 75.6%
for 16th and 17th c; incl underlining, scratchwork, manicules, and mo…

7/8/2015 6:03:32 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Handwriting practice was quite common in math
textbooks, showing combined learning patterns #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:03:32 PM
CritRikk: RT @Beth_driscoll: Academic books as community building - being in contact
with the work of others through the books on your desk @clairesq…
7/8/2015 6:03:39 PM
sim1303: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Handwriting practice was quite common in math
textbooks, showing combined learning patterns #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:03:42 PM
roaringgirle: .@jotis13: marginalia rate in arithmetic books is much higher than
@BillSherman_'s 20% rate in his multi-generic survey. #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:03:56 PM
sim1303: RT @keenera: With examples, @jotis13 shows how arithmetic books were
"read out of & written back into" #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:03:56 PM
ILoveCopyright: .@ClaireSquires Tension between legitimacy and innovation
#SHARP15
7/8/2015 6:04:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Recorde's books have a higher marginalia rate than most #sharp15
#s3e
7/8/2015 6:04:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @roaringgirle: .@jotis13: marginalia rate in arithmetic books is
much higher than @BillSherman_'s 20% rate in his multi-generic survey. …
7/8/2015 6:04:41 PM
EpistolaryBrown: A significant number of students must have learned arithematic by
learning from and writing back into their textbooks #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:05:18 PM
sim1303: .@jotis15: bill sherman counted 20% of all @TheHuntington c16 books are
annotated; rate of annotation far higher in arithmetic bks. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:05:23 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Otis: students learned arithmetic by reading out of and writing
back in their textbooks
7/8/2015 6:05:26 PM
roaringgirle: .@librarianmouse recently wrote about this over at the collation! #sharp15
| http://t.co/4FKGkbIazO https://t.co/WyKQYCkfeU
7/8/2015 6:05:30 PM
sgediting: Rebecca Romney: Alice brand is so powerful it can be stripped of most
content, cross to different media and still be called ‘Alice’ #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:05:38 PM
CherylSearch: Hodges: Drawing on Gitelman & others to trace history of Edison's
electric pen & its role as disruptive tech, except in tatooing #sharp15

7/8/2015 6:05:40 PM
Finny_stitch: @jotis13 points towards issue of survival. Textbooks used until they fell
apart? #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:05:41 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@jameshodges_: qualities of electric pen threatened status of office,
but complemented transgressive space of the tattooist #sharp15 #s3b
7/8/2015 6:05:45 PM
superHH: Ruiz: images permettent de transmettre connaissances pratiques pour le
fauconnier. Description visuelle axée sur monde réel. #sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 6:05:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Both Recorde and Baker's textbooks are examples of the Old Method
of arithematic, introducing arabic numerals #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:05:57 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Both Recorde and Baker's textbooks are examples of
the Old Method of arithematic, introducing arabic numerals #sharp15…
7/8/2015 6:06:02 PM
ILoveCopyright: CB: What will the future developments be: there are a lot of reformist
top-down approaches #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:06:29 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Otis: Old Method af arithmetic, teaching Arabic numerals to
those used to Roman numerals and counters
7/8/2015 6:06:38 PM
FolgerResearch: RT @roaringgirle: .@Laura_Estill calls this @folgerresearch figurine of
kemble as richard iii an "action figure." #s3g #sharp15 | http://t.…
7/8/2015 6:06:41 PM
sim1303: .@jotis13: frequent reprints of math bks, with innovations and improvements
(e.g., weights and measures, rules of trade) #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:06:53 PM
AmAntiquarian: RT @mazarines: [Robert Recorde was the first to use "=" (equal sign),
because what is more equal than parallel lines?] #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:06:57 PM
MitchFraas: RT @KatieMcGettigan: .@jameshodges_ Edison's electric pen didn't catch
on in offices but did become the basis of the modern tattoo machine …
7/8/2015 6:07:18 PM
sim1303: .@jotis13: "obtuseness" of english population (in slow literacy uptake)
apparently extended to their rejection of decimal math... #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:07:35 PM
CherylSearch: ("tatooing" being the simplified spelling, of course) (where is auto spell
correction when I need it?) #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:07:38 PM
ILoveCopyright: CB: More radical, bottom-up, user approach: media commons. Grass
routes: write, publish, discuss #SHARP15

7/8/2015 6:07:40 PM
digitalpigeons: Hodges approaches the hist. of the electric pen though late-19th c white
collar labour practices and gender expectations #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:07:40 PM
keenera: @jotis13 says that monetary exchange rates were an important element of
some arithmetic books. Useful for merchants I wager #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:07:53 PM
CaseyBrienza: But where ARE these others, exactly? Are they at #SHARP15? Maybe,
maybe not...certainly I'm not there! >_< https://t.co/40sZ074JMP
7/8/2015 6:08:02 PM
mazarines: Students learned arithmetic in early modern England by reading out of &
into their textbooks. Much higher marginalia rate. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:08:24 PM
devinkkenny: RT @sprowberry: Earliest patent I have found for an ebook reader so far
(Rubicam 1979): https://t.co/M3TO3rTdfI #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:08:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The art of decimal fractions intermixed with common fractions, along
with the mathematics "of the art military" sounds useful! #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:08:30 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The art of decimal fractions intermixed with common
fractions, along with the mathematics "of the art military" sounds…
7/8/2015 6:08:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @sim1303: .@jotis13: "obtuseness" of english population (in slow
literacy uptake) apparently extended to their rejection of decimal math…
7/8/2015 6:09:01 PM
sim1303: @keenera @jotis13 yeah, totally. merchants, lawyers, tradesmen increasingly
buying these bks, & pubs specializing in bks for them. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:09:12 PM
ILoveCopyright: CB: Reaching people outside of academia and people outside of your
discipline #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:09:23 PM
sim1303: .@jotis13 mentions my man edward cocker. BOOYAH! the equivalent of
@roaringgirle's main squeeze, john dryden. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:09:45 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 speaker 3: Philip Palmer, “Material Readings of Coryats
Crudities”
7/8/2015 6:09:56 PM
loradeets: @nickpublisher @clairesquires @alexisweedon asking tough questions re:
The (don't forget the The) Academic Book of the Future #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:10:08 PM
ILoveCopyright: CB: Enable the reader to come to their own conclusions: allow the
user to rearrange the data through interactive datasets #sharp15

7/8/2015 6:10:21 PM
StevieLMarsden: Oh, this is so so so SO important! #sharp15 https://t.co/YHMG6qfK5L
7/8/2015 6:10:30 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@jameshodges_: electric pen failed not because it didn't work but
because it was advertised in an unappealing way #sharp15 #s3b
7/8/2015 6:10:31 PM
roaringgirle: RT @sim1303: .@jotis13 mentions my man edward cocker. BOOYAH! the
equivalent of @roaringgirle's main squeeze, john dryden. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:10:32 PM
sim1303: final speaker on this panel: @philipspalmer, “material readings of coryats
crudities” #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:10:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Next up: Philip Palmer, @ClarkLibUCLA's CLIR fellow, on Material
Readings of Coryats Cruditites #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:10:40 PM
kbutterfield: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 6:10:43 PM
roaringgirle: next up: @philipspalmer on material readings of coryats crudities. #s3e
#sharp15
7/8/2015 6:10:50 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 : note that all three presenters are CLIR (council on library
and information resources) early modern data curation fellows
7/8/2015 6:10:54 PM
keenera: @sim1303 @jotis13 I find the same sort of target audiences in grammars,
language dialogues, dictionaries &c. Fascinating #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:10:54 PM
sgediting: 'RR: Alice' reputation built over generations of different editions #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:10:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@philipspalmer "Rather than read all, I would read none." John
Donne's poem on Coryat's Crudities #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:11:20 PM
Finny_stitch: Now @philipspalmer on 'Material Readings of Coryats Crudities' #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:11:40 PM
sim1303: @keenera @jotis13 makes sense. like selling expensive plane tickets to
business class. established audience who will spend the $$. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:11:40 PM
ILoveCopyright: @StevieLMarsden Super important. I wouldn't be a researcher if I
couldn't do this #SHARP15
7/8/2015 6:11:45 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @ILoveCopyright: .@ClaireSquires Community building: making
sure you are aware of others researching in your field. Establishing your di…

7/8/2015 6:12:03 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @ILoveCopyright: CB: Enable the reader to come to their own
conclusions: allow the user to rearrange the data through interactive datase…
7/8/2015 6:12:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@philipspalmer has examined 70+ out of the known 93 copies of
Coryat's Crudities #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:12:19 PM
A_Skyrme: Looking at Alice in Wonderland E-books & apps all I can think about is the
digital preservation issues #sharp15 #s3d
7/8/2015 6:12:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: 70% of those have early modern manuscript annotation #sharp15
#s3e
7/8/2015 6:12:30 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @loradeets: @nickpublisher @clairesquires @alexisweedon asking
tough questions re: The (don't forget the The) Academic Book of the Futur…
7/8/2015 6:12:31 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Palmer: Coryats Crudities (1611), travelogue, dismissed by
Donne but 70/93 known copies suggest many did read 70% annotations
7/8/2015 6:12:38 PM
sim1303: .@philipspalmer has been to 48 libraries to look at 70+ copies of coryat's
crudities. #goforthyoungman #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:12:43 PM
Finny_stitch: . @philipspalmer now 3/4 of way through survey of extant copies of
*Crudities* #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:12:44 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@philipspalmer "Rather than read all, I would read
none." John Donne's poem on Coryat's Crudities #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:12:49 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@philipspalmer has examined 70+ out of the known 93
copies of Coryat's Crudities #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:12:51 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: 70% of those have early modern manuscript annotation
#sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:12:54 PM
Strath_English: RT @sprowberry: It’s still possible to create your own ebooks for the
Game Boy: http://t.co/mTEa71AAu5 #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:13:21 PM
ILoveCopyright: However, re availability of datasets, academics usually do not have
the funding to do this #SHARP15
7/8/2015 6:13:24 PM
keenera: @philipspalmer talking abt Thomas Coryate's travel book. Some annotations in
surviving copies imitate witty exchanges in book #sharp15 #s3e

7/8/2015 6:13:25 PM
CritRikk: RT @keenera: @philipspalmer talking abt Thomas Coryate's travel book. Some
annotations in surviving copies imitate witty exchanges in book …
7/8/2015 6:13:40 PM
rachellynchase: Up next, Louisa Preston on producing publics #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:13:40 PM
mollyhardy: .@philipspalmer Character of annotations Coryats Crudities (1611): text
inspired marginalia, margins for readers to become agents #SHARP15
7/8/2015 6:14:10 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @StevieLMarsden: Oh, this is so so so SO important! #sharp15
https://t.co/YHMG6qfK5L
7/8/2015 6:14:17 PM
roaringgirle: .@philipspalmer: has been looking for annotations in copies of CORYATS
CRUDITIES. many of ±70 copies he's looked at have them. #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:14:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The Panegyric verses = mock praise for the Crudities gone viral
#sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:14:32 PM
dolechner: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Same here! Also, it's hard to keep up with all the expert
tweeters @SHARPorg @sharp2015_ca #sharp15 https://t.co/zRJcgVyJ…
7/8/2015 6:14:36 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@jameshodges_ showing how tattooing is like authorship is great for
my work on #Melville's use of tattooist as analog for author #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:14:44 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @rachellynchase: Up next, Louisa Preston on producing publics
#sharp15
7/8/2015 6:14:48 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Palmer: many critics assume verses main selling point, but
annotations tended toward travelogue over verses
7/8/2015 6:14:56 PM
sim1303: .@philipspalmer travelling to look at a travel book? love it. #sharp15
#itinerantscholar
7/8/2015 6:14:59 PM
loradeets: RT @Beth_driscoll: Academic books as community building - being in contact
with the work of others through the books on your desk @clairesq…
7/8/2015 6:15:02 PM
sim1303: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The Panegyric verses = mock praise for the Crudities
gone viral #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:15:11 PM
CherylSearch: Hodges: Electric pen significance easy to miss because tattooing not
considered related to writing & because tattoos are ephemeral #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:15:15 PM

sim1303: RT @mollyhardy: .@philipspalmer Character of annotations Coryats Crudities
(1611): text inspired marginalia, margins for readers to become …
7/8/2015 6:15:16 PM
loradeets: RT @ILoveCopyright: CB: Enable the reader to come to their own
conclusions: allow the user to rearrange the data through interactive datase…
7/8/2015 6:15:23 PM
CritRikk: RT @KatieMcGettigan: .@jameshodges_ showing how tattooing is like
authorship is great for my work on #Melville's use of tattooist as analog…
7/8/2015 6:15:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@philipspalmer verses modeled a system of participatory poetic
interpretation; many show ignorance of the travelogue itself #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:15:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Glutinous vapors: not part of any diet I recognize #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:15:52 PM
superHH: Melissa Edmundson Makala on "Regenrating Images of Race in Anglo-Indian
Popular Fiction Dust Jackets, 1900-1950". #sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 6:16:04 PM
sim1303: (i want @philipspalmer's research leave.) #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:16:30 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Now Emily Kopley, "Anon is not Dead: Anonymous Authorship in the
C20th" #sharp15 #s3b
7/8/2015 6:16:46 PM
PattieMcCarthy: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine"
#sharp15 https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 6:16:47 PM
CherylSearch: So we need a #sharp15 tattoo now, I think. But I suppose that's beside
the point...
7/8/2015 6:16:59 PM
mazarines: .@philipspalmer notes that much text was added to Coryats Crudities by
royal fiat & its collation reflects this complexity. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:17:05 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@philipspalmer verses modeled a system of
participatory poetic interpretation; many show ignorance of the travelogue…
7/8/2015 6:17:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The bodily metaphors that make up the mock-panegyrics prefacing
the Crudities engender giggling in scholarly audiences #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:17:29 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Palmer: reader's annotations focus "crudities" = vomit,
pimples, and more interesting imagery and metaphor, readers immitated
7/8/2015 6:17:48 PM
sim1303: @KatieMcGettigan #fomo #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:17:54 PM

CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The bodily metaphors that make up the mockpanegyrics prefacing the Crudities engender giggling in scholarly audiences…
7/8/2015 6:17:55 PM
jotis13: RT @roaringgirle: .@librarianmouse recently wrote about this over at the
collation! #sharp15 | http://t.co/4FKGkbIazO https://t.co/WyKQYCkf…
7/8/2015 6:17:58 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Glutinous vapors: not part of any diet I recognize
#sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:18:00 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@philipspalmer verses modeled a system of
participatory poetic interpretation; many show ignorance of the travelogue…
7/8/2015 6:18:04 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The Panegyric verses = mock praise for the Crudities
gone viral #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:18:10 PM
StevieLMarsden: having had a sneak preview of @louisa_preston's #sharp15 paper, i
know you guys at @sharp2015_ca are in for a treat right now!
7/8/2015 6:18:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@philipspalmer "Your poem sucks, Jonson" -- a paraphrase of early
annotations #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:18:33 PM
roaringgirle: .@philipspalmer: "mollifying cataplasmes of…carnosities [&] difficult
pimples" = "helpful" paratext in CORYATS CRUDITIES. #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:18:42 PM
roaringgirle: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@philipspalmer "Your poem sucks, Jonson" -- a
paraphrase of early annotations #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:18:54 PM
superHH: Makala: Ah, images had nothing to do with the text printed on the pages.
#sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 6:19:00 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Kopley: life writing most likely genre to be Anon in c20; not used by
women as much as eg homosexuals, pacifists #sharp15 #s3b
7/8/2015 6:19:00 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The bodily metaphors that make up the mock-panegyrics
prefacing the Crudities engender giggling in scholarly audiences…
7/8/2015 6:19:08 PM
keenera: "I'm glad you're here done for your Pegasus flags" reader annotation in LoC
copy of Coryate, at B Jonson's distiche #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:19:24 PM
jameshodges_: RT @KatieMcGettigan: .@jameshodges_ showing how tattooing is like
authorship is great for my work on #Melville's use of tattooist as analog…
7/8/2015 6:19:25 PM
jameshodges_: RT @KatieMcGettigan: .@jameshodges_: electric pen failed not
because it didn't work but because it was advertised in an unappealing way #sh…

7/8/2015 6:19:31 PM
mazarines: The crudities of Crudities: Pimples, glutinous vapors, & other colorful exs.
noted by @philipspalmer. Lots of textual grotesques. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:19:38 PM
jotis13: RT @roaringgirle: .@philipspalmer: "mollifying cataplasmes of…carnosities [&]
difficult pimples" = "helpful" paratext in CORYATS CRUDITIES.…
7/8/2015 6:19:50 PM
CherylSearch: Kopley: 1)in early 20th century, life writing most likely to go unsigned;
2)shifting categories of writers chose to remain anon #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:20:00 PM
ILoveCopyright: .@ClaireSquires Predatory publishers: symptom, not cause #sharp15
@AcBookFuture
7/8/2015 6:20:01 PM
ellenwiles: RT @bevilacq: Wiles: lit ethnography as a method mirrors the aesthetics,
performance, textures of live literature itself #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:20:05 PM
lawless523: RT @ILoveCopyright: SM: fun fact: average costs of producing a
monograph in Canada $32000 per title #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:20:09 PM
superHH: Makala:Dust jacket should act as publicity, attract readers, capture essence of
the book in one image. #sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 6:20:16 PM
roaringgirle: ben jonson is the most cited early modern writer of the panels i've seen so
far at #sharp15. he would be so pleased.
7/8/2015 6:20:32 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @superHH: Makala:Dust jacket should act as publicity, attract
readers, capture essence of the book in one image. #sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 6:20:34 PM
serpentine_eve: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine"
#sharp15 https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 6:20:47 PM
kinohin: @louisa_preston on #Bookspotting & Scottish national literature #sharp15
Shoutout to @IrvineWelsh forthcoming?
7/8/2015 6:21:03 PM
rmathematicus: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/8/2015 6:21:04 PM
Beth_driscoll: Predatory academic publishers as a symptom not a cause @clairesquires
#sharp15
7/8/2015 6:21:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @roaringgirle: ben jonson is the most cited early modern writer of
the panels i've seen so far at #sharp15. he would be so pleased.

7/8/2015 6:21:09 PM
bookhistorynetw: MT @sharp2015_ca: Keynotes from #sharp15 are being recorded &
will be uploaded after the conference. #bookhistory
7/8/2015 6:21:31 PM
superHH: Makala: covers as a marketing tool, number of impressions listed on jacket
cover (often more than number listed inside book). #sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 6:21:56 PM
sim1303: RT @bookhistorynetw: MT @sharp2015_ca: Keynotes from #sharp15 are
being recorded & will be uploaded after the conference. #bookhistory
7/8/2015 6:22:02 PM
roaringgirle: .@philipspalmer: readers first pick up on the CRUDITIES dialogic form in
the preceding panegyric. #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:22:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Many panegyric authors address Coryat with his first name;
annotators take up this mode as well, "Ah, poor Tom!" #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:22:12 PM
ILoveCopyright: .@ClaireSquires @AcBookFuture Naive, or emerging, scholars want an
outlet for their work and have career expectations and demands. #SHARP15
7/8/2015 6:22:16 PM
rachellynchase: LP: the Bookspotting app and creation of imagined communities
through shared reading #sharp15 @louisa_preston
7/8/2015 6:22:19 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Kopley: no history of anonymous literature in the C20. Mass of print
inhibits the study, and digital searches are difficult #sharp15 #s3b
7/8/2015 6:22:27 PM
sgediting: If you are at #sharp15 and interested in #editing and/or publishing
education, please do come to my session tomorrow Thursday 8.30am L1-3660
7/8/2015 6:22:27 PM
keenera: @philipspalmer: readers got friendly with Coryate, calling him "Tom" in their
annotations #s3e #SHARP15
7/8/2015 6:22:35 PM
sim1303: @roaringgirle down with the shakespeararchy. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:22:36 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Palmer: annotations show readers respond to author by first
name, direct address, w/affect as criticism (think blog comments)
7/8/2015 6:22:42 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Many panegyric authors address Coryat with his first
name; annotators take up this mode as well, "Ah, poor Tom!" #shar…
7/8/2015 6:22:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@philipspalmer gives a shout-out to librarians at the National Library
of Wales for their assistance #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:22:58 PM

CritRikk: RT @keenera: @philipspalmer: readers got friendly with Coryate, calling him
"Tom" in their annotations #s3e #SHARP15
7/8/2015 6:22:59 PM
keenera: RT @roaringgirle: ben jonson is the most cited early modern writer of the
panels i've seen so far at #sharp15. he would be so pleased.
7/8/2015 6:23:00 PM
sim1303: RT @keenera: @philipspalmer: readers got friendly with Coryate, calling him
"Tom" in their annotations #s3e #SHARP15
7/8/2015 6:23:02 PM
jotis13: I want a "considering cap"! @philipspalmer #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:23:02 PM
sim1303: RT @jotis13: I want a "considering cap"! @philipspalmer #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:23:15 PM
Finny_stitch: .@philipspalmer gives shout out to the extremely helpful staff at the
National Library of Wales #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:23:29 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @bookhistorynetw: MT @sharp2015_ca: Keynotes from #sharp15
are being recorded & will be uploaded after the conference. #bookhistory
7/8/2015 6:23:45 PM
mollyhardy: RT @Finny_stitch: .@philipspalmer gives shout out to the extremely helpful
staff at the National Library of Wales #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:23:46 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 (Palmer) not just friendly, but familiar, maybe overly familiar
address of some readers to author, familiar allows more crit?
7/8/2015 6:23:47 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @CherylSearch: Hodges: Electric pen significance easy to miss
because tattooing not considered related to writing & because tattoos are …
7/8/2015 6:24:02 PM
roaringgirle: .@philipspalmer: readers empathize with coryate: "Ah! Poor Tom," one
writes in the margin. #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:24:03 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Palmer: if you are really a nerd about errata, just ask me later
- a lot left out of this paper
7/8/2015 6:24:19 PM
jotis13: RT @Finny_stitch: .@philipspalmer gives shout out to the extremely helpful
staff at the National Library of Wales #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:24:21 PM
rachellynchase: LP: in 21c digital reading more about participation than use #sharp15
@louisa_preston
7/8/2015 6:24:25 PM
ILoveCopyright: Cultural value shift that has to happen to support new scholars and
business models: monograph cannot be the be all #sharp15 @AcBookFuture

7/8/2015 6:24:35 PM
CitizenWald: .@philipspalmer on marginalia reminds me: easy access to digitized text
may blind us to opportunities present in multiple originals #SHARP15
7/8/2015 6:24:51 PM
t3dy: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 6:25:02 PM
jotis13: RT @CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Palmer: if you are really a nerd about errata, just
ask me later - a lot left out of this paper
7/8/2015 6:25:08 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @rachellynchase: LP: in 21c digital reading more about
participation than use #sharp15 @louisa_preston
7/8/2015 6:25:17 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @ILoveCopyright: Cultural value shift that has to happen to
support new scholars and business models: monograph cannot be the be all #sh…
7/8/2015 6:25:20 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @CitizenWald: .@philipspalmer on marginalia reminds me: easy
access to digitized text may blind us to opportunities present in multiple …
7/8/2015 6:25:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Movement of modes of marking texts from manuscript to print and
back again #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:25:35 PM
Finny_stitch: . @philipspalmer highlights reader who has annotated copy of Crudities
with same referencing system as printed text #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:25:38 PM
jotis13: RT @CitizenWald: .@philipspalmer on marginalia reminds me: easy access to
digitized text may blind us to opportunities present in multiple …
7/8/2015 6:25:47 PM
superHH: Makala: images on dust jackets as a type of British imperialism. #sharp15
#s3h
7/8/2015 6:25:49 PM
Fayway: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 6:26:01 PM
sim1303: +1. reminds me of lib acronym, LOCKSS: Lots Of Copies Keeps Stuff Safe.
here, stuff = dtls of history. #sharp15 https://t.co/2IGeSanvX8
7/8/2015 6:26:03 PM
amndw2: Audience Q about whether SHARP might help present data on the
unsustainability of current tenure/publishing expectations. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:26:12 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Palmer: some editions, printed marginalia, then reader handwritten annotations, layered intertext (meta-inter?)

7/8/2015 6:26:15 PM
CaseyBrienza: RT @ILoveCopyright: .@ClaireSquires Predatory publishers: symptom,
not cause #sharp15 @AcBookFuture
7/8/2015 6:26:23 PM
CaseyBrienza: RT @ILoveCopyright: .@ClaireSquires @AcBookFuture Naive, or
emerging, scholars want an outlet for their work and have career expectations a…
7/8/2015 6:26:26 PM
CherylSearch: Kopley: pseudonym not same as anon; for example, pseudonym creates
a brand that anon cannot (George Orwell, Rebecca West). #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:26:28 PM
CaseyBrienza: RT @ILoveCopyright: Cultural value shift that has to happen to support
new scholars and business models: monograph cannot be the be all #sh…
7/8/2015 6:26:30 PM
ILoveCopyright: Public engagement - writing a trade book: http://t.co/ZXCzVMbnU8
#sharp15 @AcBookFuture
7/8/2015 6:26:38 PM
sim1303: RT @CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Palmer: some editions, printed marginalia,
then reader hand-written annotations, layered intertext (meta-inter?)
7/8/2015 6:26:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: We're fascinated with records of undergrads chain-borrowing a book:
if it wasn't 200+ years ago, we couldn't touch this info #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:27:10 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Kopley: writers in the c20 used Anon or pseudonym to exert control
over works, protect themselves, or protect their families #sharp15 #s3b
7/8/2015 6:27:13 PM
roaringgirle: .@philipspalmer: annotators imitate form of printed marginalia. (i'll be
talking about such "typographic awareness" tomorrow!) #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:27:26 PM
jotis13: RT @sim1303: +1. reminds me of lib acronym, LOCKSS: Lots Of Copies Keeps
Stuff Safe. here, stuff = dtls of history. #sharp15 https://t.co/2…
7/8/2015 6:27:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: New College, Oxford, undergrads borrowed and returned Coryat's
Crudities in pattern that suggests they were talking about it #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:27:48 PM
digitalpigeons: Kopley: anonymity chosen by authors to 'calm or shield loved ones'
#sharp15
7/8/2015 6:27:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @roaringgirle: .@philipspalmer: annotators imitate form of
printed marginalia. (i'll be talking about such "typographic awareness" tomor…
7/8/2015 6:27:58 PM
Finny_stitch: . @philipspalmer mentions C17th Oxford students 'chain-borrowing' copy
of *Crudities* #sharp15

7/8/2015 6:28:02 PM
sim1303: RT @EpistolaryBrown: New College, Oxford, undergrads borrowed and
returned Coryat's Crudities in pattern that suggests they were talking ab…
7/8/2015 6:28:06 PM
roaringgirle: .@philipspalmer's research is definitely not boring. #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:28:14 PM
keenera: @philipspalmer's talk showcases how productive the term "dialogue" can be
when we discuss marginalia. Readers address authors #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:28:36 PM
jotis13: Things that you can learn by talking to librarians, not just looking at a library's
bk: 17th c students "chain-borrowed" bk #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:28:45 PM
superHH: Makala: British male represented a conquering hero. Indian characters are
usually in the background or in shadows. #sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 6:28:51 PM
CritRikk: RT @keenera: @philipspalmer's talk showcases how productive the term
"dialogue" can be when we discuss marginalia. Readers address authors …
7/8/2015 6:28:52 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: New College, Oxford, undergrads borrowed and
returned Coryat's Crudities in pattern that suggests they were talking ab…
7/8/2015 6:29:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @keenera: @philipspalmer's talk showcases how productive the
term "dialogue" can be when we discuss marginalia. Readers address authors …
7/8/2015 6:29:48 PM
AdamLZucker: RT @keenera: @philipspalmer: readers got friendly with Coryate, calling
him "Tom" in their annotations #s3e #SHARP15
7/8/2015 6:29:49 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #s3e Palmer: Coryats Crudities: dense and rich cases of
reader annotations--sense of play in print and in marginalia
7/8/2015 6:30:07 PM
mazarines: RT @jotis13: Things that you can learn by talking to librarians, not just
looking at a library's bk: 17th c students "chain-borrowed" bk #s…
7/8/2015 6:30:08 PM
roaringgirle: RT @CitizenWald: .@philipspalmer on marginalia reminds me: easy access
to digitized text may blind us to opportunities present in multiple …
7/8/2015 6:30:12 PM
AdamLZucker: Watching @philipspalmer get the twitter treatment at #sharp15, and
giving him some kind of virtual UMass high-five.
7/8/2015 6:30:51 PM
superHH: Makala: British women are denied the heroic image. Women= 2ndary place in
British Empire. Often depicted in danger/victimes #sharp15 #s3h.
7/8/2015 6:30:55 PM

ellenwiles: RT @Beth_driscoll: Open access would reduce profits on academic
monographs by about 50% #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:31:42 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 question from Winship: presenters reveal tension btwn author,
editor, publisher, and even reader - Otis: not adversarial
7/8/2015 6:31:53 PM
rmathematicus: RT @mazarines: Tutors Robert Recorde & Humphrey Baker were the
first to create arithmetic textbooks with English origins. —@jotis13. #sharp…
7/8/2015 6:31:58 PM
rachellynchase: LP: are publishers becoming more about producing a public than
producing an artefact? #sharp15 @louisa_preston
7/8/2015 6:32:09 PM
sim1303: #s3e: m. winship leads off Q&A about relationship/dialogue between authors,
readers/annotators, revisers, publishers. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:32:13 PM
roaringgirle: @CitizenWald, there's also the question of getting the time and funding to
visit (nay, dwell in) archives. #s3e #sharp15 @philipspalmer
7/8/2015 6:32:32 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Brown: def adversarial, but rebounded on Braham, for ex;
Palmer: Coryate would be pleased by cont. reaction of readers
7/8/2015 6:32:51 PM
CherylSearch: Kopley: many motives behind authorial modesty: financial, defend
against hostile reviewers, assuage family, protect self #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:33:04 PM
jameshodges_: A few good reasons that writers go anonymous, via emily kopley:
persona-building, modesty, asylum, finances #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:33:21 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Kopley: decline in anonymity & growth in life writing in C20 part of
trend towards exposure that continues @rachelizasykes #sharp15 #s3b
7/8/2015 6:33:29 PM
mazarines: RT @roaringgirle: @CitizenWald, there's also the question of getting the
time and funding to visit (nay, dwell in) archives. #s3e #sharp15…
7/8/2015 6:33:35 PM
superHH: Makala: Indian women are often depicted as erotic, sexual images. Well, I
guess some thing never change. #sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 6:33:46 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Q&A: q on "hybridity" any sense of typographical awareness of
readers, interacting w content and also design of book?
7/8/2015 6:34:08 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Q&A: Palmer - an errata leaf in Coryate, then gathers
annotation response, repurpose for comic + satirical effect
7/8/2015 6:34:45 PM
mazarines: .@roaringgirle asks about typographic awareness & evidence of readers
interacting with design features in their annotations. #sharp15

7/8/2015 6:34:49 PM
superHH: Makala: By 1940's the negative images of Indians began to decrease.
#sharp15 #s3h
7/8/2015 6:35:04 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Q&A: Otis offers an external example of almanacs, in some
genres readers demand format/content
7/8/2015 6:35:42 PM
Marie_LSJ: presse sur les jeux vidéos: @bjornolav dit que l'objet est un des plus
illégitimes: presse spécialisée adolescente de loisirs #s3f #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:35:45 PM
Cyber_Panda_: RT @ILoveCopyright: Cultural value shift that has to happen to support
new scholars and business models: monograph cannot be the be all #sh…
7/8/2015 6:35:45 PM
miriamvowen: RT @nickpublisher: Literary prizes almost a 'virus' in France - with more
than 2000 awarded every year #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:36:20 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Q&A: Brown: rearrangement of Lydgate's works, later editors
relocate end matter to front of the work
7/8/2015 6:36:22 PM
rmathematicus: RT @mazarines: Arithmetic textbooks often printed in octavo or
duodecimo & purchased within 1-2 years of publication — @jotis13. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:36:47 PM
rmathematicus: RT @mazarines: [Robert Recorde was the first to use "=" (equal sign),
because what is more equal than parallel lines?] #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:36:59 PM
CritRikk: #s3e #sharp15 Q&A: Palmer points out publishing competition, verses pirated
vs "formal" publication of whole work
7/8/2015 6:37:03 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @rachellynchase: Reasons given against ebooks: you can't read them
in the bathtub #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:37:31 PM
CBarnacles: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 6:37:35 PM
sgediting: @sprowberry on trying to tease out theory on ebook as 'book-ish', deferring
to original, material book #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:37:40 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @sprowberry: It’s still possible to create your own ebooks for the
Game Boy: http://t.co/mTEa71AAu5 #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:37:50 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @sprowberry: Earliest patent I have found for an ebook reader so far
(Rubicam 1979): https://t.co/M3TO3rTdfI #sharp15

7/8/2015 6:37:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: What makes "extensive" marginalia? @jotis13 points out that not
only amount, but where in the book marks occur #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:38:01 PM
loradeets: RT @rachellynchase: LP: in 21c digital reading more about participation than
use #sharp15 @louisa_preston
7/8/2015 6:38:02 PM
sim1303: i want @jotis13's body of marginalia in math bks. for purportedly pragmatic
objects, writing-bks have so little evidence of use!! #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:38:23 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Book Traces allows special collections style
assignments in the general stacks: encouraging book history in other spac…
7/8/2015 6:38:30 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: What makes "extensive" marginalia? @jotis13 points
out that not only amount, but where in the book marks occur #s3e #s…
7/8/2015 6:38:35 PM
Joanne_Paul_: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/8/2015 6:39:41 PM
bookhistorynetw: CfP on #Reading & its Transformation in the Digital Age
@uniGoettingen may be of interest to people at #sharp15 | http://t.co/jBNKZ7YsDK
7/8/2015 6:39:44 PM
rmathematicus: RT @mazarines: Students learned arithmetic in early modern England
by reading out of & into their textbooks. Much higher marginalia rate. #…
7/8/2015 6:39:48 PM
Marie_LSJ: Good laugh from the audience when @bjornolav assures us that his gaming
periodicals do have wide readerships (only 2 in room) #s3f #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:39:56 PM
sim1303: .@jotis13 speaks about the diversity of surviving math bks: printed books,
unpublished mss by teachers, copies of published bks... #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:40:23 PM
miriamvowen: @Beth_driscoll @ellenwiles wish I was there to hear u speak Ellen.
Sounds great so far. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:40:57 PM
CritRikk: RT @sim1303: .@jotis13 speaks about the diversity of surviving math bks:
printed books, unpublished mss by teachers, copies of published bk…
7/8/2015 6:41:03 PM
mollyhardy: RT @sim1303: .@jotis13 speaks about the diversity of surviving math bks:
printed books, unpublished mss by teachers, copies of published bk…
7/8/2015 6:41:29 PM
sim1303: @mazarines i think partly survival. many bks used to death. + ppl didn't
collect ugly bks; they wanted clean versions! #sharp15 @jotis13

7/8/2015 6:41:32 PM
mroyup13: .@jameshodges_ met au jour les questions de genre et de classe posées par
l'invention du stylo électrique par Edison #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:41:40 PM
roaringgirle: hey, @philipspalmer, i cannot understand why coryate isn't standard
reading on renaissance lit syllabi! #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:42:13 PM
mroyup13: Emily Kopley évoque les diverses raisons qui poussent un-e auteur-e à
publier anonymement ou sous pseudonyme #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:42:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: @roaringgirle @philipspalmer Could do an entire class on terrible fart
jokes... #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:42:44 PM
sim1303: @roaringgirle #belatedpostgradreadinglist #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:44:09 PM
miriamvowen: @rachellynchase Some can't read them anywhere let alone in the bath
and why aren't they solar powered yet? #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:44:12 PM
d2verso: @EpistolaryBrown @roaringgirle @philipspalmer Would that be jokes about
terrible farts, or fart jokes that are terrible?! #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:45:39 PM
CherylSearch: Anonymity and pseudonymity seem to be thriving today in a different,
(postmodern?) era of publishing to the web. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:46:31 PM
sim1303: .@jotis13 talks of authors' treatment of commonplace math lessons, editors
publishing "new editions" w/ self-promot'nal ads #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:46:55 PM
ILoveCopyright: Same publishers (of monographs) emerging on @SHARPorg book
prize: building a niche/list/identity #SHARP15 cc @StevieLMarsden
7/8/2015 6:47:00 PM
CritRikk: RT @sim1303: .@jotis13 talks of authors' treatment of commonplace math
lessons, editors publishing "new editions" w/ self-promot'nal ads #s…
7/8/2015 6:47:17 PM
CherylSearch: Yeah, we're thinking through inking now... #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:47:53 PM
sim1303: .@jotis13 standard format/structure of math instruction was estd by italian
"summa" in the c15. copied widely across w. europe. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:48:17 PM
sim1303: @CherylSearch i ink, therefore i am. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:48:29 PM
sim1303: @d2verso @EpistolaryBrown @roaringgirle @philipspalmer
#crucialearlymodernquestions #sharp15

7/8/2015 6:48:47 PM
ahomsher: RT @EpistolaryBrown: New College, Oxford, undergrads borrowed and
returned Coryat's Crudities in pattern that suggests they were talking ab…
7/8/2015 6:49:25 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @rachellynchase: LP: are publishers becoming more about
producing a public than producing an artefact? #sharp15 @louisa_preston
7/8/2015 6:49:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Age old patterns: teachers assigning their own books, new editions
that are the old edition with a new table #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:50:17 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Age old patterns: teachers assigning their own books,
new editions that are the old edition with a new table #s3e #sha…
7/8/2015 6:50:23 PM
sgediting: How do people learn to edit? How wd you teach it? Anyone at #sharp15
interested in #editing, #publishing ed, do come to my session Thurs am
7/8/2015 6:50:48 PM
heatherfro: Catching up with #sharp15 over dinner tonight. always impressed with how
far-reaching print culture is for huge swaths of scholars
7/8/2015 6:50:54 PM
keenera: @jotis13 has the hunch that arithmetic instructors urged use of published
manuals among students in c16-17 #SHARP15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:51:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: I think @jotis13 vastly underestimated #Sharp15's fascination with
math books. Turns out we like numbers
7/8/2015 6:51:03 PM
sim1303: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Age old patterns: teachers assigning their own books,
new editions that are the old edition with a new table #s3e #sha…
7/8/2015 6:52:41 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Question about "With MS notes" in catalog langauge--is there time to
expand that? Us: YES #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:52:48 PM
mollyhardy: .@jotis13 #SHARP15 #s3e http://t.co/lB9V3VtxOf
7/8/2015 6:53:08 PM
sim1303: @EpistolaryBrown i am @jotis13's new biggest fan. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:53:11 PM
heatherfro: Print history/physical materiality crucial for those working on digitized texts.
Literary culture, linguistic spread, infosci... #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:53:31 PM
mroyup13: Fun fact: there's no word in French for "authorship" #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:53:47 PM
sim1303: dude, @philipspalmer has been using NUC to find copies of coryat. N.U.C. i
thought it was only good for xmas trees anymore ;-) #sharp15

7/8/2015 6:53:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @mollyhardy: .@jotis13 #SHARP15 #s3e http://t.co/lB9V3VtxOf
7/8/2015 6:53:55 PM
CritRikk: RT @sim1303: dude, @philipspalmer has been using NUC to find copies of
coryat. N.U.C. i thought it was only good for xmas trees anymore ;-)…
7/8/2015 6:53:59 PM
keenera: @philipspalmer wishes for more complete ESTC copy holding information; on
other hand, NUC isn't completely useless #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:54:07 PM
CritRikk: RT @keenera: @philipspalmer wishes for more complete ESTC copy holding
information; on other hand, NUC isn't completely useless #s3e #sharp…
7/8/2015 6:54:15 PM
CherylSearch: Piroux: authorship defined in relation to readership--must include
external readers outside the social self who frequents salons #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:54:27 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: I think @jotis13 vastly underestimated #Sharp15's
fascination with math books. Turns out we like numbers
7/8/2015 6:54:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@philipspalmer Do searchable transcriptions mean that scholars are
more likely to excerpt works like Coryat's Crudities? #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:54:59 PM
gill_tasker: RT @sprowberry: It’s still possible to create your own ebooks for the Game
Boy: http://t.co/mTEa71AAu5 #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:55:03 PM
amndw2: Sometimes it seems like every conference I attend includes at least one "but
where have the physical library books gone?" lament. #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:55:05 PM
sim1303: (exhibit a...) #sharp15 http://t.co/pfccP2w8oh
7/8/2015 6:55:20 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@bjornolav après la victoire du web (2000-2012), pour cause de nouvelles
en flux continu, retour au papier: relation amicale #s3f #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:55:22 PM
hkpmcgregor: All this talk of books and gaming at #sharp15 #s3d is inspiring me to
make a recommendation: http://t.co/18LaVbhJF2
7/8/2015 6:55:32 PM
CritRikk: RT @hkpmcgregor: All this talk of books and gaming at #sharp15 #s3d is
inspiring me to make a recommendation: http://t.co/18LaVbhJF2
7/8/2015 6:55:58 PM
roaringgirle: hearing @JohnHPollack1 ask a question (or a few) after a talk/panel
makes me nostalgic. #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:56:01 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@philipspalmer Do searchable transcriptions mean that
scholars are more likely to excerpt works like Coryat's Crudit…

7/8/2015 6:56:06 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: hearing @JohnHPollack1 ask a question (or a few) after a
talk/panel makes me nostalgic. #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:56:12 PM
mollyhardy: RT @mroyup13: Fun fact: there's no word in French for "authorship"
#sharp15
7/8/2015 6:56:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@jotis13 there are definitely publishers who specialize in math books
#s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:56:18 PM
miriamvowen: RT @bookhistorynetw: CfP on #Reading & its Transformation in the
Digital Age @uniGoettingen may be of interest to people at #sharp15 | http…
7/8/2015 6:57:00 PM
Zgur_: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/8/2015 6:57:06 PM
heatherfro: ...historicism/historiciszing, privilege&power, art & art history, law, religion,
philosophy, #justoffthetopofmyhead #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:57:10 PM
jotis13: RT @mollyhardy: .@jotis13 #SHARP15 #s3e http://t.co/lB9V3VtxOf
7/8/2015 6:57:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: @jotis13 The Stationer's Records are in microfilm... #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:57:17 PM
keenera: @EpistolaryBrown @jotis13 I wonder if there's overlap between arithmetic
manuals and other subgenres of instructional books #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 6:57:44 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @bookhistorynetw: CfP on #Reading & its Transformation in the
Digital Age @uniGoettingen may be of interest to people at #sharp15 | http…
7/8/2015 6:58:42 PM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: .@jotis13 speaks about the diversity of surviving math bks:
printed books, unpublished mss by teachers, copies of published bk…
7/8/2015 6:58:43 PM
lmaruca: RT @ernestopriego: Yet book historians/textual scholars were some of the first
to develop, embrace DH/digital scholarship... #sharp15 http…
7/8/2015 6:58:50 PM
sim1303: @EpistolaryBrown @jotis13 this always puzzles me. WHY would 1 pub have
12 similar 101 books on sale?!? #sharp15
7/8/2015 6:59:07 PM
CherylSearch: Piroux's insight abt legitimate authorship involving attraction of readers
who are strangers applies today to self-published works #sharp15
7/8/2015 7:01:16 PM
zetamathian: Tweets coming out of the @SHARPorg conference are really interesting check out #sharp15 if you're into the history of books.

7/8/2015 7:03:12 PM
spolcz: Bookworm in me is in bliss @ellenwiles literary ethnography on the revival of
literary salons #sharp15 http://t.co/VUDW2lUzBa
7/8/2015 7:03:27 PM
miriamvowen: @Finny_stitch @philipspalmer just like teenage girls chain borrowing
Judy Blume's 'Forever' in my public library in the 80s. #sharp15
7/8/2015 7:04:12 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @sprowberry: You can find the slides to my #sharp15 presentation
here: http://t.co/tdBw5YrGhd
7/8/2015 7:11:18 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @sprowberry: It’s still possible to create your own ebooks for the
Game Boy: http://t.co/mTEa71AAu5 #sharp15
7/8/2015 7:12:08 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @AlexisWeedon: Marianne Martens diagram from her talk #sharp15
http://t.co/E2XcJcGHWD
7/8/2015 7:13:00 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @bevilacq: Wiles giving us some perspective on readers we don't
often think about: those who read aloud. #sharp15
7/8/2015 7:16:26 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @ClaireSquires: Wiles: very few scholars have yet used
ethnography to investigate literary culture #s2c #sharp15
7/8/2015 7:17:34 PM
CaseyBrienza: RT @spolcz: Bookworm in me is in bliss @ellenwiles literary ethnography
on the revival of literary salons #sharp15 http://t.co/VUDW2lUzBa
7/8/2015 7:19:15 PM
NikolasWise: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 7:19:55 PM
CaseyBrienza: RT @louisa_preston: Martens: fans effectively contributing to the
production of Pretty Little Liars tv series. #sharp15 http://t.co/GffQVb…
7/8/2015 7:21:03 PM
lmaruca: Not sure what's more frustrating about missing #SHARP15: having to feel
satisfied with crumbs from the feast or "hearing" papers backwards.
7/8/2015 7:21:47 PM
BAASHOTCUS2015: RT @heatherfro: Print history/physical materiality crucial for those
working on digitized texts. Literary culture, linguistic spread, infos…
7/8/2015 7:22:36 PM
Ca7ista: @CharlotteLNunes talking about 'taking history out of the box'. How to
encourage users to engage with special collections. #sharp15
7/8/2015 7:28:34 PM
JeffRubinoff: RT @mazarines: [Robert Recorde was the first to use "=" (equal sign),
because what is more equal than parallel lines?] #sharp15

7/8/2015 7:29:51 PM
Ca7ista: In order to facilitate better use of special collections librarians, faculty and
students have to be part of the discussion. #sharp15
7/8/2015 7:30:46 PM
superHH: Getting ready for the digital showcase. If you can't attend, look at
http://t.co/m9vTCwVGSv #sharp15
7/8/2015 7:34:05 PM
chrisdoody: Is it just me or does the tip of the #sharp15 pen look like a husked corn
cob? #importantquestions
7/8/2015 7:35:50 PM
ThomasGarcia44: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/8/2015 7:36:31 PM
StevieLMarsden: @chrisdoody hang on! i'm not only missing out on amazing papers
and food, but there's BRANDED STATIONERY too?! #sharp15 #fomo
7/8/2015 7:38:05 PM
aiammaia: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/8/2015 7:39:20 PM
aiammaia: RT @KatieMcGettigan: .@jameshodges_ Edison's electric pen didn't catch on
in offices but did become the basis of the modern tattoo machine …
7/8/2015 7:42:35 PM
mroyup13: RT @CitizenWald: .@philipspalmer on marginalia reminds me: easy access
to digitized text may blind us to opportunities present in multiple …
7/8/2015 7:48:54 PM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: .@jotis13 talks of authors' treatment of commonplace math
lessons, editors publishing "new editions" w/ self-promot'nal ads #s…
7/8/2015 7:50:37 PM
marjolein442: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/8/2015 7:52:16 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp15 https://t.co/ar7puFdCaR
7/8/2015 7:52:28 PM
mazarines: So, in case it's not obvious, @EpistolaryBrown wins fastest synthesis &
summary to Twitter at #sharp15. And that's saying something.
7/8/2015 7:54:32 PM
sharp2015_ca: Time to get digital! Join us in the Agora (L1-3400) from 16h-18h for
Digital projects showcase, AND MA student poster exhibitions. #sharp15
7/8/2015 7:58:32 PM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: .@jotis13 standard format/structure of math instruction was
estd by italian "summa" in the c15. copied widely across w. europe…
7/8/2015 7:59:48 PM

sharp2015_ca: C'est l'heure du numérique! De 16h à 18h (L1-3400): Exposition de
projets numériques + communications par affiche (étudiants MA). #sharp15
7/8/2015 8:03:06 PM
sim1303: RT @mazarines: So, in case it's not obvious, @EpistolaryBrown wins fastest
synthesis & summary to Twitter at #sharp15. And that's saying so…
7/8/2015 8:05:36 PM
sim1303: oh, you know, @roaringgirle & me sitting in a room labouring away at our
#sharp15 papers. just like grad school, but with fancier clothing.
7/8/2015 8:07:47 PM
philipspalmer: RT @roaringgirle: .@philipspalmer: annotators imitate form of printed
marginalia. (i'll be talking about such "typographic awareness" tomor…
7/8/2015 8:09:59 PM
JohnHPollack1: RT @sim1303: dude, @philipspalmer has been using NUC to find copies
of coryat. N.U.C. i thought it was only good for xmas trees anymore ;-)…
7/8/2015 8:11:38 PM
sharp2015_ca: RT @cherylaread: Thanks so much to #sharp15 for making the early
career scholar dinner happen. Love, a first time SHARP-goer
7/8/2015 8:11:40 PM
MrSidetable: @chrisdoody #sharp15 That's because the pen is made from corn
(biodegradable, etc)
7/8/2015 8:24:21 PM
CitizenWald: Getting ready for the #digital #book #history showcase & MA student
poster session #SHARP15 http://t.co/SgAVHb20ud
7/8/2015 8:24:35 PM
SHARPorg: Digital showcase and MA poster session at #sharp15
http://t.co/K4msshvdVS
7/8/2015 8:24:37 PM
jameshodges_: RT @mroyup13: .@jameshodges_ met au jour les questions de genre
et de classe posées par l'invention du stylo électrique par Edison #sharp15
7/8/2015 8:24:46 PM
jameshodges_: RT @mroyup13: Fun fact: there's no word in French for "authorship"
#sharp15
7/8/2015 8:26:27 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sim1303: #s2f question re the "specialness" of spcoll: closed, ltd
hrs, "whispering, door-buzzing sort of thing" (yes! //cc: @librarian…
7/8/2015 8:27:03 PM
CitizenWald: NO students in #history (!!) represented at #SHARP15 #book #history
poster session, Dudes! #wtf
7/8/2015 8:28:27 PM
mazarines: I feel so accomplished. I just found @m_antonetti on Twitter. #sharp15
7/8/2015 8:34:19 PM
ahomsher: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Age old patterns: teachers assigning their own books,
new editions that are the old edition with a new table #s3e #sha…

7/8/2015 8:35:08 PM
NoraSlonimsky: RT @StevieLMarsden: Oh, this is so so so SO important! #sharp15
https://t.co/YHMG6qfK5L
7/8/2015 8:39:35 PM
SLevelt: RT @heatherfro: Print history/physical materiality crucial for those working on
digitized texts. Literary culture, linguistic spread, infos…
7/8/2015 8:48:30 PM
SLevelt: RT @roaringgirle: hey, @philipspalmer, i cannot understand why coryate isn't
standard reading on renaissance lit syllabi! #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 8:49:56 PM
SLevelt: RT @EpistolaryBrown: What makes "extensive" marginalia? @jotis13 points out
that not only amount, but where in the book marks occur #s3e #s…
7/8/2015 8:50:51 PM
JordanmHowell: @sharp2015_ca #digitalbibliography w/ Wordpress allows you to build
a database without knowledge of MySQL http://t.co/aVrcvmQMcH #sharp15
7/8/2015 8:52:14 PM
SLevelt: RT @EpistolaryBrown: New College, Oxford, undergrads borrowed and returned
Coryat's Crudities in pattern that suggests they were talking ab…
7/8/2015 8:52:33 PM
JordanmHowell: @SHARPorg @sharp2015_ca getting your online bibliography started
doesn't have to be a hassle #digitalproject http://t.co/kV1qHrMK6i #sharp15
7/8/2015 8:52:41 PM
SLevelt: RT @roaringgirle: .@philipspalmer: annotators imitate form of printed
marginalia. (i'll be talking about such "typographic awareness" tomor…
7/8/2015 8:52:51 PM
JordanmHowell: @sharp2015_ca #sharp15 #digitalprojects check out the
#digitalbibliography quickstart guide http://t.co/kV1qHrMK6i at robinsoncrusoe.us
7/8/2015 8:53:06 PM
SLevelt: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@philipspalmer has examined 70+ out of the known 93
copies of Coryat's Crudities #sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 8:58:33 PM
SLevelt: RT @EpistolaryBrown: 70% of those have early modern manuscript annotation
#sharp15 #s3e
7/8/2015 8:58:34 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: Sometimes it seems like every conference I attend includes
at least one "but where have the physical library books gone?" lamen…
7/8/2015 9:00:09 PM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: dude, @philipspalmer has been using NUC to find copies of
coryat. N.U.C. i thought it was only good for xmas trees anymore ;-)…
7/8/2015 9:00:09 PM
JordanmHowell: @SHARPorg @sharp2015_ca #sharp15 #digitalprojects
http://t.co/t4aDo3f9hW impressive work!

7/8/2015 9:04:21 PM
bspalmieri: RT @roaringgirle: hey, @philipspalmer, i cannot understand why coryate
isn't standard reading on renaissance lit syllabi! #s3e #sharp15
7/8/2015 9:06:07 PM
roaringgirle: here's one of the playbooks i'll discuss during #s6c! #sharp15 | THE
PURITAN WIDOW (1607), STC 21531 (Copy 2), Folger http://t.co/5CCEgmWz7t
7/8/2015 9:08:56 PM
Heather1576: RT @roaringgirle: here's one of the playbooks i'll discuss during #s6c!
#sharp15 | THE PURITAN WIDOW (1607), STC 21531 (Copy 2), Folger htt…
7/8/2015 9:09:55 PM
amndw2: Bilingual SHARP = I keep being impressed by the people switching between
languages as they present projects and posters. #sharp15
7/8/2015 9:23:58 PM
FriedKeith: The projects at the #sharp15 poster and digital project showcase are really
inspiring me. I want to make a database! Seriously.
7/8/2015 9:25:24 PM
JeffRubinoff: RT @mazarines: Students learned arithmetic in early modern England by
reading out of & into their textbooks. Much higher marginalia rate. #…
7/8/2015 9:27:37 PM
JordanmHowell: @sharp2015_ca #sharp15 I hope everyone had a great time at the
#digitalprojects showcase! This is what makes @SHARPorg an engaging org
7/8/2015 9:28:31 PM
becomingtext: Keep thinking of something @lesliehowsam said about #sharp15 being a
place where we don't have to explain things. It really is nice.
7/8/2015 9:29:15 PM
FriedKeith: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/8/2015 9:30:30 PM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: (exhibit a...) #sharp15 http://t.co/pfccP2w8oh
7/8/2015 9:35:30 PM
SHARPorg: RT @JordanmHowell: @sharp2015_ca #sharp15 I hope everyone had a
great time at the #digitalprojects showcase! This is what makes @SHARPorg a…
7/8/2015 9:37:27 PM
SHARPorg: RT @becomingtext: Keep thinking of something @lesliehowsam said about
#sharp15 being a place where we don't have to explain things. It real…
7/8/2015 9:37:45 PM
HaraldEBraun: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/8/2015 9:41:32 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @ILoveCopyright: Very excited about the @AcBookFuture roundtable
with @nickpublisher @ClaireSquires @AlexisWeedon #SHARP15 http://t.co/w…
7/8/2015 9:44:51 PM

ClaireSquires: @ILoveCopyright @AcBookFuture @nickpublisher @AlexisWeedon And
_don't_ I look excited...! #sharp15
7/8/2015 9:45:15 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @ILoveCopyright: .@ClaireSquires Community building: making sure
you are aware of others researching in your field. Establishing your di…
7/8/2015 9:45:41 PM
sharpicecream: @digitalpigeons Well jel. #sharp15
7/8/2015 9:47:03 PM
superHH: Maybe I am biased but the digital showcase was very successful. Thanks
everyone for coming. Lots of interest in my project. #sharp15
7/8/2015 9:48:50 PM
valent_anna: RT @Laura_Estill: Boro on Newes from Spain 1618 links Catholicism &
disaster of Armada #sharp15 #s2a (translations =/= neutral) http://t.c…
7/8/2015 9:49:30 PM
RobinDesmeules: RT @SHARPorg: Digital showcase and MA poster session at #sharp15
http://t.co/K4msshvdVS
7/8/2015 9:50:57 PM
amndw2: I love that there's a vegetable garden on top of this building at the Université
de Sherbrooke. #sharp15 http://t.co/16fdecFjyP
7/8/2015 9:54:03 PM
mollyhardy: In case you were worried, here's proof that the dream of the '90s is alive in
Canada #SHARP15 http://t.co/thrbSTcp0z
7/8/2015 9:54:08 PM
mollyhardy: .@JordanmHowell: thx for your proj #SHARP15 which catalogs u get ur
metadata on RC from? @AmAntiquarian is happy to provide for US reprints
7/8/2015 9:58:21 PM
inneskeighren: Sorry to be missing #sharp15 (and the opportunity surreptitiously to
slip flyers for this book into delegates' bags)! http://t.co/xBFMe5tg27
7/8/2015 10:03:34 PM
KatieMcGettigan: I'm definitely going to start adopting "cocktail" to describe wine
receptions. So classy #sharp15
7/8/2015 10:06:12 PM
OxfordEEBOTCP: RT @Laura_Estill: .@conversiontales shows how we have to creatively
search (thank you @OxfordEEBOTCP !) texts and metatexts #sharp15 #s1b
7/8/2015 10:07:16 PM
OxfordEEBOTCP: RT @Laura_Estill: .@roaringgirle Absolutely. Examples of Moseley's
"stationer to the reader" genre via @OxfordEEBOTCP: http://t.co/cGnixpRs…
7/8/2015 10:07:28 PM
AlexisWeedon: Address at #sharp15 twenty third conference. How many remember the
first I wonder? http://t.co/WQ3ZgYcCua
7/8/2015 10:10:40 PM
AlexisWeedon: RT @bookhistorynetw: MT @sharp2015_ca: Keynotes from #sharp15
are being recorded & will be uploaded after the conference. #bookhistory

7/8/2015 10:12:15 PM
uohistlib: RT @JordanmHowell: @sharp2015_ca #digitalbibliography w/ Wordpress
allows you to build a database without knowledge of MySQL http://t.co/aV…
7/8/2015 10:13:44 PM
ahomsher: RT @mazarines: So, in case it's not obvious, @EpistolaryBrown wins fastest
synthesis & summary to Twitter at #sharp15. And that's saying so…
7/8/2015 11:12:10 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: I love that there's a vegetable garden on top of this building
at the Université de Sherbrooke. #sharp15 http://t.co/16fdecFjyP
7/8/2015 11:29:26 PM
juandemurillos: RT @CitizenWald: Martin Lyons: all 3 levels of #book #history--local,
national, global/transnational--have value but cannot be treated in i…
7/8/2015 11:54:59 PM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: So, in case it's not obvious, @EpistolaryBrown wins fastest
synthesis & summary to Twitter at #sharp15. And that's saying so…
7/9/2015 12:05:12 AM
AQEImprime: Bravo Sarah Milner, gagnante de la meilleure affiche "Frankenstein as a
social construct" #sharp15 http://t.co/VfJVX6d6js
7/9/2015 12:07:46 AM
trueyankees: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/9/2015 12:26:21 AM
jnthnwwlsn: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/9/2015 12:28:55 AM
rachellynchase: @Beth_driscoll I was not aware, but that is a major selling point!
Reading in the bathtub = bookish bliss :) #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:31:08 AM
maxinebranagh: RT @AQEImprime: Bravo Sarah Milner, gagnante de la meilleure
affiche "Frankenstein as a social construct" #sharp15 http://t.co/VfJVX6d6js
7/9/2015 12:43:24 AM
m_shoude: Des ressources sur la presse découvertes à #sharp15: réseau franco
numérique et son répertoire de la presse numérisée http://t.co/oWYYaMWfQN
7/9/2015 1:03:27 AM
ftayler: RT @m_shoude: Soirée des étudiants au #sharp15 : Les Trois Brasseurs se sont
mis de la partie, avec un menu médiatique... http://t.co/3doJ5…
7/9/2015 1:09:10 AM
ftayler: RT @Marie_LSJ: Martyn Lyons' French Best-Sellers, now complete with
anonymous works #programmingerror #facepalm #sharp15 http://t.co/JkfM5l…
7/9/2015 1:12:31 AM
ftayler: Back to #sharp15 tomorrow after Indie Games Licensing for Libraries work day
http://t.co/buUhUCUxi5

7/9/2015 1:17:34 AM
superHH: Intéressés par la culture médiatique au 19ème siècle? Allez voir
http://t.co/WwWdT1nAfO. Merci @m_shoude #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:34:32 AM
ILoveCopyright: @nickpublisher You were too busy doing blue steel but @ClaireSquires
was excited! #SHARP15 http://t.co/S5UF3KqewW
7/9/2015 2:01:03 AM
roaringgirle: arrows & glyphs (lobby, université de sherbrooke). #sharp15
http://t.co/vBCb57aJzU
7/9/2015 2:02:17 AM
Marie_LSJ: Just as I expected: @gpinsonm19 is there to fill in (part of) gap in book
history re: French print in US #sharp15 https://t.co/jX8XpLHgKy
7/9/2015 2:35:27 AM
GinaGBennett: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/9/2015 3:15:38 AM
pilgrimchick: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/9/2015 3:22:09 AM
SHARPorg: RT @FriedKeith: The projects at the #sharp15 poster and digital project
showcase are really inspiring me. I want to make a database! Seriou…
7/9/2015 3:57:30 AM
JordanmHowell: RT @superHH: Maybe I am biased but the digital showcase was very
successful. Thanks everyone for coming. Lots of interest in my project. #s…
7/9/2015 4:25:48 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @ILoveCopyright: @nickpublisher You were too busy doing blue steel
but @ClaireSquires was excited! #SHARP15 http://t.co/S5UF3KqewW
7/9/2015 4:30:10 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @sprowberry: You can find the slides to my #sharp15 presentation
here: http://t.co/tdBw5YrGhd
7/9/2015 4:36:10 AM
MimiMatthewsEsq: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English
translations. http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/9/2015 4:45:04 AM
sharpicecream: Ouais. Yeah. http://t.co/mcyjpY3OUc #sharp15
7/9/2015 4:48:37 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: Ouais. Yeah. http://t.co/mcyjpY3OUc #sharp15
7/9/2015 4:54:39 AM
inneskeighren: #sharp15 has @sharpicecream, #ichg2015 has @GeographyFly. I can
see scope for future collaboration.
7/9/2015 5:05:13 AM
sharpicecream: @inneskeighren @GeographyFly Ain't no flies on me. Though
enchantee de faire votre connaissance. #sharp15

7/9/2015 5:06:52 AM
samartha: RT @ClaireSquires: @ILoveCopyright @AcBookFuture @nickpublisher
@AlexisWeedon And _don't_ I look excited...! #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:15:26 AM
samartha: RT @ILoveCopyright: Same publishers (of monographs) emerging on
@SHARPorg book prize: building a niche/list/identity #SHARP15 cc @StevieLM…
7/9/2015 5:16:03 AM
samartha: RT @ILoveCopyright: @nickpublisher You were too busy doing blue steel but
@ClaireSquires was excited! #SHARP15 http://t.co/S5UF3KqewW
7/9/2015 5:16:25 AM
samartha: RT @ILoveCopyright: Public engagement - writing a trade book:
http://t.co/ZXCzVMbnU8 #sharp15 @AcBookFuture
7/9/2015 5:16:43 AM
samartha: RT @ILoveCopyright: Cultural value shift that has to happen to support new
scholars and business models: monograph cannot be the be all #sh…
7/9/2015 5:16:46 AM
samartha: RT @ILoveCopyright: .@ClaireSquires @AcBookFuture Naive, or emerging,
scholars want an outlet for their work and have career expectations a…
7/9/2015 5:16:49 AM
samartha: RT @ILoveCopyright: .@ClaireSquires Predatory publishers: symptom, not
cause #sharp15 @AcBookFuture
7/9/2015 5:16:53 AM
samartha: RT @ILoveCopyright: However, re availability of datasets, academics usually
do not have the funding to do this #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:17:02 AM
samartha: RT @ILoveCopyright: CB: Reaching people outside of academia and people
outside of your discipline #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:17:14 AM
samartha: RT @ILoveCopyright: .@ClaireSquires mentions the problematic words and
definition included in @AcBookFuture project #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:17:31 AM
samartha: RT @ILoveCopyright: SM: Open access models would reduce profits by 50%
#sharp15 cc @AcBookFuture
7/9/2015 5:17:37 AM
samartha: RT @ILoveCopyright: SM: fun fact: average costs of producing a monograph
in Canada $32000 per title #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:17:45 AM
samartha: RT @ILoveCopyright: SM: Scholarly presses have to spend a lot of time
juggling, have to walk a tightrope. Circus analogies aplenty #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:18:14 AM
samartha: RT @ILoveCopyright: .@nickpublisher: How do technological advances
impact how research is undertaken and disseminated? #sharp15

7/9/2015 5:18:18 AM
samartha: RT @ILoveCopyright: .@nickpublisher: @AcBookFuture Starting point: what
do scholars want? #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:18:22 AM
samartha: RT @ILoveCopyright: Very excited about the @AcBookFuture roundtable with
@nickpublisher @ClaireSquires @AlexisWeedon #SHARP15 http://t.co/w…
7/9/2015 5:18:32 AM
samartha: RT @ILoveCopyright: CB: More radical, bottom-up, user approach: media
commons. Grass routes: write, publish, discuss #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:18:44 AM
MadleenPodewski: RT @bookhistorynetw: MT @sharp2015_ca: Keynotes from
#sharp15 are being recorded & will be uploaded after the conference. #bookhistory
7/9/2015 6:02:54 AM
StevieLMarsden: And we're off! Those at #sharp15 might find today's conf. of interest!
You can follow at #booksnewmedia http://t.co/Itqonq35yd
7/9/2015 8:23:06 AM
edinburghchb: RT @StevieLMarsden: And we're off! Those at #sharp15 might find
today's conf. of interest! You can follow at #booksnewmedia http://t.co/Itq…
7/9/2015 8:23:41 AM
philistella: RT @StevieLMarsden: And we're off! Those at #sharp15 might find today's
conf. of interest! You can follow at #booksnewmedia http://t.co/Itq…
7/9/2015 8:32:23 AM
ashgate: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp15 tweets approaching 1000
already...https://t.co/h7za456Hqa http://t.co/cd0r1fhTRQ
7/9/2015 9:07:05 AM
SLevelt: "So we were thinking, just having the #IMC2015 and #sharp15 feeds won't be
enough for people." #booksnewmedia https://t.co/4pQGobYWit
7/9/2015 9:17:27 AM
heatherfro: Hashtag of the day in addition to #sharp15: #booksnewmedia part 2 at
@edinburghchb
7/9/2015 9:25:05 AM
heatherfro: RT @SLevelt: "So we were thinking, just having the #IMC2015 and
#sharp15 feeds won't be enough for people." #booksnewmedia https://t.co/4pQ…
7/9/2015 9:26:08 AM
youthreading: @maxinebranagh Thank you for positive comment; I was worried about
the format so glad you enjoyed it! #sharp15
7/9/2015 9:32:46 AM
StevieLMarsden: Yes! Relates to conversations at #bythebook15 and #sharp15 about
reception & readers/users/participants https://t.co/IPsz18uxci
7/9/2015 9:32:57 AM
edinburghchb: RT @StevieLMarsden: Yes! Relates to conversations at #bythebook15
and #sharp15 about reception & readers/users/participants https://t.co/IP…

7/9/2015 9:34:15 AM
SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs launched a new digital
collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/VxP72PRYFq
7/9/2015 9:40:11 AM
marjolein442: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/9/2015 9:56:49 AM
tarbosaur: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/9/2015 10:11:00 AM
mccarthymadsen: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/9/2015 10:16:16 AM
MarkLythgoe1: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/9/2015 10:29:59 AM
maxinebranagh: RT @StevieLMarsden: And we're off! Those at #sharp15 might find
today's conf. of interest! You can follow at #booksnewmedia http://t.co/Itq…
7/9/2015 10:36:40 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @StevieLMarsden: Yes! Relates to conversations at #bythebook15
and #sharp15 about reception & readers/users/participants https://t.co/IP…
7/9/2015 10:40:50 AM
maxinebranagh: I'll be presenting bright and early about 18th-century Edinburgh
school children and their reading, #s4f if you'd like to hear more #sharp15
7/9/2015 10:41:37 AM
andrezbukowski: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/9/2015 10:44:41 AM
maxinebranagh: RT @StevieLMarsden: Yes! Relates to conversations at #bythebook15
and #sharp15 about reception & readers/users/participants https://t.co/IP…
7/9/2015 10:56:23 AM
stirpublishing: RT @maxinebranagh: I'll be presenting bright and early about 18thcentury Edinburgh school children and their reading, #s4f if you'd like t…
7/9/2015 11:16:52 AM
sprowberry: RT @maxinebranagh: I'll be presenting bright and early about 18thcentury Edinburgh school children and their reading, #s4f if you'd like t…
7/9/2015 11:16:52 AM
roaringgirle: she may be a #biblionerd after all. @iangadd #blankspaces #sharp15
https://t.co/7Zg3pdVU4T
7/9/2015 11:18:09 AM
iangadd: RT @roaringgirle: she may be a #biblionerd after all. @iangadd #blankspaces
#sharp15 https://t.co/7Zg3pdVU4T

7/9/2015 11:19:07 AM
SHARPorg: RT @roaringgirle: she may be a #biblionerd after all. @iangadd
#blankspaces #sharp15 https://t.co/7Zg3pdVU4T
7/9/2015 11:19:12 AM
ahomsher: RT @roaringgirle: she may be a #biblionerd after all. @iangadd
#blankspaces #sharp15 https://t.co/7Zg3pdVU4T
7/9/2015 11:31:46 AM
masterquickly: Shylock not a Jew? #dh2015 #sharp15 http://t.co/sNgQyyyV0P
http://t.co/iH3okc0idn
7/9/2015 11:49:08 AM
digitalpigeons: #sharp15 bringing Victorianists, Early Modernists, & family together.
@Laura_Estill http://t.co/Y2XCWcLGUi
7/9/2015 12:01:30 PM
BarnardStuart: RT @becomingtext: Keep thinking of something @lesliehowsam said
about #sharp15 being a place where we don't have to explain things. It real…
7/9/2015 12:05:20 PM
Laura_Estill: #sharp15 family selfie w @digitalpigeons conference info:
http://t.co/IUKHXyzu35 http://t.co/92uE9tMWA1
7/9/2015 12:11:17 PM
RECIRC_: Oops! #sharp15 got the top quality early modern coverage!
7/9/2015 12:14:17 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @heatherfro: Hashtag of the day in addition to #sharp15:
#booksnewmedia part 2 at @edinburghchb
7/9/2015 12:17:46 PM
JonathanHsy: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/9/2015 12:23:15 PM
iangadd: RT @youthreading: @maxinebranagh Thank you for positive comment; I was
worried about the format so glad you enjoyed it! #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:23:18 PM
iangadd: RT @inneskeighren: #sharp15 has @sharpicecream, #ichg2015 has
@GeographyFly. I can see scope for future collaboration.
7/9/2015 12:23:39 PM
iangadd: RT @AQEImprime: Bravo Sarah Milner, gagnante de la meilleure affiche
"Frankenstein as a social construct" #sharp15 http://t.co/VfJVX6d6js
7/9/2015 12:23:57 PM
iangadd: RT @AlexisWeedon: Address at #sharp15 twenty third conference. How many
remember the first I wonder? http://t.co/WQ3ZgYcCua
7/9/2015 12:24:07 PM
sharp2015_ca: RT @Laura_Estill: #sharp15 family selfie w @digitalpigeons conference
info: http://t.co/IUKHXyzu35 http://t.co/92uE9tMWA1
7/9/2015 12:26:28 PM

roaringgirle: i have my coffee and am ready for #s4a: early modern women and the
book: owning, circulating, and collecting religious works. #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:26:46 PM
superHH: Ready for #s4b #sharp15 on strategies in 19th century Publishing.
7/9/2015 12:26:57 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: i have my coffee and am ready for #s4a: early modern
women and the book: owning, circulating, and collecting religious wo…
7/9/2015 12:27:14 PM
CritRikk: RT @superHH: Ready for #s4b #sharp15 on strategies in 19th century
Publishing.
7/9/2015 12:27:17 PM
superHH: This is quite a packed session for the first panel of the day. The coffee/tea and
pastries help. #s4b #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:27:56 PM
digitalpigeons: The 19th century is where it's at this morning with Strategies in 19th
Century Publishing! #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:29:14 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Breakfast in the panel on c19 publishing strategies #sharp15 #s4b
http://t.co/h7Az2VXFq0
7/9/2015 12:29:37 PM
loradeets: Next up at #sharp15: Nicole Howard on the rhetoric of exclusion in early
modern prefaces.
7/9/2015 12:30:11 PM
CritRikk: hello and welcome to day 3 #sharp15 #s4g "Paratext" with chair Ian Gadd
7/9/2015 12:30:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd announces himself as the paratext to the 8:30 am
paratext session #SHARP15
7/9/2015 12:30:33 PM
jotis13: RT @roaringgirle: i have my coffee and am ready for #s4a: early modern
women and the book: owning, circulating, and collecting religious wo…
7/9/2015 12:30:51 PM
Laura_Estill: . @iangadd is the paratext to the paratexts session #sharp15 #s4g (re:
chairing)
7/9/2015 12:31:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: This morning's paratext panel starts off with Nicole Howard, "The
rhetoric of exclusion in early modern prefaces" #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:32:04 PM
CritRikk: #s4g #sharp15 first speaker, Nicole Howard, “The Rhetoric of Exclusion in
Early Modern Prefaces”
7/9/2015 12:32:09 PM
superHH: First is Jeffrey Makala on “Print, Buy, and Sell on Demand: The Secondhand
Market in Stereotype Plates in 19th C. America” #sharp15 #s4b

7/9/2015 12:32:24 PM
nickpublisher: Day three at #sharp15 and kicking off with e-authors
7/9/2015 12:32:55 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Beginning with Jeffrey Makala on 'the second hand market in
stereotype plates in c19 America' #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 12:33:01 PM
CritRikk: #s4g #sharp15 Howard: focus the prefaces to the reader in scientific works,
broadly referring to science
7/9/2015 12:33:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Howard on Prefaces to the Reader in early modern "scientific" works
#sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:33:35 PM
JobsinBooks: RT @nickpublisher: Day three at #sharp15 and kicking off with e-authors
7/9/2015 12:33:35 PM
Finny_stitch: All ready to start another day at #sharp15, with the first of two panel on
Early Modern Women and the Book
7/9/2015 12:33:48 PM
louisa_preston: Nicole Howard talking about prefaces to the reader in early scientific
works. #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:34:03 PM
sharpicecream: Anyone's head feeling a bit melty? Ne paniquez pas, the ice cream man
cometh http://t.co/PlSCNGLmAn #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:34:08 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Makala gives a shout out to Michael Winship as he explains how
extensive &sophisticated use of stereotype plates was in USA #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 12:34:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Newton, who needs no introduction, laments the errors introduced by
printers, and, indeed, the necessity to print at all #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:34:26 PM
amndw2: Somehow arrived in time for #sharp15 #s4g, "Paratext," despite
undercaffeination. Listening to Nicole Howard on early modern prefaces.
7/9/2015 12:34:30 PM
CritRikk: #s4g #sharp15 Howard: begins with Newton (as one must), he and his
contemporaries (Huygens) and their disdain for publishing process
7/9/2015 12:34:31 PM
Museocat: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/9/2015 12:34:59 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Clearly you, readers, are not "Those" sorts of people #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:34:59 PM
roaringgirle: this panel's focus is women's book ownership. what
resources/commonplace books/&c shed light on women's circulation of books?#s4a
#sharp15

7/9/2015 12:35:04 PM
Finny_stitch: Firstly, Elizabeth Patton: 'Reconstructing a Library of Catholic Devotional
Texts seized at Chideock Castle, Dorset, in 1594' #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:35:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Prefaces time after time discourage readers and"alert readers to what
kinds of people will be able to read the work" #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:35:44 PM
CritRikk: #s4g #sharp15 Howard: these prefaces to the reader discourage rather than
encourage consumption of work (also ego buff to discerning reader)
7/9/2015 12:35:49 PM
nzsydney: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd announces himself as the paratext to the
8:30 am paratext session #SHARP15
7/9/2015 12:36:00 PM
roaringgirle: the panel is also interested in communities of women and the role of
books in forming/defining those communities. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:36:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Howard: "Within the sciences, authors came to the printing press
with great reluctance" #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:36:10 PM
CritRikk: #s4g #sharp15 Howard: remained a tension between the needs of print and
desire to be read
7/9/2015 12:36:14 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Makala: plates made books material text. Could be moved, used as
capital, bought, sold. Coincided with transformation in trade #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 12:36:21 PM
sharpicecream: What's your favourite ice cream flavour @GeographyFly? #sharp15
#ichg2015
7/9/2015 12:36:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Howard: "I have a long preface here, but I don't have to introduce
Genette, paratexts, to this audience" #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:36:59 PM
amndw2: Howard: scientific prefaces often discourage, not encourage, readers. Dislike
of wider readership that comes from print. #s4g #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:37:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Some authors offer up the disingenuous apology for publishing at all
#sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:37:24 PM
rachellynchase: NH: Scientific prefaces in EM period often discouraged readers from
continuing to read the book #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:37:41 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Makala: Matthew Carey achieved another first when he bought the
first set of 2nd hand plates but didnt print from them himself #sharp15 #s4b

7/9/2015 12:37:48 PM
ClaireSquires: At #s4d: 1st up @sgediting on The Transfer of Editing Culture #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:37:50 PM
roaringgirle: first up, elizabeth patton in virtual reality. she recorded her talk to be
broadcasted here this a.m. it's EXACTLY 20 mins. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:37:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: My comment: The false modesty referred to as the "stigma of print"
shows up surprisingly often in printer's own writing #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:37:57 PM
mazarines: Nicole Howard, on the rhetoric of exclusion in early modern "scientific"
prefaces: req. to print v. exposure to broader readership. #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:38:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Howard: Authorship in print was viewed as antithetical to courtly
behavior, certain class values #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:38:24 PM
louisa_preston: Howard: prefaces that discourage the reader, but also indicate what
kind of person the text is really for. #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:38:35 PM
rachellynchase: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd announces himself as the paratext to
the 8:30 am paratext session #SHARP15
7/9/2015 12:38:37 PM
Marie_LSJ: Jeffrey Makala: periodicals were stereotyped (at least in the US), of interest
to @RS4VP #sharp15 #s4b (Secondhand Market in Stereo. Plates)
7/9/2015 12:38:41 PM
loradeets: Nicole Howard: 'prefatory barriers' keeping the riffraff away from early
modern scientific texts #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:38:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Natural Philosophers fall between the professional author and the
courtly writer; publication was an unfortunate necessity #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:39:06 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Carey's letter about the 'miscreant' who damaged his plates reminds
me why I love publishers letters #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 12:39:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Prefaces in scientific works do two things: express disdain for certain
kind of readers & explain how the books should be read #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:39:40 PM
ClaireSquires: Greenberg: how does an editing culture transfer between generations?
how much can it be taught? #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:39:48 PM
rachellynchase: NH: authors dictating through prefaces who should read the book and
how the book should be read #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:40:01 PM

loradeets: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd announces himself as the paratext to the
8:30 am paratext session #SHARP15
7/9/2015 12:40:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "Less vestibule than fence" -- a colleague of Howard's phrase for the
exclusionary rhetoric of these prefaces #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:40:14 PM
jotis13: A few technical difficulties, but now getting underway at #sharp15 #s4a
7/9/2015 12:40:15 PM
ClaireSquires: Greenberg: working definition of editing as a decision-making process;
selecting, shaping and linking content #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:40:28 PM
mazarines: Howard: Early modern natural philosophers, et al. used prefaces to exclude,
to say who should read the text & how to read it. #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:40:43 PM
Beth_driscoll: This morning @sgediting is talking about editing cultures at #sharp15.
Wish you were here @sybilthefirst
7/9/2015 12:40:45 PM
amndw2: Howard quotes a preface dismissing readers as "learned idiots, grammatists,
sophists, wranglers, and perverse little folk." #s4g #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:41:26 PM
jotis13: Lots of scholars up and awake at 8:30am, but apparently the wireless hasn't
had its coffee yet... #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:41:27 PM
ILoveCopyright: McGraw Hill definition of e-writing #SHARP15 http://t.co/gMVzIWq0yi
7/9/2015 12:41:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Wilkins' plea for objectivity prefaces his exploration of possibility of
life on the moon: a primer on the scientific method #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:41:32 PM
roaringgirle: small technical glitch, so we're moving on to jaime goodrich on book
circulation in benedictine convents. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:41:37 PM
Finny_stitch: Slight technical difficulties so we're starting with Jaime Goodrich instead
#sharp15
7/9/2015 12:41:45 PM
sharpicecream: @Laura_Estill @digitalpigeons You need an ice cream in that picture.
#sharp15
7/9/2015 12:42:02 PM
mazarines: RT @amndw2: Howard quotes a preface dismissing readers as "learned
idiots, grammatists, sophists, wranglers, and perverse little folk." #s4…
7/9/2015 12:42:14 PM
louisa_preston: Howard: 'exclusionary notices' & those of disdain in early scientific
prefaces in the 'galaxy of prefaces' #sharp15 http://t.co/oHykXRL6Hu

7/9/2015 12:42:24 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @ClaireSquires: Greenberg: how does an editing culture transfer
between generations? how much can it be taught? #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:42:26 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Makala: sale of plates was more organised by mid c19. Plates for eg
text books advertised in trade papers #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 12:42:29 PM
Finny_stitch: Goodrich will be talking about 'Common Libraries : Book Circulation in
English Benedictine Convents, 1600-1700' #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:42:44 PM
rachellynchase: RT @louisa_preston: Howard: 'exclusionary notices' & those of disdain
in early scientific prefaces in the 'galaxy of prefaces' #sharp15 htt…
7/9/2015 12:42:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Descartes' preface to the reader in the Meditations worries about
leading "weaker intellects" down his path #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:43:00 PM
RareLeah: RT @mazarines: Howard: Early modern natural philosophers, et al. used
prefaces to exclude, to say who should read the text & how to read it…
7/9/2015 12:43:16 PM
Beth_driscoll: Conversation is intrinsic to editing culture: Greenberg @sgediting
#sharp15
7/9/2015 12:43:19 PM
ClaireSquires: Greenberg: On learning to edit - '"Working at the BBC is sort of
Socratic"' - a constant discussion. #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:43:26 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s4b Makala: ads for individual plates for sale were an anomaly.
7/9/2015 12:43:27 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Prefaces time after time discourage readers and"alert
readers to what kinds of people will be able to read the work" #…
7/9/2015 12:43:48 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Howard: "Within the sciences, authors came to the
printing press with great reluctance" #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:43:51 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Howard: "I have a long preface here, but I don't have
to introduce Genette, paratexts, to this audience" #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:43:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Descartes sent copies of the Meditations to theologians throughout
France; their feedback was included in the publication #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:44:00 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Some authors offer up the disingenuous apology for
publishing at all #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:44:01 PM

CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: My comment: The false modesty referred to as the
"stigma of print" shows up surprisingly often in printer's own writin…
7/9/2015 12:44:09 PM
Marie_LSJ: And there I was thinking I was the only one experiencing slow Twitter...
#sharp15 https://t.co/pa78kMUMCs
7/9/2015 12:44:11 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Howard: Authorship in print was viewed as antithetical
to courtly behavior, certain class values #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:44:13 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Natural Philosophers fall between the professional
author and the courtly writer; publication was an unfortunate neces…
7/9/2015 12:44:18 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Prefaces in scientific works do two things: express
disdain for certain kind of readers & explain how the books should…
7/9/2015 12:44:26 PM
roaringgirle: goodrich: maria of blessed sacrament appleby refused to appropriate
communal books for her own needs. used oldest breviaries. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:44:28 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Wilkins' plea for objectivity prefaces his exploration of
possibility of life on the moon: a primer on the scientific …
7/9/2015 12:44:32 PM
sharpicecream: @EpistolaryBrown @iangadd Cool down, Mr President. #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:44:32 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Descartes' preface to the reader in the Meditations
worries about leading "weaker intellects" down his path #sharp15 #…
7/9/2015 12:44:37 PM
Beth_driscoll: Editors as critical realists, aware of all the things that can go wrong
@sgediting #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:44:38 PM
sharpicecream: @jotis13 Have an ice cream, Wifi. #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:45:00 PM
jotis13: Goodrich: communal book collections at convents space to negotiate between
nuns' personal and collective identities #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:45:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Howard: Quoting from some lovely, snippy prefatory statements.
#sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:45:32 PM
sharpicecream: @Marie_LSJ Have an ice cream Marie. #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:45:34 PM
roaringgirle: goodrich: benedictine convents built communal book collections. #s4a
#sharp15
7/9/2015 12:45:34 PM

superHH: #sharp15 #s4b I love looking at inventories from publishers/printers/book
owners, etc... ##bookhistorylover
7/9/2015 12:45:41 PM
sharpicecream: @Laura_Estill @digitalpigeons Ssssssssh. I am anonymous. #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:46:26 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g As Howard explains these scientists discouraged reading by
popular audience. (prefaces seem to suggest avoidance not elitism)
7/9/2015 12:46:30 PM
roaringgirle: goodrich: "let none presume to give or Receave any thing what soever
proper to themselves: note soe much as a booke." #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:46:35 PM
jotis13: Goodrich: tension between nuns' vows of poverty and need for possession of
books and other items #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:46:43 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @jotis13: Goodrich: communal book collections at convents space to
negotiate between nuns' personal and collective identities #s4a #shar…
7/9/2015 12:46:46 PM
sharpicecream: @Marie_LSJ J'espere que oui. #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:46:52 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Makala: trade sales provided venues for the sale of plates. Classic
authors like Scott and Shakespeare common #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 12:47:05 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @Beth_driscoll: Editors as critical realists, aware of all the things that
can go wrong @sgediting #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:47:21 PM
roaringgirle: goodrich: an individual nun could borrow (even indefinitely) but not own
books. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:47:22 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Kepler's preface : "whoever is too stupid to understand
astronomical science, or too weak to believe Copernicus"
7/9/2015 12:47:24 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Johannes Kepler-- "But whoever is too stupid to understand
astronomical science ...[should] mind his own business" #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:47:26 PM
CitizenWald: the room is packed at #SHARP15 for the 8:30 panel on Strategies in
Nineteenth-Century Publishing. Yes, we are fanatics re: #books & #history
7/9/2015 12:47:43 PM
jotis13: Goodrich: Benedictine rules all assume the existence of communal libraries,
common resource with spiritual purpose #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:47:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Howard: We don't really imagine anyone reading the preface,
deeming themselves too stupid, and putting the book down #sharp15 #s4g

7/9/2015 12:47:57 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Howard notes these writers (scientists, mathematicians) were
aware of the challenge of lay audience, they created more work
7/9/2015 12:48:04 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Johannes Kepler-- "But whoever is too stupid to
understand astronomical science ...[should] mind his own business" #sh…
7/9/2015 12:48:10 PM
amndw2: Howard: Kepler warned the reader to "mind his own business and betake
himself home to scratch in his own dirt patch." #s4g #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:48:14 PM
roaringgirle: goodrich: convent library was a common resource for spiritual
development, especially around lent. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:48:16 PM
ClaireSquires: Greenberg: digital technologies becoming an obstacle to the process of
learning to edit; showing is very important #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:48:20 PM
mazarines: Kepler in 1609 preface says those too stupid or weak to understand
astronomy & Copernicus should go scratch in his own dirty patch. #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:48:36 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Makala very kindly confirming my sense that the London '12 years a
slave' was printed from the same or a copy set of plates #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 12:48:38 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s4b Makala: talking about 12 years a slave. First published in NY,
then in Philly after Civil War, from same set of plates.
7/9/2015 12:48:46 PM
CitizenWald: BTW apologies to non-#book #history tweeps for flood of tweets about
@SHARPorg #SHARP15 conference. U may mute me or ignore thru Friday :)
7/9/2015 12:49:06 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Howard on Newton "if you haven't read book one or two you
won't get book three"
7/9/2015 12:49:09 PM
roaringgirle: goodrich: benedictine practices suggest library's importance to corporate
spiritual formation of these religious houses. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:49:17 PM
louisa_preston: Howard: Descartes strongly urged for only readers 'willing to mediate
seriously' with him, and that those were few and far between! #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:49:19 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s4b Makala: the New edition has now a publisher’s preface,
7/9/2015 12:49:28 PM
Finny_stitch: Goodrich highlights Benedictine ban on personal possession, incl books, &
how it placed emphasis on maintenance of communal library #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:49:32 PM

EpistolaryBrown: Newton: If you don't work through books 1 and 2, you don't get book
3 -- no math, no world philosophy #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:49:36 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g for philosophers and mathematicians, an exciting time, these
works "bore holes" in accepted bodies of "knowledge"
7/9/2015 12:49:41 PM
Marie_LSJ: I feel like an idiot discovering just now that "12 Years a Slave" was a mid-19
c. slave narrative way before it won Oscars... #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 12:49:44 PM
jotis13: Goodrich: books kept under lock, emphasizing library's contents belongs to
convent not individual nuns #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:50:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Each of the authors discussed here used the preface to put up a wall
against certain kinds of readers #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:50:22 PM
AlexisWeedon: Jeffrey Makala on secondhand stereoplate trade - 5 different owners
#sharp15 http://t.co/GurN2QUNd5
7/9/2015 12:50:25 PM
ClaireSquires: Greenberg: founder of Peer J - "Because there's humans involved, you
end up with a lot of semantics loaded into it.'" #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:50:28 PM
roaringgirle: goodrich: LIBRARY RULES! "let [no book] say this belongeth to me; I
bought it or brought it nor have any ones name on it." #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:50:30 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Makala: '12 years' plates sold to Keystone Press who added new
preface but dont change contents page so text is contradictory #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 12:50:31 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s4b Makala: then new edition again published in NY. Got rid of list
of illustrations. After that, seems plates and story worn off
7/9/2015 12:50:41 PM
ClaireSquires: Greenberg: We're humans, therefore we need editors #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:50:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Authorial posturing or a new kind of authorial role? These prefaces
attempt to maintain the dignity of the gentleman scholar #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:50:52 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Howard: some preferred to avoid print, to share knowledge
and ideas personally [help build pressure toward Journal 1665 ?)
7/9/2015 12:50:54 PM
louisa_preston: Howard: a scientist who claims to be not interested in publication gain
greater authority #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:51:18 PM
CherylSearch: Makala offers fascinating look at transfer of plates of Northrup's 12 Years
a Slave through several owners/publishers and editions. #sharp15

7/9/2015 12:51:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The evidence suggests we should acknowledge a unique reluctance to
be in print because of the burden of reader response #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:51:28 PM
jotis13: Goodrich: French revolution broke up convents' libraries as bks confiscated and
destroyed, refugees fled w/small percentage #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:51:49 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #s4a J. Goodrich: fascinating discussion of library rules at
Benedictine convents at Cambrai, Paris
7/9/2015 12:51:52 PM
roaringgirle: goodrich: books "must belong to the common Library (except such as the
Priouressse shall judge fitt not to bee seen by all)" #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:52:00 PM
sharpicecream: @Laura_Estill Being Canadian is not a problem. #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:52:02 PM
Finny_stitch: Goodrich: Cambrai nuns not allowed to 'appropriate' books unto
themselves but could use them in cell 'as long as she pleases' #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:52:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Next up, Elise Garritzen on Footnotes, prefaces, and revising
scholarly narrative in Victorian Histories #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:52:13 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Makala on Melville's letters about Confidence Man plates that he
couldn't buy back. Like many plates they disappear from the record #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:52:18 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g 2: Elise Garritzen, “Footnotes, Prefaces and Revising Scholarly
Narrative: Paratexts as Sites of Textual Editing in Vict Hist”
7/9/2015 12:52:24 PM
Finny_stitch: Goodrich emphasises the importance of communal library in creating a
communal identity #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:52:38 PM
rachellynchase: Up next, Elise Garritzen on footnotes as paratexts: sites of textual
editing in Victorian histories #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:52:47 PM
mroyup13: Jeffrey Makala discusses the circulation of the stereotype plates of Twelve
Years a Slave #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:52:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Garritzen: Looking at the revisions to Thomas Babbington
MacCaulay's History of England #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:53:17 PM
superHH: Next is Paul van Capelleveen on “ A number of books: a chronology of
limitation statements”. #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 12:53:23 PM

loradeets: Now Elise Garritzen on footnotes, prefaces and revising scholarly narrative Christmas morning for paratext enthusiasts! #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:53:25 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Now Paul van Capelleveen: 'a number of books: a chronology of
limitation statements' #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 12:53:39 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Garritzen - revised editions, editing as common practices.
Macauley(?) "no one expected first editions to be perfect"
7/9/2015 12:53:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Garritzen: Historiographers have been slow to look at the revising
practices of 19th century historians #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:53:52 PM
Finny_stitch: Goodrich shows us some missal flyleaves, signed by nuns over several
centuries #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:54:29 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Garritzen: Historiographers have been slow to look at
the revising practices of 19th century historians #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:54:32 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s4b Capelleveen: talks about chronology for practice of the
numbered copy.
7/9/2015 12:54:37 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @ClaireSquires: Greenberg: We're humans, therefore we need editors
#sharp15
7/9/2015 12:54:39 PM
ClaireSquires: Next up, Herve Serry on Les foires internationales du livre comme
intermediaires de marche #s4d #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:54:42 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Garritzen: Looking at the revisions to Thomas
Babbington MacCaulay's History of England #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:54:50 PM
CherylSearch: Capelleveen: "limited edition" and the development of the numbered
copy "use exclusivity as a selling point" #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:55:06 PM
jotis13: Goodrich: missals and breviaries inscribed with names of the nuns who used
those books, in tension w/communal ownership #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:55:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Historians were the editors of their own works, rather than employing
outside editors #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:55:21 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Historians were the editors of their own works, rather
than employing outside editors #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:55:30 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s4b Capelleveen:why should limited editions be numbered?

7/9/2015 12:55:39 PM
roaringgirle: goodrich: nuns did inscribe names/initials in these communal books,
making them material witnesses to vitality of community. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:55:42 PM
rachellynchase: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Historians were the editors of their own works,
rather than employing outside editors #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:55:48 PM
mazarines: Through the lens of exclusionary prefaces, print was a technology to be
negotiated, not embraced, by early modern "scientists." #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:55:57 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Van Capelleveen: limited edition is a selling device. But why are they
numbered? Hasn't always been the way #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 12:56:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Gerritzen: looking at the motives for editing; the work's accuracy,
and the relationship between paratexts and selling history #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:56:09 PM
ClaireSquires: Serry: book fairs are important constructors of the literary market &
professions #s4d #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:56:09 PM
AlexisWeedon: #sharp15 may find this congenial http://t.co/GtqSX9Lwan
7/9/2015 12:56:14 PM
mazarines: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The evidence suggests we should acknowledge a
unique reluctance to be in print because of the burden of reader respons…
7/9/2015 12:56:15 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Garritzen historians equally eager revisers of their own text;
paratexts added and deleted over course of editions, esp. maps
7/9/2015 12:56:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Title page, footnote, endnote, and illustrations were most likely
adjusted #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:56:24 PM
amndw2: Elise Garritzen: Victorian historians revised & edited their own published work,
often adding & adjusting paratextual elements #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:56:35 PM
rachellynchase: RT @ClaireSquires: Serry: book fairs are important constructors of the
literary market & professions #s4d #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:56:36 PM
louisa_preston: Elise Garritzen exploring Victorian historian editing practices and
motives. #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:57:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Motives for modifying 19th century history works: promoting their
scholarly virtues and cultural ideals #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:57:04 PM

CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Garritzen - motives of editing: "scholarly and cultural virtues"
= accuracy and completeness
7/9/2015 12:57:12 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Gerritzen: looking at the motives for editing; the work's
accuracy, and the relationship between paratexts and selling…
7/9/2015 12:57:21 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Title page, footnote, endnote, and illustrations were
most likely adjusted #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:57:25 PM
ClaireSquires: Serry: Frankfurt Book Fair as 'une manifestation gigantesque' #s4d
#sharp15
7/9/2015 12:57:27 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Motives for modifying 19th century history works:
promoting their scholarly virtues and cultural ideals #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:57:28 PM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: Through the lens of exclusionary prefaces, print was a
technology to be negotiated, not embraced, by early modern "scientist…
7/9/2015 12:57:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The Victorian cultural notions of perfection & completeness were
heavily promoted in both internal and external textual spaces #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:57:43 PM
roaringgirle: goodrich shows a copy of THE LIVES OF HOLY SAINTS (1685, douai
abbey) inscribed by two Mary Knatchbull's. what a name! #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:57:57 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Garritzen - piles of sources and studies grew rapidly,
presenting increasing challenge to incorp into existing histories
7/9/2015 12:58:12 PM
EpistolaryBrown: No one wished to be labeled an inaccurate historian, but commercial
reasons also factored in. A new edition might = more sales #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:58:43 PM
Finny_stitch: Goodrich suggests that patterns of placement of inscriptions can help us
identify period and person who wrote in book #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:58:43 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Garritzen editing due to commercial interests, livelihood
depend. on sales, add. incentive for new editions
7/9/2015 12:58:47 PM
ClaireSquires: Serry: On visiting the Frankfurt Book Fair, we were struck by its infinite
immensity #s4d #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:58:58 PM
CitizenWald: fascinating (as always) talk by Paul van Capelleveen: why did publishers
start to number copies of limited editions? #SHARP15
7/9/2015 12:59:03 PM
jotis13: Goodrich: early 17th c. nuns adhered more closely to requirement not to write
name in books, vs. late 17th and later #s4a #sharp15

7/9/2015 12:59:04 PM
roaringgirle: goodrich: "This Booke belongs to English Benedictin Nunnes of our Bd
Lady of Good Hope in Paris"—asserts communal ownership. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:59:12 PM
Marie_LSJ: Am I the only one who hears Macklemore's Thrift Shop lyrics whenever
Capelleveen says "Limited edition"? #sharp15 #s4b #gangstabookhistorian
7/9/2015 12:59:14 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Garritzen - revising a privilege of those historians whose sales
figures where high (enough)
7/9/2015 12:59:23 PM
louisa_preston: Garritzen: fear of being 'un-scholarly' was main motive for accurate
editing. #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:59:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: If the old work didn't sell enough, publishers were not going to issue
a new edition, no matter how much the author wanted to #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 12:59:28 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: No one wished to be labeled an inaccurate historian, but
commercial reasons also factored in. A new edition might = mo…
7/9/2015 12:59:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Garritzen - revising a privilege of
those historians whose sales figures where high (enough)
7/9/2015 12:59:35 PM
digitalpigeons: Capelleveen suggests limited editions emerged from artists needing a
more sophisticated marketing tool in the wake of cheep print #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:59:39 PM
Laura_Estill: @EpistolaryBrown I wonder (re: Howard #sharp15 #s4g) how much of
this is "false" modesty à la M. Cavendish? https://t.co/xjY9xeqqTA
7/9/2015 12:59:44 PM
rachellynchase: RT @louisa_preston: Garritzen: fear of being 'un-scholarly' was main
motive for accurate editing. #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:59:45 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Van Capelleveen: mass printing of art works led to limited edition of
prints. But we can't tell exactly when numbering started #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 12:59:46 PM
amndw2: Gerritzen: revision was a "privilege" for authors whose sales figures warranted
new, revised editions. #s4g #sharp15
7/9/2015 12:59:58 PM
RobinDesmeules: Revised editions often the preserve of better selling first editions
#s4g #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:00:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Gerritzen: Paratexts proved to be useful tools for editing #sharp15
#s4g

7/9/2015 1:00:12 PM
monicalmercado: Following #sharp15 #s4a on early modern #wmnhist and the book
this morning. Great stuff! https://t.co/8sYol4eOWH
7/9/2015 1:00:15 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Garritzen - historians focused on editing/changing paratext
rather than more laborious main content
7/9/2015 1:00:18 PM
dolechner: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Next up, Elise Garritzen on Footnotes, prefaces, and
revising scholarly narrative in Victorian Histories #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:00:22 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s4b Van Capelleveen: artists used to not number their prints.
They signed them but that was all. It changed in late 19thC.
7/9/2015 1:00:30 PM
Marie_LSJ: And this is what I should be thinking about, instead of pop songs #sharp15
#s4b https://t.co/zx34F9iTcd
7/9/2015 1:00:41 PM
nzsydney: the authority of graphite in numbering and signing limited edition prints and
books #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:00:44 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: If the old work didn't sell enough, publishers were not
going to issue a new edition, no matter how much the author wa…
7/9/2015 1:00:45 PM
louisa_preston: Gerritzen: epistemological and communicative aims were key for
improving accuracy via paratexts. #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:01:08 PM
dolechner: RT @amndw2: Elise Garritzen: Victorian historians revised & edited their
own published work, often adding & adjusting paratextual elements …
7/9/2015 1:01:20 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Thanks to those tweeting #s4g on Paratexts at #sharp15. Really
useful for me #fomo
7/9/2015 1:01:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: My wonder: is the acknowledgement of error more likely to be in a
footnote than a preface? #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:01:22 PM
dolechner: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Motives for modifying 19th century history works:
promoting their scholarly virtues and cultural ideals #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:01:30 PM
rachellynchase: Walter Scott is mentioned in this discussion of paratexts
@ILoveCopyright #sharp15 Scott and footnotes in new editions
7/9/2015 1:01:37 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @digitalpigeons: Capelleveen suggests limited editions emerged
from artists needing a more sophisticated marketing tool in the wake of c…

7/9/2015 1:01:37 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Garritzen Macaulay "in the first three editions, I told this story
incorrectly. The fault was chiefly my own, but partly..."
7/9/2015 1:01:44 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: My wonder: is the acknowledgement of error more
likely to be in a footnote than a preface? #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:01:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Garritzen: It was not enough to simply craft new footnotes and pad
the old ones with new references #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:02:09 PM
ILoveCopyright: @rachellynchase #swag #thuglyfe #SHARP15
7/9/2015 1:02:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Garritzen: the historian wanted to take advantage of the prefatory
paratext to describe changes and draw attention to new work #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:02:43 PM
Beth_driscoll: Republishing inaccurate Victorian histories was seen as akin to "serving
twice cooked cabbage to readers". Book history rocks. #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:02:44 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Garritzen uthors listed in new prefaces the archives they
visited, new discoveries, + expl structural, narrative changes,
7/9/2015 1:02:45 PM
roaringgirle: goodrich's research abt tension b/w collective and individual
reading/identity in benedictine convent life is so interesting. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:03:02 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Garritzen: the historian wanted to take advantage of
the prefatory paratext to describe changes and draw attention to …
7/9/2015 1:03:02 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Garritzen: It was not enough to simply craft new
footnotes and pad the old ones with new references #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:03:08 PM
rmathematicus: RT @mazarines: Through the lens of exclusionary prefaces, print was a
technology to be negotiated, not embraced, by early modern "scientist…
7/9/2015 1:03:09 PM
AlexisWeedon: Paul van Capelleveen's Thoughtful focus on print numbering measurement as a means of control, marketing and authenticity #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:03:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Prefaces with information about alterations were essential aids to
readers interested in the distinctions between editions #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:03:23 PM
jotis13: Next up Amanda Pullan on embroidered book bindings #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:03:31 PM
digitalpigeons: Capelleveen shows that author signatures used to show that printed
edition is not pirated. Are there examples of forged signatures? #sharp15

7/9/2015 1:03:33 PM
roaringgirle: goodrich's research is also very dependent on access to unique objects in
abbey collections. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:03:37 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Yet authors often skipped crafting new prefaces #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:03:37 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Van Capelleveen: finding numbered editions as early as the c18.
Made for small societies or as luxury goods #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 1:03:46 PM
ClaireSquires: Serry: book fairs as a system of intermediation; with 'professional
territories' (literary agents, sectors, media agencies) #s4d #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:03:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Edith Thompson's preface to the 1878 History of England was both
brief and vague #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:03:59 PM
loradeets: @Marie_LSJ Not anymore, no. #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:04:04 PM
Finny_stitch: Now @abpullan on topic v close to my heart 'Knowing a Book by its
Cover: The Embroidered Binding as a Marker of Female Readership' #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:04:04 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @digitalpigeons: Capelleveen shows that author signatures used to show
that printed edition is not pirated. Are there examples of forged…
7/9/2015 1:04:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Thompson's preface says things changed, without saying WHAT
changed #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:04:15 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Garritzen however, not all authors put the effort into crafting
new prefaces, so they are not sufficient to track changes
7/9/2015 1:04:16 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Garritzen contemporaries sometimes critical of new editions
w/o proper preface to set up changes
7/9/2015 1:04:41 PM
sgediting: RT @ClaireSquires: Serry: book fairs as a system of intermediation; with
'professional territories' (literary agents, sectors, media agenci…
7/9/2015 1:04:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Without "proper help from the author," readers would have a hard
time telling what changed between editions #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:04:48 PM
rmathematicus: RT @mazarines: Kepler in 1609 preface says those too stupid or weak
to understand astronomy & Copernicus should go scratch in his own dirty…
7/9/2015 1:04:55 PM
ClaireSquires: Serry: a successful fair is the amount of information which circulates,
according to a past Director of Frankfurt Book Fair #s4d #sharp15

7/9/2015 1:04:59 PM
Finny_stitch: V excited for this paper! @abpullan #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:05:02 PM
jotis13: AKA: next up, lots of pictures of very pretty book covers! #covets #s4a
#sharp15
7/9/2015 1:05:03 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Garritzen Macaulay "in the first three
editions, I told this story incorrectly. The fault was chiefly my own, b…
7/9/2015 1:05:08 PM
dolechner: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Garritzen: the historian wanted to take advantage of
the prefatory paratext to describe changes and draw attention to …
7/9/2015 1:05:36 PM
roaringgirle: now, @abpullan on embroidered bindings! and @finny_stitch is in the
room, too! books + needlework FTW. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:05:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Garritzen: Promoting a new edition was a more complex business
than calling a text "new" or "revised" #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:05:44 PM
ClaireSquires: Serry: Peter Weidhass - 'Frankfurt has a acquired a unique extra
territoriality. It is a Book Fair Country.' #s4d #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:05:58 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Garritzen - promoting the revised scholarly text a challenge,
the right preface a helpful tool to avoid puffery
7/9/2015 1:06:02 PM
rachellynchase: Paratextual problems in early Victorian era: how to avoid an
impression of puffery #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:06:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Early Victorian "puffing scandals" -- brings to mind something
entirely different than book advertisements #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:06:12 PM
sgediting: Serry: 'Frankfurt has a territoriality of its own. It is Book Fair Country'
#sharp15
7/9/2015 1:06:14 PM
Finny_stitch: . @abpullan begins with great image of embroidered binding of Prudence
and Patience from @MorganLibrary #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:06:18 PM
Beth_driscoll: Puffing scandals! #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:06:27 PM
rmathematicus: RT @mazarines: Howard: Early modern natural philosophers, et al.
used prefaces to exclude, to say who should read the text & how to read it…
7/9/2015 1:06:31 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s4b Van Capelleveen: numbered, limited editions as a mark of
elitism. Makes sense. Bibliophile editions were created for a very +

7/9/2015 1:06:36 PM
sgediting: RT @ClaireSquires: Serry: book fairs are important constructors of the
literary market & professions #s4d #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:06:38 PM
jotis13: .@abpullan embroidered bindings important marker of women's growing role of
book ownership and book use in 17th c. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:06:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Later paratexts had to avoid "the impression of puffery"; Edith
Thompson was particularly reluctant to risk such a charge #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:06:46 PM
CherylSearch: 2 contrasting conceptualizations of the book: Makala's mass production
via plates & van Capelleveen's limited-ed luxury object #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:06:48 PM
rmathematicus: RT @mazarines: Nicole Howard, on the rhetoric of exclusion in early
modern "scientific" prefaces: req. to print v. exposure to broader read…
7/9/2015 1:06:50 PM
amndw2: "The puffing scandals of the early Victorian era" (Gerritzen referring to false
book advertising): #sharp15 phrase of the morning? #s4g
7/9/2015 1:07:00 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Garritzen - conscious or marketing and advertisement, so
prefaces tended to be more conservative in their claims of changes
7/9/2015 1:07:00 PM
roaringgirle: .@abpullan points to growing readership of religious texts among early
modern women. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:07:04 PM
sgediting: Of interest to #sharp15 people, no doubt https://t.co/Gq6LOWDenw
7/9/2015 1:07:09 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s4b Van Capelleveen: narrow part of the population.
Predominantly male and white.
7/9/2015 1:07:10 PM
louisa_preston: RT @rachellynchase: Paratextual problems in early Victorian era: how
to avoid an impression of puffery #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:07:11 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Edith Thompson used "Reprinted with additions" for works that
underwent fewer changes #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:07:18 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @ClaireSquires: Serry: book fairs as a system of intermediation; with
'professional territories' (literary agents, sectors, media agenci…
7/9/2015 1:07:33 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @ClaireSquires: Serry: book fairs are important constructors of the
literary market & professions #s4d #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:07:41 PM

CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Garritzen uses Edith Thompson as one of her examples, she
mentioned changes but not always details, avoided emph reshapng text
7/9/2015 1:07:45 PM
bevilacq: Paul van Capelleveen looking for moment when numbering books switches
from copyright control to a sales strategy. #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 1:07:48 PM
sgediting: RT @ClaireSquires: Greenberg: We're humans, therefore we need editors
#sharp15
7/9/2015 1:07:52 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Promoting a revised edition was complicated by worries that readers
who owned earlier editions might get ticked off #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:07:55 PM
Finny_stitch: . @abpullan will be focusing on images of the virtues on embroidered
bindings #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:07:56 PM
roaringgirle: .@abpullan: bookbindings as conveyers of women's participation in literate
culture. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:07:56 PM
jotis13: .@abpullan women embroidered bindings as commentary on content of the text
#s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:08:04 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @bevilacq: Paul van Capelleveen looking for moment when
numbering books switches from copyright control to a sales strategy. #sharp15 #s…
7/9/2015 1:08:30 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s4b Begs the ?: who bought these numbered editions? What
usage was made of these books? To be read or displayed as rarity?
7/9/2015 1:08:33 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Garritzen second challenge: how not to offend readers with
(who owned?) outdated editions?
7/9/2015 1:08:33 PM
ClaireSquires: Serry: 1960s 'what electrifies the atmosphere at Frankfurt is the
availability & accessibility of publishers' #s4d #sharp15 still true?
7/9/2015 1:08:41 PM
jotis13: .@abpullan majority of designs came from illustrated woodcuts, adaptation of
masculine print industry #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:08:53 PM
roaringgirle: .@abpullan will judge these books by their covers via connections b/w
images on the embroidered bindings & the books' content. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:09:10 PM
ILoveCopyright: @roaringgirle @abpullan @Finny_stitch books and crafting: my two
favourite thing. Gutted to be missing this! #SHARP15
7/9/2015 1:09:15 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Garritzen - publishing a new edition too soon after the last
required "indulgence" of the readers, author had to explain why

7/9/2015 1:09:27 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Promoting a revised edition was complicated by worries
that readers who owned earlier editions might get ticked off #s…
7/9/2015 1:09:34 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Van Capelleveen: multiple motivations for private presses to print
limited editions, and these change over time #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 1:09:38 PM
rachellynchase: Garritzen: continuous editing is an important part of historical research
#sharp15
7/9/2015 1:09:42 PM
jotis13: .@abpullan some women used pricking and pouncing to transfer designs, other
used draftsmen, but designs still chosen by women #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:09:44 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @ClaireSquires: Serry: a successful fair is the amount of information
which circulates, according to a past Director of Frankfurt Book F…
7/9/2015 1:09:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Bringing out new editions, "necessary" due to further research,
involved apologies to owners of previous editions #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:09:52 PM
roaringgirle: .@abpullan: printed woodcuts MAY have been used as templates for some
images of the virtues on embroidered bookbindings. (!!) #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:10:00 PM
ClaireSquires: Serry: Going to Frankfurt as a way of dynamising the local market, for
Quebecois publishers in the 1960s #s4d #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:10:05 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Garritzen - arguments used to convince readers to purchase
new work (not just for sales but for more accurate + complete work)
7/9/2015 1:10:17 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Bringing out new editions, "necessary" due to further
research, involved apologies to owners of previous editions #sha…
7/9/2015 1:10:25 PM
loradeets: Garritzen: Victorian 'puffery' scandal tarnishing book reviews as a source of
information for readers - five stars! #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:10:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: A new preface did not just help readers judge the value of an edition,
but helped them view the new edition as *different* #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:10:28 PM
CritRikk: RT @loradeets: Garritzen: Victorian 'puffery' scandal tarnishing book reviews
as a source of information for readers - five stars! #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:10:32 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Bringing out new editions, "necessary" due to
further research, involved apologies to owners of previous editions #sha…

7/9/2015 1:10:34 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: .@abpullan: printed woodcuts MAY have been used as
templates for some images of the virtues on embroidered bookbindings. …
7/9/2015 1:10:40 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @bevilacq: Paul van Capelleveen looking for moment when numbering
books switches from copyright control to a sales strategy. #sharp15 #s…
7/9/2015 1:10:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Writing the preface was often described as a "wretched duty" which
scholars performed at the end of the long writing process #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:11:04 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Now Sylvia Nickerson: "evolutionary narratives & MacMillan
publications, 1859-90" #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 1:11:18 PM
rachellynchase: Garritzen: The power of promotional paratexts #sharp15 a book
history tongue twister!
7/9/2015 1:11:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Scholars recognized paratexts for useful tools for communicating the
accuracy and facility of their current work #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:11:35 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Garritzen publishers who understood the power of the
paratexts did not always encourage authors to write new prefaces
7/9/2015 1:11:36 PM
roaringgirle: .@abpullan: embroidered binding may have cost the same as other kinds
of bindings when considering cost of sewing materials. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:11:54 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g #3: Laura Dietz, “‘Transaction’ in Transition: Digital Novels
and the Evolution of Epitext”
7/9/2015 1:11:55 PM
superHH: Next is Sylvia Marie Nickerson: “Darwin in the public sphere: evolutionary
narratives and Macmillan Publications, 1859-1890”. #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 1:11:59 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Next up, Laura Dietz on "Transaction in transition: digital novels and
the evolution of epitext" #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:12:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: We're heading in the direction of fiction and the direction of ebooks
#sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:12:35 PM
roaringgirle: .@abpullan: therefore we need other explanations for why embroidered
bindings would have been desirable. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:12:36 PM
rachellynchase: Laura Dietz: Digital Novels and Evolution of the Epitext #sharp15
@loradeets

7/9/2015 1:12:40 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Dietz: brilliant to follow to papers on the building of
creditability
7/9/2015 1:12:40 PM
louisa_preston: Excited to hear Laura Dietz now on Digital Novels and the Evolution of
Epitext. #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:12:41 PM
ClaireSquires: Serry: The rules of the game are very important at Frankfurt - who stays
at their stand; who visits #s4d #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:12:45 PM
jotis13: .@abpullan 15/58 depictions of the virtues found were embroidered bindings,
w/other objects only 1-2% embroidered w/virtues #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:12:46 PM
sprowberry: RT @louisa_preston: Excited to hear Laura Dietz now on Digital Novels and
the Evolution of Epitext. #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:13:01 PM
rachellynchase: LD: Paratext as intellectual oven gloves #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:13:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Genette's "Paratext" was written when "the internet was a glimmer in
the eye of Tim Berners Lee" #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:13:11 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Nickerson: Macmillan publications helped to narrow science/religion
divide in the wake of Darwin's 'Origins' #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 1:13:14 PM
roaringgirle: .@abpullan: there is a significant connections between embroidered
bindings featuring the virtues and books of psalms. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:13:15 PM
nickpublisher: Now - information behaviour of writers - and the communication circuit
makes an appearance #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:13:17 PM
amndw2: Next up, Laura Dietz on digital novels and epitext. How do readers evaluate
ebooks? How do they know "this is a book?" #s4g #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:13:23 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: Anyone's head feeling a bit melty? Ne paniquez
pas, the ice cream man cometh http://t.co/PlSCNGLmAn #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:13:28 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Dietz: looking at how readers evaluate electronic books;
novels; focus: status, quality, value
7/9/2015 1:13:29 PM
louisa_preston: Dietz: how to readers decide if a digital book is a good book or a book
at all? #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:13:35 PM

jotis13: RT @amndw2: Next up, Laura Dietz on digital novels and epitext. How do
readers evaluate ebooks? How do they know "this is a book?" #s4g #sh…
7/9/2015 1:13:37 PM
rachellynchase: RT @louisa_preston: Dietz: how to readers decide if a digital book is a
good book or a book at all? #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:13:50 PM
digitalpigeons: Nickerson: Darwin in the public sphere and Macmillan publishing the
religious, ethical, and social implications of evolution #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:13:55 PM
sgediting: Serry: Frankfurt Book Fair is huge boost for French Canadian publishers: not
just financially, but also for morale re life problems #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:14:01 PM
roaringgirle: .@abpullan cites @Finny_stitch's research on needlework + bookbindings.
#s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:14:04 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Dietz: paratext = peritext + epitext (distinctions)
7/9/2015 1:14:09 PM
Beth_driscoll: Dietz: Common panel thread - building credibility through paratext. Now
looking at ebooks #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:14:12 PM
nzsydney: RT @rachellynchase: LD: Paratext as intellectual oven gloves #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:14:20 PM
CherylSearch: Nickerson: Presenting Macmillan as a scientific publisher who helped
legitimate Darwin's work on evolution #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:14:27 PM
dolechner: Sounds like a fascinating paper - thanks for excessive tweeting! #sharp15
#s4g Garritzen also has a great blog here: https://t.co/1Qf7V4hE0g
7/9/2015 1:14:27 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s4b Nickerson: MacMillan gave a predominant place to British
scientists in their publications.
7/9/2015 1:14:31 PM
ClaireSquires: Serry: Le stand gigantesque de Random House; the more modest stands
of smaller publishers at Frankfurt #s4d #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:14:37 PM
louisa_preston: Dietz: hard to discern what is part of the book and what isn't in the
Amazon world. #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:14:39 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Dietz: what is part of the book and what isn't, consideration of
the bounds and metatext
7/9/2015 1:14:41 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Dietz: "The assumption of authorial intention is very hard to discern
in the Amazon era," figuring out what's part of the book #sharp15 #s4g

7/9/2015 1:14:50 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Dietz: the problem for eBooks is that peri- + paratext easily
obscured or eliminated by readers and editors
7/9/2015 1:15:03 PM
digitalpigeons: Nickerson: Macmillan's publishing helped push the acceptance of
evolution, abandoning religion in favour of scientific outlook #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:15:03 PM
nzsydney: RT @CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Dietz: paratext = peritext + epitext
(distinctions)
7/9/2015 1:15:19 PM
sprowberry: .@loradeets suggests paratext can be used to evaluate ebooks given the
lack of traditional gatekeeping functions #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:15:24 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Intervention: Innocent: intuitive and useful reader settings; Less
innocent: retailer sales agenda #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:15:31 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Dietz: the eReading apps allow the reader to skip over front
matter, ToC, references, etc., also the end - sales/marketing msg
7/9/2015 1:15:39 PM
roaringgirle: .@abpullan: shows embroidered binding feat. images of prudence on
upper&lower cover of DAVIDS REPENTANCE (1637, BL Davis 46). #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:15:41 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @amndw2: Next up, Laura Dietz on digital novels and epitext. How
do readers evaluate ebooks? How do they know "this is a book?" #s4g #sh…
7/9/2015 1:15:51 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s4b Nickerson: MacMillan’s bookshop was well located in
Cambridge. For me, this reaffirms importance of location in publishing.
7/9/2015 1:15:57 PM
Laura_Estill: .@loradeets considering peritext and epitext for ebooks. peritext can be
easily altered in ebooks (text size, ads, settings) #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:16:00 PM
rachellynchase: RT @sprowberry: .@loradeets suggests paratext can be used to
evaluate ebooks given the lack of traditional gatekeeping functions #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:16:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Inadvertent: confusing and intrusive reader settings; Unconscious or
concealed from view: automatic changes made by an app #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:16:08 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @amndw2: Next up, Laura Dietz on digital novels and epitext. How
do readers evaluate ebooks? How do they know "this is a book?" #s4g #sh…
7/9/2015 1:16:12 PM
bevilacq: Nickerson using book history to historicize the ascendency of "scientific
outlook" over theology #sharp15 #s4b

7/9/2015 1:16:19 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Dietz: can be inadvertent by changing settings (reader
accident) or choice; reader can customize experience and change design
7/9/2015 1:16:19 PM
amndw2: Dietz: readers can change ebook layouts at whim; publishers can conceal
features like tables of contents, or add features. #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:16:21 PM
Marie_LSJ: Sylvia Marie Nickerson: Macmillan & Co. was founded in Cambridge in 1843
where the CUP bookshop stands today! nice old pic! #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 1:16:26 PM
jotis13: .@abpullan cool comparison of two bks embroidered w/same image: "Be
therefore as wise as serpents and as innocent as doves." #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:16:30 PM
nzsydney: RT @CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Dietz: the problem for eBooks is that peri- +
paratext easily obscured or eliminated by readers and editors
7/9/2015 1:16:31 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @louisa_preston: Dietz: hard to discern what is part of the book and
what isn't in the Amazon world. #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:16:33 PM
Finny_stitch: . @abpullan shows us one of my favourite bindings, from the British
Library http://t.co/UlQ60toKhQ #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:16:40 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sprowberry: .@loradeets suggests paratext can be used to evaluate
ebooks given the lack of traditional gatekeeping functions #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:16:41 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Nickerson: Macmillan focus shifted when they moved from Cambridge
to London. More scientific men came to their soirées #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 1:16:41 PM
roaringgirle: RT @Finny_stitch: . @abpullan shows us one of my favourite bindings,
from the British Library http://t.co/UlQ60toKhQ #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:16:49 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @louisa_preston: Dietz: hard to discern what is part of the book and
what isn't in the Amazon world. #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:16:50 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @Marie_LSJ: Sylvia Marie Nickerson: Macmillan & Co. was
founded in Cambridge in 1843 where the CUP bookshop stands today! nice old pic! …
7/9/2015 1:16:54 PM
jotis13: RT @bevilacq: Nickerson using book history to historicize the ascendency of
"scientific outlook" over theology #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 1:16:54 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Inadvertent: confusing and intrusive reader settings;
Unconscious or concealed from view: automatic changes made by an…

7/9/2015 1:16:57 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Intervention: Innocent: intuitive and useful reader
settings; Less innocent: retailer sales agenda #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:17:01 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Genette's "Paratext" was written when "the internet
was a glimmer in the eye of Tim Berners Lee" #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:17:06 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Inadvertent: confusing and intrusive reader settings;
Unconscious or concealed from view: automatic changes made by an…
7/9/2015 1:17:08 PM
louisa_preston: Dietz: how digital novels ask to be a novel is a bit different to the
printed novel. #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:17:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Dietz: On screen, can any part of the paratext be considered
"durable" paratext? #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:17:14 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Dietz: On screen, can any part of the paratext be
considered "durable" paratext? #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:17:22 PM
Vaguery: RT @mazarines: Howard: Early modern natural philosophers, et al. used
prefaces to exclude, to say who should read the text & how to read it…
7/9/2015 1:17:27 PM
ClaireSquires: Next up, Ruth Panofsky on Professionalism, Integrity and Intelligence:
Literary Agent Bella Pomer #s4d #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:17:37 PM
Finny_stitch: . @abpullan highlights unusual use of heart on the spine #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:17:47 PM
superHH: @sharp2015_ca @SHARPorg #sharp15 I have a suggestion: It would be great
to have a list with presenters’ twitter handle in our booklet.
7/9/2015 1:17:48 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @Laura_Estill: .@loradeets considering peritext and epitext for
ebooks. peritext can be easily altered in ebooks (text size, ads, settin…
7/9/2015 1:17:49 PM
Beth_driscoll: Precarious peritext - in digital, nothing is stitched on to the book
@loradeets #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:18:03 PM
nzsydney: RT @bevilacq: Nickerson using book history to historicize the ascendency of
"scientific outlook" over theology #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 1:18:07 PM
amndw2: I didn't realize there were apps to remove all the naughty words from your
ebooks. #sharp15 #s4g #prudery
7/9/2015 1:18:07 PM

CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Dietz what are publishers using to make the case that these
"books" are real? Are readers putting more emphasis on other parts
7/9/2015 1:18:13 PM
sprowberry: RT @Beth_driscoll: Precarious peritext - in digital, nothing is stitched on to
the book @loradeets #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:18:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Dietz: Inadvertent, transient, or unintentional does not mean a
peritext is not influential #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:18:24 PM
whitneytrettien: RT @Beth_driscoll: Precarious peritext - in digital, nothing is stitched
on to the book @loradeets #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:18:36 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Dietz: is paratext's loss the text's gain? How to test? SO she
looks at novels and focuses on biggest chunk of eBook market
7/9/2015 1:18:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Dietz: focusing on novels, one of the biggest chunks of the ebooks
market #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:18:45 PM
StevieLMarsden: Who would ever want to use such apps?! :-P #sharp15
https://t.co/7cDVV56eOh
7/9/2015 1:19:03 PM
Marie_LSJ: Amen to that! Would be great in any conference! #sharp15
https://t.co/A27Ismvn0n
7/9/2015 1:19:05 PM
AlexisWeedon: Strategies in nineteenth century publishing panel was standing room
only #sharp15 http://t.co/mTglw2Rt8I
7/9/2015 1:19:48 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Nickerson: Alexander Macmillan saw elevating science as part of his
mission to drive self improvement. Also good business #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 1:20:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Print Status and approval by the publishing industry: key factors in
determining reader behavior #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:20:18 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g note -- Dietz has been specific about "peritext," my error
"paratext"
7/9/2015 1:20:44 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @amndw2: I didn't realize there were apps to remove all the naughty
words from your ebooks. #sharp15 #s4g #prudery
7/9/2015 1:20:46 PM
sprowberry: .@loradeets stripped all the ‘onion skin’ layers of the ebook to question
users’ perceptions of digital novels #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:20:49 PM
StevieLMarsden: V.relevant to Anthony Grafton's paper this morn abt inaccuracies in
digital texts & metadata #sharp15 #booksnewmedia https://t.co/813uwumqDq

7/9/2015 1:20:57 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Survey done at previous conference being described: genre, cultural
rank, evaluation of the novel w/o title, cover or pub info #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:21:10 PM
Finny_stitch: . @abpullan highlights importance of rhythm in psalm-singing & working
#sharp15
7/9/2015 1:21:41 PM
louisa_preston: Dietz: in digital, print status and approval by the publishing industry
are key to assessing the quality of the e-book. #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:21:50 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Survey done at previous conference being described:
genre, cultural rank, evaluation of the novel w/o title, cover or …
7/9/2015 1:22:00 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Print Status and approval by the publishing industry:
key factors in determining reader behavior #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:22:07 PM
amndw2: Dietz asked readers to evaluate e-novels in different guises (big publisher vs.
self-published or ambiguous status). #s4g #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:22:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: a traditionally published book, big publisher; digital original from a
Big 5 publisher; self-published; ambiguous #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:22:32 PM
roaringgirle: .@abpullan makes a connection between the singing of psalms and sewing
as occasions to think on one's sins. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:22:39 PM
ClaireSquires: Panofsky: First Canadian literary agency set up in 1950; most famous
client Marshall McLuhan #s4d #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:22:53 PM
Finny_stitch: . @abpullan suggests connections between use of memory images and
embroidery #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:22:58 PM
jotis13: RT @roaringgirle: .@abpullan makes a connection between the singing of
psalms and sewing as occasions to think on one's sins. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:23:00 PM
StevieLMarsden: sounds like @loradeets is giving a fantastic paper @sharp2015_ca!
sorry to be missing it :-( but grateful of live tweeters :-) #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:23:01 PM
louisa_preston: Dietz: these things are mixed up in readers' minds - when asked about
an e-book most thought they were self published #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:23:14 PM
CherylSearch: Nickerson: Huxley was a friend of, science advisor to, & published author
by Macmillan; other advisors: Spencer & 2 journal editors #sharp15

7/9/2015 1:23:20 PM
jotis13: RT @louisa_preston: Dietz: these things are mixed up in readers' minds - when
asked about an e-book most thought they were self published #…
7/9/2015 1:23:29 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: a traditionally published book, big publisher; digital
original from a Big 5 publisher; self-published; ambiguous #sha…
7/9/2015 1:23:33 PM
ClaireSquires: Panofsky: most of the early Canadian literary agents in the 1970s were
women #s4d #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:23:43 PM
Finny_stitch: . @abpullan suggests that embroideries of Virtues might be a means of
focusing the mind on the Virtues #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:23:52 PM
EpistolaryBrown: What do readers use to evaluate novels? Professionalism and wordof-mouth #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:23:59 PM
louisa_preston: Dietz: what do readers use to assess whether an e-book is worth
reading? #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:24:06 PM
rachellynchase: RT @louisa_preston: Dietz: these things are mixed up in readers'
minds - when asked about an e-book most thought they were self published #…
7/9/2015 1:24:09 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @louisa_preston: Dietz: in digital, print status and approval by the
publishing industry are key to assessing the quality of the e-book.…
7/9/2015 1:24:10 PM
roaringgirle: .@abpullan: the rhythms of singing and sewing are similar, and both
suture the senses with abstract ideas (i.e., virtue). #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:24:20 PM
Finny_stitch: . @abpullan suggests connection between mental images & tangible
images to be embroidered #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:24:23 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Professionalism: quality of the prose, copyediting (very important),
layout, respect for convention #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:24:28 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: What do readers use to evaluate novels?
Professionalism and word-of-mouth #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:24:38 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Professionalism: quality of the prose, copyediting (very
important), layout, respect for convention #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:24:41 PM
sprowberry: I’m sure there’s a market for luxury ebook readers that simulate more of
the quality markers of print #sharp15

7/9/2015 1:24:43 PM
jotis13: .@abpullan a verse commonly embroidered in 19th c. can be traced all the way
back to the 1640s #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:24:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: EBooks need to look like what we expect to find in a bookshop
#sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:24:46 PM
CritRikk: RT @sprowberry: I’m sure there’s a market for luxury ebook readers that
simulate more of the quality markers of print #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:24:51 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: EBooks need to look like what we expect to find in a
bookshop #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:24:56 PM
bevilacq: Nickerson: many of Macmillan's books on evolution were by American authors
trying to reconcile evolution and theology #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 1:25:03 PM
digitalpigeons: Top notch beards worn by Macmillan's advisors on science: A.Macmillan,
H.Spencer, J.Lockyear, I.Todyear, D.MacAlister... Sry Huxley #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:25:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: ***the COVER*** was a critical element of professionalism readers
evaluated #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:25:09 PM
ClaireSquires: Panofsky: Bella Pomer was Carol Sheilds' agent; bringing her to literary
celebrity #s4d #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:25:17 PM
rachellynchase: RT @sprowberry: I’m sure there’s a market for luxury ebook readers
that simulate more of the quality markers of print #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:25:24 PM
superHH: I feel that Macmillan’s advisors on science are staring at me with a
disapproving look. #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 1:25:26 PM
amndw2: Dietz: readers of ebooks evaluate "professionalism" (quality + respect for
conventions of what a book should be), esp. covers. #s4g #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:25:30 PM
louisa_preston: Dietz: professionalism, quality, respect for convention, mostly assessed
in 'interrogating' the cover #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:25:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: In the real world, "professionalism" is compounded by a book's
reputation: comments, reader reviews, professional reviews, etc #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:25:41 PM
julichilliard: RT @ClaireSquires: Panofsky: most of the early Canadian literary agents in
the 1970s were women #s4d #sharp15

7/9/2015 1:25:44 PM
jotis13: @EpistolaryBrown which is why self-pub covers have been dramatically
increasing in quality over past few years #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:26:03 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @louisa_preston: Dietz: professionalism, quality, respect for
convention, mostly assessed in 'interrogating' the cover #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:26:12 PM
superHH: @digitalpigeons Right? Their beards fascinate me. #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:26:26 PM
nzsydney: RT @digitalpigeons: Top notch beards worn by Macmillan's advisors on
science: A.Macmillan, H.Spencer, J.Lockyear, I.Todyear, D.MacAlister..…
7/9/2015 1:26:26 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g another issue w/eBooks is print allows lmtd editions,
chapbook, spcl features, author signature/inscription to reader/owner
7/9/2015 1:26:26 PM
nzsydney: coffee club meets tobacco parliament in #sharp15 #s4c how about ice cream
parliament for #sharp18 @sharpicecream @nzsydney
7/9/2015 1:26:45 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: In the real world, "professionalism" is compounded by a
book's reputation: comments, reader reviews, professional revi…
7/9/2015 1:26:49 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: ***the COVER*** was a critical element of
professionalism readers evaluated #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:26:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Publishers are increasingly simplifying covers so they are legible in
tiny thumbnail formats on mobile devices #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:27:06 PM
Finny_stitch: Lovely paper with some great images from @abpullan. There'll be more
embroidered bindings in my paper tomorrow at 8.30am! #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:27:13 PM
LitAmbitions: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Scholars recognized paratexts for useful tools for
communicating the accuracy and facility of their current work #shar…
7/9/2015 1:27:16 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Nickerson: Macmillan reprinted US books on evolution (Science some
of most popular US books in GB. MacM had NY office from 1869) #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:27:16 PM
roaringgirle: technical difficulties have been resolved! now up: elizabeth patton,
virtually. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:27:26 PM
Laura_Estill: .@loradeets: importance of cover for ebook (quality + convention =
professionalism); requires design #sharp15 #s4g How we judge ebk too!
7/9/2015 1:27:27 PM

CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Publishers are increasingly simplifying covers so they
are legible in tiny thumbnail formats on mobile devices #sharp1…
7/9/2015 1:27:41 PM
jotis13: @CritRikk it's still possible to do e-signaturess for books, also popular authors
often asked to sign e-readers! #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:27:48 PM
Finny_stitch: And now, technical glitches solved, we're back to Elizabeth Patton's paper
#sharp15
7/9/2015 1:28:03 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Publishers are increasingly simplifying covers so they are
legible in tiny thumbnail formats on mobile devices #sharp1…
7/9/2015 1:28:11 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Good Design ain't just a Pinterest board.
#BumberstickerObservations #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:28:23 PM
louisa_preston: Dietz: in digital the cover is difficult to see clearly so less importance of
cover but more on reputation of the text & author. #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:28:25 PM
roaringgirle: patton has been involved in project to "recover dorothy arundel's voice."
her talk today draws on materials from that project. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:28:26 PM
rachellynchase: LD: Purpose of paratext: to ensure for the text a destiny consistent
with author's vision #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:28:46 PM
amndw2: Personal example: I'm reading a genre e-novel right now. Downloaded it on
friend's recommendation, despite (not b/c of) cover. #s4g #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:28:47 PM
sharpicecream: @digitalpigeons Apparently @sharpbeard is free. Just sayin'. #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:28:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Dietz: "Readers remain intensely respectful of print" #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:28:57 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Dietz: "Vanilla" e-books can draw status from their traditionally
published counterparts #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:29:13 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Dietz: "Readers remain intensely respectful of
print" #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:29:17 PM
superHH: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Publishers are increasingly simplifying covers so they
are legible in tiny thumbnail formats on mobile devices #sharp1…
7/9/2015 1:29:29 PM
Finny_stitch: RT @roaringgirle: patton has been involved in project to "recover dorothy
arundel's voice." her talk today draws on materials from that pro…

7/9/2015 1:29:30 PM
nzsydney: RT @jotis13: @CritRikk it's still possible to do e-signaturess for books, also
popular authors often asked to sign e-readers! #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:29:36 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @amndw2: Dietz: readers of ebooks evaluate "professionalism"
(quality + respect for conventions of what a book should be), esp. covers. …
7/9/2015 1:29:37 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Readers know the print status of their ebooks; folks are more likely
to go for an ebook that has print counterpart #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:29:42 PM
rachellynchase: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Dietz: "Readers remain intensely respectful of
print" #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:29:42 PM
endless_bkshelf: MT @bevilacq Capelleveen looking for moment when numbering
books switches from copyright control to sales strategy #sharp15 / via @Marie_LSJ
7/9/2015 1:29:48 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Nickerson: Macmillan emerges as progressive voice on value of
science and ways it can be reconciled with religion #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 1:29:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: a "Self-published" marker seems to be the kiss of death #sharp15
#s4g
7/9/2015 1:30:14 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Dietz: "Readers remain intensely respectful of
print" #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:30:14 PM
CreativeDynamix: RT @Finny_stitch: . @abpullan suggests connection between mental
images & tangible images to be embroidered #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:30:17 PM
nzsydney: RT @rachellynchase: LD: Purpose of paratext: to ensure for the text a
destiny consistent with author's vision #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:30:18 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @StevieLMarsden: V.relevant to Anthony Grafton's paper this morn
abt inaccuracies in digital texts & metadata #sharp15 #booksnewmedia ht…
7/9/2015 1:30:21 PM
DonnaLanclos: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Dietz: "Readers remain intensely respectful of
print" #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:30:21 PM
Laura_Estill: .@loradeets's surveys suggest that majority of readers buy ebooks are
also available in print (not ebook only publications) #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:30:45 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: a "Self-published" marker seems to be the kiss of death
#sharp15 #s4g

7/9/2015 1:30:47 PM
Beth_driscoll: More puffing scandals!!! #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:31:12 PM
nickpublisher: Desroches: identified misunderstanding of digital terms among authors
in survey #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:31:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Public authorial epitext: Evolution of existing practices, "pseudoallographic paratext" is pretty common, self-puffery #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:31:25 PM
nzsydney: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Nickerson: Macmillan emerges as progressive voice on
value of science and ways it can be reconciled with religion #sha…
7/9/2015 1:31:27 PM
louisa_preston: Dietz: 'readers remain intensely respectful of print' e-books as digital
versions of print do much better. #sharp15 http://t.co/DCWqkYJWR1
7/9/2015 1:31:28 PM
StevieLMarsden: evidenced by the fact that many major book awards do not accept
self-published bks. #sharp15 https://t.co/eILcNC7awF
7/9/2015 1:32:02 PM
CritRikk: RT @louisa_preston: Dietz: 'readers remain intensely respectful of print' ebooks as digital versions of print do much better. #sharp15 htt…
7/9/2015 1:32:08 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Public authorial epitext: Evolution of existing practices,
"pseudo-allographic paratext" is pretty common, self-puffer…
7/9/2015 1:32:15 PM
jotis13: RT @louisa_preston: Dietz: 'readers remain intensely respectful of print' ebooks as digital versions of print do much better. #sharp15 htt…
7/9/2015 1:32:27 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Just to add that it's standing room only at this c19 panel at
#sharp15. Great to see such a big audience for these papers #s4b
7/9/2015 1:32:37 PM
ClaireSquires: Shields' awareness of her own mortality made her focus on her literary
legacy, with a cooling attitude towards her agent #s4d #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:32:49 PM
jotis13: @EpistolaryBrown which is probably part of why many self-pub authors insist on
calling themselves "indie-pub" instead #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:33:12 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @louisa_preston: Dietz: 'readers remain intensely respectful of print'
e-books as digital versions of print do much better. #sharp15 htt…
7/9/2015 1:33:21 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Public authorial epitext: Evolution of existing
practices, "pseudo-allographic paratext" is pretty common, self-puffer…
7/9/2015 1:33:27 PM

EpistolaryBrown: There seems to be some backlash against the digital publishing
industry, seen as antagonistic to authors #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:33:31 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: There seems to be some backlash against the digital
publishing industry, seen as antagonistic to authors #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:33:40 PM
becomingtext: Very interesting talk by Jeffrey Makala on the secondhand market in
stereotype plates in the U.S. in the 19th century. #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:33:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Can we sell buying directly from the author (i.e. self published) with
"free trade" language? "More money to the authors" #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:34:03 PM
sprowberry: Amazon and ethical (in a positive sense) just appeared in a sentence for
probably the first time @loradeets #sharp15 #TeamAmazon
7/9/2015 1:34:12 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: @EpistolaryBrown which is probably part of why many
self-pub authors insist on calling themselves "indie-pub" instead #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:34:22 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Can we sell buying directly from the author (i.e. self
published) with "free trade" language? "More money to the autho…
7/9/2015 1:34:37 PM
becomingtext: Learned from Makala that the first set of plates came to the U.S. just
before the War of 1812. #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:34:39 PM
Finny_stitch: Patton highlights importance of women in distributing texts in book
inventory in Lansdowne MS 33. #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:35:04 PM
jotis13: @EpistolaryBrown though books rarely sold directly from author-still have
Amazon & other distributors as controlling intermediaries #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:35:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@loradeets Previous publication with a publishing house still
gestured towards in statements of rejection of the industry. #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:35:21 PM
roaringgirle: home delivery of catholic imprints! patton suggests these were available in
london "for the asking," especially by women. #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:35:22 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g on self-pub, tension between publishers and authors, perhaps
why so many Pub emphasize editing + copyediting process + value
7/9/2015 1:35:27 PM
jotis13: RT @roaringgirle: home delivery of catholic imprints! patton suggests these
were available in london "for the asking," especially by women.…
7/9/2015 1:35:31 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@loradeets Previous publication with a publishing
house still gestured towards in statements of rejection of the indu…

7/9/2015 1:35:39 PM
roaringgirle: RT @Finny_stitch: Patton highlights importance of women in distributing
texts in book inventory in Lansdowne MS 33. #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:35:47 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: "The puffing scandals of the early Victorian era" (Gerritzen
referring to false book advertising): #sharp15 phrase of the morni…
7/9/2015 1:36:05 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: Next up, Laura Dietz on digital novels and epitext. How do
readers evaluate ebooks? How do they know "this is a book?" #s4g #sh…
7/9/2015 1:36:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Authorial statements about choice of publishing methods is becoming
one of the biggest influencers of ebook reception #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:36:21 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sprowberry: Amazon and ethical (in a positive sense) just appeared
in a sentence for probably the first time @loradeets #sharp15 #TeamA…
7/9/2015 1:36:51 PM
rachellynchase: LD: self-published author discusses "dumping" HarperCollins #sharp15
Interesting romantic relationship metaphor here
7/9/2015 1:37:05 PM
CritRikk: RT @jotis13: @EpistolaryBrown though books rarely sold directly from authorstill have Amazon & other distributors as controlling intermedi…
7/9/2015 1:37:13 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @rachellynchase: LD: self-published author discusses "dumping"
HarperCollins #sharp15 Interesting romantic relationship metaphor here
7/9/2015 1:37:18 PM
Finny_stitch: This book list will be discussed in forthcoming essay in *Early Modern
English Catholicism*, due out with ashgate this year #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:37:24 PM
jotis13: RT @Finny_stitch: This book list will be discussed in forthcoming essay in *Early
Modern English Catholicism*, due out with ashgate this ye…
7/9/2015 1:37:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Audience Q: Is characterizing your "true reader" as brilliant,
intelligent, adept, etc simply flattery? #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:37:35 PM
sharpicecream: @sprowberry @loradeets You can't buy ice cream on Amazon. Or can
you? #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:37:49 PM
iliterary: RT @ClaireSquires: Shields' awareness of her own mortality made her focus on
her literary legacy, with a cooling attitude towards her agent…
7/9/2015 1:37:53 PM
iliterary: RT @ClaireSquires: Panofsky: Bella Pomer was Carol Sheilds' agent; bringing
her to literary celebrity #s4d #sharp15

7/9/2015 1:37:53 PM
iliterary: RT @ClaireSquires: Next up, Ruth Panofsky on Professionalism, Integrity and
Intelligence: Literary Agent Bella Pomer #s4d #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:37:53 PM
jotis13: @sharpicecream @sprowberry @loradeets does dehydrated ice cream count? :)
#sharp15
7/9/2015 1:38:11 PM
StevieLMarsden: @sharpicecream @sprowberry @loradeets ice cream making
machine? #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:38:38 PM
sharpicecream: @EpistolaryBrown @sprowberry @loradeets @amazon KILL ME NOW.
#sharp15
7/9/2015 1:39:29 PM
whitneytrettien: So much books/media/digital geekery coming from the cross-stream
of #sharp15 and #booksnewmedia this morning. Thanks for tweeting!
7/9/2015 1:40:37 PM
cmthomas: RT @EpistolaryBrown: In the real world, "professionalism" is compounded
by a book's reputation: comments, reader reviews, professional revi…
7/9/2015 1:42:27 PM
CritRikk: RT @whitneytrettien: So much books/media/digital geekery coming from the
cross-stream of #sharp15 and #booksnewmedia this morning. Thanks f…
7/9/2015 1:42:40 PM
Marie_LSJ: Contents of publishers archives really must be put in standardized
databases so that trade sales catalogues&other docs can be found #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:42:48 PM
roaringgirle: arundels could get any book they wanted from england/the continent ‽
confiscated book list patton is tracking is open-ended! #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:43:17 PM
CritRikk: RT @Marie_LSJ: Contents of publishers archives really must be put in
standardized databases so that trade sales catalogues&other docs can b…
7/9/2015 1:43:19 PM
sgediting: Q to Herve Serry: Large academic conferences act in same way as Frankfurt
for their own fields, e.g. MLA for literary 'fashions' #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:43:34 PM
nzsydney: RT @whitneytrettien: So much books/media/digital geekery coming from the
cross-stream of #sharp15 and #booksnewmedia this morning. Thanks f…
7/9/2015 1:43:42 PM
Laura_Estill: .@loradeets on control of text in ebooks also lie ability to use ereader (I
have to look up how to get rid of underlines each time) #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:43:46 PM
roaringgirle: transatlantic #biblionerd synergy! #sharp15 #booksnewmedia
https://t.co/hcLTstpuCM

7/9/2015 1:43:51 PM
ClaireSquires: @roaringgirle @superHH @sharp2015_ca @SHARPorg EC is putting
together a tweet policy - should be in place for #sharp16! #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:43:53 PM
becomingtext: Makala says physical transportation of plates was fraught with danger.
I'll bet! Hard for us iPad owners to imagine all this. #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:44:02 PM
A_Skyrme: RT @ClaireSquires: Panofsky: most of the early Canadian literary agents in
the 1970s were women #s4d #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:44:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Audience Q: What changes between EM and 19th C that authors
worry about owners of 1st editions feeling BAD? #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:44:10 PM
CherylSearch: #sharp15 Can someone please organize a DH and SHARP summit?
https://t.co/U3Y1QMZ3aF
7/9/2015 1:44:16 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: Dietz: readers can change ebook layouts at whim; publishers
can conceal features like tables of contents, or add features. #sha…
7/9/2015 1:44:50 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s4g Q&A "be kind" to readers (little fear of?) b/c history and
science are processes, new ed needed to correct, but pub need sales
7/9/2015 1:45:43 PM
louisa_preston: Fascinating discussion and questions after such an interesting panel,
just now around the 'active reader' and the 'common reader'. #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:47:11 PM
StevieLMarsden: shout out to the waterproof kobo at #booksnewmedia
@rachellynchase @Beth_driscoll #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:48:18 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @whitneytrettien: So much books/media/digital geekery coming from
the cross-stream of #sharp15 and #booksnewmedia this morning. Thanks f…
7/9/2015 1:49:08 PM
rachellynchase: @StevieLMarsden @Beth_driscoll I really want one now! Bathtub
reading :) #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:49:16 PM
a_e_lang: RT @CherylSearch: #sharp15 Can someone please organize a DH and SHARP
summit? https://t.co/U3Y1QMZ3aF
7/9/2015 1:51:08 PM
nzsydney: see panel at #DH2015 on book history and digital humanities and paper by
@mollyhardy at #sharp15 dialogue heating up https://t.co/u5EeaLUuLd
7/9/2015 1:51:19 PM
amndw2: Now I want to see a SHARP take on authors arguing with reviewers, like this
gloriously insane example: http://t.co/Tfq1OCPFT4 #sharp15 #s4g

7/9/2015 1:51:21 PM
nzsydney: RT @louisa_preston: Fascinating discussion and questions after such an
interesting panel, just now around the 'active reader' and the 'comm…
7/9/2015 1:51:45 PM
StevieLMarsden: *really* wish i was there for that 1 twitter doesn't give full context for
the terminology being used-eek! #sharp15 https://t.co/GwZzy9zqT9
7/9/2015 1:51:54 PM
CritRikk: RT @nzsydney: see panel at #DH2015 on book history and digital humanities
and paper by @mollyhardy at #sharp15 dialogue heating up https://…
7/9/2015 1:52:26 PM
chrisdoody: Laura Dietz: "Agency in e-book reading is there, it's just now expensive."
#sharp15 #4G
7/9/2015 1:52:39 PM
CritRikk: RT @chrisdoody: Laura Dietz: "Agency in e-book reading is there, it's just now
expensive." #sharp15 #4G
7/9/2015 1:55:01 PM
rachellynchase: @StevieLMarsden Laura Dietz is talking about book awards: increases
sales but lowers rating on Amazon #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:55:13 PM
CritRikk: RT @amndw2: Now I want to see a SHARP take on authors arguing with
reviewers, like this gloriously insane example: http://t.co/Tfq1OCPFT4 #…
7/9/2015 1:55:17 PM
jotis13: RT @rachellynchase: @StevieLMarsden Laura Dietz is talking about book
awards: increases sales but lowers rating on Amazon #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:55:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Can anyone remember the EM dedicatory verses to the
stupid/bad/inattentive reader? I've Ben Jonson in my head, not sure why #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:55:58 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @amndw2: Now I want to see a SHARP take on authors arguing with
reviewers, like this gloriously insane example: http://t.co/Tfq1OCPFT4 #…
7/9/2015 1:56:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Satirical verses, that is #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 1:56:10 PM
A_Skyrme: 19th C publishers balancing personal religious beliefs to ensure sound
scientific debate around evolution-still a timely topic #sharp15 #s4b
7/9/2015 1:56:18 PM
roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch asks Q abt relationship b/w embroidered images of virtues
on books and on other objects (mirrors, panels, &c.) #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:56:34 PM
nickpublisher: 'Basta. Spoon is dead' - end of radical Arkansas Spoon Collective after
lists hijacked #sharp15
7/9/2015 1:57:10 PM

irene5_irene: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/9/2015 1:58:26 PM
roaringgirle: @DrPeteKirwan, can't wait to sit down with the issue when i get back from
#sharp15 and after i get you my essay (bien sûr!).
7/9/2015 1:59:07 PM
StevieLMarsden: yeah, i was talking about this over lunch at #booksnewmedia: do
people actually enjoy award winning books? #sharp15 https://t.co/lUh1N1pnUG
7/9/2015 1:59:34 PM
mikers86: #sharp15 and #booksnewmedia happening simultaneously. #bookoverload
#isthisheaven
7/9/2015 2:00:33 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @mikers86: #sharp15 and #booksnewmedia happening
simultaneously. #bookoverload #isthisheaven
7/9/2015 2:00:45 PM
roaringgirle: another wonderfully coherent panel, even with a speaker beaming in from
across the atlantic. thanks to the organizers! #s4a #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:01:17 PM
keenera: Hey #sharp15: Curious about Renaissance dictionaries? Tired of hearing about
Shakespeare all the time? Come to lightning session A at 1:30p!
7/9/2015 2:03:30 PM
lesliehowsam: Anyone at #sharp15 heading for Antwerp and @RS4VP please contact
me or @nzsydney
7/9/2015 2:12:11 PM
Sacrobosco2013: RT @CritRikk: #s2f #sharp15 Watson: the printed book is the result
of labor of a group; so is a database
7/9/2015 2:15:12 PM
bevilacq: Getting ready to present at #sharp15 #s5e on some unlikely eC20 US readers
who wrote in their books!
7/9/2015 2:16:48 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Just to say that I won't be tweeting panel #s5d because I'm speaking
and I think only @sharpicecream could tweet its own paper #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:24:57 PM
superHH: Ready for #s5e on handwriting. Livre et écriture. #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:26:59 PM
superHH: First will be @bevilacq on “Pencils and E-Books: Marginalia in the Digital
Archive”. #sharp15 #s5e
7/9/2015 2:29:26 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @Beth_driscoll: Republishing inaccurate Victorian histories was
seen as akin to "serving twice cooked cabbage to readers". Book history …
7/9/2015 2:32:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Next up, #sharp15 #s5a MORE Early Modern Women and the Book

7/9/2015 2:32:19 PM
roaringgirle: installed for #s5e on handwriting, feat @sim1303, winner of the
bibliographical society of canada's emerging scholars prize, 2015. #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:33:28 PM
mollyhardy: @nzsydney @CherylSearch I thought #SHARP15 was a #DH summit? ;)
Also check out #s8c on some excellent #DH / #BH work w @cstahmer & others
7/9/2015 2:33:41 PM
jotis13: RT @superHH: First will be @bevilacq on “Pencils and E-Books: Marginalia in
the Digital Archive”. #sharp15 #s5e
7/9/2015 2:34:19 PM
amndw2: Now at #sharp15 #s5a, Early Modern Women and the Book II.
7/9/2015 2:34:20 PM
sim1303: now up: @bevilacq on preservation of handwriting / marginalia in digitized
books. note, tweeting may be slow. #sharp15 #s3e
7/9/2015 2:34:32 PM
digitalpigeons: Excellent conversation re: 'scissors&paste' with @Marie_LSJ @
#sharp15 Yes, talking about @DigiVictorian & @mhbeals 's work with enthusiasm
7/9/2015 2:34:34 PM
philipspalmer: Kathryne Bevilacqua on “Pencils and E-Books: Marginalia in the Digital
Archive” #sharp15 #5e
7/9/2015 2:34:45 PM
superHH: . @bevilacq #sharp15 #s5e: introduces us to two young American readers
who have marked books. First is John P. Wolden.
7/9/2015 2:34:51 PM
Finny_stitch: Nearly ready to start another session on Early Modern Women and the
Book - extra chairs having to be sought as it's so popular! #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:35:10 PM
louisa_preston: Daniel Boswell on the location of innovation in national book markets.
#sharp15
7/9/2015 2:35:24 PM
roaringgirle: first up, @bevilacq on preserving hand-written marginalia in the digital
archive. #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:35:27 PM
Finny_stitch: Great to see so much interest! #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:35:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: We're standing-room only here, focusing on case-studies of women's
book ownership #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:35:38 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: We're standing-room only here, focusing on case-studies
of women's book ownership #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:35:49 PM
ahomsher: RT @whitneytrettien: So much books/media/digital geekery coming from the
cross-stream of #sharp15 and #booksnewmedia this morning. Thanks f…

7/9/2015 2:36:06 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: Now I want to see a SHARP take on authors arguing with
reviewers, like this gloriously insane example: http://t.co/Tfq1OCPFT4 #…
7/9/2015 2:36:07 PM
superHH: . @bevilacq #sharp15 #s5e: Wolden used the book to practice his
handwriting. Using book to learn how to read/write during WW1.
7/9/2015 2:36:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Leah Knight: Most major libraries examined by scholars have
belonged to Men: Dee, Harvey, and other exceptional readers #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:36:43 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a Early Modern Women and the Book (II): Case Studies in
Ownership, Circulation, and Collecting
7/9/2015 2:36:44 PM
sim1303: @EpistolaryBrown #fomo, even though i'm in my own panel and even though
i'm not an "early modern women" person #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:36:45 PM
superHH: . @bevilacq #sharp15 #s5e: book is Country Life Reader written to address a
rural illiteracy problem.
7/9/2015 2:36:52 PM
mazarines: Mike Kelly, "From an Uncommon Quarter: The Printing History of Samson
Occom's 'Sermon.' 19 eds. in octavo? No! Quartos & more eds.! #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:37:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Family ties, professional affiliations, travels: so much to learn from
reading someone's shelves #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:37:24 PM
sim1303: .@bevilacq speaks of early c20 overlapping crises of illiteracy and
international influence. #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:37:27 PM
roaringgirle: .@bevilacq: discusses SOLDIER'S FIRST BOOK, a primer for servicemen
during WWI. #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:37:34 PM
superHH: . @bevilacq #sharp15 #s5e: Wolden’s marks can teach us about our own
reading.
7/9/2015 2:37:53 PM
jotis13: @bevilacq Book shaming ppl into middle class ethics: "Lazy, shiftless people live
in dirty, ugly homes." #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:37:54 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a paper 1: Marie-Louise Coolahan, Mark Empey, “Book
Ownership and the Reception of Early Modern Women’sTexts”
7/9/2015 2:37:59 PM
mroyup13: More on stereotyping, this time in a French context: Richard Virr on Firmin
Didot’s stereotype editions #s5d #sharp15

7/9/2015 2:38:00 PM
sim1303: RT @jotis13: @bevilacq Book shaming ppl into middle class ethics: "Lazy,
shiftless people live in dirty, ugly homes." #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:38:00 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Family ties, professional affiliations, travels: so much to
learn from reading someone's shelves #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:38:08 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Leah Knight: Most major libraries examined by scholars
have belonged to Men: Dee, Harvey, and other exceptional reader…
7/9/2015 2:38:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: First presentation is a joint presentation, Marie-Louise Coolahan and
Mark Empey "Book Ownership and Reception" #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:38:43 PM
rachellynchase: Boswell: even in the globalized environment, small publishers continue
to survive and innovate #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:38:56 PM
mazarines: Kelly aims to show how rigorous descriptive bibliography can be used to
inquiry into indigenous studies and print culture. #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:39:00 PM
jotis13: Is the repetition of "lazy" in margin seizing bk's ideology or perfecting ability to
write difficult z's and y's? @bevilacq #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:39:01 PM
nzsydney: @mollyhardy @CherylSearch @cstahmer increasing visibility is one of our
engagement strategies. bring on convergence! #sharp15 @nzsydney
7/9/2015 2:39:15 PM
sim1303: RT @jotis13: Is the repetition of "lazy" in margin seizing bk's ideology or
perfecting ability to write difficult z's and y's? @bevilacq #s…
7/9/2015 2:39:16 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @EpistolaryBrown: We're standing-room only here, focusing on
case-studies of women's book ownership #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:39:19 PM
superHH: . @bevilacq #sharp15 #s5e: Wolden’s marginalia reminds us we are all
always learning how to read and write.
7/9/2015 2:39:20 PM
roaringgirle: sample sentences in handwriting primers full of classist assumptions, what
@bevilacq calls "affective freight." #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:39:36 PM
Finny_stitch: Starting with Marie-Louise Coolahan & Mark Empey (both of @RECIRC_ )
on 'Book Ownership & the Reception of Early Mod Women's Texts' #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:40:03 PM
MrSidetable: Mike Kelly brings descriptive bibliography to bear on indigenous print wrt
the "Moses Paul media event" #sharp15

7/9/2015 2:40:26 PM
rachellynchase: Boswell: a greater number of publishing startups in small nations of
Catalonia and Scotland post 2000 #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:40:29 PM
RECIRC_: RT @Finny_stitch: Starting with Marie-Louise Coolahan & Mark Empey (both
of @RECIRC_ ) on 'Book Ownership & the Reception of Early Mod Wome…
7/9/2015 2:40:30 PM
roaringgirle: .@bevilacq: reader practices words associated w/ this "affective freight"
(lazy, ugly), b/c they are difficult words to write. #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:40:33 PM
sim1303: .@bevilacq on a stdzd test question that'd be TOTALLY racist today: "i am
dark-skinned. i wear moccasins. who am i?" (mult choice). #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:40:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Reception and Circulation of Early Modern Women's Writing
(RECIRC): 1550-1700 #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:40:43 PM
nzsydney: RT @mazarines: Kelly aims to show how rigorous descriptive bibliography
can be used to inquiry into indigenous studies and print culture. #…
7/9/2015 2:40:43 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a speakers from NUI Galway (I'm a sucker for Irish accents)
7/9/2015 2:41:03 PM
CherylSearch: Ricculli: British penney magazines depicted microscopic views of
"animalcules" for working- and middle-class readers 1820, 30s #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:41:45 PM
ClaireSquires: Internet broke for a moment. At #s5f Daniel Boswell on small nation
bibliocultures - Scotland & Catalonia #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:42:34 PM
Laura_Estill: Hearing about @RECIRC_ from Coolahan and Empey at #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:42:40 PM
sim1303: (the stdzd test also tests a whole bunch of other things than reading...
cultural understanding, poetry analysis, meteorology (!)) #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:42:44 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a as part of set-up, Coolahan offers a shout-out to
.@EpistolaryBrown .@jotis13 and .@philipspalmer
7/9/2015 2:42:47 PM
RECIRC_: RT @Laura_Estill: Hearing about @RECIRC_ from Coolahan and Empey at
#sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:42:49 PM
amndw2: Marie-Louise Coolahan & Mark Empey: reception history focuses more on
women as readers than on women writers being read. #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:42:50 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @rachellynchase: Boswell: a greater number of publishing startups in
small nations of Catalonia and Scotland post 2000 #sharp15

7/9/2015 2:42:52 PM
MariaAChappell: You had me at "marginalia"... and then "digital."Really enjoying the
#sharp15 tweets this week. https://t.co/yy0XJBX6Ah
7/9/2015 2:42:55 PM
CitizenWald: .@5Colleges well represented at #SHARP15: @m_antonetti of
@smithcollege, Jim Kelly of @UMassLibraries, Mike Kelly of @amherstlibrary
7/9/2015 2:43:02 PM
Finny_stitch: Coolahan & Empey highlight that research has tended to focus on how
women read, rather than how women writers were read #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:43:03 PM
sim1303: RT @CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a as part of set-up, Coolahan offers a shout-out
to .@EpistolaryBrown .@jotis13 and .@philipspalmer
7/9/2015 2:43:12 PM
jotis13: Standardized test-writers fought to suppress the multiplicity of reading - right
or wrong answers only #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:43:17 PM
mazarines: Kelly notes that there was a significant community of native readers
interacting with Anglo presses in New England. #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:43:20 PM
roaringgirle: .@bevilacq: standardized test answers record reading practices richer than
the reading comprehension they test (right/wrong). #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:43:25 PM
iangadd: @ClaireSquires Did #sharp15 just break the Internet?
#KeepingupwiththeQuartos
7/9/2015 2:43:41 PM
rachellynchase: Boswell: digital facilitates innovation for small publishers #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:43:42 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a key research Q: circulation of women authors, which were
read, who read, how? reputations as writers?
7/9/2015 2:43:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Now I want to tell Coolahan that ffrancis Alycock's annotated Troy
Book also had a TP note "to my daughter" w/name obscured #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:43:49 PM
louisa_preston: Boswell: biblio-culture as a way of viewing small nation publishing and
innovation. #sharp15 http://t.co/E3FadbdyTO
7/9/2015 2:43:54 PM
5Colleges: RT @CitizenWald: .@5Colleges well represented at #SHARP15:
@m_antonetti of @smithcollege, Jim Kelly of @UMassLibraries, Mike Kelly of @amhe…
7/9/2015 2:44:06 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a how did gender shape ideas about authorship in the period?
7/9/2015 2:44:07 PM
rachellynchase: RT @louisa_preston: Boswell: biblio-culture as a way of viewing small
nation publishing and innovation. #sharp15 http://t.co/E3FadbdyTO

7/9/2015 2:44:21 PM
nzsydney: RT @mazarines: Kelly notes that there was a significant community of native
readers interacting with Anglo presses in New England. #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:44:26 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Key research questions: How did texts by Women circulate? Which
female authors were read? Who read them? #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:44:37 PM
jotis13: RT @louisa_preston: Boswell: biblio-culture as a way of viewing small nation
publishing and innovation. #sharp15 http://t.co/E3FadbdyTO
7/9/2015 2:44:38 PM
AlexisWeedon: Vitt: on Didot's multiple castings of stereoplate a #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:44:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Focus today: Transmission trails and book ownership #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:44:53 PM
sim1303: .@bevilacq tells a familiar story of accidental discovery in the archive:
marginalia not noted in records of microfilm. #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:44:58 PM
mazarines: Moses Paul wrote letter to Samson Occom's, asking Occom to preach at his
execution. Paul aware of literacy in re coming spectacle. #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:44:59 PM
ClaireSquires: @iangadd Yes. Temporarily. #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:45:01 PM
Laura_Estill: .@RECIRC_ collaborates with @WemloTweets #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:45:05 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a today - transmission trails and book ownership used to map
transmission of texts; imp distinction btwn reading and owning
7/9/2015 2:45:11 PM
amndw2: Definitely want to learn more about the @RECIRC_ project now. #sharp15
#s5a
7/9/2015 2:45:14 PM
roaringgirle: .@bevilacq turns now to method. microfiche preserves handwritten
marginalia, but there's nothing in finding aids about them. #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:45:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RECIRC: "The mere fact of owning a book cannot tell us about the
reader's engagement with it" #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:45:22 PM
superHH: . @bevilacq #sharp15 #s5e: found Wolden’s book copy on a microfiche while
researching the book’s writer but did not render marginalia well.
7/9/2015 2:45:26 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @rachellynchase: Boswell: digital facilitates innovation for small
publishers #sharp15

7/9/2015 2:45:27 PM
Finny_stitch: Coolahan and Empey will be concentrating on transmission trails and
ownership today #sharp15 @RECIRC_
7/9/2015 2:45:31 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @louisa_preston: Boswell: biblio-culture as a way of viewing small
nation publishing and innovation. #sharp15 http://t.co/E3FadbdyTO
7/9/2015 2:45:34 PM
philipspalmer: . @bevilacq buying copies of *Country Life Reader* on eBay #sharp15
#5e
7/9/2015 2:45:40 PM
sim1303: .@bevilacq notes many layers of redundancy in digital surrogates -- but copyspecific info means all is not being preserved. #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:45:42 PM
RECIRC_: RT @Laura_Estill: .@RECIRC_ collaborates with @WemloTweets #sharp15
#s5a
7/9/2015 2:45:46 PM
RECIRC_: RT @amndw2: Definitely want to learn more about the @RECIRC_ project
now. #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:45:48 PM
RECIRC_: RT @Finny_stitch: Coolahan and Empey will be concentrating on transmission
trails and ownership today #sharp15 @RECIRC_
7/9/2015 2:45:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RECIRC focused on women's libraries, looking at many exceptional
readers (mostly Ladies) #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:45:52 PM
jotis13: Digitization gives us false sense of security even as cheap print faces material
extinction @bevilacq #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:45:56 PM
CherylSearch: Ricculli: Saturday Magazine 1833 instructed readers how to prepare
slides, use microscopes to replicate the images published #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:46:01 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #s5c M. Kelly on Moses Paul execution "media event". Shows
a 1772 New Haven broadside. Occum's sermon "more popular" that we knew
7/9/2015 2:46:09 PM
WhosoList2Hunt: RT @roaringgirle: .@bevilacq: standardized test answers record
reading practices richer than the reading comprehension they test (right/wro…
7/9/2015 2:46:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Only 3 were of "The middling sort," including Elizabeth Puckering and
Frances Wolfreston #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:46:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The Puckering library contained 40 books, 2 mss and 38 print
#sharp15 #s5a

7/9/2015 2:46:32 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a eleven women's libraries, most of the gentry, "three of the
midling sort"
7/9/2015 2:46:39 PM
mollyhardy: Mike Kelly has located 23 editions of Samson Occom's Sermon, including 2
Welsh editions! In Welsh! #SHARP15
7/9/2015 2:46:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Anne Sadleir's library had 45 works, Frances Wolfreston's 106
#sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:46:49 PM
A_Skyrme: Boswell: small publishers are more maneuverable, innovative & can take
more risks, defend against literary homogenization #sharp15 #s5f
7/9/2015 2:46:58 PM
nzsydney: RT @jotis13: Digitization gives us false sense of security even as cheap print
faces material extinction @bevilacq #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:47:01 PM
CitizenWald: Mike Kelly of @amherstlibrary giving a rich talk on a sermon preached on
the execution of a #NativeAmerican #SHARP15 https://t.co/ZAdv2zEzbo
7/9/2015 2:47:19 PM
MrSidetable: Kelly: a Welsh translation of Occom's execution sermon published in 1789.
What the what? #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:47:26 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @EpistolaryBrown: RECIRC: "The mere fact of owning a book
cannot tell us about the reader's engagement with it" #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:47:29 PM
mazarines: Samson Occom's sermon reprinted even in London and Wales. Yes, there's a
Welsh translation of Occom's sermon at Paul's execution. #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:47:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Frances Egerton had one of the largest, 241 (9 mss; 232 print)
#sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:47:43 PM
roaringgirle: .@bevilacq is interested in "pedagogical detritus" of the kind we all collect
and discard at the end of the semester. #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:47:47 PM
philipspalmer: .@bevilacq: disembodied finger of Google image scanning technician an
"uncanny echo of the medieval manicule" #sharp15 #5e
7/9/2015 2:47:51 PM
sim1303: .@bevilacq makes amazing/hilarious comparison between disembodied finger
of google bks digitization technician & medieval manicule. #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:47:56 PM
roaringgirle: RT @philipspalmer: .@bevilacq: disembodied finger of Google image
scanning technician an "uncanny echo of the medieval manicule" #sharp15 #…

7/9/2015 2:48:00 PM
sim1303: RT @roaringgirle: .@bevilacq is interested in "pedagogical detritus" of the
kind we all collect and discard at the end of the semester. #s5…
7/9/2015 2:48:04 PM
jotis13: RT @sim1303: .@bevilacq makes amazing/hilarious comparison between
disembodied finger of google bks digitization technician & medieval mani…
7/9/2015 2:48:07 PM
MrSidetable: Kelly: what does it mean to say that s book was "popular" in 1770s
America? #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:48:08 PM
mazarines: RT @CitizenWald: Mike Kelly of @amherstlibrary giving a rich talk on a
sermon preached on the execution of a #NativeAmerican #SHARP15 https…
7/9/2015 2:48:11 PM
EpistolaryBrown: I wonder if they're only working with women who were the builder of
libraries? Henry Oxenden's daughter owned his library ... #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:48:13 PM
AmAntiquarian: Mike Kelly of @AmherstCollege on Moses Paul letter to Samson Occom
asking him to preach at his execution from our collection #SHARP15
7/9/2015 2:48:25 PM
smass35: RT @sim1303: .@bevilacq makes amazing/hilarious comparison between
disembodied finger of google bks digitization technician & medieval mani…
7/9/2015 2:48:29 PM
RobinDesmeules: RT @CitizenWald: Mike Kelly of @amherstlibrary giving a rich talk on
a sermon preached on the execution of a #NativeAmerican #SHARP15 https…
7/9/2015 2:48:32 PM
philipspalmer: RT @roaringgirle: .@bevilacq is interested in "pedagogical detritus" of
the kind we all collect and discard at the end of the semester. #s5…
7/9/2015 2:48:38 PM
Laura_Estill: Coolahan & Empey: starting a tally of EMod Women's bk ownership for
@RECIRC_ #sharp15 #s5a (more to add!) http://t.co/TPeSUptZsr
7/9/2015 2:48:52 PM
mollyhardy: RT @AmAntiquarian: Mike Kelly of @AmherstCollege on Moses Paul letter
to Samson Occom asking him to preach at his execution from our collec…
7/9/2015 2:48:54 PM
superHH: . @bevilacq #sharp15 #s5e: so interesting to hear about her “searching”
process for her sources. Admits part of it is luck.
7/9/2015 2:48:57 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @Laura_Estill: Coolahan & Empey: starting a tally of EMod
Women's bk ownership for @RECIRC_ #sharp15 #s5a (more to add!) http://t.co/TPe…
7/9/2015 2:49:01 PM
CritRikk: RT @Laura_Estill: Coolahan & Empey: starting a tally of EMod Women's bk
ownership for @RECIRC_ #sharp15 #s5a (more to add!) http://t.co/TPe…

7/9/2015 2:49:07 PM
RECIRC_: RT @Laura_Estill: Coolahan & Empey: starting a tally of EMod Women's bk
ownership for @RECIRC_ #sharp15 #s5a (more to add!) http://t.co/TPe…
7/9/2015 2:49:09 PM
CitizenWald: Backgrounder (1) on the phenomenal @amherstlibrary #NativeAmerican
collection featured in #SHARP15 s5c talk https://t.co/ttHbKmtnNN
7/9/2015 2:49:11 PM
roaringgirle: .@bevilacq: even the most sophisticated search is no replacement for the
labor of looking. #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:49:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The books in the passage room next to the Pantry in Skipton (sp?)
Castle ... women's ownership defined by domestic spaces #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:49:23 PM
CritRikk: RT @superHH: . @bevilacq #sharp15 #s5e: so interesting to hear about her
“searching” process for her sources. Admits part of it is luck.
7/9/2015 2:49:26 PM
ClaireSquires: Boswell: conglomeration can give benefits to small nation publishers
(reach, finance); but also can lose identity #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:49:29 PM
Jason_W_Dean: RT @roaringgirle: .@bevilacq: even the most sophisticated search is
no replacement for the labor of looking. #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:49:34 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The books in the passage room next to the Pantry in
Skipton (sp?) Castle ... women's ownership defined by domestic sp…
7/9/2015 2:49:36 PM
sim1303: .@bevilacq: "even most sophisticated search no match for slow labour of
looking." WORD. time = researcher's most precious commodity #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:49:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Anne Clifford's Great Picture, with its ample representation of
reading, makes its appearance #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:50:12 PM
jotis13: RT @sim1303: .@bevilacq: "even most sophisticated search no match for slow
labour of looking." WORD. time = researcher's most precious comm…
7/9/2015 2:50:16 PM
CitizenWald: Backgrounder (2) on the phenomenal @amherstlibrary #NativeAmerican
collection featured in #SHARP15 s5c talk http://t.co/N1Q0zC84Eo
7/9/2015 2:50:19 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a not all of these collections stand alone as belonging exclusively
to a women, but (some) likely shared w/husband +/or others
7/9/2015 2:50:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Southwell-Sibthorpe booklist includes both huband and wife's books
#sharp15 #s5a

7/9/2015 2:50:44 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #s5c Kelly suggests a Native public at Montauk, Long Island,
eager to read/hear Occom's sermon
7/9/2015 2:50:46 PM
roaringgirle: .@bevilacq: researching ordinary readers in mixed archival enviro makes
analogue looking + digital searching essential. #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:50:48 PM
AlexisWeedon: RT @sim1303: .@bevilacq makes amazing/hilarious comparison
between disembodied finger of google bks digitization technician & medieval mani…
7/9/2015 2:51:08 PM
rachellynchase: Boswell: strengths of small publishers is ability remain close to their
local markets #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:51:16 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Southwell-Sibthorpe booklist includes both huband and
wife's books #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:51:27 PM
sim1303: we scholars of material representation need to attend to how materials are
represented to us / replaced by surrogates. - @bevilacq #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:51:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The Puckering library is also a husband-and-wife library #sharp15
#s5a
7/9/2015 2:51:34 PM
ClaireSquires: Boswell: small enterprise challenges: proximity to business centres;
share of shelf space; capacity for capitalisation #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:51:38 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The Puckering library is also a husband-and-wife library
#sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:51:39 PM
Finny_stitch: Coolahan & Empey highlight list of books held in passage next to the
pantry. Spatial specificity suggests other books elsewhere? #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:51:48 PM
philipspalmer: RT @sim1303: we scholars of material representation need to attend to
how materials are represented to us / replaced by surrogates. - @bevi…
7/9/2015 2:52:16 PM
Finny_stitch: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Southwell-Sibthorpe booklist includes both huband
and wife's books #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:52:19 PM
rachellynchase: Boswell: Scottish identity and brand -- Highland location of Sandstone
distinguishes it #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:52:25 PM
roaringgirle: "coming of age as a literary historian and a human being", @bevilacq has
learned to seek a balance of looking and searching. #s5e #sharp15

7/9/2015 2:52:25 PM
ClaireSquires: Boswell: but some of the small enterprise challenges can be overcome
by digital - eg rural-based publishing is enabled #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:52:31 PM
Laura_Estill: Of interest for #sharp15 #s1a: Dig Copy of RETS edn of SouthwellSibthorpe commonplace book https://t.co/Q69CNVaCAZ
7/9/2015 2:52:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lady Margaret Hoby's LIBRARY is delineated by reader's marks, her
diary, and donation records (not herself, tweet error) #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:52:49 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Lady Margaret Hoby's LIBRARY is delineated by reader's
marks, her diary, and donation records (not herself, tweet erro…
7/9/2015 2:52:57 PM
nzsydney: shout out to Marc Fortin for acknowledging the indigenous territory upon
which we are standing #sharp15 @nzsydney
7/9/2015 2:53:07 PM
TaraLLyons: RT @Laura_Estill: Coolahan & Empey: starting a tally of EMod Women's bk
ownership for @RECIRC_ #sharp15 #s5a (more to add!) http://t.co/TPe…
7/9/2015 2:53:10 PM
ClaireSquires: Boswell: @sandstonepress lends itself distinction through being based in
the Scottish highlands, not the central belt #s5f #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:53:30 PM
mollyhardy: Can't wait to hear more on Mike Kelly's finding on S Occom having for sale
Phillis Wheatley's work #SHARP15
7/9/2015 2:53:30 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Many of the books authored by women are written by the owner, her
friends, her acquaintances #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:53:32 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @bevilacq: Getting ready to present at #sharp15 #s5e on some
unlikely eC20 US readers who wrote in their books!
7/9/2015 2:53:43 PM
amndw2: RT @Laura_Estill: Of interest for #sharp15 #s1a: Dig Copy of RETS edn of
Southwell-Sibthorpe commonplace book https://t.co/Q69CNVaCAZ
7/9/2015 2:53:50 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @rachellynchase: Boswell: strengths of small publishers is ability
remain close to their local markets #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:53:51 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s5e Valazza: mentionne Huysmans et À rebours (et la référence
au poète Mallarmé). J’aime.
7/9/2015 2:54:18 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sim1303: .@bevilacq makes amazing/hilarious comparison
between disembodied finger of google bks digitization technician & medieval mani…

7/9/2015 2:54:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Some libraries contain no works by women, yet contain Classical
works and humanist treatises by Erasmus, etc #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:54:40 PM
A_Skyrme: Boswell: quotes small Catalan publishers, multinationals can be slow
cumbersome and not aware of things happening on the ground #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:54:43 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a presenters note scarcity of female authors in these collections
(other than works by their own hand in some instances)
7/9/2015 2:54:51 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sim1303: .@bevilacq: "even most sophisticated search no match
for slow labour of looking." WORD. time = researcher's most precious comm…
7/9/2015 2:54:51 PM
roaringgirle: je suis désolée! my french isn't good enough to tweet this talk. time to
listen to nicolas valazza on mallarmé's POESIES... #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:54:57 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @nzsydney: shout out to Marc Fortin for acknowledging the
indigenous territory upon which we are standing #sharp15 @nzsydney
7/9/2015 2:55:12 PM
rachellynchase: Boswell: innovation in publishing including Giglets SmartReads
#sharp15
7/9/2015 2:55:32 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a apparent pattern that women writers did not seek out the
work of women authors
7/9/2015 2:55:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@RECIRC_ women writers did not apparently seek out the work of
other women writers #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:55:52 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s5e Valazza: situation paradoxale de Mallarmé. On parle
beaucoup de lui alors qu’il n’a publié aucun recueil.
7/9/2015 2:56:00 PM
ClaireSquires: Boswell: innovation abounds with small nations publishers, enabled by
digital - eg @GigletsReads Macbeth Gaelic version for schools #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:56:03 PM
Finny_stitch: Empey suggests that women writers didn't necessarily seek out works by
other women writers #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:56:03 PM
nickpublisher: Limits and dynamics of science publishing with Silent Spring as an
example #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:56:06 PM
A_Skyrme: Boswell: increase in digital products can help small publishers to expand
markets #sharp15 #s5f

7/9/2015 2:56:17 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @nzsydney: shout out to Marc Fortin for acknowledging the
indigenous territory upon which we are standing #sharp15 @nzsydney
7/9/2015 2:56:38 PM
rachellynchase: Boswell: flexibility of small publishers allows them to innovate within
their niches #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:57:16 PM
maxinebranagh: Recognition of innovation of @GigletsReads The Learning Cloud at
#sharp15 https://t.co/2OH1BgojxP
7/9/2015 2:57:35 PM
ClaireSquires: Boswell: with digital, the 3 key challenges to small independent
publishing can be overcome #s5f #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:57:37 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a .@RECIRC_ research has been mainly to aggregate the
painstaking work of other scholars so far
7/9/2015 2:57:41 PM
RECIRC_: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@RECIRC_ women writers did not apparently seek out
the work of other women writers #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:57:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@RECIRC_ mainly worked by compiling studies of women's libraries
from other sources, leading to caveats, focus on bequests #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:57:52 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @digitalpigeons: Excellent conversation re: 'scissors&paste' with
@Marie_LSJ @ #sharp15 Yes, talking about @DigiVictorian & @mhbeals 's …
7/9/2015 2:57:54 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @ClaireSquires: Boswell: innovation abounds with small nations
publishers, enabled by digital - eg @GigletsReads Macbeth Gaelic version …
7/9/2015 2:57:57 PM
RECIRC_: RT @CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a .@RECIRC_ research has been mainly to
aggregate the painstaking work of other scholars so far
7/9/2015 2:58:02 PM
RECIRC_: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@RECIRC_ mainly worked by compiling studies of
women's libraries from other sources, leading to caveats, focus on be…
7/9/2015 2:58:04 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @rachellynchase: Boswell: flexibility of small publishers allows
them to innovate within their niches #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:58:05 PM
Finny_stitch: Empey highlights how work of @RECIRC_ is raising issues about
methodology re. nature of surviving and searchable evidence #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:58:06 PM
RECIRC_: RT @Finny_stitch: Empey highlights how work of @RECIRC_ is raising issues
about methodology re. nature of surviving and searchable evidence…

7/9/2015 2:58:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "The only means of reconstructing Mrs. Sadler's collection is by
pulling books off shelves & searching for her pencil marks" #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 2:58:24 PM
rachellynchase: Melanie RB: Standing in the Shadow of Giants -- Small Press Publishing
#sharp15
7/9/2015 2:58:25 PM
loradeets: RT @sprowberry: It’s still possible to create your own ebooks for the Game
Boy: http://t.co/mTEa71AAu5 #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:58:32 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s5e Valazza: À quoi aurait pu ressembler le livre que Mallarmé
voulait publier? Aurait-il été un “livre” à proprement parlé?
7/9/2015 2:58:36 PM
ClaireSquires: Next up at #s5f @ILoveCopyright on Standing in the Shadow of Giants:
Small Press Publishing in the Pacific Northwest #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:58:37 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a notes different scholars and their process to "pull down books
from shelves" to look for annotations and signatures
7/9/2015 2:58:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: So many projects at #SHARP15 involve pulling books off shelves and
opening them: a simple act that leads to great results when done in mass
7/9/2015 2:59:01 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a problem with this method is that the size of original collection
may be unknown, as well as presence of female authors
7/9/2015 2:59:13 PM
louisa_preston: Melanie Ramdarsham Bold now with some exciting looking slides.
#sharp15 http://t.co/XueKujufey
7/9/2015 2:59:31 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s5e Valazza: éditeur évite ce qui pourrait associer ce projet
d’edition à un livre. Chaque pièce sera exécutée séparément.
7/9/2015 2:59:36 PM
mazarines: RT @EpistolaryBrown: So many projects at #SHARP15 involve pulling books
off shelves and opening them: a simple act that leads to great resu…
7/9/2015 2:59:36 PM
mikers86: RT @EpistolaryBrown: So many projects at #SHARP15 involve pulling books
off shelves and opening them: a simple act that leads to great resu…
7/9/2015 2:59:38 PM
Finny_stitch: Empey highlights focus on looking for signatures. Can't know how large
the original collection was #sharp15
7/9/2015 2:59:44 PM
A_Skyrme: Good to see some encouraging views of how digital publications may be
helping small publishers #sharp15 #s5f

7/9/2015 2:59:49 PM
roaringgirle: RT @superHH: #sharp15 #s5e Valazza: À quoi aurait pu ressembler le
livre que Mallarmé voulait publier? Aurait-il été un “livre” à propremen…
7/9/2015 2:59:55 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s5e Valazza: destruction des planches annule toute possibilité de
réimpression.
7/9/2015 2:59:57 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @Finny_stitch: Empey highlights how work of @RECIRC_ is raising
issues about methodology re. nature of surviving and searchable evidence…
7/9/2015 2:59:59 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @EpistolaryBrown: "The only means of reconstructing Mrs. Sadler's
collection is by pulling books off shelves & searching for her pencil …
7/9/2015 3:00:02 PM
roaringgirle: RT @superHH: #sharp15 #s5e Valazza: destruction des planches annule
toute possibilité de réimpression.
7/9/2015 3:00:05 PM
praymurray: #sharp15 pls consider donating to restore MPP, one of the richest bk&ms
colls in http://t.co/OETMxS64iU: http://t.co/W9EkUExA11 #NepalQuake
7/9/2015 3:00:07 PM
amndw2: RT @EpistolaryBrown: So many projects at #SHARP15 involve pulling books
off shelves and opening them: a simple act that leads to great resu…
7/9/2015 3:00:08 PM
keenera: RT @EpistolaryBrown: So many projects at #SHARP15 involve pulling books
off shelves and opening them: a simple act that leads to great resu…
7/9/2015 3:00:12 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Women's books are mostly known by donations, but the purpose of
the target library shapes what survives #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:00:15 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @EpistolaryBrown: So many projects at #SHARP15 involve pulling
books off shelves and opening them: a simple act that leads to great resu…
7/9/2015 3:00:20 PM
philipspalmer: RT @EpistolaryBrown: So many projects at #SHARP15 involve pulling
books off shelves and opening them: a simple act that leads to great resu…
7/9/2015 3:01:09 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: So many projects at #SHARP15 involve pulling books
off shelves and opening them: a simple act that leads to great resu…
7/9/2015 3:01:11 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Women's books are mostly known by donations, but the
purpose of the target library shapes what survives #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:01:13 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s5e Valazza: 9 fascicules publiés qui peuvent être reliés en un
album. Absence Page titre. Feuillets et pas pages.

7/9/2015 3:01:15 PM
praymurray: ...rich in term of contents, not economically, obv! #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:01:30 PM
CritRikk: RT @A_Skyrme: Good to see some encouraging views of how digital
publications may be helping small publishers #sharp15 #s5f
7/9/2015 3:01:33 PM
Finny_stitch: Empey notes apparent lack of female solidarity amongst women writers
and readers in terms of ownership of women authored texts! #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:01:43 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @EpistolaryBrown: So many projects at #SHARP15 involve pulling
books off shelves and opening them: a simple act that leads to great resu…
7/9/2015 3:01:44 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@RECIRC_ women writers did not apparently seek out
the work of other women writers #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:01:59 PM
rachellynchase: MRB: interviewed members of a publishing company run from a
sailboat #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:02:07 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s5e Valazza: le titre ne se distingue que de par ses caractères
gras. Mallarmé approuve du 1er fascicule.
7/9/2015 3:02:10 PM
ClaireSquires: Bold: there are good reasons to be optimistic about small press
publishing: creative hubs have mushroomed outside urban centres #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:02:15 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: "The only means of reconstructing Mrs. Sadler's
collection is by pulling books off shelves & searching for her pencil …
7/9/2015 3:02:30 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: Definitely want to learn more about the @RECIRC_ project
now. #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:02:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@RECIRC_ "Women book collectors and women authors did not
pursue books by women writers." #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:02:37 PM
rachellynchase: MRB: studying the relationship between small presses, authors and
global publishers #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:02:39 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: So many projects at #SHARP15 involve pulling books off
shelves and opening them: a simple act that leads to great resu…
7/9/2015 3:02:44 PM
A_Skyrme: Ramdarshan: technological development challenges the centrality of
publishing in Toronto and NY, benefiting small press & creatives #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:02:44 PM

ClaireSquires: RT @louisa_preston: Melanie Ramdarsham Bold now with some exciting
looking slides. #sharp15 http://t.co/XueKujufey
7/9/2015 3:02:46 PM
roaringgirle: .@superHH's tweets of valazza's talk ar making it easier for me to
understand this talk in real-time. merci! #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:02:46 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @praymurray: #sharp15 pls consider donating to restore MPP, one of
the richest bk&ms colls in http://t.co/OETMxS64iU: http://t.co/W9EkUE…
7/9/2015 3:02:56 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @rachellynchase: MRB: interviewed members of a publishing
company run from a sailboat #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:03:10 PM
Millicent_Weber: Learning all about the benefits of digital technology for independent
publishers at #sharp15 with @ILoveCopyright http://t.co/fXXbtRClPf
7/9/2015 3:03:34 PM
louisa_preston: Bold: great picture showing the gravitational pull of the large cities
sucking talent from local areas. #sharp15 http://t.co/htRxlTNANR
7/9/2015 3:03:41 PM
AlexisWeedon: @ILoveCopyright gives the example of Blue is the Warmest colour
adaptation of graphic novel #sharp15 http://t.co/BZvHQpzsDG
7/9/2015 3:03:41 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Audience Question: "everywhere else we look, women read more
women authors -- what was the % of women's books available?" #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:03:55 PM
philipspalmer: RT @praymurray: #sharp15 pls consider donating to restore MPP, one of
the richest bk&ms colls in http://t.co/OETMxS64iU: http://t.co/W9EkUE…
7/9/2015 3:03:59 PM
ClaireSquires: Bold: scale, purpose & ideology are key to small press publishing #s5f
#sharp15
7/9/2015 3:04:17 PM
Finny_stitch: . @RECIRC_ will be looking at how ownership levels of women writers in
women's collections compare with those in men's collections #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:04:31 PM
rachellynchase: MRB: small publishers are important gatekeepers for emerging authors
#sharp15
7/9/2015 3:04:41 PM
RECIRC_: RT @Finny_stitch: . @RECIRC_ will be looking at how ownership levels of
women writers in women's collections compare with those in men's c…
7/9/2015 3:04:45 PM
ClaireSquires: Bold: Small press publishers are super important gatekeepers to avantgarde work #s5f #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:04:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@RECIRC_ this is going to be future research, women's corpus is
"manageable"; not sure we can compare availability w/men #sharp15 #s5a

7/9/2015 3:04:57 PM
RECIRC_: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@RECIRC_ this is going to be future research,
women's corpus is "manageable"; not sure we can compare availability w/…
7/9/2015 3:05:10 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @Finny_stitch: Empey notes apparent lack of female solidarity
amongst women writers and readers in terms of ownership of women authored …
7/9/2015 3:05:17 PM
A_Skyrme: Ramdarshan: while not eschewing profits, smaller publishers are
commitment to authors and the products they publish #sharp15 #s5f
7/9/2015 3:05:37 PM
rachellynchase: MRB: closer relationships between authors and publishers in the small
press #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:05:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@Laura_Estill asks if they've done work with data from Private
Libraries in Renaissance England; A: research trip is planned #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:05:53 PM
nickpublisher: Publishing history of Limits of Growth 1972 shows success of popular
and academic eds #sharp15 @AcBookFuture
7/9/2015 3:05:53 PM
Fykomfei: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Many of the books authored by women are written by
the owner, her friends, her acquaintances #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:05:58 PM
ClaireSquires: Bet @ILoveCopyright had lots of @sharpicecream doing this research
#s5f #sharp15 http://t.co/J91F0snsbD
7/9/2015 3:06:01 PM
maxinebranagh: In session on early modern women and the book while following
commercial adaptation and innovation in contemporary publishing... #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:06:21 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@Laura_Estill asks if they've done work with data from
Private Libraries in Renaissance England; A: research trip is …
7/9/2015 3:06:23 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @Millicent_Weber: Learning all about the benefits of digital
technology for independent publishers at #sharp15 with @ILoveCopyright http…
7/9/2015 3:06:34 PM
A_Skyrme: Ramdarshan: Small press support of authors helps them create and
innovate #sharp15 #s5f
7/9/2015 3:06:37 PM
Finny_stitch: . @RECIRC_ highlight that this is early stages of project. Lots of v exciting
research plans ahead #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:06:39 PM
rachellynchase: MRB: 1/3 of the companies interviewed were run by authors #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:06:44 PM

ClaireSquires: RT @rachellynchase: MRB: closer relationships between authors and
publishers in the small press #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:07:02 PM
maxinebranagh: ...Lots of mental leaping between two big interests of mine! #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:07:04 PM
digitalpigeons: @mhbeals @DigiVictorian @Marie_LSJ interest in proposing a panel on
19thC moving, changing, reprinting texts, cut&paste #sharp15 #sharp16 ?
7/9/2015 3:07:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Q: Have they seen any particular interest in elegies among the
female collectors? A: Not so far. #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:07:37 PM
Finny_stitch: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@Laura_Estill asks if they've done work with data
from Private Libraries in Renaissance England; A: research trip is …
7/9/2015 3:07:38 PM
sharpicecream: @ClaireSquires @ILoveCopyright Rum & raisin, I reckon. #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:07:51 PM
nzsydney: @roaringgirle @superHH "I whisper ..." guerrilla translation campaign at
#DH2014 twitter much better solution, thanks! #sharp15 @nzsydney
7/9/2015 3:08:19 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s5e Très belle illustration de Manet de L’apres-midi d’un faune de
Mallarmé. Ce qui me fait penser: parlons plus d’illustrations!
7/9/2015 3:08:29 PM
sgediting: RT @ClaireSquires: Bold: Small press publishers are super important
gatekeepers to avant-garde work #s5f #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:08:31 PM
maxinebranagh: Lots of difficult choices to be made between equally excellent panels
at #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:08:34 PM
loradeets: RT @ClaireSquires: Next up at #s5f @ILoveCopyright on Standing in the
Shadow of Giants: Small Press Publishing in the Pacific Northwest #sh…
7/9/2015 3:08:44 PM
A_Skyrme: Ramdarshan: Small publishers interviewed seemed to have no hard feelings
when authors nurtured move on to larger publishers #sharp15 #s5f
7/9/2015 3:09:02 PM
rachellynchase: MRB: larger publishers benefit from the creativity and nurturing of
authors done by small presses #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:09:09 PM
loradeets: RT @rachellynchase: MRB: interviewed members of a publishing company
run from a sailboat #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:09:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Women putting their name in books, using them; how to attribute
"ownership" if women aren't the primary purchasers #sharp15 #s5a

7/9/2015 3:09:13 PM
loradeets: RT @AlexisWeedon: @ILoveCopyright gives the example of Blue is the
Warmest colour adaptation of graphic novel #sharp15 http://t.co/BZvHQpzs…
7/9/2015 3:09:29 PM
ClaireSquires: Bold: small presses did not show hard feelings towards authors who
moved on to larger cos.; seeing at reflecting back on them #s5f #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:09:35 PM
ClaireSquires: Bold: 67% of top-ranking self-published writers are female #s5f
#sharp15
7/9/2015 3:10:21 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #s5c Marie-Hélène Jeannotte: publishing/authorial
strategies, claims for "translating" indigenous narratives into writing/print
7/9/2015 3:10:34 PM
rachellynchase: MRB: 67% of top self published titles by women, 61% of top
traditionally published titles by women #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:10:36 PM
jotis13: RT @ClaireSquires: Bold: 67% of top-ranking self-published writers are female
#s5f #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:10:36 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @rachellynchase: MRB: 1/3 of the companies interviewed were run
by authors #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:10:37 PM
nzsydney: @digitalpigeons @Marie_LSJ @DigiVictorian @mhbeals lots of traction in #DH
community about this http://t.co/udiTtZLvSj #sharp15 @nzsydney
7/9/2015 3:10:39 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s5e Valazza knows how to pick my interest with a beautiful print
from Félicien Rops. What an amazing artist. #decadence
7/9/2015 3:10:52 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @maxinebranagh: Lots of difficult choices to be made between
equally excellent panels at #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:10:53 PM
A_Skyrme: Ramdarshan: small press can help work against the prevalence of male
authors in large commercial publishers #sharp15 #s5f
7/9/2015 3:10:54 PM
Redwoods1: RT @ClaireSquires: Bold: 67% of top-ranking self-published writers are
female #s5f #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:10:57 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The @RECIRC_ project isn't looking at dedications; that work is being
done well elsewhere #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:10:58 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @rachellynchase: MRB: larger publishers benefit from the creativity
and nurturing of authors done by small presses #sharp15

7/9/2015 3:11:02 PM
louisa_preston: Bold: small publishers can nurture authors' talent and innovation,
which larger publishers can then take advantage of. #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:11:07 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #s5c Jeannotte on Picard-Sioui, La femme venue du ciel-"l'auteur s'efface"
7/9/2015 3:11:28 PM
louisa_preston: Makes me think of interesting paralells that could be drawn with artist
run galleries. #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:11:37 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Women putting their name in books, using
them; how to attribute "ownership" if women aren't the primary purchasers #sh…
7/9/2015 3:11:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Yay, @RECIRC_ is coming to @FolgerLibrary to look through our
miscellanies and commonplace books for women's books #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:12:16 PM
ClaireSquires: Bold: key aspect of positioning as a strategic decision for small presses.
Offering distinction _and_ market positioning #s5f #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:12:23 PM
RECIRC_: RT @Finny_stitch: . @RECIRC_ highlight that this is early stages of project.
Lots of v exciting research plans ahead #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:12:36 PM
RECIRC_: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The @RECIRC_ project isn't looking at dedications;
that work is being done well elsewhere #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:12:39 PM
RECIRC_: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Yay, @RECIRC_ is coming to @FolgerLibrary to look
through our miscellanies and commonplace books for women's books #sh…
7/9/2015 3:12:45 PM
MrSidetable: @digitalpigeons @mhbeals @DigiVictorian @Marie_LSJ This upcoming
conference at AAS may be of interest: http://t.co/qMEMY7Y0Wl #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:12:51 PM
Finny_stitch: Staggering levels of research planned by @RECIRC_ , Scholarly
community will be v thankful for the hard work the project is doing! #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:12:52 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "Time is short, it's only a 5 year project. When you take out
Christmas day and Easter day, you only have ..." #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:12:54 PM
traviseross: @maxinebranagh intellectual double-dipping at #SHARP15 via Twitter
reveals unexpected overlap, like Taylor Swift mashups #SHARPersgonnaSHARP
7/9/2015 3:13:05 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s5e Valazza: le tirage de l’album (pas un livre) de Mallarmé est de
47 exemplaires. Il est fortuné que des copies aient survécu.

7/9/2015 3:13:07 PM
A_Skyrme: Ramdarshan: small publishers focused on regional authors have cataloges
that stand out against large centralized publishers #sharp15 #s5f
7/9/2015 3:13:18 PM
Laura_Estill: #sharp15 #s5a check out http://t.co/IOOdMwUTNY and the print vols
(Thanks, @EpistolaryBrown!) Private Libraries in Renaissance England
7/9/2015 3:13:22 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @traviseross: @maxinebranagh intellectual double-dipping at
#SHARP15 via Twitter reveals unexpected overlap, like Taylor Swift mashups #…
7/9/2015 3:13:24 PM
trickyholly: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Yay, @RECIRC_ is coming to @FolgerLibrary to look
through our miscellanies and commonplace books for women's books #sh…
7/9/2015 3:13:44 PM
philipspalmer: RT @Laura_Estill: #sharp15 #s5a check out http://t.co/IOOdMwUTNY
and the print vols (Thanks, @EpistolaryBrown!) Private Libraries in Rena…
7/9/2015 3:14:00 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s5e Valazza:cette édition est une étape primordiale dans la
genèse du livre d’artiste.
7/9/2015 3:14:09 PM
ClaireSquires: Bold: small press publishers may have regional locations but reach to
national & sometimes global markets #s5f #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:14:34 PM
sgediting: RT @ClaireSquires: Bold: key aspect of positioning as a strategic decision for
small presses. Offering distinction _and_ market positioning…
7/9/2015 3:14:46 PM
rachellynchase: RT @ClaireSquires: Bold: small press publishers may have regional
locations but reach to national & sometimes global markets #s5f #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:15:02 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @A_Skyrme: Ramdarshan: small press can help work against the
prevalence of male authors in large commercial publishers #sharp15 #s5f
7/9/2015 3:15:03 PM
philipspalmer: now @sim1303 on “The Case of the Unsigned Letters: Investigating
aUnique Anonymous Writing-Book, London?, 1590?/1656" #sharp15 #5e
7/9/2015 3:15:05 PM
mazarines: RT @Laura_Estill: #sharp15 #s5a check out http://t.co/IOOdMwUTNY and
the print vols (Thanks, @EpistolaryBrown!) Private Libraries in Rena…
7/9/2015 3:15:06 PM
RECIRC_: RT @Finny_stitch: Staggering levels of research planned by @RECIRC_ ,
Scholarly community will be v thankful for the hard work the project …
7/9/2015 3:15:07 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @louisa_preston: Bold: small publishers can nurture authors' talent
and innovation, which larger publishers can then take advantage of. …

7/9/2015 3:15:14 PM
roaringgirle: now up: the "diligent and extraordinary" @sim1303 on a unique
anonymous writing-book (london?, 1590?/1656). #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:15:17 PM
jotis13: Next up, @sim1303 on an anonymous writing-book from early modern England
#s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:15:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Final comment before the next presentation: apparently If you want
female solidarity, get thee to a nunnery #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:15:19 PM
louisa_preston: Bold: important distinction between being based in a regional location
and being a regional publisher. #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:15:33 PM
rachellynchase: MRB: concerns of all small publishers: survival and funding #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:15:42 PM
Finny_stitch: Coolahan suggests that practices of book collection might be separate
from smaller, coterie type communities amongst women writers #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:15:50 PM
roaringgirle: .@sim1303 is executive director of @Lett_Arc. if you don't know about this
amazing collection, check it out! #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:16:06 PM
rachellynchase: RT @louisa_preston: Bold: important distinction between being based
in a regional location and being a regional publisher. #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:16:10 PM
jotis13: RT @roaringgirle: .@sim1303 is executive director of @Lett_Arc. if you don't
know about this amazing collection, check it out! #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:16:16 PM
superHH: .@sim1303 #s5e #sharp15 on “The Case of the Unsigned Letters:
Investigating a Unique Anonymous Writing-Book, London? 1590?-1656”.
7/9/2015 3:16:29 PM
ClaireSquires: Apparently this is specifically for me, & Ginger Squires #s5f #sharp15
Thanks @ILoveCopyright! http://t.co/Ldhw6J3ffi
7/9/2015 3:16:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Third speaker, Sarah Lindenbaum from IUIUC on "Finding Frances
Wolfreston" #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:16:47 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @traviseross: @maxinebranagh intellectual double-dipping at
#SHARP15 via Twitter reveals unexpected overlap, like Taylor Swift mashups #…
7/9/2015 3:16:58 PM
Finny_stitch: Now onto @wolfrestonward on 'Finding Frances Wolfreston in Online
Public Access Catalogues' #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:17:03 PM

jotis13: Beautiful calligraphy images in @sim1303 's talk #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:17:11 PM
roaringgirle: .@sim1303: writing-books use print to transmit manuscript. "mindbending"! #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:17:13 PM
philipspalmer: .@sim1303 in writing books, "images transmit text, print transmits
manuscript" #sharp15 #5e
7/9/2015 3:17:23 PM
Laura_Estill: Along with @FolgerResearch's http://t.co/IOOdMwUTNY: Dig copies of
some PLRE vols on @internetarchive: https://t.co/Q69CNVaCAZ #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:17:27 PM
keenera: After hearing interesting papers from Kathryne Bevilacqua & Nicolas Valazza,
looking fwd to @sim1303 speaking on E M writing books #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:17:28 PM
A_Skyrme: Ramdarshan: small presses depend on governmental support, Canadian
policies of support enable increased Canadian literary activity #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:17:32 PM
amndw2: Next up, Sarah Lindenbaum on how library catalog records can reveal early
modern women's book ownership. #s5a #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:17:41 PM
roaringgirle: i never get tired of hearing #sim1303 talk about her work on writingbooks! #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:17:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @amndw2: Next up, Sarah Lindenbaum on how library catalog
records can reveal early modern women's book ownership. #s5a #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:17:54 PM
sharpicecream: @ClaireSquires @ILoveCopyright Have an ice cream, Mel. #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:17:55 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a Sarah Lindenbaum, “Finding Frances Wolfreston in Online Pub
Access Catalogues: How Elec Records Can Lead Us to EM Women Rdrs”
7/9/2015 3:17:59 PM
roaringgirle: .@sim1303: writing-books are designed (purportedly) to teach in absentia.
#s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:18:03 PM
jotis13: Notion of the power of print to teach in absentia crucial to understanding
handwriting books @sim1303 #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:18:07 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @A_Skyrme: Ramdarshan: small presses depend on governmental
support, Canadian policies of support enable increased Canadian literary act…
7/9/2015 3:18:11 PM
bevilacq: .@sim1303 doing a deep dive on a single handwriting book, bridging gap b/w
absent master and student #sharp15

7/9/2015 3:18:16 PM
sharpicecream: @traviseross @ClaireSquires @maxinebranagh Double-dipping? Yeah.
#sharp15
7/9/2015 3:18:36 PM
jotis13: However in practice, educational books contain persistent and explicit reminders
of the author @sim1303 #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:18:45 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @sharpicecream: @traviseross @ClaireSquires @maxinebranagh
Double-dipping? Yeah. #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:18:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lindenbaum evoking the tactile qualities of Frances Wolfreston's book
#sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:18:52 PM
philipspalmer: .@sim1303: writing masters assert their identities in handwriting
manuals #sharp15 #5e
7/9/2015 3:18:58 PM
superHH: .@sim1303 #s5e #sharp15 shows us the portrait of the author/publisher of
one book printed within the book. Can’t miss him!
7/9/2015 3:19:09 PM
roaringgirle: .@sim1303: but the majority of writing books contain explicit reminders of
their makers. ex: the "flourishy" edward cocker. #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:19:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: I keep telling folks, you want immortality? Write your full name in
books, when you bought them, how much you paid... #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:19:12 PM
jameshodges_: Calligraphy handbooks "the beginning of distance learning," says
@sim1303 #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:19:20 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: I keep telling folks, you want immortality? Write your full
name in books, when you bought them, how much you paid... …
7/9/2015 3:19:21 PM
roaringgirle: .@sim1303: letters of alphabet can't be made proprietary. not much room
for innovation! #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:19:38 PM
keenera: @sim1303 discusses printed writing books and "the power of print to teach in
absentia" #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:19:50 PM
digitalpigeons: Very excited for @KatieMcGettigan on "The Regenerations of
Reprinting" #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:19:59 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @louisa_preston: Bold: important distinction between being based
in a regional location and being a regional publisher. #sharp15

7/9/2015 3:20:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The titles of the books are so very long that Lindenbaum didn't
include them in her paper #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:20:04 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a process of continuing to reconstruct Wolfreston's library,
process begun in 1980s by others
7/9/2015 3:20:08 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The titles of the books are so very long that
Lindenbaum didn't include them in her paper #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:20:17 PM
A_Skyrme: Ramdarshan: many small Canadian publishers cannot survive without
governmental support #sharp15 #s5f
7/9/2015 3:20:17 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Lindenbaum evoking the tactile qualities of Frances
Wolfreston's book #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:20:23 PM
mazarines: RT @keenera: @sim1303 discusses printed writing books and "the power of
print to teach in absentia" #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:20:30 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @EpistolaryBrown: I keep telling folks, you want immortality?
Write your full name in books, when you bought them, how much you paid... …
7/9/2015 3:20:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lindenbaum: Early modern women's books remain one of the best
ways to study women's reading habits #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:20:49 PM
jotis13: .@sim1303 asks, should writing books function more like almanacs,
anonymously? Except many almanac series name-branded... #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:20:50 PM
bevilacq: .@sim1303: what is proprietary about a writing book? do they need an
author? #sharp15 #s5e
7/9/2015 3:20:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lindenbaum: When the books are in modern libraries, however, how
do you find them? #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:21:09 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a EM women's books remain one of the best sources to examine
women's reading habits, but tracing women readers is difficult
7/9/2015 3:21:13 PM
roaringgirle: .@sim1303 is focusing here on an ANONYMOUS writing book published in
1590 or 1656 (‽).#s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:21:19 PM
ClaireSquires: Bold: Smaller presses guided by taste rather than consumer data & the
market #s5f #SHARP15

7/9/2015 3:21:27 PM
jotis13: RT @roaringgirle: .@sim1303 is focusing here on an ANONYMOUS writing book
published in 1590 or 1656 (‽).#s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:21:27 PM
amndw2: Lindenbaum: "Women readers are out there. Their books have been hiding in
our collections in plain sight for decades." #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:21:30 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@KatieMcGettigan: publishers' series participated in creating American
literature as a distinct genre #sharp15 #s5d
7/9/2015 3:21:32 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @bevilacq: .@sim1303 doing a deep dive on a single handwriting
book, bridging gap b/w absent master and student #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:21:34 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @digitalpigeons: Very excited for @KatieMcGettigan on "The
Regenerations of Reprinting" #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:21:44 PM
JonathanHsy: RT @roaringgirle: .@sim1303 is focusing here on an ANONYMOUS writing
book published in 1590 or 1656 (‽).#s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:21:45 PM
A_Skyrme: Ramdarshan: small presses issue most of the poetry volumes published in
North America #sharp15 #s5f
7/9/2015 3:22:07 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @A_Skyrme: Ramdarshan: many small Canadian publishers cannot
survive without governmental support #sharp15 #s5f
7/9/2015 3:22:10 PM
andykesson: RT @sim1303: .@bevilacq: "even most sophisticated search no match for
slow labour of looking." WORD. time = researcher's most precious comm…
7/9/2015 3:22:28 PM
keenera: @sim1303 discussing the relationship between these writing books' content
and their authors/ authors' intentions #sharp15 #s5e
7/9/2015 3:22:33 PM
andykesson: RT @sim1303: we scholars of material representation need to attend to
how materials are represented to us / replaced by surrogates. - @bevi…
7/9/2015 3:22:34 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Lindenbaum: Early modern women's books
remain one of the best ways to study women's reading habits #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:22:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: @maxinebranagh We could do a poll. Star this if you keep a
commonplace book? I don't, but I try to put my full (too common) name in #Sharp15
7/9/2015 3:22:36 PM
Finny_stitch: @wolfrestonward: Lots of Francises/Franceses in Frances Wolfreston's
family! #sharp15

7/9/2015 3:22:41 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@KatieMcGettigan: arguing against the commercial exploitation (no US-UK
copyright until 1891) & recolonization narratives #sharp15 #s5d
7/9/2015 3:22:46 PM
jotis13: Looking at bk where only 1.5 copies survive. Is "G.D." the author, the engraver,
or something else? @sim1303 #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:22:49 PM
mazarines: RT @amndw2: Lindenbaum: "Women readers are out there. Their books
have been hiding in our collections in plain sight for decades." #sharp15…
7/9/2015 3:22:50 PM
roaringgirle: .@sim1303: this book survives in complete unique copy @columbialib and
some pages in a pepys scrapbook. #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:23:13 PM
trickyholly: RT @sim1303: .@bevilacq: "even most sophisticated search no match for
slow labour of looking." WORD. time = researcher's most precious comm…
7/9/2015 3:23:16 PM
praymurray: Relevant to your interests #sharp15! https://t.co/reWBifhss9
7/9/2015 3:23:24 PM
A_Skyrme: Ramdarshan: Canadian small presses are less likely to emulate or be
influenced by literary trends in NY and Toronto #sharp15 #s5f
7/9/2015 3:23:26 PM
Finny_stitch: @wolfrestonward suggests that Wolfreston may have owned as many as
400 or 500 books #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:23:37 PM
CherylSearch: MacDonald: from beginning of scientific journals 17c, assumption that
science information must be communicated, regenerated #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:23:39 PM
philipspalmer: .@sim1303: *Directions for writing* dated 1656 on t.p; Pepys dated a
fragment of the text 1590 in one of his scrapbooks #sharp15 #5e
7/9/2015 3:23:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @Finny_stitch: @wolfrestonward suggests that Wolfreston may
have owned as many as 400 or 500 books #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:23:44 PM
louisa_preston: Bold: survival the most important thing for small publishers.
Innovation & creative communities seem key to this #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:23:45 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a Wolfreston possibly the largest library by a woman of her rank
in 17th c England, distinguished by unchging instscritpion
7/9/2015 3:23:55 PM
rachellynchase: MRB: Regional publishers serve an important role in the publishing
ecosystem #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:23:57 PM

roaringgirle: .@sim1303: pepys dates the pages to 1590, even though imprint of
columbia copy says 1656. #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:24:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Wolfreston owned a number of early modern plays; Shirley as well as
Shakespeare #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:24:09 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @louisa_preston: Bold: survival the most important thing for small
publishers. Innovation & creative communities seem key to this #shar…
7/9/2015 3:24:26 PM
sharpicecream: @traviseross @ClaireSquires @maxinebranagh Or/and double chocolate
sauce. #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:24:34 PM
lesliehowsam: Prize winning paper by @sim1303 , brilliant. The prize was given by
@bsc #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:24:36 PM
keenera: Lots of categorical overlap between writing books, arithmetic books, and
grammars/language manuals. #sharp15 #s3e Hey @sim1303 @jotis13!
7/9/2015 3:24:40 PM
amndw2: SL: collector Frances Wolfreston owned 14 Shakespeare quartos, among
many other non-devotional works. #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:24:44 PM
Finny_stitch: @wolfrestonward: Wolfreston owned mainly devotional literature but also
significant proportion of romances, plays etc #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:24:50 PM
sim1303: anonymous (almost)unique writing-books w/ unidentifiable marginalia =
perfect for bibliosleuthery... #s5e #sharp15 #handsfreetweeting
7/9/2015 3:25:02 PM
nickpublisher: Structure of sci info from 1979 tracing through to genres #sharp15
@AcBookFuture http://t.co/Lms8unKbuo
7/9/2015 3:25:06 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s5a Wolfreston, in her will, entreated her son to keep the collection
together after her death
7/9/2015 3:25:10 PM
philipspalmer: RT @amndw2: Lindenbaum: "Women readers are out there. Their books
have been hiding in our collections in plain sight for decades." #sharp15…
7/9/2015 3:25:26 PM
roaringgirle: .@sim1303: the writing-book is woodcut *and* engraving, which is very
unusual. #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:25:27 PM
amndw2: RT @EpistolaryBrown: @maxinebranagh We could do a poll. Star this if you
keep a commonplace book? I don't, but I try to put my full (too co…
7/9/2015 3:25:32 PM
Laura_Estill: Lindenbaum on women reading EMod drama, esp. Frances Wolfreston's
library #sharp15 #s5a

7/9/2015 3:25:40 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @Finny_stitch: @wolfrestonward: Wolfreston owned mainly
devotional literature but also significant proportion of romances, plays etc #sh…
7/9/2015 3:25:50 PM
keenera: @roaringgirle @sim1303 @columbialib Plimpton Collection of educational
books a great places to look for materials like this #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:25:52 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Catalogues are snapshots of book ownership at that moment; books
not listed but w/clear ownership marks show change over time #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:26:00 PM
roaringgirle: super-@sim1303!tweeting and talking at the same time!#s5e #sharp15
https://t.co/GDv0LU7kv5
7/9/2015 3:26:07 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: super-@sim1303!tweeting and talking at the same
time!#s5e #sharp15 https://t.co/GDv0LU7kv5
7/9/2015 3:26:31 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Catalogues are snapshots of book ownership at
that moment; books not listed but w/clear ownership marks show change ov…
7/9/2015 3:26:37 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Tracking down all of Wolfreston's books "would take a lot of globe
trotting on my part" = definition of a good research proj. #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:26:42 PM
CherylSearch: Ross: Since 1972 UN declaration "free flow of up-to-date scientific
information" govs have issued enviro reports for policy makers #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:26:43 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Tracking down all of Wolfreston's books "would take a
lot of globe trotting on my part" = definition of a good researc…
7/9/2015 3:26:57 PM
Finny_stitch: @wolfrestonward: Popularity/ no. of surviving copies means it's not
always easy to trace where sold Wolfreston books have ended up #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:27:09 PM
A_Skyrme: Boswell & Ramdarshan present solid argument for importance of sm. press
to national literary culture-how can libraries support this?#sharp15
7/9/2015 3:27:33 PM
superHH: .@sim1303 #s5e #sharp15 questions is not who composed the text but where
did the text came from?
7/9/2015 3:27:39 PM
roaringgirle: .@sim1303: question is not WHO composed the text, but rather WHERE
text came from. book is compilation of "tidbits of wisdom." #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:27:57 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @A_Skyrme: Boswell & Ramdarshan present solid argument for
importance of sm. press to national literary culture-how can libraries suppor…

7/9/2015 3:28:00 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @ClaireSquires: Bold: 67% of top-ranking self-published writers are
female #s5f #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:28:03 PM
jotis13: .@sim1303 complicating our idea of authorship by examining how bits and
pieces of texts copied and recopied from book to book #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:28:38 PM
amndw2: Lindenbaum: why do marks of women's ownership go uncataloged so often?
Card catalog era space constraints, lack of updates. #s5a #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:28:52 PM
sim1303: btw, i may be giving my paper right now, but i've definitely also got ice cream
on my mind. #sharp15 //cc: @sharpicecream #handsfreetweeting
7/9/2015 3:29:05 PM
roaringgirle: .@sim1303: many features of the book (including the famous woodcut
image of "how to hold your pen") are derivative. #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:29:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The history of cataloging and the technologies of cataloging influence
modern methods of finding annotated books #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:29:22 PM
keenera: @sim1303 traces illustration of proper pen-holding position, printed by T
Vautrollier & R Field #sharp15 #s5e
7/9/2015 3:29:27 PM
superHH: .@sim1303 #s5e #sharp15 according to the image of how to hold a pen, I am
in the “good” section. HH, doing it right for centuries.
7/9/2015 3:29:34 PM
sharpicecream: I am transnational. But I thoroughly encourage local, regional, national
and galaxy approaches to ice cream. #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:29:40 PM
mazarines: RT @amndw2: Lindenbaum: why do marks of women's ownership go
uncataloged so often? Card catalog era space constraints, lack of updates. #s5…
7/9/2015 3:29:43 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @amndw2: Lindenbaum: why do marks of women's ownership go
uncataloged so often? Card catalog era space constraints, lack of updates. #s5…
7/9/2015 3:29:45 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@KatieMcGettigan publisher series: 1830s-40s => 40-50s | Standard =>
Popular collections | accessible classics => cheap texts #sharp15 #s5d
7/9/2015 3:30:09 PM
CherylSearch: Ross: state-issued enviro assessment reports use 1000s of scientific
articles by hundreds of researchers yet seen as "political" #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:30:25 PM
bevilacq: .@sim1303: looking to writing manuals not for evidence of skill, but of
"process and knowledge" #sharp15 #s5e

7/9/2015 3:30:41 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lindenbaum: mentions ways of making provenance info searchable &
accessible: CERL database of early modern owners and others #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:30:56 PM
MrSidetable: Lisa Brooks' great maps from "The Common Pot" are all over #s5c at
#sharp15. Powerful reorientation of how to think about space in the NE.
7/9/2015 3:30:58 PM
roaringgirle: .@sim1303: the other illustration in the book is an AMAZING (but not very
skillful) woodcut of a schoolroom. #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:31:00 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #s5c Susan Paterson Glover: huge challenges, but exciting
project to "recover indigenous created texts" of pre-Conf period
7/9/2015 3:31:07 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The history of cataloging and the technologies of
cataloging influence modern methods of finding annotated books #shar…
7/9/2015 3:31:13 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Lindenbaum: mentions ways of making provenance info
searchable & accessible: CERL database of early modern owners and …
7/9/2015 3:31:15 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: .@sim1303: the other illustration in the book is an AMAZING
(but not very skillful) woodcut of a schoolroom. #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:31:29 PM
jotis13: .@sim1303 disparity in dating book might be result of compiling pieces of older
books into a "new" product #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:31:29 PM
mazarines: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Lindenbaum: mentions ways of making provenance
info searchable & accessible: CERL database of early modern owners and …
7/9/2015 3:31:52 PM
Laura_Estill: Lindenbaum on resources for tracing EMod women bk owners, incl.
@WemloTweets & @CERL_org #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:31:54 PM
nzsydney: ethics of indigenous research raised at #sharp15 #s5c wampum in
collections divorced from talk @nzsydney
7/9/2015 3:31:58 PM
nzsydney: RT @JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #s5c Susan Paterson Glover: huge
challenges, but exciting project to "recover indigenous created texts" of pre-…
7/9/2015 3:32:10 PM
EMUS_UGA: RT @Laura_Estill: Lindenbaum on resources for tracing EMod women bk
owners, incl. @WemloTweets & @CERL_org #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:32:22 PM
jameshodges_: @sim1303 is tweeting and giving a presentation at the same time. I
now look forward to trying this myself in the future. #sharp15

7/9/2015 3:32:25 PM
philipspalmer: RT @amndw2: Lindenbaum: why do marks of women's ownership go
uncataloged so often? Card catalog era space constraints, lack of updates. #s5…
7/9/2015 3:32:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: It's great to see so many sample MARC records floating around
#sharp15; the nuts and bolts of cataloging inform search methods, analysis
7/9/2015 3:32:32 PM
roaringgirle: .@sim1303: first engraved english writing-book we know of was published
in 1616. #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:32:35 PM
jotis13: First English writing book in 1571, intriguingly not that long after first English
arithmetic books printed @sim1303 #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:32:54 PM
roaringgirle: .@sim1303: "it's almost as if this book wants to operate independently of
time." #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:33:07 PM
amndw2: I would love, love, love to see more catalog records indicating
marginalia/readers' marks. (Problem is, cataloging costs $$$.) #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:33:22 PM
keenera: @sim1303 : this writing book "wants to operate independent of time"
#sharp15 #s5e
7/9/2015 3:33:23 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Common transcription errors become search terms: "Fran[ces?]
Wott[?] her book" #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:33:36 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Common transcription errors become search terms:
"Fran[ces?] Wott[?] her book" #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:33:43 PM
CritRikk: RT @keenera: @sim1303 : this writing book "wants to operate independent of
time" #sharp15 #s5e
7/9/2015 3:33:54 PM
mazarines: RT @Laura_Estill: Lindenbaum on resources for tracing EMod women bk
owners, incl. @WemloTweets & @CERL_org #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:33:54 PM
bevilacq: .@sim1303 sharing some EM strategies for textual immortality: this book
wants to live "outside of time" #sharp15 #s5e
7/9/2015 3:34:05 PM
philipspalmer: .@sim1303: expensive C17th engraved writing books intended "more for
art than instruction" #sharp15 #5e
7/9/2015 3:34:10 PM
roaringgirle: .@sim1303: this "humbler" book provides more practical instruction than
expensive engraved writing-books published in 17c. #s5e #sharp15

7/9/2015 3:34:20 PM
mazarines: RT @EpistolaryBrown: It's great to see so many sample MARC records
floating around #sharp15; the nuts and bolts of cataloging inform search…
7/9/2015 3:34:20 PM
mazarines: RT @amndw2: I would love, love, love to see more catalog records
indicating marginalia/readers' marks. (Problem is, cataloging costs $$$.) …
7/9/2015 3:34:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@wolfrestonward has proposed new controlled vocab with RBMS for
inscriptions #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:34:34 PM
keenera: @jotis13 @sim1303 We begin to see a boom in foreign-language & bilingual
grammars / dictionaries at this time too #sharp15 #s5e
7/9/2015 3:34:37 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @EpistolaryBrown: I keep telling folks, you want immortality? Write
your full name in books, when you bought them, how much you paid... …
7/9/2015 3:34:44 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @amndw2: I would love, love, love to see more catalog records
indicating marginalia/readers' marks. (Problem is, cataloging costs $$$.) …
7/9/2015 3:34:55 PM
sharpicecream: Greenlandic publishing. Yeah. #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:34:59 PM
amndw2: Lindenbaum proposes a new RBMS controlled vocabulary to make women's
ownership visible in catalog records. #s5a #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:35:01 PM
superHH: @amndw2 we actually discussed that issue in #sharp15 #s5e
7/9/2015 3:35:11 PM
A_Skyrme: Subsidized small publishers are offering a public service by publishing
national literature that may take years to be profitable #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:35:39 PM
roaringgirle: .@sim1303: scrounging around in the archive for one elusive "anon" is a
fool's errand. #bibliomystery #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:35:45 PM
roaringgirle: .@sim1303 calls for new models of understanding/studying "anonymous"
in the renaissance. #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:36:07 PM
jotis13: RT @roaringgirle: .@sim1303 calls for new models of understanding/studying
"anonymous" in the renaissance. #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:36:16 PM
traviseross: "The coast is any part where the green parts of the map touch the blue
parts of the map." -James D. Ross explains maps, the world. #SHARP15
7/9/2015 3:36:53 PM
jotis13: Single-author model of thinking about writing bks (& other types of early
modern lit!) flawed: need to deal w/multiplicity @sim1303 #sharp15

7/9/2015 3:37:00 PM
MrSidetable: Glover: greater sensitivity in First Nations communities to the reality that
"History is now." #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:37:13 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @amndw2: I would love, love, love to see more catalog records indicating
marginalia/readers' marks. (Problem is, cataloging costs $$$.) …
7/9/2015 3:37:13 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @amndw2: I would love, love, love to see more catalog records
indicating marginalia/readers' marks. (Problem is, cataloging costs $$$.) …
7/9/2015 3:37:13 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @A_Skyrme: Subsidized small publishers are offering a public
service by publishing national literature that may take years to be profita…
7/9/2015 3:37:13 PM
roaringgirle: .@sim1303: is this "anonymous" writing-book unauthored, unauthorized,
multiply authorized, &c.? #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:37:25 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: Greenlandic publishing. Yeah. #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:37:33 PM
mazarines: I need to be at about 4 distinct panels during this session. Clones & drones?
Also, ice cream bibliography. Right, @sharpicecream? #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:37:53 PM
mazarines: RT @MrSidetable: Glover: greater sensitivity in First Nations communities to
the reality that "History is now." #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:38:16 PM
gbarnhisel: @ILoveCopyright singing the praises of bibliomecca Portland OR #sharp15
#PNWrepresent
7/9/2015 3:38:18 PM
kimloconto: RT @amndw2: I would love, love, love to see more catalog records
indicating marginalia/readers' marks. (Problem is, cataloging costs $$$.) …
7/9/2015 3:38:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: For the record, @FolgerLibrary has 11 books labeled with Frances
Wolfreston as former owner http://t.co/xtVEk0ASNa #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:38:20 PM
richendabrim: Glover: more research needed on individual indigenous women and
men; on bibliography and printing history of indigenous lang texts #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:38:27 PM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: anonymous (almost)unique writing-books w/ unidentifiable
marginalia = perfect for bibliosleuthery... #s5e #sharp15 #handsfreet…
7/9/2015 3:38:50 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: SL: collector Frances Wolfreston owned 14 Shakespeare
quartos, among many other non-devotional works. #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:38:50 PM

mazarines: RT @richendabrim: Glover: more research needed on individual indigenous
women and men; on bibliography and printing history of indigenous l…
7/9/2015 3:39:02 PM
nzsydney: digital repatriation an important and empowering space of/for indigenous
archive conversations #sharp15 Museum Anthropology Review 7:2014
7/9/2015 3:39:43 PM
CritRikk: RT @nzsydney: digital repatriation an important and empowering space of/for
indigenous archive conversations #sharp15 Museum Anthropology R…
7/9/2015 3:39:53 PM
Laura_Estill: Didn't realize @wolfrestonward was on Twitter (je m'excuse!) She is the
Lindenbaum you've heard abt from #sharp15 #s5a!
7/9/2015 3:39:53 PM
DrewCSGS: Dr. Rose and a few of our history PhD students enjoying @SHARPorg 's
conference in Montreal! #sharp15 http://t.co/wXYqtKuI3V
7/9/2015 3:39:57 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: For the record, @FolgerLibrary has 11 books labeled
with Frances Wolfreston as former owner http://t.co/xtVEk0ASNa #sh…
7/9/2015 3:40:08 PM
Finny_stitch: Lots of interesting discussion of modern library cataloguing practices
going on in questions #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:40:24 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Debate over whether such information should go into 500 or 561
fields #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:40:36 PM
a_e_lang: .@sharpicecream seems like you should know about http://t.co/v2KYgFURCp
by @sgahistory #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:40:41 PM
maxinebranagh: Just realised I've surpassed 1000 tweets! I should have known it
would happen at #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:40:59 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Audience comment raises the massive backlog of uncatalogued
materials which puts pressure on cataloging resources #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:41:02 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@KatieMcGettigan transatlantic reprints in publishers' series: "cultural
validation as well as commercial exploitation" #sharp15 #s5d
7/9/2015 3:41:12 PM
CritRikk: RT @Marie_LSJ: .@KatieMcGettigan transatlantic reprints in publishers' series:
"cultural validation as well as commercial exploitation" #sh…
7/9/2015 3:41:22 PM
keenera: Q&A: the connection between reading & writing, the difficulties of divining
readers' motives through marginalia #sharp15 #s5e
7/9/2015 3:41:26 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Audience comment raises the massive backlog of
uncatalogued materials which puts pressure on cataloging resources #sha…

7/9/2015 3:41:34 PM
CritRikk: RT @keenera: Q&A: the connection between reading & writing, the difficulties
of divining readers' motives through marginalia #sharp15 #s5e
7/9/2015 3:41:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Audience point: Go back and check institutions you've searched when
doing holdings-scans; OPACS constantly being updated #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:42:18 PM
superHH: @amndw2 that's why I love twitter so much #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:42:19 PM
Laura_Estill: Cataloguing dilemma: copy-specific (takes time, $, leaves much
uncatalogued) v. just getting things into an OPAC #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:42:25 PM
jotis13: RT @Laura_Estill: Cataloguing dilemma: copy-specific (takes time, $, leaves
much uncatalogued) v. just getting things into an OPAC #sharp15…
7/9/2015 3:42:32 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Audience point: Go back and check institutions you've
searched when doing holdings-scans; OPACS constantly being updat…
7/9/2015 3:42:36 PM
CritRikk: RT @Laura_Estill: Cataloguing dilemma: copy-specific (takes time, $, leaves
much uncatalogued) v. just getting things into an OPAC #sharp15…
7/9/2015 3:43:00 PM
CitizenWald: Mike Kelly on description of #NativeAmerican materials:We don't want 2
recreate the colonial enterprise thru the #library catalogue #SHARP15
7/9/2015 3:43:23 PM
mollyhardy: RT @CitizenWald: Mike Kelly on description of #NativeAmerican
materials:We don't want 2 recreate the colonial enterprise thru the #library …
7/9/2015 3:44:10 PM
CitizenWald: Mike Kelly notes that Australia & New Zealand far more advanced,
sensitive than US in #library treatment of indigenous culture #SHARP15 s5c
7/9/2015 3:44:15 PM
digitalpigeons: I didn't live tweet @KatieMcGettigan 's talk on reprinting texts b/c it
was truly spectacular and needed my full attention (1/2) #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:44:18 PM
mollyhardy: RT @CitizenWald: Mike Kelly notes that Australia & New Zealand far more
advanced, sensitive than US in #library treatment of indigenous cul…
7/9/2015 3:44:21 PM
jarvarin: RT @amndw2: I would love, love, love to see more catalog records indicating
marginalia/readers' marks. (Problem is, cataloging costs $$$.) …
7/9/2015 3:44:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Delicate question from scholar on how to pass information to
catalogers; my experience at the Folger... mention it on twitter. #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:45:00 PM

mazarines: #sharp15, please note @mukurtu's platform to manage & share digital
cultural heritage from indigenous communities: http://t.co/CNC6bSGkEP.
7/9/2015 3:45:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Hey, @LauraEAydelotte, you just got name checked in this session.
#sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:45:12 PM
mazarines: RT @CitizenWald: Mike Kelly on description of #NativeAmerican
materials:We don't want 2 recreate the colonial enterprise thru the #library …
7/9/2015 3:45:29 PM
mollyhardy: RT @mazarines: #sharp15, please note @mukurtu's platform to manage &
share digital cultural heritage from indigenous communities: http://t.…
7/9/2015 3:45:36 PM
mjmeyers: RT @CitizenWald: Mike Kelly notes that Australia & New Zealand far more
advanced, sensitive than US in #library treatment of indigenous cul…
7/9/2015 3:45:36 PM
nzsydney: RT @CitizenWald: Mike Kelly notes that Australia & New Zealand far more
advanced, sensitive than US in #library treatment of indigenous cul…
7/9/2015 3:45:40 PM
mjmeyers: RT @mazarines: #sharp15, please note @mukurtu's platform to manage &
share digital cultural heritage from indigenous communities: http://t.…
7/9/2015 3:45:49 PM
CritRikk: RT @mazarines: #sharp15, please note @mukurtu's platform to manage &
share digital cultural heritage from indigenous communities: http://t.…
7/9/2015 3:45:49 PM
nzsydney: RT @CitizenWald: Mike Kelly on description of #NativeAmerican
materials:We don't want 2 recreate the colonial enterprise thru the #library …
7/9/2015 3:45:52 PM
mazarines: @EpistolaryBrown Generally, tell public services staff and we can convey to
cataloging colleagues. #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:46:20 PM
nzsydney: RT @mazarines: #sharp15, please note @mukurtu's platform to manage &
share digital cultural heritage from indigenous communities: http://t.…
7/9/2015 3:46:21 PM
Marie_LSJ: There used to be a "Comment on this record" button at the @britishlibrary
that worked well... (c. 2010) #sharp15 https://t.co/STZ55BcFvt
7/9/2015 3:47:08 PM
digitalpigeons: 2/2 @KatieMcGettigan shows that publishers would use paratext to
spatially orientate &reconfigure reprinted texts for new audiences #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:47:16 PM
amndw2: Provenance Project @ UPenn is working on making provenance more visible:
https://t.co/LUUlu0SFrU #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:47:41 PM
CritRikk: RT @digitalpigeons: 2/2 @KatieMcGettigan shows that publishers would use
paratext to spatially orientate &reconfigure reprinted texts for n…

7/9/2015 3:47:48 PM
mollyhardy: RT @amndw2: Provenance Project @ UPenn is working on making
provenance more visible: https://t.co/LUUlu0SFrU #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:47:48 PM
philipspalmer: @wolfrestonward #sharp15 #s5a a Wolfreston book from
@ClarkLibUCLA (I think I tweeted this a while ago) http://t.co/G8qJBUDMm4
7/9/2015 3:47:52 PM
CritRikk: RT @amndw2: Provenance Project @ UPenn is working on making provenance
more visible: https://t.co/LUUlu0SFrU #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:47:53 PM
Finny_stitch: Interesting discussion of benefits of crowdsourcing re. more detailed
library records #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:47:57 PM
CritRikk: RT @philipspalmer: @wolfrestonward #sharp15 #s5a a Wolfreston book from
@ClarkLibUCLA (I think I tweeted this a while ago) http://t.co/G8qJ…
7/9/2015 3:47:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Have thoughts on owner's marks? We'd love your input:
http://t.co/u9ocHTPQKp #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:48:04 PM
Laura_Estill: .@EpistolaryBrown invites scholars to digitally comment on
@FolgerLibrary's holdings at http://t.co/B9Az3JsZP5 #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:48:08 PM
jameshodges_: Example of the "Olga spam" that marija dalbello addressed earlier,
clogged listservs in the 90s #sharp15 #sharp15 http://t.co/vSVveeK4uP
7/9/2015 3:48:09 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Have thoughts on owner's marks? We'd love your input:
http://t.co/u9ocHTPQKp #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:48:10 PM
CritRikk: RT @Laura_Estill: .@EpistolaryBrown invites scholars to digitally comment on
@FolgerLibrary's holdings at http://t.co/B9Az3JsZP5 #sharp15 #…
7/9/2015 3:48:20 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @amndw2: Provenance Project @ UPenn is working on making
provenance more visible: https://t.co/LUUlu0SFrU #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:48:21 PM
trickyholly: RT @Laura_Estill: .@EpistolaryBrown invites scholars to digitally comment
on @FolgerLibrary's holdings at http://t.co/B9Az3JsZP5 #sharp15 #…
7/9/2015 3:48:23 PM
trickyholly: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Have thoughts on owner's marks? We'd love your
input: http://t.co/u9ocHTPQKp #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:48:36 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Have thoughts on owner's marks? We'd love your
input: http://t.co/u9ocHTPQKp #sharp15 #s5a

7/9/2015 3:48:47 PM
philipspalmer: comment from audience: we need to digitize everything and keep
everything #sharp15 #5e
7/9/2015 3:49:31 PM
archivebeaver: RT @EpistolaryBrown: So many projects at #SHARP15 involve pulling
books off shelves and opening them: a simple act that leads to great resu…
7/9/2015 3:49:34 PM
roaringgirle: during Q&A, @sim1303 cautions against progress narrative & stresses that
her writing-book complicates teleological imperative. #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:49:43 PM
mollyhardy: .@Marie_LSJ @EpistolaryBrown Curated crowdsourcing of catalog records
is feature of ESTC redesign https://t.co/WQIDyPeKq8 #SHARP15 @cstahmer
7/9/2015 3:50:01 PM
keenera: RT @Laura_Estill: .@EpistolaryBrown invites scholars to digitally comment on
@FolgerLibrary's holdings at http://t.co/B9Az3JsZP5 #sharp15 #…
7/9/2015 3:50:18 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @sharpicecream: I am transnational. But I thoroughly encourage
local, regional, national and galaxy approaches to ice cream. #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:50:40 PM
MitchFraas: RT @mollyhardy: .@Marie_LSJ @EpistolaryBrown Curated crowdsourcing of
catalog records is feature of ESTC redesign https://t.co/WQIDyPeKq8 #…
7/9/2015 3:50:45 PM
mazarines: Hahahhaa... Oh dear. RT @philipspalmer: comment from audience: we need
to digitize everything and keep everything #sharp15 #5e
7/9/2015 3:50:53 PM
Finny_stitch: Shout out for really exciting project on provenance from Penn Libraries
#sharp15 https://t.co/Tw6712XEHf
7/9/2015 3:51:00 PM
nzsydney: what do data, metadata, and provenance mean in an indigenous (research)
context? #sharp15 #s5cn @nzsydney
7/9/2015 3:51:25 PM
SHARPorg: RT @DrewCSGS: Dr. Rose and a few of our history PhD students enjoying
@SHARPorg 's conference in Montreal! #sharp15 http://t.co/wXYqtKuI3V
7/9/2015 3:51:30 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Love /groan relationship with Worldcat raised #sharp15 #s5a
"Worldcat is not going to help you"
7/9/2015 3:51:34 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @mollyhardy: .@Marie_LSJ @EpistolaryBrown Curated crowdsourcing
of catalog records is feature of ESTC redesign https://t.co/WQIDyPeKq8 #…
7/9/2015 3:51:40 PM
mukurtu: @mazarines thanks for the shoutout! #sharp15 folks we have open office
hours every Wed 10 am PDT if you want to see a demo or ask questions!

7/9/2015 3:51:56 PM
amndw2: Side note: just discovered these hilarious book animations from UPenn:
https://t.co/bEhhs0ZNqr Dancing skeletons! Rocket cats! #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:52:01 PM
CritRikk: RT @amndw2: Side note: just discovered these hilarious book animations from
UPenn: https://t.co/bEhhs0ZNqr Dancing skeletons! Rocket cats! …
7/9/2015 3:52:08 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @nzsydney: ethics of indigenous research raised at #sharp15 #s5c
wampum in collections divorced from talk @nzsydney
7/9/2015 3:52:29 PM
Literature_Geek: RT @Laura_Estill: .@EpistolaryBrown invites scholars to digitally
comment on @FolgerLibrary's holdings at http://t.co/B9Az3JsZP5 #sharp15 #…
7/9/2015 3:52:53 PM
DrewCSGS: Ann Ricculli (PhD) "Revealing the 'Coral Industry': Science & Technology in
the British Penny Periodicals" #sharp15 http://t.co/XcULv6L3t1
7/9/2015 3:53:01 PM
sharpicecream: @a_e_lang @sgahistory I will investigate this forthwith. Well, after
lunch. #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:53:01 PM
jotis13: "It's like the Shakespearization of Edward Cocker" - LOL @sim1303 #s5e
#sharp15
7/9/2015 3:53:29 PM
mazarines: Excellent Q regarding objectness & role of illustration (stock photography,
signifiers) in 20c environmental assessment reports. #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:53:45 PM
d2verso: @EpistolaryBrown Lurker comment: "Worldcat has gone feral." #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:53:52 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @mazarines: I need to be at about 4 distinct panels during this
session. Clones & drones? Also, ice cream bibliography. Right, @sharpice…
7/9/2015 3:54:10 PM
sharpicecream: @mazarines RIGHT. Have an ice cream Shannon. #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:54:13 PM
digitalpigeons: McGettigan examines change how new images paired with a text can
shift the geographic place of the reader's mind #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:54:20 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @nzsydney: digital repatriation an important and empowering space
of/for indigenous archive conversations #sharp15 Museum Anthropology R…
7/9/2015 3:54:25 PM
AmreaderToo: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Audience point: Go back and check institutions
you've searched when doing holdings-scans; OPACS constantly being updat…
7/9/2015 3:54:29 PM
mroyup13: .@KatieMcGettigan comments on recurrent problem of rebound volumes-what did the original book look like? #s5d #sharp15

7/9/2015 3:55:00 PM
mazarines: The cream oracle says I can, so... RT @sharpicecream: @mazarines RIGHT.
Have an ice cream Shannon. #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:55:06 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @digitalpigeons: 2/2 @KatieMcGettigan shows that publishers would
use paratext to spatially orientate &reconfigure reprinted texts for n…
7/9/2015 3:55:51 PM
philipspalmer: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Have thoughts on owner's marks? We'd love your
input: http://t.co/u9ocHTPQKp #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 3:55:54 PM
digitalpigeons: McGettigan:When reprinting in the transnational context, we need to
think about origin, relocation, & the movement between the two #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:56:05 PM
JohnWGulledge: RT @Laura_Estill: .@EpistolaryBrown invites scholars to digitally
comment on @FolgerLibrary's holdings at http://t.co/B9Az3JsZP5 #sharp15 #…
7/9/2015 3:56:21 PM
mroyup13: Brillant exposé de @KatieMcGettigan sur la régénération de la littérature US
au sein des collections d’éditeurs britanniques #s5d #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:57:28 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @digitalpigeons: McGettigan examines change how new images
paired with a text can shift the geographic place of the reader's mind #sharp…
7/9/2015 3:57:38 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @mroyup13: .@KatieMcGettigan comments on recurrent problem of
rebound volumes--what did the original book look like? #s5d #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:57:45 PM
jotis13: "This is the book you want to use when you have the pox and you're stuck at
home." @sim1303 #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:57:48 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @digitalpigeons: McGettigan:When reprinting in the transnational
context, we need to think about origin, relocation, & the movement betw…
7/9/2015 3:57:59 PM
philipspalmer: RT @jotis13: "This is the book you want to use when you have the pox
and you're stuck at home." @sim1303 #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 3:58:42 PM
mazarines: RT @digitalpigeons: McGettigan:When reprinting in the transnational
context, we need to think about origin, relocation, & the movement betw…
7/9/2015 3:59:10 PM
JohnHPollack1: RT @nzsydney: what do data, metadata, and provenance mean in an
indigenous (research) context? #sharp15 #s5cn @nzsydney
7/9/2015 3:59:28 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @louisa_preston: Dietz: 'readers remain intensely respectful of
print' e-books as digital versions of print do much better. #sharp15 htt…

7/9/2015 3:59:48 PM
AmAntiquarian: .@amndw2 We use "Women as authors" "Women as illustrators"
"Women in the printing & publishing trade"... 1/2 #SHARP15
7/9/2015 3:59:50 PM
AmAntiquarian: @amndw2 but not as owners, which would be tough to do retroactively
#SHARP15
7/9/2015 4:00:06 PM
JohnHPollack1: RT @amndw2: Side note: just discovered these hilarious book
animations from UPenn: https://t.co/bEhhs0ZNqr Dancing skeletons! Rocket cats! …
7/9/2015 4:00:11 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @louisa_preston: Dietz: hard to discern what is part of the book
and what isn't in the Amazon world. #sharp15
7/9/2015 4:01:41 PM
roaringgirle: one final plug (i promise) for #s6c on traces of early modern readers,
featuring @iangadd, scott schofield, me! 3:30 p.m. L1-3660 #sharp15
7/9/2015 4:02:58 PM
nzsydney: Glover: recover the talk with the text? let go of western urge for scientific
validation for indigenous research #sharp15 #s5c @nzsydney
7/9/2015 4:04:33 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: I would love, love, love to see more catalog records
indicating marginalia/readers' marks. (Problem is, cataloging costs $$$.) …
7/9/2015 4:06:24 PM
iangadd: RT @roaringgirle: one final plug (i promise) for #s6c on traces of early modern
readers, featuring @iangadd, scott schofield, me! 3:30 p.m.…
7/9/2015 4:09:17 PM
mjmeyers: RT @Finny_stitch: Shout out for really exciting project on provenance from
Penn Libraries #sharp15 https://t.co/Tw6712XEHf
7/9/2015 4:10:02 PM
mjmeyers: RT @CitizenWald: Mike Kelly on description of #NativeAmerican
materials:We don't want 2 recreate the colonial enterprise thru the #library …
7/9/2015 4:10:29 PM
mjmeyers: RT @richendabrim: Glover: more research needed on individual indigenous
women and men; on bibliography and printing history of indigenous l…
7/9/2015 4:10:53 PM
mjmeyers: RT @amndw2: Lindenbaum proposes a new RBMS controlled vocabulary to
make women's ownership visible in catalog records. #s5a #sharp15
7/9/2015 4:11:03 PM
gardengnome514: @AdelePaulHus Madame, est-ce qu'il existe une version papier de ta
communication ? #sharp15
7/9/2015 4:20:41 PM
libralthinking: RT @amndw2: Lindenbaum proposes a new RBMS controlled vocabulary
to make women's ownership visible in catalog records. #s5a #sharp15

7/9/2015 4:25:30 PM
AllisonJaiODell: @EpistolaryBrown We have telephones. And e-mail addresses. Just like
real people! #sharp15
7/9/2015 4:26:38 PM
libralthinking: RT @EpistolaryBrown: I keep telling folks, you want immortality? Write
your full name in books, when you bought them, how much you paid... …
7/9/2015 4:28:20 PM
adamghooks: You got that right. @ColumbiaRBML #sharp15 https://t.co/muIeZxmFdK
7/9/2015 4:35:27 PM
sandstonepress: RT @ClaireSquires: Boswell: @sandstonepress lends itself distinction
through being based in the Scottish highlands, not the central belt #s…
7/9/2015 4:35:51 PM
canMedievalists: RT @EpistolaryBrown: I keep telling folks, you want immortality?
Write your full name in books, when you bought them, how much you paid... …
7/9/2015 4:40:21 PM
ahomsher: RT @Laura_Estill: .@EpistolaryBrown invites scholars to digitally comment
on @FolgerLibrary's holdings at http://t.co/B9Az3JsZP5 #sharp15 #…
7/9/2015 4:43:28 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: Provenance Project @ UPenn is working on making
provenance more visible: https://t.co/LUUlu0SFrU #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 4:43:28 PM
philipspalmer: RT @mollyhardy: .@Marie_LSJ @EpistolaryBrown Curated crowdsourcing
of catalog records is feature of ESTC redesign https://t.co/WQIDyPeKq8 #…
7/9/2015 4:46:36 PM
philipspalmer: RT @Laura_Estill: Coolahan & Empey: starting a tally of EMod Women's
bk ownership for @RECIRC_ #sharp15 #s5a (more to add!) http://t.co/TPe…
7/9/2015 4:47:39 PM
keenera: RT @roaringgirle: one final plug (i promise) for #s6c on traces of early modern
readers, featuring @iangadd, scott schofield, me! 3:30 p.m.…
7/9/2015 4:56:52 PM
keenera: Going to talk about the so-called "Shakespeare's Beehive" & other dictionaries
at 1:30 in L1-3625. Intro: https://t.co/NDzswTSsUL #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:00:54 PM
mjmeyers: RT @adamghooks: You got that right. @ColumbiaRBML #sharp15
https://t.co/muIeZxmFdK
7/9/2015 5:01:59 PM
mjmeyers: RT @nzsydney: Glover: recover the talk with the text? let go of western
urge for scientific validation for indigenous research #sharp15 #s5…
7/9/2015 5:02:04 PM
mjmeyers: RT @digitalpigeons: McGettigan:When reprinting in the transnational
context, we need to think about origin, relocation, & the movement betw…
7/9/2015 5:02:16 PM

philipspalmer: RT @keenera: Going to talk about the so-called "Shakespeare's Beehive"
& other dictionaries at 1:30 in L1-3625. Intro: https://t.co/NDzswTS…
7/9/2015 5:05:16 PM
philipspalmer: RT @roaringgirle: one final plug (i promise) for #s6c on traces of early
modern readers, featuring @iangadd, scott schofield, me! 3:30 p.m.…
7/9/2015 5:05:57 PM
SLevelt: RT @roaringgirle: one final plug (i promise) for #s6c on traces of early modern
readers, featuring @iangadd, scott schofield, me! 3:30 p.m.…
7/9/2015 5:06:23 PM
SLevelt: @mazarines @philipspalmer and then we all need to read Borges and go
mental ;-) #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:07:58 PM
SLevelt: RT @Marie_LSJ: There used to be a "Comment on this record" button at the
@britishlibrary that worked well... (c. 2010) #sharp15 https://t.c…
7/9/2015 5:08:56 PM
AntjeTheise: RT @EpistolaryBrown: I keep telling folks, you want immortality? Write
your full name in books, when you bought them, how much you paid... …
7/9/2015 5:09:27 PM
SLevelt: Agree: in my experience, twitter has transformed communication between
librarians & scholars. #sharp15 https://t.co/bfZoRhJIMf
7/9/2015 5:10:36 PM
ahomsher: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Have thoughts on owner's marks? We'd love your
input: http://t.co/u9ocHTPQKp #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 5:10:36 PM
SLevelt: But you need to know whom to contact - some accounts/people much more
responsive than others #sharp15 @Marie_LSJ
7/9/2015 5:12:25 PM
homophonous: RT @SLevelt: But you need to know whom to contact - some
accounts/people much more responsive than others #sharp15 @Marie_LSJ
7/9/2015 5:13:03 PM
miriamvowen: @A_Skyrme #sharp15 talk of changing grants to soft loans for
publishers over here in the @thebookseller today. How does pub industry feel?
7/9/2015 5:13:05 PM
SLevelt: Those who are on twitter also generally more eager for Open Access; so
helpful, eg, to guide you around permissions dept #sharp15 @Marie_LSJ
7/9/2015 5:13:22 PM
FramerMichele: RT @mazarines: #sharp15, please note @mukurtu's platform to
manage & share digital cultural heritage from indigenous communities: http://t.…
7/9/2015 5:15:20 PM
miriamvowen: @sharpicecream #sharp15 now u r talking. I'm interested in icelandic
publishing industry.does Greenland do everything through Denmark?
7/9/2015 5:15:21 PM
miriamvowen: RT @A_Skyrme: Ramdarshan: many small Canadian publishers cannot
survive without governmental support #sharp15 #s5f

7/9/2015 5:16:13 PM
miriamvowen: RT @ClaireSquires: Bold: Smaller presses guided by taste rather than
consumer data & the market #s5f #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:16:19 PM
HistoryOfPorn: RT @DrewCSGS: Ann Ricculli (PhD) "Revealing the 'Coral Industry':
Science & Technology in the British Penny Periodicals" #sharp15 http://t.…
7/9/2015 5:16:20 PM
mazarines: I kind of want to do that part. RT @SLevelt: @mazarines @philipspalmer
and then we all need to read Borges and go mental ;-) #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:16:29 PM
scholar_farmer: @EpistolaryBrown #sharp15 #s5a I typically hand in a physical note
along w/ the item as I return it that includes a citation & email contact
7/9/2015 5:16:39 PM
SLevelt: .@homophonous excellent! like I wrote: the people in charge of the library's
twitter account are often at the front line of OA. :-) #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:17:08 PM
scholar_farmer: @EpistolaryBrown #sharp15 #s5a from afar, I just send email, and
ask my contact to forward as appropriate.
7/9/2015 5:17:12 PM
HistoryOfPorn: My MA advisor and friends at #SHARP15 :) https://t.co/2WJAnyVFc3
7/9/2015 5:17:19 PM
miriamvowen: RT @rachellynchase: MRB: interviewed members of a publishing
company run from a sailboat #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:17:32 PM
miriamvowen: @ClaireSquires London is the Deathstar! #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:18:16 PM
miriamvowen: RT @ClaireSquires: Bold: there are good reasons to be optimistic about
small press publishing: creative hubs have mushroomed outside urban …
7/9/2015 5:18:26 PM
miriamvowen: RT @rachellynchase: Boswell: strengths of small publishers is ability
remain close to their local markets #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:18:39 PM
miriamvowen: RT @ClaireSquires: Boswell: @sandstonepress lends itself distinction
through being based in the Scottish highlands, not the central belt #s…
7/9/2015 5:18:48 PM
miriamvowen: @ClaireSquires @sandstonepress it all sounds so intetesting this
discussion abt rural publishing #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:19:40 PM
HistoryOfPorn: So badly wishing I cld have afforded the trip to #sharp15 this year :(
7/9/2015 5:19:52 PM
mazarines: My thanks to @iangadd @CitizenWald @lesliehowsam & all @SHARPorg'ers
for helping me & other 1st-time attendees feel so welcome at #sharp15.

7/9/2015 5:21:16 PM
roaringgirle: ready for the wide-ranging lightning #sessionA feat @keenera,
@NoraSlonimsky, henning hanson, charlotte kempf, & chirstopher doody. #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:21:50 PM
mjmeyers: Man, I wish I was at #sharp15. Next year, I hope....
7/9/2015 5:23:21 PM
mandorichard: RT @JordanmHowell: @sharp2015_ca #digitalbibliography w/
Wordpress allows you to build a database without knowledge of MySQL http://t.co/aV…
7/9/2015 5:27:50 PM
MRL57: RT @SLevelt: Agree: in my experience, twitter has transformed communication
between librarians & scholars. #sharp15 https://t.co/bfZoRhJIMf
7/9/2015 5:28:51 PM
MRL57: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Have thoughts on owner's marks? We'd love your input:
http://t.co/u9ocHTPQKp #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 5:29:11 PM
ILoveCopyright: Thanks to @HawthorneBooks, @ForestAvePress & others RT
@gbarnhisel: @ILoveCopyright singing the praises of bibliomecca Portland #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:31:01 PM
CERL_org: RT @Laura_Estill: Lindenbaum on resources for tracing EMod women bk
owners, incl. @WemloTweets & @CERL_org #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 5:31:14 PM
sim1303: RT @roaringgirle: .@sim1303 is executive director of @Lett_Arc. if you don't
know about this amazing collection, check it out! #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:31:30 PM
CherylSearch: Looking forward to the #sharp15 long-form lightning talks in session d.
7/9/2015 5:31:45 PM
SMCoulombeau: RT @roaringgirle: .@sim1303 is executive director of @Lett_Arc. if you
don't know about this amazing collection, check it out! #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:32:08 PM
sprowberry: Good to see game studies work at #sharp15 lightning talks as Chris Young
talks about Ubisoft and Warner Bros games
7/9/2015 5:32:21 PM
Finny_stitch: About to start #sharp15 lightening session, beginning with Charlotte
Kempf
7/9/2015 5:32:40 PM
jotis13: Here at lightning session a, looking forward to some great PhD student talks!
#sharp15
7/9/2015 5:32:41 PM
ILoveCopyright: @ClaireSquires Supporting Ginger Squire's entrance into the world of
social media celebrity #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:32:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: First up in the PhD lightning talks, Chris Young on "I know [my code]
when I see it" #SHARP15

7/9/2015 5:32:45 PM
roaringgirle: the lighting panel presenters have to do all the same things as other
presenters, but in half the time. #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:32:56 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 13h30 – 15h PhD STUDENT LIGHTNING SESSIONS, session D, Chris
J. Young, on Assassins Creed, videogames
7/9/2015 5:33:14 PM
Finny_stitch: Kempf will be speaking on : 'La premiere generation des imprimeurs et
leurs heritiers au XVe siecle' #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:33:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Bibliographic analysis of authorship in teh Game code and assets of
Ubisoft and Werner Brother's games #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:33:26 PM
Finny_stitch: I'm afraid my French isn't up to tweeting this paper! #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:33:38 PM
sharpicecream: The lovely people at @Montreal have sent us these details about ice
cream in the city! https://t.co/kEKPe8pCXt #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:33:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Evidence of copyright infringement in game mechanics: copyright
and what constitutes original content in game play #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:34:13 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: The lovely people at @Montreal have sent us these
details about ice cream in the city! https://t.co/kEKPe8pCXt #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:34:33 PM
CritRikk: #sLD #sharp15 Young, “‘I Know My Code When I See It’: A Bibliographic
Analysis of Auth in Game Assets and Code of Ubisoft + Warner Bro Games
7/9/2015 5:34:38 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @EpistolaryBrown: First up in the PhD lightning talks, Chris Young
on "I know [my code] when I see it" #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:34:38 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Many thanks to @mroyup13 @Marie_LSJ @digitalpigeons for tweets
about my paper and many others for retweets. Feeling the #sharp15 love
7/9/2015 5:34:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Capturing video game house style: Young researched how you
infringe upon the style of a video game company #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:34:57 PM
amndw2: We're sitting outside admiring @richendabrim's Aldine phone case. #sharp15
http://t.co/txR36BeQGp
7/9/2015 5:35:10 PM
sharpicecream: @sprowberry Ice cream is always on trend. #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:35:11 PM
roaringgirle: charlotte kempf is speaking en français on the first generation of printers
and their inheritors in geneva and toulouse. #sessionA #sharp15

7/9/2015 5:35:27 PM
CritRikk: #sLD #sharp15 capturing videogame house style -- how gameplay style is
replicated, he explains his methods for analyzing gameplay
7/9/2015 5:35:32 PM
DominiqueVanpee: RT @SLevelt: Agree: in my experience, twitter has transformed
communication between librarians & scholars. #sharp15 https://t.co/bfZoRhJIMf
7/9/2015 5:35:40 PM
KatieMcGettigan: I'm now in lightening session a, listening to Charlotte Kempf talking
about the Geneva and Toulouse printers in the c15 #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:36:11 PM
alyciaicyla: RT @Finny_stitch: I'm afraid my French isn't up to tweeting this paper!
#sharp15
7/9/2015 5:36:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Young is drawing on Bowers, Galey, Hayles, Jones, and McKenzie for
his bibliography of videogames. #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:36:15 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD AI, aminations, camera, cinematics, gameplay, art, narrative,
and other aspects for comparison (hard to read screen)
7/9/2015 5:36:29 PM
CherylSearch: Young: video games have a recognizable "house style" of assets and
code that can be copyright-infringed. #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:36:52 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Did WB game Shadow of Mordor infringe on Assassin's Creed IV:
Black Flag? Analyzed animation texts, action & stationary animations #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:37:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD AI, aminations, camera, cinematics,
gameplay, art, narrative, and other aspects for comparison (hard to read sc…
7/9/2015 5:37:22 PM
nickpublisher: A video game house style #sharp15 http://t.co/mprxrcS2xE
7/9/2015 5:37:23 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD comp: Assassin's Creed IV: Black Flag in contrast to MiddleEarth: Shadow of Mordor; analyze animation texts and action
7/9/2015 5:37:25 PM
sprowberry: RT @nickpublisher: A video game house style #sharp15
http://t.co/mprxrcS2xE
7/9/2015 5:37:41 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @sharpicecream: I am transnational. But I thoroughly encourage
local, regional, national and galaxy approaches to ice cream. #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:37:47 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD ref to the NDA and Intellectual protections, difficulty in
accessing source code to be able to compare unless open source
7/9/2015 5:38:01 PM

EpistolaryBrown: Since neither game was released as open source, getting hands on
source code is near impossible #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:38:01 PM
sprowberry: Young: It’s difficult to conduct bibliographical analysis of video games
without access to the source code #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:38:22 PM
hchesner: RT @SLevelt: Agree: in my experience, twitter has transformed
communication between librarians & scholars. #sharp15 https://t.co/bfZoRhJIMf
7/9/2015 5:38:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "I still need to make sure my research plan is legal in Canada..."
some research hasn't been done quite yet. #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:38:41 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD "still need to make sure what I am doing [research methods]
is legal in Canada"
7/9/2015 5:38:47 PM
Beth_driscoll: “I need to make sure this research is legal in Canada” OH #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:38:54 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: "I still need to make sure my research plan is legal in
Canada..." some research hasn't been done quite yet. #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:38:58 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD specific animations, many involving movement in relation to
walls, lift from ground to wall comp: "magic" vs. human-like
7/9/2015 5:39:59 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Differences in speeds, leaps, and stride-lengths in wall-climbing
movements suggests differences in original code #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:40:17 PM
mazarines: #sharp15 grad student lightning sessions : other talks :: Ginger Rogers :
Fred Astaire. Doing the same thing, but backwards & in high heels.
7/9/2015 5:40:22 PM
CitizenWald: My pleasure! 1 of great things about @SHARPorg is that it's welcoming 2
ppl from all fields, career stages #SHARP15 https://t.co/qpzZWaXHYT
7/9/2015 5:40:28 PM
philipspalmer: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/9/2015 5:40:35 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD climbing on ledge animation, important similarity revealed
through frame-by-frame, noting left-foot forward/advance
7/9/2015 5:40:40 PM
kinohin: @amandalastoria makes the case for Lewis Carroll as Macmillan art director in
the making of Alice's Adventures #sharp15 #BookDesign
7/9/2015 5:41:01 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD without access to source code, can only note similarity, not
support claim of copy right infringement...yet

7/9/2015 5:41:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Young also being very careful here; copyright issues in modern
videogames are legally actionable claims #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:41:29 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD for bibliogrpahy and textual scholars analyzing these games:
cannot analyze text, but only interpret phenomena as text
7/9/2015 5:42:01 PM
ASECSWomen: RT @AmAntiquarian: .@amndw2 We use "Women as authors" "Women
as illustrators" "Women in the printing & publishing trade"... 1/2 #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:42:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Once again I'm grateful that all the copyright and legal issues I
research are 400 years old; none of the invested parties care now #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:42:15 PM
ASECSWomen: RT @amndw2: Lindenbaum: why do marks of women's ownership go
uncataloged so often? Card catalog era space constraints, lack of updates. #s5…
7/9/2015 5:42:18 PM
alyciaicyla: RT @amndw2: I would love, love, love to see more catalog records
indicating marginalia/readers' marks. (Problem is, cataloging costs $$$.) …
7/9/2015 5:42:18 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD speaker 2: Cheryl Ann Read, “Conspicuous Literary
Consumption: Book List Books in the Age of BuzzFeed”
7/9/2015 5:42:52 PM
ASECSWomen: RT @amndw2: Provenance Project @ UPenn is working on making
provenance more visible: https://t.co/LUUlu0SFrU #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 5:42:56 PM
CitizenWald: + of course, my special pleasure: it's been great 2 meet so many tweeps.
Looking forward 2 meeting the rest #SHARP15 https://t.co/qpzZWaXHYT
7/9/2015 5:42:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Next up: Cheryl Ann Read, "Conspicuous Literary Consumption: Book
list books in the age of Buzzfeed" #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:43:40 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD booklists as taste-making function for middle-brow;
prescriptive reading list help shape popular tastes
7/9/2015 5:43:52 PM
Emnk: RT @amndw2: Provenance Project @ UPenn is working on making provenance
more visible: https://t.co/LUUlu0SFrU #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 5:43:52 PM
CherylSearch: Young: DRM-protected proprietary code cannot be accessed directly the
way a text can, game patterns are studied. #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:44:10 PM
Emnk: RT @amndw2: Lindenbaum: why do marks of women's ownership go uncataloged
so often? Card catalog era space constraints, lack of updates. #s5…

7/9/2015 5:44:12 PM
Beth_driscoll: Cheryl Ann Read: lists are understudied as shapers of popular taste.
They regenerate the canon for middlebrow readers #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:44:14 PM
Emnk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Once again I'm grateful that all the copyright and legal
issues I research are 400 years old; none of the invested par…
7/9/2015 5:44:18 PM
Emnk: RT @AmAntiquarian: .@amndw2 We use "Women as authors" "Women as
illustrators" "Women in the printing & publishing trade"... 1/2 #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:44:33 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Read: no one can read everything, so these lists are tools to
help sort and prioritize, shape "well read" as status
7/9/2015 5:44:34 PM
roaringgirle: up now is @keenera on "printed polyglots," including the infamous
ALVEARIE. #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:44:47 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Kempf talking about generations of printers which is a really
interesting take on the conference theme #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:44:49 PM
CherylSearch: Young gives us yet another reason to advocate for open source -- to
serve the needs of book historians. #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:44:55 PM
jotis13: Next up @keenera on Renaissance dictionaries #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:45:03 PM
sharpicecream: Have an ice cream, Wales. #sharp15 @Ca7ista
7/9/2015 5:45:10 PM
Finny_stitch: Now @keenera on 'Printed Polyglots: John Baret's *Alvearie* and
Renaissance Dictionary Technologies' #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:45:19 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @roaringgirle: up now is @keenera on "printed polyglots,"
including the infamous ALVEARIE. #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:45:21 PM
mollyhardy: Next up: @keenera on "Printed Polygots: J Baret's Aluearie and
Renaissance Dictionary Technologies" #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:45:27 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @Beth_driscoll: “I need to make sure this research is legal in
Canada” OH #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:45:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Earlier books of book lists are still available to readers' today
#SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:45:42 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Read notes the continued presence of lists as opposed to both
chain and indep. bookstores (and informed role of clerks?)

7/9/2015 5:45:56 PM
roaringgirle: .@keenera: indulges by beginning his talk by reading some poetry
(sidney, ASTROPHIL AND STELLA). #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:46:03 PM
louisa_preston: Cheryl Ann Read, an uncanny paper by Read on how and why we read.
Fascinating book list use in complementary mediums #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:46:14 PM
Laura_Estill: Let's take bets on if @keenera mentions the copy of the Alvearie w
"Shakespeare annotations" #sharp15 #sa
7/9/2015 5:46:17 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @keenera begins by indulging us with some Philip Sidney on poets
who use dictionaries #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:46:22 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Read: someone must select books for list, wide variety in the
credentials of those who select for these lists
7/9/2015 5:46:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The New Middlebrow is "always mediated," and book lists are one
active means of mediating this. Profs, booksellers, other mediators #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:46:30 PM
roaringgirle: .@keenera: sidney intimates that dictionary-using poets were hacks.
#sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:46:36 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The New Middlebrow is "always mediated," and book
lists are one active means of mediating this. Profs, booksellers, ot…
7/9/2015 5:46:37 PM
maxinebranagh: .@Ca7ista your project on national library of Wales sounds
fascinating! Would love to hear more, esp about borrowers register #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:46:40 PM
walkerabroad: RT @EpistolaryBrown: I keep telling folks, you want immortality? Write
your full name in books, when you bought them, how much you paid... …
7/9/2015 5:47:02 PM
roaringgirle: .@keenera: bi-lingual and polyglot dictionaries featuring the english
language preceded english dictionaries. #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:47:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Describing Read's scholarship (scholar's name is Read) on reading
lists makes for difficult tweeting #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:47:08 PM
digitalpigeons: Rachel Walker talking about readers in Early America and how their
reading of texts intersect with reading people (facial features) #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:47:08 PM
jotis13: Bilingual and polyglot dictionaries predate mono-language dictionaries in English
printing @keenera #sharp15

7/9/2015 5:47:16 PM
ForestAvePress: RT @ILoveCopyright: Thanks to @HawthorneBooks, @ForestAvePress
& others RT @gbarnhisel: @ILoveCopyright singing the praises of bibliomecca …
7/9/2015 5:47:39 PM
ILoveCopyright: The lovely @Beth_driscoll being referenced in CA's paper #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:47:45 PM
roaringgirle: .@keenera: "one of these polyglot dictionaries make some use recently."
[laughter] #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:47:49 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Read: the reputation of some selectors drive the uptake of
lists
7/9/2015 5:47:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Read: the web would seem to provide a great location for booklists
#SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:48:03 PM
CERL_org: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Have thoughts on owner's marks? We'd love your
input: http://t.co/u9ocHTPQKp #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 5:48:21 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Read:Buzzfeed offers bite-sized lists, 23 books to read over
summer, etc. - rather than more comprehensive lists
7/9/2015 5:48:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Buzzfeed, the listicle sites, seems to provide lists only in bite-size
formats, 5-25 books at a pop #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:48:30 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Buzzfeed, the listicle sites, seems to provide lists only in
bite-size formats, 5-25 books at a pop #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:48:40 PM
roaringgirle: .@keenera is talking about the copy of baret's ALVEARIE with annotations
said to be by you-know-who. #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:48:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Massive lists "intended to outlive their readers" are far less common
#SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:48:59 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The New Middlebrow is "always mediated," and
book lists are one active means of mediating this. Profs, booksellers, ot…
7/9/2015 5:49:05 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Read: some lists are massive, will outlive their readers (ex:
1001 books to read before you die)
7/9/2015 5:49:06 PM
jotis13: Polyglot dictionaries deeply indebted to classical language learning, and let us
view these practices @keenera #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:49:08 PM

hkpmcgregor: RT @roaringgirle: .@keenera: bi-lingual and polyglot dictionaries
featuring the english language preceded english dictionaries. #sessionA #…
7/9/2015 5:49:09 PM
theriversideUCC: RT @Laura_Estill: Lindenbaum on resources for tracing EMod women
bk owners, incl. @WemloTweets & @CERL_org #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 5:49:10 PM
ahomsher: RT @roaringgirle: one final plug (i promise) for #s6c on traces of early
modern readers, featuring @iangadd, scott schofield, me! 3:30 p.m.…
7/9/2015 5:49:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: 19th and 20th century books sought to be definitive, attempting to
craft readers of specific identities: citizens, for example #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:49:33 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Read: in 2012 "Read This: Hand-picked Favorites from Indy
Bookstores"
7/9/2015 5:49:39 PM
Finny_stitch: . @keenera highlights how Baret's *Aluearie* grew out of classroom
practices of translation as language learning #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:50:10 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Read: in addition to promoting reading in general, this list
promoted both indy shops and knowledgable advisers
7/9/2015 5:50:13 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@keenera translation as language learning => Renaissance polyglot
dictionaries #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:50:27 PM

roaringgirle: for more on the
ALVEARIE:http://t.co/36o2IM3SEfhttp://t.co/E8ehpXMFljhttps://t.co/9TJu7PZQZChttp://t.co/P6HmWq5
#sharp15
7/9/2015 5:50:35 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Read: some lists are massive, will outlive
their readers (ex: 1001 books to read before you die)
7/9/2015 5:50:40 PM
traviseross: Can I invite myself into that conversation? @maxinebranagh @Ca7ista
sounds fascinating. #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:50:44 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @keenera dictionaries like the Alvearie based on pedagogical
methods from Renaissance schoolroom language classes #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:50:52 PM
Beth_driscoll: Cheryl Ann Read: book list books are still important. Less overwhelming,
less “list fatigue” than web lists #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:51:04 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Read: another list, sorted by physical (and psychological?)
ailment, reading for what ails you
7/9/2015 5:51:10 PM

Beth_driscoll: RT @CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Read: in addition to promoting reading in
general, this list promoted both indy shops and knowledgable advisers
7/9/2015 5:51:12 PM

Finny_stitch: RT @roaringgirle: for more on the
ALVEARIE:http://t.co/36o2IM3SEfhttp://t.co/E8ehpXMFljhttps://t.co/9TJu7PZQZChttp://t.co/P6HmWq5
7/9/2015 5:51:19 PM
CherylSearch: C.A. Read: persistence of the book list in codex form even as short lists
are posted to the web #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:51:21 PM
sprowberry: .@EveryBookBot seems like the logical conclusion of the completely digital
mediated book list #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:51:25 PM
nickpublisher: Reference by Read to the Novel Cure and bibliotherapy #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:51:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Read: Book lists seem to sell identity and the social element of
reading #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:51:38 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Read: Book lists seem to sell identity and the social
element of reading #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:51:47 PM
CritRikk: RT @nickpublisher: Reference by Read to the Novel Cure and bibliotherapy
#sharp15
7/9/2015 5:51:53 PM
roaringgirle: .@keenera: copious annotations in polyglot dictionaries and language
learning books may offer insight into their use. #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:51:54 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @mazarines: #sharp15 grad student lightning sessions : other talks
:: Ginger Rogers : Fred Astaire. Doing the same thing, but backwards …
7/9/2015 5:52:20 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Read: group form on Good Reads, online book club, working
through the list one book at a time
7/9/2015 5:52:37 PM
sharpicecream: Reward triangle yourself with an ice cream. #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:52:59 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Read: "Social media pockets all over the internet" offer their own
individualized booklists #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:53:01 PM
jotis13: .@keenera found several co-bound, interleaved and/or heavily annotated
polyglot dictionaries, invite user commentary in learning #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:53:03 PM
roaringgirle: .@keenera: polyglot dictionaries invite contributions from users, who used
a variety of marks & annotating practices. #sessionA #sharp15

7/9/2015 5:53:04 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@keenera readers' annotations in polyglot dictionaries show how they were
used, i.e. how languages were learned #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:53:08 PM
philipspalmer: .@keenera talking about annotated copy of Perceval's *Bibliotheca
Hispanica* @UChicagoSCRC #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:53:16 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Read: conspicuous performativity by some groups, as one
might once have shown off the books on their library shelves
7/9/2015 5:53:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The "conspicuous consumption" of media serves a number of niche
purposes #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:53:23 PM
Millicent_Weber: Interesting discussion of how different formats of book list support
certain reading behaviours in Read's paper at #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:53:29 PM
Finny_stitch: . @keenera highlights heavy annotations in extant polyglot dictionaries,
including on interleaves #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:53:34 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD next: Nikolaus Wasmoen, “What Is an Editor? Recovering the
Work of Historical Editors in Digital Environments”
7/9/2015 5:53:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Next up! Nicholas Wasmoen, "What is an Editor? Recovering the work
of historical editors in digital environments" #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:54:17 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 Andrew Keener @keenera on the rich annotations found in
the genre of "language learning books"
7/9/2015 5:54:36 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Read: "Social media pockets all over the internet"
offer their own individualized booklists #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:54:39 PM
CherylSearch: C.A. Read: social media discussions have sprung up around codex form
book lists: 14,000 discussing "1001 Books You Must Read ..." #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:54:40 PM
bevilacq: Let's not forget that scholars are some of the most compulsive book list
makers and adherents -- prelims reading, anyone? #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:55:08 PM
mollyhardy: RT @JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 Andrew Keener @keenera on the rich
annotations found in the genre of "language learning books"
7/9/2015 5:55:09 PM
roaringgirle: .@keenera: chaucer's WORKES (1598) incl glossary of "hard words" that
used dictionary technologies from previous decades. #sessionA #sharp15

7/9/2015 5:55:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Wasmoen working on modernist studies, the "Author-editor" like T.S.
Eliot, Pound, and others #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:55:29 PM
gbarnhisel: @cherylaread delves into the marketing logic behind 1001 Books To Read
Before You Die #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:55:36 PM
Finny_stitch: . @keenera discusses hard words list at end of Speght's Workes of Geffrey
Chaucer (1598) - annotated in @NewberryLibrary copy #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:55:38 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @keenera dictionary technologies could be used to canonise poet as
in 'the hard words of Chaucer explained' (1598) #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:55:40 PM
jotis13: RT @roaringgirle: .@keenera: chaucer's WORKES (1598) incl glossary of "hard
words" that used dictionary technologies from previous decades.…
7/9/2015 5:55:42 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Wasmoen: modernist studies need to look at the authoreditor, T.S. Eliot, Ezra Pound, (and)
7/9/2015 5:56:01 PM

Laura_Estill: RT @roaringgirle: for more on the
ALVEARIE:http://t.co/36o2IM3SEfhttp://t.co/E8ehpXMFljhttps://t.co/9TJu7PZQZChttp://t.co/P6HmWq5
7/9/2015 5:56:20 PM
HawthorneBooks: RT @ILoveCopyright: Thanks to @HawthorneBooks,
@ForestAvePress & others RT @gbarnhisel: @ILoveCopyright singing the praises of
bibliomecca …
7/9/2015 5:56:41 PM
Finny_stitch: . @keenera: these dictionaries present us with new bibliographic
approaches to language learning, literature & other topics #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:56:49 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Wasmoen: Eliot: The Wasteland and the launch of his journal,
the Criterion (1922)
7/9/2015 5:56:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: 1922: the Wasteland and the Criterion as conjoined activities by T.S.
Eliot #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:56:57 PM
roaringgirle: .@keenera: the typographic arrangements of "dictionary technologies"
have payoffs for study of literary texts. #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:57:05 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @gbarnhisel: @cherylaread delves into the marketing logic behind
1001 Books To Read Before You Die #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:57:38 PM
digitalpigeons: Walker shows that reading texts translates into reading faces.
Wondering about what wearing things on face means ie. beard, RayBans #sharp15

7/9/2015 5:58:05 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Now Nora Slonimsky on Piracy and Liabel in Early Atlantic Copyright
#sharp15
7/9/2015 5:58:06 PM
roaringgirle: .@NoraSlonimsky is now speaking about piracy & libel in early atlantic
copyright. #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:58:23 PM
mollyhardy: Total disciplinary bias here: @keenera 's work cld really help inform rdg of
@DrSamuelJohnson 's Dict. #sharp15 https://t.co/JDTIixMyeM
7/9/2015 5:58:37 PM
Finny_stitch: Now moving onto @NoraSlonimsky on Piracy & Libel in Early Atlantic
Copyright #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:58:37 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Wasmoen: Formalizing hierarchical relationships between
contributors and contributions in modernist magazines via encoding #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:58:52 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Wasmoen: Formalizing hierarchical relationships
between contributors and contributions in modernist magazines via enco…
7/9/2015 5:59:01 PM
wraabe: RT @mollyhardy: Total disciplinary bias here: @keenera 's work cld really help
inform rdg of @DrSamuelJohnson 's Dict. #sharp15 https://t.…
7/9/2015 5:59:01 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Wasmoen working on modernist studies, the "Authoreditor" like T.S. Eliot, Pound, and others #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:59:11 PM
jotis13: .@NoraSlonimsky now up on piracy and libel in early Atlantic copyright
#sharp15
7/9/2015 5:59:33 PM
CritRikk: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Now Nora Slonimsky on Piracy and Liabel in Early
Atlantic Copyright #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:59:40 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: .@NoraSlonimsky is now speaking about piracy & libel in
early atlantic copyright. #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:59:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Wasmoen recommends paying attention to the often overlooked view
of the *opening* of such publications, w/their juxtapositions #SHARP15
7/9/2015 5:59:48 PM
roaringgirle: .@NoraSlonimsky: violation of copyright = "omission of some words and
the transporting of others." #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 5:59:52 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Wasmoen recommends paying attention to the often
overlooked view of the *opening* of such publications, w/their juxtap…

7/9/2015 6:00:14 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Slonimsky: changing word order could change meaning: work was
still a piracy bt could also be a Libel. Linked to national anxieties #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:00:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Solicitations for donations face the "Three Cantos" in _Poetry: A
Magazine of Verse_ in 1917 #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:00:29 PM
jotis13: #sharp15 @NoraSlonimsky concerns about nationalism led to waves of US
literature, strong political agenda, print key to legitimize nation
7/9/2015 6:00:40 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Solicitations for donations face the "Three Cantos" in
_Poetry: A Magazine of Verse_ in 1917 #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:00:45 PM
alyciaicyla: RT @jotis13: #sharp15 @NoraSlonimsky concerns about nationalism led to
waves of US literature, strong political agenda, print key to legiti…
7/9/2015 6:00:49 PM
mroyup13: Kochkina: Piketty’s Capital revolutionized the idea of what kind of book can
become a bestseller #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:01:06 PM
jotis13: #sharp15 @NoraSlonimsky in early period, text could be true and still libelous,
particularly if critical of gov't activities
7/9/2015 6:01:09 PM
nickpublisher: Early example of the tip jar economy? #sharp15 http://t.co/C5FftRYeg1
7/9/2015 6:01:14 PM
digitalpigeons: @lesliehowsam really liked what Walker has to say about reading texts
and using info to read faces. Want more but alas, #lightening #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:01:15 PM
sim1303: thx @roaringgirle @jotis13 @philipspalmer @keenera @bevilacq
@jameshodges_ @superhh for tweets; @lesliehowsam for yr kind words! #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:01:17 PM
alyciaicyla: RT @jotis13: #sharp15 @NoraSlonimsky in early period, text could be true
and still libelous, particularly if critical of gov't activities
7/9/2015 6:01:19 PM
sprowberry: RT @nickpublisher: Early example of the tip jar economy? #sharp15
http://t.co/C5FftRYeg1
7/9/2015 6:01:26 PM
Beth_driscoll: Sitting in a back row amongst active tweeters! So nicely sociable
@ILoveCopyright @sprowberry @nickpublisher #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:01:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The relationship between facing pages may not be spelled out in any
single page, not described #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:01:49 PM

Marie_LSJ: .@NoraSlonimsky in 18c libel didn't have to present false facts: true facts
about government could be libellous #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:01:57 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Wasmoen: notes how the juxtaposition of features across
facing pp is important in analysis, something digital form can't show
7/9/2015 6:02:04 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @mroyup13: Kochkina: Piketty’s Capital revolutionized the idea of
what kind of book can become a bestseller #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:02:08 PM
roaringgirle: .@NoraSlonimsky: in early period, text could be true and still be libelous,
esp if critical of government. #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:02:08 PM
samartha: RT @ILoveCopyright: @ClaireSquires Supporting Ginger Squire's entrance
into the world of social media celebrity #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:02:23 PM
Finny_stitch: . @NoraSlonimsky shows us Political & Cartographic Web between Author
(Morse), Printer (Stockdale) & Pirate (Winterbotham) #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:02:40 PM
CritRikk: RT @Finny_stitch: . @NoraSlonimsky shows us Political & Cartographic Web
between Author (Morse), Printer (Stockdale) & Pirate (Winterbotham…
7/9/2015 6:02:44 PM
samartha: RT @nickpublisher: A video game house style #sharp15
http://t.co/mprxrcS2xE
7/9/2015 6:03:06 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @Beth_driscoll: Sitting in a back row amongst active tweeters! So
nicely sociable @ILoveCopyright @sprowberry @nickpublisher #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:03:14 PM
sharpicecream: You can use capital to buy ice cream. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:03:32 PM
samartha: RT @SLevelt: Agree: in my experience, twitter has transformed
communication between librarians & scholars. #sharp15 https://t.co/bfZoRhJIMf
7/9/2015 6:03:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Wasmoen: "Printers and other agents are involved in this too, they're
just outside my scope for today" #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:03:43 PM
mroyup13: Kochkina compares paratext of French & American editions of Capital:
different cover design, different expectations #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:03:51 PM
CherylSearch: Wasmoen: discussing identifying "zones" w/in codex forms (facing
pages; elements on a page) and indicating them in digital forms #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:04:10 PM
sylvianickerson: RT @bevilacq: Nickerson using book history to historicize the
ascendency of "scientific outlook" over theology #sharp15 #s4b

7/9/2015 6:04:24 PM
jotis13: #sharp15 @NoraSlonimsky ppl argued reorganization of statements led to a
diff't meaning of the work; diff't meaning in libel, not copyright
7/9/2015 6:04:28 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @lesliehowsam @digitalpigeons Ditto. Sounds great.@itsdoughaynes
just organised symposium on faces in US visual cult so hot topic #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:04:33 PM
samartha: RT @EpistolaryBrown: So many projects at #SHARP15 involve pulling books
off shelves and opening them: a simple act that leads to great resu…
7/9/2015 6:04:49 PM
Millicent_Weber: Visual component analysis of facing pages ... I almost see a golden
spiral emerging! #sharp15 http://t.co/YGQ3CFwVxY
7/9/2015 6:05:05 PM
sim1303: @Finny_stitch @roaringgirle with my magical twitterquill, of course. #sharp15
http://t.co/yAFESWFYlO
7/9/2015 6:05:23 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pound's Three Cantos was published with poems for children
"something he would have hated, he tried to avoid [children]" #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:05:36 PM
MRL57: RT @Laura_Estill: Lindenbaum on resources for tracing EMod women bk owners,
incl. @WemloTweets & @CERL_org #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 6:05:38 PM
sylvianickerson: RT @superHH: @sharp2015_ca @SHARPorg #sharp15 I have a
suggestion: It would be great to have a list with presenters’ twitter handle in our …
7/9/2015 6:06:01 PM
sharpicecream: Cool it, mobile phone. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:06:04 PM
Beth_driscoll: Read: online readers in social media groups perform conspicuous literary
consumption using book list books as a guide #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:06:08 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Slonimsky: legal basis of copyright could also be a defence against
libel, as shown by A Hamilton's career in courts. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:06:19 PM
Millicent_Weber: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Pound's Three Cantos was published with
poems for children "something he would have hated, he tried to avoid [children…
7/9/2015 6:06:24 PM
jotis13: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Slonimsky: legal basis of copyright could also be a
defence against libel, as shown by A Hamilton's career in courts. …
7/9/2015 6:06:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Big Data problems in the humanities--Wasmoen: "We don't know
which of these relationships will prove fruitful" #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:07:08 PM

samartha: RT @Beth_driscoll: Precarious peritext - in digital, nothing is stitched on to
the book @loradeets #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 6:07:11 PM
nickpublisher: RT @Beth_driscoll: Read: online readers in social media groups perform
conspicuous literary consumption using book list books as a guide #s…
7/9/2015 6:07:12 PM
samartha: RT @sprowberry: .@loradeets suggests paratext can be used to evaluate
ebooks given the lack of traditional gatekeeping functions #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:07:19 PM
samartha: RT @louisa_preston: Dietz: hard to discern what is part of the book and what
isn't in the Amazon world. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:07:26 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Pound's Three Cantos was published with poems for
children "something he would have hated, he tried to avoid [children…
7/9/2015 6:07:31 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Big Data problems in the humanities--Wasmoen: "We
don't know which of these relationships will prove fruitful" #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:07:33 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Now Henning Hansen on Swedish Book Consumption in the Late
C19th #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:07:34 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@NoraSlonimsky's incendiary ending: copyright and censorship are both
means of regulating communication #sessionA #sharp15 (I agree)
7/9/2015 6:07:35 PM
samartha: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Motives for modifying 19th century history works:
promoting their scholarly virtues and cultural ideals #sharp15 #s4g
7/9/2015 6:07:39 PM
samartha: RT @ClaireSquires: Greenberg: how does an editing culture transfer between
generations? how much can it be taught? #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:07:47 PM
Finny_stitch: Now Henning Hansen: 'Modern Reading: Swedish Book Consumption in
the late 19th century' #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:07:54 PM
roaringgirle: next in #sessionA is henning hanson (from the "northern-most university
in the world") on swedish "book consumption" in the 19c. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:08:03 PM
samartha: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd announces himself as the paratext to the
8:30 am paratext session #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:08:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: NEXT! Zack Lischer-Katz, from Rutgers, on Reading Temporality in
Ascendant Electronic Environments #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:08:14 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Zack Lischer-Katz, “Reading Temporality in Ascendant
Electronic Environments:

7/9/2015 6:08:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: A phenomenological-textual inquiry into social media platforms as
reading apparatuses (this is a 2-tweet title) #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:08:39 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @Marie_LSJ: .@NoraSlonimsky's incendiary ending: copyright and
censorship are both means of regulating communication #sessionA #sharp15 …
7/9/2015 6:08:39 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Slonimsky: legal basis of copyright could also be
a defence against libel, as shown by A Hamilton's career in courts. …
7/9/2015 6:09:07 PM
roaringgirle: hansen found his materials in three locations: a parish library, a bookshop,
a traditional lending library. #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:09:09 PM
sharpicecream: Feeling a bit lonely. Wish @sharpbeard were a thing. #sharp15
#sharp16
7/9/2015 6:09:11 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Katz: an increasing portion of our reading time spent in
electronic environments, pay an important role in knowing the world
7/9/2015 6:09:35 PM
Finny_stitch: Hansen highlights that Parish libraries found in every 2nd parish in
Sweden in C19th #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:09:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lischer-Katz: How do social media platforms contribute to our
understanding of temporality? #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:09:44 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: A phenomenological-textual inquiry into social media
platforms as reading apparatuses (this is a 2-tweet title) #SHARP…
7/9/2015 6:09:44 PM
mollyhardy: RT @Finny_stitch: Hansen highlights that Parish libraries found in every
2nd parish in Sweden in C19th #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:09:52 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: Feeling a bit lonely. Wish @sharpbeard were a
thing. #sharp15 #sharp16
7/9/2015 6:09:54 PM
Beth_driscoll: Lischer-Katz: social media platforms as reading apparatus. Looking at
how they affect temporality of reading #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:09:58 PM
sgediting: RT @EpistolaryBrown: So many projects at #SHARP15 involve pulling books
off shelves and opening them: a simple act that leads to great resu…
7/9/2015 6:10:03 PM
sim1303: @Finny_stitch @roaringgirle psst, real secret is @TweetDeck's "schedule
tweet" feature; @buffer does this too! #sharp15 #handsfreetweeting

7/9/2015 6:10:03 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Henning outlines library systems in Sweden and how print culture
changed. Using sources like library receipts found in a basement #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:10:04 PM
roaringgirle: hansen: in 1880s in sweden = half a week's wages for a novel, but half as
much for a membership to a parish library. #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:10:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lischer-Katz: examined the top 5 social media platforms according to
Pew: Facebook, LinkedIn, Pinterest, Twitter, and Instagram #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:10:22 PM
Finny_stitch: Henning: Commercial lending libraries had socially diverse users
#sharp15
7/9/2015 6:10:30 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Lischer-Katz: top 5 social media sites: FB, LinkedIn, Pinterest,
Twitter, Instagram
7/9/2015 6:10:31 PM
nzsydney: @KatieMcGettigan @lesliehowsam @digitalpigeons @itsdoughaynes face
recognition software used to recover http://t.co/ZlxxIj7GfW #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:10:35 PM
Marie_LSJ: Henning Hansen: reading in 19c Sweden: parish libraries, bookshops &
commercial lending libraries, different audiences #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:10:37 PM
CherylSearch: Lischer-Katz: phenomenological analysis of 1 hr spent on top 5 social
media platform interfaces #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:10:39 PM
Beth_driscoll: LK: uses phenomenological method, spent an hour on five platforms and
audio recorded his experience #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:10:48 PM
nickpublisher: RT @Beth_driscoll: Lischer-Katz: social media platforms as reading
apparatus. Looking at how they affect temporality of reading #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:10:55 PM
digitalpigeons: @lesliehowsam Bridgette Brown from @Carleton_U explained how the
South African War impacted the Canadian imagination through print #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:11:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Facebook: granularity of time, absolute and relative timestamps; text
and imaged arranged by time of posting (is that true?) #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:11:24 PM
ClaireSquires: Next up, @stirpublishing PhD @rachellynchase on A Small-Business
Marketing Approach to Scottish Publishing #sharp15 @Stir_Research
7/9/2015 6:11:28 PM
maxinebranagh: Up next @rachellynchase paper on small-business marketing in
Scottish publishing - may be a mention of @GigletsReads here too! #sharp15

7/9/2015 6:11:41 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Lischer-Katz: How do social media platforms contribute
to our understanding of temporality? #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:11:43 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Facebook: granularity of time, absolute and relative
timestamps; text and imaged arranged by time of posting (is that …
7/9/2015 6:11:45 PM
Finny_stitch: Henning highlights great inc. in numbers of women readers at end of
C19th #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:11:45 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @EpistolaryBrown: NEXT! Zack Lischer-Katz, from Rutgers, on
Reading Temporality in Ascendant Electronic Environments #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:11:48 PM
nzsydney: RT @sim1303: @Finny_stitch @roaringgirle psst, real secret is @TweetDeck's
"schedule tweet" feature; @buffer does this too! #sharp15 #hands…
7/9/2015 6:12:01 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @ClaireSquires: Next up, @stirpublishing PhD @rachellynchase on
A Small-Business Marketing Approach to Scottish Publishing #sharp15 @Sti…
7/9/2015 6:12:08 PM
stirpublishing: RT @ClaireSquires: Next up, @stirpublishing PhD @rachellynchase on A
Small-Business Marketing Approach to Scottish Publishing #sharp15 @Sti…
7/9/2015 6:12:24 PM
EpistolaryBrown: LinkedIn: also relative time stamps for stream,but absolute for news
posts. Static, updates with reload of page; cannot archive #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:12:25 PM
sprowberry: RT @ClaireSquires: Next up, @stirpublishing PhD @rachellynchase on A
Small-Business Marketing Approach to Scottish Publishing #sharp15 @Sti…
7/9/2015 6:12:41 PM
ILoveCopyright: @ClaireSquires @sharpicecream @Sharpbeard #SHARP15
#SHARPbeards http://t.co/ga2uXwMGbI
7/9/2015 6:12:45 PM
Marie_LSJ: Henning Hansen: Kierkegaard was actually a bestseller in 19c Sweden
?!?!?!? #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:12:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pinterest: 3 levels of temporality: clicking the item brings up a
relative timestamp relative to the posting of the image #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:13:26 PM
Finny_stitch: Henning: works by Leo Tolstoy and Søren Kierkegaard amongst most
popular with women readers #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:13:27 PM
louisa_preston: Zack Lischer-Katz: an interesting phenomenonological analysis of
Twitter, Linked In, Facebook & Pinterest #sharp15

7/9/2015 6:13:30 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: LinkedIn: also relative time stamps for stream,but
absolute for news posts. Static, updates with reload of page; canno…
7/9/2015 6:13:47 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Hansen quotes Strindberg's advice to authors not to let fame in the
capital go to their heads: they're nobodies in rural areas #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:13:48 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Pinterest: 3 levels of temporality: clicking the item
brings up a relative timestamp relative to the posting of the im…
7/9/2015 6:13:50 PM
sprowberry: .@zlkatz’s screenshots are accompanied by information on hardware and
OS used - the future of bibliography? #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:13:54 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @ClaireSquires: Next up, @stirpublishing PhD @rachellynchase on
A Small-Business Marketing Approach to Scottish Publishing #sharp15 @Sti…
7/9/2015 6:13:55 PM
jotis13: Really appreciating the folks who went above and beyond to make bilingual
slides! #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:13:57 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pinterest: clicking down gets you to the date of the original posting;
timestamps sacrificed to "The timelessness of collecting" #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:13:58 PM
hkpmcgregor: Learning about the role of parish libraries in spreading literacy in late
19th c rural Sweden. #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:14:00 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @Marie_LSJ: Henning Hansen: Kierkegaard was actually a
bestseller in 19c Sweden ?!?!?!? #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:14:00 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @Finny_stitch: Henning: works by Leo Tolstoy and Søren Kierkegaard
amongst most popular with women readers #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:14:08 PM
CritRikk: RT @jotis13: Really appreciating the folks who went above and beyond to
make bilingual slides! #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:14:08 PM
ClaireSquires: Noorda's approach looks at the relationship between company size & the
Scottish focus (or otherwise) of titles #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:14:30 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Twitter: ongoing updates, relative time stamps, moments of time are
positioned as instances of writing #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:14:38 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Pinterest: clicking down gets you to the date of the
original posting; timestamps sacrificed to "The timelessness of c…

7/9/2015 6:14:48 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Twitter: ongoing updates, relative time stamps,
moments of time are positioned as instances of writing #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:14:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Retweeting can reinvigorated past instances of writing #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:14:53 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @ILoveCopyright: @ClaireSquires @sharpicecream @Sharpbeard
#SHARP15 #SHARPbeards http://t.co/ga2uXwMGbI
7/9/2015 6:14:55 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 Henning Hansen, great case studies of parish library,
bookshop, circulating library in Sweden, 19th c, a rural but literate society
7/9/2015 6:15:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Long digital scroll of twitter can contribute "archivicity" #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:15:16 PM
nzsydney: RT @jotis13: Really appreciating the folks who went above and beyond to
make bilingual slides! #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:15:17 PM
ClaireSquires: Noorda: it would seem that as (Scottish publishing) companies get
bigger they get less Scottish, in terms of their output #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:15:21 PM
Millicent_Weber: Twitter feeling particularly dense with all the fabulous tweeting going
on ... Considering temporality in online environments at #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:15:37 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @maxinebranagh: Up next @rachellynchase paper on small-business
marketing in Scottish publishing - may be a mention of @GigletsReads her…
7/9/2015 6:15:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Instagram: granularity at the weeks level; time stamp is relative,
static duration, the past is available by scroling down #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:15:56 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Retweeting can reinvigorated past instances of writing
#SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:16:05 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Long digital scroll of twitter can contribute "archivicity"
#SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:16:08 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sprowberry: .@zlkatz’s screenshots are accompanied by
information on hardware and OS used - the future of bibliography? #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:16:13 PM
A_Skyrme: RT @ClaireSquires: Noorda: it would seem that as (Scottish publishing)
companies get bigger they get less Scottish, in terms of their outpu…
7/9/2015 6:16:17 PM
roaringgirle: hansen: there are only a few authors who cut across the top-ten lists from
parish library, bookshop, & lending library. #sessionA #sharp15

7/9/2015 6:16:21 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @jotis13: Really appreciating the folks who went above and beyond
to make bilingual slides! #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:16:22 PM
Marie_LSJ: Hansen: fiction | bookshop: +contemporary authors | libraries: older
authors (probably because lenders were conservative) #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:16:22 PM
louisa_preston: Couldn't resist a very 'meta' tweet on the analysis of Twitter, thanks
Katz! #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:16:27 PM
CritRikk: RT @Marie_LSJ: Hansen: fiction | bookshop: +contemporary authors |
libraries: older authors (probably because lenders were conservative) #s…
7/9/2015 6:16:29 PM
ahomsher: RT @adamghooks: You got that right. @ColumbiaRBML #sharp15
https://t.co/muIeZxmFdK
7/9/2015 6:16:38 PM
CritRikk: RT @louisa_preston: Couldn't resist a very 'meta' tweet on the analysis of
Twitter, thanks Katz! #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:16:39 PM
Finny_stitch: Hansen highlights 15 y old shop assistant whose borrowing history
suggests voracious reader #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:16:51 PM
sharpicecream: Venn scoops. Yeah. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:16:59 PM
Laura_Estill: .@EpistolaryBrown & #sharp15, check this out re: reading FB & social
media -- https://t.co/o92CHgQMLI (gender & genre?)
7/9/2015 6:17:00 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Hansen notes popularity of Stowe, Dumas, Sue, Marryat for Swedish
library readers More modern writers eg Ibsen popular in bookshop #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:17:01 PM
hkpmcgregor: Hansen shows us that modern authors like Strindberg and Ibsen sold in
bookstores, didn't show up in lending or parish libraries. #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:17:05 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @roaringgirle: hansen: there are only a few authors who cut
across the top-ten lists from parish library, bookshop, & lending library. #…
7/9/2015 6:17:16 PM
JohnHPollack1: RT @roaringgirle: hansen: there are only a few authors who cut across
the top-ten lists from parish library, bookshop, & lending library. #…
7/9/2015 6:17:21 PM
digitalpigeons: @lesliehowsam JordanReed talking about American Pageant a US hist
textbook functioning as a 'prayerbook' creating national identity #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:17:24 PM

samartha: .@AcBookFuture Fantastic relevant tweets from #booksnewmedia and
#sharp15 - follow for plenty to reflect on and pick up later! :-)
7/9/2015 6:17:30 PM
Finny_stitch: RT @roaringgirle: hansen: there are only a few authors who cut across
the top-ten lists from parish library, bookshop, & lending library. #…
7/9/2015 6:17:36 PM
Finny_stitch: Now Christopher Doody: 'A Literary History of the Canadian Authors
Association' #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:18:27 PM
sharpicecream: @Beth_driscoll @ILoveCopyright @ClaireSquires WHAT ABOUT ME?
#sharp15
7/9/2015 6:18:30 PM
ILoveCopyright: Oh hello @sharpicecream RT @digitalpigeons: Top notch beards worn
by Macmillan's advisors on science: A.Macmillan Etc #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:18:48 PM
louisa_preston: Katz: analysis of time in these social network platforms plus brilliant
pic of the 'chronographic apparatus' #sharp15 http://t.co/cmFH7oAVhQ
7/9/2015 6:18:52 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Chronographic apparatus as useful concept for understanding how
social media platforms structure the experience of temporarily #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:19:01 PM
CritRikk: RT @louisa_preston: Katz: analysis of time in these social network platforms
plus brilliant pic of the 'chronographic apparatus' #sharp15 h…
7/9/2015 6:19:02 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Chronographic apparatus as useful concept for
understanding how social media platforms structure the experience of tem…
7/9/2015 6:19:06 PM
roaringgirle: last but not least, christopher doody on the canadian authors association.
#sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:19:13 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @samartha: .@AcBookFuture Fantastic relevant tweets from
#booksnewmedia and #sharp15 - follow for plenty to reflect on and pick up later…
7/9/2015 6:19:14 PM
ILoveCopyright: Super interesting PhD lightening session with Chris Young, Cherlyn
Ann Read, Nikolaus Wasmoen, and Zach Lischer-Katz #SHARP15 #sessionE
7/9/2015 6:19:15 PM
sprowberry: RT @ILoveCopyright: Super interesting PhD lightening session with Chris
Young, Cherlyn Ann Read, Nikolaus Wasmoen, and Zach Lischer-Katz #S…
7/9/2015 6:19:24 PM
CherylSearch: Lischer-Katz giving a good description of the death of linear time on
social media. I think Vonnegut would have liked his talk. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:19:36 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @Finny_stitch: Now Christopher Doody: 'A Literary History of the
Canadian Authors Association' #sharp15

7/9/2015 6:19:52 PM
roaringgirle: i love the range of topics in these #sharp15 lightning panels. i'm learning
a lot—v quickly!
7/9/2015 6:20:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: First question asks all four PhD speakers to reflect on "now-ness" in
their research #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:20:24 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @digitalpigeons: Top notch beards worn by Macmillan's advisors on
science: A.Macmillan, H.Spencer, J.Lockyear, I.Todyear, D.MacAlister..…
7/9/2015 6:20:30 PM
A_Skyrme: Noorda: again, small publishers shown to be more innovative, flexible &
engaged at local level, from research on their marketing #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:20:39 PM
MichaelWitmore: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Have thoughts on owner's marks? We'd love
your input: http://t.co/u9ocHTPQKp #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 6:20:41 PM
hkpmcgregor: Canadian Authors Association dismissed as Victorian & traditional by
critics, but that did not discourage @chrisdoody. #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:20:51 PM
sehovde: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Have thoughts on owner's marks? We'd love your
input: http://t.co/u9ocHTPQKp #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 6:21:07 PM
ClaireSquires: Noorda: referring to innovation, opportunity & change from Scottish
publishers @BackPagePress @SarabandBooks @canongatebooks #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:21:08 PM
MichaelWitmore: RT @EpistolaryBrown: I keep telling folks, you want immortality?
Write your full name in books, when you bought them, how much you paid... …
7/9/2015 6:21:09 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Doody: needed to narrow project to first 40 yrs of Canadian Authors
Association history to trace changing conceptions of authorship #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:21:53 PM
Laura_Estill: I know @chrisdoody isn't talking re: Canadian Automobile Association but
that's what I keep hearing in my head. #sharp15 Can. Author Assoc!
7/9/2015 6:21:55 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@KatieMcGettigan & I are puzzled by absence of https://t.co/XYwS1u0GXH
in Hansen's lists of most popular authors in late19c Sweden #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:22:06 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @hkpmcgregor: Canadian Authors Association dismissed as
Victorian & traditional by critics, but that did not discourage @chrisdoody. #SH…
7/9/2015 6:22:07 PM
Beth_driscoll: “Any questioner who can string together all four papers wins a bottle of
water” OH #sharp15

7/9/2015 6:22:10 PM
samartha: RT @nickpublisher: Early example of the tip jar economy? #sharp15
http://t.co/C5FftRYeg1
7/9/2015 6:22:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Researching games requires prompt analysis; "Once researchers
analyze a game, it's a dead game" #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:22:10 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @Marie_LSJ: .@KatieMcGettigan & I are puzzled by absence of
https://t.co/XYwS1u0GXH in Hansen's lists of most popular authors in late19c…
7/9/2015 6:22:22 PM
CherylSearch: And the prize bottle of water goes to the audience member posing a
question about "nowness" to all 4 presenters. #sharp15 -a productive qstn
7/9/2015 6:22:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Not sure if he's saying the researching kills the game, or that it
changes the game inherently #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:22:33 PM
hkpmcgregor: Using the CAA to track changing conceptions of Canadian authorship
between 1921 and 1960. @chrisdoody #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:22:42 PM
sharpicecream: @Beth_driscoll @ILoveCopyright @ClaireSquires I am omnipresent.
Godlike, but cool. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:22:48 PM
louisa_preston: Fascinating question, stimulating responses to 'nowness' in digital
platforms and games, relating to experience and use. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:23:02 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @ClaireSquires: Noorda: referring to innovation, opportunity &
change from Scottish publishers @BackPagePress @SarabandBooks @canongateb…
7/9/2015 6:23:08 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @Laura_Estill: I know @chrisdoody isn't talking re: Canadian
Automobile Association but that's what I keep hearing in my head. #sharp15 …
7/9/2015 6:23:09 PM
ThunderPointLtd: RT @ClaireSquires: Noorda: it would seem that as (Scottish
publishing) companies get bigger they get less Scottish, in terms of their outpu…
7/9/2015 6:23:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Or, actually: video games are constantly changing, gotta be quick to
gain access to them before they are patched, changed, shifted #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:23:34 PM
nickpublisher: Lischer-Katz makes case for chronographic apparatus as a useful
concept for understanding social media structure #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:23:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: I am so out of my depth with the videogame analysis #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:23:51 PM

samartha: @nickpublisher @MedievalBex @SimonTanner - keep eyes on
#booksnewmedia and #sharp15 - plenty of @AcBookFuture action going on!
7/9/2015 6:23:58 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @ClaireSquires: Noorda: referring to innovation, opportunity &
change from Scottish publishers @BackPagePress @SarabandBooks @canongateb…
7/9/2015 6:23:59 PM
sharpicecream: @ILoveCopyright @Beth_driscoll @ClaireSquires Every night is an ice
cream night, but Friday night is an ICE CREAM NIGHT. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:24:06 PM
SarabandBooks: RT @rachellynchase: MRB: larger publishers benefit from the
creativity and nurturing of authors done by small presses #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:24:06 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Researching games requires prompt analysis;
"Once researchers analyze a game, it's a dead game" #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:24:09 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD answers to "now-ness" for Young, the game can be patched,
changing play, altering research materials
7/9/2015 6:24:09 PM
SarabandBooks: RT @ClaireSquires: Noorda: referring to innovation, opportunity &
change from Scottish publishers @BackPagePress @SarabandBooks @canongateb…
7/9/2015 6:24:10 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Young also points out with examples of MOOC, such as WoW,
that once players stop playing, the game is dead.
7/9/2015 6:24:40 PM
hkpmcgregor: CAA arguing that Canadian authors were both same as and mor
important than other labourers in book trade. @chrisdoody #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:24:42 PM
sharpicecream: @Beth_driscoll @ILoveCopyright @ClaireSquires Je suis triste.
#sharp15
7/9/2015 6:24:48 PM
Finny_stitch: Doody highlights Canadian bookweek which encouraged people to buy
and read Canadian authored literature #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:25:09 PM
sharpicecream: Have an ice cream, Dorothy Whipple. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:25:16 PM
smstryker: RT @hkpmcgregor: Canadian Authors Association dismissed as Victorian &
traditional by critics, but that did not discourage @chrisdoody. #SH…
7/9/2015 6:25:16 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD and in a similar issue for Young and others studying MMORPG
(not Mooc, doh) that games unfold world changes, altering sources
7/9/2015 6:25:30 PM
hkpmcgregor: CAA discouraged GG from awarding authors who were too modernist or
highbrow. #Middlebrow #CanLit @chrisdoody #SHARP15

7/9/2015 6:25:58 PM
louisa_preston: @iangadd a thought for next Sharp - could we have speakers Twitter
names somewhere in the programme? Useful for newbies like me! #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:26:11 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Read: achronological reading or flipping of book lists; readers
may not go through a static chronology or listing
7/9/2015 6:26:21 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @Laura_Estill: I know @chrisdoody isn't talking re: Canadian
Automobile Association but that's what I keep hearing in my head. #sharp15 …
7/9/2015 6:26:28 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @sharpicecream: @ILoveCopyright @Beth_driscoll @ClaireSquires
Every night is an ice cream night, but Friday night is an ICE CREAM NIGHT.…
7/9/2015 6:26:57 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Lischer-Katz: twitter -- simultaneity, but the retweet is or can
be multi-chronal, altering consumption
7/9/2015 6:27:08 PM
mazarines: @ILoveCopyright @ClaireSquires @sharpicecream @Sharpbeard
#peakbeard #peakicecream #sharp15 #besticandoonthefly http://t.co/IPYPNz2sdQ
7/9/2015 6:27:27 PM
ZebaTalk: RT @samartha: @nickpublisher @MedievalBex @SimonTanner - keep eyes on
#booksnewmedia and #sharp15 - plenty of @AcBookFuture action going o…
7/9/2015 6:27:37 PM
A_Skyrme: Lubeiski: @PersephoneBooks reviving once best-sellers lost to the canon
due to marginalization of women's writing. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:27:47 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @mazarines: @ILoveCopyright @ClaireSquires @sharpicecream
@Sharpbeard #peakbeard #peakicecream #sharp15 #besticandoonthefly http://t.co/…
7/9/2015 6:28:12 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@chrisdoody Canadian Authors Ass.: Governor General awards should go 2
middlebrow authors, would appeal 2 broader public #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:28:13 PM
ILoveCopyright: @mazarines @ClaireSquires @sharpicecream @Sharpbeard You win
the Internet!! #sharpbeards #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:28:21 PM
hkpmcgregor: .@chrisdoody invokes that boogeyman of #canlit: does government
funding undermine strong literary culture? #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:28:26 PM
CritRikk: RT @hkpmcgregor: .@chrisdoody invokes that boogeyman of #canlit: does
government funding undermine strong literary culture? #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:28:52 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @hkpmcgregor: CAA discouraged GG from awarding authors who
were too modernist or highbrow. #Middlebrow #CanLit @chrisdoody #SHARP15

7/9/2015 6:29:00 PM
nataliemwalsh: RT @RECIRC_: Our PI Marie-Louise Coolahan& postdoc Mark Empey
are at #sharp15 - be sure to check out their panel Toni on #earlymodern wome…
7/9/2015 6:29:09 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Or, actually: video games are constantly changing,
gotta be quick to gain access to them before they are patched, chan…
7/9/2015 6:29:14 PM
Beth_driscoll: On nowness and book lists - lists try to keep a text living. Great point
@cherylaread #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:29:21 PM
sharpicecream: @mazarines @ILoveCopyright @ClaireSquires @Sharpbeard I feel my
work is almost done. Apart from ice cream will live forever. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:29:21 PM
A_Skyrme: Lubeiski: "yesterdays chick lit is repackaged as literary commodity"
#sharp15
7/9/2015 6:29:27 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @mazarines: @ILoveCopyright @ClaireSquires @sharpicecream
@Sharpbeard #peakbeard #peakicecream #sharp15 #besticandoonthefly http://t.co/…
7/9/2015 6:29:51 PM
spoilheap: RT @amndw2: Side note: just discovered these hilarious book animations
from UPenn: https://t.co/bEhhs0ZNqr Dancing skeletons! Rocket cats! …
7/9/2015 6:29:56 PM
nickpublisher: @louisa_preston excellent idea, would be really useful #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:30:09 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mazarines: My thanks to @iangadd @CitizenWald @lesliehowsam & all
@SHARPorg'ers for helping me & other 1st-time attendees feel so welco…
7/9/2015 6:30:28 PM
CritRikk: RT @Beth_driscoll: On nowness and book lists - lists try to keep a text living.
Great point @cherylaread #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:30:37 PM
mollyhardy: I'll never forget my first SHARP a few years ago -- a sort of homecoming!
#SHARP15 https://t.co/W0b0VdIkBo
7/9/2015 6:31:21 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mollyhardy: I'll never forget my first SHARP a few years ago -- a sort
of homecoming! #SHARP15 https://t.co/W0b0VdIkBo
7/9/2015 6:31:33 PM
A_Skyrme: Lubeiski: through reader engagement, literary value is jointly defined
between publisher and reader #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:31:49 PM
digitalpigeons: Walker suggests that the reader must read past things like piercings,
glasses, beards to understand the true character. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:32:21 PM

EpistolaryBrown: "When you try to decompile it, when you put it in the decompiler,
you lose all the great stuff [the annotations]" #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:32:30 PM
A_Skyrme: Lubeiski: "deleting women writing from the canon convinces women of their
own insignificance" #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:33:23 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Read: "the most interesting thing about an online booklist is the
comment section" -- Comments really change the dynamic #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:33:31 PM
sprowberry: Young: a decompiled game can lose some of the most interesting aspects
of the original source code (esp. comments!) #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:33:32 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @louisa_preston: @iangadd a thought for next Sharp - could we
have speakers Twitter names somewhere in the programme? Useful for newbies…
7/9/2015 6:34:07 PM
Beth_driscoll: You can’t talk back to a book list book - the lack of a comment box
creates a different sort of credential @cherylaread #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:34:23 PM
maxinebranagh: Lubelski's paper on @PersephoneBooks @StevieLMarsden #sharp15
https://t.co/91PKpW5YV8
7/9/2015 6:34:39 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @A_Skyrme: Lubeiski: through reader engagement, literary value is
jointly defined between publisher and reader #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:36:36 PM
sharpicecream: Cool down Iain. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:37:07 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @louisa_preston: @iangadd a thought for next Sharp - could we
have speakers Twitter names somewhere in the programme? Useful for newbies…
7/9/2015 6:37:34 PM
SHARPorg: 4500 #sharp15 tweets already... https://t.co/uwN74liof7
http://t.co/6HTd9aon7W
7/9/2015 6:37:46 PM
jameshodges_: @chrisjyoung16 on comparing source code for game copyright
analysis: decompiling is variable, messy, and might bring legal trouble #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:38:18 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #sLD Q on books and library, one ref: Leah Price, Unpacking My
Library (Yale UP) another: Kyle Cassidy: http://t.co/TYNert1kJ6
7/9/2015 6:38:26 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @SHARPorg: 4500 #sharp15 tweets already... https://t.co/uwN74liof7
http://t.co/6HTd9aon7W
7/9/2015 6:38:51 PM
jameshodges_: RT @sprowberry: Young: a decompiled game can lose some of the
most interesting aspects of the original source code (esp. comments!) #sharp15

7/9/2015 6:38:55 PM
Finny_stitch: . @keenera suggests dictionaries operate as portals into other languages
& literatures #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:39:00 PM
sharpicecream: @SHARPorg Yeah. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:39:02 PM
traviseross: Always a more fraught relationship than you hope it will be
@sharpicecream @Sharpbeard http://t.co/6mDSbMu2XD #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:39:12 PM
nickpublisher: Read: your Goodreads bookshelf is an outward performance, need to
look at user behaviour to see how (if?) it's viewed #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:39:24 PM
CritRikk: RT @nickpublisher: Read: your Goodreads bookshelf is an outward
performance, need to look at user behaviour to see how (if?) it's viewed #s…
7/9/2015 6:40:01 PM
AquhorthiesPub: RT @hkpmcgregor: .@chrisdoody invokes that boogeyman of #canlit:
does government funding undermine strong literary culture? #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:40:37 PM
Quadrivium_UK: RT @SLevelt: "So we were thinking, just having the #IMC2015 and
#sharp15 feeds won't be enough for people." #booksnewmedia https://t.co/4pQ…
7/9/2015 6:40:42 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Read: "the most interesting thing about an online
booklist is the comment section" -- Comments really change the dynam…
7/9/2015 6:40:54 PM
CritRikk: RT @sprowberry: Young: a decompiled game can lose some of the most
interesting aspects of the original source code (esp. comments!) #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:41:14 PM
philipspalmer: RT @SHARPorg: 4500 #sharp15 tweets already...
https://t.co/uwN74liof7 http://t.co/6HTd9aon7W
7/9/2015 6:41:17 PM
philipspalmer: RT @Finny_stitch: . @keenera suggests dictionaries operate as portals
into other languages & literatures #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:41:38 PM
Beth_driscoll: @nickpublisher @cherylaread Goodreads totally sets up performances of
readerly identity. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:42:23 PM
CritRikk: RT @Beth_driscoll: @nickpublisher @cherylaread Goodreads totally sets up
performances of readerly identity. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:42:33 PM
Marie_LSJ: Henning Hansen: parish libraries more restrictive than lending libraries in
towns in 19c Sweden b/c only source for books #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:42:42 PM

CritRikk: RT @Marie_LSJ: Henning Hansen: parish libraries more restrictive than lending
libraries in towns in 19c Sweden b/c only source for books #s…
7/9/2015 6:42:56 PM
SHARPorg: A #sharp15 shout-out to all the @sharp2015_ca assistants who have been
quite simply magnifique!
7/9/2015 6:44:14 PM
mollyhardy: All the PhD students who presented at the lightning sessions #SHARP15
deserve an ice cream, IMHO, @sharpicecream
7/9/2015 6:44:23 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Doody reveals that the Canadian Authors Association constitution was
based on a fishing society... #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:44:59 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Doody reveals that the Canadian Authors
Association constitution was based on a fishing society... #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:45:38 PM
sharpicecream: @mollyhardy YES. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:45:41 PM
onslies: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs launched a
new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/9/2015 6:46:12 PM
mazarines: @KatieMcGettigan Capturing & serving textual filets? #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:46:12 PM
mollyhardy: .@CritRikk @sharpicecream Yes! Where is @SHARPBOOZE when we need
it!?!?! #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:46:23 PM
CitizenWald: “@mollyhardy: All the PhD students who presented at the lightning
sessions #SHARP15 deserve an ice cream, IMHO, @sharpicecream” w sprinkles
7/9/2015 6:47:12 PM
AbominableHMan: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/9/2015 6:47:16 PM
Beth_driscoll: “Everyone around you is an enemy” OH #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:47:18 PM
sharpicecream: @mollyhardy @CritRikk Soon, Molly, soon. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:47:36 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @Marie_LSJ be interesting to examine how much of Bremer's
overseas fame was due to touring & that Mary Howitt was her translator #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:48:06 PM
traviseross: Yes! RT @SHARPorg: A #sharp15 shout-out to all the @sharp2015_ca
assistants who have been quite simply magnifique!
7/9/2015 6:48:31 PM
CitizenWald: “@mollyhardy: I'll never forget my first SHARP a few years ago--a sort of
homecoming! #SHARP15 https://t.co/qpzZWaXHYT” wishing all the same

7/9/2015 6:48:32 PM
CritRikk: RT @traviseross: Yes! RT @SHARPorg: A #sharp15 shout-out to all the
@sharp2015_ca assistants who have been quite simply magnifique!
7/9/2015 6:48:40 PM
kerrberr_books: RT @ClaireSquires: Noorda: it would seem that as (Scottish
publishing) companies get bigger they get less Scottish, in terms of their outpu…
7/9/2015 6:48:41 PM
Beth_driscoll: @hkpmcgregor @nickpublisher @cherylaread I’m interested in the use of
shelving as a strategy eg “shelves of shame” #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:48:50 PM
nzsydney: RT @Beth_driscoll: @nickpublisher @cherylaread Goodreads totally sets up
performances of readerly identity. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:49:25 PM
roaringgirle: "hard words" in glossary of speght's chaucer (1598) in blackletter &
translations in roman. @keenera #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:49:40 PM
nzsydney: RT @mazarines: @ILoveCopyright @ClaireSquires @sharpicecream
@Sharpbeard #peakbeard #peakicecream #sharp15 #besticandoonthefly http://t.co/…
7/9/2015 6:50:46 PM
sharpicecream: Ice creams are commonsense. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:50:55 PM
roaringgirle: this point reminds me of @ZacharyLesser's analysis of blackletter +
nostalgia. @keenera #sessionA #sharp15 | http://t.co/BF4kS8N5Yw
7/9/2015 6:51:31 PM
nzsydney: @louisa_preston @iangadd already on the to-do list!!! #sharp15 @nzsydney
@sharpicecream
7/9/2015 6:51:39 PM
sharpicecream: @nzsydney @mollyhardy I will announce myself at the AGM. Don't
miss. #sharp15 #sharp18
7/9/2015 6:51:58 PM
JonathanHsy: RT @roaringgirle: "hard words" in glossary of speght's chaucer (1598) in
blackletter & translations in roman. @keenera #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:52:01 PM
JonathanHsy: RT @roaringgirle: this point reminds me of @ZacharyLesser's analysis of
blackletter + nostalgia. @keenera #sessionA #sharp15 | http://t.co/…
7/9/2015 6:52:06 PM
nzsydney: RT @samartha: @nickpublisher @MedievalBex @SimonTanner - keep eyes
on #booksnewmedia and #sharp15 - plenty of @AcBookFuture action going o…
7/9/2015 6:52:14 PM
traviseross: Upon discovering I use Twitter weirdly (no follows, just lists),
@jameshodges_ began to theorize my reading practices. Peak #SHARP15
7/9/2015 6:52:46 PM

ahomsher: RT @roaringgirle: .@sim1303 is executive director of @Lett_Arc. if you don't
know about this amazing collection, check it out! #s5e #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:52:49 PM
SLevelt: RT @roaringgirle: "hard words" in glossary of speght's chaucer (1598) in
blackletter & translations in roman. @keenera #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:53:16 PM
iangadd: #sharp15 #sharpinoneimage http://t.co/zdOeRocWLd
7/9/2015 6:53:25 PM
nzsydney: RT @louisa_preston: Katz: analysis of time in these social network platforms
plus brilliant pic of the 'chronographic apparatus' #sharp15 h…
7/9/2015 6:53:25 PM
sharpicecream: @SHARPorg @sharp2015_ca ICE CREAM for the conference helpers.
#sharp15
7/9/2015 6:53:36 PM
nzsydney: Geertz move over: twitter takes on thick description at #sharp15 @nzsydney
https://t.co/wlCSEICQdK
7/9/2015 6:55:05 PM
SLevelt: .@roaringgirle @ZacharyLesser @keenera I think there's a specific "learned"
use that's different from the playbook kind. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:55:15 PM
SLevelt: RT @roaringgirle: this point reminds me of @ZacharyLesser's analysis of
blackletter + nostalgia. @keenera #sessionA #sharp15 | http://t.co/…
7/9/2015 6:55:55 PM
sim1303: bummed i missed @keenera in lightning mode while on work calls for
@Lett_Arc. BUT: 2016 #pedagogicalbooks panel w/ @jotis13?! #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:56:18 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @iangadd: #sharp15 #sharpinoneimage http://t.co/zdOeRocWLd
7/9/2015 6:57:36 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 One fail, given the theme of generation and [re]generation, I am
disappointed there are no Dr. Who papers
7/9/2015 6:57:45 PM
sim1303: @roaringgirle @keenera @jotis13 i mean, a trip to paris in the summer is a
HUGE ask. but for the good of scholarship i will do it. #sharp15
7/9/2015 6:58:26 PM
sim1303: RT @amndw2: I would love, love, love to see more catalog records indicating
marginalia/readers' marks. (Problem is, cataloging costs $$$.) …
7/9/2015 6:59:24 PM
hkpmcgregor: "Canadian Literature: It's Shitty For Other Reasons." Maybe I shouldn't
talk at conferences. #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:00:18 PM
CitizenWald: RT @hkpmcgregor: "Canadian Literature: It's Shitty For Other Reasons."
Maybe I shouldn't talk at conferences. #sharp15

7/9/2015 7:00:56 PM
sim1303: RT @mazarines: #sharp15 grad student lightning sessions : other talks ::
Ginger Rogers : Fred Astaire. Doing the same thing, but backwards …
7/9/2015 7:01:07 PM
nzsydney: @iangadd new twitter prize category for #sharp15 #sharp16 plus fodder for
my next Storify: A Montreal Scrapbook[?Quebecois term?] @nzsydney
7/9/2015 7:01:33 PM
Marie_LSJ: L1-3625 brings me bad luck, I hope I won't have to attend more sessions
here... #2ndcoughingfitin2days #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:03:46 PM
sim1303: oh, almost forgot to upload this pic of a local (?) paper at #sharp15. GUESS
WHO'S ON THE COVER. @sharpicecream! http://t.co/6M3MyGaCt9
7/9/2015 7:03:54 PM
AmAntiquarian: We use "Annotations (Provenance)" as a heading in the MARC 655 field
to designate that there are marginalia / rdrs' marks #SHARP15 #s5a
7/9/2015 7:05:44 PM
LauraEAydelotte: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine"
#sharp15 https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/9/2015 7:09:36 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @digitalpigeons: @lesliehowsam JordanReed talking about American
Pageant a US hist textbook functioning as a 'prayerbook' creating natio…
7/9/2015 7:10:40 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @digitalpigeons: @lesliehowsam Bridgette Brown from @Carleton_U
explained how the South African War impacted the Canadian imagination th…
7/9/2015 7:10:54 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @nzsydney: @KatieMcGettigan @lesliehowsam @digitalpigeons
@itsdoughaynes face recognition software used to recover http://t.co/ZlxxIj7Gf…
7/9/2015 7:11:02 PM
sharp2015_ca: RT @SHARPorg: A #sharp15 shout-out to all the @sharp2015_ca
assistants who have been quite simply magnifique!
7/9/2015 7:13:41 PM
iangadd: First time I've given a paper at SHARP in four years. Same old butterflies.
#sharp15
7/9/2015 7:19:16 PM
miriamvowen: RT @Beth_driscoll: @nickpublisher @cherylaread Goodreads totally sets
up performances of readerly identity. #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:19:24 PM
adamghooks: Really wish I could here @keenera talk about this! #sharp15
https://t.co/Sj6wbjExVS
7/9/2015 7:19:39 PM
miriamvowen: RT @nickpublisher: Read: your Goodreads bookshelf is an outward
performance, need to look at user behaviour to see how (if?) it's viewed #s…

7/9/2015 7:19:55 PM
miriamvowen: @Beth_driscoll @ILoveCopyright @sprowberry @nickpublisher those are
my people!!! Thank u all for live Tweeting. I'm lovin it #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:23:00 PM
marihear: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/9/2015 7:24:43 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sim1303: oh, almost forgot to upload this pic of a local (?) paper at
#sharp15. GUESS WHO'S ON THE COVER. @sharpicecream! http://t.co/6…
7/9/2015 7:24:46 PM
sharpicecream: @iangadd Have an ice cream, Ian. #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:25:42 PM
sharpicecream: @sim1303 OMG it's ME! Mon dieu c'est moi! #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:26:36 PM
chrisdoody: RT @hkpmcgregor: Canadian Authors Association dismissed as Victorian &
traditional by critics, but that did not discourage @chrisdoody. #SH…
7/9/2015 7:28:33 PM
chrisdoody: RT @Laura_Estill: I know @chrisdoody isn't talking re: Canadian
Automobile Association but that's what I keep hearing in my head. #sharp15 …
7/9/2015 7:29:27 PM
mroyup13: Running out of bilingual time #sharp15 http://t.co/9fABLBQYLU
7/9/2015 7:31:13 PM
roaringgirle: here we go, #biblionerds! #s6c: TRACES OF EARLY MODERN READERS!
#sharp15
7/9/2015 7:32:02 PM
jotis13: RT @roaringgirle: here we go, #biblionerds! #s6c: TRACES OF EARLY MODERN
READERS! #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:32:22 PM
digitalpigeons: I've been waiting for this panel all day! Communities of Readers &
starting with Hench: British Soldier Reads through WW2 #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:32:57 PM
philipspalmer: RT @roaringgirle: here we go, #biblionerds! #s6c: TRACES OF EARLY
MODERN READERS! #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:33:52 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Starting with @paulraphrooney on Accumulation and Adaptation in
the Late Victorian Yellowback Series trade #sharp15 #s6d
7/9/2015 7:33:53 PM
A_Skyrme: Now up, Claire Bruyère, “Legitimate Concern or Censorship? A Delicate
Balance for the Heirs of Literary Writers” #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:33:54 PM
Finny_stitch: Onto the last session of the day, featuring @iangadd , @roaringgirle &
Scott Schofield #sharp15 #excited

7/9/2015 7:34:00 PM
jotis13: Quite a full house for #s6c at #sharp15 - glad to see so many people interested
in early modern readers!
7/9/2015 7:34:02 PM
nzsydney: @mroyup13 zut alors! #sharp15 #sharpinoneimage
7/9/2015 7:34:16 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @jotis13: Quite a full house for #s6c at #sharp15 - glad to see so
many people interested in early modern readers!
7/9/2015 7:34:20 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @mroyup13: Running out of bilingual time #sharp15
http://t.co/9fABLBQYLU
7/9/2015 7:34:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Scott Schofield on William Jaggard's edition of Brooke's Catalogue
and Succession of the Kings (1619) #s6c #SHARP15
7/9/2015 7:35:43 PM
Finny_stitch: First, Schofield on 'The Multiple Copies of Ralph Brooke's A Catalogue &
Succession of the Kings, Princes, Dukes (London, 1616)' #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:35:46 PM
amndw2: I was going to panel-hop but I'm glad I got to panel #s6c w/@sim1303, S.
Schofield, @roaringgirle, & @iangadd early. It's packed! #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:36:01 PM
keenera: Very glad to be present for Scott Schofield, @roaringgirle, & @iangadd talking
about "Traces of Early Modern Readers" #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 7:36:01 PM
Finny_stitch: Schofield notes Brooke's feud with his printer, Jaggard #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:36:23 PM
rachellynchase: RT @maxinebranagh: Up next @rachellynchase paper on smallbusiness marketing in Scottish publishing - may be a mention of @GigletsReads her…
7/9/2015 7:36:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Brooke's Catalogue featured prominently in a recent Folger Library
exhibition on heraldry #s6c #SHARP15 http://t.co/I92rmCmNU4
7/9/2015 7:36:49 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@paulraphrooney suggests that there is a gap in existing studies
concerning evolution and audience of Yellowbacks #sharp15 #s6d
7/9/2015 7:36:52 PM
Laura_Estill: .@Schofield1616 on readers of Brooke's A Catalogue and Succession of
the Kings, Princes, Dukes #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 7:37:17 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @digitalpigeons: I've been waiting for this panel all day!
Communities of Readers & starting with Hench: British Soldier Reads through W…
7/9/2015 7:37:19 PM
A_Skyrme: Bruyère: we are reminded, "copyright holders are not always direct
decedents or even relatives of the artists" #sharp15

7/9/2015 7:37:29 PM
jotis13: Schofield: blames mistakes in first edition of his heraldry on his printer Jaggard did not take this lying down... #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:37:34 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@paulraphrooney Chester Topp's bibliography revises Sadleir's presentation
of yellowbacks by introducing a second generation #s6d #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:37:48 PM
Finny_stitch: Schofield: Brooke complained that mistakes in first imprint were the fault
of Jaggard, not himself #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:38:05 PM
GlobalOutlookDH: .@praymurray we are humbled, and thank the work of @elikaortega.
More translation goodies to come! #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:38:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Brookes blames mistakes on his printer: issues include image
problems (dukes vs. Earl's coronets) as well as linguistic probs #s6c #SHARP15
7/9/2015 7:38:57 PM
Finny_stitch: Schofield shows us variants & use of slip-on cancels in two copies from
Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:39:12 PM
philipspalmer: .@Schofield1616: correcting early modern print involved several modes
of intervention #sharp15 #6c
7/9/2015 7:39:14 PM
jotis13: Schofield: various forms of intervention necessary to correct errors in printed
works, including for ex. reader coloring #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:39:25 PM
A_Skyrme: Bruyère: Posthumous new editions can represent the restoration of rights by
the publisher #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:39:33 PM
digitalpigeons: Hench talks about Sandy a WW2 British soldier who wrote extremely
detailed letters to parents about daily life & readings #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:39:51 PM
bevilacq: John Hench starts off the last panel of the day #s6f with the story of a soldier
reader, told through letters home #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:39:59 PM
rachellynchase: RT @ClaireSquires: Noorda's approach looks at the relationship
between company size & the Scottish focus (or otherwise) of titles #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:40:12 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@paulraphrooney gives an example of Chatto and Windus's 2s
reprints which circulated in different spaces #sharp15 http://t.co/FUH2f022u3
7/9/2015 7:40:13 PM
Finny_stitch: Schofield: readers corrected and supplemented defects and deficiencies of
text. #sharp15

7/9/2015 7:40:14 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@paulraphrooney "Married Beneath Him", 2s ed.: "by the author of "Lost
Sir Massingberd" => Chatto&Windus: "By James Payn" #s6d #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:40:15 PM
jotis13: Schofield: annotators responsible for correcting errors and improving graphics,
collaborative heraldry #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:40:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "The fight over who got things wrong colors how we view the book";
Schofield stresses imptc of annotators in making meaning #s6c #SHARP15
7/9/2015 7:40:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: Schofield: annotators responsible for correcting errors
and improving graphics, collaborative heraldry #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:41:08 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @digitalpigeons: Hench talks about Sandy a WW2 British soldier
who wrote extremely detailed letters to parents about daily life & readin…
7/9/2015 7:41:17 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mroyup13: Running out of bilingual time #sharp15
http://t.co/9fABLBQYLU
7/9/2015 7:41:28 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: @sim1303 OMG it's ME! Mon dieu c'est moi! #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:41:38 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Really enjoying .@paulraphrooney's analysis of series Paratexts as
catalyst for later affective and commercial transactions #sharp15 #s6d
7/9/2015 7:41:52 PM
elikaortega: @GlobalOutlookDH @praymurray Oh wow! Yes, very much humbled!
Thanks @nzsydney et al! #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:41:54 PM
sprowberry: Anecdotal evidence suggests book historians prefer Gill Sans for slides
#sharp15
7/9/2015 7:42:12 PM
mazarines: Schofield: Early modern readers intervene in Ralph Brooke's Catalogue to
correct errors, enhance coats of arms w/hand coloring, &c. #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:42:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "Would Greg consider a colored copy of Brooke's work ideal?"
Student question makes the room go "Hmmmm" #s6c #SHARP15
7/9/2015 7:42:26 PM
digitalpigeons: Hench:Sandy was a man apart from most of his comrades in arms using
escapist fiction as a shield against social interaction #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:42:29 PM
CitizenWald: “@mroyup13: Running out of bilingual time #sharp15
http://t.co/XswQ5cDevY” tempus fugit
7/9/2015 7:42:33 PM

CherylSearch: Bruyère: family members who inherit copyright may misuse their power
to create new editions counter to what the writer intended #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:42:42 PM
amndw2: Schofield: Readers enhance Ralph Brooke's Catalogue and Succession of the
Kings. #s6c #sharp15 http://t.co/aYNy9nMSxF
7/9/2015 7:43:38 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@paulraphrooney applying distant reading methods to track how
series titles change over time via Moretti's categories #sharp15 #s6d
7/9/2015 7:43:54 PM
Finny_stitch: Schofield brings in reactions of his own students to copies of Brooke's text
& q raised. #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:43:55 PM
keenera: @keenera: Schofield points to copies of R. Brooke's Catalogue and Succession
of Kings (1619) at @Fisher_Library. #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 7:43:58 PM
nzsydney: @EpistolaryBrown twitter performs audience reception at #sharp15
@nzsydney
7/9/2015 7:44:23 PM
jotis13: Schofield: some hand-written corrections taken from errata sheets, others
found by the readers themselves #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:44:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Readers correct misnaming, supplies later sources to supplement
bibliographies #s6c #SHARP15
7/9/2015 7:44:43 PM
digitalpigeons: Hench:Sandy wrote of his books&gave sketches of places visited but
didn't talk about WW2. 203 books referenced in letters 1939-45 #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:45:05 PM
louisa_preston: Scott Schofield: how readers, owners and annotaters intervene in the
text itself to make corrections of mistakes & even new titles #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:45:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Reader of the UVA copy crossed out the words "succession," "Kings,"
and "princes" from the title, recasting Brooke's work #s6c #SHARP15
7/9/2015 7:45:52 PM
CitizenWald: unanticipated bonus of #SHARP15: Scott Schofield citing students' very
smart questions about #book #history (smarter than some faculty?)
7/9/2015 7:45:59 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @sprowberry: Anecdotal evidence suggests book historians prefer
Gill Sans for slides #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:46:00 PM
sharpicecream: @mroyup13 Have an ice cream/Prends une glace Michael #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:46:11 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @digitalpigeons: Hench:Sandy was a man apart from most of his
comrades in arms using escapist fiction as a shield against social interac…

7/9/2015 7:46:14 PM
bevilacq: Hench giving us a sense of one soldier's literary critical chops (or lack
thereof!) #s6f #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:46:26 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @digitalpigeons: Hench:Sandy wrote of his books&gave sketches
of places visited but didn't talk about WW2. 203 books referenced in lette…
7/9/2015 7:46:37 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@paulraphrooney cover images could be dramatic or more subtle.
Not always sensational. Branding also muted #sharp15 #s6d
7/9/2015 7:46:40 PM
A_Skyrme: I just found out this is a thing (James Franco in The Sound and the Fury)
http://t.co/qbVi5DOe7A #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:46:47 PM
philipspalmer: .@Schofield1616: "annotation as gesture of social mobility" in copy of
Brooke's *A Catalogue and Succession of the Kings ..." #sharp15 #6c
7/9/2015 7:46:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Schofield: "Colorings of arms, which we might expect to be uniform,
varied between copies" #s6c #SHARP15
7/9/2015 7:46:54 PM
jotis13: Schofield: colorings of arms fill in spaces left by print, but colorings not uniform
& some even bypass blank shields entirely #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:47:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @philipspalmer: .@Schofield1616: "annotation as gesture of
social mobility" in copy of Brooke's *A Catalogue and Succession of the Kings…
7/9/2015 7:47:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@Schofield1616 "Many additions by early readers challenge the text"
#s6c #SHARP15
7/9/2015 7:47:33 PM
sharpicecream: Am I different in a cone or a tub? #paraicecream #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:47:46 PM
keenera: Schofield's paper -- along with many I've heard at #sharp15 -- underscore the
importance of examining multiple copies of books. Bravi #s6c
7/9/2015 7:47:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "Brookes says this but Selden says otherwise" #s6c #SHARP15
7/9/2015 7:47:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @keenera: Schofield's paper -- along with many I've heard at
#sharp15 -- underscore the importance of examining multiple copies of books…
7/9/2015 7:48:00 PM
jotis13: RT @keenera: Schofield's paper -- along with many I've heard at #sharp15 -underscore the importance of examining multiple copies of books…
7/9/2015 7:48:00 PM
mazarines: Since blazons are officially their text-based descriptions & not the visual
coat of arms, many different hand-colorings emerge. #sharp15

7/9/2015 7:48:13 PM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: Since blazons are officially their text-based descriptions & not
the visual coat of arms, many different hand-colorings emer…
7/9/2015 7:48:36 PM
CitizenWald: Schofield: most common annotations=correction; then, supplement. But
can't always neatly distinguish between them. #SHARP15 #marginalia
7/9/2015 7:48:37 PM
Finny_stitch: Schofield raising some interesting q about where supplement & correction
overlap #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:48:40 PM
d2verso: @EpistolaryBrown Ideal copy = as intended to be issued by printer/publisher.
#s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:48:41 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @sharpicecream Thresholds of ingestion #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:48:47 PM
CherylSearch: Bruyère: some heirs refuse to grant others the right to use material,
charge permiss fees & generate income from derivative works #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:48:49 PM
nzsydney: @jotis13 readers are provided with early modern colouring books! #sharp15
@nzsydney
7/9/2015 7:48:52 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #6c Scott Schofield on challenges of categorizing marginalia
in Brooke's Catalogue: emendation, coloring, supplement, correction...
7/9/2015 7:49:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: That manicule looks a LOT like a manicule in a Folger copy of the
Mirror for Magistrates. How common are spotty manicules? #s6c #SHARP15
7/9/2015 7:49:08 PM
Laura_Estill: .@Schofield1616 on marginalia in Brooke's Catalogue -- incredible work
#sharp15 #s6c #modelresearch
7/9/2015 7:49:22 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @nickpublisher: Read: your Goodreads bookshelf is an outward
performance, need to look at user behaviour to see how (if?) it's viewed #s…
7/9/2015 7:49:24 PM
Finny_stitch: Schofield: 'Reading beyond the text is also reading towards the familiar'
#sharp15
7/9/2015 7:49:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Reference to "My ruled pap[er] booke p.9" is intriguing, Schofield: "I
want to find that book" #s6c #SHARP15
7/9/2015 7:50:00 PM
philipspalmer: .@Schofield1616: another annotation references "my ruled pap[er]
booke p.9." notebook accompanies act of reading #sharp15 #6c
7/9/2015 7:50:42 PM

amndw2: Schofield: one reader annotated with a cross-reference to "my ruled pap[er]
booke p.9." #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 7:50:45 PM
jotis13: Schofield: one usually thinks of readers pulling notes from print bk->notebk,
but found print bk where reader cited his notebk #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:50:46 PM
bevilacq: Every time I hear about the Armed Services Editions, I am shocked and awed
anew by the scope of that endeavor #sharp15 #s6f
7/9/2015 7:50:47 PM
nzsydney: RT @Finny_stitch: Schofield: 'Reading beyond the text is also reading
towards the familiar' #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:51:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: In a book about heraldry, readers with Arms take notice and often
include theirs #s6c #SHARP15
7/9/2015 7:51:35 PM
keenera: Schofield's study of Brooke's catalog includes copies at @FolgerLibrary,
@UChicagoPress, @ColumbiaRBML, @RareUVA, @bodleianlibs #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:51:36 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@paulraphrooney 6d periodicals as rivals for Yellowbacks. But also
affected by economic decline in late c19th #sharp15 #s6d
7/9/2015 7:51:42 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @jotis13: Schofield: one usually thinks of readers pulling notes
from print bk->notebk, but found print bk where reader cited his notebk…
7/9/2015 7:52:12 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: Read: online readers in social media groups
perform conspicuous literary consumption using book list books as a guide #s…
7/9/2015 7:52:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Owners of Brooke included English gentry, nobility; both bookplates
and signatures signal ownership #s6c #SHARP15
7/9/2015 7:52:26 PM
loradeets: @Beth_driscoll @nickpublisher @cherylaread That paper is now on my
reading list (can you have a scholarly paper shelf?) - thanks! #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:52:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Price and date can prove important, Chetham's Library includes a
copy bought for 11d #s6c #SHARP15
7/9/2015 7:52:49 PM
digitalpigeons: Hench: censors and solider letters: he couldn't write about his war in
the way that he wanted to #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:53:00 PM
ZacharyLesser: RT @iangadd: #sharp15 #sharpinoneimage http://t.co/zdOeRocWLd
7/9/2015 7:53:18 PM
bevilacq: Thankfully British army censors didn't mind book reports in letters home
#sharp15 #s6f

7/9/2015 7:53:21 PM
mazarines: The audience knows & was thus properly aghast, but it was a student query.
Learning moment. #biblionerdery #sharp15 https://t.co/2elmvezpGG
7/9/2015 7:53:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Ralph Brooke's copy carries his title as herald in an inscription
(audience: oooooh) #s6c #SHARP15
7/9/2015 7:53:26 PM
jotis13: Schofield: found four gift copies of book signed by author - awesome! #s6c
#sharp15
7/9/2015 7:53:27 PM
Finny_stitch: Schofield has found 4 gift copies signed by Brooke #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:53:34 PM
gbarnhisel: I like the addition of the "lightning paper" format as an option (but not a
mandate) for grad students. #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:53:40 PM
mollyhardy: RT @bevilacq: Thankfully British army censors didn't mind book reports in
letters home #sharp15 #s6f
7/9/2015 7:53:47 PM
Laura_Estill: My favourite marginalia in Brooke (1622 copy) "errant whoore" (found by
K Wills, EEBO copy) @Schofield1616 https://t.co/99HuAYMPFR #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:54:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @Laura_Estill: My favourite marginalia in Brooke (1622 copy)
"errant whoore" (found by K Wills, EEBO copy) @Schofield1616 https://t.co/9…
7/9/2015 7:54:18 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@paulraphrooney shows popularity of Twain, along with Ouida &
Collins in Chatto's 2s series. Became cornerstone of 6d series #sharp15 #s6d
7/9/2015 7:55:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Discovery of a "Dutch connection to Brooke" might result in an
article-within-an-article for Schofield #s6c #SHARP15
7/9/2015 7:55:57 PM
sprowberry: RT @gbarnhisel: I like the addition of the "lightning paper" format as an
option (but not a mandate) for grad students. #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:55:59 PM
A_Skyrme: Bruyère:posthumous publication of unfinished works can remove author's
right to be the creator of a work even done w/good intention #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:56:01 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @bevilacq: Thankfully British army censors didn't mind book
reports in letters home #sharp15 #s6f
7/9/2015 7:56:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Copies were extensively annotated in many Continental languages as
well as English #s6c #SHARP15
7/9/2015 7:56:18 PM

keenera: @roaringgirle -- copies of Brooke that @Schofield1616 found in South Africa!
#s6c #sharp15 #lunchquestions
7/9/2015 7:56:38 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @gbarnhisel: I like the addition of the "lightning paper" format as
an option (but not a mandate) for grad students. #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:56:48 PM
A_Skyrme: Now, Lynn Page Whittaker, “Copyright as an Obstacle to Regeneration: The
Reuse of Fictional Characters in Contemporary Novels” #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:56:48 PM
Finny_stitch: Another shout out from Schofield to helpful & generous librarians who
sent him images of their copies of Brooke's text #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:57:03 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @KatieMcGettigan: .@paulraphrooney applying distant reading methods
to track how series titles change over time via Moretti's categories…
7/9/2015 7:57:06 PM
digitalpigeons: Kirsti Salmi-Niklander presenting on Heritage, Experience, &
Communication: oral-lit traditions & immigrant (Finnish) book culture #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:57:12 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @KatieMcGettigan: .@paulraphrooney 6d periodicals as rivals for
Yellowbacks. But also affected by economic decline in late c19th #sharp1…
7/9/2015 7:57:25 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Now Sarah Brouillette on UNESCO's "Classics" as Imperial
Trusteeship #sharp15 #s6d
7/9/2015 7:57:29 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @KatieMcGettigan: .@paulraphrooney shows popularity of Twain, along
with Ouida & Collins in Chatto's 2s series. Became cornerstone of 6d…
7/9/2015 7:57:32 PM
jotis13: Next up, @roaringgirle on 17th-century playbook typography #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:57:33 PM
rachellynchase: Lisa Kuitert on the regime change in Dutch-Indonesian publishing
#sharp15
7/9/2015 7:57:33 PM
keenera: Looking fwd to @roaringgirle talk about typography & drama. What about
those foreign language typographies?? #SHARP15 #s6c
7/9/2015 7:58:00 PM
Finny_stitch: Now @roaringgirle on Hybrid Playbooks, Dramatic Typography & Designs
for Play-Reading in Seventeenth-Century England #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:58:02 PM
mazarines: .@roaringgirle begins her #sharp15 talk by thanking @FolgerResearch
librarians, especially @librarianmouse for sharing missing images.
7/9/2015 7:58:38 PM
jotis13: .@roaringgirle looking at mss pages inserted into printed playbooks that were
previously missing pages #s6c #sharp15

7/9/2015 7:58:56 PM
amndw2: Next up, @roaringgirle on "hybrid" C17 playbooks with pages damaged and
replaced by near-contemporary readers. #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 7:58:59 PM
CritRikk: RT @mazarines: .@roaringgirle begins her #sharp15 talk by thanking
@FolgerResearch librarians, especially @librarianmouse for sharing missi…
7/9/2015 7:59:00 PM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: .@roaringgirle begins her #sharp15 talk by thanking
@FolgerResearch librarians, especially @librarianmouse for sharing missi…
7/9/2015 7:59:05 PM
CritRikk: RT @jotis13: .@roaringgirle looking at mss pages inserted into printed
playbooks that were previously missing pages #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:59:10 PM
mroyup13: Useful generic label coined by Whittaker: the "recharacterization novel"
(e.g. Rhys's Wide Sargasso Sea) #s6b #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:59:17 PM
ahomsher: RT @adamghooks: Really wish I could here @keenera talk about this!
#sharp15 https://t.co/Sj6wbjExVS
7/9/2015 7:59:22 PM
ahomsher: RT @iangadd: First time I've given a paper at SHARP in four years. Same old
butterflies. #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:59:22 PM
A_Skyrme: Whittaker: look at re-characterization & copyright based on Salinger case
study: http://t.co/BcCo1bnCVq #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:59:40 PM
mazarines: We librarians love words of thanks. They're the best. Thank you scholars for
sharing your research! #sharp15
7/9/2015 7:59:56 PM
gbarnhisel: SHARP clearly not the MSA: neither booing nor hissing at Claire Bruyère's
mention of Stephen #Joyce #sharp15 @msatweet
7/9/2015 7:59:58 PM
roaringgirle: today i'm arguing that design of MS pages supplied to replace missing
pages in e m playbooks evince "typographic awareness." #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:00:15 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @mroyup13: Useful generic label coined by Whittaker: the
"recharacterization novel" (e.g. Rhys's Wide Sargasso Sea) #s6b #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:00:16 PM
Finny_stitch: . @roaringgirle's paper will be looking at playbooks whose missing pages
have been supplied by readers using MS #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:00:19 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@brouillettese @UNESCO backing translation of classics, ie pre-1900, wide
audience, bringing out unity and brotherhood of man #s6d #sharp15

7/9/2015 8:01:01 PM
Finny_stitch: . @roaringgirle : readers payed attention to mise-en-page of printed
playbooks #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:01:10 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @mroyup13 ooh, glad you're at that panel! The topic of that paper
sounded fascinating #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:01:11 PM
CitizenWald: now up #sharp15 @roaringgirle on manuscript replacement pages in
printed playbooks as clue to readers' sense of both drama & mis-en-page
7/9/2015 8:01:11 PM
LauraEAydelotte: RT @roaringgirle: today i'm arguing that design of MS pages supplied
to replace missing pages in e m playbooks evince "typographic awarenes…
7/9/2015 8:01:21 PM
JohnHPollack1: RT @roaringgirle: today i'm arguing that design of MS pages supplied
to replace missing pages in e m playbooks evince "typographic awarenes…
7/9/2015 8:01:41 PM
A_Skyrme: Whittaker asks: Does the fair use exception cover re-characterization?
#sharp15
7/9/2015 8:01:46 PM
Laura_Estill: .@roaringgirle on "dramatic typography" -- considering MS additions to
plays missing pages. Using @FolgerLibrary examples #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 8:02:22 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@brouillettese @UNESCO translation program based on the idea that
cultural understanding promotes peace #s6d #sharp15 (sounds very 19c)
7/9/2015 8:02:29 PM
mazarines: Creative page design strategies account for the energies of performance in
17th c English plays. — @roaringgirle #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:02:33 PM
amandalastoria: RT @kinohin: @amandalastoria makes the case for Lewis Carroll as
Macmillan art director in the making of Alice's Adventures #sharp15 #BookD…
7/9/2015 8:02:41 PM
CherylSearch: Whittaker: JD California's "60 Years Later: Coming Thru the Rye" -- U.S.
pub delay til "Catcher in the Rye" entered pub domain #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:02:48 PM
Beth_driscoll: The newest generation of Finnish immigrants read social media but also
have revived interest in family history. Salmi-Niklander #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:02:58 PM
bevilacq: Salmi-Niklander giving us four generations of immigrant book culture from
"Finglish" to social media #sharp15 #s6f
7/9/2015 8:03:16 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Brouillette: UNESCO circulated texts that proposed to explicate
national psyches to help understand international conflict #sharp15 #s6d

7/9/2015 8:03:26 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Brouillette: UNESCO circulated texts that proposed to
explicate national psyches to help understand international conf…
7/9/2015 8:03:47 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @Marie_LSJ: .@brouillettese @UNESCO translation program
based on the idea that cultural understanding promotes peace #s6d #sharp15 (soun…
7/9/2015 8:03:56 PM
nzsydney: RT @mazarines: Creative page design strategies account for the energies of
performance in 17th c English plays. — @roaringgirle #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:04:02 PM
sim1303: hey #sharp15 non-banqueters: anyone up for dinner? 3 spots open with a
small group i'm putting together. holla at me :-)
7/9/2015 8:04:05 PM
digitalpigeons: Salmi-Niklander's work on the hazy boundary between folklore and
literature, orality&literacy must read #sharp15 http://t.co/QHrmjkvEa3
7/9/2015 8:04:23 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @bevilacq: Thankfully British army censors didn't mind book reports
in letters home #sharp15 #s6f
7/9/2015 8:04:29 PM
keenera: Great to see @roaringgirle tie together a host of images from her rigorous
work at @FolgerLibrary over the last year. #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 8:04:41 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Beth_driscoll: The newest generation of Finnish immigrants read
social media but also have revived interest in family history. Salmi-Ni…
7/9/2015 8:04:47 PM
gbarnhisel: @brouillettese discussing #UNESCO books, getting medieval on
neoliberalism's ass #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:04:49 PM
louisa_preston: RT @bevilacq: Salmi-Niklander giving us four generations of immigrant
book culture from "Finglish" to social media #sharp15 #s6f
7/9/2015 8:05:00 PM
mroyup13: Smuggled copy of 60 Years Later (a follow-up to Salinger's Catcher in the
Rye) has BANNED IN THE USA sticker on it #s6b #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:05:00 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@brouillettese @UNESCO translation program: collection of representative
works #s6d #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:05:08 PM
amndw2: .@roaringgirle: manuscripts show "typographic awareness" of print
conventions on the part of readers #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 8:05:35 PM
bevilacq: Nyrkkilehti, literally "fist-press": handwritten newspapers by Finnish
immigrants #sharp15 #s6f

7/9/2015 8:05:37 PM
Beth_driscoll: Kirsti Salmi-Niklander on the different reading materials of different
generations of Finnish immigrants to US and Can #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:05:45 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @Beth_driscoll: The newest generation of Finnish immigrants read
social media but also have revived interest in family history. Salmi-Ni…
7/9/2015 8:05:45 PM
mollyhardy: FINALLY, we are talking about 2Live Crew. And you thought copyright
wasn't hot?!?! #SHARP15
7/9/2015 8:06:24 PM
mazarines: Survey printed plays for patterns—do they occur around plays or
publishers/printers? From which agent is MS copy remediated? #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:06:34 PM
A_Skyrme: Whittaker: US copyright code 107 has judges making rulings on literary
matters, what qualifies as transformative? #Sharp15
7/9/2015 8:06:40 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@brouillettese influence of eugenicist Julian Huxley on UNESCOs
series. Non western works would help with community forming #sharp15 #s6d
7/9/2015 8:06:51 PM
mazarines: RT @amndw2: .@roaringgirle: manuscripts show "typographic awareness"
of print conventions on the part of readers #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 8:07:09 PM
Laura_Estill: .@roaringgirle on only known 1602 copy of Blurt Master Constable incomplete b/c missing leaves; MS supplies missing pages #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 8:08:08 PM
sim1303: my peeps draw a good crowd. #sharp15 https://t.co/5nHpBqAG4e
7/9/2015 8:08:10 PM
A_Skyrme: Whittaker: characters are not explicitly covered under copyright law, and
case law decides (ex. Sam Spade law) #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:09:02 PM
sharpicecream: @mollyhardy Cool down everyone. #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:09:17 PM
bevilacq: Eelu Kiviranta's CV: hand-press printer, shoemaker, masseur, traditional
healer #sharp15 #s6f
7/9/2015 8:09:47 PM
jotis13: Blurt, Master Constable... Knight of the Burning Pestle... these play names
entertain me way too much @roaringgirle #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:10:00 PM
roaringgirle: this matters b/c it suggests readers noticed typographic protocols that
distinguished printed plays from other print genres. #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:10:06 PM
mazarines: .@roaringgirle rocks great phrases like "typographical awareness" and
"extraverbal scaffolding." #sharp15

7/9/2015 8:10:13 PM
CherylSearch: Whittaker: "sufficiently delineated" & "Sam Spade" tests used to rule
whether a fictional character is copyright-protectable #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:10:32 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@brouillettese UNESCO rejected modernist aesthetic that is usually
deemed to colour mid c20 #sharp15 #s6d
7/9/2015 8:10:44 PM
Fisher_Library: Scott Schofield presenting on reader interventions in Brooke using
some material from the Fisher at #sharp15 http://t.co/OoVeBDFqrB
7/9/2015 8:10:53 PM
A_Skyrme: Whittaker: quotes Salinger, "Publishing is a terrible invasion of my privacy"
#sharp15
7/9/2015 8:11:03 PM
Laura_Estill: .@roaringgirle: MS replacement pages in EMod plays can mimic printed
play, playhouse MSS --examples + cites @literasyme #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 8:11:08 PM
mollyhardy: @sharpicecream If only Ice Cube were involved in a copyright case
#sharp15
7/9/2015 8:11:14 PM
mroyup13: Would *you* pass the distinctly delineated test? #s6b #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:11:14 PM
A_Skyrme: Whittaker: Salinger so protective of Holden Caufield that covers were not
even permitted to depict the characters #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:11:29 PM
digitalpigeons: Eelu Kiviranta (1873-1953) was Finnish worker who moved to Michigan
in 1901&made hand press, printed broadsides of songs and poems #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:11:34 PM
mazarines: Tweeting while presenting! Shadow tweet. #sharp15
https://t.co/VZx1UooZsi
7/9/2015 8:11:42 PM
UChicagoSCRC: RT @philipspalmer: .@keenera talking about annotated copy of
Perceval's *Bibliotheca Hispanica* @UChicagoSCRC #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:12:06 PM
CitizenWald: .@roaringgirle shows us BLVRT Master-Constable Or the Spaniards NightWalke.They just don't come up w good titles like that today #SHARP15
7/9/2015 8:12:06 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Fisher_Library: Scott Schofield presenting on reader interventions
in Brooke using some material from the Fisher at #sharp15 http://t.c…
7/9/2015 8:12:20 PM
CherylSearch: We've got rock stars over here in 6b too. Such is the nature of #sharp15
https://t.co/UlEpO13sCe
7/9/2015 8:12:36 PM

Millicent_Weber: Shoemaker, masseur, traditional healer and publisher - multi-talented
Finnish immigrants preserve many facets of cultural heritage! #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:12:36 PM
NoraSlonimsky: RT @Marie_LSJ: .@NoraSlonimsky's incendiary ending: copyright and
censorship are both means of regulating communication #sessionA #sharp15 …
7/9/2015 8:12:37 PM
NoraSlonimsky: RT @roaringgirle: .@NoraSlonimsky: violation of copyright = "omission
of some words and the transporting of others." #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:13:34 PM
keenera: @roaringgirle: dashes took off in EM dramatic typography, esp. indebted to B
Jonson's comical satires #sharp15 #s6c #benjonson2016
7/9/2015 8:13:49 PM
amndw2: RT @CitizenWald: .@roaringgirle shows us BLVRT Master-Constable Or the
Spaniards Night-Walke.They just don't come up w good titles like tha…
7/9/2015 8:14:03 PM
roaringgirle: supplied MS page that preserves quarto's dashes. | PURITAN WIDOW
(1607), STC 21531 (Copy 2). Folger. #s6c #sharp15 http://t.co/uekSYYLQrr
7/9/2015 8:15:07 PM
digitalpigeons: Kiviranta's self-printed titles: "A Book of Hate"&"Humorous poems
composed by EK Smooth reading, amusement for those who want it" #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:15:10 PM
Finny_stitch: . @roaringgirle on the use of dashes as flexible textual mechanisms for
signalling a whole range of extra-lexical features #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:15:15 PM
jotis13: RT @Finny_stitch: . @roaringgirle on the use of dashes as flexible textual
mechanisms for signalling a whole range of extra-lexical feature…
7/9/2015 8:15:26 PM
A_Skyrme: Whittaker: also from the author of the Catcher sequel,
http://t.co/MkNHnedrNd (no wonder Salinger was upset) #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:15:56 PM
bevilacq: Salmi-Niklander: for third/fourth gen immigrants, family books in Finnish are
material heritage objects that they can't read #sharp15 #s6f
7/9/2015 8:16:00 PM
ILoveCopyright: Catcher in the Rye and #copyright = bliss #SHARP15
7/9/2015 8:16:00 PM
lmaruca: Made mistake of going too far back in time &realized that #s5a not just an
amazing panel at #sharp15 I'm missing but also Saks 5th Ave...
7/9/2015 8:16:56 PM
rachellynchase: RT @ILoveCopyright: Catcher in the Rye and #copyright = bliss
#SHARP15
7/9/2015 8:17:07 PM
NoraSlonimsky: RT @ILoveCopyright: Catcher in the Rye and #copyright = bliss
#SHARP15

7/9/2015 8:17:34 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@brouillettese Huxley thought colonies needed GB exports to
prosper & translating classics part of this. Acted as "experts" #sharp15 #s6d
7/9/2015 8:18:23 PM
NoraSlonimsky: RT @ClaireSquires: Noorda's approach looks at the relationship
between company size & the Scottish focus (or otherwise) of titles #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:18:29 PM
loradeets: Next up at #sharp15 - @beth_driscoll on fractures in online reader
communities
7/9/2015 8:18:31 PM
janegreenway: In a week chock-full of chaos and weird/sad bits of news, a bright spot:
#sharp15 attendees are doing some good Twitter. Appreciated!
7/9/2015 8:18:45 PM
nzsydney: let's also add the role of composing stick and brachygraphic men in EM
drama printing, MS 'copying', typography, readers #sharp15 @nzsydney
7/9/2015 8:19:04 PM
Finny_stitch: RT @roaringgirle: supplied MS page that preserves quarto's dashes. |
PURITAN WIDOW (1607), STC 21531 (Copy 2). Folger. #s6c #sharp15 http:/…
7/9/2015 8:19:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @nzsydney: let's also add the role of composing stick and
brachygraphic men in EM drama printing, MS 'copying', typography, readers #sha…
7/9/2015 8:19:19 PM
aalleexaanndra: Brain now fully saturated w so much book stuff. Finishing up day 2 in
early modern Eng. w @Schofield1616 @iangadd & @roaringgirle #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:19:23 PM
rachellynchase: RT @loradeets: Next up at #sharp15 - @beth_driscoll on fractures in
online reader communities
7/9/2015 8:19:31 PM
Laura_Estill: .@roaringgirle on pen facsimiles in playbooks (aligns w @ZacharyLesser's
"typographical nostalgia") #sharp15 #s6c http://t.co/kcCtlibKFc
7/9/2015 8:19:42 PM
jotis13: Last but not least, @iangadd on dog-ears... not something I'd thought about
before, so I'm very curious! #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:20:00 PM
philipspalmer: .@roaringgirle: playbook pages supplied in MS show "how mise-en-page
could scaffold the tricky act of play reading" #sharp15 #6c
7/9/2015 8:20:03 PM
SLevelt: RT @roaringgirle: today i'm arguing that design of MS pages supplied to
replace missing pages in e m playbooks evince "typographic awarenes…
7/9/2015 8:20:09 PM
SLevelt: RT @roaringgirle: this matters b/c it suggests readers noticed typographic
protocols that distinguished printed plays from other print genr…

7/9/2015 8:20:20 PM
bevilacq: .@Beth_driscoll calls for development of idea of "readerly capital" - sounds
good to me! #sharp15 #s6f
7/9/2015 8:20:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: When y'all are done clapping, come down to the University of
Chicago Press booth and peruse some books and PBSA (wine incl) #Sharp15
7/9/2015 8:20:33 PM
Finny_stitch: Now @iangadd on the forgotten history of the dog-ear. #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:20:33 PM
jotis13: .@iangadd "The dog-ear should be primarily understood as an act of use, not of
abuse." #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:20:34 PM
Millicent_Weber: Fascinating exploration of readerly capital and power structures in
online spaces with @Beth_driscoll at #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:20:39 PM
sprowberry: .@Beth_driscoll’s talking about the Kathleen Hale GoodReads controversy
#sharp15
7/9/2015 8:20:58 PM
amndw2: Now @iangadd on "The Forgotten History of the Dog-Ear": "The dog-ear
should be considered an act of use, not of abuse." #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 8:21:00 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@brouillettese Huxley 1st @UNESCO dir "white race as a whole can &
should still export brains & skill to the colonies" (1944) #s6d #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:21:03 PM
mazarines: Emphatically, @iangadd states that the dog ear should be seen as an act of
use, not of abuse. #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:21:23 PM
Finny_stitch: @iangadd : dog-earing is a sign of use not abuse. Audience definitely in
agreement on this one! #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:21:28 PM
loradeets: @Beth_driscoll: 'readerly capital' and analysing reader-author relations
online - compelling! #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:21:47 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: Schofield: Readers enhance Ralph Brooke's Catalogue and
Succession of the Kings. #s6c #sharp15 http://t.co/aYNy9nMSxF
7/9/2015 8:21:53 PM
sprowberry: RT @loradeets: @Beth_driscoll: 'readerly capital' and analysing readerauthor relations online - compelling! #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:22:13 PM
rachellynchase: RT @loradeets: @Beth_driscoll: 'readerly capital' and analysing readerauthor relations online - compelling! #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:22:19 PM

bevilacq: I've heard of readers stalking celebrity authors, but an author stalking a
celebrity reader?! These are wild times... #sharp15 #s6f
7/9/2015 8:22:27 PM
louisa_preston: Ian Gadd now, arguing that the 'dog ear is an act of use and not abuse'
#sharp15
7/9/2015 8:22:35 PM
jotis13: .@iangadd no accident that the corner was folded to point to the name Ben
Johnson, supplement to underlining of name #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:22:36 PM
Finny_stitch: . @iangadd starts with dog-earing in book owned by Anne Clifford, in
which corner points to underlining #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:22:43 PM
A_Skyrme: Up next, Alycia Sellie, “Backward C Inside a Circle: Free Culture in Zines”,
looking at alternative forms of copyright in Zines #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:22:52 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #6c @roaringgirle wonderful overview of ms completion and
"typographic awareness"
7/9/2015 8:22:56 PM
SLevelt: RT @mazarines: .@roaringgirle rocks great phrases like "typographical
awareness" and "extraverbal scaffolding." #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:23:03 PM
rachellynchase: RT @louisa_preston: Ian Gadd now, arguing that the 'dog ear is an act
of use and not abuse' #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:23:05 PM
mollyhardy: .@alyciaicyla show amazing images from zines. As a zine librarian (so
cool!), she's taken note of zines' unique copyrt statements #SHARP15
7/9/2015 8:23:16 PM
CherylSearch: Sellie: zinesters use alternative copyright statements in their work-playing with owning content and using others' stuff #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:23:18 PM
jotis13: .@iangadd dog-ear requires no equip't (no pen, no bookmark) therefore the
simplest form of readerly annotation #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:23:24 PM
philipspalmer: @iangadd: "dog-earing requires no equipment" #sharp15 #6c
7/9/2015 8:23:33 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @nzsydney: let's also add the role of composing stick and
brachygraphic men in EM drama printing, MS 'copying', typography, readers #sha…
7/9/2015 8:23:34 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @mazarines: Emphatically, @iangadd states that the dog ear should
be seen as an act of use, not of abuse. #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:23:51 PM
Laura_Estill: .@iangadd on dogears: 1. no equipment (=simple) 2. multiple meanings
3. can seem accidental #sharp15 #s6c

7/9/2015 8:23:52 PM
keenera: @iangadd points to a copy of Selden with dog-ear corner pointing at the name
"BEN. IONSON" #yes #benjonson2016 #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 8:23:54 PM
roaringgirle: .@iangadd: dog-earring requires no equipment. therefore, it's the simplest
form of readerly intervention. #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:24:05 PM
jotis13: .@iangadd dog-ear can mean multiple things; also can seem accidental - leads
to tricky methodological problems #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:24:06 PM
aalleexaanndra: RT @amndw2: Now @iangadd on "The Forgotten History of the DogEar": "The dog-ear should be considered an act of use, not of abuse." #sharp1…
7/9/2015 8:24:14 PM
mollyhardy: Zines and software made use of copyleft -- hackers and zinesters ethos
collected? Great ? motivating @alyciaicyla #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:24:17 PM
CherylSearch: Thank you Alycia Sellie for talking about zine licenses in context of
development of open source culture (great for my course) #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:24:54 PM
A_Skyrme: RT @CherylSearch: Sellie: zinesters use alternative copyright statements in
their work--playing with owning content and using others' stuff…
7/9/2015 8:25:08 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #6c Ian Gadd: Dog-earing: When deliberate? when
accidental?
7/9/2015 8:25:08 PM
SLevelt: @mazarines @roaringgirle oooh I like "extraverbal scaffolding" a lot. Takes MB
Parkes into new territory. #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:25:22 PM
roaringgirle: .@iangadd: what kinds of intentionality do dog-eared pages reveal? #s6c
#sharp15
7/9/2015 8:25:46 PM
Laura_Estill: Also, I really need to know if dog ear (as in book) is actually "chien oreille"
in French #sharp15 #s6c (@Marie_LSJ can help maybe?)
7/9/2015 8:25:52 PM
sprowberry: .@Beth_driscoll asks if Kathleen Hale controversy formed community.
Social Network Analysis reveals many connections between blogs #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:26:06 PM
keenera: @iangadd shows us how many characters in E M plays "fold down the leaf" to
mark places #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 8:26:11 PM
nzsydney: dog ear marks rhythms of reading #sharp15 @nzsydney
7/9/2015 8:26:15 PM

digitalpigeons: RT @Laura_Estill: Also, I really need to know if dog ear (as in book) is
actually "chien oreille" in French #sharp15 #s6c (@Marie_LSJ can h…
7/9/2015 8:26:27 PM
bevilacq: .@Beth_driscoll does some social network analysis of "top tier book blogs" -is this a community? #s6f #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:26:29 PM
amndw2: .@iangadd: Shakespeare's Brutus and Imogen anachronistically fold down the
"leafe" to mark their places. #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 8:26:35 PM
mazarines: Compare dog ears to annotations: reqs. no equipment (pen), can use in
multiple ways, & can seem accidental/insignificant.—@iangadd #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:26:36 PM
Finny_stitch: . @iangadd highlights use of turned down leaf as a metaphor for 'we'll
come back to this' #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:27:12 PM
A_Skyrme: Sellie: oldest collection of zines, http://t.co/6pOnAFTx2D created in the
1980’s first wave of zine publishing in the USA. #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:27:14 PM
roaringgirle: .@iangadd: turning down of leaf is synecdoche for stopping reading. also
acts as metaphor for "we'll come back to this." s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:27:29 PM
jotis13: RT @Finny_stitch: . @iangadd highlights use of turned down leaf as a metaphor
for 'we'll come back to this' #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:27:32 PM
louisa_preston: Gadd: turning the corner is a marker for a pause in reading, as we
save our place and put the book down, "we'll come back to this" #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:27:41 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @nzsydney: dog ear marks rhythms of reading #sharp15
@nzsydney
7/9/2015 8:27:55 PM
mollyhardy: Why alternate copyright statements in zines? @alyciaicyla went to
Gunderlove Coll at NY State Library http://t.co/a5YmLTYX3S #SHARP15
7/9/2015 8:28:09 PM
sharpicecream: This model could be applied to ice cream. #sharp15 @Beth_driscoll
http://t.co/SLIuQ80NGD
7/9/2015 8:28:21 PM
sprowberry: .@Beth_driscoll’s work chimes with Joseph Reagle’s Reading the
Comments & Whitney Phillips’ This is Why We Can’t Have Nice Things #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:28:30 PM
jotis13: .@iangadd folded corner not just a way to keep place in book, it also marked
point reader considered important #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:28:38 PM
nzsydney: dog ear practitioners are bibliographically astute - they turn down a LEAF,
not a page, woof woof! #sharp15 @nzsydney

7/9/2015 8:28:40 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @nzsydney: dog ear practitioners are bibliographically astute - they
turn down a LEAF, not a page, woof woof! #sharp15 @nzsydney
7/9/2015 8:29:31 PM
keenera: @Laura_Estill @Marie_LSJ great question. How to track down dog-earing in
French, Italian, Spanish? Latin? #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 8:29:57 PM
loradeets: @beth_driscoll #sharp15 - 'oligarchies' in the online romance community influential bloggers w/ close relationships = concentrated power
7/9/2015 8:29:57 PM
Laura_Estill: #sharp15 #s6c dog ear = "corne" https://t.co/3cxl67mtfL
7/9/2015 8:30:02 PM
louisa_preston: Gadd: Newton used the practice of "dog-earing" to mark place names
and references. #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:30:08 PM
mazarines: Do librarians (catalogers, curators, conservators) smooth & unfold dog ears
today? I believe some do. Tho, shadow fold still extant #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:30:24 PM
CherylSearch: Sellie is changing my understanding of the gender and genesis of open
culture licensing, bless her #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:30:25 PM
mollyhardy: .@alyciaicyla observations re: difficulties of finding copyrt in zines is like
difficulties studying CR in historic imprints, IMHO #SHARP15
7/9/2015 8:30:35 PM
bevilacq: .@Beth_driscoll visualizes the potential hijacking of Internet commenting on
Guardian article #s6f #sharp15 http://t.co/eoFgNLm9YP
7/9/2015 8:30:46 PM
jotis13: @iangadd Henry VIII allegedly given a Bible by Latimer in which a leaf folded to
a verse about whore-mongers and adulterers! #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:30:56 PM
keenera: We've gone from Ben Jonson to Samuel Johnson in #s6c #sharp15
#benjonson2016
7/9/2015 8:31:02 PM
rachellynchase: RT @nzsydney: dog ear practitioners are bibliographically astute - they
turn down a LEAF, not a page, woof woof! #sharp15 @nzsydney
7/9/2015 8:31:03 PM
aehdeschaine: RT @keenera: Schofield's paper -- along with many I've heard at
#sharp15 -- underscore the importance of examining multiple copies of books…
7/9/2015 8:31:10 PM
digitalpigeons: @Beth_driscoll wonder if sentiment analysis of comment section can be
used to show interaction or language of community? #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:31:14 PM

digitalpigeons: RT @roaringgirle: .@iangadd: turning down of leaf is synecdoche for
stopping reading. also acts as metaphor for "we'll come back to this." …
7/9/2015 8:31:24 PM
A_Skyrme: Sellie: alternative licences like Copyleft allow the creator to communicate
w/audience & indicate how they want the work to be used #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:31:24 PM
roaringgirle: .@jonathanfedors is one reader i know who dog-ears half the pages of just
about every book he reads. @iangadd #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:31:24 PM
sprowberry: The same users discussed the Hale controversy across social media
platforms - others stuck to familiar territory @Beth_driscoll #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:31:49 PM
nzsydney: RT @bevilacq: .@Beth_driscoll visualizes the potential hijacking of Internet
commenting on Guardian article #s6f #sharp15 http://t.co/eoFgN…
7/9/2015 8:32:05 PM
jotis13: I am now lamenting the fact that I didn't pay attention to dog-ears when I did
my marginalia research... #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:32:16 PM
NoraSlonimsky: RT @mollyhardy: .@alyciaicyla observations re: difficulties of finding
copyrt in zines is like difficulties studying CR in historic imprint…
7/9/2015 8:32:20 PM
sprowberry: What’s the literary equivalent of swatting within GoodReads author-reader
feuds? #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:33:00 PM
roaringgirle: .@iangadd: folds were acts of possession b/c meaningful only to the
readers who made them. why they're frequent in bibles. #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:33:27 PM
CherylSearch: Photocopied copyleft zines distributed by individuals and open-source
coders -- where is the Venn diagram for understanding this? #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:33:30 PM
mazarines: RT @jotis13: I am now lamenting the fact that I didn't pay attention to dogears when I did my marginalia research... #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:33:37 PM
mollyhardy: Copyleft depends on restrictions of copyright for existence: good pt abt
(tho not criticism of) its "parasitic" nature @alyciaicyla #SHARP15
7/9/2015 8:33:48 PM
louisa_preston: Gadd: the act of making page folds made books their (readers) own:
personalised acts of use, of the technology of the book. #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:34:36 PM
amndw2: This slide from @iangadd's talk is making me think about the relation between
dog-earing and commonplacing. #sharp15 http://t.co/TZLs2Q1GoJ
7/9/2015 8:34:43 PM
digitalpigeons: @Beth_driscoll Ah! I should have waited a moment! -ve/+vie scores,
@guardian article curbs emotional expression on @goodreads #sharp15

7/9/2015 8:35:07 PM
nzsydney: RT @amndw2: This slide from @iangadd's talk is making me think about the
relation between dog-earing and commonplacing. #sharp15 http://t.c…
7/9/2015 8:36:04 PM
SLevelt: RT @louisa_preston: Gadd: the act of making page folds made books their
(readers) own: personalised acts of use, of the technology of the b…
7/9/2015 8:36:15 PM
louisa_preston: Gadd: first example of the smart book! #sharp15
http://t.co/j91BVacI8A
7/9/2015 8:37:21 PM
digitalpigeons: @Beth_driscoll shows the most emotive words in user reviews
#sharp15 http://t.co/I70VdDqbu1
7/9/2015 8:37:22 PM
SLevelt: RT @jotis13: @iangadd Henry VIII allegedly given a Bible by Latimer in which a
leaf folded to a verse about whore-mongers and adulterers! #…
7/9/2015 8:37:32 PM
CherylSearch: Sellie: some zines carry "anti-copyright" statements; none examined
mentioned public domain; many have no statement #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:37:47 PM
mazarines: .@iangadd has uncovered the first smart book! Wake up! #sharp15
http://t.co/2RRBeIzfyE
7/9/2015 8:37:54 PM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: .@iangadd has uncovered the first smart book! Wake up!
#sharp15 http://t.co/2RRBeIzfyE
7/9/2015 8:38:00 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @louisa_preston: Gadd: first example of the smart book! #sharp15
http://t.co/j91BVacI8A
7/9/2015 8:38:17 PM
keenera: @Laura_Estill @Marie_LSJ ha-- answered! #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 8:38:18 PM
ILoveCopyright: Love this #copyright statement #sharp15 http://t.co/8di783si95
7/9/2015 8:38:21 PM
bevilacq: .@Beth_driscoll doing some really deft and compelling DH-style analysis and
close reading of Internet reader commentary! #s6f #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:38:46 PM
A_Skyrme: Sellie: one licence found "if you steal this i'll seriously kill you." (best.
copyright. statement. ever) #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:38:47 PM
nzsydney: RT @mazarines: .@iangadd has uncovered the first smart book! Wake up!
#sharp15 http://t.co/2RRBeIzfyE
7/9/2015 8:38:54 PM
rachellynchase: PC: government, culture and identity in discussion of the relationship
between small and large CA publishers #sharp15

7/9/2015 8:39:07 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @ILoveCopyright: Love this #copyright statement #sharp15
http://t.co/8di783si95
7/9/2015 8:39:15 PM
roaringgirle: love that "double down" was a synonym for dog-ear. @iangadd #s6c
#sharp15
7/9/2015 8:39:22 PM
jotis13: .@iangadd mid-18th c. onwards, dog-earring began to increasingly be seen as
vulgar, not normal practice #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:39:57 PM
mollyhardy: RT @roaringgirle: love that "double down" was a synonym for dog-ear.
@iangadd #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:40:02 PM
dancohen: RT @mazarines: .@iangadd has uncovered the first smart book! Wake up!
#sharp15 http://t.co/2RRBeIzfyE
7/9/2015 8:40:10 PM
nzsydney: RT @ILoveCopyright: Love this #copyright statement #sharp15
http://t.co/8di783si95
7/9/2015 8:40:15 PM
SLevelt: For @iangadd: in Dutch it's a donkey's, not a dog ear; neatly stressing
possession in its echoing of Midas. #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 8:40:30 PM
NoraSlonimsky: RT @ILoveCopyright: Love this #copyright statement #sharp15
http://t.co/8di783si95
7/9/2015 8:40:34 PM
roaringgirle: .@iangadd: in 18c, chapters breaks mobilized as a way to prevent "ugly"
practice of dog-earring. #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:40:52 PM
mazarines: RT @SLevelt: For @iangadd: in Dutch it's a donkey's, not a dog ear; neatly
stressing possession in its echoing of Midas. #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 8:41:21 PM
nzsydney: if the dog ear figures a smart book, which digit is used? thumbing a book
suggests smart messages / texting #sharp15 @nzsydney
7/9/2015 8:42:14 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @mazarines: .@iangadd has uncovered the first smart book! Wake
up! #sharp15 http://t.co/2RRBeIzfyE
7/9/2015 8:42:21 PM
jotis13: RT @nzsydney: if the dog ear figures a smart book, which digit is used?
thumbing a book suggests smart messages / texting #sharp15 @nzsydney
7/9/2015 8:42:24 PM
SLevelt: RT @A_Skyrme: Sellie: one licence found "if you steal this i'll seriously kill
you." (best. copyright. statement. ever) #sharp15

7/9/2015 8:43:04 PM
Laura_Estill: @SJRenProf: @iangadd argues that we can't pin down single meaning, but
that shows "active and meaningful use" of texts #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 8:43:08 PM
mazarines: Moved to definition of dog-ear as damaged, disfigurement, rough use.
Valence of misuse, tired. But sign of active, meaningful use! #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:43:10 PM
digitalpigeons: Q&A Book of Hate was about political controversies ie. socialists & nonsocialists in his community - thoughts on issues of the day #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:43:11 PM
SLevelt: RT @ILoveCopyright: Love this #copyright statement #sharp15
http://t.co/8di783si95
7/9/2015 8:43:21 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @SLevelt: For @iangadd: in Dutch it's a donkey's, not a dog ear;
neatly stressing possession in its echoing of Midas. #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 8:43:27 PM
misspeacock21: RT @roaringgirle: .@iangadd: dog-earring requires no equipment.
therefore, it's the simplest form of readerly intervention. #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:43:30 PM
SLevelt: RT @mazarines: .@iangadd has uncovered the first smart book! Wake up!
#sharp15 http://t.co/2RRBeIzfyE
7/9/2015 8:43:49 PM
misspeacock21: RT @roaringgirle: .@iangadd: turning down of leaf is synecdoche for
stopping reading. also acts as metaphor for "we'll come back to this." …
7/9/2015 8:44:58 PM
gbarnhisel: @Beth_driscoll doing data-heavy, Erving Goffman-like surface reading of
online reading communities #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:44:59 PM
CptLeto: RT @ILoveCopyright: Love this #copyright statement #sharp15
http://t.co/8di783si95
7/9/2015 8:45:05 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @mazarines: Moved to definition of dog-ear as damaged,
disfigurement, rough use. Valence of misuse, tired. But sign of active, meaningfu…
7/9/2015 8:45:13 PM
ILoveCopyright: Fan fiction! Fan fiction! #copyright #sharp15 cc @NoraSlonimsky
7/9/2015 8:47:58 PM
misspeacock21: RT @roaringgirle: .@iangadd: folds were acts of possession b/c
meaningful only to the readers who made them. why they're frequent in bibles…
7/9/2015 8:48:02 PM
sgediting: RT @CitizenWald: Schofield: most common annotations=correction; then,
supplement. But can't always neatly distinguish between them. #SHARP1…
7/9/2015 8:48:23 PM

misspeacock21: RT @louisa_preston: Gadd: the act of making page folds made books
their (readers) own: personalised acts of use, of the technology of the b…
7/9/2015 8:48:52 PM
NoraSlonimsky: RT @ILoveCopyright: Fan fiction! Fan fiction! #copyright #sharp15 cc
@NoraSlonimsky
7/9/2015 8:49:26 PM
misspeacock21: RT @jotis13: @iangadd Henry VIII allegedly given a Bible by Latimer
in which a leaf folded to a verse about whore-mongers and adulterers! #…
7/9/2015 8:49:28 PM
misspeacock21: RT @SLevelt: For @iangadd: in Dutch it's a donkey's, not a dog ear;
neatly stressing possession in its echoing of Midas. #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 8:50:18 PM
misspeacock21: RT @roaringgirle: .@iangadd: in 18c, chapters breaks mobilized as a
way to prevent "ugly" practice of dog-earring. #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:50:50 PM
misspeacock21: RT @A_Skyrme: Sellie: one licence found "if you steal this i'll seriously
kill you." (best. copyright. statement. ever) #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:51:13 PM
Finny_stitch: Interesting q about whether size of book & environment of use affects
dog-earing practices #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:51:25 PM
mazarines: Great Q about relationship between dog-ear proliferation & format of book.
More in 12mo, less in folios b/c no pen to hand? #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:51:52 PM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: Great Q about relationship between dog-ear proliferation &
format of book. More in 12mo, less in folios b/c no pen to hand? …
7/9/2015 8:51:58 PM
philistella: RT @mazarines: .@iangadd has uncovered the first smart book! Wake up!
#sharp15 http://t.co/2RRBeIzfyE
7/9/2015 8:52:12 PM
Laura_Estill: after @iangadd discusses texts that describe dog-earing, audience wants
to talk about actually dog-eared texts (difficult archive!) #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:52:46 PM
digitalpigeons: Q&A @Beth_driscoll: online reviews likely part of a persona and
performance Would be interested in breaking down data by age groups #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:52:47 PM
jotis13: RT @Laura_Estill: after @iangadd discusses texts that describe dog-earing,
audience wants to talk about actually dog-eared texts (difficult…
7/9/2015 8:52:58 PM
sharpicecream: I am not resistant to stalking. Or being stalked. #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:53:46 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @mazarines: Emphatically, @iangadd states that the dog ear
should be seen as an act of use, not of abuse. #sharp15

7/9/2015 8:53:48 PM
digitalpigeons: Hench: possible that Sandy compiled the letters into books himself, fits
with his persona, interesting circuit of mediation #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:54:09 PM
louisa_preston: Gadd: great image showing the legacy of the "dog eared" page in
computer icons. #sharp15 http://t.co/DlFphXw5qP
7/9/2015 8:54:48 PM
jotis13: RT @louisa_preston: Gadd: great image showing the legacy of the "dog eared"
page in computer icons. #sharp15 http://t.co/DlFphXw5qP
7/9/2015 8:55:04 PM
Laura_Estill: .@sim1303 suggests that "'readers' is a vacuous term" because simply
reading doesn't leave marks; annotators engage actively #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 8:55:06 PM
nzsydney: eerie simultaneity: Dog attack did not cause death of man in Hamilton, police
say... #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:55:46 PM
lesliehowsam: For @colonialip and copyright historians everywhere, from #sharp15 .
https://t.co/rLheZWqG7c.
7/9/2015 8:55:52 PM
Finny_stitch: RT @louisa_preston: Gadd: great image showing the legacy of the "dog
eared" page in computer icons. #sharp15 http://t.co/DlFphXw5qP
7/9/2015 8:55:54 PM
nzsydney: RT @louisa_preston: Gadd: great image showing the legacy of the "dog
eared" page in computer icons. #sharp15 http://t.co/DlFphXw5qP
7/9/2015 8:56:01 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @Laura_Estill: .@sim1303 suggests that "'readers' is a vacuous
term" because simply reading doesn't leave marks; annotators engage activ…
7/9/2015 8:56:09 PM
mazarines: Pen facsimiles of early print blog post by @wynkenhimself on
@FolgerResearch The Collation #sharp15: http://t.co/MRQnJRF6ci
7/9/2015 8:56:28 PM
jotis13: @Laura_Estill @sim1303 though TBF, I know ppl who dog-ear pages
accidentally in the process of reading, by playing w/page as read #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:56:32 PM
NoraSlonimsky: RT @lesliehowsam: For @colonialip and copyright historians
everywhere, from #sharp15 . https://t.co/rLheZWqG7c.
7/9/2015 8:56:53 PM
Laura_Estill: #sharp15 #s6c Q&A discusses @wynkenhimself's blog post on pen
facsimiles: http://t.co/pXw0N0WQ8z
7/9/2015 8:56:54 PM
jotis13: RT @Laura_Estill: #sharp15 #s6c Q&A discusses @wynkenhimself's blog post
on pen facsimiles: http://t.co/pXw0N0WQ8z

7/9/2015 8:57:11 PM
edinburghchb: RT @samartha: .@AcBookFuture Fantastic relevant tweets from
#booksnewmedia and #sharp15 - follow for plenty to reflect on and pick up later…
7/9/2015 8:57:55 PM
jotis13: I am now hyper-aware of how TweetDeck marks tweets I've retweeted by little
green "dog-ears" in the upper right-hand corner #s6c #sharp15
7/9/2015 8:58:18 PM
mollyhardy: Did someone say dog ears, @iangadd ? This beauty's are 9 inches
long...just sayin' #sharp15 #proudmama http://t.co/IvN53E8K1v
7/9/2015 8:58:55 PM
keenera: I'm thinking also about the shift from handpress to machine-press printing as
a factor in history of dog-ear #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 8:59:31 PM
CERL_org: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/9/2015 9:00:37 PM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: hey #sharp15 non-banqueters: anyone up for dinner? 3
spots open with a small group i'm putting together. holla at me :-)
7/9/2015 9:01:15 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: Next up, @roaringgirle on "hybrid" C17 playbooks with pages
damaged and replaced by near-contemporary readers. #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 9:01:15 PM
Finny_stitch: @jotis13 @Laura_Estill @sim1303 Haptic forms of appreciation and
engagement still need lots more attention #sharp15
7/9/2015 9:01:35 PM
sharpicecream: @Laura_Estill I move in mysterious ways. #sharp15
7/9/2015 9:01:54 PM
IAMVerheul: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/9/2015 9:02:42 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @loradeets: Next up at #sharp15 - @beth_driscoll on fractures in
online reader communities
7/9/2015 9:02:45 PM
vivdunstan: Following #sharp15 conf tweets eagerly. @alyciaicyla’s talk re zines and
copyright sounded great, links to my talk last year re Dr Who zines
7/9/2015 9:03:27 PM
aalleexaanndra: Should have saved this @Fisher_Library post for today and @iangadd
's excellent paper on the dog ear. #sharp15 http://t.co/y962TGC3i2
7/9/2015 9:06:13 PM
SLevelt: RT @Laura_Estill: .@sim1303 suggests that "'readers' is a vacuous term"
because simply reading doesn't leave marks; annotators engage activ…
7/9/2015 9:08:31 PM

nzsydney: RT @Finny_stitch: @jotis13 @Laura_Estill @sim1303 Haptic forms of
appreciation and engagement still need lots more attention #sharp15
7/9/2015 9:09:20 PM
hobbb: RT @louisa_preston: Gadd: great image showing the legacy of the "dog eared"
page in computer icons. #sharp15 http://t.co/DlFphXw5qP
7/9/2015 9:10:40 PM
LauraEAydelotte: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/9/2015 9:11:13 PM
profwernimont: RT @jotis13: I am now hyper-aware of how TweetDeck marks tweets
I've retweeted by little green "dog-ears" in the upper right-hand corner #s…
7/9/2015 9:16:49 PM
HistoryatVic: RT @JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #s5c Susan Paterson Glover: huge
challenges, but exciting project to "recover indigenous created texts" of pre-…
7/9/2015 9:20:33 PM
Fisher_Library: RT @aalleexaanndra: Should have saved this @Fisher_Library post for
today and @iangadd 's excellent paper on the dog ear. #sharp15 http://t…
7/9/2015 9:21:59 PM
petitelise: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/9/2015 9:25:39 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: .@roaringgirle: manuscripts show "typographic awareness" of
print conventions on the part of readers #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 9:28:32 PM
sim1303: @Marie_LSJ @CitizenWald we are going to pizza + wine, but tell me more?
not heard abt this. #sharp15
7/9/2015 9:28:45 PM
cherylaread: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Describing Read's scholarship (scholar's name is
Read) on reading lists makes for difficult tweeting #SHARP15
7/9/2015 9:28:54 PM
cherylaread: .@EpistolaryBrown tells me that Twitter wants to know if my book list
book stuff is online. Watch this space. #sharp15
7/9/2015 9:30:58 PM
keenera: Thanks so much to folks at #sharp15 for feedback, tweets &c. We still have a
lot to learn about multilingual Renaissance dictionaries!
7/9/2015 9:54:40 PM
GigletsReads: RT @ClaireSquires: Boswell: innovation abounds with small nations
publishers, enabled by digital - eg @GigletsReads Macbeth Gaelic version …
7/9/2015 9:55:29 PM
cjewers_jewers: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/9/2015 9:59:13 PM
amy_ab2126: RT @roaringgirle: today i'm arguing that design of MS pages supplied to
replace missing pages in e m playbooks evince "typographic awarenes…

7/9/2015 9:59:46 PM
wolfrestonward: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@wolfrestonward has proposed new controlled
vocab with RBMS for inscriptions #sharp15 #s5a
7/9/2015 10:03:47 PM
wolfrestonward: RT @Finny_stitch: @wolfrestonward suggests that Wolfreston may
have owned as many as 400 or 500 books #sharp15
7/9/2015 10:04:55 PM
bevilacq: @Laura_Estill @sim1303 "readers" may be vacuous in a bibliographic sense,
but socially and culturally, it contains multitudes! #sharp15
7/9/2015 10:04:57 PM
GigletsReads: RT @rachellynchase: Boswell: innovation in publishing including Giglets
SmartReads #sharp15
7/9/2015 10:05:28 PM
GigletsReads: RT @maxinebranagh: Recognition of innovation of @GigletsReads The
Learning Cloud at #sharp15 https://t.co/2OH1BgojxP
7/9/2015 10:05:31 PM
wolfrestonward: RT @amndw2: Next up, Sarah Lindenbaum on how library catalog
records can reveal early modern women's book ownership. #s5a #sharp15
7/9/2015 10:05:58 PM
GigletsReads: RT @maxinebranagh: Up next @rachellynchase paper on small-business
marketing in Scottish publishing - may be a mention of @GigletsReads her…
7/9/2015 10:06:13 PM
wolfrestonward: RT @philipspalmer: @wolfrestonward #sharp15 #s5a a Wolfreston
book from @ClarkLibUCLA (I think I tweeted this a while ago) http://t.co/G8qJ…
7/9/2015 10:08:01 PM
ahomsher: RT @CitizenWald: .@roaringgirle shows us BLVRT Master-Constable Or the
Spaniards Night-Walke.They just don't come up w good titles like tha…
7/9/2015 10:08:02 PM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: my peeps draw a good crowd. #sharp15
https://t.co/5nHpBqAG4e
7/9/2015 10:08:02 PM
wolfrestonward: RT @Finny_stitch: @wolfrestonward: Popularity/ no. of surviving
copies means it's not always easy to trace where sold Wolfreston books have…
7/9/2015 10:09:30 PM
wolfrestonward: RT @amndw2: Lindenbaum proposes a new RBMS controlled
vocabulary to make women's ownership visible in catalog records. #s5a #sharp15
7/9/2015 10:12:26 PM
wolfrestonward: RT @amndw2: Lindenbaum: why do marks of women's ownership go
uncataloged so often? Card catalog era space constraints, lack of updates. #s5…
7/9/2015 10:13:29 PM
wolfrestonward: RT @amndw2: Lindenbaum: "Women readers are out there. Their
books have been hiding in our collections in plain sight for decades." #sharp15…

7/9/2015 10:13:45 PM
gbarnhisel: One of the best things about conferences in Canada (2 this year) is tuning
the hotel-room radio to the #CBC and just leaving it on #sharp15
7/9/2015 10:19:33 PM
ProfTomMole: RT @mikers86: #sharp15 and #booksnewmedia happening
simultaneously. #bookoverload #isthisheaven
7/9/2015 10:25:19 PM
sim1303: @bevilacq @Laura_Estill these papers were abt annotation, marking,
correcting, folding, colouring... "READERS" seems vanilla. #sharp15
7/9/2015 10:25:22 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 Thanks booksellers for great displays!
http://t.co/cKUE6ELH4t
7/9/2015 10:25:53 PM
ProfTomMole: RT @roaringgirle: transatlantic #biblionerd synergy! #sharp15
#booksnewmedia https://t.co/hcLTstpuCM
7/9/2015 10:26:15 PM
ProfTomMole: RT @whitneytrettien: So much books/media/digital geekery coming from
the cross-stream of #sharp15 and #booksnewmedia this morning. Thanks f…
7/9/2015 10:26:21 PM
mikers86: RT @whitneytrettien: So much books/media/digital geekery coming from the
cross-stream of #sharp15 and #booksnewmedia this morning. Thanks f…
7/9/2015 10:27:58 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: Now @iangadd on "The Forgotten History of the Dog-Ear":
"The dog-ear should be considered an act of use, not of abuse." #sharp1…
7/9/2015 10:33:00 PM
yorkherald: RT @mazarines: Schofield: Early modern readers intervene in Ralph
Brooke's Catalogue to correct errors, enhance coats of arms w/hand colori…
7/9/2015 10:37:38 PM
earlymodernjohn: RT @keenera: Thanks so much to folks at #sharp15 for feedback,
tweets &c. We still have a lot to learn about multilingual Renaissance dicti…
7/9/2015 10:44:53 PM
earlymodernjohn: RT @roaringgirle: .@keenera: copious annotations in polyglot
dictionaries and language learning books may offer insight into their use. #se…
7/9/2015 10:48:37 PM
earlymodernjohn: RT @jotis13: .@keenera found several co-bound, interleaved and/or
heavily annotated polyglot dictionaries, invite user commentary in learni…
7/9/2015 10:48:38 PM
earlymodernjohn: RT @KatieMcGettigan: @keenera dictionaries like the Alvearie based
on pedagogical methods from Renaissance schoolroom language classes #sha…
7/9/2015 10:48:44 PM
earlymodernjohn: RT @Finny_stitch: . @keenera highlights how Baret's *Aluearie*
grew out of classroom practices of translation as language learning #sharp15

7/9/2015 10:48:50 PM
earlymodernjohn: RT @jotis13: Bilingual and polyglot dictionaries predate monolanguage dictionaries in English printing @keenera #sharp15
7/9/2015 10:49:20 PM
earlymodernjohn: RT @roaringgirle: .@keenera: bi-lingual and polyglot dictionaries
featuring the english language preceded english dictionaries. #sessionA #…
7/9/2015 10:49:24 PM
earlymodernjohn: RT @roaringgirle: .@keenera: sidney intimates that dictionary-using
poets were hacks. #sessionA #sharp15
7/9/2015 10:49:25 PM
EKColeNZ: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/9/2015 10:52:20 PM
ProfessorG: Superb panel #sharp15 with @iangadd on dog-ear corners @roaringgirle
on readers' replacement pages and @Schofield1616 on heraldic book fixes
7/9/2015 10:59:46 PM
superHH: Conferencing while tweeting is making me quite tired! #sharp15
7/9/2015 11:04:13 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: This slide from @iangadd's talk is making me think about the
relation between dog-earing and commonplacing. #sharp15 http://t.c…
7/9/2015 11:14:50 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: .@iangadd: Shakespeare's Brutus and Imogen
anachronistically fold down the "leafe" to mark their places. #sharp15 #s6c
7/9/2015 11:14:50 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @Marie_LSJ: .@brouillettese Huxley 1st @UNESCO dir "white race
as a whole can & should still export brains & skill to the colonies" (194…
7/9/2015 11:28:08 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @Marie_LSJ: .@brouillettese @UNESCO translation program:
collection of representative works #s6d #sharp15
7/9/2015 11:28:19 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @Marie_LSJ: .@paulraphrooney "Married Beneath Him", 2s ed.: "by
the author of "Lost Sir Massingberd" => Chatto&Windus: "By James Payn" #…
7/9/2015 11:28:58 PM
RobertNoorda: RT @ClaireSquires: Noorda's approach looks at the relationship between
company size & the Scottish focus (or otherwise) of titles #sharp15
7/9/2015 11:43:26 PM
jillbrarian: RT @Laura_Estill: .@sim1303 suggests that "'readers' is a vacuous term"
because simply reading doesn't leave marks; annotators engage activ…
7/10/2015 12:02:16 AM
AdrienneBoyarin: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/10/2015 12:24:25 AM

MattieT650: RT @lesliehowsam: For @colonialip and copyright historians everywhere,
from #sharp15 . https://t.co/rLheZWqG7c.
7/10/2015 12:58:51 AM
sim1303: NOUS SOMMES ARRIVÉES!!!!!! pour @sharpicecream #sharp15
http://t.co/tTTFfHqpQl
7/10/2015 1:05:29 AM
SIMS_Mss: RT @mazarines: Pen facsimiles of early print blog post by @wynkenhimself
on @FolgerResearch The Collation #sharp15: http://t.co/MRQnJRF6ci
7/10/2015 1:10:51 AM
colonialip: RT @lesliehowsam: For @colonialip and copyright historians everywhere,
from #sharp15 . https://t.co/rLheZWqG7c.
7/10/2015 1:21:40 AM
mollyhardy: RT @ILoveCopyright: Love this #copyright statement #sharp15
http://t.co/8di783si95
7/10/2015 1:49:15 AM
MattieT650: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Academic faculty: the library is NEVER a babysitter
for your class. It's an aid to your instruction. #s2f #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:22:23 AM
roaringgirle: RT @mazarines: .@iangadd has uncovered the first smart book! Wake up!
#sharp15 http://t.co/2RRBeIzfyE
7/10/2015 2:35:41 AM
roaringgirle: we couldn't do what we do without you, and that's the truth! #sharp15
https://t.co/elzwSdnvRK
7/10/2015 2:44:03 AM
ILoveCopyright: .@sprowberry Beer colada #antibanquet #sharp15
http://t.co/27uI0p4QeS
7/10/2015 2:44:34 AM
traviseross: So much speculation about the identity of the pseudonymous
@sharpicecream tonight and @ILoveCopyright isn't being forthcoming. #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:44:42 AM
keenera: #Sharkweek2015 . . . almost as exciting as #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:46:30 AM
gbarnhisel: @SHARPorg While I respect Canadian neutrality, this looks like an
emergency to which #sharp15 should respond. http://t.co/wgXOJ1b90H
7/10/2015 2:47:21 AM
sharpicecream: @sim1303 YEAH. OUAIS. #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:52:00 AM
sharpicecream: @ILoveCopyright @traviseross Peut-etre. Peut-etre pas. #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:52:47 AM
cnsltnglib: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Academic faculty: the library is NEVER a babysitter
for your class. It's an aid to your instruction. #s2f #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:54:00 AM

roaringgirle: thx 4 tweeting my #sharp15 talk @Finny_stitch @philipspalmer
@Laura_Estill @CitizenWald @jotis13 @keenera @mazarines @amndw2 @JohnHPollack1!
7/10/2015 2:54:55 AM
mazarines: And there's no point in librarians doing what we do without you! #truth
#sharp15 https://t.co/TH3KZuf9dV
7/10/2015 2:56:53 AM
roaringgirle: it was a pleasure to present on the same panel with you, @Schofield1616.
& to find you here on twitter. #sharp15 https://t.co/T14zKK2slj
7/10/2015 2:57:08 AM
wolfrestonward: RT @Laura_Estill: Coolahan & Empey: starting a tally of EMod
Women's bk ownership for @RECIRC_ #sharp15 #s5a (more to add!) http://t.co/TPe…
7/10/2015 2:57:53 AM
roaringgirle: what a thrill to present new work on such a cohesive panel with @iangadd
& @schofield1616 this pm—& to a packed room, no less! #s6c #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:00:04 AM
adamghooks: CAN YOU FEEL THE #SHARP15 LOVE TONIGHT https://t.co/7RhbGm0VQd
7/10/2015 3:01:54 AM
roaringgirle: thx also to @sim1303 for chairing & to all who stuck around to hear about
"les traces des premiers lecteurs de l’âge moderne." #s6c #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:02:36 AM
m_shoude: RT @traviseross: So much speculation about the identity of the
pseudonymous @sharpicecream tonight and @ILoveCopyright isn't being forthcom…
7/10/2015 3:04:55 AM
CitizenWald: yes, thanks to @roaringgirle @Schofield1616 @iangadd Great
panel—model of @SHARPorg experience #SHARP15 https://t.co/FVftJycL3i
7/10/2015 3:04:55 AM
SHARPorg: RT @adamghooks: CAN YOU FEEL THE #SHARP15 LOVE TONIGHT
https://t.co/7RhbGm0VQd
7/10/2015 3:05:00 AM
m_shoude: Looking forward to tomorrow's keynote by @AnthonyGlinoer, «Les
imaginaires du livre, de l'écrivain et de l'éditeur» #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:10:33 AM
sim1303: RT @CitizenWald: yes, thanks to @roaringgirle @Schofield1616 @iangadd
Great panel—model of @SHARPorg experience #SHARP15 https://t.co/FVftJ…
7/10/2015 3:18:23 AM
sim1303: RT @ProfessorG: Superb panel #sharp15 with @iangadd on dog-ear corners
@roaringgirle on readers' replacement pages and @Schofield1616 on he…
7/10/2015 3:19:44 AM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: NOUS SOMMES ARRIVÉES!!!!!! pour @sharpicecream
#sharp15 http://t.co/tTTFfHqpQl
7/10/2015 3:22:52 AM
sharpicecream: @Marie_LSJ @sim1303 Cool down/Cool-toi Justin. #sharp15

7/10/2015 3:23:04 AM
sim1303: @jotis13 our brains are trained to focus on relatively obvious. hard to focus
on things like stitching holes, dog ears, etc. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:25:15 AM
sharpicecream: Cool down Simon. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:27:31 AM
sim1303: RT @CitizenWald: .@roaringgirle shows us BLVRT Master-Constable Or the
Spaniards Night-Walke.They just don't come up w good titles like tha…
7/10/2015 3:28:44 AM
sim1303: @CitizenWald @Marie_LSJ yes, sorry this evening couldn't bring together
more folks. we had pizza and of course @sharpicecream! #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:30:25 AM
sharpicecream: @Marie_LSJ Ouais. Non. Yeah. No. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:32:20 AM
sim1303: @bevilacq @Laura_Estill true! never thought about it but a cypher can either
seem empty... or be overfull. #samesamebutdifferent #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:34:00 AM
sharpicecream: I have broken into #sharptowers #sharp15 http://t.co/imsnGH2sNi
7/10/2015 3:34:49 AM
sim1303: @EpistolaryBrown was it a plague? or a pox? was it a cheetah or a fox? spotty
hands = creepy, dude. keep em plain, don't be rude. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:36:26 AM
sharpicecream: @sim1303 @bevilacq @Laura_Estill I am a cypher. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:37:21 AM
gbarnhisel: reminding us all of the inevitable introduction of error in the process of
transmission #sharp15 https://t.co/6CxzTimKab
7/10/2015 3:40:59 AM
sim1303: #ICYMI, chaired best panel of conf today w @schofield1616 @roaringgirle and
@iangadd. packed house, solid slides, great Q&A. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:42:39 AM
sharpicecream: @Marie_LSJ @roaringgirle @bookhistories BIENVENUE. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:42:55 AM
sharpicecream: C'est l'heure de/it's the time for GELATO AL LIMON
http://t.co/VeExoiDHPN #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:44:03 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: C'est l'heure de/it's the time for GELATO AL LIMON
http://t.co/VeExoiDHPN #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:46:54 AM
AnthonyGlinoer: RT @m_shoude: Looking forward to tomorrow's keynote by
@AnthonyGlinoer, «Les imaginaires du livre, de l'écrivain et de l'éditeur» #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:52:45 AM

ahomsher: RT @adamghooks: CAN YOU FEEL THE #SHARP15 LOVE TONIGHT
https://t.co/7RhbGm0VQd
7/10/2015 3:56:40 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: I have broken into #sharptowers #sharp15
http://t.co/imsnGH2sNi
7/10/2015 4:03:33 AM
SHARPorg: RT @traviseross: So much speculation about the identity of the
pseudonymous @sharpicecream tonight and @ILoveCopyright isn't being forthcom…
7/10/2015 4:17:21 AM
ahomsher: RT @ProfessorG: Superb panel #sharp15 with @iangadd on dog-ear corners
@roaringgirle on readers' replacement pages and @Schofield1616 on he…
7/10/2015 4:28:12 AM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: #ICYMI, chaired best panel of conf today w @schofield1616
@roaringgirle and @iangadd. packed house, solid slides, great Q&A. #…
7/10/2015 4:28:13 AM
sharpicecream: BONNE NUIT tout le monde/Night all. Keep it cool/Restez cool.
#sharp15
7/10/2015 4:40:45 AM
CitizenWald: RT @sharpicecream: BONNE NUIT tout le monde/Night all. Keep it
cool/Restez cool. #sharp15
7/10/2015 4:48:28 AM
rebeccaromney: RT @A_Skyrme: Sellie: one licence found "if you steal this i'll seriously
kill you." (best. copyright. statement. ever) #sharp15
7/10/2015 4:51:55 AM
4NJHQ: RT @A_Skyrme: Sellie: one licence found "if you steal this i'll seriously kill you."
(best. copyright. statement. ever) #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:04:24 AM
boer0107: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/10/2015 5:24:33 AM
ellanbethia: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/IhEp12mdg1 #history
7/10/2015 7:10:24 AM
AcBookFuture: RT @ILoveCopyright: Very excited about the @AcBookFuture roundtable
with @nickpublisher @ClaireSquires @AlexisWeedon #SHARP15 http://t.co/w…
7/10/2015 7:21:15 AM
AcBookFuture: RT @ILoveCopyright: .@nickpublisher: @AcBookFuture Starting point:
what do scholars want? #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:21:24 AM
AcBookFuture: RT @ILoveCopyright: SM: Open access models would reduce profits by
50% #sharp15 cc @AcBookFuture
7/10/2015 7:21:38 AM
AcBookFuture: RT @ILoveCopyright: .@ClaireSquires Predatory publishers: symptom,
not cause #sharp15 @AcBookFuture

7/10/2015 7:23:19 AM
AcBookFuture: RT @ILoveCopyright: .@ClaireSquires @AcBookFuture Naive, or
emerging, scholars want an outlet for their work and have career expectations a…
7/10/2015 7:23:36 AM
AcBookFuture: RT @ILoveCopyright: Cultural value shift that has to happen to support
new scholars and business models: monograph cannot be the be all #sh…
7/10/2015 7:23:44 AM
AcBookFuture: RT @ILoveCopyright: Public engagement - writing a trade book:
http://t.co/ZXCzVMbnU8 #sharp15 @AcBookFuture
7/10/2015 7:23:54 AM
AcBookFuture: RT @nickpublisher: Publishing history of Limits of Growth 1972 shows
success of popular and academic eds #sharp15 @AcBookFuture
7/10/2015 7:25:36 AM
AcBookFuture: RT @nickpublisher: Structure of sci info from 1979 tracing through to
genres #sharp15 @AcBookFuture http://t.co/Lms8unKbuo
7/10/2015 7:26:34 AM
AcBookFuture: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/10/2015 7:27:42 AM
AcBookFuture: RT @StevieLMarsden: And we're off! Those at #sharp15 might find
today's conf. of interest! You can follow at #booksnewmedia http://t.co/Itq…
7/10/2015 7:28:08 AM
avoaltd: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs launched
a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/10/2015 10:36:24 AM
roaringgirle: did you see henning hansen's great lightning talk on 19c swedish readers
yesterday? good news: he's now on twitter @bookhistories! #sharp15
7/10/2015 10:40:15 AM
mollyhardy: RT @roaringgirle: did you see henning hansen's great lightning talk on 19c
swedish readers yesterday? good news: he's now on twitter @bookh…
7/10/2015 10:45:44 AM
maxinebranagh: RT @roaringgirle: did you see henning hansen's great lightning talk on
19c swedish readers yesterday? good news: he's now on twitter @bookh…
7/10/2015 11:13:45 AM
Finny_stitch: Up bright & early for another day at #sharp15
7/10/2015 11:18:11 AM
Finny_stitch: I'm excited to be giving my paper at 8.30 this morning in #s7f, where I'll
be talking about sewing and the life cycle of the book #sharp15
7/10/2015 11:19:53 AM
maxinebranagh: RT @Finny_stitch: I'm excited to be giving my paper at 8.30 this
morning in #s7f, where I'll be talking about sewing and the life cycle of …
7/10/2015 11:24:44 AM

cstahmer: RT @mollyhardy: @nzsydney @CherylSearch I thought #SHARP15 was a
#DH summit? ;) Also check out #s8c on some excellent #DH / #BH work w @cst…
7/10/2015 11:29:06 AM
Marie_LSJ: @maxinebranagh @Finny_stitch And don't forget peeps that it's at McGill
this morning! https://t.co/9bUltLaq7a #sharp15
7/10/2015 11:29:15 AM
maxinebranagh: RT @Marie_LSJ: @maxinebranagh @Finny_stitch And don't forget
peeps that it's at McGill this morning! https://t.co/9bUltLaq7a #sharp15
7/10/2015 11:29:58 AM
Marie_LSJ: @cstahmer @mollyhardy @EpistolaryBrown The main bibliographic source
for Victorian books is Troy Bassett's http://t.co/SrnmdkPykA #sharp15
7/10/2015 11:36:36 AM
Emnk: RT @KatieMcGettigan: @keenera dictionary technologies could be used to
canonise poet as in 'the hard words of Chaucer explained' (1598) #sh…
7/10/2015 11:38:17 AM
Emnk: RT @mollyhardy: .@Marie_LSJ @EpistolaryBrown Curated crowdsourcing of
catalog records is feature of ESTC redesign https://t.co/WQIDyPeKq8 #…
7/10/2015 11:39:22 AM
digitalpigeons: En route to #McGill for the final day of #sharp15 Sherbrooke was
stellar, but it's nice to come home for the last stretch!
7/10/2015 11:41:58 AM
keenera: "American Psycho" scene ("Oh my god -- it even has a watermark") for
@sim1303 @JohnHPollack1 @roaringgirle https://t.co/H38MJoaDwS #sharp15
7/10/2015 11:56:56 AM
Finny_stitch: Ever wondered why a pair of embroidered gloves shld change the way we
do book history? I'll be talking abt this & more this morning #sharp15
7/10/2015 11:58:05 AM
Marie_LSJ: Apologies in advance @Finny_stitch if I come in late to your presentation
#prayingfornoBIXIparkingproblems #sharp15
7/10/2015 11:58:07 AM
Mikael_Alm: RT @roaringgirle: did you see henning hansen's great lightning talk on 19c
swedish readers yesterday? good news: he's now on twitter @bookh…
7/10/2015 11:58:56 AM
Mikael_Alm: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/10/2015 11:59:52 AM
Mikael_Alm: RT @Finny_stitch: More details about the project, 'Translation and the
Making of Early Modern Print Culture (1473-1660) here http://t.co/U…
7/10/2015 12:00:09 PM
tully_barnett: RT @SLevelt: "If the Page satisfie not, inquire in the Margine" #sharp15
https://t.co/RElwTwlZdn http://t.co/2mYzLj5Bch
7/10/2015 12:00:26 PM
digitalpigeons: @Laura_Estill The ride in was dull & boring. Obvious what wasn't quite
right. You'll be missed! #sharp15

7/10/2015 12:01:29 PM
ILoveCopyright: @sharpicecream @traviseross J'espère que oui #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:03:08 PM
mollyhardy: Is it wrong to say that I sort of love the fact that the McGill classrooms
smell faintly of cigarette smoke? #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:05:11 PM
BrechtdeGroote: RT @Marie_LSJ: .@NoraSlonimsky's incendiary ending: copyright and
censorship are both means of regulating communication #sessionA #sharp15 …
7/10/2015 12:08:45 PM
SHARPorg: RT @Finny_stitch: I'm excited to be giving my paper at 8.30 this morning in
#s7f, where I'll be talking about sewing and the life cycle of …
7/10/2015 12:14:13 PM
superHH: Last day of #sharp15 attending #s7f on the renewal of books and book
history. Now, I wish there were some AC! So hot in the classroom.
7/10/2015 12:17:14 PM
superHH: First will be @Finny_stich on sewing and the life-cycle of the book in modern
England. #sharp15 #s7f I feel this is the perfect way to start
7/10/2015 12:20:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Made it to McGill, made it to the Internet: prepping for session on
Analyzing early modern databases #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:20:07 PM
digitalpigeons: @mollyhardy No, I think it's very romantic #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:20:15 PM
jotis13: Very old-school classroom for the last day of #sharp15... my wooden seat folds
down! Getting ready for early modern books & databases #s7a
7/10/2015 12:21:22 PM
superHH: First will be @Finny_stitch on sewing and the life-cycle of the book in modern
England. #sharp15 #s7f perfect way to start
7/10/2015 12:21:27 PM
superHH: Clearly, it is way too early and I need to check my spelling for twitter handles.
#sharp15
7/10/2015 12:22:36 PM
conversiontales: RT @Finny_stitch: Ever wondered why a pair of embroidered gloves
shld change the way we do book history? I'll be talking abt this & more th…
7/10/2015 12:27:21 PM
roaringgirle: at #s7f: "the renewal of books and book history," featuring @Finny_stitch
on sewing and the "life-cycle of the book." #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:27:43 PM
roaringgirle: RT @Finny_stitch: Ever wondered why a pair of embroidered gloves shld
change the way we do book history? I'll be talking abt this & more th…
7/10/2015 12:27:56 PM
A_Skyrme: Good morning everyone! Now, The Evolution of Publishing in TwentiethCentury Canada and Quebec #sharp15 #s7e

7/10/2015 12:28:12 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Finny_stitch: Ever wondered why a pair of embroidered gloves shld
change the way we do book history? I'll be talking abt this & more th…
7/10/2015 12:29:07 PM
roaringgirle: PSA: SHARPists can find EXCELLENT coffee at THE HUMBLE LION, located
just across the street from mcgill (on sherbrooke st). #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:29:07 PM
A_Skyrme: First up Pierre Hébert, “Louis Dantin, imprimeur clandestin” #sharp15 #s72
7/10/2015 12:29:44 PM
jotis13: First up, Paul Dijstelberge, Shaping the Mind of Renaissance Man #sharp15
#s7a
7/10/2015 12:31:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: First up this morning, Paul Dijstelberge on "Shaping the Mind of
Renaissance Man" #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:31:03 PM
CitizenWald: @CitizenWald: A little labor #history before we get back to #book history
here at #SHARP15 #WWII http://t.co/gIuNCE0nlT
7/10/2015 12:31:19 PM
digitalpigeons: Impressive Friday 8:30 turn out for The Renewal of Books and Book
History session at #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:31:20 PM
rachellynchase: RT @Finny_stitch: Ever wondered why a pair of embroidered gloves
shld change the way we do book history? I'll be talking abt this & more th…
7/10/2015 12:31:40 PM
roaringgirle: we are at @McGillU for today's #sharp15 panels. a little warmer than
yesterday!
7/10/2015 12:31:44 PM
mazarines: Confirmed! MT @roaringgirle: PSA: SHARPists can find EXCELLENT coffee at
THE HUMBLE LION, just across Sherbrooke Ouest from mcgill #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:31:53 PM
nickpublisher: RT @roaringgirle: we are at @McGillU for today's #sharp15 panels. a
little warmer than yesterday!
7/10/2015 12:32:39 PM
ILoveCopyright: @A_Skyrme Very sad to miss this! #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:32:47 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Kicking off final day of #sharp15 at #s7c on African American
publishing histories
7/10/2015 12:32:53 PM
roaringgirle: hey, @keenera, @Finny_stitch opens her paper with a dialogue in a
language learning book about "sewing together" a book. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:32:55 PM
CritRikk: final day of #sharp15 7a Analyzing Early Modern Books with Databases
Redécouvrir les livres anciens grâce aux bases de données

7/10/2015 12:33:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Dijestelberge is describing not all readers, but "The happy few" who
read the books he's interested in #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:33:22 PM
superHH: .@Finny_stitch #sharp15 #s7f how did stitch work find its way into making
and remaking of the early modern book?
7/10/2015 12:33:40 PM
roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch is interested in how stitch-craft & fabric work finds way into
the making, unmaking, and remaking of books. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:33:41 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Starting with @mroyup13 on the 'Regenerations of Charles Ball'
#sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 12:33:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: http://t.co/idmc32zIgJ http://t.co/Xs2Fg61wq8 -- some references
from #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:33:56 PM
roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch: we have to take sewing seriously in our studies of how
books were made and remade. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:34:10 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Paul Dijstelberge, “Shaping the Mind of Renaissance Man”,
working on a db for 200,000 records to be finished in 4 years
7/10/2015 12:34:24 PM
bevilacq: Switching from #BB17 back to #sharp15 for panel #s7c on Af-Am publishing
histories
7/10/2015 12:34:32 PM
Beth_driscoll: Today is a GREAT day for @sharpicecream #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:34:38 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: http://t.co/idmc32zIgJ http://t.co/Xs2Fg61wq8 -- some
references from #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:34:38 PM
CherylSearch: This morning I want to hear every single paper in the first session of
#sharp15.every. single. one. Sign of a great conference!
7/10/2015 12:34:51 PM
roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch has studied several 100 examples of embroidered bindings.
more widespread than originally thought. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:34:53 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: http://t.co/idmc32zIgJ http://t.co/Xs2Fg61wq8 -- some
references from #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:34:53 PM
McGillU: RT @McGillLib: Welcome, bienvenue to #McGill #SHARP15 attendees! Enjoy
our exhibit Across the Channel. http://t.co/dlzf5bdwlW http://t.co/u…
7/10/2015 12:34:58 PM

EpistolaryBrown: Databases are dynamic works in progress, both form and content;
metabotnik is 2000 images combined into one #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:35:20 PM
superHH: .@Finny_stitch #sharp15 #s7f women have the needle, men own the book.
7/10/2015 12:35:24 PM
conversiontales: RT @roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch is interested in how stitch-craft &
fabric work finds way into the making, unmaking, and remaking of books…
7/10/2015 12:35:26 PM
mazarines: Stitch-craft & fabric work in the making, remaking, & translation of the early
modern book—@Finny_stitch #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:35:35 PM
roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch suggests that men might have stitched some of these
bindings?? at least, they contain traces of male readers. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:35:53 PM
CherylSearch: Roy: "Charles Ball dispossessed of his own narrative" over time even as
it circulated more widely. #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:35:54 PM
jotis13: Dijstelberge: "a book is a city where ideas live" #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 12:35:58 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Dijstelberge: metabotnik, example: 2000 images, combined
into one, endless zooming; recombinations suggested
7/10/2015 12:36:08 PM
M_Labrecque: RT @McGillLib: Welcome, bienvenue to #McGill #SHARP15 attendees!
Enjoy our exhibit Across the Channel. http://t.co/dlzf5bdwlW http://t.co/u…
7/10/2015 12:36:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Mechanization of Paratext: Book is a city of ideas, with streets,
houses, landmarks and signs #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:36:13 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@mroyup13 argues Charles Ball became dispossessed of his
narrative as it became more widely accessible to American audiences #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 12:36:14 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @CherylSearch: This morning I want to hear every single paper in
the first session of #sharp15.every. single. one. Sign of a great conf…
7/10/2015 12:36:39 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Dijstelberge: today: mechanization of paratext: book is a city
of ideas, streets, etc.
7/10/2015 12:36:42 PM
roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch: some books with embroidered bindings also feature
multicolored thread bookmarks. (they are beautiful!) #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:36:42 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Databases are dynamic works in progress, both form
and content; metabotnik is 2000 images combined into one #s7a #SHA…

7/10/2015 12:36:49 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Mechanization of Paratext: Book is a city of ideas, with
streets, houses, landmarks and signs #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:36:51 PM
rachellynchase: @Finny_stitch shows beautiful embroidered covers and bookmarks in
discussing needle's place in book history #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:37:08 PM
jotis13: Dijstelberge is showing a beauitful GIS mapping of 15th c. printers, publishers
and their locations throughout Europe #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 12:37:13 PM
mazarines: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Mechanization of Paratext: Book is a city of ideas,
with streets, houses, landmarks and signs #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:37:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Contexting teh Printed World, 1450-1500, geographic display of
incunabular printers #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:37:42 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Dijstelberge: image: geocontexting the printed world, 14501500 (map w/pins for printers and publishers)
7/10/2015 12:37:46 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@mroyup13 showing that Ball's amanuensis supported giving Texas
to African Americans. Not a mainstream abolitionist #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 12:38:07 PM
roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch: shows "knot marginalia" in folger STC 18027a.
(@jefftoddknight spoke about this in #biblioshax at #shakeass15) #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:38:16 PM
roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch: how did books and material texts become part of sewing
practices? #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:39:00 PM
superHH: .@Finny_stitch #sharp15 #s7f paper, pages of books are recycled/used in
textile.
7/10/2015 12:39:25 PM
lesliehowsam: .@Finny_stitch Shows slide of poem worrying about king's shirt going in
the vat to make vulgar paper, and vice versa. #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:39:33 PM
MrSidetable: Herbly: antiquarian came to be seen as too emotionally attached to his
scholarship #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:39:39 PM
mazarines: Awareness of fabric content of early modern paper. A king's shirt could turn
to rag, a pauper's shirt to paper royale—@Finny_stitch #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:39:39 PM
roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch: BOBBINS! one way that paper was repurposed as a
"needlework accessory." #s7f #sharp15

7/10/2015 12:39:44 PM
superHH: @roaringgirle I could look at these beautiful books all day. #sharp15 #s7f
7/10/2015 12:40:19 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @jotis13: Dijstelberge: "a book is a city where ideas live" #sharp15
#s7a
7/10/2015 12:40:44 PM
conversiontales: RT @rachellynchase: @Finny_stitch shows beautiful embroidered
covers and bookmarks in discussing needle's place in book history #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:40:51 PM
roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch: suitability of paper for sewing purposes: "a Bottom to thy
Silke, or a saftie to thy Seame." #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:40:55 PM
bevilacq: .@mroyup13 showing how Charles Ball's slave narrative gets neutralized by
his amanuensis, Isaac Fisher #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 12:40:58 PM
MrSidetable: Herbly: antiquarians practitioners of an obsolete science--affect
characterized by enthusiasm & deep attachment #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:41:04 PM
nzsydney: RT @lesliehowsam: .@Finny_stitch Shows slide of poem worrying about
king's shirt going in the vat to make vulgar paper, and vice versa. #sh…
7/10/2015 12:41:09 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @MrSidetable: Herbly: antiquarian came to be seen as too
emotionally attached to his scholarship #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:41:25 PM
iPolitikon: RT @McGillLib: Welcome, bienvenue to #McGill #SHARP15 attendees! Enjoy
our exhibit Across the Channel. http://t.co/dlzf5bdwlW http://t.co/u…
7/10/2015 12:41:30 PM
rachellynchase: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Mechanization of Paratext: Book is a city of
ideas, with streets, houses, landmarks and signs #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:41:32 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@mroyup13 uses detailed discussion of editing to show differences
between narratives we usually place in a homogeneous genre #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 12:41:33 PM
MrSidetable: Herbly: Yes--crucial importance of the object, the artifact, for the early
antiquarian #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:42:20 PM
roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch: gascoigne describes repurposing of paper for sewing.
paper preserves sewing ("safe grade for your sampler"). #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:42:47 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch: some books with embroidered
bindings also feature multicolored thread bookmarks. (they are beautiful!) #s…
7/10/2015 12:42:51 PM

EpistolaryBrown: Incunabular "do it yourself" manuscripts: the addition of initials,
marginalia, apparatuses #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:42:55 PM
jotis13: Dijstelberge: paratexts could be added by professionals, but more often added
by the owner of the book him (or her!) self #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 12:43:10 PM
mazarines: Ink & thread flow into & out of each other, the written & the wrought.
—@Finny_stitch #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:43:22 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Dijstelberge: incunabla, examples of non-professional editions,
made by owners or readers
7/10/2015 12:43:23 PM
MrSidetable: Herbly: scholarly erudition is redefined as deep knowledge of an object's
context, not simply detailed knowledge of object itself #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:44:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Looking at the filling-in of decorated initials: no need for professional
rubricators, but might be professional or amateur #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:44:28 PM
roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch: "swatches of cloth could inflect acts of reading, swatches
of paper could infect acts of sewing." #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:44:42 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@mroyup13 shows culture of reprinting brought Ball's narrative to
attention of abolitionists. Not original target audience #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 12:44:47 PM
nzsydney: RT @mazarines: Ink & thread flow into & out of each other, the written & the
wrought. —@Finny_stitch #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:44:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Dijstelberge: Tracing movement from manicule to printer's fist #s7a
#SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:44:54 PM
rachellynchase: RT @mazarines: Ink & thread flow into & out of each other, the written
& the wrought. —@Finny_stitch #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:45:12 PM
digitalpigeons: @Finny_stitch reminds me that cutting up texts was an accepted
cultural practice for Early Modern readers - sign of active reader #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:45:13 PM
Beth_driscoll: Antiquarian as a transitional figure between amateur and professional
Herbly #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:45:35 PM
MrSidetable: @AmAntiquarian session #s7b is underway in Room 20. Don't be afraid of
the basement! #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:45:56 PM
nzsydney: RT @roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch: "swatches of cloth could inflect acts of
reading, swatches of paper could infect acts of sewing." #s7f #…

7/10/2015 12:46:02 PM
rachellynchase: RT @roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch: "swatches of cloth could inflect acts
of reading, swatches of paper could infect acts of sewing." #s7f #…
7/10/2015 12:46:21 PM
conversiontales: RT @roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch: "swatches of cloth could inflect acts
of reading, swatches of paper could infect acts of sewing." #s7f #…
7/10/2015 12:46:32 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a the dangers of tweeting far outside ones specialties... we are
looking at decorations as amateur or professionally made
7/10/2015 12:46:34 PM
Marie_LSJ: @ResearchEx I quit the dissertation, started freelancing as a translator, and
continue to do research and present in conferences... #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:46:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Dijstelberge: E is for Erasmus: the only author to be made into a
historiated initial #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:46:35 PM
conversiontales: RT @mazarines: Ink & thread flow into & out of each other, the
written & the wrought. —@Finny_stitch #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:46:45 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@mroyup13 Ball's narrative repackaged with frontispiece that
mirrors Wedgwood's medallion. Symbolically removed his agency #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 12:47:06 PM
Beth_driscoll: Herbly: antiquarianism opens up possibilities for affective ways of
knowing #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:47:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "Printers start to use more sophisticated signposts, Publishers start to
employ editors" #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:47:15 PM
roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch: text gave structure to textiles / textiles offered metaphors
to describe texts. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:47:16 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Dijstelberge points out that printers start to use more
sophisticated decorations (signposts), employ editors, readers trained
7/10/2015 12:47:19 PM
MrSidetable: Herbly: antiquarianism = amateurism, outside regimes of professional
scholarship #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:47:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "Readers start to follow prefabricated signposts" #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:47:26 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: "Readers start to follow prefabricated signposts" #s7a
#SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:47:34 PM

CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: "Printers start to use more sophisticated signposts,
Publishers start to employ editors" #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:47:36 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Dijstelberge: E is for Erasmus: the only author to be
made into a historiated initial #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:47:39 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Dijstelberge: Tracing movement from manicule to
printer's fist #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:47:43 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Looking at the filling-in of decorated initials: no need for
professional rubricators, but might be professional or am…
7/10/2015 12:47:48 PM
SLevelt: I've used the term myself for certain premodern historians,but how do we
define "amateur" in this context? #sharp15 https://t.co/wTuq3JGeEv
7/10/2015 12:47:52 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @digitalpigeons: @Finny_stitch reminds me that cutting up texts was
an accepted cultural practice for Early Modern readers - sign of act…
7/10/2015 12:47:56 PM
SLevelt: RT @Beth_driscoll: Herbly: antiquarianism opens up possibilities for affective
ways of knowing #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:48:22 PM
jotis13: Dijstelberge argues reader changed from someone who makes his own
signposts to someone following signposts printed in texts #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 12:48:25 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Dijstelberge: reader changes from someone who made their
own signpost (annotat) to following the "trail" presented by others
7/10/2015 12:48:28 PM
bevilacq: .@mroyup13: generic image of a slave on frontispiece "subsumes", "muffles"
Charles Ball from his own narrative #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 12:48:42 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@mroyup13 ironically abolitionists amended Ball's narrative in the
name of veracity and authenticity. Shows racial prejudice #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 12:48:48 PM
superHH: .@Finny_stitch #sharp15 #s7f “gloves disintegrate into paper before our
eyes”. Fascinating.
7/10/2015 12:49:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Dijstelberge is arguing that printers began inserting signs to mark
important passages in response to readerly demands #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:49:20 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Dijstelberge: as printing becomes publishing
(professionalized), some use of woodcuts w/img of author kneeling before patron
7/10/2015 12:49:24 PM
roaringgirle: @Finny_stitch's talk reminds me of how experiencing beaumont&fletcher's
plays were described: winding thread around "bottom." #s7f #sharp15

7/10/2015 12:49:34 PM
jotis13: @EpistolaryBrown sort of like the early modern version of Cliff Notes? ;)
#sharp15
7/10/2015 12:49:44 PM
conversiontales: RT @superHH: .@Finny_stitch #sharp15 #s7f “gloves disintegrate
into paper before our eyes”. Fascinating.
7/10/2015 12:49:46 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @superHH: .@Finny_stitch #sharp15 #s7f “gloves disintegrate
into paper before our eyes”. Fascinating.
7/10/2015 12:50:06 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Dijstelberge is arguing that printers began inserting
signs to mark important passages in response to readerly demands…
7/10/2015 12:50:10 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @superHH @Finny_stitch that paper sounds wonderful! Thanks for
tweeting it. #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:50:31 PM
jotis13: ...I want a Hadron Collider for the Humanities! #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 12:50:34 PM
bevilacq: Fascinating to hear about the editorial violence performed by abolitionist
publishers against authors of slave narratives #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 12:50:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "To understand texts you have to understand typography, the
circumstances and the technical possibilities of the age" #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:50:45 PM
roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch: textile practices offer rich sites for book historical study.
can recover more book literacies by paying attn. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:50:53 PM
rachellynchase: RT @superHH: .@Finny_stitch #sharp15 #s7f “gloves disintegrate into
paper before our eyes”. Fascinating.
7/10/2015 12:51:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Dijstelberge is arguing "towards a Hadron Collider for the
Humanities" #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:51:14 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Dijstelberge details reveal historical truth; research of details
using modern digital tools and data (easier) than before
7/10/2015 12:51:18 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: "To understand texts you have to understand
typography, the circumstances and the technical possibilities of the age" …
7/10/2015 12:51:32 PM
Marie_LSJ: As you can see, @Finny_stitch's talk was not only beautifully illustrated but
also beautifully written #s7f #sharp15 https://t.co/uL7cQxcikn
7/10/2015 12:51:36 PM

EpistolaryBrown: Hinman Collator to Hadron Collider #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:51:58 PM
SLevelt: RT @bevilacq: Fascinating to hear about the editorial violence performed by
abolitionist publishers against authors of slave narratives #sh…
7/10/2015 12:51:59 PM
roaringgirle: what a fascinating paper, @Finny_stitch! thank you! #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:52:03 PM
superHH: Now Steven Carl Smith on “Print culture and the politics of history in the early
American republic” #sharp15 #s7f
7/10/2015 12:52:08 PM
SLevelt: RT @roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch: textile practices offer rich sites for book
historical study. can recover more book literacies by paying …
7/10/2015 12:52:14 PM
Beth_driscoll: @SLevelt tweeting outside my area but I think it’s to do with affective
love of the object, not cool professional knowledge #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:52:16 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Hinman Collator to Hadron Collider #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:52:18 PM
conversiontales: RT @Marie_LSJ: As you can see, @Finny_stitch's talk was not only
beautifully illustrated but also beautifully written #s7f #sharp15 https:/…
7/10/2015 12:52:24 PM
MrSidetable: Too many good Americanist panels going on at the same time this
morning--thanks to everyone for tweeting all the other sessions! #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:52:41 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@mroyup13 3rd publication by R Dayton removes Ball's name
entirely from the narrative! Made fake claims for need for secrecy #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 12:52:42 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a spkr2: Jean-François Vallée, William Kemp, “The Structure of
Bibliographic Revolutions: The Case of SixteenthCentury Lyons”
7/10/2015 12:52:45 PM
jotis13: Next up, Jean-Francois Vallee and William Kemp on the structure of
bibliographical revolutions in 16th c. Lyons #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 12:52:47 PM
digitalpigeons: @Finny_stitch brilliantly argues for the formative force of the needle on
Early Modern work at #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:52:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: Next up, Jean-Francois Vallee and William Kemp on the
structure of bibliographical revolutions in 16th c. Lyons #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 12:52:57 PM
rachellynchase: Steven Smith on print culture and politics of history in early American
republic #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:53:23 PM

EpistolaryBrown: William Kemp and Jean-François Vallée: Structures of Bibliographic
Revolutions #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:53:32 PM
roaringgirle: up now, steven smith on print culture in the early american republic. #s7f
#sharp15
7/10/2015 12:53:43 PM
lesliehowsam: Next up Steven Smith on history in early am print culture. My stuff!
#sharp15
7/10/2015 12:54:06 PM
conversiontales: RT @digitalpigeons: @Finny_stitch brilliantly argues for the formative
force of the needle on Early Modern work at #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:54:07 PM
NoraSlonimsky: very excited for @StevenCarlSmith talk on early national need for
history #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:54:11 PM
Beth_driscoll: Old books in the hands of new readers is regeneration DiCurcio #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:54:13 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Vallee: revolution of bibliographical research thanks to growing
# of databases
7/10/2015 12:54:23 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "The previous paradigm of index cards" seems "prehistoric" to
younger scholars #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:54:29 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: "The previous paradigm of index cards" seems
"prehistoric" to younger scholars #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:54:38 PM
jotis13: Vallée/Kemp: few deny the advantages of new databases over old card catalogs
#sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 12:54:44 PM
NoraSlonimsky: RT @MrSidetable: Too many good Americanist panels going on at the
same time this morning--thanks to everyone for tweeting all the other ses…
7/10/2015 12:54:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Are the card catalogs "prehistoric" or fetishized by younger book
history scholars? Discuss #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:54:48 PM
SLevelt: @Beth_driscoll such a fascinating issue - arguably, by that standard, all
premodern historiography, and most modern, is amateur! #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:54:50 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s7f Smith: subscription text, here by William Gordon, breaking
gender and regional boundaries. Also, not just for an elite.
7/10/2015 12:54:51 PM
MrSidetable: Now up, Lindsay DiCuirci on old books and Washington Irving #s7b
#sharp15

7/10/2015 12:55:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Paper media is a "restrictive access mode" for discovering books
#s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:55:21 PM
amndw2: Really enjoyed @Finny_stitch's talk on needlework and paper as an
underinvestigated area for book history. Fiber arts FTW! #sharp15 #s7f
7/10/2015 12:55:27 PM
roaringgirle: i've worked a bit on the development of this metaphor here:
http://t.co/070nAC3rju (login req) #s7f #sharp15 @Finny_stitch
7/10/2015 12:55:28 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Paper media is a "restrictive access mode" for
discovering books #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:55:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Ennumerative bibliography as a precursor to dynamic databases
#s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:55:32 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Are the card catalogs "prehistoric" or fetishized by
younger book history scholars? Discuss #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:55:34 PM
CherylSearch: Roy: effort to make Ball's narrative "more like a novel" made "50 Years
in Chains" quite different from "Slavery in the U.S." #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:55:48 PM
nzsydney: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Are the card catalogs "prehistoric" or fetishized by
younger book history scholars? Discuss #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:55:48 PM
jotis13: Vallée/Kemp: dynamic databases offer more ways to access information,
constantly modifiable #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 12:55:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Contemporary bibliographic databases give direct access to many
facsimiles, surrogates for materials #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:56:04 PM
conversiontales: RT @amndw2: Really enjoyed @Finny_stitch's talk on needlework and
paper as an underinvestigated area for book history. Fiber arts FTW! #sha…
7/10/2015 12:56:14 PM
KatieMcGettigan: .@mroyup13 audience for Balls narrative reached ever wider
audiences, but reprints left only "distant echoes" of Ball's voice #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 12:56:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The Incunabula short title catalogue as the "granddad" of digital
enumerative bibliographies #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:57:02 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Vallee: a few examples of databases on EM sources:
Incunabula short title catalogue (ISTC), offers more direct access

7/10/2015 12:57:11 PM
superHH: There is so much information packed into a 19th C book cover. Very useful for
book historian ;-) #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:57:19 PM
CritRikk: RT @superHH: There is so much information packed into a 19th C book cover.
Very useful for book historian ;-) #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:57:29 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The Incunabula short title catalogue as the "granddad"
of digital enumerative bibliographies #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:57:34 PM
Marie_LSJ: Steven Carl Smith: studying the subscription campaign for William Gordon's
History of the USA (NYC, 1801) #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:57:35 PM
helenrvincent: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The Incunabula short title catalogue as the
"granddad" of digital enumerative bibliographies #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:57:40 PM
MrSidetable: DiCuirci: critics of Irving don't situate his antiquarian stories in the
physical space of the archive itself #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:57:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The USTC is the more recent and more ambitious "offspring" of
bibliographic databases #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:57:45 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Next Claire Parfait 'Advertising Joseph T. Wilson's "The Black
Phalanx" (1888)' #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 12:57:51 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The USTC is the more recent and more ambitious
"offspring" of bibliographic databases #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:57:55 PM
jotis13: Vallée/Kemp: Universal Short Title Catalog is the go-to example of current
bibliographical projects #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 12:58:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Can we talk at some point about the images that accompany records
in the USTC? #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:58:34 PM
roaringgirle: .@StevenCarlSmith: history for early historians of america was as much a
political tool as it was a story to tell. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:58:39 PM
MrSidetable: Levi Woodbury, 1843: books are "mummies of the mind" #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:58:44 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: .@StevenCarlSmith: history for early historians of america
was as much a political tool as it was a story to tell. #s7f #…
7/10/2015 12:58:49 PM

CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Can we talk at some point about the images that
accompany records in the USTC? #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:58:57 PM
digitalpigeons: Steven Carl Smith argues William Gordon's work shaped national
identity and help make national reading public in Early Am. Republic #sharp15
7/10/2015 12:58:59 PM
EpistolaryBrown: One can also find more useful, sometimes more reliable "local" tools,
often the work of one person #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:59:08 PM
jotis13: Vallée/Kemp: can also find more detailed local tools, works of highly motivated
individuals, i.e. GLN database #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 12:59:28 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Vallee: next example, GLN15 16 database (Geneva and other
cities, 15c and 16c), more than 4,000 refer to authenticated mats
7/10/2015 12:59:52 PM
MrSidetable: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The USTC is the more recent and more ambitious
"offspring" of bibliographic databases #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 12:59:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Copy-in-hand cataloging leads to different kinds of information:
images that accompany texts include things like title page! #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:00:09 PM
SLevelt: Some very exciting sessions being tweeted from #sharp15 right now - thank
you so much to all tweeters there!
7/10/2015 1:00:30 PM
jotis13: Not 1st time I've heard someone extol "copy-in-hand" cataloging... color me
idealistic, never occurred to me to do it otherwise! #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:00:38 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Parfait: Wilson: black historian who published account of black
soldiers within context of commodification of Civil War memory #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:00:39 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Vallee: db example shows a doi to digitized asset
7/10/2015 1:00:43 PM
Finny_stitch: Steven Carl Smith is now talking to us about Print Culture and the Politics
of History in the Early American Republic #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:00:46 PM
CritRikk: RT @jotis13: Not 1st time I've heard someone extol "copy-in-hand"
cataloging... color me idealistic, never occurred to me to do it otherwis…
7/10/2015 1:00:49 PM
SLevelt: RT @roaringgirle: .@StevenCarlSmith: history for early historians of america
was as much a political tool as it was a story to tell. #s7f #…
7/10/2015 1:00:51 PM
superHH: talk by @Finny_stitch made me think that women went from sewing books to
becoming part of the fabric/materiality of books + #sharp15

7/10/2015 1:01:04 PM
jotis13: RT @CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Vallee: db example shows a doi to digitized asset
7/10/2015 1:01:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Anyone in #s7a #SHARP15 catch the URL of the current smaller
database under discussion? Top bar cut off of sildes...
7/10/2015 1:01:21 PM
Marie_LSJ: USTC covers all books published between the invention of printing and the
end of 16c http://t.co/YHNP8PEeEt #sharp15 https://t.co/z5Q9JzCOo2
7/10/2015 1:01:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: the GLN? #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:01:50 PM
jotis13: Vallée/Kemp: working on 5000 editions of books from pre-1601 Lyons, a workin-progress #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 1:01:58 PM
superHH: In late 19thC bibliophile editions that used women’s skin to bind the books.
#sharp15 #s7f @Finny_stich (that was not a common practice!).
7/10/2015 1:02:00 PM
LCVSLeeds: RT @digitalpigeons: @Finny_stitch reminds me that cutting up texts was an
accepted cultural practice for Early Modern readers - sign of act…
7/10/2015 1:02:13 PM
rachellynchase: SCS: subscribing to books was a way for Americans to express
themselves politically #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:02:15 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Parfait: context erased efforts of black soldiers in Civil War. Wilson
was veteran himself and tried to combat this erasure #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:02:22 PM
bevilacq: Parfait: postbellum black historians correcting the erasure of the role of black
soldiers from other CW histories, monuments #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:02:25 PM
Finny_stitch: Smith highlights book subscription as political act - putting one's name to
something #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:02:36 PM
jotis13: Vallée/Kemp: database in progress can be accessed at https://t.co/dlUPs2sih4
#sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 1:02:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: Vallée/Kemp: database in progress can be accessed at
https://t.co/dlUPs2sih4 #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 1:02:55 PM
MrSidetable: DiCuirci: British Museum Library of Irving's day was a disorganized, poorly
maintained mess--encouraged amateur digging #s7a #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:03:15 PM
mazarines: Subscription to Gordon's History of the United States became a political tool,
toward a national imaginary.—@StevenCarlSmith #sharp15

7/10/2015 1:03:26 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Parfait: Wilson dedicated his book to white commanders whereas
fellow black historian Williams dedicated his to black soldiers #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:03:34 PM
15cBOOKTRADE: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The Incunabula short title catalogue as the
"granddad" of digital enumerative bibliographies #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:04:01 PM
SLevelt: RT @Finny_stitch: Smith highlights book subscription as political act - putting
one's name to something #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:04:03 PM
MrSidetable: DiCuirci: Belknap--antiquarian labor was itinerant, poorly paid, dirty, and
physically exhausting #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:04:29 PM
Marie_LSJ: Steven Carl Smith: ads in newspapers listing subscription agents/
subscribers' lists: readers "lending their names to a cause" #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:04:33 PM
jotis13: Vallée/Kemp: divides database into basic information and additional information
(the latter is more detailed with notes) #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 1:04:36 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Kemp: Lyon 15-16lyon16webinfo: https://t.co/cBv6WwXCIn
7/10/2015 1:04:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The Lyon database is being cross-reffed to the USTC #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:05:04 PM
digitalpigeons: Smith unpacks the publicness of the subscription trade v private
purchase - pub sub shows political act & shows political stripes #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:05:11 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Information on borders, frames #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:05:13 PM
roaringgirle: .@StevenCarlSmith: subscribing to gordon's history was a political
act—giving a name to a cause. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:05:19 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The Lyon database is being cross-reffed to the USTC
#s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:05:20 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s7f @StevenCarlSmith Looks like only 1 person in France
subscribed to Gordon’s The History, 1788. That’s a start!
7/10/2015 1:05:21 PM
Finny_stitch: Smith shows us the statistics for Atlantic distribution of Williwm Gordon's
The History 1788 #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:05:22 PM
CritRikk: RT @jotis13: Vallée/Kemp: divides database into basic information and
additional information (the latter is more detailed with notes) #shar…

7/10/2015 1:05:29 PM
CherylSearch: Parfait: Joseph Wilson's & G.W. Williams's books on black soldiers issued
by trade publishers, amid interest in Civil War history #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:05:37 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Information on borders, frames #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:05:37 PM
EpistolaryBrown: William Kemp: "I haven't looked at copies of all 20,000 examples yet,
and I'm not sure I'll get there" #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:05:45 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: William Kemp: "I haven't looked at copies of all 20,000
examples yet, and I'm not sure I'll get there" #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:06:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: One-man bibliographic operations have a few restrictions... #s7a
#SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:06:00 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @digitalpigeons: Smith unpacks the publicness of the subscription trade
v private purchase - pub sub shows political act & shows politic…
7/10/2015 1:06:01 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: One-man bibliographic operations have a few
restrictions... #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:06:10 PM
jotis13: Vallée/Kemp: implicitly describing the organic way fields added as studying
books indicates need for ways to describe new info #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 1:06:18 PM
MrSidetable: DiCuirci: Irving's G. Crayon shows the value of books past their first
printing, in different times and places #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:06:41 PM
EpistolaryBrown: the Lyon 15-16 database recently added in Possesseur, so that they
can indicate works in a collection in Seville #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:06:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Marks, Devices, Title borders and Frames: Kemp recently added in
806 printer's devices #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:07:11 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: Vallée/Kemp: implicitly describing the organic way
fields added as studying books indicates need for ways to describe new info…
7/10/2015 1:07:24 PM
EpistolaryBrown: For Gryphius alone, there are 12 devices #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:07:36 PM
nzsydney: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The Lyon database is being cross-reffed to the USTC
#s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:07:39 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Parfait: George Washington Williams history of black soldiers only
sold 2/3 of copies printed by Harpers #sharp15 #s7c

7/10/2015 1:07:40 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Marks, Devices, Title borders and Frames: Kemp recently
added in 806 printer's devices #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:07:49 PM
Beth_driscoll: “messing with the dead has consequences” OH #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:07:50 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Kemp/Vallee presentation underscores need 4
collaboration/team; 1-(wo)man research show reqs time to learn tech+ do work =slow
7/10/2015 1:07:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp pointing towards the limitations of mortality on bibliographic
adventures #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:08:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp argues for keeping the devices database as an autonomous
database, more useful for art historians #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:08:30 PM
MrSidetable: DiCuirci quotes Felski on "the busy afterlife of the literary artifact"--some
are much busier than others #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:08:33 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Kemp: even if all data well integrated, it will still be very
important to keep second DB autonomous for diff use/analysis
7/10/2015 1:08:41 PM
superHH: .@StevenCarlSmith #sharp15 #s7f looks like the ads were successful: in 1789
there are more subscribers. Not in France. You know, Revolution.
7/10/2015 1:08:50 PM
jotis13: Vallée/Kemp: benefits of integration of databases while also maintaining
individuality of each database #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 1:08:55 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Parfait: subscription publishing model for Joseph Wilson's history.
Targeted local Southern and mid West audience #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:08:56 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Kemp argues for keeping the devices database as an
autonomous database, more useful for art historians #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:09:48 PM
bevilacq: Parfait quotes Twain on difference b/w trade and subscription publishers,
bringing up the delightful curmudgeon quotient in #s7c #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:09:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Bibliographically, we see imprints as an organizing unit; but what
about organizing info by printshops? #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:09:51 PM
roaringgirle: i wish we had subscription lists for 16c-17c english books like one(s) for
gordon's history that @StevenCarlSmith describes. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:09:51 PM

CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Kemp: to encode data in separate DB can take a lot of time
(also sugg: diff table design, metadata, use of data, etc. = WORK)
7/10/2015 1:09:59 PM
MrSidetable: DiCuirci: Irving casts both authors and book collectors as
predators/scavengers #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:10:01 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Bibliographically, we see imprints as an organizing unit;
but what about organizing info by printshops? #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:10:10 PM
jotis13: RT @CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Kemp: to encode data in separate DB can take a
lot of time (also sugg: diff table design, metadata, use of data…
7/10/2015 1:10:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Organizing by print shop would link devices, images of punches,
imprints, external records #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:10:11 PM
Finny_stitch: Smith shows us detailed regional breakdown of 1789 distribution statistics
& indicates that can even trace to particular villages #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:10:11 PM
superHH: .@StevenCarlSmith #sharp15 #s7f Showing us that quantitative analysis still
has a place in historical studies.
7/10/2015 1:10:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: @Marie_LSJ He's got a database of images of printers' devices, at
806 right now #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:10:35 PM
jotis13: Vallée/Kemp: describes work as an "infinite project" - such a common problem!
Too much to do, never enough time or money #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 1:10:43 PM
nzsydney: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Bibliographically, we see imprints as an organizing
unit; but what about organizing info by printshops? #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:10:44 PM
bevilacq: Parfait shares ads looking specifically for black canvassers to sell blackauthored book #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:10:48 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: @Marie_LSJ He's got a database of images of printers'
devices, at 806 right now #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:10:58 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Organizing by print shop would link devices, images of
punches, imprints, external records #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:11:01 PM
Finny_stitch: Smith: Significant numbers of subscribers were shopkeepers, artisans and
merchants #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:11:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: My thought: But what about type shared among print shops?
Duplicate info about it? How to indicate sharing economy? #s7a #SHARP15

7/10/2015 1:11:13 PM
nzsydney: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Organizing by print shop would link devices, images of
punches, imprints, external records #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:11:14 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: My thought: But what about type shared among print
shops? Duplicate info about it? How to indicate sharing economy? #s…
7/10/2015 1:11:25 PM
CherylSearch: Parfait's comparison of Wilson's and Williams's works helping me think
thru my comparison of Merl Eppse & CG Woodson histories. #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:11:30 PM
superHH: @roaringgirle I know! I am jealous #sharp15 #s7f
7/10/2015 1:11:52 PM
CritRikk: @EpistolaryBrown #sharp15 #s7a Kemp: could this also apply to shared
woodcuts and images?
7/10/2015 1:11:58 PM
roaringgirle: .@StevenCarlSmith even has info about occupations of the subscribers to
this book (baker, blacksmith, bookbinder, brewer, &c). #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:12:00 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #7c Claire Parfait on marketing of Wilson, The Black Phalanx,
using info in Zinman Coll canvassing copy: http://t.co/7GXj5ocOUz
7/10/2015 1:12:01 PM
Finny_stitch: RT @superHH: .@StevenCarlSmith #sharp15 #s7f Showing us that
quantitative analysis still has a place in historical studies.
7/10/2015 1:12:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Vallée asks: Is database creation an "archival reflex"? #s7a
#SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:12:04 PM
bevilacq: Ads suggest that anyone with "race pride" should buy, whether they can read
or not #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:12:06 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Vallée asks: Is database creation an "archival reflex"?
#s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:12:14 PM
MrSidetable: DiCuirci on @AmAntiquarian librarian CC Baldwin--antiquarian as a doctor,
rescuing books from physical neglect #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:12:21 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Parfait: Wilson's book was sold on its materiality. Reviewed in Af-Am
papers. One said blacks should buy if they could read or not! #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:12:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: @jotis13 Have information about fonts, ornaments independent and
able to be referenced... #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:12:29 PM

CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: @jotis13 Have information about fonts, ornaments
independent and able to be referenced... #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:12:35 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a speaker 4: Rindert Jagersma, “The Beurze-stryd: Changes in
Censorship in the (Late-)Seventeenth-Century Dutch Republic”
7/10/2015 1:13:29 PM
MrSidetable: DiCuirci: Irving highlights antiquarian's role in preserving physical books,
and thus preserving authors #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:13:45 PM
jotis13: Now Rindert Jagersma on censorship in the late 17th c. Dutch Republic
#sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 1:13:47 PM
lesliehowsam: Now Jan Hillgaertner of @universalstc about #bookhistory in the
German language #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:13:54 PM
mazarines: Data used by @StevenCarlSmith: names, locations, & professions/trades of
subscribers to Gordon's London & New York editions. #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:13:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Next up: Rindert Jagersma, "The Beureze-stryd: Changes in
Censorship in the (late) 17th C Dutch Republic" #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:14:00 PM
roaringgirle: finally, jan hillgärtner on the development of book history in the german
language. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:14:07 PM
superHH: #sharp15 #s7f Jan Hillgaertner, “Always Devoted to the Study of Book? The
Development of Book History in German Language”.
7/10/2015 1:14:10 PM
nzsydney: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Vallée asks: Is database creation an "archival reflex"?
#s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:14:30 PM
A_Skyrme: Scanlon: The wwII ban on "luxury" items singled out pulp magazines, while
upper class magazines were not targeted #sharp15 #s7e
7/10/2015 1:14:33 PM
Finny_stitch: Next up Jan Hillgaertner: Always devoted to the Study of the Book? The
Development of Book History in German Language #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:14:58 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Jagersma: Beurze-stryd, published 1692, literary controversy
censorship, freedom of speech, literary nepotism
7/10/2015 1:15:08 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@StevenCarlSmith ads in newspapers listing subscription agents/
subscribers' lists: readers "lending their names to a cause" #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:15:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The Beurze-stryd was a contentious pamphlet in late 17th century
Dutch Republic: Jagersma explores is production #s7a #SHARP15

7/10/2015 1:15:10 PM
jotis13: RT @A_Skyrme: Scanlon: The wwII ban on "luxury" items singled out pulp
magazines, while upper class magazines were not targeted #sharp15 #s…
7/10/2015 1:15:11 PM
roaringgirle: hillgärtner says that #sharp15 has made him realize "just how big the
book history family actually is." #s7f
7/10/2015 1:15:22 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@StevenCarlSmith NYC edition's list of subscribers is much more middle
class than the earlier London edition, higher class #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:15:24 PM
rachellynchase: Jan Hillgartner presenting next, and from the University of St Andrews!
Scotland is well represented at #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:15:29 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@StevenCarlSmith printers (10) and tanners (?, 11) were the top
occupations in the artisan subscribers (127) to NYC 1789 ed #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:15:44 PM
nzsydney: RT @A_Skyrme: Scanlon: The wwII ban on "luxury" items singled out pulp
magazines, while upper class magazines were not targeted #sharp15 #s…
7/10/2015 1:15:46 PM
A_Skyrme: Scanlon: The ban may have tried to rid of immoral reading material, but it
failed as Bell Features filled the comic book gap #sharp15 #s7e
7/10/2015 1:15:47 PM
MrSidetable: DiCuirci on @AmAntiquarian's "digital sarcophagus"--sounds moldy
#sharp15
7/10/2015 1:15:49 PM
bevilacq: Illiterate book-buyers have to be one of the most interesting and most
invisible groups of "readers" out there #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:15:53 PM
jotis13: RT @bevilacq: Illiterate book-buyers have to be one of the most interesting and
most invisible groups of "readers" out there #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:16:05 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Parfait: for most Southern blacks, Wilson's book was extremely
expensive. But seems to have had big sales, altho forgotten now #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:16:17 PM
MrSidetable: Now up, @mollyhardy on DH and book history #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:16:20 PM
A_Skyrme: Scanlon: First Canadian Comic "Wow" in Sept 1941 sold out the 52,000 copy
run #sharp15 #s7e
7/10/2015 1:16:37 PM
Finny_stitch: Hillgaertner paper will highlight the role of journals in creating community
of book history scholars #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:16:51 PM

JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #7c Parfait: locating buyers of The Black Phalanx (African
American?) in Boston area; 7000 copies sold; hope more discoveries soon!
7/10/2015 1:17:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: 1672: the Disaster Year of the Dutch Republic #s7a #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:17:08 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Jagersma: offers historical background beg w: 1672, murder
of De Witt brothers by Orangists; William supporters rewarded w/job
7/10/2015 1:17:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Stadtholder William III came to power, interfered with the courts
#s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:17:35 PM
A_Skyrme: Scanlon: Bell Features published 7 series titles, with print runs of the most
popuar (DIme comics) reaching 60,000 #sharp15 #s7e
7/10/2015 1:17:48 PM
MrSidetable: @mollyhardy quotes WW Greg--it is the method, not the object of study,
that defines bibliography #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:17:52 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Jagersma: context of corruption, stadtholder (Wiliam III)
interference with trials/courts
7/10/2015 1:18:06 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Now Ezra Greenspan on 'The 4 faces of Clotel: An African American
Novel in Motion' #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:18:20 PM
roaringgirle: hillgärtner: studying journals helps us understand how book history in
germany, austria, & switzerland developed. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:18:26 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @MrSidetable: @mollyhardy quotes WW Greg--it is the method,
not the object of study, that defines bibliography #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:18:58 PM
A_Skyrme: Scanlon: Bell Features used similar size, design and characters to the
American comics model, but many character were Canadian #sharp15 #s7e
7/10/2015 1:19:02 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Finny_stitch: Next up Jan Hillgaertner: Always devoted to the
Study of the Book? The Development of Book History in German Language #sh…
7/10/2015 1:19:03 PM
roaringgirle: hillgärtner got the idea for this paper via his work on BOOK HISTORY
ONLINE database: http://t.co/zJtxnQAhUn #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:19:13 PM
MrSidetable: @mollyhardy suggests that it is bibliography and information science, not
CS, that is the real genealogy of DH #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:19:17 PM
jotis13: RT @roaringgirle: hillgärtner got the idea for this paper via his work on BOOK
HISTORY ONLINE database: http://t.co/zJtxnQAhUn #s7f #sharp15

7/10/2015 1:19:23 PM
EpistolaryBrown: the pamphlet: The Quarrel of the Purse: a Dialogue between Galenus
and Baldus (a doctor and a lawyer, on their prices) #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:19:29 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: the pamphlet: The Quarrel of the Purse: a Dialogue
between Galenus and Baldus (a doctor and a lawyer, on their prices)…
7/10/2015 1:19:35 PM
Finny_stitch: Hillgaertner shows graph of growing output of book history journal articles
over the past 170 years #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:19:35 PM
A_Skyrme: Scanlon: Often civlian heros, they battled agains Axis ememies, giving the
comics a progaganda feel #sharp15 #s7e
7/10/2015 1:19:52 PM
jotis13: Jagersma people quickly figured out what contemporary figures aliased in
pamphlet #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 1:20:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Early readers deciphered the nicknames used in the pamphlet, put
them in --but none of the marginalia agree between copies #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:20:00 PM
superHH: RT @roaringgirle: hillgärtner got the idea for this paper via his work on BOOK
HISTORY ONLINE database: http://t.co/zJtxnQAhUn #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:20:07 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @roaringgirle: hillgärtner got the idea for this paper via his work on
BOOK HISTORY ONLINE database: http://t.co/zJtxnQAhUn #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:20:15 PM
CritRikk: RT @jotis13: Jagersma people quickly figured out what contemporary figures
aliased in pamphlet #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 1:20:29 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Early readers deciphered the nicknames used in the
pamphlet, put them in --but none of the marginalia agree between co…
7/10/2015 1:20:34 PM
roaringgirle: hillgärtner: the number of book history journal articles begins to climb in
1940s, spikes again after 1990. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:20:37 PM
nzsydney: RT @MrSidetable: @mollyhardy suggests that it is bibliography and
information science, not CS, that is the real genealogy of DH #s7b #sharp…
7/10/2015 1:20:55 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Greenspan: why publishing of Clotel is important: 1st Af-Am novel &
widely discussed, shows terrain available to Af-Am texts #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:21:01 PM
MrSidetable: @mollyhardy: hallmark of the antiquarian is a different relationship to
temporality #s7b #sharp15

7/10/2015 1:21:18 PM
Beth_driscoll: Molly O’Hagan Hardy’s great pic of a digital antiquarian #sharp15
http://t.co/cGFpEcPTlt
7/10/2015 1:21:28 PM
CherylSearch: Greenspan: 4 editions of "Clotel" provide a case where publishing history
intersects with media history #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:21:34 PM
A_Skyrme: Scanlon: Bell Features Jeff Waring and "Crash" Carson were the first
speficially Canadian characters in the comics #sharp15 #s7e
7/10/2015 1:21:48 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Finny_stitch: Hillgaertner shows graph of growing output of book
history journal articles over the past 170 years #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:21:49 PM
roaringgirle: hillgärtner: 1880 marked the first german journal dedicated to the history
of printing. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:22:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The pamphlet has 3 quires, each printed by a different printer #s7a
#SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:22:25 PM
jotis13: Every time I notice the giant "no ice cream cone/sandwich/drink" image behind
the speaker's head, I think of poor @sharpicecream #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:22:27 PM
digitalpigeons: No tweets from @sharpicecream this morning... I hope all the ice cream
hasn't melted away in the heat! #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:22:30 PM
CitizenWald: Excellent, provocative #SHARP15 panel s7c on C19 African American
publishing. Sorry to have to miss s7f on #book #history field (+sewing)
7/10/2015 1:22:40 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Greenspan reminding us that Wells Brown took stereotype plates to
GB. Brought out several editions of his Narrative #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:22:42 PM
SLevelt: RT @MrSidetable: @mollyhardy suggests that it is bibliography and information
science, not CS, that is the real genealogy of DH #s7b #sharp…
7/10/2015 1:23:14 PM
roaringgirle: hillgärtner: WW II negatively impacted the output of book history journal
articles, but output climbs after the war. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:23:21 PM
A_Skyrme: Scanlon: Bell Features used Canadiana in comics for both patriotic and
business purposes #sharp15 #s7e
7/10/2015 1:23:25 PM
SLevelt: RT @Beth_driscoll: Molly O’Hagan Hardy’s great pic of a digital antiquarian
#sharp15 http://t.co/cGFpEcPTlt

7/10/2015 1:23:36 PM
ILoveCopyright: @rachellynchase Scotland! Scotland! #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:23:41 PM
bevilacq: Greenspan: WW Brown goes on multimedia tour of British Isles with print
narrative and canvas panorama #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:24:01 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Greenspan: Brown mixed mediacy. Print with orality and panorama.
Shifted images between print and paint #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:24:03 PM
A_Skyrme: Scanlon: The most Canadian of Canadian comic book heroes: Johnny
Canuck who at one point literally punches Hitler in the face. #sharp15 #s7e
7/10/2015 1:24:43 PM
louisa_preston: RT @rachellynchase: Jan Hillgartner presenting next, and from the
University of St Andrews! Scotland is well represented at #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:24:50 PM
Finny_stitch: Hillgaertner and Smith both highlighting the role of statistical &
quantitative analysis in book history #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:24:58 PM
jotis13: Jagersma: analyzing printing variants to establish the size and order of print
runs #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 1:25:13 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The pamphlet has 3 quires, each printed by a different
printer #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:25:25 PM
CritRikk: RT @jotis13: Jagersma: analyzing printing variants to establish the size and
order of print runs #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 1:25:28 PM
mazarines: @jotis13 @digitalpigeons I suspect @sharpicecream is sheltering at Humble
Lion on Sherbrooke, outside gates. Coffee + ice cream FTW #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:25:48 PM
MrSidetable: Hardy: Charles Evans compares book hunting to "buck fever," writes
"dearer the book than human to thy heart." Mrs. E = a lucky lady #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:25:57 PM
A_Skyrme: Scanlon: most famous Candian hero, Nelvana of the Northenr Lights, came
to Bell Features w/acquisition of Hillborough Studios #sharp15 #s7e
7/10/2015 1:26:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Comparison of title pages, makeup, allows for a reconstruction of a
distributed publication patter #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:26:13 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: hillgärtner: WW II negatively impacted the output of book
history journal articles, but output climbs after the war. #s7f…
7/10/2015 1:26:16 PM

EmilyDourish: The conferences have been storming so far - time to catch up on
#rbms15 #booksnewmedia #IMC2015 #sharp15 #placeofpiety
7/10/2015 1:26:27 PM
superHH: Hillgaertner raising an important issue: in what language should one publish?
A question I ask myself all the time. #sharp15 #s7f
7/10/2015 1:26:38 PM
placeofpiety: RT @EmilyDourish: The conferences have been storming so far - time to
catch up on #rbms15 #booksnewmedia #IMC2015 #sharp15 #placeofpiety
7/10/2015 1:26:40 PM
roaringgirle: hillgärtner: english is lingua franca of book history scholarship, but articles
on regional book histories publ in vernacular. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:26:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The booksellers were all questioned about the creation of the
pamphlet #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:26:49 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The booksellers were all questioned about the creation
of the pamphlet #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:26:56 PM
JohnHPollack1: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Greenspan: Brown mixed mediacy. Print with
orality and panorama. Shifted images between print and paint #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:26:58 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Comparison of title pages, makeup, allows for a
reconstruction of a distributed publication patter #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:27:02 PM
CritRikk: RT @superHH: Hillgaertner raising an important issue: in what language
should one publish? A question I ask myself all the time. #sharp15 #…
7/10/2015 1:27:12 PM
roaringgirle: hillgärtner: even though english is the international language of book
history, monographs are often published in vernacular. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:27:25 PM
A_Skyrme: Scanlon: Bell Features more & more Canadian as time (& War) went on,
adding Canadian features gradually as US heroes disappear #sharp15 #s7e
7/10/2015 1:27:38 PM
CitizenWald: V sorry 2 miss #book #history historiography session but glad to have
@Marie_LSJ, @amndw2, @roaringgirle, @superHH et al. reporting #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:27:43 PM
superHH: Hillgaertner on regional focus: apparently Australia gets little love, only
0.08% of all articles. Europe of course gets 83%. #sharp15 #s7f
7/10/2015 1:28:08 PM
MrSidetable: @mollyhardy C. Evans' relationship to the past was mediated through
corset boxes. Nothing strange going on here, move along. #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:28:08 PM
CritRikk: RT @superHH: Hillgaertner on regional focus: apparently Australia gets little
love, only 0.08% of all articles. Europe of course gets 83%. …

7/10/2015 1:28:24 PM
A_Skyrme: Scanlon: When the War ban on luxury goods ended, Bell Features planned
exansion of Canadian Line in colour #sharp15 #s7e
7/10/2015 1:28:30 PM
roaringgirle: wow. hillgärtner shows that 83% of book history articles deal with
europe—10% america, 1% africa, 2% asia, .08% australia. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:28:36 PM
jotis13: RT @roaringgirle: wow. hillgärtner shows that 83% of book history articles deal
with europe—10% america, 1% africa, 2% asia, .08% australia…
7/10/2015 1:28:47 PM
MitchFraas: RT @roaringgirle: wow. hillgärtner shows that 83% of book history articles
deal with europe—10% america, 1% africa, 2% asia, .08% australia…
7/10/2015 1:28:48 PM
bevilacq: Greenspan: first ed of Clotel (London, 1853) combines Brown's previous
storytelling modes in fiction and memoir #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:28:59 PM
ILoveCopyright: Le Roux: The depressing demise of Raven Press in S. Africa
#SHARP15 http://t.co/iR8rCOL7sV
7/10/2015 1:29:03 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Greenspan: 1st ed of Clotel marketed to trade & reformers in Britain.
Discussion of readership in all 3 papers fascinating #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:29:10 PM
Finny_stitch: RT @roaringgirle: wow. hillgärtner shows that 83% of book history
articles deal with europe—10% america, 1% africa, 2% asia, .08% australia…
7/10/2015 1:29:16 PM
A_Skyrme: Scanlon: Instead of focusig on Canadian, Bell began reprinting American
content and left the Canadian heroes behind #sharp15 #s7e
7/10/2015 1:29:22 PM
nzsydney: RT @roaringgirle: wow. hillgärtner shows that 83% of book history articles
deal with europe—10% america, 1% africa, 2% asia, .08% australia…
7/10/2015 1:29:31 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: wow. hillgärtner shows that 83% of book history articles
deal with europe—10% america, 1% africa, 2% asia, .08% australia…
7/10/2015 1:29:34 PM
roaringgirle: hillgärtner: book history articles in german increasingly deal w/
international exchange, due to focus on arts & crafts mvmt. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:29:43 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @MrSidetable: @mollyhardy C. Evans' relationship to the past was
mediated through corset boxes. Nothing strange going on here, move alon…
7/10/2015 1:29:45 PM
edinburghchb: RT @EmilyDourish: The conferences have been storming so far - time to
catch up on #rbms15 #booksnewmedia #IMC2015 #sharp15 #placeofpiety

7/10/2015 1:29:47 PM
CitizenWald: In my next life I will B a theoretical physicist (w minor in philosophy) so I
can figure out how 2 B at 2 @SHARPorg panels at once #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:29:51 PM
mazarines: Hillgaertner notes that most regional focus is on Europe & America
(surprise, surprise). But Asian focus only 2.5%? Crazy pants. #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:29:53 PM
MrSidetable: @mollyhardy: the antiquarian is defined by his affiliations and affinities,
not by training or professional status #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:29:57 PM
mazarines: RT @roaringgirle: wow. hillgärtner shows that 83% of book history articles
deal with europe—10% america, 1% africa, 2% asia, .08% australia…
7/10/2015 1:30:05 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The Lyon database is being cross-reffed to the USTC
#s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:30:12 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The Lyon database is being cross-reffed to the
USTC #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:30:12 PM
superHH: I find it so wonderful that Hillgaertner’ analysis of the Book History database
gives us so much food for thought. #sharp15 #s7f
7/10/2015 1:30:47 PM
Beth_driscoll: Humanists can feel like amateurs when using digital tools, in the sense of
embracing the unknown @mollyhardy #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:31:08 PM
CritRikk: RT @Beth_driscoll: Humanists can feel like amateurs when using digital tools,
in the sense of embracing the unknown @mollyhardy #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:31:17 PM
A_Skyrme: Scanlon: Massey commission equated Canadian culture with high culture
and American with low, mass culture #sharp15 #s7e
7/10/2015 1:31:20 PM
jotis13: RT @Beth_driscoll: Humanists can feel like amateurs when using digital tools, in
the sense of embracing the unknown @mollyhardy #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:31:21 PM
lesliehowsam: Jan H of @universalstc shows the potential for using Book History Online
for comparative biblio-historiographical research. #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:31:26 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Finny_stitch: Hillgaertner and Smith both highlighting the role of
statistical & quantitative analysis in book history #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:31:45 PM
mazarines: @CitizenWald @SHARPorg Schrödinger's Bibliographer? #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:31:56 PM

MrSidetable: @mollyhardy: proliferation of new tools in DH renders all humanists
amateurs; all expertise is in flux #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:31:58 PM
CritRikk: RT @lesliehowsam: Jan H of @universalstc shows the potential for using Book
History Online for comparative biblio-historiographical researc…
7/10/2015 1:31:59 PM
A_Skyrme: Scanlon: Comics were seen as detestable American products, not welcome
in Canada #sharp15 #s7e
7/10/2015 1:32:05 PM
jotis13: RT @MrSidetable: @mollyhardy: proliferation of new tools in DH renders all
humanists amateurs; all expertise is in flux #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:32:09 PM
CritRikk: RT @A_Skyrme: Scanlon: Comics were seen as detestable American products,
not welcome in Canada #sharp15 #s7e
7/10/2015 1:32:10 PM
digitalpigeons: Hillgaertner shows that History of the News has overtaken
Bibliographies, Print Tech, & Gutenberg as topic in German language HOTB #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:32:13 PM
nzsydney: RT @lesliehowsam: Jan H of @universalstc shows the potential for using
Book History Online for comparative biblio-historiographical researc…
7/10/2015 1:32:20 PM
Beth_driscoll: Experimentation required by DH is closer to the enthusiasm of the
amateur than the detachment of the professional @mollyhardy #sharp15 ooh!
7/10/2015 1:32:35 PM
mazarines: @CitizenWald @SHARPorg Schrödinger's Cat(ologer)? #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:32:57 PM
roaringgirle: hillgärtner: number essays on history of news on the rise! number of
bibliographies published as articles has plummeted. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:33:00 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Greenspan: shows how Brown cleverly revised text and Paratexts of
Clotel to fit changing contexts across century #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:33:04 PM
ClaireSquires: WAKE UP @sharpicecream! It's a beautiful day... #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:33:17 PM
lesliehowsam: @roaringgirle But this is German-language. Wouldn't it be cool 2 see
comparative perspective. Great start by Jan and @universalstc #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:33:31 PM
SLevelt: RT @Beth_driscoll: Experimentation required by DH is closer to the enthusiasm
of the amateur than the detachment of the professional @molly…
7/10/2015 1:33:32 PM
rachellynchase: RT @Beth_driscoll: Experimentation required by DH is closer to the
enthusiasm of the amateur than the detachment of the professional @molly…

7/10/2015 1:33:37 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @superHH: I find it so wonderful that Hillgaertner’ analysis of the
Book History database gives us so much food for thought. #sharp15 #s…
7/10/2015 1:33:50 PM
A_Skyrme: Scanlon: Canadian golden age comics are rare due to their disposable
nature & legislation on distributing material depicting crime #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:33:56 PM
jotis13: Jagersma: looking at publishing spikes in 1672, 1684, 1688, 1702 - pretty clear
historical events spur on spikes #sharp15 #s7a
7/10/2015 1:34:07 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Jagersma: offers graph of book and pamphlet productions,
evidence of spikes during conflict (1672, 1688, etc)
7/10/2015 1:34:12 PM
SLevelt: RT @roaringgirle: wow. hillgärtner shows that 83% of book history articles deal
with europe—10% america, 1% africa, 2% asia, .08% australia…
7/10/2015 1:34:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Anonymous pamphlets spike in years of political unrest and change
#s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:34:18 PM
nzsydney: RT @lesliehowsam: @roaringgirle But this is German-language. Wouldn't it
be cool 2 see comparative perspective. Great start by Jan and @uni…
7/10/2015 1:34:22 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @MrSidetable: @mollyhardy: proliferation of new tools in DH renders
all humanists amateurs; all expertise is in flux #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:34:41 PM
Finny_stitch: Hillgaertner suggests contemporary book history is witnessing widening of
topics in book history. #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:34:46 PM
bevilacq: Greenspan shows that Brown's Civil War history also sold by recruited black
subscription salesmen #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:34:52 PM
EpistolaryBrown: @roaringgirle Fewer and fewer places accept ennumerative for
publication; combo of scholarly interest and pub policies #Sharp15
7/10/2015 1:34:56 PM
rachellynchase: RT @Finny_stitch: Hillgaertner suggests contemporary book history is
witnessing widening of topics in book history. #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:35:09 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Jagersma: similar graph of percentage of anonymous
pamphlets produced, overlaps with previous graph (1672, 1688, etc)
7/10/2015 1:35:17 PM
roaringgirle: @lesliehowsam, yes! here's where 140 characters is not enough, & the
thread becomes preferred unit of reading. @universalstc #s7f #sharp15

7/10/2015 1:35:25 PM
A_Skyrme: Scanlon: Bell made an error in abandoning his Canadian Comic Heroes after
the ban on Luxury goods #sharp15 #s7e
7/10/2015 1:35:54 PM
mikers86: RT @roaringgirle: wow. hillgärtner shows that 83% of book history articles
deal with europe—10% america, 1% africa, 2% asia, .08% australia…
7/10/2015 1:35:57 PM
roaringgirle: i should clarify that all the statistics i just tweeted from hillgärtner's talk
relate to book history articles in GERMAN. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:36:37 PM
MrSidetable: @mollyhardy Multimedia history of Evans' work, from handwritten cards to
database. In the process, Evans No. 1 re-disappears. #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:36:37 PM
SLevelt: RT @roaringgirle: i should clarify that all the statistics i just tweeted from
hillgärtner's talk relate to book history articles in GERMAN…
7/10/2015 1:37:15 PM
nzsydney: RT @roaringgirle: i should clarify that all the statistics i just tweeted from
hillgärtner's talk relate to book history articles in GERMAN…
7/10/2015 1:37:27 PM
jotis13: Q&A: How do we get from our individual databases to our Large Hadron
Collidor? Machines need to operate & work together - yep! #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:38:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: First question is about interoperability: How do we create shared
metadata standards? Where do we publish them? #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:38:06 PM
roaringgirle: tweeting #sharp15 has made me think a lot about how we define units of
reading.+
7/10/2015 1:38:08 PM
JenHoward: RT @Beth_driscoll: Experimentation required by DH is closer to the
enthusiasm of the amateur than the detachment of the professional @molly…
7/10/2015 1:38:24 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s7a Q&A: to create a humanities (DH) Hadron collider we need all
the little machines to work together -- standards! documentation
7/10/2015 1:38:33 PM
roaringgirle: +i'm going to make a bid for "the thread" (and not the tweet) as the
preferred unit of reading for conference twitter feeds. #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:38:38 PM
superHH: @Marie_LSJ found it: http://t.co/NHK00YqS5D #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:38:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Audience point: We need to more detailed in our documentation
#s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:38:45 PM

CitizenWald: Seeing @AmAntiquarian #book pic w note "For research purposes ONLY"
reminds me: all images now license-free! http://t.co/pa3eBQ8dUN #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:38:45 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: First question is about interoperability: How do we
create shared metadata standards? Where do we publish them? #s7a #…
7/10/2015 1:38:46 PM
nzsydney: RT @roaringgirle: tweeting #sharp15 has made me think a lot about how we
define units of reading.+
7/10/2015 1:38:48 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Audience point: We need to more detailed in our
documentation #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:38:54 PM
MrSidetable: @mollyhardy does the digital flatten time and ruin the enchantment of the
chase? Would Charles Evans' pulse quicken? #s7b #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:38:57 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: +i'm going to make a bid for "the thread" (and not the
tweet) as the preferred unit of reading for conference twitter fee…
7/10/2015 1:39:07 PM
sharpicecream: OVERSLEPT MY ALARM!!!!!!!!!!! #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:39:23 PM
datchery8: RT @roaringgirle: wow. hillgärtner shows that 83% of book history articles
deal with europe—10% america, 1% africa, 2% asia, .08% australia…
7/10/2015 1:39:39 PM
mazarines: What thread joins these talks? Needlework & book history, publishing
history of history text, book historical scholarship in German #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:40:10 PM
ElSjn: RT @roaringgirle: wow. hillgärtner shows that 83% of book history articles deal
with europe—10% america, 1% africa, 2% asia, .08% australia…
7/10/2015 1:40:30 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Audience is talking about standards, panel is talking about
infrastructure. Both critical to building collaborative projects #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:40:47 PM
SLevelt: RT @roaringgirle: +i'm going to make a bid for "the thread" (and not the
tweet) as the preferred unit of reading for conference twitter fee…
7/10/2015 1:40:49 PM
bevilacq: Great question about how c20/21 librarian-cataloguers have to decide who the
"author" of c19 slave narratives are #sharp15 #s7c
7/10/2015 1:41:00 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Audience is talking about standards, panel is talking
about infrastructure. Both critical to building collaborative pr…
7/10/2015 1:41:15 PM
nzsydney: @sharpicecream where's smart icecream when you need it most? maybe
wasabi flavour is required? #sharp15

7/10/2015 1:41:24 PM
mazarines: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Audience is talking about standards, panel is talking
about infrastructure. Both critical to building collaborative pr…
7/10/2015 1:41:44 PM
jotis13: @SLevelt @roaringgirle yes, following threads/conversations is difficult, esp. if
thread doesn't keep using hashtag #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:41:46 PM
BjoernGebert: RT @roaringgirle: wow. hillgärtner shows that 83% of book history
articles deal with europe—10% america, 1% africa, 2% asia, .08% australia…
7/10/2015 1:41:55 PM
roaringgirle: by which i mean threads of conversation emanating from single tweets
AND feeds circumscribed by hashtags. #sharp15 (h/t @SLevelt)
7/10/2015 1:42:11 PM
BjoernGebert: RT @Beth_driscoll: Experimentation required by DH is closer to the
enthusiasm of the amateur than the detachment of the professional @molly…
7/10/2015 1:42:19 PM
SLevelt: @jotis13 @roaringgirle I'm pretty disciplined using hashtags for live tweeting,
but I keep forgetting when entering in convo :( #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:42:52 PM
SLevelt: RT @roaringgirle: by which i mean threads of conversation emanating from
single tweets AND feeds circumscribed by hashtags. #sharp15 (h/t @…
7/10/2015 1:43:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: @jotis13 @SLevelt @roaringgirle Hmmm debate over whether one
should keep convos on the hashtags, or take it off to avoid confusion #Sharp15
7/10/2015 1:43:13 PM
SLevelt: @EpistolaryBrown @jotis13 @roaringgirle I think sometimes after a while a
convo becomes so pertinent > one should re-include the # #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:44:19 PM
roaringgirle: RT @mazarines: What thread joins these talks? Needlework & book
history, publishing history of history text, book historical scholarship in…
7/10/2015 1:44:24 PM
mazarines: @EpistolaryBrown @jotis13 @SLevelt @roaringgirle Keep the hashtag!
Especially when we try to capture all tweets with given hashtag. #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:44:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The Lyon database is using filemaker Pro #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:44:54 PM
keenera: @roaringgirle or historicized for c16-17 (or other periods) words, phrases,
scenes, texts, compilations/sammelbande, libraries #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:45:22 PM
ProletarianArts: What is the continuum between anonymous-public? How do we work it
out by looking at print circuits? #sharp15 https://t.co/EPpjuX8VVW
7/10/2015 1:46:27 PM

Marie_LSJ: @superHH @universalstc Oh, here it is: http://t.co/izEQkBX97M ! #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:46:46 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Great question about archives provoking responses on absences in
African American archives from panelists on #s7c. #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:46:57 PM
roaringgirle: @keenera, exactly. & how do readers/writers work w/in technological
constraints to define these units. see @iangadd on dog-earing! #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:47:16 PM
digitalpigeons: Steven Carl Smith points towards potential for an online platform to
showcase data & supplement the book - we need more of this! #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:47:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Sharing of type and ornaments among print shops is apparently
much less common on the Continent than in England (TIL) #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:47:37 PM
jotis13: @mazarines @EpistolaryBrown @SLevelt @roaringgirle I might drop hashtag for
a quick aside, or if no room but otherwise like to keep #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:48:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: @ProletarianArts Names on TP: Author, printer/publisher, etc; also
factors of initialisms, pseudonyms... #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:48:23 PM
superHH: @Marie_LSJ Thanks. #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:48:48 PM
jotis13: @mazarines @EpistolaryBrown @SLevelt @roaringgirle keeping the hashtag has
benefit of inviting others into convo, inclusivity #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:49:12 PM
Marie_LSJ: All #sharp15 attendees are invited to feed into the database of book history
journal articles on BHO ed @lesliehowsam http://t.co/izEQkBX97M
7/10/2015 1:49:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @Marie_LSJ: All #sharp15 attendees are invited to feed into the
database of book history journal articles on BHO ed @lesliehowsam http:/…
7/10/2015 1:49:34 PM
CritRikk: RT @Marie_LSJ: All #sharp15 attendees are invited to feed into the database
of book history journal articles on BHO ed @lesliehowsam http:/…
7/10/2015 1:49:42 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Sharing of type and ornaments among print shops is
apparently much less common on the Continent than in England (TIL) …
7/10/2015 1:49:59 PM
sharpicecream: @Beth_driscoll OUAIS. #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:50:02 PM
roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch answers Q abt textiles+memory by describing her research
on act of tying thread to finger to trigger memory. #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:50:12 PM

superHH: @digitalpigeons yeah that’s what I am working on. Question too is how do
you integrate online platform in a traditional book. #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:50:17 PM
sharpicecream: @jotis13 Poor? Poor? I have multitudes. #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:50:38 PM
CitizenWald: RT @Marie_LSJ: All #sharp15 attendees are invited to feed into the
database of book history journal articles on BHO ed @lesliehowsam http:/…
7/10/2015 1:51:24 PM
nzsydney: RT @Marie_LSJ: All #sharp15 attendees are invited to feed into the database
of book history journal articles on BHO ed @lesliehowsam http:/…
7/10/2015 1:51:27 PM
nzsydney: RT @roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch answers Q abt textiles+memory by
describing her research on act of tying thread to finger to trigger memor…
7/10/2015 1:51:59 PM
superHH: RT @Marie_LSJ: All #sharp15 attendees are invited to feed into the database
of book history journal articles on BHO ed @lesliehowsam http:/…
7/10/2015 1:52:31 PM
sharpicecream: @roaringgirle #affogato #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:52:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Early Modern Tin-Eye concept under discussion #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:53:10 PM
amndw2: Not tweeting much because I'm wilting in the heat of this classroom. Need
more coffee and a walk-in refrigerator to sit in. #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:53:14 PM
superHH: @CritRikk @digitalpigeons if that would work for tenure, I would be all in!
#sharp15
7/10/2015 1:53:56 PM
CitizenWald: ironic that I cannot be in #SHARP15 s7f, which included the only talk on
the historiography of MY field: German #book #history :(
7/10/2015 1:54:09 PM
Beth_driscoll: Great question in the antiquarian panel about how book scholars can
engage with readers now for whom reading is a labour of love #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:54:12 PM
SLevelt: RT @Beth_driscoll: Great question in the antiquarian panel about how book
scholars can engage with readers now for whom reading is a labour…
7/10/2015 1:55:28 PM
Beth_driscoll: @ILoveCopyright I love photos of publishers. did they have
#sharpbeards or #sharpicecream #sharp15
7/10/2015 1:55:49 PM
SoenViolet: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Sharing of type and ornaments among print shops is
apparently much less common on the Continent than in England (TIL) …
7/10/2015 1:56:16 PM

SoenViolet: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Bibliographically, we see imprints as an organizing
unit; but what about organizing info by printshops? #s7a #SHARP15
7/10/2015 1:56:36 PM
SLevelt: Look at what @erik_kwakkel is doing! #sharp15 https://t.co/G57s7Z1jJv
7/10/2015 1:56:36 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: Really enjoyed @Finny_stitch's talk on needlework and paper
as an underinvestigated area for book history. Fiber arts FTW! #sha…
7/10/2015 1:56:41 PM
CitizenWald: profoundly satisfying: sitting in #SHARP15 panel on slave narratives,
Black #CivilWar soldiers, seeing news that ConfederateFlag coming down
7/10/2015 1:57:19 PM
Beth_driscoll: Crowdsourcing draws on amateur energy and puts it to meaningful use
@mollyhardy #sharp15.
7/10/2015 2:00:02 PM
lesliehowsam: Dear #sharp15 enthusiasts for the bibliog of #bookhistory I am NOT
Editor of BHO, that's Andrew Pettegree @universalstc More at AGM today
7/10/2015 2:00:07 PM
Beth_driscoll: One of the things @mollyhardy likes about DH is that it puts different
kinds of expertise into question. Me too! #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:01:01 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #s7c is really great at showing how Af-Am print speaks to bigger qs
of primacy of book, mixed media contexts, reprinting #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:02:29 PM
sharpicecream: Ce matin I am helping Mr. Le President @iangadd on a Top Secret &
Very Important @sharporg Mission. #sharp15 ssssssshhhhhh
7/10/2015 2:02:29 PM
SLevelt: Now the bibliography moves online, has an expansion to include manuscript
studies been considered? #sharp15 @lesliehowsam @universalstc
7/10/2015 2:02:32 PM
nviglesias: RT @roaringgirle: wow. hillgärtner shows that 83% of book history articles
deal with europe—10% america, 1% africa, 2% asia, .08% australia…
7/10/2015 2:05:32 PM
richendabrim: The Digital Humanities Metro map - found this morning at McGill during
#sharp15 break http://t.co/R0gOiM9NyD
7/10/2015 2:08:12 PM
digitalpigeons: @CritRikk @superHH Also, how to measure research completion (for
department) when same online platform grows over several projects #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:09:02 PM
bcubantwerpen: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/10/2015 2:12:16 PM
sharpicecream: I had some friends round to #sharptowers last night. #sharp15
http://t.co/AsFerAocnr

7/10/2015 2:13:36 PM
amndw2: Pondering topics for SHARP '16 already: "Things to Do with Poems in C19
America." "Recirculation & the Language of Sentimentality." #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:20:26 PM
amndw2: Box seats in this auditorium. Classy! Here for Anthony Gilnoer's keynote with
translation headset in hand. #sharp15 http://t.co/LfGAeA6gqJ
7/10/2015 2:23:48 PM
amndw2: RT @richendabrim: The Digital Humanities Metro map - found this morning at
McGill during #sharp15 break http://t.co/R0gOiM9NyD
7/10/2015 2:24:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Anyone have info on the logistics for the general meeting? is there
really only 1/2 hour for lunch? #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:24:31 PM
amndw2: *Anthony Glinoer, not Gilnoer. D'oh. #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:25:37 PM
CitizenWald: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/10/2015 2:30:07 PM
janineveazue: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/10/2015 2:30:59 PM
digitalpigeons: @Tyler_The_Girl @Justin_A_Irwin you folks should come see Robert
Darnton's talk 'A Literary Tour de France' today @ 4 in Moyse Hall #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:31:04 PM
JessicaSebeok: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…
7/10/2015 2:31:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Settling in for the 2nd of 3 keynotes #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:31:58 PM
jotis13: Headset on and ready to hear the unnamed translator-saint who will help me
limp through the French-language keynote #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:33:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Anthony Glioner will be speaking. I may try to tweet this, but it'll be
mediated by the live translation; my French is insufficient #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:33:18 PM
mazarines: Keynote 2: Anthony Glinoer, "Les imaginaires du live, l'écrivain et de
l'éditeur" #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:33:53 PM
CritRikk: and now the Friday keynote #sharp15 at McGill, according to Google
Translate: The imaginary of the book, the writer and publisher
7/10/2015 2:34:22 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 Les imaginaires du livre, de l’écrivain et de l’éditeurAnthony Glinoer,
Invited KeynoteMarie-Pier Luneau, présidente/chair

7/10/2015 2:35:13 PM
superHH: Notre 2ème présentation: les imaginaires du livre, de l’ecrivain et de l’editeur
par Anthony Glinoer. #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:35:15 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @CitizenWald: profoundly satisfying: sitting in #SHARP15 panel on
slave narratives, Black #CivilWar soldiers, seeing news that Confedera…
7/10/2015 2:35:43 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 Glioner will be speaking in French (my headset is spitting static, so
perhaps minimal tweeting to follow)
7/10/2015 2:36:29 PM
KatieMcGettigan: The grand surroundings of McGill for the next keynote from Anthony
Glinoer #sharp15 #headsetson http://t.co/hVCym1eSxX
7/10/2015 2:36:36 PM
keenera: Plugged into simul-translation for Anthony Glinoer's keynote. #Sharp15
7/10/2015 2:36:38 PM
nickpublisher: RT @mazarines: Keynote 2: Anthony Glinoer, "Les imaginaires du live,
l'écrivain et de l'éditeur" #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:36:48 PM
digitalpigeons: Ready to my French w/ Anthony Gilnoer's talk 'Les imaginaires du liver,
de l'écrivain et de l'éditeur' #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:36:51 PM
nickpublisher: RT @KatieMcGettigan: The grand surroundings of McGill for the next
keynote from Anthony Glinoer #sharp15 #headsetson http://t.co/hVCym1eSxX
7/10/2015 2:37:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Anthony Glinoer, "Les Imaginaires du livre, de l'écrivain et de
l'éditeur" #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:37:49 PM
AmAntiquarian: RT @CitizenWald: Seeing @AmAntiquarian #book pic w note "For
research purposes ONLY" reminds me: all images now license-free! http://t.co/p…
7/10/2015 2:38:20 PM
actinginthelib: RT @richendabrim: The Digital Humanities Metro map - found this
morning at McGill during #sharp15 break http://t.co/R0gOiM9NyD
7/10/2015 2:38:31 PM
AmAntiquarian: RT @MrSidetable: DiCuirci on @AmAntiquarian librarian CC Baldwin-antiquarian as a doctor, rescuing books from physical neglect #s7b #sharp…
7/10/2015 2:38:33 PM
AmAntiquarian: RT @MrSidetable: @AmAntiquarian session #s7b is underway in Room
20. Don't be afraid of the basement! #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:38:39 PM
digitalpigeons: Practicing my French skills with Anthony Gilnoer's talk @jubacca (my
translator) has the day off #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:40:44 PM

superHH: Glinoer: présente résultats recherches menées pendant 8 ans par une 10aine
de chercheurs du groupe GREMLIN. #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:40:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The Gremlins: a research group that reminds you that research still
has humor #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:41:04 PM
CitizenWald: #SHARP15 now convenes in Moyse Hall Theatre in the #historic Arts
Building http://t.co/Rcx9anz1Ex#preservation http://t.co/8V6ZHmDHm4
7/10/2015 2:41:08 PM
traviseross: RT @KatieMcGettigan: The grand surroundings of McGill for the next
keynote from Anthony Glinoer #sharp15 #headsetson http://t.co/hVCym1eSxX
7/10/2015 2:41:47 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 Glinoer says that the research group has a gremlin as mascot to not
be deprived of a little humor
7/10/2015 2:41:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Literary individuals wish to show themselves "irreductible to the
collective" #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:42:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Glinoer: French authorship in the last two centuries is a tension
between solitary and collective approaches to writing #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:43:21 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer begins with image of Chatterton as eg of literary creator
isolating himself from society, places himself above bourgeois #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:43:22 PM
superHH: Glinoer: individu littéraire cherche à s’eloigner du collectif. Image dominante
de l’ecrivain français. Face à lui: collectif #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:43:30 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Glinoer: French authorship in the last two
centuries is a tension between solitary and collective approaches to writin…
7/10/2015 2:43:34 PM
jotis13: Now discussing the tension between the solitary writer and the social writer (in
a small social circle, not among masses). #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:43:49 PM
keenera: Glinoer presents the binary of "écrivain solitaire" and "écrivain socialisé"
#sharp15
7/10/2015 2:44:04 PM
mazarines: Glinoer et al.'s Le Gremlin (Groupe de recherche surles médiations
littéraires et les institutions): http://t.co/GkCxA6R3gm #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:44:19 PM
superHH: Glinoer: écrivain solitaire vs socialisé. Écrivain engagé comme Sartre par ex.
Modèles imaginaires associés à déchéance #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:45:08 PM
CitizenWald: RT @mazarines: Glinoer et al.'s Le Gremlin (Groupe de recherche surles
médiations littéraires et les institutions): http://t.co/GkCxA6R3gm…

7/10/2015 2:45:09 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer: Solitary composition is fantasy of pure & disinterested
creation in French literary imagination #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:45:21 PM
ahomsher: RT @amndw2: *Anthony Glinoer, not Gilnoer. D'oh. #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:45:37 PM
superHH: Glinoer: écrivain devient l’archetype du grand homme (envoyé au Panthéon
comme Victor Hugo). #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:45:44 PM
keenera: Glinoer notes that the Pantheonized French poet emerged as a notion in the
nineteenth century #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:45:53 PM
jotis13: Claims writing is a solitary occupation, but admits writing only fills part of day,
social/networking life fills much time as well #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:46:21 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer: writers aren't always writing alone. Most c19 French writers
had active social life in the world of the Book and beyond #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:46:32 PM
superHH: Glinoer: et pourtant écrivain a une vie sociale bien remplie. Pas si solitaire
que ça. Prie dans multitudes réseaux. #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:46:34 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @keenera: Glinoer notes that the Pantheonized French poet
emerged as a notion in the nineteenth century #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:46:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Writers are caught in a multitude of social networks, professional as
well as private #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:46:41 PM
jotis13: Apparently he didn't rely on group writing sessions at a local cafe, using peer
pressure as motivation, to finish his dissertation! #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:47:24 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Glioner: The socialization of a writer includes reviews, discourse
about books, performing writing in public #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:47:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: We frequently read about writers, and these texts shows that writers
are not alone in the world #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:47:41 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The Gremlin group has given themselves the objective to examine
novels that show a plurality of writers #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:48:16 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Glioner: The socialization of a writer includes reviews,
discourse about books, performing writing in public #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:48:20 PM

CritRikk: RT @jotis13: Apparently he didn't rely on group writing sessions at a local
cafe, using peer pressure as motivation, to finish his disserta…
7/10/2015 2:48:27 PM
mazarines: Glinoer: The writer is never alone in the world, but is a part of a multitude
of social networks. #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:48:30 PM
nickpublisher: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Writers are caught in a multitude of social
networks, professional as well as private #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:48:33 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: We frequently read about writers, and these texts
shows that writers are not alone in the world #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:48:38 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Glioner: The socialization of a writer includes reviews,
discourse about books, performing writing in public #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:48:43 PM
superHH: Glinoer: GREMLIN analyse textes qui mettent en scène l’ecrivain dans sa
pluralité. #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:48:45 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The Gremlin group has given themselves the objective
to examine novels that show a plurality of writers #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:48:48 PM
CritRikk: RT @superHH: Glinoer: GREMLIN analyse textes qui mettent en scène
l’ecrivain dans sa pluralité. #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:48:55 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer: how do these writers account for own universe? Literature as
a place of socialisation #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:49:13 PM
juliannenyhan: RT @CitizenWald: profoundly satisfying: sitting in #SHARP15 panel on
slave narratives, Black #CivilWar soldiers, seeing news that Confedera…
7/10/2015 2:49:17 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @superHH: Glinoer: GREMLIN analyse textes qui mettent en
scène l’ecrivain dans sa pluralité. #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:49:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The group is attempting to extract the social aspect of contemporary
literature #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:49:41 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The group is attempting to extract the social aspect of
contemporary literature #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:49:58 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer: exploring contemporary representations of literary life at
http://t.co/x57Wo3osAJ #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:51:07 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 the URl for the research groups's work: http://t.co/nU0sxH2u4N

7/10/2015 2:51:24 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer: exploring contemporary
representations of literary life at http://t.co/x57Wo3osAJ #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:52:37 PM
CritRikk: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer: exploring contemporary representations of
literary life at http://t.co/x57Wo3osAJ #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:53:07 PM
amndw2: French vocabulary acquired during #sharp15: "base de données," database.
7/10/2015 2:54:14 PM
amndw2: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer: exploring contemporary representations of
literary life at http://t.co/x57Wo3osAJ #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:54:44 PM
mazarines: GREMLIN bibliographies of literary characters in France & in Quebec:
http://t.co/II7fYfdcSe &http://t.co/CA6j1vTzUh #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:55:17 PM
ahomsher: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer: exploring contemporary representations of
literary life at http://t.co/x57Wo3osAJ #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:55:27 PM
traviseross: For the back rows and absentees: http://t.co/vC7AujoJNB #SHARP15
7/10/2015 2:55:44 PM
earlymodernjohn: Really enjoying tweets from #sharp15, not least because it's a
conference clearly committed to the idea of multilingual scholarship.
7/10/2015 2:55:45 PM
CherylSearch: Gilnoer: several years of work by research team generated research tool,
http://t.co/pwqensHnOj w database of novels' elements #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:56:34 PM
amndw2: Really interested in Glinoer's group's approach: seems poised between close
and distant reading. #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:56:56 PM
CritRikk: RT @CherylSearch: Gilnoer: several years of work by research team generated
research tool, http://t.co/pwqensHnOj w database of novels' el…
7/10/2015 2:57:01 PM
CritRikk: RT @amndw2: Really interested in Glinoer's group's approach: seems poised
between close and distant reading. #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:57:07 PM
nzsydney: RT @earlymodernjohn: Really enjoying tweets from #sharp15, not least
because it's a conference clearly committed to the idea of multilingua…
7/10/2015 2:57:31 PM
CritRikk: RT @amndw2: French vocabulary acquired during #sharp15: "base de
données," database.
7/10/2015 2:57:39 PM
superHH: Allez voir http://t.co/lXikZ1lJ7n #sharp15 corpus francophone inclue France,
Belgique, Canada principalement des deux derniers siècles.

7/10/2015 2:57:58 PM
nzsydney: RT @amndw2: Really interested in Glinoer's group's approach: seems poised
between close and distant reading. #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:57:58 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Level of data collection & comments on literary sociability in contemp
lit in http://t.co/CFi1raU8Eq database sounds so detailed! #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:58:07 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 parts of research: how many scenes involve character losing their
mind? suicide? alcoholism? (so very Gothic)
7/10/2015 2:58:41 PM
CritRikk: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Level of data collection & comments on literary
sociability in contemp lit in http://t.co/CFi1raU8Eq database sounds s…
7/10/2015 2:58:51 PM
CherylSearch: Gilnoer: w vast database, analyze many elements of novels, including
quantitative aspects - of course, limited to novels included #sharp15
7/10/2015 2:58:52 PM
SLevelt: RT @earlymodernjohn: Really enjoying tweets from #sharp15, not least
because it's a conference clearly committed to the idea of multilingua…
7/10/2015 2:58:53 PM
CritRikk: RT @CherylSearch: Gilnoer: w vast database, analyze many elements of
novels, including quantitative aspects - of course, limited to novels …
7/10/2015 2:59:04 PM
jotis13: RT @CherylSearch: Gilnoer: w vast database, analyze many elements of novels,
including quantitative aspects - of course, limited to novels …
7/10/2015 2:59:46 PM
CitizenWald: RT @superHH: Allez voir http://t.co/lXikZ1lJ7n #sharp15 corpus
francophone inclue France, Belgique, Canada principalement des deux derniers…
7/10/2015 2:59:48 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mazarines: @CitizenWald @SHARPorg Schrödinger's Bibliographer?
#sharp15
7/10/2015 2:59:51 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer: eg how many scenes of young men going to the city, &
alcohol & debauchery are there? (My gut instinct: beaucoup) #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:00:08 PM
CritRikk: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer: eg how many scenes of young men going to
the city, & alcohol & debauchery are there? (My gut instinct: beauco…
7/10/2015 3:00:16 PM
NoraSlonimsky: RT @EpistolaryBrown: We frequently read about writers, and these
texts shows that writers are not alone in the world #SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:00:17 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @CherylSearch: Gilnoer: w vast database, analyze many
elements of novels, including quantitative aspects - of course, limited to novels …

7/10/2015 3:00:21 PM
superHH: GREMLIN: très bel exemple de ce que la collaboration dans les humanités
peut produire. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:01:02 PM
mazarines: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Level of data collection & comments on literary
sociability in contemp lit in http://t.co/CFi1raU8Eq database sounds s…
7/10/2015 3:01:05 PM
rachellynchase: RT @CitizenWald: In my next life I will B a theoretical physicist (w
minor in philosophy) so I can figure out how 2 B at 2 @SHARPorg panels…
7/10/2015 3:01:26 PM
superHH: GREMLIN: great example of what collaboration in the Humanities can
produce. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:01:33 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CritRikk: #sharp15 the URl for the research groups's work:
http://t.co/nU0sxH2u4N
7/10/2015 3:01:56 PM
SHARPorg: RT @earlymodernjohn: Really enjoying tweets from #sharp15, not least
because it's a conference clearly committed to the idea of multilingua…
7/10/2015 3:02:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Many novels are "unknown" for good reasons; interesting that
modern discussions of writing professions often appear on the fringes #SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:02:30 PM
AQEImprime: @AnthonyGlinoer: les imaginaires du livre et le GREMLIN, merci
@Patrimoinecdn pour la traduction simultanée #sharp15 http://t.co/lcUsbXrYqH
7/10/2015 3:02:37 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Things I love about simultaneous translation: the laugh delay as
those of us en Anglais get the joke #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:02:40 PM
CherylSearch: GREMLIN database can be considered a form of big (book) data; same
tool can b created by individual 4 microstudy of a few books #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:03:59 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer's discussion of dictionaries in novels speaks to @keenera's
paper on role of Early Mod dictionaries in fostering creativity #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:04:11 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Many novels are "unknown" for good reasons; interesting
that modern discussions of writing professions often appear on…
7/10/2015 3:04:12 PM
SHARPorg: RT @AQEImprime: @AnthonyGlinoer: les imaginaires du livre et le
GREMLIN, merci @Patrimoinecdn pour la traduction simultanée #sharp15 http:/…
7/10/2015 3:04:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Studies of librarians in contemporary fiction: surprisingly often
negative #SHARP15

7/10/2015 3:04:33 PM
SHARPorg: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Things I love about simultaneous translation: the
laugh delay as those of us en Anglais get the joke #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:04:37 PM
SLevelt: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Things I love about simultaneous translation: the laugh
delay as those of us en Anglais get the joke #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:04:40 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Studies of librarians in contemporary fiction:
surprisingly often negative #SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:04:59 PM
CritRikk: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer's discussion of dictionaries in novels speaks to
@keenera's paper on role of Early Mod dictionaries in fosteri…
7/10/2015 3:05:07 PM
zlkatz: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Studies of librarians in contemporary fiction: surprisingly
often negative #SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:05:08 PM
CritRikk: RT @CherylSearch: GREMLIN database can be considered a form of big (book)
data; same tool can b created by individual 4 microstudy of a few…
7/10/2015 3:05:13 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Studies of librarians in contemporary fiction:
surprisingly often negative #SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:05:39 PM
keenera: Real problem of canonicity at stake in projects like GREMLIN. How do we "get
at" texts of so many novels that no one reads anymore? #SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:05:49 PM
CherylSearch: Thank you #sharp15 for the miracle of simultaneous translation.
7/10/2015 3:05:49 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Many novels are "unknown" for good reasons;
interesting that modern discussions of writing professions often appear on…
7/10/2015 3:06:00 PM
amndw2: Glinoer cites a study of (often negative) librarian representations in French
fiction. What've you got against us, France? #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:06:37 PM
mazarines: 19th & 20th century Francophone novels: Dictionaries appear (as reference,
authority, &/or object), librarians negatively portrayed #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:06:48 PM
richendabrim: RT @CherylSearch: GREMLIN database can be considered a form of big
(book) data; same tool can b created by individual 4 microstudy of a few…
7/10/2015 3:06:59 PM
keenera: @EpistolaryBrown I'm reminded of the giant shushing monster librarian in
"Monsters University" #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:07:20 PM

mazarines: RT @amndw2: Glinoer cites a study of (often negative) librarian
representations in French fiction. What've you got against us, France? #sha…
7/10/2015 3:07:29 PM
CritRikk: RT @keenera: @EpistolaryBrown I'm reminded of the giant shushing monster
librarian in "Monsters University" #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:07:41 PM
sharpicecream: This @SHARPorg @sharp2015_ca conference is HOT! Yeah. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:08:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Book publishers seem to appear a lot in romance novels :D
#SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:08:15 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer: writers complain about those who uphold the commerce of
literature. Book publishers begin to appear in Romances #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:08:21 PM
SHARPorg: Reminder: #sharp15 Annual General Meeting starts at 12.30pm in Moyse
Hall: news about prizes, forthcoming conferences, etc. Please do come!
7/10/2015 3:08:27 PM
keenera: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer's discussion of dictionaries in novels speaks to
@keenera's paper on role of Early Mod dictionaries in fosteri…
7/10/2015 3:08:37 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: This @SHARPorg @sharp2015_ca conference is HOT!
Yeah. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:08:52 PM
jotis13: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer: writers complain about those who uphold the
commerce of literature. Book publishers begin to appear in Romanc…
7/10/2015 3:09:09 PM
mazarines: Apparently, the novels generally portray booksellers & publishers in a
significantly better light than they do librarians. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:09:46 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @SHARPorg: Reminder: #sharp15 Annual General Meeting starts at
12.30pm in Moyse Hall: news about prizes, forthcoming conferences, etc. P…
7/10/2015 3:09:51 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer: writers complain about those who uphold
the commerce of literature. Book publishers begin to appear in Romanc…
7/10/2015 3:09:57 PM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: Apparently, the novels generally portray booksellers &
publishers in a significantly better light than they do librarians. #…
7/10/2015 3:10:20 PM
superHH: . @AnthonyGlinoer: évoque Balzac et galerie de portraits des éditeurs dans
1830’s . Décrits types sociaux mais pas personnages #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:10:33 PM
SLevelt: RT @mazarines: Apparently, the novels generally portray booksellers &
publishers in a significantly better light than they do librarians. #…

7/10/2015 3:10:43 PM
CritRikk: RT @mazarines: Apparently, the novels generally portray booksellers &
publishers in a significantly better light than they do librarians. #…
7/10/2015 3:10:51 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Book publishers seem to appear a lot in romance novels
:D #SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:10:59 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @mazarines: Apparently, the novels generally portray booksellers
& publishers in a significantly better light than they do librarians. #…
7/10/2015 3:11:17 PM
superHH: Avec montée en puissance prix littéraires que éditeur rentre dans univers
fiction (entre-2 guerres) @AnthonyGlinoer #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:11:36 PM
nzsydney: @mazarines #sharp15 obviously librarians don't eat enough @sharpicecream
7/10/2015 3:12:15 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CherylSearch: Thank you #sharp15 for the miracle of simultaneous
translation.
7/10/2015 3:12:54 PM
sharpicecream: @nzsydney @mazarines Have some ice cream, librarians. But not in
the stacks. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:13:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Still trying to remember the Victorian novel about hack writers which
was briefly on my prelims list... #SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:13:45 PM
mazarines: Single-mouthedly trying to change this! RT @nzsydney: @mazarines
#sharp15 obviously librarians don't eat enough @sharpicecream
7/10/2015 3:13:59 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer: character of the publisher appears in more depth after the
second world war, eg in 'Belada éditeur' #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:14:17 PM
pmhswe: @digitalpigeons So, this Mellon-funded project headed by UMich is doing
something akin to this: http://t.co/WwcMXazNJz #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:14:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "The woman became his mistress and support in the world of
literature": Literature, the land of sugar mamas #SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:14:35 PM
CherylSearch: Gilnoer: Gremlin database: before mid 20thc "publisher is always
presented negatively" when mentioned in the novels at all. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:14:39 PM
mazarines: Hear, hear! Eat, eat! RT @sharpicecream: @nzsydney @mazarines Have
some ice cream, librarians. But not in the stacks. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:14:42 PM

jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: "The woman became his mistress and support in the
world of literature": Literature, the land of sugar mamas #SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:14:45 PM
rachellynchase: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer: writers complain about those who
uphold the commerce of literature. Book publishers begin to appear in Romanc…
7/10/2015 3:15:09 PM
jotis13: RT @sharpicecream: @nzsydney @mazarines Have some ice cream, librarians.
But not in the stacks. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:15:11 PM
christletine: RT @CherylSearch: Thank you #sharp15 for the miracle of simultaneous
translation.
7/10/2015 3:15:43 PM
mxmcadam: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Studies of librarians in contemporary fiction:
surprisingly often negative #SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:15:58 PM
richendabrim: RT @sharpicecream: @nzsydney @mazarines Have some ice cream,
librarians. But not in the stacks. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:16:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Ah! It was New Grub Street by George Gissing #SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:16:04 PM
nzsydney: @EpistolaryBrown George Gissing New Grub Street? #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:16:12 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @KatieMcGettigan I'm sympathetic to publishers but this book lays it
on thick, must be irony as Glinoer seems to be suggesting now #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:16:32 PM
SLevelt: RT @EpistolaryBrown: "The woman became his mistress and support in the
world of literature": Literature, the land of sugar mamas #SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:17:17 PM
sharpicecream: @mazarines @nzsydney Have an ice cream, Shannon. No, several.
#sharp15
7/10/2015 3:17:22 PM
keenera: "Editer, c'est se battre contre les lâches, les imbeciles..." From the novel
Belada #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:17:26 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @EpistolaryBrown tres realistic #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:17:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Literary directors are now appearing in novels, often as scapegoats
#SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:20:13 PM
mazarines: I love @sharpicecream so much. RT @sharpicecream: @mazarines
@nzsydney Have an ice cream, Shannon. No, several. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:20:15 PM

nzsydney: RT @sharpicecream: I had some friends round to #sharptowers last night.
#sharp15 http://t.co/AsFerAocnr
7/10/2015 3:20:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "His work is to tell the authors that they will not be published" -literary directors as bad guys in modern novels #SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:20:39 PM
SLevelt: #JohnSelden, Aubrey writes, "had got more by his prick than he had done by
his practice" (or his writing) #sharp15 https://t.co/jPmHm3AJg9
7/10/2015 3:21:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Is he suggesting that literary directors are more commonly bad guys
in self-published fiction? #SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:21:26 PM
sharpicecream: @mazarines @nzsydney Cool down Shannon. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:21:31 PM
CherylSearch: I'm blaming all my misspellings on sans-serif. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:21:36 PM
rap_fernandez: RT @SLevelt: #JohnSelden, Aubrey writes, "had got more by his prick
than he had done by his practice" (or his writing) #sharp15 https://t.c…
7/10/2015 3:21:40 PM
sharpicecream: @keenera @mazarines @nzsydney Me voila en francais #sharp15
#sharpglace #sharpbouffe
7/10/2015 3:22:28 PM
superHH: Ah I hear some Bourdieu reference ;-) #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:23:18 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CherylSearch: I'm blaming all my misspellings on sans-serif. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:24:18 PM
SHARPorg: RT @superHH: Ah I hear some Bourdieu reference ;-) #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:24:21 PM
superHH: .@AnthonyGlinoer éditeur est désormais un personnage central de l’oeuvre
litteraire. Il a aussi désormais droit à la parole. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:25:21 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @superHH: .@AnthonyGlinoer éditeur est désormais un
personnage central de l’oeuvre litteraire. Il a aussi désormais droit à la parole. #…
7/10/2015 3:25:42 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: "His work is to tell the authors that they will not be
published" -- literary directors as bad guys in modern novels #…
7/10/2015 3:27:14 PM
bfister: @EpistolaryBrown Really enjoying you tweets from #sharp15 - thanks!
7/10/2015 3:28:09 PM
superHH: So many new books I now want to read. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:33:42 PM

KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer making an argument for a distant method combined with
close reading to traces trends in representation across time #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:33:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer making an argument for a distant
method combined with close reading to traces trends in representation across …
7/10/2015 3:34:10 PM
mazarines: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer making an argument for a distant method
combined with close reading to traces trends in representation across …
7/10/2015 3:34:24 PM
CritRikk: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer making an argument for a distant method
combined with close reading to traces trends in representation across …
7/10/2015 3:34:56 PM
KatieMcGettigan: My relationship with our simultaneous translator(s) is similar to my
relationship with @sharpicecream. Intimate yet anonymous #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:35:07 PM
jotis13: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Glinoer making an argument for a distant method
combined with close reading to traces trends in representation across …
7/10/2015 3:35:20 PM
SHARPorg: RT @superHH: So many new books I now want to read. #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:35:28 PM
DonnaLanclos: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Writers are caught in a multitude of social
networks, professional as well as private #SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:35:37 PM
keenera: Wondering about the historical changes across Glinoer's corpus/database, as
well as the most "representative" texts & liminal cases #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:36:01 PM
CritRikk: RT @keenera: Wondering about the historical changes across Glinoer's
corpus/database, as well as the most "representative" texts & liminal …
7/10/2015 3:36:25 PM
zlkatz: RT @keenera: Wondering about the historical changes across Glinoer's
corpus/database, as well as the most "representative" texts & liminal …
7/10/2015 3:37:20 PM
keenera: Distant reading question #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:37:39 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @KatieMcGettigan: My relationship with our simultaneous
translator(s) is similar to my relationship with @sharpicecream. Intimate yet an…
7/10/2015 3:38:13 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @KatieMcGettigan & we've just had a question about this. Glinoer
speaking on limits of his skills in area bt wants to develop this #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:38:33 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @KatieMcGettigan: My relationship with our simultaneous
translator(s) is similar to my relationship with @sharpicecream. Intimate yet an…

7/10/2015 3:38:39 PM
cnsltnglib: I had a feeling I’d regret not going to #SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:42:50 PM
cnsltnglib: RT @mazarines: 19th & 20th century Francophone novels: Dictionaries
appear (as reference, authority, &/or object), librarians negatively po…
7/10/2015 3:43:35 PM
SLevelt: Many thanks to all the tweeters at #sharp15 - really enjoy the feed; very
inspiring and thought provoking!
7/10/2015 3:44:38 PM
rap_fernandez: RT @SLevelt: Many thanks to all the tweeters at #sharp15 - really
enjoy the feed; very inspiring and thought provoking!
7/10/2015 3:45:05 PM
onslies: RT @earlymodernjohn: Really enjoying tweets from #sharp15, not least
because it's a conference clearly committed to the idea of multilingua…
7/10/2015 3:45:24 PM
SHARPorg: RT @cnsltnglib: I had a feeling I’d regret not going to #SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:45:40 PM
SHARPorg: RT @SLevelt: Many thanks to all the tweeters at #sharp15 - really enjoy the
feed; very inspiring and thought provoking!
7/10/2015 3:46:06 PM
uberrhetor: RT @SLevelt: Many thanks to all the tweeters at #sharp15 - really enjoy
the feed; very inspiring and thought provoking!
7/10/2015 3:46:07 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @CitizenWald: ironic that I cannot be in #SHARP15 s7f, which
included the only talk on the historiography of MY field: German #book #his…
7/10/2015 3:46:39 PM
lesliehowsam: Darnton makes his appearance at #sharp15 with a theory question for
Glinoer
7/10/2015 3:49:44 PM
digitalpigeons: @richendabrim https://t.co/cVVPExRXTL #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:51:15 PM
CitizenWald: .@RobertDarnton asks @AnthonyGlinoer question about Bourdieu & the
sophistication of his theoretical approach. A: Do U have 8 hrs? #SHARP15
7/10/2015 3:51:32 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @digitalpigeons: @richendabrim https://t.co/cVVPExRXTL #sharp15
7/10/2015 3:52:22 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @CitizenWald: .@RobertDarnton asks @AnthonyGlinoer question
about Bourdieu & the sophistication of his theoretical approach. A: Do U hav…
7/10/2015 3:53:20 PM
roaringgirle: more love for @rare_cooking, a project that will interest #sharp15 folks. |
http://t.co/Eia7yNn7CY

7/10/2015 3:57:20 PM
hkpmcgregor: Another think piece about ebooks making us dumb. Must be Friday.
http://t.co/4vC8gPNef0 #sharp15
7/10/2015 4:14:40 PM
mollyhardy: RT @MrSidetable: @mollyhardy C. Evans' relationship to the past was
mediated through corset boxes. Nothing strange going on here, move alon…
7/10/2015 4:16:21 PM
CiotaRebecca: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Academic faculty: the library is NEVER a
babysitter for your class. It's an aid to your instruction. #s2f #sharp15
7/10/2015 4:17:33 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @CitizenWald: In my next life I will B a theoretical physicist (w minor
in philosophy) so I can figure out how 2 B at 2 @SHARPorg panels…
7/10/2015 4:18:59 PM
HistoryOfPorn: RT @SLevelt: Many thanks to all the tweeters at #sharp15 - really
enjoy the feed; very inspiring and thought provoking!
7/10/2015 4:41:41 PM
mazarines: Time for the @SHARPorg Annual General Meeting, where @iangadd gets
presidential on our collective. #sharp15 http://t.co/ZWAx2xyQTo
7/10/2015 4:42:13 PM
CritRikk: RT @digitalpigeons: @richendabrim https://t.co/cVVPExRXTL #sharp15
7/10/2015 4:42:15 PM
mazarines: RT @roaringgirle: more love for @rare_cooking, a project that will interest
#sharp15 folks. | http://t.co/Eia7yNn7CY
7/10/2015 4:43:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The SHARP archive is 3.5 linear feet, "for those of you who care
about such things" #SHARP15
7/10/2015 4:44:41 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The SHARP archive is 3.5 linear feet, "for those of you
who care about such things" #SHARP15
7/10/2015 4:45:01 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The SHARP archive is 3.5 linear feet, "for those
of you who care about such things" #SHARP15
7/10/2015 4:45:01 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The SHARP archive is 3.5 linear feet, "for those of you
who care about such things" #SHARP15
7/10/2015 4:45:28 PM
CitizenWald: @hkpmcgregor @RachelSGrate my theory is that dumb articles about
digital media making us dumb are what's making us dumb #SHARP15
7/10/2015 4:45:32 PM
CritRikk: RT @CitizenWald: @hkpmcgregor @RachelSGrate my theory is that dumb
articles about digital media making us dumb are what's making us dumb #S…
7/10/2015 4:45:42 PM

traviseross: The clock is running on @iangadd here at #SHARP15
http://t.co/hML9YcZHUn
7/10/2015 4:46:25 PM
mazarines: .@SHARPorg organizational archive now at UMass Amherst, all 3.5 linear
feet (and counting). #sharp15
7/10/2015 4:46:45 PM
CritRikk: RT @mazarines: Time for the @SHARPorg Annual General Meeting, where
@iangadd gets presidential on our collective. #sharp15 http://t.co/ZWAx…
7/10/2015 4:46:50 PM
mollyhardy: RT @mazarines: .@SHARPorg organizational archive now at UMass
Amherst, all 3.5 linear feet (and counting). #sharp15
7/10/2015 4:46:53 PM
SLevelt: @traviseross computer says "@iangadd time for that!" #sharp15
7/10/2015 4:47:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: $15,000 set aside for scholarships to things like DHSI, Rare Book
School, etc for SHARP early career scholars #SHARP15
7/10/2015 4:48:49 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: $15,000 set aside for scholarships to things like DHSI,
Rare Book School, etc for SHARP early career scholars #SHARP15
7/10/2015 4:49:23 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @EpistolaryBrown: $15,000 set aside for scholarships to things like
DHSI, Rare Book School, etc for SHARP early career scholars #SHARP15
7/10/2015 4:50:25 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @EpistolaryBrown: $15,000 set aside for scholarships to things like DHSI,
Rare Book School, etc for SHARP early career scholars #SHARP15
7/10/2015 4:50:25 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @EpistolaryBrown: $15,000 set aside for scholarships to things like
DHSI, Rare Book School, etc for SHARP early career scholars #SHARP15
7/10/2015 4:50:37 PM
mollyhardy: $15,000 for next 3 yrs in rare book schools & #DH training scholarships
from @SHARPorg for early career scholars -- just awesome! #sharp15
7/10/2015 4:50:41 PM
SLevelt: RT @mollyhardy: $15,000 for next 3 yrs in rare book schools & #DH training
scholarships from @SHARPorg for early career scholars -- just a…
7/10/2015 4:51:13 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @mazarines: .@SHARPorg organizational archive now at UMass Amherst,
all 3.5 linear feet (and counting). #sharp15
7/10/2015 4:51:16 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @mazarines: .@SHARPorg organizational archive now at UMass
Amherst, all 3.5 linear feet (and counting). #sharp15
7/10/2015 4:51:16 PM
mollyhardy: SHARP 2016: ParisSHARP 2017: VancouverSHARP 2018: AustraliaSHARP
2019: North American east coast#sharp15

7/10/2015 4:51:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @mollyhardy: SHARP 2016: ParisSHARP 2017: VancouverSHARP
2018: AustraliaSHARP 2019: North American east coast#sharp15
7/10/2015 4:51:52 PM
CritRikk: RT @mollyhardy: SHARP 2016: ParisSHARP 2017: VancouverSHARP 2018:
AustraliaSHARP 2019: North American east coast#sharp15
7/10/2015 4:52:04 PM
AmAntiquarian: RT @mollyhardy: $15,000 for next 3 yrs in rare book schools & #DH
training scholarships from @SHARPorg for early career scholars -- just a…
7/10/2015 4:52:20 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @mollyhardy: SHARP 2016: ParisSHARP 2017: VancouverSHARP
2018: AustraliaSHARP 2019: North American east coast#sharp15
7/10/2015 4:52:30 PM
SLevelt: RT @mollyhardy: SHARP 2016: ParisSHARP 2017: VancouverSHARP 2018:
AustraliaSHARP 2019: North American east coast#sharp15
7/10/2015 4:52:31 PM
mazarines: Coming @SHARPorg conferences are 2016 Paris, 2017 British Columbia,
2018 Australia, 2019 USA east coast... #sharp15
7/10/2015 4:52:47 PM
mjmeyers: RT @mollyhardy: $15,000 for next 3 yrs in rare book schools & #DH training
scholarships from @SHARPorg for early career scholars -- just a…
7/10/2015 4:52:48 PM
CardiffBookHist: RT @mollyhardy: SHARP 2016: ParisSHARP 2017: VancouverSHARP
2018: AustraliaSHARP 2019: North American east coast#sharp15
7/10/2015 4:53:05 PM
mjmeyers: RT @mollyhardy: SHARP 2016: ParisSHARP 2017: VancouverSHARP 2018:
AustraliaSHARP 2019: North American east coast#sharp15
7/10/2015 4:53:13 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @mollyhardy: SHARP 2016: ParisSHARP 2017: VancouverSHARP
2018: AustraliaSHARP 2019: North American east coast#sharp15
7/10/2015 4:53:17 PM
profwernimont: happy to see international loc for #dh2016 #dh2017 #sharp15 and all
the other great conf - wld like to also see provisions to enable access+
7/10/2015 4:53:39 PM
mazarines: Hey! @adamghooks is an incoming @SHARPorg board member! #sharp15
7/10/2015 4:54:46 PM
AlexisWeedon: RT @mollyhardy: SHARP 2016: ParisSHARP 2017: VancouverSHARP
2018: AustraliaSHARP 2019: North American east coast#sharp15
7/10/2015 4:55:13 PM
AlexisWeedon: RT @mollyhardy: $15,000 for next 3 yrs in rare book schools & #DH
training scholarships from @SHARPorg for early career scholars -- just a…
7/10/2015 4:55:21 PM

roopikarisam: RT @profwernimont: happy to see international loc for #dh2016
#dh2017 #sharp15 and all the other great conf - wld like to also see provisio…
7/10/2015 4:55:26 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @mazarines: Hey! @adamghooks is an incoming @SHARPorg board
member! #sharp15
7/10/2015 4:56:03 PM
roaringgirle: congratulations to @adamghooks on becoming a board member of
@SHARPorg! #sharp15
7/10/2015 4:56:05 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @mollyhardy: SHARP 2016: ParisSHARP 2017: VancouverSHARP
2018: AustraliaSHARP 2019: North American east coast#sharp15
7/10/2015 4:56:53 PM
keenera: Aldine high-five RT @mazarines: @mazarines: Hey! @adamghooks is an
incoming @SHARPorg board member! #sharp15
7/10/2015 4:57:00 PM
mazarines: @keenera @adamghooks @SHARPorg High anchors! High bizarro dolphins!
#sharp15
7/10/2015 4:58:22 PM
PeritiaEditors: RT @roaringgirle: wow. hillgärtner shows that 83% of book history
articles deal with europe—10% america, 1% africa, 2% asia, .08% australia…
7/10/2015 4:59:33 PM
CitizenWald: Running a truly bilingual #SHARP15 conference has been in general a
great success. Of course, there was 1 exception http://t.co/YTkz2ttN7L
7/10/2015 5:00:27 PM
adamghooks: Thanks! It’s a *very* exciting time for @SHARPorg #sharp15
https://t.co/1CYnIY9aSQ
7/10/2015 5:00:41 PM
adamghooks: @roaringgirle @SHARPorg Thanks! I am *virtually* there…. #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:01:35 PM
CitizenWald: “@mazarines: @keenera @adamghooks @SHARPorg High anchors! High
bizarro dolphins! #sharp15”. Yes, let me repeat my welcome, Adam!
7/10/2015 5:01:44 PM
AlexisWeedon: Sharpists note we have a SL/L in English advertised. Please retweet.
Come and work with me:) #sharp15 http://t.co/7euhOXABOr
7/10/2015 5:02:32 PM
CitizenWald: RT @mollyhardy: SHARP 2016: ParisSHARP 2017: VancouverSHARP 2018:
AustraliaSHARP 2019: North American east coast#sharp15
7/10/2015 5:03:18 PM
CitizenWald: So, was it a bad idea to invest a small scholarly organization's funds in
Greek banks last week? #askingforafriend #SHARP15
7/10/2015 5:04:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The Book Prize committee had to add an extra member to judge the
number of submissions: great problem to have in #BookHistory #SHARP15

7/10/2015 5:04:07 PM
CritRikk: RT @AlexisWeedon: Sharpists note we have a SL/L in English advertised.
Please retweet. Come and work with me:) #sharp15 http://t.co/7euhOXA…
7/10/2015 5:04:07 PM
CitizenWald: RT @mollyhardy: $15,000 for next 3 yrs in rare book schools & #DH
training scholarships from @SHARPorg for early career scholars -- just a…
7/10/2015 5:04:16 PM
roaringgirle: RT @mollyhardy: SHARP 2016: ParisSHARP 2017: VancouverSHARP 2018:
AustraliaSHARP 2019: North American east coast#sharp15
7/10/2015 5:04:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @AlexisWeedon: Sharpists note we have a SL/L in English
advertised. Please retweet. Come and work with me:) #sharp15 http://t.co/7euhOXA…
7/10/2015 5:05:20 PM
SLevelt: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The Book Prize committee had to add an extra member
to judge the number of submissions: great problem to have in #Book…
7/10/2015 5:05:25 PM
ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Award to: Daniel Wakelin for Scribal
Correction & Literary Craft @CambridgeUP http://t.co/t1IEKEVeaN #sharp15 &...1/2
7/10/2015 5:06:03 PM
sharp2015_ca: AGM underway in Moyse Hall Theatre! #SHARP15
http://t.co/AlkuK02JjB
7/10/2015 5:06:48 PM
CherylSearch: DeLong Book History Prize goes to Wakelin's Scribal correction and
literary craft and to... #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:07:08 PM
mazarines: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Award to: Daniel Wakelin for
Scribal Correction & Literary Craft @CambridgeUP http://t.co/t1IEKEV…
7/10/2015 5:07:15 PM
DanielWakelin1: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Award to: Daniel
Wakelin for Scribal Correction & Literary Craft @CambridgeUP http://t.co/t1IEKEV…
7/10/2015 5:07:15 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Award to: Daniel
Wakelin for Scribal Correction & Literary Craft @CambridgeUP http://t.co/t1IEKEV…
7/10/2015 5:07:22 PM
ahomsher: RT @adamghooks: Thanks! It’s a *very* exciting time for @SHARPorg
#sharp15 https://t.co/1CYnIY9aSQ
7/10/2015 5:07:30 PM
mollyhardy: Two books Scribal Correction & Lit Craft (Cambridge UP) & American Pulp
(Princeton UP) win @SHARPorg Delong Book Prize #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:08:18 PM
ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg ...2/2 DeLong Book Award to: Paula Rabinowitz for
American Pulp @PrincetonUPress http://t.co/qk3VoFetX2 #sharp15

7/10/2015 5:08:21 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The Book Prize committee had to add an extra member
to judge the number of submissions: great problem to have in #Book…
7/10/2015 5:08:30 PM
CritRikk: RT @mollyhardy: Two books Scribal Correction & Lit Craft (Cambridge UP) &
American Pulp (Princeton UP) win @SHARPorg Delong Book Prize #sha…
7/10/2015 5:08:39 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg ...2/2 DeLong Book Award to: Paula
Rabinowitz for American Pulp @PrincetonUPress http://t.co/qk3VoFetX2 #shar…
7/10/2015 5:08:39 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @EpistolaryBrown: $15,000 set aside for scholarships to things like
DHSI, Rare Book School, etc for SHARP early career scholars #SHARP15
7/10/2015 5:08:40 PM
mazarines: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg ...2/2 DeLong Book Award to: Paula
Rabinowitz for American Pulp @PrincetonUPress http://t.co/qk3VoFetX2 #shar…
7/10/2015 5:08:47 PM
CritRikk: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg ...2/2 DeLong Book Award to: Paula
Rabinowitz for American Pulp @PrincetonUPress http://t.co/qk3VoFetX2 #shar…
7/10/2015 5:08:49 PM
CherylSearch: DeLong Book History Prize also goes to Rabinowitz's American Pulp
#sharp15
7/10/2015 5:08:50 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Award to: Daniel Wakelin
for Scribal Correction & Literary Craft @CambridgeUP http://t.co/t1IEKEV…
7/10/2015 5:09:25 PM
EGieskes: RT @adamghooks: Thanks! It’s a *very* exciting time for @SHARPorg
#sharp15 https://t.co/1CYnIY9aSQ
7/10/2015 5:09:49 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @CherylSearch: DeLong Book History Prize also goes to Rabinowitz's
American Pulp #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:11:09 PM
JohnHPollack1: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg ...2/2 DeLong Book Award to: Paula
Rabinowitz for American Pulp @PrincetonUPress http://t.co/qk3VoFetX2 #shar…
7/10/2015 5:11:19 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg ...2/2 DeLong Book Award to: Paula
Rabinowitz for American Pulp @PrincetonUPress http://t.co/qk3VoFetX2 #shar…
7/10/2015 5:11:23 PM
Millicent_Weber: Is it too late to nominate @sharpicecream for the #sharp15 twitter
prize?
7/10/2015 5:11:35 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @mollyhardy: Two books Scribal Correction & Lit Craft (Cambridge
UP) & American Pulp (Princeton UP) win @SHARPorg Delong Book Prize #sha…

7/10/2015 5:12:37 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 and now their twitter prize for the conference... a prize for making
'hash" of a conference and they will offer a spreadsheet!!
7/10/2015 5:12:53 PM
sim1303: paula rabinowitz: "that's what book historians do, isn't it? from manuscripts to
junk!" perfect note to end an awesome conf. #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:13:34 PM
CitizenWald: .@SHARPorg Book Award winner Paula Rabinowitz (American Pulp
http://t.co/A5RsfNe0h5) describes what we do:from #manuscripts to junk #SHARP15
7/10/2015 5:13:34 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 this year was very difficult lots of tweets (5,000+) and in two
languages, and more people tweeting, prizes from publishers (books)
7/10/2015 5:14:24 PM
sharpicecream: C'est MOI! #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:14:41 PM
sharpicecream: Subversive, moi? #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:15:09 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 .@iangadd "ice cream became involved early on...subversive at
times" and so student helpers bought ice cream
7/10/2015 5:15:35 PM
noctambulate: Nice news from #sharp15 that Paula Rabinowitz's AMERICAN PULP from
@PrincetonUPress is co-winner of the Delong Book Prize @SHARPorg #ReadUP
7/10/2015 5:15:36 PM
nickpublisher: RT @CritRikk: #sharp15 this year was very difficult lots of tweets
(5,000+) and in two languages, and more people tweeting, prizes from pub…
7/10/2015 5:15:45 PM
sharpicecream: OUAIS. YEAH. #sharp15 http://t.co/UceDti200r
7/10/2015 5:15:45 PM
lesliehowsam: Now #sharp15 annual Twitter prize, copies of the prizewinning books,
how meta... But first, student helpers will get @sharpicecream
7/10/2015 5:15:55 PM
mollyhardy: RT @sharpicecream: OUAIS. YEAH. #sharp15 http://t.co/UceDti200r
7/10/2015 5:15:57 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @noctambulate: Nice news from #sharp15 that Paula Rabinowitz's
AMERICAN PULP from @PrincetonUPress is co-winner of the Delong Book Prize…
7/10/2015 5:16:29 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 .@iangadd the five winners include .@EpistolaryBrown and
.@roaringgirle as well as three others (whose names I missed b/c tweeting
7/10/2015 5:16:35 PM
SLevelt: RT @sharpicecream: OUAIS. YEAH. #sharp15 http://t.co/UceDti200r
7/10/2015 5:16:45 PM

CritRikk: #sharp15 also of prize tweeters .@superHH
7/10/2015 5:17:28 PM
AnthonyGlinoer: RT @AQEImprime: @AnthonyGlinoer: les imaginaires du livre et le
GREMLIN, merci @Patrimoinecdn pour la traduction simultanée #sharp15 http:/…
7/10/2015 5:18:00 PM
adamghooks: ALL HAIL OUR FEARLESS LEADER AND HIS BOOK-HISTORICAL
POPSICLES #sharp15 https://t.co/eg5zw4mFhZ
7/10/2015 5:18:57 PM
roaringgirle: thrilled to win @sharp2015_ca twitter prize with @EpistolaryBrown
@mazarines @superHH and @mroyup13! @SHARPorg #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:19:24 PM
SLevelt: prize-giving for tweets is such a fantastic move of @SHARPorg (as if live
tweeters need further encouragement! ;) #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:19:29 PM
mazarines: .@SHARPorg Twitter prize! Goes to @roaringgirle @superHH
@EpistolaryBrown @mroyup13 &...me?! Huzzah! @sharpicecream for everyone!
#sharp15
7/10/2015 5:19:40 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: thrilled to win @sharp2015_ca twitter prize with
@EpistolaryBrown @mazarines @superHH and @mroyup13! @SHARPorg #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:19:45 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @roaringgirle: thrilled to win @sharp2015_ca twitter prize with
@EpistolaryBrown @mazarines @superHH and @mroyup13! @SHARPorg #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:19:48 PM
sharpicecream: @DanielWakelin1 Have an ice cream Dan. A big celebratory one.
#sharp15
7/10/2015 5:19:51 PM
adamghooks: You all were outstanding and we virtual attendees are SO. GRATEFUL.
#sharp15 https://t.co/jBAbFjqYqH
7/10/2015 5:20:00 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @roaringgirle @sharp2015_ca @EpistolaryBrown @mazarines
@superHH @mroyup13 @SHARPorg I've very much enjoyed following you all! #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:20:14 PM
traviseross: introducing #SHARP15 tweeters w/IRL names told me less than you'd
think. Congrats @mazarines @superHH & @EpistolaryBrown who I recognized.
7/10/2015 5:20:21 PM
keenera: @adamghooks "What is the history of popsicles?" -- and so a new field
began... #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:20:23 PM
sharpicecream: @mazarines @SHARPorg @roaringgirle @superHH @EpistolaryBrown
@mroyup13 YEAH. OUAIS. Manifique! #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:20:28 PM
CritRikk: RT @sharpicecream: @mazarines @SHARPorg @roaringgirle @superHH
@EpistolaryBrown @mroyup13 YEAH. OUAIS. Manifique! #sharp15

7/10/2015 5:20:44 PM
lesliehowsam: Recognition of Ezra Greenspan , founding editor, now retired, of
@SHARPorg 's journal *Book History* #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:21:15 PM
sharpicecream: Cool down Book History Editors! #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:21:15 PM
superHH: RT @roaringgirle: thrilled to win @sharp2015_ca twitter prize with
@EpistolaryBrown @mazarines @superHH and @mroyup13! @SHARPorg #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:21:42 PM
adamghooks: My first act as a @SHARPorg board member is to advocate for ice cream
sandwiches… Let’s get on this, @iangadd #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:21:48 PM
keenera: Thanks to @roaringgirle @EpistolaryBrown @mazarines @superHH
@mroyup13 for your great tweets all #sharp15 long! Deserving winners!
7/10/2015 5:22:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Ezra Greenspan gifted with two fine copies of Leaves of Grass in
hebrew for his contributions as editor of Book History #SHARP15
7/10/2015 5:22:21 PM
CitizenWald: RT @adamghooks: My first act as a @SHARPorg board member is to
advocate for ice cream sandwiches… Let’s get on this, @iangadd #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:22:45 PM
mollyhardy: .@SHARPorg thanks Ezra Greenspan for years of editing Book History with
lovely editions of Leaves of Grass in Hebrew #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:23:11 PM
CitizenWald: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Ezra Greenspan gifted with two fine copies of
Leaves of Grass in hebrew for his contributions as editor of Book Histor…
7/10/2015 5:23:38 PM
sharpicecream: @roaringgirle @sharp2015_ca @EpistolaryBrown @mazarines
@superHH @mroyup13 @SHARPorg Ice creams for all. #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:23:39 PM
ArtBksDC: RT @roaringgirle: .@Finny_stitch is interested in how stitch-craft & fabric
work finds way into the making, unmaking, and remaking of books…
7/10/2015 5:24:29 PM
sharpicecream: By tomorrow, some of you may be missing me. But je pense bien
d'aller a Paris #sharp16 #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:24:38 PM
mazarines: #sharp15 tweeters, presenters, attendees...All fabulous. I love marginal
notes that reach far (across space instead of time) that is Twitter
7/10/2015 5:24:54 PM
roaringgirle: @sharpicecream, after all that tweeting, i think we're all ready to chill.
@EpistolaryBrown @mazarines @superHH @mroyup13 #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:24:59 PM

superHH: It was nice to follow/discuss with you all @mazarines @SHARPorg
@roaringgirle @EpistolaryBrown @mroyup13. #sharp15 congrats to us all.
7/10/2015 5:25:15 PM
lesliehowsam: Now @PatrickLearyVIC being recognized in Montreal as foundermoderator of SHARP-L, while he's @RS4VPi in Ghent. Meta again. #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:25:19 PM
mollyhardy: RT @lesliehowsam: Now @PatrickLearyVIC being recognized in Montreal as
founder-moderator of SHARP-L, while he's @RS4VPi in Ghent. Meta agai…
7/10/2015 5:25:40 PM
keenera: @iangadd mentions @SHARPorg's commitment to the latest forms of tech &
new media. In 90s: conference, listserv, SHARP-L. #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:26:03 PM
CritRikk: RT @keenera: @iangadd mentions @SHARPorg's commitment to the latest
forms of tech & new media. In 90s: conference, listserv, SHARP-L. #shar…
7/10/2015 5:26:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: We have to replace @PatrickLearyVIC with a TEAM to keep up with all
he's done: deep praise for the founder of SHARP-L #SHARP15
7/10/2015 5:26:30 PM
sharpicecream: And I will be crucial down under. AUSTRALIA. #sharp18 #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:26:33 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @keenera: Thanks to @roaringgirle @EpistolaryBrown @mazarines
@superHH @mroyup13 for your great tweets all #sharp15 long! Deserving winn…
7/10/2015 5:26:58 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: We have to replace @PatrickLearyVIC with a TEAM to
keep up with all he's done: deep praise for the founder of SHARP-L …
7/10/2015 5:27:02 PM
lesliehowsam: The gift to @PatrickLearyVIC , Digital Pioneer, includes hand pressprinter reproduction of his first post on SHARP-L #sharp15 @RS4VP
7/10/2015 5:28:13 PM
AlexisWeedon: RT @lesliehowsam: Recognition of Ezra Greenspan , founding editor,
now retired, of @SHARPorg 's journal *Book History* #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:28:28 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @EpistolaryBrown: We have to replace @PatrickLearyVIC with a
TEAM to keep up with all he's done: deep praise for the founder of SHARP-L …
7/10/2015 5:28:31 PM
sharpicecream: @CritRikk I am multiform. #sharp15 # sharp18
7/10/2015 5:28:44 PM
sharpicecream: @mollyhardy Ice cream world tour. #sharp15 #sharp16 #sharp17
#sharp18 #sharp19 Anyone for #sharp20?
7/10/2015 5:30:26 PM
lesliehowsam: Now Arjan van Dijk from @BrillPublishing updates us on Book History
Online, work done @StAndrewsHist @universalstc #sharp15

7/10/2015 5:30:27 PM
mazarines: RT @keenera: @iangadd mentions @SHARPorg's commitment to the latest
forms of tech & new media. In 90s: conference, listserv, SHARP-L. #shar…
7/10/2015 5:31:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @lesliehowsam: Now Arjan van Dijk from @BrillPublishing
updates us on Book History Online, work done @StAndrewsHist @universalstc #shar…
7/10/2015 5:31:21 PM
CherylSearch: A thousand thanks to Patrick Leary for his long and exemplary service as
editor of SHARP-L; He will be missed! #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:31:31 PM
mollyhardy: I scream, you scream, the whole world screams for @sharpicecream!
#sharp15
7/10/2015 5:32:03 PM
superHH: RT @keenera: Thanks to @roaringgirle @EpistolaryBrown @mazarines
@superHH @mroyup13 for your great tweets all #sharp15 long! Deserving winn…
7/10/2015 5:32:06 PM
lesliehowsam: “@CherylSearch: A thousand thanks to @PatrickLearyVIC for his long
and exemplary service as editor of SHARP-L; He will be missed! #sharp15”
7/10/2015 5:33:15 PM
ClaireSquires: @DanielWakelin1 @SHARPorg @CambridgeUP Congratulations Dan! Will
send you the citation shortly... #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:33:44 PM
ahomsher: RT @sim1303: paula rabinowitz: "that's what book historians do, isn't it?
from manuscripts to junk!" perfect note to end an awesome conf. #…
7/10/2015 5:33:52 PM
roaringgirle: find out more about BOOK HISTORY ONLINE (a bibliography of book &a
library history) here. | http://t.co/zJtxnQAhUn #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:34:10 PM
SLevelt: RT @roaringgirle: find out more about BOOK HISTORY ONLINE (a bibliography
of book &a library history) here. | http://t.co/zJtxnQAhUn #sharp…
7/10/2015 5:35:10 PM
mazarines: RT @roaringgirle: find out more about BOOK HISTORY ONLINE (a
bibliography of book &a library history) here. | http://t.co/zJtxnQAhUn #sharp…
7/10/2015 5:35:49 PM
DanielWakelin1: RT @ClaireSquires: @DanielWakelin1 @SHARPorg @CambridgeUP
Congratulations Dan! Will send you the citation shortly... #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:35:54 PM
roaringgirle: .@SHARPorg gives great twitter prizes. (attn: @DanielWakelin1, winner of
the delong book history prize!) #sharp15 http://t.co/pnJ7bFWinn
7/10/2015 5:36:13 PM
librarianmouse: .@roaringgirle @sharp2015_ca @EpistolaryBrown @mazarines
@superHH @mroyup13 @SHARPorg some of my favorite people! :D #sharp15

7/10/2015 5:36:20 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @sharpicecream: Subversive, moi? #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:37:33 PM
sharpicecream: #sharp16 PARIS. OUAIS! #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:38:04 PM
mazarines: Sorry folks, #sharp16 is in Paris, FRANCE, not Paris, Texas. #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:38:36 PM
lesliehowsam: Next year, SHARP 2016 in Paris. JY Mollier assures us, he means the one
in France! At BNF. #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:38:42 PM
roaringgirle: don't be confused! next year's @SHARPorg conference is in paris, FRANCE,
not paris, texas. #sharp15 #sharp16 @sharpparis2016
7/10/2015 5:39:27 PM
sharpicecream: Les Langues du Livre: #sharp16. Je leche. #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:39:44 PM
keenera: "Les Langues du Livre" -- theme of #sharp16 in Paris #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:39:47 PM
mazarines: @superHH @SHARPorg @roaringgirle @EpistolaryBrown @mroyup13 Oui,
oui! I hope so. #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:40:01 PM
roaringgirle: oh my goodness! i'd better start saving NOW for #sharp16 in paris!
#sharp15
7/10/2015 5:40:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Paris is selling #SHARP16 with some snazzy music and photos of
beautiful libraries and gorgeous books #SHARP15
7/10/2015 5:41:06 PM
DanielWakelin1: RT @roaringgirle: .@SHARPorg gives great twitter prizes. (attn:
@DanielWakelin1, winner of the delong book history prize!) #sharp15 http://…
7/10/2015 5:41:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @keenera: "Les Langues du Livre" -- theme of #sharp16 in Paris
#sharp15
7/10/2015 5:41:50 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @SharpAntwerp apparently you started a tradition for @SHARPorg
conference trailers! #sharp16 just presented theirs at the AGM! #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:42:30 PM
cherylaread: Here at the end of #sharp15, at least we have #sharp16 in Paris to look
forward to.
7/10/2015 5:42:49 PM
ClaireSquires: @sharpicecream Cool down, Ice Cream. #sharp15 #sharp16
7/10/2015 5:43:15 PM
CritRikk: RT @mazarines: Sorry folks, #sharp16 is in Paris, FRANCE, not Paris, Texas.
#sharp15

7/10/2015 5:43:33 PM
sharpicecream: @ClaireSquires I am always cool, Claire. Till I melt. #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:44:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: @mroyup13 It's quality, not quantity! #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:44:55 PM
Zenbap: RT @lesliehowsam: The gift to @PatrickLearyVIC , Digital Pioneer, includes
hand press-printer reproduction of his first post on SHARP-L #s…
7/10/2015 5:50:40 PM
MarieMaudeBoss: Je quitte #sharp15 , tout juste avant la conférence de
@RobertDarnton ...But I guess you'll tweet it all, right?
7/10/2015 5:51:01 PM
ahomsher: RT @adamghooks: ALL HAIL OUR FEARLESS LEADER AND HIS BOOKHISTORICAL POPSICLES #sharp15 https://t.co/eg5zw4mFhZ
7/10/2015 5:53:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Managed to acquire power before the next session: huzzah, the
tweeting may continue #SHARP15
7/10/2015 5:54:06 PM
medievalpecia: RT @roaringgirle: .@SHARPorg gives great twitter prizes. (attn:
@DanielWakelin1, winner of the delong book history prize!) #sharp15 http://…
7/10/2015 5:55:20 PM
digitalpigeons: Now to relax into some Book History Theory! Especially looking forward
to Alan Galey's talk 'Bibliography Beyond Books' #sharp15
7/10/2015 5:56:17 PM
mroyup13: #FF @sharpparis2016 #sharp15 #sharp16
7/10/2015 5:57:02 PM
SLevelt: What a treat! The #sharp15 feed is continuing! Tune in for book history theory.
7/10/2015 5:57:40 PM
keenera: MAJOR #sharp15 FOMO r n. Hearing about ballads from A Griffin, @pfumer &
@cstahmer in #s8cTorn in 2 other directions! #s8b #s8a
7/10/2015 5:58:11 PM
jotis13: Finishing up #sharp15 by playing with the medievalists in #s8b Medieval
Manuscripts Reborn
7/10/2015 5:58:52 PM
CritRikk: RT @jotis13: Finishing up #sharp15 by playing with the medievalists in #s8b
Medieval Manuscripts Reborn
7/10/2015 5:59:05 PM
mazarines: @SLevelt Yes, we have one more panel session and one more plenary to go.
#sharp15 #vivelesharp
7/10/2015 5:59:12 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Coming up: Artistic re-imaginings in 20th c children's
literature

7/10/2015 5:59:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Up in the final session, Fiona Black "Geography, Business history, and
Methods in Book History" #SHARP15
7/10/2015 5:59:33 PM
CritRikk: final sessions of #sharp15 #s8a Book History Theory, chair Bertrum
MacDonald
7/10/2015 5:59:36 PM
mikers86: RT @roaringgirle: don't be confused! next year's @SHARPorg conference is in
paris, FRANCE, not paris, texas. #sharp15 #sharp16 @sharpparis2…
7/10/2015 6:00:11 PM
amndw2: At the book history theory session. My brain is full, but I don't want to miss
this one. #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:00:28 PM
jotis13: RT @keenera: Thanks to @roaringgirle @EpistolaryBrown @mazarines
@superHH @mroyup13 for your great tweets all #sharp15 long! Deserving winn…
7/10/2015 6:00:35 PM
A_Skyrme: Now, Book History Theory / Histoire du livre et perspectives théoriques
#sharp15 #8a
7/10/2015 6:00:43 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s8a Fiona A. Black, “Perpetuation and Change in Book History
Scholarship Using Geographic Lenses and Concepts frm Business History
7/10/2015 6:01:26 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @CorinnaNoRue: @SharpAntwerp apparently you started a tradition
for @SHARPorg conference trailers! #sharp16 just presented theirs at the…
7/10/2015 6:01:39 PM
roaringgirle: at the final panel of #sharp15, #s8a on book history theory featuring fiona
black, kristine smitka, and alan galey.
7/10/2015 6:01:45 PM
mazarines: Final #sharp15 multisession. Book History Theory begins with Fiona Black
on Geography, Business History, and Methods in Book History
7/10/2015 6:01:45 PM
leoba: RT @mollyhardy: SHARP 2016: ParisSHARP 2017: VancouverSHARP 2018:
AustraliaSHARP 2019: North American east coast#sharp15
7/10/2015 6:01:50 PM
jotis13: First up, Michael van Dussen on a not-so-normal evangeliary #s8b #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:01:55 PM
A_Skyrme: Fiona A. Black, “Perpetuation & Change in Book History Scholarship Using
Geographic Lenses and Concepts from Business History” #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:02:00 PM
superHH: RT @CritRikk: #sharp15 #s8a Fiona A. Black, “Perpetuation and Change in
Book History Scholarship Using Geographic Lenses and Concepts frm B…
7/10/2015 6:02:41 PM

lesliehowsam: Theory session #sharp15 starts with @FionaAtDal on geography, biz
history & methods in #bookhistory
7/10/2015 6:02:43 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Elizabeth Frengel on "The Many Faces of Frances," i.e.
the badger of Bedtime for Frances (1960)
7/10/2015 6:02:52 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @keenera: "Les Langues du Livre" -- theme of #sharp16 in Paris
#sharp15
7/10/2015 6:02:59 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: @ClaireSquires I am always cool, Claire. Till I melt.
#sharp15
7/10/2015 6:03:20 PM
mikers86: RT @mollyhardy: SHARP 2016: ParisSHARP 2017: VancouverSHARP 2018:
AustraliaSHARP 2019: North American east coast#sharp15
7/10/2015 6:03:21 PM
roaringgirle: my laptop has run out of juice. tweeting from petite device, so expect a
slower feed. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:03:22 PM
dolechner: RT @lesliehowsam: Next year, SHARP 2016 in Paris. JY Mollier assures us,
he means the one in France! At BNF. #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:03:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@FionaAtDal challenges the technological determinism of some
narratives of book history #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:04:02 PM
dolechner: RT @EpistolaryBrown: We have to replace @PatrickLearyVIC with a TEAM to
keep up with all he's done: deep praise for the founder of SHARP-L …
7/10/2015 6:04:03 PM
richendabrim: Benjamin Durham up first to talk about the Toronto Evangeliary on the
Medieval Mss Reborn panel #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:04:21 PM
ClaireSquires: We have an impressive moustache in #s8g #sharpbeards #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:04:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Cooperative model in Late 19th Century was very uncommon in the
print industry; "Cooperative printing society" in Edinburgh #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:04:41 PM
nickpublisher: Super last panel now on new directions for book history scholarship with
@AlexisWeedon @ClaireSquires + Simon Frost #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:05:05 PM
traviseross: I had to look up #FOMO because I had become concerned that I was
missing out on something at #SHARP15 by not knowing what it meant…huh.
7/10/2015 6:05:10 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s8a .@FionaAtDal Edinburgh, 19th c, cooperative printing society,
started on Bank Street 1870s

7/10/2015 6:05:10 PM
jotis13: Not uncommon for Cistercians to alter evangelary books, add new saints, esp.
notes brought home by abbots from regional mtgs #s8b #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:05:12 PM
dolechner: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Award to: Daniel Wakelin for
Scribal Correction & Literary Craft @CambridgeUP http://t.co/t1IEKEV…
7/10/2015 6:05:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The business model was successful, however, and just a few years
later the Cooperative moved to new premises #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:05:20 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @nickpublisher: Super last panel now on new directions for book
history scholarship with @AlexisWeedon @ClaireSquires + Simon Frost #sh…
7/10/2015 6:05:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: 15,000 1£ shares were reached in the 1920s #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:05:41 PM
CitizenWald: Fascinating: producing all aspects of a ballad from the ground up: paper,
woodcut, poetry, music, printing #SHARP15 http://t.co/XEjAJfgu5K
7/10/2015 6:05:51 PM
ILoveCopyright: Dashing! RT @ClaireSquires: We have an impressive moustache in
#s8g #sharpbeards #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:05:57 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Frengel: transition from Garth Williams to Lillian Hoban
as illustrators. These books never out of print to today
7/10/2015 6:06:02 PM
keenera: Hey @WSperrazza -- I'm hearing Andrew Griffin talk about @EBBA_Ballads
and forms of publishing that include performance! #sharp15 #s8c
7/10/2015 6:06:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Benefits of producer cooperatives include superior rates, lack of
unnecessary supervision, and other factors #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:06:22 PM
Beth_driscoll: Watching the #sharp15 AGM from the VIP box with #simonatsharp
http://t.co/8eD0ajgjiD
7/10/2015 6:06:23 PM
dolechner: RT @CitizenWald: ironic that I cannot be in #SHARP15 s7f, which included
the only talk on the historiography of MY field: German #book #his…
7/10/2015 6:06:25 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Frengel: *Frances* changing "from people to badgers--a
stroke of genius!!"
7/10/2015 6:06:40 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Benefits of producer cooperatives include superior rates,
lack of unnecessary supervision, and other factors #sharp15 …
7/10/2015 6:06:43 PM

EpistolaryBrown: Share ledgers are rare documents, however; the share ledger from
1873-1923 is a valuable resource on the Cooperative #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:07:04 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@FionaAtDal challenges the technological determinism
of some narratives of book history #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:07:11 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Cooperative model in Late 19th Century was very
uncommon in the print industry; "Cooperative printing society" in Edin…
7/10/2015 6:07:15 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The business model was successful, however, and just a
few years later the Cooperative moved to new premises #sharp15 …
7/10/2015 6:07:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Nearly all shareholders were men; 10 or less were women #sharp15
#s8a
7/10/2015 6:07:21 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: 15,000 1£ shares were reached in the 1920s #sharp15
#s8a
7/10/2015 6:07:22 PM
SLevelt: RT @CitizenWald: Fascinating: producing all aspects of a ballad from the
ground up: paper, woodcut, poetry, music, printing #SHARP15 http:/…
7/10/2015 6:07:24 PM
jotis13: Durham using additions to a specific evangelary to determine both date and
location of origin #s8b #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:07:25 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Benefits of producer cooperatives include superior
rates, lack of unnecessary supervision, and other factors #sharp15 …
7/10/2015 6:07:26 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Share ledgers are rare documents, however; the share
ledger from 1873-1923 is a valuable resource on the Cooperative #…
7/10/2015 6:07:30 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Nearly all shareholders were men; 10 or less were
women #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:07:35 PM
amndw2: Fiona Black: looking at shares ledgers of the Edinburgh Cooperative Printing
Company, 1873-1923 #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:07:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Trade member as Shareholders (16% of total) were nearly all
compositors, with printers the next biggest percentage #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:08:01 PM
ILoveCopyright: @Beth_driscoll King @sprowberry #SHARP15 #simonatsharp
7/10/2015 6:08:02 PM
roaringgirle: fiona black discusses how geography & business theory contribute to study
of book history. case study: edinburgh, 1870s-1920s. #s8a #sharp15

7/10/2015 6:08:02 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Frengel: but text of Frances never mentions that they
are badgers!! *Counterpoint of picture and text
7/10/2015 6:08:06 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @amndw2: Fiona Black: looking at shares ledgers of the Edinburgh
Cooperative Printing Company, 1873-1923 #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:08:08 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Trade member as Shareholders (16% of total) were
nearly all compositors, with printers the next biggest percentage #sh…
7/10/2015 6:08:27 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s8a graphic of book trade members as shareholders, 16% of total,
with their professions; most compositors w/printers next greatest
7/10/2015 6:08:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Darnton's Model appears again in the wild! #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:08:40 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s8a and another use of Darnton's Communication Circuit (1982)
7/10/2015 6:09:15 PM
roaringgirle: robert darnton enters the room as fiona black pulls up a slide of his
communication circuit. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:09:42 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Frengel on the career of Ursula Nordstrom, editor and
"kingmaker of childrens book authors"
7/10/2015 6:09:42 PM
keenera: Andrew Griffin asks the question "Why Making?" and situates the question in
"new textualism" as it's developed since early 90s #sharp15 #s8c
7/10/2015 6:09:53 PM
superHH: Talk about a cult image: Darnton’s Communication Circuit. #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:09:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@FionaAtDal We may know things due to our research, but we don't
always discuss them in the terms familiar to other fields #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:09:57 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: robert darnton enters the room as fiona black pulls up a
slide of his communication circuit. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:10:04 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@FionaAtDal We may know things due to our research,
but we don't always discuss them in the terms familiar to other f…
7/10/2015 6:10:08 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@FionaAtDal We may know things due to our research,
but we don't always discuss them in the terms familiar to other f…
7/10/2015 6:10:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Business History journals often use different terms than book history
#sharp15 #s8a

7/10/2015 6:10:10 PM
dolechner: RT @superHH: I find it so wonderful that Hillgaertner’ analysis of the Book
History database gives us so much food for thought. #sharp15 #s…
7/10/2015 6:10:11 PM
lesliehowsam: All those tweets re Book History Online, I forgot @JanHillgaertner was
on Twitter. #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:10:20 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @amndw2: Fiona Black: looking at shares ledgers of the Edinburgh
Cooperative Printing Company, 1873-1923 #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:10:39 PM
mazarines: @roaringgirle It might actually be Communication's Darnton Circuit?
#sharp15
7/10/2015 6:10:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Economic Value of a book: Worth as literary property, cost of
manufacture, regulatory & institutional controls, market price #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:11:02 PM
amndw2: Black: business history & book history overlap but don't always talk to each
other, use shared terms, publish in same places #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:11:06 PM
ahomsher: RT @adamghooks: You all were outstanding and we virtual attendees are
SO. GRATEFUL. #sharp15 https://t.co/jBAbFjqYqH
7/10/2015 6:11:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@FionaAtDal considers the practice of bundling James Raven's works
under "Printing and Reading" #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:11:36 PM
lesliehowsam: MT @roaringgirle: @RobertDarnton enters the room as @FionaAtDal
pulls up a slide of his communication circuit. #s8a #sharp15”
7/10/2015 6:11:37 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Study of Book History, 203 papers, notes that Co-authorship is more
likely to happen when disciplines are crossed #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:12:08 PM
roaringgirle: black: book historians who study commerce & economic dimensions of
book trade don't consider themselves "business historians." #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:12:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @roaringgirle: black: book historians who study commerce &
economic dimensions of book trade don't consider themselves "business histori…
7/10/2015 6:12:29 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: black: book historians who study commerce & economic
dimensions of book trade don't consider themselves "business histori…
7/10/2015 6:12:55 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Frengel analyzing the Lillian Hoban papers,
@BeineckeLibrary, drawings show Frances as *a vole*! 1959: Frances is "badgerized"!

7/10/2015 6:13:10 PM
jotis13: General chapter of Cistercians repeatedly refused to add St. Saturnin to
evangelary, despite medieval monks' petitions #s8b #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:13:16 PM
dolechner: RT @roaringgirle: robert darnton enters the room as fiona black pulls up a
slide of his communication circuit. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:13:26 PM
mazarines: Coauthorship unusual in Book History (journal). Coauthorship is more
common in areas where methods & research are crossed & complex #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:13:30 PM
CritRikk: #sharp15 #s8a business historians -- owners and managers -- while book
historians (also) looked at labor, workers
7/10/2015 6:13:44 PM
AlexisWeedon: #sharp15 Simon Frost talking about John Smiths bookshop and
Universities http://t.co/kO5Fw5tBWP
7/10/2015 6:13:48 PM
roaringgirle: black: about 30% of essays in journal BOOK HISTORY deal with
"business"-related topics. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:13:51 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Study of Book History, 203 papers, notes that Coauthorship is more likely to happen when disciplines are crossed #sha…
7/10/2015 6:13:58 PM
elizabetheyale: RT @keenera: Thanks to @roaringgirle @EpistolaryBrown @mazarines
@superHH @mroyup13 for your great tweets all #sharp15 long! Deserving winn…
7/10/2015 6:14:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @roaringgirle: black: about 30% of essays in journal BOOK
HISTORY deal with "business"-related topics. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:14:02 PM
CritRikk: RT @roaringgirle: black: about 30% of essays in journal BOOK HISTORY deal
with "business"-related topics. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:14:09 PM
amndw2: Black: "We are often, it seems to me, very insular in book history." #sharp15
#s8a
7/10/2015 6:14:18 PM
CritRikk: RT @amndw2: Black: "We are often, it seems to me, very insular in book
history." #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:14:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Geography in book history: Where is it located? Why is it there?
What's the significance of the location? #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:14:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @amndw2: Black: "We are often, it seems to me, very insular in
book history." #sharp15 #s8a

7/10/2015 6:14:37 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @roaringgirle: black: about 30% of essays in journal BOOK HISTORY
deal with "business"-related topics. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:14:50 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@FionaAtDal: different perspectives on work | business history: business
owners & managers vs. book history: labour history #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:15:03 PM
mazarines: .@FionaAtDal offers example of @lesliehowsam's call for interdiscipline by
suggesting book historians cross with business history. #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:15:32 PM
nzsydney: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Geography in book history: Where is it located? Why
is it there? What's the significance of the location? #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:15:59 PM
jotis13: Cistercian general chapter disliked St. Saturnin b/c goal of confraternity was
temporal beauty and wealth of basilica, relics #s8b #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:16:02 PM
dolechner: RT @lesliehowsam: All those tweets re Book History Online, I forgot
@JanHillgaertner was on Twitter. #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:16:06 PM
keenera: Griffin recognizes the common separation between the archival approach to
"materiality" and the hands-on approach. #sharp15 #s8c
7/10/2015 6:16:12 PM
roaringgirle: RT @mazarines: @roaringgirle It might actually be Communication's
Darnton Circuit? #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:16:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@FionaAtDal's model for transnational print culture through lens of
labour migration, considers labor as a spatial behavior #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:16:58 PM
bookhistories: Hands-on book history #s8b #sharp15 http://t.co/KqmjCZcDbK
7/10/2015 6:17:04 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@FionaAtDal's model for transnational print culture
through lens of labour migration, considers labor as a spatial be…
7/10/2015 6:17:14 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Frengel: in A Baby Sister for Frances, 1964, we see
Lillian Hoban's skills at their best
7/10/2015 6:17:14 PM
jotis13: RT @bookhistories: Hands-on book history #s8b #sharp15
http://t.co/KqmjCZcDbK
7/10/2015 6:17:21 PM
nzsydney: RT @EpistolaryBrown: We have to replace @PatrickLearyVIC with a TEAM to
keep up with all he's done: deep praise for the founder of SHARP-L …
7/10/2015 6:17:36 PM

DrSKBarker: I (& probably many others) owe @EpistolaryBrown & @roaringgirle ALL
THE DRINKS (or cultural equivalent) for excellent tweeting of #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:17:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Recent compendia and encyclopedias of book history show imbalance
in geographic focus, heavily influenced by language #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:18:29 PM
superHH: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Geography in book history: Where is it located? Why is
it there? What's the significance of the location? #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:18:40 PM
superHH: Ah, Wordle :-) #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:19:03 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Frengel: Frances rattling gravel in a can--she is
subversive!
7/10/2015 6:19:06 PM
sharpicecream: @DrSKBarker @EpistolaryBrown @roaringgirle ALL THE ICE CREAMS.
#sharp15
7/10/2015 6:19:10 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@FionaAtDal's model for transnational print
culture through lens of labour migration, considers labor as a spatial be…
7/10/2015 6:19:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@FionaAtDal shows a Wordle from the abstract of a co-authored
paper on GIS and book history #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:19:22 PM
jotis13: Next up, Julia King on "An Afterlife for Medieval Mss: Mss Waste Book Coverings
and the Baverian Counter-Revolution" #s8b #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:20:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: We're able to begin to move from "what questions can this
technology answer?" to "What questions are most interesting?" #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:20:04 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: We're able to begin to move from "what questions can
this technology answer?" to "What questions are most interesting?…
7/10/2015 6:20:12 PM
superHH: Rule of DH: have a question in mind then look for best tool to answer it rather
having a tool and figuring question afterwards. #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:20:41 PM
A_Skyrme: Black: technology can narrow focus of research to what ?'s can be answered
using the tech rather than what ? should be asked #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:20:44 PM
Beth_driscoll: Sharp analysis in the #sharp15 panel on books and money in 21C.
7/10/2015 6:20:57 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Views of booksellers by counts, by proximity, by distance convey
different information, answer different questions #sharp15 #s8a

7/10/2015 6:21:02 PM
roaringgirle: black: we should ask what questions digital tools/techniques can answer
not necessarily what questions most interest us. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:21:06 PM
jotis13: King: Manuscript books became less valuable when printed books b/c prevalent,
were recycled for pastedowns, flyleafs, covers #s8b #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:21:07 PM
nzsydney: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@FionaAtDal's model for transnational print culture
through lens of labour migration, considers labor as a spatial be…
7/10/2015 6:21:25 PM
jotis13: King: medieval binders recycled old manuscripts for other manuscript books as
well, not a new practice in early modern pd #s8b #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:21:41 PM
philipspalmer: RT @jotis13: King: medieval binders recycled old manuscripts for other
manuscript books as well, not a new practice in early modern pd #s8b…
7/10/2015 6:21:53 PM
mazarines: .@FionaAtDal: technology determinism can get in our way, leading us to ask
what Qs tech can answer instead of what we want to know. #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:21:56 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @roaringgirle: black: about 30% of essays in journal BOOK
HISTORY deal with "business"-related topics. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:22:00 PM
SLevelt: RT @DrSKBarker: I (& probably many others) owe @EpistolaryBrown &
@roaringgirle ALL THE DRINKS (or cultural equivalent) for excellent tweet…
7/10/2015 6:22:16 PM
superHH: So happy that @FionaAtDal is talking about contribution of GIS to Book Hist.
as this is what my project Mapping Decadence is about #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:22:30 PM
jotis13: King: most common use of mss waste is as paste-downs and flyleafs; this a
regular occurrence #s8b #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:22:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@FionaAtDal "Mapping should never be an end into itself" -- tools
need to serve research questions, not themselves #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:22:35 PM
A_Skyrme: Black: use of spacial analytical tools should never be an end in itself
#sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:22:35 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@FionaAtDal "Mapping should never be an end into
itself" -- tools need to serve research questions, not themselves #s…
7/10/2015 6:22:41 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f next up: Lynne Farrington, Cinderella for a New
Generation

7/10/2015 6:23:09 PM
keenera: Griffin: sweat, hair mixed in with production of E M paper results in intimacies
between producers & consumers. #s8c #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:23:23 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @superHH: Rule of DH: have a question in mind then look for best
tool to answer it rather having a tool and figuring question afterwards…
7/10/2015 6:23:23 PM
jotis13: King: paste-downs esp. easy to study b/c generally protected by the boards of
the cover, once unglued often easily readable #s8b #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:23:39 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @superHH: So happy that @FionaAtDal is talking about contribution
of GIS to Book Hist. as this is what my project Mapping Decadence is a…
7/10/2015 6:23:44 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington lead slide shows "Cinderella flour: fit for a
prince!"
7/10/2015 6:24:08 PM
nzsydney: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@FionaAtDal "Mapping should never be an end into
itself" -- tools need to serve research questions, not themselves #s…
7/10/2015 6:24:10 PM
jotis13: King: use manuscript waste because it was considered more durable than
papyrus, also cheap, readily available, even decorative #s8b #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:24:25 PM
mollyhardy: Griffin on having students make a broadside ballad: experience as
evidence, so that knowledge not just historical in character#s8c #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:24:48 PM
philipspalmer: RT @keenera: Griffin: sweat, hair mixed in with production of E M paper
results in intimacies between producers & consumers. #s8c #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:24:53 PM
dolechner: @CitizenWald @lesliehowsam @JanHillgaertner Let me know if it works. That
would be @bookhistorynetw in action at #sharp15 :-)
7/10/2015 6:24:58 PM
jotis13: King: musical mss and other richly decorated works were often used as covers,
elaborate letters also often used b/c decorative #s8b #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:25:03 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: cites Wanda Gag, illustrator and writer. Her
papers at Kislak Center.
7/10/2015 6:25:30 PM
philipspalmer: @pfumer: "making a broadside ballad archive is comparable to making a
broadside ballad itself" #sharp15 #8c
7/10/2015 6:25:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Next up: Kristine Smitka: "Deep Time and Textual Production, or the
Problem with Eco-Critical Metaphors" #sharp15 #s8a

7/10/2015 6:25:50 PM
mazarines: .@FionaAtDal: Book history is framed for us by others (e.g., descriptive
practices, availability evidence, funding) & by ourselves. #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:25:51 PM
jotis13: King: Norway study showed mss also reused for everything from tobacco
pouches to altar linings #s8b #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:25:56 PM
hkpmcgregor: Shout out from @FionaAtDal to @phjartar & @hquamen's #watsonwalk
http://t.co/iYtsLn4rNK #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:26:01 PM
richendabrim: Julia King : on Mss waste as binding materials #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:26:34 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: Wanda Gag on the "fairy tale controversy"-adults incl. librarians considering them valueless,1939
7/10/2015 6:26:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Smitka's moving us from geography to geology #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:26:36 PM
roaringgirle: kristine smitka up now on "deep time and textual production: or, the
problem of eco-critical metaphors." #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:26:41 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @mazarines: .@FionaAtDal: Book history is framed for us by
others (e.g., descriptive practices, availability evidence, funding) & by our…
7/10/2015 6:26:46 PM
keenera: @pfumer: broadside ballads often use blackletter, take form of a dialogue on a
topical issue. Really common in England #sharp15 #s8c
7/10/2015 6:27:03 PM
loradeets: RT @nickpublisher: Super last panel now on new directions for book history
scholarship with @AlexisWeedon @ClaireSquires + Simon Frost #sh…
7/10/2015 6:27:21 PM
jotis13: RT @keenera: @pfumer: broadside ballads often use blackletter, take form of a
dialogue on a topical issue. Really common in England #sharp1…
7/10/2015 6:27:23 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Smitka is challenging "The myth of radical newness that often
accompanies narratives of technological change" #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:27:24 PM
roaringgirle: smitka: we have a problem with how we talk about media. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:27:27 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: on Cinderella's origin as a Chinese tale
7/10/2015 6:27:39 PM
jotis13: RT @JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: on Cinderella's origin as a
Chinese tale

7/10/2015 6:27:55 PM
Marie_LSJ: @superHH @FionaAtDa Don't be shy, put the link in there, it looks great =P
http://t.co/web33ZsMa9 #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:28:00 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: vast multicultural sweep of Cinderella. A tale
that travelled the Silk Road.
7/10/2015 6:28:14 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @roaringgirle: kristine smitka up now on "deep time and textual
production: or, the problem of eco-critical metaphors." #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:28:26 PM
mazarines: Kristine Smitka brings us into geology, Deep Time & Textual Production, or
the a Problem with Evo-critical Metaphors. #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:28:28 PM
jotis13: King: choices of which mss to use were generally driven by utility, "ponderous"
mss more likely to be chosen for waste paper #s8b #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:28:31 PM
nzsydney: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Smitka is challenging "The myth of radical newness
that often accompanies narratives of technological change" #sharp15…
7/10/2015 6:28:33 PM
mollyhardy: Broadsides as disposable ephemera, but they were also treasured. 11,00012,000 extant reflect this use. @pfumer #sharp15 #s8c
7/10/2015 6:28:43 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: "persecuted heroine" motif in Cinderella
7/10/2015 6:28:54 PM
jotis13: RT @mollyhardy: Broadsides as disposable ephemera, but they were also
treasured. 11,000-12,000 extant reflect this use. @pfumer #sharp15 #s…
7/10/2015 6:29:07 PM
ILoveCopyright: Up next, @AlexisWeedon looking at the augmented book #sharp15
http://t.co/XIZlyj11zC
7/10/2015 6:29:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Smitka: "a strange disconnect between mass media discussions of
technological change and our disciplinary views" #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:29:19 PM
nzsydney: RT @Marie_LSJ: @superHH @FionaAtDa Don't be shy, put the link in there, it
looks great =P http://t.co/web33ZsMa9 #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:29:22 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: Perrault takes Cinderella into print and into
salon/elite society
7/10/2015 6:29:22 PM
roaringgirle: smitka: revolutionary narratives abt media change (shy from complexity)
< small impetus for gradual displacement (complex). #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:29:23 PM

richendabrim: King: study of Mss waste used in Norway for purposes other than binding
like tobacco pouches Underscores Reformation sentiments #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:29:41 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Points to Life Magazine's Millennium issue, where Gutenberg's bible
"unleashed an information epidemic" #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:29:52 PM
SLevelt: 'the manuscripts flew about like butterflies'; @jotis13 old MSS also used in the
process of brewing beer! #sharp15 http://t.co/Pn6qMWeqej
7/10/2015 6:30:00 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: Grimm's use of 'oral tradition' really relies on
prior printed texts
7/10/2015 6:30:07 PM
ILoveCopyright: .@AlexisWeedon Is the AR book a disruptive technology? #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:30:14 PM
hkpmcgregor: .@ksmitka explores metaphors of the radical, the contagious, and the
organic in how we talk about media. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:30:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The ecocritical vocabulary of "genes," "migration," "rebirth," raises
biological implications for book production #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:31:01 PM
loradeets: Getting underway at #sharp15: @alexisweedon on the augmented book meeting the criteria for 'disruptive technology'?
7/10/2015 6:31:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @hkpmcgregor: .@ksmitka explores metaphors of the radical, the
contagious, and the organic in how we talk about media. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:31:07 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Smitka: "a strange disconnect between mass
media discussions of technological change and our disciplinary views" #shar…
7/10/2015 6:31:09 PM
roaringgirle: smitka: focuses of eco-critical vocab in @sharp2015_ca CFP, including
"genes," "rebirth," "generational change," etc. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:31:20 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: showing chapbook Cinderellas, long before
Disney. Pantomimes, ballets, operas, even Georges Melies
7/10/2015 6:31:29 PM
amndw2: Kristine Smitka notes "ecocritical vocabulary" of this year's #sharp15 CFP
(organic growth, transformation) #s8a
7/10/2015 6:31:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The Cycle, the Model, and the Case Study: method for this talk and
great Sci-fi movie title #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:31:42 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @lesliehowsam @PatrickLearyVIC @RS4VP also meta. #sharp15

7/10/2015 6:31:47 PM
keenera: Part of delay in studying broadside ballads, explains @pfumer, is that people
viewed them as merely ballads - oral, not things #sharp15 #s8c
7/10/2015 6:31:52 PM
mazarines: Smitka: Language we use now has rhetoric of contagion; she moves us to
eco-critical metaphors, organic & slow transformations. #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:32:08 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: publishers "repackage" the Cinderella tale.
No copyright so easy to adapt!
7/10/2015 6:32:10 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @ILoveCopyright: Up next, @AlexisWeedon looking at the augmented
book #sharp15 http://t.co/XIZlyj11zC
7/10/2015 6:32:16 PM
lesliehowsam: Kristine Smitka critiques the Eco-critical metaphors, and others, used by
#bookhistory, including #sharp15 cup.
7/10/2015 6:32:17 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Smitka: "a strange disconnect between mass
media discussions of technological change and our disciplinary views" #shar…
7/10/2015 6:32:26 PM
mollyhardy: .@pfumer: broadsides delayed prominence due to 19C antiquarians. Is
@AmAntiquarian 's Isaiah Thomas a contrary model in USA? #SHARP15
7/10/2015 6:32:29 PM
jotis13: King: discussing collaboration of librarians to reconstruct shelfmarks of
Lambach Abbey mss waste - fascinating! #s8b #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:32:37 PM
nzsydney: RT @roaringgirle: smitka: focuses of eco-critical vocab in @sharp2015_ca
CFP, including "genes," "rebirth," "generational change," etc. #s8…
7/10/2015 6:32:52 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: Rackham's amazing use of silhouettes in his
Cinderella
7/10/2015 6:32:59 PM
EpistolaryBrown: General audience talks are often heavily simplified #sharp15 #s8a (is
Heavily simplified a useful oxymoron?)
7/10/2015 6:32:59 PM
hkpmcgregor: Looking at how ppl think & talk about media tells us how we are & aren't
translating our knowledge. @ksmitka #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:33:16 PM
nzsydney: RT @hkpmcgregor: .@ksmitka explores metaphors of the radical, the
contagious, and the organic in how we talk about media. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:33:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "The sense of the abrupt transition occasioned by new media is
ubiquitous" #sharp15 #s8a

7/10/2015 6:33:34 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @lesliehowsam: Kristine Smitka critiques the Eco-critical metaphors,
and others, used by #bookhistory, including #sharp15 cup.
7/10/2015 6:33:34 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: "The sense of the abrupt transition occasioned by new
media is ubiquitous" #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:33:47 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @nickpublisher: Super last panel now on new directions for book
history scholarship with @AlexisWeedon @ClaireSquires + Simon Frost #sh…
7/10/2015 6:33:49 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: steady printing of Cinderella through 1960s-then a steady rise, 12/year 1970s to 36/1990s and >60 in 2000s
7/10/2015 6:34:05 PM
melissa_mcafee: P. Fumerton talks about how making a broadside archive is similar to
making a BS in fab talk on UCSB broadside ballad project #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:34:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: 1894 image by Albert Robida shows "Phonographic literature for the
promenade" --the earliest of Ipods #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:34:36 PM
ILoveCopyright: .@AlexisWeedon Status of apps and AR books have been raised by the
adaptation of classic books and texts e.g. wasteland #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:34:39 PM
superHH: Octave Uzanne’s The End of Books with illustrations by Albert Robida:
https://t.co/o0tk9K0enw #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:34:40 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: Susan Jeffers and James Marshall's
Cinderella's, and others, all from Dial Press
7/10/2015 6:34:52 PM
hquamen: RT @hkpmcgregor: Shout out from @FionaAtDal to @phjartar & @hquamen's
#watsonwalk http://t.co/iYtsLn4rNK #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:34:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "History, it's fun, ok!" #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:34:59 PM
roaringgirle: smitka: narratives of rupture re: media change are "historically
ubiquitous." see images of late-19c phonography=end of books. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:35:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The world's going to end in exactly 10,000,000 years, by the way
#sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:35:16 PM
mollyhardy: .@pfumer describes incredibly detailed cataloging done @EBBA_for each
ballad-- so impressive! This project is such a model. #sharp15 #s8c
7/10/2015 6:35:16 PM

hkpmcgregor: "History! It's fun!" @ksmitka #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:35:17 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The world's going to end in exactly 10,000,000
years, by the way #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:35:33 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @EpistolaryBrown: 1894 image by Albert Robida shows
"Phonographic literature for the promenade" --the earliest of Ipods #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:35:45 PM
MrSidetable: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The world's going to end in exactly 10,000,000
years, by the way #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:35:51 PM
roaringgirle: smitka: phonography = early version of audio books. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:35:53 PM
mazarines: Love Albert Robida illustrations! (E.g., http://t.co/wrDmJtnvBx) #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:35:56 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: Cinderella part of "fairy tale renaissance"
across publishers, 1970s onward, many titles and retellings.
7/10/2015 6:36:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @mazarines: Love Albert Robida illustrations! (E.g.,
http://t.co/wrDmJtnvBx) #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:36:21 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@ksmitka it was already the end of the book in 1894 because of the
phonograph => audiobooks #s8a #sharp15 http://t.co/rPm27DAD1d
7/10/2015 6:36:29 PM
keenera: @pfumer discusses range of printing options for @EBBA_Ballads. Black letter
or no -- I've used both in the classroom! #sharp15 #s8c
7/10/2015 6:36:32 PM
nickpublisher: REFF book from Fake Press, explored themes of remix in an AR book
#sharp15 http://t.co/Gh5tppDqwT
7/10/2015 6:36:38 PM
ahomsher: RT @adamghooks: My first act as a @SHARPorg board member is to
advocate for ice cream sandwiches… Let’s get on this, @iangadd #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:36:44 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: James Marshall illustrated fairy tales in seach
to be taken seriously as an illustrator
7/10/2015 6:36:52 PM
amndw2: Smitka: visions of the end of books, ca. 1894 (check out those headphones!).
#sharp15 #s8a http://t.co/pGsFT8ai4y
7/10/2015 6:36:54 PM
mazarines: RT @superHH: Octave Uzanne’s The End of Books with illustrations by
Albert Robida: https://t.co/o0tk9K0enw #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:37:00 PM

EpistolaryBrown: RT @amndw2: Smitka: visions of the end of books, ca. 1894 (check
out those headphones!). #sharp15 #s8a http://t.co/pGsFT8ai4y
7/10/2015 6:37:02 PM
superHH: I would also recommend @WillaSilverman's The New The New Bibliopolis:
French Book Collectors and the Culture of Print,1880-1914 #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:37:23 PM
richendabrim: RT @Marie_LSJ: .@ksmitka it was already the end of the book in 1894
because of the phonograph => audiobooks #s8a #sharp15 http://t.co/rPm27…
7/10/2015 6:37:25 PM
hkpmcgregor: For an understanding of organic metaphors for the book @ksmitka turns
to good ol' D&G. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:37:25 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: Jerry Pinckney's stunning work--fairy and
folk tales from many cultures
7/10/2015 6:37:34 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @amndw2: Smitka: visions of the end of books, ca. 1894 (check out
those headphones!). #sharp15 #s8a http://t.co/pGsFT8ai4y
7/10/2015 6:37:36 PM
lesliehowsam: .@ksmitka is the only person, except of course @nzsydney who uses
Deleuze & Guattari #deeptheory of rhizomes #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:37:50 PM
roaringgirle: smitka: "the book is made of matter of many forms, dates, and speeds."
(deleuze and guattari) #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:37:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "Book History defined by the methodology of case studies and
archival research more than its object of study" #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:38:08 PM
JCASonline: RT @superHH: Octave Uzanne’s The End of Books with illustrations by
Albert Robida: https://t.co/o0tk9K0enw #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:38:32 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: changes in publishing since 1920s: establ. of
childrens departments, new bookstores: Cinderella bookshop, Wash DC
7/10/2015 6:38:33 PM
jotis13: Now Cameron Burt, "Rewriting the Future Past: Authenticity vs. Authority in
CUL MS Gg.4.27 & Speght's Blackletter Chaucers" #s8b #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:38:35 PM
mollyhardy: .@pfumer offers amazing example of collectors of ballads collaging them
together, a sort of remixing, see @EBBA_Ballads 31928 #sharp15 #s8c
7/10/2015 6:38:49 PM
nickpublisher: AR ' reveals but also hides' and description from Tony Mullen #sharp15
http://t.co/X1sPEmlmth
7/10/2015 6:39:16 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: Little Golden Books uses familiar fairy tales
to sell directly to and appeal to parents

7/10/2015 6:39:16 PM
SLevelt: .@EkGaetan @jotis13 #sharp15 it's from John Aubrey, in the short
autobiography he wrote was +
7/10/2015 6:39:21 PM
nzsydney: RT @roaringgirle: smitka: "the book is made of matter of many forms, dates,
and speeds." (deleuze and guattari) #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:39:24 PM
amndw2: Smitka: what might Deleuze & Guattari's rhizomatic language offer to book
history? #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:39:33 PM
ProfKFH: RT @keenera: Part of delay in studying broadside ballads, explains @pfumer,
is that people viewed them as merely ballads - oral, not things…
7/10/2015 6:39:33 PM
nzsydney: RT @lesliehowsam: .@ksmitka is the only person, except of course
@nzsydney who uses Deleuze & Guattari #deeptheory of rhizomes #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:39:37 PM
hkpmcgregor: Distant reading and the discomforts and ruptures of thinking about deep
time. #sharp15 #s8a @ksmitka
7/10/2015 6:39:38 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @EpistolaryBrown: "Book History defined by the methodology of case
studies and archival research more than its object of study" #sharp15…
7/10/2015 6:39:45 PM
jotis13: Burt starting with Chaucer quotes: "out of old Books, in good fayth, cometh all
this new science that men lere" #s8b #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:39:45 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @lesliehowsam: .@ksmitka is the only person, except of course
@nzsydney who uses Deleuze & Guattari #deeptheory of rhizomes #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:39:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Franco Moretti's Graphs, Maps, and Trees, identifies 3 kinds of time
frames -- the event, the cycle, and the long durée #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:39:50 PM
roaringgirle: smitka: geologists say that a million years is smallest time frame they can
think in, but they live in day-to-day of mortgages #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:39:59 PM
mazarines: Also, Albert Robida's Le Vie Electrique is so delightful:
https://t.co/gCZ0W8I1mK #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:40:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Our Darnton Cycle count is now at 2 #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:40:08 PM
SLevelt: .@EkGaetan @jotis13 "to be interponed as a sheet of waste paper only in the
binding of a book" #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:40:08 PM

uberrhetor: RT @CritRikk: #sharp15 the URl for the research groups's work:
http://t.co/nU0sxH2u4N
7/10/2015 6:40:17 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: dept. store children's book depts grow,
1960s.
7/10/2015 6:40:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: (that's the DC count just for this panel, by the way. I haven't been
keeping a running count for the day) #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:40:38 PM
SLevelt: .@EkGaetan @jotis13 (Aubrey had such a great sense of the materiality of the
book!) #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:40:39 PM
amndw2: We need a #sharp15 bingo card with Darnton's communication circuit
diagram in a prominent square.
7/10/2015 6:40:45 PM
roaringgirle: two for two with the darnton circuit here. alan galey? #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:40:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @amndw2: We need a #sharp15 bingo card with Darnton's
communication circuit diagram in a prominent square.
7/10/2015 6:41:00 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Our Darnton Cycle count is now at 2 #sharp15
#s8a
7/10/2015 6:41:04 PM
A_Skyrme: RT @mazarines: Also, Albert Robida's Le Vie Electrique is so delightful:
https://t.co/gCZ0W8I1mK #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:41:11 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: 1970s crossovers between adult and
children's lit, and psychoanalyst Bettelheim on fairy tales.
7/10/2015 6:41:20 PM
A_Skyrme: RT @amndw2: Smitka: visions of the end of books, ca. 1894 (check out
those headphones!). #sharp15 #s8a http://t.co/pGsFT8ai4y
7/10/2015 6:41:29 PM
nickpublisher: Stunning examples of AR across different media (books, newspapers,
apps) from @AlexisWeedon #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:41:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Personal note: the passive voice is the worst offender for "Freezing
the human beings out of" discussions of media #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:41:56 PM
richendabrim: @EpistolaryBrown it's in danger of becoming a book history drinking
game! #SHARP15
7/10/2015 6:42:00 PM
roaringgirle: smitka: in talking about "media," we often elide the human agents
involved in making books. #s8a #sharp15

7/10/2015 6:42:21 PM
superHH: @EpistolaryBrown as we say in French: jamais 2 sans 3 (literally, never 2
without 3). #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:42:23 PM
jotis13: @EpistolaryBrown it also makes it harder to fit your comments into 140
characters #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:42:34 PM
Marie_LSJ: Close reading => distant reading: will it "freeze human beings out of
history"? @ksmitka worries #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:42:40 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: color printing becomes more affordable.
7/10/2015 6:42:44 PM
hkpmcgregor: Ecocritical metaphors greenwash academia without interfering in the
modes of production. #s8a #sharp15 @ksmitka
7/10/2015 6:42:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: @jotis13 Are we thinking that twitter promotes active voice?
#SHARP15
7/10/2015 6:42:52 PM
keenera: @pfumer: "The greatest threat to typesetting -- Gravity" #sharp15 #s8c
7/10/2015 6:42:59 PM
nzsydney: @lesliehowsam @ksmitka let's add Alison Rukavina's The Development of the
International Book Trade, 1870-1895: Tangled Networks #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:43:03 PM
mazarines: I wonder what @ksmitka would make of @longnow? Book history for 10,000
years may be a start toward 10,000,000... #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:43:07 PM
mollyhardy: RT @keenera: @pfumer: "The greatest threat to typesetting -- Gravity"
#sharp15 #s8c
7/10/2015 6:43:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @nzsydney: @lesliehowsam @ksmitka let's add Alison Rukavina's
The Development of the International Book Trade, 1870-1895: Tangled Networ…
7/10/2015 6:43:15 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: traditional stories appeal too to conservative
audiences; pubishers careful
7/10/2015 6:43:16 PM
nzsydney: RT @amndw2: We need a #sharp15 bingo card with Darnton's
communication circuit diagram in a prominent square.
7/10/2015 6:43:35 PM
mazarines: @superHH I wouldn't mind living inside a Robida illustration or two for
awhile... #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:44:15 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: Cinderella even this year spinning off
sequels, incl. Sleeping Cinderella and Interstellar Cinderella!

7/10/2015 6:44:22 PM
nzsydney: @amndw2 #sharp15 bingo ice cream? @sharpicecream
7/10/2015 6:44:25 PM
superHH: Damn, am I the only one who is getting weird sexy followers because of my
book history tweets? Clearly books are sexy! #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:44:26 PM
roaringgirle: smitka discusses example of book that used materials that are less
harmful to the environment: eco-conscious not eco-critical. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:44:29 PM
mikers86: RT @amndw2: We need a #sharp15 bingo card with Darnton's
communication circuit diagram in a prominent square.
7/10/2015 6:44:36 PM
jotis13: @EpistolaryBrown active voice was promoted by twitter through the imposition
of limits on the verbosity of academics ;) #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:44:42 PM
hkpmcgregor: How many generations worth of data would need to be read to produce a
truly ecocritical view of book history? @ksmitka #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:44:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Next! Alan Galey on Bibliogaphy beyond Books: Digital Artifacts,
Bibliographical methods and the Challenge of non-book texts" #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:45:05 PM
roaringgirle: now! alan galey on "the challenge of 'non-book texts.'" #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:45:27 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Next! Alan Galey on Bibliogaphy beyond Books: Digital
Artifacts, Bibliographical methods and the Challenge of non-book…
7/10/2015 6:45:50 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: spins offs in print from new Disney
Cinderella
7/10/2015 6:45:51 PM
JacobiteRelic: RT @roaringgirle: a (visual) preview of my #sharp15 paper on hybrid
playbooks & early mod typography. | DARIUS (1603), STC 349, Folger. htt…
7/10/2015 6:46:01 PM
mazarines: Alan Galey on “Bibliography Beyond Books: Digital Artifacts, Bibliographical
Methods, and the Challenge of‘Non-Book Texts’” #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:46:19 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Farrington: closes with Cinderella Cookbook, "And she
lived happily ever after."
7/10/2015 6:46:44 PM
keenera: @cstahmer asserts up front that "the digital" is absolutely material, physical
too. #sharp15 #s8c
7/10/2015 6:46:47 PM
jotis13: RT @keenera: @cstahmer asserts up front that "the digital" is absolutely
material, physical too. #sharp15 #s8c

7/10/2015 6:46:53 PM
mollyhardy: RT @keenera: @cstahmer asserts up front that "the digital" is absolutely
material, physical too. #sharp15 #s8c
7/10/2015 6:46:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Galey begins with a Donald McKenzie challenge from 1993:
bibliography must deal with computer-generated texts #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:47:28 PM
roaringgirle: galey: begins with mckenzie. computer-generated texts "also embody the
conditions of their construction." #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:47:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: This challenge directs away from worrying about the death of the
book #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:48:09 PM
roaringgirle: galey: textual scholarship = book history + bibliography. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:48:21 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @roaringgirle: galey: textual scholarship = book history + bibliography.
#s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:48:37 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Lots of energy on this subject is coming from @mkirschenbaum's
Mechanisms #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:48:37 PM
miriamvowen: RT @earlymodernjohn: Really enjoying tweets from #sharp15, not least
because it's a conference clearly committed to the idea of multilingua…
7/10/2015 6:48:39 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Galey begins with a Donald McKenzie challenge from
1993: bibliography must deal with computer-generated texts #sharp1…
7/10/2015 6:48:43 PM
philipspalmer: RT @roaringgirle: galey: textual scholarship = book history +
bibliography. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:48:55 PM
amndw2: Now Alan Galey on "Bibliography Beyond Books." Book history still needs
methods for bibliographic analysis of code. #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:48:59 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Lots of energy on this subject is coming from
@mkirschenbaum's Mechanisms #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:49:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Galey: I'm sorry, SIRI wants to weigh in on what I'm saying"
#sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:49:14 PM
nzsydney: RT @roaringgirle: galey: begins with mckenzie. computer-generated texts
"also embody the conditions of their construction." #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:49:18 PM

Beth_driscoll: ‘Reading’ across media not too different - a seamless convergent media
reading experience is possible @AlexisWeedon #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:49:34 PM
roaringgirle: galey: very little work on digital texts delves beyond the screen. #s8a
#sharp15
7/10/2015 6:49:37 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Nicola Darwood tracing Helen's Babies, from adult novel
to children's book and perhaps back again
7/10/2015 6:49:43 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @nzsydney: @lesliehowsam @ksmitka let's add Alison Rukavina's
The Development of the International Book Trade, 1870-1895: Tangled Networ…
7/10/2015 6:50:05 PM
superHH: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Galey begins with a Donald McKenzie challenge from
1993: bibliography must deal with computer-generated texts #sharp1…
7/10/2015 6:50:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Whoop whoop, PBSA gets shout out, and the immediately one-upped
by PBSC #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:50:14 PM
sharpicecream: @superHH Cool down Helene. #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:50:27 PM
nzsydney: @superHH must be because of @sharpicecream ? #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:50:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: For the record, PBSA would like to receive more essays on borndigital materials #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:50:41 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @mazarines: Alan Galey on “Bibliography Beyond Books: Digital
Artifacts, Bibliographical Methods, and the Challenge of‘Non-Book Texts’” …
7/10/2015 6:50:44 PM
roaringgirle: galey: PBSA just published first essay on born-digital materials (by
@mkirschenbaum). #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:50:52 PM
nzsydney: RT @roaringgirle: galey: very little work on digital texts delves beyond the
screen. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:50:54 PM
mazarines: Alan Galey on MacKenzie's textual artifacts embody conditions of their
construction, notes work by @mkirschenbaum @whitneytrettien #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:51:08 PM
mazarines: RT @EpistolaryBrown: For the record, PBSA would like to receive more
essays on born-digital materials #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:51:34 PM
miriamvowen: @louisa_preston @iangadd #sharp15 genius idea Louisa... For all
conferences!

7/10/2015 6:51:37 PM
lesliehowsam: So good to hear D F McKenzie cited in Alan Galey's paper. #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:51:56 PM
roaringgirle: just learned from galey that @whitneytrettien won the society for textual
scholarship's bowers prize! so well deserved! #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:51:57 PM
superHH: @nzsydney haha maybe. @sharpicecream is attracting sexy women ;-)
#sharp15
7/10/2015 6:52:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Galey, "I have been called foolish by Greg from beyond the grave
many times" #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:52:35 PM
mazarines: RT @roaringgirle: just learned from galey that @whitneytrettien won the
society for textual scholarship's bowers prize! so well deserved! #…
7/10/2015 6:52:40 PM
aasearle: RT @EpistolaryBrown: "Book History defined by the methodology of case
studies and archival research more than its object of study" #sharp15…
7/10/2015 6:52:46 PM
roaringgirle: galey: "i've been called foolish by w w greg beyond the grave." #s8a
#sharp15
7/10/2015 6:52:48 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Galey, "I have been called foolish by Greg from beyond
the grave many times" #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:52:55 PM
sharpicecream: @superHH @nzsydney What about the men?/Et les hommes? #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:53:08 PM
Marie_LSJ: Alan Galey: bibliography more defined by its methods than by the book as
its object => can take on other print + digital texts #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:53:10 PM
roaringgirle: galey is applying bibliographic methods to born-digital artifacts. #s8a
#sharp15
7/10/2015 6:53:29 PM
misspeacock21: RT @keenera: Part of delay in studying broadside ballads, explains
@pfumer, is that people viewed them as merely ballads - oral, not things…
7/10/2015 6:53:33 PM
jotis13: RT @roaringgirle: galey is applying bibliographic methods to born-digital
artifacts. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:53:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Chief among the challenges of studying born-digital items is learning
the technical language related to works like ebooks #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:54:03 PM
roaringgirle: galey: one challenge is learning technical language of born-digital
artifacts. #s8a #sharp15

7/10/2015 6:54:08 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Chief among the challenges of studying borndigital items is learning the technical language related to works like ebo…
7/10/2015 6:54:32 PM
amndw2: xkcd shoutout in this panel! #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:54:46 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Galey, "I have been called foolish by Greg from
beyond the grave many times" #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 6:54:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: https://t.co/XqeZ1wM3x4 #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:54:56 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Darwood: John Habberton, journalist for a religious
periodical, reluctant to affix his name to 1876 Helen's Babies
7/10/2015 6:54:59 PM
misspeacock21: RT @roaringgirle: smitka: in talking about "media," we often elide the
human agents involved in making books. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:55:17 PM
amelagar: @superHH @lesliehowsam There's tons of questions that can be answered
with analog tools already in existence #sharp15 #wishingIwasthere
7/10/2015 6:56:12 PM
A_Skyrme: RT @EpistolaryBrown: https://t.co/XqeZ1wM3x4 #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:56:16 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @EpistolaryBrown: https://t.co/XqeZ1wM3x4 #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:56:19 PM
mazarines: Galey: We must learn the languages of newer textual forms (incl. code,
ebooks) as we know the language of book formats. #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:56:21 PM
superHH: @sharpicecream @nzsydney they are busy eating ice cream. #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:56:24 PM
roaringgirle: galey discusses xkcd comic to introduce some of this terminology. comic
reproduces terms faithfully. #s8a #sharp15 http://t.co/h9HhjuWllk
7/10/2015 6:56:34 PM
keenera: @cstahmer makes a bid that broadside ballads are the first hypertexts. Subunits are constantly moving around. #sharp15 #s8c
7/10/2015 6:56:51 PM
mollyhardy: .@cstahmer shout out to J Lavagnino's "Why Edit Electronically?" #sharp15
#s8c http://t.co/gXkuzvBENz
7/10/2015 6:56:56 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Darwood: 1st ed. format of Helen's Babies small enough
to carry on (western) journeys.
7/10/2015 6:57:00 PM

mollyhardy: RT @keenera: @cstahmer makes a bid that broadside ballads are the first
hypertexts. Sub-units are constantly moving around. #sharp15 #s8c
7/10/2015 6:57:04 PM
philipspalmer: RT @keenera: @cstahmer makes a bid that broadside ballads are the
first hypertexts. Sub-units are constantly moving around. #sharp15 #s8c
7/10/2015 6:57:34 PM
superHH: @amelagar @lesliehowsam Very true. Very often you don't need an elaborate
and complicated tool to answer question. #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:57:42 PM
mazarines: Galey notes that impediments to analyzing ebooks, video games, etc. are
legal, not technological. #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:57:47 PM
roaringgirle: galey: born-digital artifacts require different sets of expertise to
understand production, form, etc. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:58:08 PM
superHH: @amelagar @lesliehowsam and maybe someone is working on similar and can
help you work out some issues. #collaboration #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:58:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Galey: The plenitude of non-scholarly work is also a "barrier" to
scholarly work on videogames #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 6:58:25 PM
roaringgirle: RT @mazarines: Galey: We must learn the languages of newer textual
forms (incl. code, ebooks) as we know the language of book formats. #sha…
7/10/2015 6:58:50 PM
lynnemthomas: My timeline is full of #sdcc and #sharp15 *nerds out*
7/10/2015 6:58:53 PM
R_Jagersma: Stahmer on broadside ballads - as early hypertexts #sharp15
http://t.co/bbTOKL3RjI
7/10/2015 6:59:13 PM
sprowberry: Alan Galey: E3 is the Frankfurt Book Fair of the video game industry
#sharp15
7/10/2015 7:00:06 PM
amndw2: Galey: modders of video games are doing "analytical bibliography in the wild,"
finding evidence of changes in code. #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 7:00:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Modders working on the videogame Watch Dogs (2014) wondered
why the graphics didn't match early demos #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:00:09 PM
roaringgirle: proving galey's point, i'm out of my depth here. (here = video games)
#s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:00:09 PM
misspeacock21: RT @roaringgirle: galey: "i've been called foolish by w w greg beyond
the grave." #s8a #sharp15

7/10/2015 7:00:34 PM
misspeacock21: RT @roaringgirle: galey is applying bibliographic methods to borndigital artifacts. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:00:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: E3_Theatre = version for demos (I think), which was then changed
for release #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:00:59 PM
keenera: @roaringgirle s/o to @whitneytrettien's DHQ piece on POD copies of
Areopagitica: http://t.co/ks9UDqwr6q #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:01:17 PM
Marie_LSJ: Alan Galey: research on videogames is done outside of academia with
bibliography's attention to versions #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:01:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Galey "I don't need to put Robert Darnton's model on the screen, it's
in here, like a Jazz standard" #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:01:23 PM
amy_ab2126: RT @roaringgirle: galey: begins with mckenzie. computer-generated
texts "also embody the conditions of their construction." #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:01:45 PM
nzsydney: RT @amndw2: Galey: modders of video games are doing "analytical
bibliography in the wild," finding evidence of changes in code. #sharp15 #s…
7/10/2015 7:01:54 PM
mazarines: Galey: Mod(ification) of video game Watch Dogs (Ubusoft, 2014) is an
example of analytical bibliography in the wild. #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:02:01 PM
melissa_mcafee: @cstahmer states that 17th c British broadsides are the world's 1st
hypertexts in Fab talk at #sharp15 conf
7/10/2015 7:02:03 PM
roaringgirle: this is a lively crowd for a friday afternoon. a testament to how compelling
these papers are. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:02:05 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Galey "I don't need to put Robert Darnton's model
on the screen, it's in here, like a Jazz standard" #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:02:27 PM
roaringgirle: RT @keenera: @roaringgirle s/o to @whitneytrettien's DHQ piece on POD
copies of Areopagitica: http://t.co/ks9UDqwr6q #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:02:29 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @sprowberry: Alan Galey: E3 is the Frankfurt Book Fair of the video
game industry #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:02:37 PM
jotis13: RT @R_Jagersma: Stahmer on broadside ballads - as early hypertexts
#sharp15 http://t.co/bbTOKL3RjI

7/10/2015 7:02:38 PM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: Galey notes that impediments to analyzing ebooks, video
games, etc. are legal, not technological. #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:02:56 PM
amndw2: Galey invokes "vernacular form[s] of textual research." Makes me wonder if
book history could/does link with fandom studies. #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 7:03:02 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @EpistolaryBrown: https://t.co/XqeZ1wM3x4 #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:03:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @amndw2: Galey invokes "vernacular form[s] of textual
research." Makes me wonder if book history could/does link with fandom studies. #s…
7/10/2015 7:03:33 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Galey "I don't need to put Robert Darnton's
model on the screen, it's in here, like a Jazz standard" #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:03:37 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @ILoveCopyright: Up next, @AlexisWeedon looking at the
augmented book #sharp15 http://t.co/XIZlyj11zC
7/10/2015 7:03:41 PM
sprowberry: Galey’s paper’s moves from ebooks & xkcd to video games made in
Montreal to (unwanted) distortion in Metallica #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:03:41 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @sprowberry: Galey’s paper’s moves from ebooks & xkcd to video
games made in Montreal to (unwanted) distortion in Metallica #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:04:01 PM
EdNapierPublish: RT @nickpublisher: Super last panel now on new directions for book
history scholarship with @AlexisWeedon @ClaireSquires + Simon Frost #sh…
7/10/2015 7:04:01 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @Marie_LSJ: Alan Galey: research on videogames is done outside
of academia with bibliography's attention to versions #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:04:18 PM
SLevelt: RT @amndw2: Galey invokes "vernacular form[s] of textual research." Makes
me wonder if book history could/does link with fandom studies. #s…
7/10/2015 7:04:18 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @sprowberry: Alan Galey: E3 is the Frankfurt Book Fair of the video
game industry #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:04:26 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @Marie_LSJ: Alan Galey: bibliography more defined by its methods
than by the book as its object => can take on other print + digital tex…
7/10/2015 7:04:32 PM
roaringgirle: there it is! darnton goes three for three! #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:04:51 PM
jotis13: Q on what *don't* you find as waste mss: no medical texts, for ex. Mostly
religious or functional quotidian mss (music, etc.) #s8b #sharp15

7/10/2015 7:05:06 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @amndw2: Galey invokes "vernacular form[s] of textual research." Makes
me wonder if book history could/does link with fandom studies. #s…
7/10/2015 7:06:00 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @amndw2: Galey invokes "vernacular form[s] of textual research."
Makes me wonder if book history could/does link with fandom studies. #s…
7/10/2015 7:06:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Galey: showing Ian Shepherd's waveform analysis of "My
Apocalypse" from Metallica's Death Magnetic #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:06:18 PM
SLevelt: @amndw2 definitely; lots of fandom, e.g., among consumers of early printed
books (such as groupies of Erasmus) #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:06:41 PM
mazarines: Analytical bibliography in wild: Metallica & Rush albums mastered to
compress & distort ("loudness wars") redone for guitar hero #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:06:46 PM
roaringgirle: galey just discussed the "stemma" of a metallica album. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:07:13 PM
sprowberry: Folk textual critics of videogames/ebooks/MP3s are so far ahead of
academics in documenting these phenomena #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:07:32 PM
SLevelt: RT @jotis13: Q on what *don't* you find as waste mss: no medical texts, for
ex. Mostly religious or functional quotidian mss (music, etc.)…
7/10/2015 7:07:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Artifacts themselves, rather than statements about artifacts, tell the
story of the artifact #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:07:52 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Darwood, Farrington, Frengel unsettling notions of what
a (modern) children's book *is.* Child/adult readers hard to separate
7/10/2015 7:08:22 PM
SLevelt: RT @roaringgirle: galey just discussed the "stemma" of a metallica album.
#s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:08:25 PM
krisshaffer: RT @superHH: Rule of DH: have a question in mind then look for best tool
to answer it rather having a tool and figuring question afterwards…
7/10/2015 7:08:38 PM
CitizenWald: RT @sprowberry: Folk textual critics of videogames/ebooks/MP3s are so
far ahead of academics in documenting these phenomena #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:08:45 PM
mazarines: Vander Muellen: artifacts themselves, rather than statements about them,
tell their tales—true for video games as for printed books #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:09:24 PM

richendabrim: Great question abt whether King had consulted with a conservator about
the use of Mss waste - conservators expertise cld be helpful #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:09:47 PM
jotis13: RT @richendabrim: Great question abt whether King had consulted with a
conservator about the use of Mss waste - conservators expertise cld …
7/10/2015 7:09:55 PM
MrSidetable: Enough book talk. Galey considers application of bibliographic mode of
inquiry to 2 distinct instances of Metallica album. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:09:56 PM
SLevelt: RT @mazarines: Analytical bibliography in wild: Metallica & Rush albums
mastered to compress & distort ("loudness wars") redone for guitar …
7/10/2015 7:10:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Galey: Advocating admitting code as artifacts themselves, not simply
as tools for analyzing media #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:10:18 PM
profwernimont: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Galey: Advocating admitting code as artifacts
themselves, not simply as tools for analyzing media #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:10:34 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Galey: Advocating admitting code as artifacts
themselves, not simply as tools for analyzing media #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:10:36 PM
mazarines: Galey brings to mind scene of students using all of their senses with
artifacts before them. All but taste, he says. But, well... #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:10:49 PM
ellanbethia: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/IhEp12mdg1 #history
7/10/2015 7:10:50 PM
roaringgirle: galey: we must admit "the digital" into the rare books room as artifacts
not just tools. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:10:57 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @superHH: Rule of DH: have a question in mind then look for best
tool to answer it rather having a tool and figuring question afterwards…
7/10/2015 7:11:06 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Galey: Advocating admitting code as artifacts
themselves, not simply as tools for analyzing media #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:11:34 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @roaringgirle: galey: we must admit "the digital" into the rare
books room as artifacts not just tools. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:11:39 PM
richendabrim: (Oh and that question wasn't from me. I swear! But I completely agree)
lt #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:11:46 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @amndw2: Galey invokes "vernacular form[s] of textual research."
Makes me wonder if book history could/does link with fandom studies. #s…

7/10/2015 7:11:57 PM
keenera: @pfumer: broadside ballad makers in England pressed foreign-made "English"
black-letter type into foreign paper #sharp15 #s8c
7/10/2015 7:12:10 PM
mazarines: Loved all the talks here, but Galey's is grand. My mind would be blown if I
hadn't already known about @mkirschenbaum's work. #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:12:23 PM
MrSidetable: #s8a has been fantastic--3 forward-looking papers that offer distinct
visions for work in the field 1/2 #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:12:31 PM
mazarines: RT @roaringgirle: galey: we must admit "the digital" into the rare books
room as artifacts not just tools. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:12:34 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @sprowberry: Galey’s paper’s moves from ebooks & xkcd to video
games made in Montreal to (unwanted) distortion in Metallica #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:12:56 PM
SarahJPurcell: RT @roaringgirle: galey: we must admit "the digital" into the rare books
room as artifacts not just tools. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:13:01 PM
nzsydney: RT @roaringgirle: galey: we must admit "the digital" into the rare books
room as artifacts not just tools. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:13:02 PM
SLevelt: RT @keenera: @pfumer: broadside ballad makers in England pressed foreignmade "English" black-letter type into foreign paper #sharp15 #s8c
7/10/2015 7:13:15 PM
ShammaBoyarin: RT @roaringgirle: galey just discussed the "stemma" of a metallica
album. #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:13:26 PM
melissa_mcafee: Thanks @pfumer @agrgriffin @cstahmer for excellent talk on
@EBBA_Ballads project #sharp15 very impressed!
7/10/2015 7:13:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Great, someone's asking the barrier question! #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:13:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Galey: The proliferation isn't the barrier, ignorance of it is #s8a
#sharp15
7/10/2015 7:13:58 PM
mazarines: Galey emphasizes that the digital realm contains artifacts themselves, not
just told to use upon artifacts. #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:14:00 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @mazarines: Galey emphasizes that the digital realm contains
artifacts themselves, not just told to use upon artifacts. #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:14:11 PM

RBMSinfo: RT @mazarines: Galey emphasizes that the digital realm contains artifacts
themselves, not just told to use upon artifacts. #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:14:11 PM
EpistolaryBrown: We're shedding some light on the subject #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:14:24 PM
nzsydney: RT @MrSidetable: #s8a has been fantastic--3 forward-looking papers that
offer distinct visions for work in the field 1/2 #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:14:24 PM
MrSidetable: 2/2 #s8a without getting bogged down in trying to define what book
history is #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:15:00 PM
SLevelt: RT @mazarines: Galey emphasizes that the digital realm contains artifacts
themselves, not just told to use upon artifacts. #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:15:05 PM
amndw2: Galey, in reply to an audience Q: "Not all scholarship is academic in origin,"
something scholars shouldn't overlook. #sharp15 #s8a
7/10/2015 7:15:06 PM
jotis13: RT @amndw2: Galey, in reply to an audience Q: "Not all scholarship is
academic in origin," something scholars shouldn't overlook. #sharp15 …
7/10/2015 7:15:14 PM
mazarines: Not all scholarship is academic in origin.—Alan Galey #sharp15 Super yes.
7/10/2015 7:15:22 PM
NixoNARA: RT @amndw2: Galey, in reply to an audience Q: "Not all scholarship is
academic in origin," something scholars shouldn't overlook. #sharp15 …
7/10/2015 7:15:26 PM
EpistolaryBrown: @jotis13 Scholars need to learn about tech media from all subjects,
including enthusiasts #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:15:52 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: @jotis13 Scholars need to learn about tech media from
all subjects, including enthusiasts #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:16:09 PM
mazarines: That is, Galey emphasizes that the digital realm contains artifacts
themselves, not just tools to use upon artifacts. #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:16:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: James Raven is touted as a great source for overviews of the
business of books #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:16:43 PM
bob_maclean: RT @SLevelt: 'the manuscripts flew about like butterflies'; @jotis13 old
MSS also used in the process of brewing beer! #sharp15 http://t.co…
7/10/2015 7:17:29 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @amndw2: Galey, in reply to an audience Q: "Not all scholarship is
academic in origin," something scholars shouldn't overlook. #sharp15 …

7/10/2015 7:17:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@FionaAtDal points out that it's actually pretty difficult to find out
today where something was actually published #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:19:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Tokyo, Frankfurt, New York, London? Which do we take? Who owns
whom? #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:20:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Hardware / software question: Is code "literature" where the
hardware is "the book"? #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:21:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Galey: "Anyone who has heard me rant will understand that I view
these holistically, I study all of these together" #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:22:00 PM
MrSidetable: Could, but doesn't seem to very often, alas. #sharp15
https://t.co/CtdaxWVxq5
7/10/2015 7:22:09 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Hardware / software question: Is code
"literature" where the hardware is "the book"? #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:22:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Galey: "My best friends are literary scholars" [audience laughs] #s8a
#sharp15
7/10/2015 7:22:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Galey: "The literary is the default" #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:22:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Galey: "Follow the evidence to the questions, follow the questions to
the evidence" #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:22:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Galey: "coders write like Renaissance scholars wrote, by inventing"
#s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:23:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Coding: reuse culture, inventing culture #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:23:30 PM
roaringgirle: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Galey: "Anyone who has heard me rant will
understand that I view these holistically, I study all of these together" #s…
7/10/2015 7:23:46 PM
Marie_LSJ: Alan Galey: "My best friends are literary scholars!" ... that awkwardly
sounded like the I-have-gay/Black-friends argument, =P #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:24:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Sydney Shep: the toolkit for teaching our subject is a synesthetic
one, can we use this to teach digital? #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:24:32 PM
ethanahenderson: Prof dev $$ won't cover this:SHARP 2016: ParisSHARP 2017:
VancouverSHARP 2018: AustraliaSHARP 2019: North American east coast#sharp15

7/10/2015 7:24:33 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @ethanahenderson: Prof dev $$ won't cover this:SHARP 2016:
ParisSHARP 2017: VancouverSHARP 2018: AustraliaSHARP 2019: North American…
7/10/2015 7:24:42 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @ethanahenderson: Prof dev $$ won't cover this:SHARP 2016:
ParisSHARP 2017: VancouverSHARP 2018: AustraliaSHARP 2019: North American…
7/10/2015 7:24:42 PM
JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Frengel, Farrington, Darwood engaged in a fascinating
conversation on defining children's books--coloring, subversion
7/10/2015 7:25:06 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Galey: "coders write like Renaissance scholars
wrote, by inventing" #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:25:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Galey: "What 'the digital' brings us is dangerous, too easy: I try to
put another noun there" #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:25:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: https://t.co/my1U1jXZ2W #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:27:08 PM
nzsydney: @EpistolaryBrown agreed but I don't think "born-digital" is a solution - term
is currently contested #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:29:30 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Forget the honey badger: GIS Don't Care what you're trying to
analyze in spacial terms #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:29:56 PM
nzsydney: @sharpicecream shout to #s8a #sharp15 name your flavours
7/10/2015 7:30:48 PM
mazarines: .@ksmitka's paper also reminds me of @footage's use of a permaculture
model for archives: http://t.co/vr1nnKop01. #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:31:38 PM
jotis13: @erik_kwakkel @SLevelt Ooooh, very nice. I love how @FolgerLibrary is making
it so easy to view and share its collections online #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:31:51 PM
jotis13: It's been fun, folks, but now it's time to say adieu, adieu, to you and you and
you... Hope to see y'all again in Paris! #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:32:10 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @ClaireSquires: @sharpicecream Cool down, Ice Cream. #sharp15
#sharp16
7/10/2015 7:32:10 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @mazarines: .@ksmitka's paper also reminds me of @footage's use
of a permaculture model for archives: http://t.co/vr1nnKop01. #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:34:48 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @mazarines: .@ksmitka's paper also reminds me of @footage's use of a
permaculture model for archives: http://t.co/vr1nnKop01. #sharp15

7/10/2015 7:34:48 PM
whitneytrettien: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Galey: "coders write like Renaissance scholars
wrote, by inventing" #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:35:56 PM
Vaguery: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Galey: "coders write like Renaissance scholars wrote,
by inventing" #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 7:36:10 PM
ClerkofOxford: RT @SLevelt: 'the manuscripts flew about like butterflies'; @jotis13 old
MSS also used in the process of brewing beer! #sharp15 http://t.co…
7/10/2015 7:38:17 PM
PaperBlogging: RT @SLevelt: 'the manuscripts flew about like butterflies'; @jotis13 old
MSS also used in the process of brewing beer! #sharp15 http://t.co…
7/10/2015 7:38:43 PM
tabularius: RT @SLevelt: 'the manuscripts flew about like butterflies'; @jotis13 old MSS
also used in the process of brewing beer! #sharp15 http://t.co…
7/10/2015 7:44:09 PM
sim1303: RT @mazarines: .@SHARPorg Twitter prize! Goes to @roaringgirle @superHH
@EpistolaryBrown @mroyup13 &...me?! Huzzah! @sharpicecream for ever…
7/10/2015 7:45:47 PM
BrentVukmer: RT @SLevelt: 'the manuscripts flew about like butterflies'; @jotis13 old
MSS also used in the process of brewing beer! #sharp15 http://t.co…
7/10/2015 7:48:33 PM
MitchFraas: RT @JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Frengel, Farrington, Darwood engaged
in a fascinating conversation on defining children's books--coloring, …
7/10/2015 7:56:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: After three papers referencing the Communications Circuit, we finish
out #Sharp15 with a keynote by Robert Darnton. Fitting.
7/10/2015 7:57:58 PM
rbuurma: RT @JohnHPollack1: #sharp15 #8f Frengel, Farrington, Darwood engaged in
a fascinating conversation on defining children's books--coloring, …
7/10/2015 7:58:05 PM
digitalpigeons: Well this pretty much made my day! #sharp15 http://t.co/FkvTO9tyln
7/10/2015 8:00:21 PM
ILoveCopyright: .@Beth_driscoll @sprowberry #boxlife for @RobertDarnton: thanks
@sharp2015_ca #sharp15 http://t.co/lYziNhbvtw
7/10/2015 8:01:27 PM
2015BARS: RT @EpistolaryBrown: $15,000 set aside for scholarships to things like
DHSI, Rare Book School, etc for SHARP early career scholars #SHARP15
7/10/2015 8:01:36 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Award to: Daniel Wakelin for
Scribal Correction & Literary Craft @CambridgeUP http://t.co/t1IEKEV…
7/10/2015 8:03:35 PM

SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg ...2/2 DeLong Book Award to: Paula
Rabinowitz for American Pulp @PrincetonUPress http://t.co/qk3VoFetX2 #shar…
7/10/2015 8:03:43 PM
SLevelt: Woohooooo for fantastically interesting tweeting! And woohooooo for a
fantastically interesting conference! #sharp15 https://t.co/uz5dplGFtI
7/10/2015 8:05:03 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Galey "I don't need to put Robert Darnton's
model on the screen, it's in here, like a Jazz standard" #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:05:30 PM
CitizenWald: RT @EpistolaryBrown: After three papers referencing the Communications
Circuit, we finish out #Sharp15 with a keynote by Robert Darnton. Fi…
7/10/2015 8:05:58 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @digitalpigeons: Well this pretty much made my day! #sharp15
http://t.co/FkvTO9tyln
7/10/2015 8:06:04 PM
amndw2: And now it's time for @RobertDarnton's closing keynote. #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:06:06 PM
roaringgirle: the final "intellectual" event of #sharp15 is a keynote by robert darnton.
7/10/2015 8:07:11 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Final final session of #sharp15 with @RobertDarnton. Wont be live
tweeting, just listening closely. Have fun all!
7/10/2015 8:07:17 PM
Corvinusmathias: RT @SLevelt: Woohooooo for fantastically interesting tweeting! And
woohooooo for a fantastically interesting conference! #sharp15 https://t…
7/10/2015 8:07:28 PM
Finny_stitch: RT @amndw2: And now it's time for @RobertDarnton's closing keynote.
#sharp15
7/10/2015 8:07:43 PM
mazarines: Now we close the circuit: @RobertDarnton presents "A Literary Tour de
Force" to end #sharp15 #recursivedarnton
7/10/2015 8:08:03 PM
superHH: Won't be tweeting during Darnton's keynote. But I trust my colleagues will do
a wonderful job. #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:08:26 PM
roaringgirle: thanks to @SHARPorg for recognizing tweeting as legitimate intellectual
labor & to everyone else tweeting. #sharp15 https://t.co/fFqTZnhCpK
7/10/2015 8:10:22 PM
nzsydney: @mazarines @RobertDarnton en bicyclette litteraire Tour de France...
#sharp15
7/10/2015 8:10:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Eli: "Like the island of Montreal, Robert Darnton stands at the
confluence of two great rivers"... #Sharp15

7/10/2015 8:10:37 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The rivers of bibliography and French social history, apparently
#Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:10:48 PM
CitizenWald: Nice tributes to former McGill faculty. Here, Bruce Trigger ( #archaeology
) #SHARP15 http://t.co/qqclL8Bd0X
7/10/2015 8:10:50 PM
SHARPorg: RT @roaringgirle: don't be confused! next year's @SHARPorg conference is
in paris, FRANCE, not paris, texas. #sharp15 #sharp16 @sharpparis2…
7/10/2015 8:10:51 PM
mazarines: RT @roaringgirle: thanks to @SHARPorg for recognizing tweeting as
legitimate intellectual labor & to everyone else tweeting. #sharp15 https…
7/10/2015 8:11:17 PM
richendabrim: RT @roaringgirle: thanks to @SHARPorg for recognizing tweeting as
legitimate intellectual labor & to everyone else tweeting. #sharp15 https…
7/10/2015 8:11:38 PM
CitizenWald: Tributes to former McGill faculty: Raymond Klibansky. #SHARP15
http://t.co/3DKRP05bTW
7/10/2015 8:12:16 PM
MrSidetable: McLaren: "Like the island of Montreal, Robert Darnton stands at the
confluence of two great rivers." Eng. bib'gphy & Fr. soc. hist. #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:12:45 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @CitizenWald: Nice tributes to former McGill faculty. Here, Bruce
Trigger ( #archaeology ) #SHARP15 http://t.co/qqclL8Bd0X
7/10/2015 8:13:21 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @CitizenWald: Tributes to former McGill faculty: Raymond Klibansky.
#SHARP15 http://t.co/3DKRP05bTW
7/10/2015 8:13:24 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @MrSidetable: McLaren: "Like the island of Montreal, Robert Darnton
stands at the confluence of two great rivers." Eng. bib'gphy & Fr. s…
7/10/2015 8:13:28 PM
eoin_price: RT @roaringgirle: thanks to @SHARPorg for recognizing tweeting as
legitimate intellectual labor & to everyone else tweeting. #sharp15 https…
7/10/2015 8:13:34 PM
CitizenWald: @superHH @KatieMcGettigan looks like several of us would rather just sit
and listen rather than tweet #SHARP15 keynote
7/10/2015 8:14:20 PM
CitizenWald: RT @MrSidetable: McLaren: "Like the island of Montreal, Robert Darnton
stands at the confluence of two great rivers." Eng. bib'gphy & Fr. s…
7/10/2015 8:14:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: In discussing Darnton's work on censorship, McLaren points out that
the outgoing list-serv moderator was also a censor #Sharp15

7/10/2015 8:14:46 PM
mazarines: @nzsydney @RobertDarnton I think we know who wears the maillot jaune
on this tour... #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:14:49 PM
BArmintor: RT @MrSidetable: @mollyhardy suggests that it is bibliography and
information science, not CS, that is the real genealogy of DH #s7b #sharp…
7/10/2015 8:15:19 PM
nzsydney: RT @MrSidetable: McLaren: "Like the island of Montreal, Robert Darnton
stands at the confluence of two great rivers." Eng. bib'gphy & Fr. s…
7/10/2015 8:15:29 PM
Marie_LSJ: @CitizenWald @superHH @KatieMcGettigan Mais il y a des irréductibles: the
formidable @EpistolaryBrown will be tweeting it seems! #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:16:36 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @EpistolaryBrown: In discussing Darnton's work on censorship,
McLaren points out that the outgoing list-serv moderator was also a censor…
7/10/2015 8:16:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: What did the French read before the French Revolution? an earlier
question, apparently answered by 500 catalogs of private libs #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:17:50 PM
mazarines: .@RobertDarnton will endeavor to solve a historical puzzle & describe a new
kind of book on this tour. #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:18:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: In the 500 libs, only 1 "Social Contract" by Mornay found #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:18:10 PM
traviseross: @RobertDarnton speaking #SHARP15 http://t.co/WSjItcCdkJ
7/10/2015 8:18:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Printed auction catalogs were censored, however; references to the
Social Contract were eliminated. How to find what folks read? #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:19:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton "I doubt anyone in this room believes in a linear
notion of causality" #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:19:37 PM
EpistolaryBrown: His aim: to study the book market, the supply and demand in France
#Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:20:06 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @ILoveCopyright: .@Beth_driscoll @sprowberry #boxlife for
@RobertDarnton: thanks @sharp2015_ca #sharp15 http://t.co/lYziNhbvtw
7/10/2015 8:20:07 PM
mroyup13: What did the French read in the two decades before the French Revolution?
asks Darnton #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:20:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton attempting to retrospectively create a best seller
list, describe the reading diet. #Sharp15

7/10/2015 8:20:45 PM
SHARPorg: RT @amndw2: We need a #sharp15 bingo card with Darnton's
communication circuit diagram in a prominent square.
7/10/2015 8:21:11 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "The history of reading has made great advances, but it still remains
problematic" #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:21:15 PM
Finny_stitch: . @RobertDarnton promises to combine literary history & business history
in his talk today #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:21:30 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The second aim of the lecture is to create a new kind of book, a
pyramid arranged in several layers #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:21:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @Finny_stitch: . @RobertDarnton promises to combine literary
history & business history in his talk today #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:21:41 PM
Finny_stitch: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton attempting to retrospectively
create a best seller list, describe the reading diet. #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:21:50 PM
CitizenWald: Twitter silence now so I can just enjoy @RobertDarnton keynote posing
dual questions: study book market, create new type of book #SHARP15
7/10/2015 8:21:56 PM
BuchananDavidJ: Only 3 weeks to go: CFP: Popular Print Culture in Canada and the
Caribbean (1 Aug. 2015): http://t.co/bEhbZW6arS … #sharp15 @sharp2015_ca
7/10/2015 8:22:02 PM
Beth_driscoll: Robert Darnton at #sharp15 http://t.co/uAcAqLLBQa
7/10/2015 8:22:07 PM
MrSidetable: Darnton points out problematic nature of history of reading--doesn't know
what it means to "consume a book" in C18 France (or now) #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:22:20 PM
sharpicecream: Literary diet=ice cream. #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:22:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: http://t.co/erTG02GaXw Open website with multiple access points on
authors and literary police, publishing and the book trade #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:22:38 PM
keenera: Hearing Robert Darnton's keynote now at #sharp15. What did it mean to
"consume" a book in 18c? What does it mean now?
7/10/2015 8:22:38 PM
ahomsher: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Galey: "coders write like Renaissance scholars wrote,
by inventing" #s8a #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:23:09 PM
mazarines: .@RobertDarnton doing literary & business history, recreating supply &
demand of books in France, 1769(?)-1789, a bestseller list. #sharp15

7/10/2015 8:23:29 PM
mazarines: RT @EpistolaryBrown: http://t.co/erTG02GaXw Open website with multiple
access points on authors and literary police, publishing and the boo…
7/10/2015 8:24:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Darnton is narratively following a traveling salesman of the SDN
through southern and central France #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:24:09 PM
roaringgirle: .@RobertDarnton's project on the book trade in france & francophone
europe, 1769-1789: http://t.co/IkcNMX5Dgr #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:24:15 PM
MrSidetable: Darnton wanted to write a pyramidical sort of book, wound up creating a
website (http://t.co/3a1JInxjoN) #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:24:24 PM
mroyup13: Darnton has been working on the archives of the Société typographique de
Neuchâtel since 1965 #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:24:30 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton the diary of the traveling salesman includes
examinations of bookshops across France #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:25:08 PM
SarahJPurcell: RT @MrSidetable: Darnton points out problematic nature of history of
reading--doesn't know what it means to "consume a book" in C18 France …
7/10/2015 8:25:11 PM
nzsydney: RT @MrSidetable: Darnton wanted to write a pyramidical sort of book, wound
up creating a website (http://t.co/3a1JInxjoN) #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:25:32 PM
MrSidetable: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Darnton is narratively following a traveling
salesman of the SDN through southern and central France #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:25:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: We also have his expense account: 10 sous for refurbishing his
pistols in Marseilles #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:25:49 PM
SarahJPurcell: RT @amndw2: We need a #sharp15 bingo card with Darnton's
communication circuit diagram in a prominent square.
7/10/2015 8:26:01 PM
CitizenWald: Many #twitterstorians will know @RobertDarnton #digital treatment of
Ancien Rėgime #book market but le voilà http://t.co/sy2kzAKFVt #SHARP15
7/10/2015 8:26:06 PM
SHARPorg: RT @Beth_driscoll: Robert Darnton at #sharp15 http://t.co/uAcAqLLBQa
7/10/2015 8:26:09 PM
ClaireSquires: Bourg-en-Bresse! Where I grew up eating my favourite @sharpicecream
#sharp15
7/10/2015 8:26:12 PM

SHARPorg: RT @traviseross: @RobertDarnton speaking #SHARP15
http://t.co/WSjItcCdkJ
7/10/2015 8:26:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton the diary presents a contemporary view of the
world of books as it existed at street level #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:26:56 PM
mroyup13: Darnton reconstructs daily life of a sales agent through his expense account
#sharp15
7/10/2015 8:27:26 PM
traviseross: "...a view of the world of books as that world existed at street level."
@RobertDarnton #SHARP15
7/10/2015 8:27:44 PM
mazarines: Here's @RobertDarnton's literary tour in website form for everyone:
http://t.co/baxUD6OnAt #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:28:10 PM
traviseross: RT @mazarines: Here's @RobertDarnton's literary tour in website form for
everyone: http://t.co/baxUD6OnAt #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:28:46 PM
MsSafaneh: RT @BuchananDavidJ: Only 3 weeks to go: CFP: Popular Print Culture in
Canada and the Caribbean (1 Aug. 2015): http://t.co/bEhbZW6arS … #sha…
7/10/2015 8:28:50 PM
Marie_LSJ: How not to bore your reader? Be a wonderful storyteller like
@RobertDarnton following a sales rep to introduce us to the book trade #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:28:55 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @mazarines: Here's @RobertDarnton's literary tour in website form for
everyone: http://t.co/baxUD6OnAt #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:29:29 PM
SHARPorg: Tweet-count for #sharp15 currently at 7000+ http://t.co/Jl0WSwd9IQ
7/10/2015 8:29:30 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @mazarines: Here's @RobertDarnton's literary tour in website form
for everyone: http://t.co/baxUD6OnAt #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:29:30 PM
SHARPorg: RT @Marie_LSJ: How not to bore your reader? Be a wonderful storyteller
like @RobertDarnton following a sales rep to introduce us to the boo…
7/10/2015 8:29:44 PM
Marie_LSJ: I wish I had that storytelling power... #sharp15 https://t.co/zEoOJT23n1
7/10/2015 8:29:54 PM
mazarines: Peruse & download digital facsimile & English translation of Favarger's diary
& expense accounts here: http://t.co/o8sp6pKm4A #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:30:23 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton The smugglers of concern to the STN referred to
the activity as "insurance" (assurance?) #Sharp15

7/10/2015 8:30:29 PM
amndw2: RT @EpistolaryBrown: http://t.co/erTG02GaXw Open website with multiple
access points on authors and literary police, publishing and the boo…
7/10/2015 8:30:52 PM
CitizenWald: RT @SHARPorg: Tweet-count for #sharp15 currently at 7000+
http://t.co/Jl0WSwd9IQ
7/10/2015 8:31:02 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton The smugglers of concern to
the STN referred to the activity as "insurance" (assurance?) #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:31:31 PM
jameshodges_: Making me wonder what a street-level account of todays online world
will look like in a few generations #sharp15 https://t.co/AacIE2N4RP
7/10/2015 8:31:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: GAL: smugglers caught would be branded as galley slaves #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:31:33 PM
mroyup13: Book smugglers called "assureurs" rather than "contrebandiers" #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:31:49 PM
nzsydney: RT @mazarines: Peruse & download digital facsimile & English translation of
Favarger's diary & expense accounts here: http://t.co/o8sp6pKm4…
7/10/2015 8:32:07 PM
mazarines: Whenever @RobertDarnton says "STN" my brain goes to Estienne.
#sharp15
7/10/2015 8:32:18 PM
CitizenWald: “@EpistolaryBrown: Darnton is narratively following a traveling salesman
of the SDN through southern and central France #Sharp15” BTW STN :)
7/10/2015 8:33:03 PM
Sam_Schulman: RT @CitizenWald: Many #twitterstorians will know @RobertDarnton
#digital treatment of Ancien Rėgime #book market but le voilà http://t.co/s…
7/10/2015 8:33:41 PM
mazarines: Favarger's diary is filled with character sketches of the booksellers around
France. A bookseller bestiary! #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:34:15 PM
Finny_stitch: @RobertDarnton: Diary of travelling salesman, Favarger, full of character
sketches of booksellers #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:34:38 PM
Finny_stitch: RT @CitizenWald: “@EpistolaryBrown: Darnton is narratively following a
traveling salesman of the SDN through southern and central France #S…
7/10/2015 8:34:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The personal details of the bookseller's lives are what make these
narratives compelling #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:36:18 PM
bevilacq: Listening to @RobertDarnton spin this fabulous tale, I think that instead of a
website, he needs a podcast! #sharp15

7/10/2015 8:36:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Divorces, sniping, the loss of children, fights with inlaws, and the
best of humanity #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:36:48 PM
Marie_LSJ: @traviseross Come to think of it, it's not storytelling skills that are lacking,
but archives... #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:37:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "I don't want to over do the anecdotal aspect of my subject"
#Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:37:26 PM
janegiscombe: RT @roaringgirle: .@RobertDarnton's project on the book trade in france
& francophone europe, 1769-1789: http://t.co/IkcNMX5Dgr #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:37:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Certain booksellers along the route ordered books regularly from the
STN #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:37:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Everytime I type STN, my fingers want to make it something else,
mostly STC #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:38:04 PM
mazarines: Favarger notes vanished booksellers, too—in a world before limited liability
companies, bankrupts could/would just go. #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:38:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @mazarines: Favarger notes vanished booksellers, too—in a world
before limited liability companies, bankrupts could/would just go. #shar…
7/10/2015 8:38:32 PM
SHARPorg: RT @bevilacq: Listening to @RobertDarnton spin this fabulous tale, I think
that instead of a website, he needs a podcast! #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:38:48 PM
mikers86: RT @Marie_LSJ: How not to bore your reader? Be a wonderful storyteller like
@RobertDarnton following a sales rep to introduce us to the boo…
7/10/2015 8:39:07 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @bevilacq: Listening to @RobertDarnton spin this fabulous tale, I think
that instead of a website, he needs a podcast! #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:39:12 PM
keenera: @RobertDarnton is interested in book trade in general, as whole -- while still
being able to "drill down" (his words) into details #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:39:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Information on the industries, institutions, printers and booksellers
behind the booktrade backs up each section in Darnton's study #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:40:43 PM
mikers86: So grateful for the live tweeting of @RobertDarnton #sharp15 keynote.
7/10/2015 8:40:51 PM

MrSidetable: Why did these people write contracts detailing their illegal and dangerous
smuggling practices? Haven't they watched The Sopranos? #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:41:02 PM
SLevelt: RT @mazarines: Here's @RobertDarnton's literary tour in website form for
everyone: http://t.co/baxUD6OnAt #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:41:41 PM
mazarines: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Information on the industries, institutions, printers
and booksellers behind the booktrade backs up each section in Da…
7/10/2015 8:41:42 PM
iangadd: RT @MrSidetable: Why did these people write contracts detailing their illegal
and dangerous smuggling practices? Haven't they watched The S…
7/10/2015 8:43:03 PM
Finny_stitch: .@RobertDarnton is showing us round the wonderfully rich& multi-layered
website of A Literary Tour de France http://t.co/dfkASClCQD #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:43:11 PM
mazarines: Friends at home can nearly follow along. Click on Besançon to learn more
about booksellers there: http://t.co/lEnUUwm7tr. #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:44:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Backing up the transcriptions with digital facsimiles of the documents
allows for users to question, verify, and expand findings #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:44:04 PM
Finny_stitch: Readers can drill down and down to more detailed levels of information
#sharp15
7/10/2015 8:44:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Darnton is, essentially, offering his data along with his qualitative
interpretation of material #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:44:35 PM
SHARPorg: RT @Finny_stitch: .@RobertDarnton is showing us round the wonderfully
rich& multi-layered website of A Literary Tour de France http://t.co/…
7/10/2015 8:44:40 PM
SLevelt: RT @mazarines: Friends at home can nearly follow along. Click on Besançon to
learn more about booksellers there: http://t.co/lEnUUwm7tr. #s…
7/10/2015 8:45:00 PM
SLevelt: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Backing up the transcriptions with digital facsimiles of
the documents allows for users to question, verify, and expan…
7/10/2015 8:45:02 PM
SLevelt: RT @Finny_stitch: Readers can drill down and down to more detailed levels of
information #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:45:06 PM
Finny_stitch: . @RobertDarnton encourages us to 'click deeper' #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:45:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: In a field where archival research is the primary mode of discovery,
Darnton offers the archive along with the narrative #Sharp15

7/10/2015 8:45:21 PM
mazarines: .@RobertDarnton gives us his working file & his scholarship in this website.
He includes digitized sources & even translations. #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:45:36 PM
mazarines: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Backing up the transcriptions with digital facsimiles
of the documents allows for users to question, verify, and expan…
7/10/2015 8:45:47 PM
mazarines: RT @EpistolaryBrown: In a field where archival research is the primary
mode of discovery, Darnton offers the archive along with the narrati…
7/10/2015 8:45:55 PM
sharpicecream: You could have pyramid layers. But I would recommend scoops.
#sharp15
7/10/2015 8:46:14 PM
SHARPorg: RT @digitalpigeons: Well this pretty much made my day! #sharp15
http://t.co/FkvTO9tyln
7/10/2015 8:46:34 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: You could have pyramid layers. But I would
recommend scoops. #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:46:49 PM
Finny_stitch: . @RobertDarnton shows us list of books that bookseller Charmet ordered
most often http://t.co/FfZtmof58W #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:46:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The masterlist contains 1,145 titles: the corpus of current literature
that circulated most actively in France btwn 1769 and 1789 #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:46:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @Finny_stitch: . @RobertDarnton shows us list of books that
bookseller Charmet ordered most often http://t.co/FfZtmof58W #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:47:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Of course you can't read it literally -- you can't read it at all, it's small
-- but it's missing protestant works #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:47:26 PM
rbuurma: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Darnton is, essentially, offering his data along with his
qualitative interpretation of material #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:47:27 PM
SLevelt: RT @EpistolaryBrown: In a field where archival research is the primary mode of
discovery, Darnton offers the archive along with the narrati…
7/10/2015 8:47:36 PM
mazarines: Notice @RobertDarnton calls his website a new form of book, pyramidal in
shape, not digital humanities project. DH sites as books! #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:47:51 PM
rbuurma: RT @mazarines: Notice @RobertDarnton calls his website a new form of book,
pyramidal in shape, not digital humanities project. DH sites as …

7/10/2015 8:48:05 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @mazarines: Notice @RobertDarnton calls his website a new form of
book, pyramidal in shape, not digital humanities project. DH sites as …
7/10/2015 8:48:23 PM
amndw2: This talk by @RobertDarnton is giving me so many ideas for how I want to
present my own research someday. #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:48:49 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mazarines: Friends at home can nearly follow along. Click on Besançon
to learn more about booksellers there: http://t.co/lEnUUwm7tr. #s…
7/10/2015 8:48:52 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton "Can the archives of the STN be taken to represent
the book trade as a whole?" #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:49:02 PM
MaryFChadwick: RT @roaringgirle: don't be confused! next year's @SHARPorg
conference is in paris, FRANCE, not paris, texas. #sharp15 #sharp16 @sharpparis2…
7/10/2015 8:49:13 PM
keenera: RT @mazarines: Notice @RobertDarnton calls his website a new form of book,
pyramidal in shape, not digital humanities project. DH sites as …
7/10/2015 8:49:27 PM
SLevelt: RT @mazarines: Notice @RobertDarnton calls his website a new form of book,
pyramidal in shape, not digital humanities project. DH sites as …
7/10/2015 8:50:05 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton "Can the archives of the STN be
taken to represent the book trade as a whole?" #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:50:32 PM
danieljbrunson: @cplong MT Notice @RobertDarnton calls his website a new form of
book, pyramidal in shape, not DH project. DH sites as books! #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:51:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton The term "Pirate" is used very liberally by the
French; the Swiss look at them as respectable businessmen #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:51:48 PM
Marie_LSJ: Shifting from the anecdotal to "deeper" data: compilations of individual
booksellers' orders further compiled into bestsellers list #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:51:57 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @mazarines: Notice @RobertDarnton calls his website a new form
of book, pyramidal in shape, not digital humanities project. DH sites as …
7/10/2015 8:52:19 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton The term "Pirate" is used very
liberally by the French; the Swiss look at them as respectable business…
7/10/2015 8:52:19 PM
mazarines: One place's pirate (France) is another's businessman (Swirzerland). The
relativity & pre-modern non-fixity of copyright/privilege. #sharp15

7/10/2015 8:53:21 PM
Finny_stitch: @RobertDarnton Pirate publisher co-operated & made formal agreements
between themselves in order to beat competitors #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:54:10 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@RobertDarnton 18c foreign reprinters did "genuine market research"
through bookseller correspondents #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:54:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Yes modernists, "large editions of 1,000 copies" ARE large. Stop
snickering #biggerThanTheAcademicPrintRun #earlymodernistproblems #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:54:36 PM
mroyup13: Piracy led to multiplication of editions of same work--period of unbridled
competition #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:55:12 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@RobertDarnton in contrast with today therefore, bestsellers were
published in several different editions by different publishers #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:55:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Although pirated and recommended by a literary spy, there was no
guarantee an edition would sell out #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:55:19 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton The term "Pirate" is used very
liberally by the French; the Swiss look at them as respectable business…
7/10/2015 8:55:34 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Yes modernists, "large editions of 1,000 copies" ARE
large. Stop snickering #biggerThanTheAcademicPrintRun #earlymode…
7/10/2015 8:55:38 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @Marie_LSJ: .@RobertDarnton in contrast with today therefore,
bestsellers were published in several different editions by different publ…
7/10/2015 8:56:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The STN kept separate accounts of books they acquired through
exchanges, vs. their own editions #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:56:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @Marie_LSJ: .@RobertDarnton in contrast with today therefore,
bestsellers were published in several different editions by different publ…
7/10/2015 8:56:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton "Let me stress this point: Publishers were
wholesalers" #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:57:31 PM
nzsydney: @EpistolaryBrown including religious works paints a very different picture
http://t.co/gE8zGg0t7V #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:58:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton "Returns did not exist. Everytime I say that to a
publisher today, they say 'that must have been Paradise!'" #Sharp15

7/10/2015 8:58:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @nzsydney: @EpistolaryBrown including religious works paints a
very different picture http://t.co/gE8zGg0t7V #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:58:34 PM
MrSidetable: This diary describing various booksellers sounds exactly like C19 American
credit reports (Dun & Co.). Always a gold mine. #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:59:04 PM
traviseross: The bookseller's dozen? #SHARP15
7/10/2015 8:59:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Principle for ordering: Many works, but few of each #Sharp15
7/10/2015 8:59:45 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@RobertDarnton no returns, so buyers ordered to retailers who ordered to
publishers, i.e. orders really represent literary demand #sharp15
7/10/2015 8:59:57 PM
Finny_stitch: . @RobertDarnton : no returns at this time, so retail booksellers usually
ordered cautiously #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:00:29 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @MrSidetable: This diary describing various booksellers sounds exactly
like C19 American credit reports (Dun & Co.). Always a gold mine.…
7/10/2015 9:00:30 PM
Finny_stitch: RT @Marie_LSJ: .@RobertDarnton no returns, so buyers ordered to
retailers who ordered to publishers, i.e. orders really represent literary …
7/10/2015 9:00:49 PM
literasyme: RT @roaringgirle: this matters b/c it suggests readers noticed typographic
protocols that distinguished printed plays from other print genr…
7/10/2015 9:01:40 PM
mazarines: How did booksellers order books from publishers? Would buy small #s
(e.g.,10-12) of many different titles to create sizable order. #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:01:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Each publisher/wholesaler gradually built up his network of clients;
each retailer built up relationships with clients #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:02:04 PM
jameshodges_: RT @mazarines: One place's pirate (France) is another's businessman
(Swirzerland). The relativity & pre-modern non-fixity of copyright/priv…
7/10/2015 9:02:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Relationships with clients would allow for special "credit" terms: quick
shipping, or longer payment periods #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:02:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Commercial networks are human networks, built organically over
time and dependent on relations between people #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:03:17 PM
BiblioAdventure: RT @mazarines: Here's @RobertDarnton's literary tour in website
form for everyone: http://t.co/baxUD6OnAt #sharp15

7/10/2015 9:03:20 PM
mikers86: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton "Let me stress this point: Publishers
were wholesalers" #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:03:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "After reading nearly all 50,000 letters in the STN archive..." oy, the
work behind this dataset #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:04:49 PM
mazarines: The book trade is one of human networks, including both regular & casual
relationships between wholesalers & retailers. #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:05:08 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@RobertDarnton importance to distinguish between regular & casual
retailer-publisher relations in assessing the book trade #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:05:11 PM
MrSidetable: Darnton: Book historians haven't acknowledged the fact that publishers
were also wholesalers. Is that true? #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:05:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton disavows an ability to judge whether the 18
dossiers in his website are "representative" #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:05:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Darnton has drawn up two best seller lists, one with and one without
the STN's editions #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:06:20 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@RobertDarnton Favargé's itinerary offers representative retailers because
they are regulars #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:06:34 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: "After reading nearly all 50,000 letters in the STN
archive..." oy, the work behind this dataset #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:06:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: 4 characteristics stand out. 1) the heavy demand for scandalous
works, esp. works against the monarchy #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:06:57 PM
EpistolaryBrown: 2) works of the enlightenment were very popular, even deep within
France #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:07:09 PM
mazarines: Bestsellers? Heavy demand for scandalous works in mid-18th c France. The
more things change... #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:07:34 PM
Marie_LSJ: @EpistolaryBrown "livres de fonds" (their own books) vs. "livres
d'assortiment" (books from other publishers, acquired by exchange) #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:07:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: 3) Educational and utilitarian works, e.g. manuals of grammar,
French-Latin dictionaries, anthology of edifying stories for kids #Sharp15

7/10/2015 9:08:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: 4) Amusing and Spicy light fiction. #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:08:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: People like frothy books, scandals, books that help them improve
themselves, and the Enlightenment. Which 1 do you find surprising? #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:09:40 PM
Marie_LSJ: .@RobertDarnton Magistral... juste magistral... merci #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:10:04 PM
mazarines: Regardless of what it means to consume a book, the French diet was works
of scandal, education, Enlightenment, & light fiction. #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:10:48 PM
SHARPorg: RT @Marie_LSJ: .@RobertDarnton Magistral... juste magistral... merci
#sharp15
7/10/2015 9:10:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton has a question for Professor Darnton: You've been
reading these archives since ~1965, are you biased? #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:11:14 PM
mroyup13: In greatest demand: 1/ scandalous books about nobility 2/ Enlightenment
works3/ educational/utilitarian works4/ light fiction #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:11:30 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @mazarines: The book trade is one of human networks, including
both regular & casual relationships between wholesalers & retailers. #sha…
7/10/2015 9:11:38 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton has a question for Professor
Darnton: You've been reading these archives since ~1965, are you biased? …
7/10/2015 9:12:05 PM
nzsydney: do best sellers also mean best readers? books sold do not mean books read,
n'est-ce pas? #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:12:10 PM
commish24: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Yes modernists, "large editions of 1,000 copies"
ARE large. Stop snickering #biggerThanTheAcademicPrintRun #earlymode…
7/10/2015 9:12:20 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @nzsydney: do best sellers also mean best readers? books sold do
not mean books read, n'est-ce pas? #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:12:42 PM
mazarines: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton has a question for Professor
Darnton: You've been reading these archives since ~1965, are you biased? …
7/10/2015 9:12:50 PM
roaringgirle: @mazarines, #spicybooks. #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:12:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Darnton is not arguing that the French didn't read Catholic devotional
works; his study has to do with what the STN supplied #Sharp15

7/10/2015 9:13:03 PM
traviseross: .@EpistolaryBrown I enjoyed that his response then accused his fictive self
of not having paid attention to his foregoing lecture. #SHARP15
7/10/2015 9:13:07 PM
jameshodges_: RT @mroyup13: In greatest demand: 1/ scandalous books about
nobility 2/ Enlightenment works3/ educational/utilitarian works4/ light fict…
7/10/2015 9:13:16 PM
keenera: @RobertDarnton's talk has been engaged throughout w/ D. Mornay's early c20
scholarship. Concerned w/ representativeness, canonicity #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:13:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @traviseross: .@EpistolaryBrown I enjoyed that his response then
accused his fictive self of not having paid attention to his foregoing …
7/10/2015 9:13:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @keenera: @RobertDarnton's talk has been engaged throughout
w/ D. Mornay's early c20 scholarship. Concerned w/ representativeness, canon…
7/10/2015 9:13:43 PM
nefariouscarrot: RT @roaringgirle: this matters b/c it suggests readers noticed
typographic protocols that distinguished printed plays from other print genr…
7/10/2015 9:14:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton Found translations of English history writing and
Clarissa -- but he was looking for Clarissa #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:14:12 PM
mazarines: @roaringgirle #lightandspicybooks #nomnom #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:14:13 PM
SHARPorg: RT @traviseross: .@EpistolaryBrown I enjoyed that his response then
accused his fictive self of not having paid attention to his foregoing …
7/10/2015 9:14:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: I really want the hashtag #SpicyBooks to take off now #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:14:39 PM
roaringgirle: @mazarines, a perfect diet. #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:14:44 PM
nzsydney: @roaringgirle @mazarines where's the @sharpicecream #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:14:49 PM
iangadd: RT @EpistolaryBrown: I really want the hashtag #SpicyBooks to take off now
#Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:16:12 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: I really want the hashtag #SpicyBooks to take off
now #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:16:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton "Pirates didn't give a damn about the integrity of
texts, they wanted to sell books" #Sharp15

7/10/2015 9:16:21 PM
sharpicecream: @nzsydney @roaringgirle @mazarines Me voici! #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:16:28 PM
mazarines: Yes! Relation btwn sold, read, & consumed? MT @nzsydney: do best sellers
also mean best readers? books sold do not mean books read #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:16:42 PM
sharpicecream: @nzsydney @roaringgirle @mazarines Oh right. Cool down Bob.
#sharp15
7/10/2015 9:16:53 PM
mroyup13: Darnton asked if he's on steroids #toutvabien #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:16:55 PM
AlexisWeedon: #sharp15 UNESCO launches new teaching tools for general history of
Africa -can book/publishing historians contribute? http://t.co/6oN3ktyYAC
7/10/2015 9:17:03 PM
MrSidetable: "Are you yourself on steroids?" is a question that should be asked at more
academic conferences. #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:17:10 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton "Pirates didn't give a damn
about the integrity of texts, they wanted to sell books" #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:17:29 PM
traviseross: Question raised: is @RobertDarnton using #bookhistory performance
enhancing drugs? (Where does one get some? #askingforafriend) #SHARP15
7/10/2015 9:17:35 PM
amndw2: So much fascinating information about the pirate publishers who surrounded
France in this talk. & their smugglers in the mountains! #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:17:36 PM
sharpicecream: Bob eats a _lot_ of ice cream. #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:17:42 PM
mazarines: @nzsydney @roaringgirle I see an interdiscipline opportunity with
#spicybooks for you, @sharpicecream. #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:17:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Audience Q asks for @RobertDarnton's definition of "book" #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:18:26 PM
sharpicecream: @mazarines @nzsydney @roaringgirle Chilli ice cream? #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:18:29 PM
keenera: @pfumer asks @RobertDarnton a good question about the definition of "book"
-- ephemera, broadside ballads, &c #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:18:47 PM
SHARPorg: #micdrop“@mroyup13: Darnton asked if he's on steroids #toutvabien
#sharp15”
7/10/2015 9:18:48 PM

EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton goes to Don McKenzie for his answer, a deep
believer in ephemera #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:18:49 PM
nzsydney: @traviseross @RobertDarnton right here, @SHARPorg #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:19:40 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @traviseross: Question raised: is @RobertDarnton using
#bookhistory performance enhancing drugs? (Where does one get some? #askingforafr…
7/10/2015 9:19:51 PM
roaringgirle: @sharpicecream, wasabi ice cream is delicious--and transnational.
@mazarines @nzsydney #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:20:34 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @traviseross: Question raised: is @RobertDarnton using
#bookhistory performance enhancing drugs? (Where does one get some? #askingforafr…
7/10/2015 9:20:49 PM
nzsydney: @sharpicecream steroid flavour, bien sur! #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:21:05 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @traviseross: Question raised: is @RobertDarnton using
#bookhistory performance enhancing drugs? (Where does one get some? #askingforafr…
7/10/2015 9:21:08 PM
sharp2015_ca: Robert Darnton, "A Literary Tour de France" #sharp15
http://t.co/RFfkO2zyaL
7/10/2015 9:21:16 PM
amndw2: #sharp15 has been such a happy-making conference. I feel like I've found
another (inter)disciplinary home. Merci beaucoup, @sharp2015_ca!
7/10/2015 9:21:27 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @sharp2015_ca: Robert Darnton, "A Literary Tour de France"
#sharp15 http://t.co/RFfkO2zyaL
7/10/2015 9:21:48 PM
SHARPorg: RT @amndw2: #sharp15 has been such a happy-making conference. I feel
like I've found another (inter)disciplinary home. Merci beaucoup, @sha…
7/10/2015 9:22:16 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @amndw2: #sharp15 has been such a happy-making conference. I
feel like I've found another (inter)disciplinary home. Merci beaucoup, @sha…
7/10/2015 9:22:29 PM
khkshimabukuro: @iandawe42 people on my feed attending #sharp15 and
#Chaucer2015
7/10/2015 9:22:58 PM
KatieMcGettigan: We all want to be @RobertDarnton when we grow up, don't we?
"Plain style... Complex imagination" said Eli. Words to live by #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:23:34 PM
traviseross: RT @amndw2: #sharp15 has been such a happy-making conference. I feel
like I've found another (inter)disciplinary home. Merci beaucoup, @sha…

7/10/2015 9:24:03 PM
traviseross: RT @KatieMcGettigan: We all want to be @RobertDarnton when we grow
up, don't we? "Plain style... Complex imagination" said Eli. Words to li…
7/10/2015 9:24:29 PM
SHARPorg: RT @KatieMcGettigan: We all want to be @RobertDarnton when we grow
up, don't we? "Plain style... Complex imagination" said Eli. Words to li…
7/10/2015 9:24:45 PM
iangadd: RT @KatieMcGettigan: We all want to be @RobertDarnton when we grow up,
don't we? "Plain style... Complex imagination" said Eli. Words to li…
7/10/2015 9:24:48 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @KatieMcGettigan: We all want to be @RobertDarnton when we
grow up, don't we? "Plain style... Complex imagination" said Eli. Words to li…
7/10/2015 9:24:51 PM
ahomsher: RT @EpistolaryBrown: http://t.co/erTG02GaXw Open website with multiple
access points on authors and literary police, publishing and the boo…
7/10/2015 9:25:05 PM
mazarines: @roaringgirle @sharpicecream @nzsydney Sriracha sauerkraut ice cream
book shipping on wagons? #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:26:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: 17th century shipping woes sound a lot like my 21st century shipping
woes. At least no one's ever eaten my sauerkraut #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:26:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: 'It's the wagon that matters, and sometimes barges' but also how
clearly you write your shipping label #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:27:31 PM
MrSidetable: Much of the STN correspondence concerns shipping, yet we still don't
know that much about book distribution in general. #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:27:44 PM
CitizenWald: EXACTLY what we like to hear! We hope everyone had a great time at
#SHARP15--and stays engaged with @SHARPorg . https://t.co/zoNPE52hnC
7/10/2015 9:27:51 PM
traviseross: Key point from @RobertDarnton: if someone delivers unsolicited sauerkraut
to you, eat first and ask questions later. #SHARP15
7/10/2015 9:27:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @MrSidetable: Much of the STN correspondence concerns
shipping, yet we still don't know that much about book distribution in general. #s…
7/10/2015 9:28:18 PM
roaringgirle: RT @traviseross: Key point from @RobertDarnton: if someone delivers
unsolicited sauerkraut to you, eat first and ask questions later. #SHAR…
7/10/2015 9:28:49 PM
ClaudiaStokes: RT @MrSidetable: "Are you yourself on steroids?" is a question that
should be asked at more academic conferences. #sharp15

7/10/2015 9:28:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Hmmm; inky thumbprints, printer's tears, other unintentional human
traces on our objects #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:29:26 PM
nzsydney: @RobertDarnton talking about creaming off demand. chill out with
@sharpicecream #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:29:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton "Labor is relatively cheap, paper is quite expensive.
Better to have a small print run and reprint as needed" #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:30:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: And so it ends, folks. We're off to receptions and planes, after events
and thanks yous. Bye #Sharp15
7/10/2015 9:31:09 PM
traviseross: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton "Labor is relatively cheap, paper is
quite expensive. Better to have a small print run and reprint as …
7/10/2015 9:31:12 PM
sharpicecream: WHO IS UP FOR AN ICE CREAM CE SOIR? #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:31:59 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: WHO IS UP FOR AN ICE CREAM CE SOIR? #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:32:29 PM
trueyankees: RT @Finny_stitch: .@RobertDarnton is showing us round the wonderfully
rich& multi-layered website of A Literary Tour de France http://t.co/…
7/10/2015 9:32:32 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @iangadd Give me an S, give me an H, &c #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:33:29 PM
helen189: One day I will make it to a @SHARPorg summer conference! Loving the
#sharp15 tweets, thanks all!
7/10/2015 9:33:34 PM
nzsydney: @iangadd sharp au chocolat @sharpicecream #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:34:01 PM
amndw2: Fav example of a C18 author complaining about #SpicyBooks: Hannah More,
"Florio" (1786). Spiced mushrooms! #sharp15 http://t.co/KTCkohDB7g
7/10/2015 9:36:03 PM
CitizenWald: RT @helen189: One day I will make it to a @SHARPorg summer
conference! Loving the #sharp15 tweets, thanks all!
7/10/2015 9:36:06 PM
roaringgirle: .@iangadd: "7000+ tweets and #spicybooks is going viral" -- with that,
#sharp15 comes to a close. http://t.co/lYFe4IPTaC
7/10/2015 9:36:09 PM
mazarines: C'est fini! Merci beaucoup pour tout! @sharp2015_ca @SHARPorg #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:36:18 PM

hkpmcgregor: RT @traviseross: Key point from @RobertDarnton: if someone delivers
unsolicited sauerkraut to you, eat first and ask questions later. #SHAR…
7/10/2015 9:37:25 PM
roaringgirle: RT @amndw2: Fav example of a C18 author complaining about
#SpicyBooks: Hannah More, "Florio" (1786). Spiced mushrooms! #sharp15 http://t.co…
7/10/2015 9:37:44 PM
becomingtext: On the train home from #sharp15. Great conference, great people.
Really glad I got to go. :)
7/10/2015 9:39:31 PM
AlexisWeedon: #sharp15 thank yous http://t.co/wcpprSoWoJ
7/10/2015 9:40:46 PM
digitalpigeons: Thumbs up, @SHARPorg until next time! #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:40:53 PM
mikers86: RT @KatieMcGettigan: We all want to be @RobertDarnton when we grow up,
don't we? "Plain style... Complex imagination" said Eli. Words to li…
7/10/2015 9:41:04 PM
CitizenWald: From @SHARPorg President @iangadd : some boozy gifts for the
#SHARP15 conference hosts. http://t.co/p5I7F1vIpv
7/10/2015 9:42:17 PM
mroyup13: Au revoir, see you @sharpparis2016! says @iangadd #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:42:18 PM
SHARPorg: RT @helen189: One day I will make it to a @SHARPorg summer conference!
Loving the #sharp15 tweets, thanks all!
7/10/2015 9:42:31 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CitizenWald: From @SHARPorg President @iangadd : some boozy gifts
for the #SHARP15 conference hosts. http://t.co/p5I7F1vIpv
7/10/2015 9:42:40 PM
becomingtext: Was perhaps especially pleased with the librarian-friendly nature of the
conference. Lots of talk about cataloguing. Woo! #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:43:35 PM
becomingtext: Going straight from #sharp15 to a Kanye West concert. I expect to hear
much less about cataloguing tonight, but you never know with Kanye.
7/10/2015 9:46:00 PM
MeganPeiser: RT @KatieMcGettigan: We all want to be @RobertDarnton when we grow
up, don't we? "Plain style... Complex imagination" said Eli. Words to li…
7/10/2015 9:46:41 PM
MeganPeiser: I will be at a @SHARPorg conference one day. I. WILL. #sharp15
7/10/2015 9:47:27 PM
CitizenWald: Merci et au revoir, #SHARP15 ! L'année prochaine à Paris!
http://t.co/8t16QkyNZ7
7/10/2015 9:47:45 PM
lesliehowsam: Special tribute to Josee Vincent who first had the idea for #sharp15 and
invited Sophie and Eli, and for being who she is.

7/10/2015 9:48:02 PM
nzsydney: RT @lesliehowsam: Special tribute to Josee Vincent who first had the idea for
#sharp15 and invited Sophie and Eli, and for being who she is.
7/10/2015 9:49:32 PM
ahomsher: RT @roaringgirle: this matters b/c it suggests readers noticed typographic
protocols that distinguished printed plays from other print genr…
7/10/2015 9:51:30 PM
Emnk: RT @mollyhardy: .@pfumer offers amazing example of collectors of ballads
collaging them together, a sort of remixing, see @EBBA_Ballads 319…
7/10/2015 9:53:16 PM
Emnk: RT @keenera: @pfumer: broadside ballad makers in England pressed foreignmade "English" black-letter type into foreign paper #sharp15 #s8c
7/10/2015 9:53:24 PM
Emnk: RT @mollyhardy: .@cstahmer shout out to J Lavagnino's "Why Edit
Electronically?" #sharp15 #s8c http://t.co/gXkuzvBENz
7/10/2015 9:53:50 PM
Emnk: RT @keenera: Part of delay in studying broadside ballads, explains @pfumer, is
that people viewed them as merely ballads - oral, not things…
7/10/2015 9:53:56 PM
Emnk: RT @mollyhardy: Broadsides as disposable ephemera, but they were also
treasured. 11,000-12,000 extant reflect this use. @pfumer #sharp15 #s…
7/10/2015 9:53:58 PM
Emnk: RT @bookhistories: @RobertDarnton speaks on fake book burnings, pirates and
divorce in Balzacian times before Balzac #sharp15 #literarytour…
7/10/2015 9:55:08 PM
Emnk: RT @roaringgirle: wow. hillgärtner shows that 83% of book history articles deal
with europe—10% america, 1% africa, 2% asia, .08% australia…
7/10/2015 9:55:25 PM
JonathanHsy: RT @khkshimabukuro: @iandawe42 people on my feed attending
#sharp15 and #Chaucer2015
7/10/2015 9:55:30 PM
mollyhardy: Many many thanks to #sharp15 organizers and to @SHARPorg for another
fabulous conference!
7/10/2015 9:59:09 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @AlexisWeedon: #sharp15 UNESCO launches new teaching tools
for general history of Africa -can book/publishing historians contribute? htt…
7/10/2015 10:00:38 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @nzsydney: do best sellers also mean best readers? books sold do
not mean books read, n'est-ce pas? #sharp15
7/10/2015 10:00:48 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @Finny_stitch: .@RobertDarnton is showing us round the
wonderfully rich& multi-layered website of A Literary Tour de France http://t.co/…

7/10/2015 10:02:17 PM
gbarnhisel: RT @mollyhardy: Many many thanks to #sharp15 organizers and to
@SHARPorg for another fabulous conference!
7/10/2015 10:02:27 PM
gbarnhisel: RT @amndw2: #sharp15 has been such a happy-making conference. I feel
like I've found another (inter)disciplinary home. Merci beaucoup, @sha…
7/10/2015 10:03:31 PM
EBBA_Ballads: RT @keenera: @pfumer: broadside ballads often use blackletter, take
form of a dialogue on a topical issue. Really common in England #sharp1…
7/10/2015 10:25:35 PM
EBBA_Ballads: RT @mollyhardy: .@pfumer: broadsides delayed prominence due to 19C
antiquarians. Is @AmAntiquarian 's Isaiah Thomas a contrary model in USA…
7/10/2015 10:26:30 PM
ahomsher: RT @EpistolaryBrown: I really want the hashtag #SpicyBooks to take off
now #Sharp15
7/10/2015 10:26:43 PM
ahomsher: RT @KatieMcGettigan: We all want to be @RobertDarnton when we grow up,
don't we? "Plain style... Complex imagination" said Eli. Words to li…
7/10/2015 10:26:44 PM
EBBA_Ballads: RT @keenera: Part of delay in studying broadside ballads, explains
@pfumer, is that people viewed them as merely ballads - oral, not things…
7/10/2015 10:27:27 PM
EBBA_Ballads: RT @mollyhardy: Broadsides as disposable ephemera, but they were
also treasured. 11,000-12,000 extant reflect this use. @pfumer #sharp15 #s…
7/10/2015 10:28:18 PM
EBBA_Ballads: RT @keenera: @pfumer: "The greatest threat to typesetting -- Gravity"
#sharp15 #s8c
7/10/2015 10:28:53 PM
bhilluminated: RT @mazarines: Here's @RobertDarnton's literary tour in website form
for everyone: http://t.co/baxUD6OnAt #sharp15
7/10/2015 10:31:33 PM
StevenCarlSmith: RT @NoraSlonimsky: very excited for @StevenCarlSmith talk on
early national need for history #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 10:56:36 PM
PCHistoryDept: RT @NoraSlonimsky: very excited for @StevenCarlSmith talk on early
national need for history #s7f #sharp15
7/10/2015 10:58:53 PM
genschaffner: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@RobertDarnton goes to Don McKenzie for his
answer, a deep believer in ephemera #Sharp15
7/10/2015 11:00:26 PM
paige_roberts: RT @mazarines: Here's @RobertDarnton's literary tour in website form
for everyone: http://t.co/baxUD6OnAt #sharp15

7/10/2015 11:06:20 PM
genschaffner: Did any of my favorite sharpies check out the shoe museum? #sharp15
from afar...
7/10/2015 11:12:54 PM
AQEImprime: RT @lesliehowsam: Special tribute to Josee Vincent who first had the idea
for #sharp15 and invited Sophie and Eli, and for being who she is.
7/10/2015 11:23:34 PM
cherylaread: Is it possible to fit both ice cream and a cat cafe into my last night in
Montréal? Only one way to find out. #sharp15
7/10/2015 11:34:45 PM
roaringgirle: how was this not the official beer of #sharp15? http://t.co/fCSFGrMGv9
7/10/2015 11:50:37 PM
DrLeonJ: Plus ca change! “@MrSidetable: DiCuirci: Belknap--antiquarian labor was
itinerant, poorly paid, dirty, and physically exhausting #sharp15”
7/10/2015 11:52:58 PM
sharp2015_ca: Thank you for a successful conference! Safe travels, et à bientôt à
Paris! #Sharp15
7/11/2015 1:01:13 AM
cozettecc: RT @sharp2015_ca: Thank you for a successful conference! Safe travels, et à
bientôt à Paris! #Sharp15
7/11/2015 1:02:37 AM
scholar_farmer: RT @mazarines: Notice @RobertDarnton calls his website a new form
of book, pyramidal in shape, not digital humanities project. DH sites as …
7/11/2015 1:32:31 AM
rachellynchase: RT @traviseross: Key point from @RobertDarnton: if someone delivers
unsolicited sauerkraut to you, eat first and ask questions later. #SHAR…
7/11/2015 1:51:24 AM
gbarnhisel: what a great #SHARP15 conference. Now to write my keynote and prepare
my attire for the #Faulkner conference in Mississippi #academicsummer
7/11/2015 2:02:38 AM
JohnHPollack1: RT @amndw2: Fav example of a C18 author complaining about
#SpicyBooks: Hannah More, "Florio" (1786). Spiced mushrooms! #sharp15 http://t.co…
7/11/2015 2:04:08 AM
CitizenWald: RT @becomingtext: Was perhaps especially pleased with the librarianfriendly nature of the conference. Lots of talk about cataloguing. Woo!…
7/11/2015 2:11:19 AM
CitizenWald: RT @becomingtext: On the train home from #sharp15. Great conference,
great people. Really glad I got to go. :)
7/11/2015 2:11:38 AM
janeeyre72: RT @roaringgirle: wow. hillgärtner shows that 83% of book history articles
deal with europe—10% america, 1% africa, 2% asia, .08% australia…
7/11/2015 2:20:51 AM

Museocat: RT @becomingtext: Was perhaps especially pleased with the librarianfriendly nature of the conference. Lots of talk about cataloguing. Woo!…
7/11/2015 2:25:02 AM
EBBA_Ballads: RT @mollyhardy: .@pfumer offers amazing example of collectors of
ballads collaging them together, a sort of remixing, see @EBBA_Ballads 319…
7/11/2015 2:27:34 AM
nzsydney: @mollyhardy #sharp15 SHARP 2017 will be in Victoria, B.C. on Vancouver
Island with a possible day in Vancouver on the mainland.
7/11/2015 3:28:29 AM
NicDarwood: Ice cream! #sharp15 @sharpicecream http://t.co/8ZkxwbHIwY
7/11/2015 3:36:13 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharp2015_ca: Thank you for a successful conference! Safe travels,
et à bientôt à Paris! #Sharp15
7/11/2015 3:41:56 AM
NicDarwood: Thank you #sharp15
7/11/2015 3:55:01 AM
SHARPorg: RT @nzsydney: @mollyhardy #sharp15 SHARP 2017 will be in Victoria, B.C.
on Vancouver Island with a possible day in Vancouver on the mainlan…
7/11/2015 4:00:35 AM
SHARPorg: RT @genschaffner: Did any of my favorite sharpies check out the shoe
museum? #sharp15 from afar...
7/11/2015 4:03:12 AM
SHARPorg: RT @lesliehowsam: Special tribute to Josee Vincent who first had the idea
for #sharp15 and invited Sophie and Eli, and for being who she is.
7/11/2015 4:03:27 AM
Waiting4Thunder: RT @roaringgirle: wow. hillgärtner shows that 83% of book history
articles deal with europe—10% america, 1% africa, 2% asia, .08% australia…
7/11/2015 4:03:29 AM
ClaireSquires: Blazing Pineapple. #sharp15
7/11/2015 4:16:51 AM
Marie_LSJ: @sharp2015_ca Thank you! It was great fun! Now do we get to know who
@sharpicecream is?!?!? Pretty please... #sharp15
7/11/2015 4:18:44 AM
sharpicecream: @Marie_LSJ @sharp2015_ca It's not @iangadd #sharp15
7/11/2015 4:20:16 AM
sharpicecream: @Marie_LSJ @KatieMcGettigan @bookhistories @paulraphrooney Ou
est l'evidence photographique, Henning? #sharp15
7/11/2015 4:28:07 AM
ClaireSquires: Had ice cream before & after dinner. And 1/8 of a blazing pineapple.
Happy days. #sharp15 @sharpicecream
7/11/2015 4:29:10 AM
BiblioAdventure: RT @SLevelt: #IMC2015 #sharp15 #booksnewmedia: @bodleianlibs
launched a new digital collections portal: http://t.co/1ELHTx2kH4 http://t.co/…

7/11/2015 4:33:22 AM
sharpicecream: @Marie_LSJ @KatieMcGettigan @bookhistories @paulraphrooney Je
suis transnational(e). #sharp15
7/11/2015 4:35:22 AM
sharpicecream: @Marie_LSJ @KatieMcGettigan @bookhistories @paulraphrooney
Bon(ne) cop, Bad(de) cop. #sharp15
7/11/2015 4:40:05 AM
TimHitchcock: RT @mollyhardy: .@pfumer offers amazing example of collectors of
ballads collaging them together, a sort of remixing, see @EBBA_Ballads 319…
7/11/2015 4:40:13 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @NicDarwood: Ice cream! #sharp15 @sharpicecream
http://t.co/8ZkxwbHIwY
7/11/2015 4:43:31 AM
hcorneliadean: RT @nzsydney: @mollyhardy #sharp15 SHARP 2017 will be in Victoria,
B.C. on Vancouver Island with a possible day in Vancouver on the mainlan…
7/11/2015 4:50:48 AM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: OUAIS. YEAH. #sharp15 http://t.co/UceDti200r
7/11/2015 4:58:49 AM
iangadd: RT @sharpicecream: Cool down Book History Editors! #sharp15
7/11/2015 4:59:00 AM
iangadd: #Sharp15 is over and I'm very relieved that I didn't break anything.
7/11/2015 5:16:37 AM
JennaMead_UWA: RT @nzsydney: @mollyhardy #sharp15 SHARP 2017 will be in
Victoria, B.C. on Vancouver Island with a possible day in Vancouver on the mainlan…
7/11/2015 6:00:09 AM
praymurray: But who won Twitter at #sharp15? Enquiring minds (and former winners)
need to know!
7/11/2015 6:57:07 AM
angela_mcshane: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English
translations. http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/11/2015 7:46:33 AM
EnglishPlymUni: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/11/2015 7:48:54 AM
DrSKBarker: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/11/2015 7:50:11 AM
ahomsher: RT @sharpicecream: Cool down Book History Editors! #sharp15
7/11/2015 7:57:38 AM
ahomsher: RT @iangadd: #Sharp15 is over and I'm very relieved that I didn't break
anything.

7/11/2015 8:21:18 AM
Godwin_lives: RT @roaringgirle: .@RobertDarnton's project on the book trade in france
& francophone europe, 1769-1789: http://t.co/IkcNMX5Dgr #sharp15
7/11/2015 8:36:15 AM
whatisaletter: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/11/2015 8:39:21 AM
youthreading: #sharp15 presentation "People tend to call it [a] graphic novel, for [the]
BBC to quote"(Baa, 17)" https://t.co/lV9MCvOi2k
7/11/2015 8:42:36 AM
intoxproject: RT @SLevelt: 'the manuscripts flew about like butterflies'; @jotis13 old
MSS also used in the process of brewing beer! #sharp15 http://t.co…
7/11/2015 9:09:26 AM
DerekVindice: RT @roaringgirle: thanks to @SHARPorg for recognizing tweeting as
legitimate intellectual labor & to everyone else tweeting. #sharp15 https…
7/11/2015 9:14:35 AM
GeorgeVertue: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/11/2015 9:15:39 AM
roaringgirle: thanks to all at #sharp15 for a truly superior conference. am leaving at
the crack of dawn this am w/ many new friends, colleagues, & books!
7/11/2015 9:22:19 AM
roaringgirle: special thanks to eli & josée for everything they did in organizing
#sharp15 & all involved in welcoming early career attendees so warmly.
7/11/2015 9:25:59 AM
roaringgirle: finally, thx @iangadd & @Schofield1616 for a great panel & twitter friends
for exchanges that complemented the live proceedings. #sharp15
7/11/2015 9:29:53 AM
maxinebranagh: RT @sharp2015_ca: Thank you for a successful conference! Safe
travels, et à bientôt à Paris! #Sharp15
7/11/2015 10:23:52 AM
ClaireSquires: Thanks to @sharp2015_ca @SHARPorg & of course @sharpicecream for
a fantastic #sharp15!
7/11/2015 11:20:44 AM
sharpicecream: @roaringgirle Have an ice cream, Claire #sharp15
7/11/2015 11:27:03 AM
sharpicecream: @iangadd have an ice cream, Ian. #sharp15
7/11/2015 11:27:45 AM
betsythedevine: RT @mazarines: Here's @RobertDarnton's literary tour in website form
for everyone: http://t.co/baxUD6OnAt #sharp15
7/11/2015 11:27:49 AM
roaringgirle: @sharpicecream, no ice cream at the airport so early. but i had a bagel.
#sharp15

7/11/2015 11:27:52 AM
sharpicecream: @mollyhardy @SHARPorg have an ice cream Molly #sharp15
7/11/2015 11:49:27 AM
lesliehowsam: “@PatrickLearyVIC: @lesliehowsam @RS4VP OMG! Love and gratitude
to all my SHARP colleagues.” #sharp15 @SHARPorg
7/11/2015 11:52:42 AM
sharpicecream: @roaringgirle it's never too early for ice cream, Claire #sharp15
7/11/2015 11:54:57 AM
StevieLMarsden: thnk you to every1 at #sharp15 for keeping those of us on the other
side of the world incl. in all the fab papers. cant wait for #sharp16!
7/11/2015 12:53:22 PM
EBBA_Ballads: RT @keenera: MAJOR #sharp15 FOMO r n. Hearing about ballads from A
Griffin, @pfumer & @cstahmer in #s8cTorn in 2 other directions! #s8b #s8a
7/11/2015 12:54:05 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @ClaireSquires: Thanks to @sharp2015_ca @SHARPorg & of
course @sharpicecream for a fantastic #sharp15!
7/11/2015 1:06:19 PM
ClaireSquires: Cancelled flight to Newfoundland :-( Bonus extra day in Montreal: Ouais!
#sharp15
7/11/2015 1:09:53 PM
sharpicecream: @ClaireSquires time for a few more ice creams, Claire #sharp15
7/11/2015 1:12:35 PM
ClaireSquires: @sharpicecream undoubtedly ouais. #sharp15
7/11/2015 1:13:32 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: It's another sunny day in Montreal #sharp15. Don't
forget to eat ice cream!
7/11/2015 1:19:12 PM
roaringgirle: in which @shadychars argues for #blankspaces as a form of punctuation.
#sharp15 | http://t.co/NbkLScZL7J
7/11/2015 1:22:27 PM
lesliehowsam: Heading back to Toronto this afternoon after fantastic #sharp15 ,
wishing I could be in Ghent for @RS4VP .
7/11/2015 1:28:25 PM
colonialip: RT @lesliehowsam: Heading back to Toronto this afternoon after fantastic
#sharp15 , wishing I could be in Ghent for @RS4VP .
7/11/2015 1:29:10 PM
rebeccaromney: Adobe's CSS demo, using the Alice in Wonderland brand. In case you
missed my paper at #sharp15 http://t.co/qYIDWYDdkh http://t.co/J5P51Rxv2H
7/11/2015 1:30:42 PM
AliJ131326: RT @rebeccaromney: Adobe's CSS demo, using the Alice in Wonderland
brand. In case you missed my paper at #sharp15 http://t.co/qYIDWYDdkh ht…

7/11/2015 1:34:37 PM
CoffeeDonatus: RT @roaringgirle: in which @shadychars argues for #blankspaces as a
form of punctuation. #sharp15 | http://t.co/NbkLScZL7J
7/11/2015 1:39:39 PM
CalMurgu: Curtains drawn on #sharp15 - excellent experience. Back to regular tweeting
patterns, friends. Two twitters is not always better than one.
7/11/2015 1:43:27 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @CalMurgu: Curtains drawn on #sharp15 - excellent experience.
Back to regular tweeting patterns, friends. Two twitters is not always be…
7/11/2015 1:46:07 PM
godelitsas: RT @McGillLib: Welcome, bienvenue to #McGill #SHARP15 attendees! Enjoy
our exhibit Across the Channel. http://t.co/dlzf5bdwlW http://t.co/u…
7/11/2015 1:49:57 PM
superHH: What a wonderful conference. Thanks to everyone who worked so hard these
past few years (and few days). #sharp15 @sharp2015_ca
7/11/2015 1:53:13 PM
acordagoitia: RT @rebeccaromney: Adobe's CSS demo, using the Alice in Wonderland
brand. In case you missed my paper at #sharp15 http://t.co/qYIDWYDdkh ht…
7/11/2015 1:54:21 PM
RayS6: RT @nzsydney: @mollyhardy #sharp15 SHARP 2017 will be in Victoria, B.C. on
Vancouver Island with a possible day in Vancouver on the mainlan…
7/11/2015 2:07:31 PM
eetempleton: RT @nzsydney: @mollyhardy #sharp15 SHARP 2017 will be in Victoria,
B.C. on Vancouver Island with a possible day in Vancouver on the mainlan…
7/11/2015 2:09:25 PM
Marie_LSJ: @CalMurgu OMG OMG, is this an admission that you are @sharpicecream
?!?!?!?? #sharp15
7/11/2015 2:11:36 PM
RayS6: Really looking forward to having @SHARPorg join us @uvic, @UVicLib,
@DHInstitute and @ETCLatUVic in 2017!!! #sharp15 #dhsi2015 #dhsi
7/11/2015 2:12:36 PM
Marie_LSJ: @CalMurgu @sharpicecream Le mystère reste entier alors! I'm not used to
the rules of the genre & am finding this very distressing #sharp15
7/11/2015 2:15:21 PM
GeorgeOnline: RT @nzsydney: @mollyhardy #sharp15 SHARP 2017 will be in Victoria,
B.C. on Vancouver Island with a possible day in Vancouver on the mainlan…
7/11/2015 2:15:24 PM
GeorgeOnline: RT @RayS6: Really looking forward to having @SHARPorg join us @uvic,
@UVicLib, @DHInstitute and @ETCLatUVic in 2017!!! #sharp15 #dhsi20…
7/11/2015 2:15:33 PM
yashgadhiya: RT @rebeccaromney: Adobe's CSS demo, using the Alice in Wonderland
brand. In case you missed my paper at #sharp15 http://t.co/qYIDWYDdkh ht…

7/11/2015 2:18:35 PM
NinaLamal: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/11/2015 2:21:39 PM
GiffordJames: RT @RayS6: Really looking forward to having @SHARPorg join us @uvic,
@UVicLib, @DHInstitute and @ETCLatUVic in 2017!!! #sharp15 #dhsi20…
7/11/2015 2:24:25 PM
aasearle: @onslies yes, because of #SHARP15 tweets, I've belatedly realised that it's
probably the most relevant conference for what I do! Next year..
7/11/2015 2:28:40 PM
ChachiSwag: RT @rebeccaromney: Adobe's CSS demo, using the Alice in Wonderland
brand. In case you missed my paper at #sharp15 http://t.co/qYIDWYDdkh ht…
7/11/2015 2:53:36 PM
Imannebelocura: RT @rebeccaromney: Adobe's CSS demo, using the Alice in
Wonderland brand. In case you missed my paper at #sharp15 http://t.co/qYIDWYDdkh
ht…
7/11/2015 2:54:24 PM
goymor: RT @rebeccaromney: Adobe's CSS demo, using the Alice in Wonderland brand.
In case you missed my paper at #sharp15 http://t.co/qYIDWYDdkh ht…
7/11/2015 2:56:19 PM
ImCHENGderella: RT @rebeccaromney: Adobe's CSS demo, using the Alice in
Wonderland brand. In case you missed my paper at #sharp15 http://t.co/qYIDWYDdkh
ht…
7/11/2015 3:08:09 PM
nabilahaziz97: RT @rebeccaromney: Adobe's CSS demo, using the Alice in Wonderland
brand. In case you missed my paper at #sharp15 http://t.co/qYIDWYDdkh ht…
7/11/2015 3:16:33 PM
keenera: Thanks to Josée Vincent, Eli MacLaren, & Sophie Montreuil for organizing a
very productive & collegial #sharp15 meeting. See you in Paris!
7/11/2015 3:17:44 PM
DHInstitute: RT @RayS6: Really looking forward to having @SHARPorg join us @uvic,
@UVicLib, @DHInstitute and @ETCLatUVic in 2017!!! #sharp15 #dhsi20…
7/11/2015 3:20:55 PM
mroyup13: Mille mercis to @sharp2015_ca organizers for a wonderful conference! À la
prochaine! #sharp15
7/11/2015 3:51:13 PM
VaninaMaso: RT @mazarines: Here's @RobertDarnton's literary tour in website form for
everyone: http://t.co/baxUD6OnAt #sharp15
7/11/2015 4:10:20 PM
hcorneliadean: RT @RayS6: Really looking forward to having @SHARPorg join us
@uvic, @UVicLib, @DHInstitute and @ETCLatUVic in 2017!!! #sharp15 #dhsi20…
7/11/2015 4:18:36 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @sharpicecream @Marie_LSJ @bookhistories @paulraphrooney Ici!
#sharp15 #tresbonneglace http://t.co/GbfkdsZhOq

7/11/2015 4:53:01 PM
yaluisleon: RT @rebeccaromney: Adobe's CSS demo, using the Alice in Wonderland
brand. In case you missed my paper at #sharp15 http://t.co/qYIDWYDdkh ht…
7/11/2015 5:12:20 PM
SHARPorg: RT @RayS6: Really looking forward to having @SHARPorg join us @uvic,
@UVicLib, @DHInstitute and @ETCLatUVic in 2017!!! #sharp15 #dhsi20…
7/11/2015 5:41:14 PM
sharpicecream: @mazarines aw shucks. Have another... #sharp15
7/11/2015 6:05:11 PM
paulraphrooney: RT @mollyhardy: SHARP 2016: ParisSHARP 2017: VancouverSHARP
2018: AustraliaSHARP 2019: North American east coast#sharp15
7/11/2015 6:06:08 PM
ClaireSquires: May be unintentionally staying in Montreal indefinitely. Anyone up for a
@sharpicecream? #sharp15
7/11/2015 6:58:47 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @RayS6: Really looking forward to having @SHARPorg join us @uvic,
@UVicLib, @DHInstitute and @ETCLatUVic in 2017!!! #sharp15 #dhsi20…
7/11/2015 7:16:40 PM
sharpicecream: @lesliehowsam @Marie_LSJ @CalMurgu @AnthonyGlinoer
@RobertDarnton La creme glacee pour tous les plenary speakers! #sharp15
7/11/2015 7:19:36 PM
sharpicecream: @lesliehowsam @Marie_LSJ @CalMurgu PS I am not very respectful, by
nature. #sharp15
7/11/2015 7:20:14 PM
Marie_LSJ: @sharpicecream @Montreal @cremeriemeumeu Here are my
recommandations, @ClaireSquires, in case you don't manage to do them all... #sharp15
7/11/2015 7:29:35 PM
amndw2: Post-#sharp15 scene at customs:"Why were you in Montréal?""Attending a
conference.""Philosophy?""No, it was --""Rare books?""Yes!"
7/11/2015 8:00:42 PM
SLevelt: RT @amndw2: Post-#sharp15 scene at customs:"Why were you in
Montréal?""Attending a conference.""Philosophy?""No, it was --""Rare books…
7/11/2015 8:10:08 PM
Corvinusmathias: RT @amndw2: Post-#sharp15 scene at customs:"Why were you in
Montréal?""Attending a conference.""Philosophy?""No, it was --""Rare books…
7/11/2015 8:10:31 PM
julieclarenbach: RT @amndw2: Post-#sharp15 scene at customs:"Why were you in
Montréal?""Attending a conference.""Philosophy?""No, it was --""Rare books…
7/11/2015 8:10:46 PM
onslies: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/11/2015 8:38:09 PM

janegiscombe: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/11/2015 8:51:46 PM
rmarkgibson: RT @rebeccaromney: Adobe's CSS demo, using the Alice in Wonderland
brand. In case you missed my paper at #sharp15... http://t.co/7NH91140kp
7/11/2015 8:53:23 PM
rmarkgibson: RT @rebeccaromney: Adobe's CSS demo, Alice in Wonderland In case
you missed it at #sharp15 http://t.co/TVcEGE6CSE http://t.co/JaApDfan5d
7/11/2015 8:53:31 PM
JNRJournal: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/11/2015 10:01:15 PM
mollyhardy: RT @becomingtext: Was perhaps especially pleased with the librarianfriendly nature of the conference. Lots of talk about cataloguing. Woo!…
7/11/2015 10:05:57 PM
zlkatz: RT @mazarines: Here's @RobertDarnton's literary tour in website form for
everyone: http://t.co/baxUD6OnAt #sharp15
7/11/2015 10:14:41 PM
zlkatz: RT @sprowberry: It’s still possible to create your own ebooks for the Game Boy:
http://t.co/mTEa71AAu5 #sharp15
7/11/2015 10:18:52 PM
leoba: RT @RayS6: Really looking forward to having @SHARPorg join us @uvic,
@UVicLib, @DHInstitute and @ETCLatUVic in 2017!!! #sharp15 #dhsi20…
7/11/2015 10:19:56 PM
zlkatz: On the slow train from Montreal back to New York... Thanks everyone for a great
#SHARP15 conference!!! Next year, Paris!
7/11/2015 10:25:55 PM
SHARPorg: RT @amndw2: Post-#sharp15 scene at customs:"Why were you in
Montréal?""Attending a conference.""Philosophy?""No, it was --""Rare books…
7/11/2015 10:29:52 PM
zlkatz: RT @roaringgirle: find out more about BOOK HISTORY ONLINE (a bibliography of
book &a library history) here. | http://t.co/zJtxnQAhUn #sharp…
7/11/2015 10:47:59 PM
zlkatz: RT @mazarines: Alan Galey on “Bibliography Beyond Books: Digital Artifacts,
Bibliographical Methods, and the Challenge of‘Non-Book Texts’” …
7/11/2015 10:48:04 PM
sgediting: RT @amndw2: Post-#sharp15 scene at customs:"Why were you in
Montréal?""Attending a conference.""Philosophy?""No, it was --""Rare books…
7/11/2015 11:03:35 PM
SHARPorg: RT @zlkatz: On the slow train from Montreal back to New York... Thanks
everyone for a great #SHARP15 conference!!! Next year, Paris!
7/11/2015 11:12:59 PM
SHARPorg: RT @KatieMcGettigan: @sharpicecream @Marie_LSJ @bookhistories
@paulraphrooney Ici! #sharp15 #tresbonneglace http://t.co/GbfkdsZhOq

7/11/2015 11:13:34 PM
iangadd: RT @mroyup13: Mille mercis to @sharp2015_ca organizers for a wonderful
conference! À la prochaine! #sharp15
7/11/2015 11:13:38 PM
SHARPorg: RT @keenera: Thanks to Josée Vincent, Eli MacLaren, & Sophie Montreuil for
organizing a very productive & collegial #sharp15 meeting. See y…
7/11/2015 11:13:42 PM
iangadd: RT @RayS6: Really looking forward to having @SHARPorg join us @uvic,
@UVicLib, @DHInstitute and @ETCLatUVic in 2017!!! #sharp15 #dhsi20…
7/11/2015 11:13:47 PM
ahomsher: RT @mroyup13: Mille mercis to @sharp2015_ca organizers for a wonderful
conference! À la prochaine! #sharp15
7/11/2015 11:14:42 PM
JohnHPollack1: Thanks #sharpicecream and #sharp15 and Montreal!
http://t.co/9DkaxZkzy0
7/11/2015 11:49:40 PM
jyamamo: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/12/2015 1:14:26 AM
maxinebranagh: RT @amndw2: Post-#sharp15 scene at customs:"Why were you in
Montréal?""Attending a conference.""Philosophy?""No, it was --""Rare books…
7/12/2015 1:27:29 AM
keenera: For those who attended #sharp15 & are still in Montreal, check out the
fireworks tonight: http://t.co/mJwodiAewr
7/12/2015 1:31:46 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @amndw2: Post-#sharp15 scene at customs:"Why were you in
Montréal?""Attending a conference.""Philosophy?""No, it was --""Rare books…
7/12/2015 1:39:15 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @becomingtext: Was perhaps especially pleased with the librarianfriendly nature of the conference. Lots of talk about cataloguing. Woo!…
7/12/2015 1:43:15 AM
reneaudet: RT @RayS6: Really looking forward to having @SHARPorg join us @uvic,
@UVicLib, @DHInstitute and @ETCLatUVic in 2017!!! #sharp15 #dhsi20…
7/12/2015 1:44:24 AM
gbarnhisel: RT @mollyhardy: $15,000 for next 3 yrs in rare book schools & #DH
training scholarships from @SHARPorg for early career scholars -- just a…
7/12/2015 2:50:48 AM
richendabrim: RT @JohnHPollack1: Thanks #sharpicecream and #sharp15 and
Montreal! http://t.co/9DkaxZkzy0
7/12/2015 3:00:53 AM
wolfrestonward: RT @becomingtext: Was perhaps especially pleased with the librarianfriendly nature of the conference. Lots of talk about cataloguing. Woo!…

7/12/2015 3:51:44 AM
wolfrestonward: I fall firmly in the first category. But #sharp15 forced me to mingle
and I am so very grateful. Longue vie SHARP! https://t.co/Ek9hqrZUp3
7/12/2015 4:39:33 AM
SHARPorg: RT @wolfrestonward: I fall firmly in the first category. But #sharp15 forced
me to mingle and I am so very grateful. Longue vie SHARP! ht…
7/12/2015 6:24:34 AM
SHARPorg: RT @keenera: For those who attended #sharp15 & are still in Montreal,
check out the fireworks tonight: http://t.co/mJwodiAewr
7/12/2015 6:24:45 AM
SHARPorg: RT @JohnHPollack1: Thanks #sharpicecream and #sharp15 and Montreal!
http://t.co/9DkaxZkzy0
7/12/2015 6:24:52 AM
Moodyarchive: RT @amndw2: Post-#sharp15 scene at customs:"Why were you in
Montréal?""Attending a conference.""Philosophy?""No, it was --""Rare books…
7/12/2015 7:29:41 AM
scha1950: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/12/2015 7:42:47 AM
CNRiding: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/12/2015 9:13:24 AM
TimHitchcock: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/12/2015 9:43:27 AM
MMKuijpers: RT @Beth_driscoll: Read: online readers in social media groups perform
conspicuous literary consumption using book list books as a guide #s…
7/12/2015 9:55:53 AM
MMKuijpers: @IgelSociety @Beth_driscoll Interesting overlap in themes/results accross
papers presented #igel2015 & #sharp15 1/2 https://t.co/4HkGlsrX6u
7/12/2015 9:58:36 AM
Jberenike: RT @MMKuijpers: @IgelSociety @Beth_driscoll Interesting overlap in
themes/results accross papers presented #igel2015 & #sharp15 1/2 https:/…
7/12/2015 10:08:33 AM
ARTISinitiative: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Hosington: translation studies acknowledge
impact of context bt slower to explore how material forms affect & effect m…
7/12/2015 10:46:07 AM
Shaf_Towheed: Ice cream I had on the flight to Montreal #sharp15 #sharpicecream
http://t.co/8Oil3AHH20
7/12/2015 12:13:00 PM
iamdan: RT @roaringgirle: just learned from galey that @whitneytrettien won the
society for textual scholarship's bowers prize! so well deserved! #…

7/12/2015 12:35:09 PM
IgelSociety: RT @MMKuijpers: @IgelSociety @Beth_driscoll Interesting overlap in
themes/results accross papers presented #igel2015 & #sharp15 1/2 https:/…
7/12/2015 12:54:00 PM
soni2happy: Fascinating project on importance of English #translation of early modern
#printedbooks #onlinecatalogue #sharp15 https://t.co/9rAcJNvAzA
7/12/2015 1:07:02 PM
sharpicecream: @amndw2 Have an ice cream, border guard. #sharp15
7/12/2015 5:25:13 PM
sharpicecream: A very big ice cream for the @SHARPorg President, @iangadd
#sharp15
7/12/2015 5:28:17 PM
sharpicecream: And a slightly smaller ice cream for the President's dog,
@montybyname #sharp15
7/12/2015 5:30:17 PM
sharpicecream: @ClaireSquires Have an ice cream, Claire #sharp15
7/12/2015 5:38:58 PM
1greenblogger: RT @roaringgirle: wow. hillgärtner shows that 83% of book history
articles deal with europe—10% america, 1% africa, 2% asia, .08% australia…
7/12/2015 6:04:12 PM
belladead: Many, many thanks to Josée Vincent, Eli MacLaren, & Sophie Montreuil for
making #sharp15 the fabulous, invigorating conference it was!
7/12/2015 9:17:10 PM
maxinebranagh: Heading home after a fantastic #sharp15 - met lots of kind,
interesting people! Will definitely be back!
7/12/2015 10:46:17 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: A very big ice cream for the @SHARPorg President,
@iangadd #sharp15
7/12/2015 11:05:24 PM
roaringgirle: it just occurred to me that @sharpicecream would taste delicious with a
#medievaldonut! #sharp15
7/12/2015 11:28:15 PM
CalMurgu: RT @sharpicecream: A very big ice cream for the @SHARPorg President,
@iangadd #sharp15
7/13/2015 12:15:56 AM
Assf123Mohammed: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Both Recorde and Baker's textbooks are
examples of the Old Method of arithematic, introducing arabic numerals #sharp15…
7/13/2015 12:22:38 AM
davidwacks: RT @roaringgirle: galey just discussed the "stemma" of a metallica album.
#s8a #sharp15
7/13/2015 1:23:48 AM
doingitinpublic: RT @paige_roberts: this week: Society for the History of Authorship,
Reading & Publishing conference http://t.co/ppDs7R4mUK @SHARPorg @sha…

7/13/2015 2:04:26 AM
doingitinpublic: RT @sharp2015_ca: @lesliehowsam @SHARPorg @dolechner
@ClaireSquires apologies for delay- keynotes are being recorded. Will be uploaded afte…
7/13/2015 2:05:15 AM
doingitinpublic: RT @KatieMcGettigan: .@lesliehowsam "far be it from me to suggest
that books are as sexy as actual sex is, but they are pretty good" #sharp…
7/13/2015 2:06:30 AM
sharpicecream: Feeling a little melancholy at the end of #sharp15 #ennui
http://t.co/sEQOXLrsR7
7/13/2015 2:20:53 AM
sharpicecream: I'm going into cold storage. Au revoir, les copains. #sharp15
7/13/2015 2:42:40 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: Feeling a little melancholy at the end of #sharp15
#ennui http://t.co/sEQOXLrsR7
7/13/2015 2:45:42 AM
Mikael_Alm: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/13/2015 9:53:40 AM
grham_: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/13/2015 9:54:40 AM
SKLafon1: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/13/2015 10:26:40 AM
stirpublishing: RT @maxinebranagh: Heading home after a fantastic #sharp15 - met
lots of kind, interesting people! Will definitely be back!
7/13/2015 1:19:03 PM
mollyhardy: .@JordanmHowell @AmAntiquarian 's C Brigham's Biblio of Robinson
Crusoe in Amer up to 1830: http://t.co/ORKECFuG6E#SHARP15
7/13/2015 2:16:50 PM
AmAntiquarian: RT @mollyhardy: .@JordanmHowell @AmAntiquarian 's C Brigham's
Biblio of Robinson Crusoe in Amer up to 1830: http://t.co/ORKECFuG6E#SHARP15
7/13/2015 2:17:56 PM
AlyssaA_DHSI: RT @RayS6: Really looking forward to having @SHARPorg join us
@uvic, @UVicLib, @DHInstitute and @ETCLatUVic in 2017!!! #sharp15 #dhsi20…
7/13/2015 3:30:25 PM
ETCLatUVic: RT @RayS6: Really looking forward to having @SHARPorg join us @uvic,
@UVicLib, @DHInstitute and @ETCLatUVic in 2017!!! #sharp15 #dhsi20…
7/13/2015 3:31:52 PM
Emnk: RT @mollyhardy: .@JordanmHowell @AmAntiquarian 's C Brigham's Biblio of
Robinson Crusoe in Amer up to 1830: http://t.co/ORKECFuG6E#SHARP15
7/13/2015 4:08:52 PM

JordanmHowell: @mollyhardy @AmAntiquarian know it well :) my project draws
heavily from Brigham and D Welch's Bibliography American Children Books #sharp15
7/13/2015 4:39:14 PM
JordanmHowell: @mollyhardy @AmAntiquarian as robinsoncrusoe.us grows will link to
bibliographies in AAS Proceedings #digitalbibliography #sharp15
7/13/2015 4:42:21 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: Feeling a little melancholy at the end of #sharp15
#ennui http://t.co/sEQOXLrsR7
7/13/2015 5:53:57 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: I'm going into cold storage. Au revoir, les copains.
#sharp15
7/13/2015 5:54:11 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: The cold never bothered me anyway #letitgo #sharp15
http://t.co/DtnKdjcfcs
7/13/2015 5:54:14 PM
Finny_stitch: @DrSKBarker Thanks, hope you managed to catch up on all things
#sharp15 via the tweets!
7/13/2015 6:16:15 PM
CitizenWald: OK, I suppose this is a valid excuse 4 attending @RS4VP rather than
@SHARPorg conference—but only this once #SHARP15 https://t.co/RZcAdZh3V9
7/13/2015 6:36:25 PM
NDiayeNola: RT @MitchFraas: This is fantastic. A catalogue of English translations.
http://t.co/V69Vq8iS6vvia seemingly everyone at #sharp15 http://t.…
7/13/2015 8:01:40 PM
CitizenWald: Unanticipated benefit of #sharp15: running into one of my old
@SHARPorg friends at the Rodin exhibit on Sunday http://t.co/kCIuVLBHGg
7/13/2015 8:09:03 PM
CitizenWald: Unanticipated benefit (2) of #sharp15: seeing the spectacular #Napoleon
collection at Montreal Museum of Fine Arts http://t.co/O35TIn3aHa
7/13/2015 8:11:02 PM
CitizenWald: really unanticipated benefit of #sharp15: new connections to my tweeps
on the antitotalitarian left back in UK and Europe :)
7/13/2015 8:13:41 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: Feeling a little melancholy at the end of #sharp15
#ennui http://t.co/sEQOXLrsR7
7/14/2015 12:34:33 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: I'm going into cold storage. Au revoir, les copains.
#sharp15
7/14/2015 12:34:58 AM
Finny_stitch: Jet-lagged & #sharp15-lagged. Thanks Montreal & @sharp2015_ca. What
an amazing week!
7/14/2015 4:14:15 PM
Finny_stitch: And for all those with #sharp15 envy, keep your eyes out for #sharp16 in
Paris!

7/14/2015 4:15:56 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @sharpicecream: Feeling a little melancholy at the end of #sharp15
#ennui http://t.co/sEQOXLrsR7
7/14/2015 6:03:40 PM
CitizenWald: Another advantage of #SHARP15: better weather in Montreal than at this
time of year in 1987 :) http://t.co/hFuf6CCPZi
7/14/2015 6:06:03 PM
SLISbits: RT @richendabrim: The Digital Humanities Metro map - found this morning at
McGill during #sharp15 break http://t.co/R0gOiM9NyD
7/15/2015 1:21:46 AM
loradeets: @Finny_stitch @sharp2015_ca #sharp15-lag is indeed fierce, will apply weehours wakefulness to abstract for Paris. Committee, thanks again!
7/15/2015 8:49:34 AM
ZacharyLesser: RT @iangadd: #sharp15 #sharpinoneimage http://t.co/zdOeRocWLd
7/15/2015 3:57:19 PM
SHARPorg: RT @Finny_stitch: Jet-lagged & #sharp15-lagged. Thanks Montreal &
@sharp2015_ca. What an amazing week!
7/15/2015 10:22:57 PM
SHARPorg: RT @Finny_stitch: And for all those with #sharp15 envy, keep your eyes out
for #sharp16 in Paris!
7/15/2015 10:23:00 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CitizenWald: Another advantage of #SHARP15: better weather in
Montreal than at this time of year in 1987 :) http://t.co/hFuf6CCPZi
7/15/2015 10:23:05 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @sim1303: book traces = v cool, interesting project. again, thinking back
to #RBMS15 slow, caring processing > MPLP. #sharp15 https://t…
7/16/2015 12:58:39 AM
RBMSinfo: RT @sim1303: connecting this to @footage talk of opening up "back of the
house", non-professionals helping libns #RBMS15 #sharp15 https://t…
7/16/2015 12:58:43 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @bookhistories: Going back home after an excellent conference in
Montreal, with many new perspectives, ideas and friends! À bientôt! #sh…
7/16/2015 1:55:59 AM
amandalastoria: here are the pinterest boards that i mentioned in my #sharp15
#alice150 #bookdesign presentation: https://t.co/w9aytQVeUe
7/16/2015 6:12:03 AM
CitizenWald: @amandalastoria Hi, Amanda. Delighted that you found #sharp15 useful!
7/16/2015 6:57:30 AM
CitizenWald: @bookhistories Hi, Henning! Delighted that you had a good time at
#SHARP15. On to Paris in 2016.
7/16/2015 7:43:44 AM
mollyhardy: .@bookhistories We didn't get a chance to chat, but I loved your talk -great work on a great resource! #SHARP15

7/16/2015 1:50:02 PM
CitizenWald: Well here’s a perfect tweet for @sharpicecream ! #sharp15
https://t.co/Ju39BLN3nc
7/16/2015 3:03:04 PM
roaringgirle: #ff #sharp15 #biblionerds: @Finny_stitch @bookhistories @mazarines
@amndw2 @keenera @philipspalmer @jotis13 @EpistolaryBrown @sim1303
7/17/2015 2:10:01 PM
Laura_Estill: Wonderful digital edition of one of my favourite 17th C books:
http://t.co/uD9kRHo3bU (presented at #sharp15, too!)
7/17/2015 2:25:24 PM
roaringgirle: more #ff #sharp15 #biblionerds: @Laura_Estill @iangadd @ClaireSquires
@nzsydney @KatieMcGettigan @superHH @CitizenWald @lesliehowsam et al!
7/17/2015 2:30:52 PM
CitizenWald: Attn. @sharpicecream. @librarycongress offer Sheet Music of the Week:
We All Scream for Ice Cream Edition http://t.co/InYTLJcrs6 #sharp15
7/17/2015 7:06:48 PM
CitizenWald: But seriously (PR), Dickinson talk will be great: not a sermon, but
@sharporg #book #history (#sharp14, not #sharp15) http://t.co/3pc8yOuVRd
7/17/2015 10:31:09 PM
roaringgirle: @RachelJWillie, i see! @sim1303 & @jotis13 discussed this re: handwriting
manuals & math books, respectively, at #sharp15.
7/18/2015 12:05:05 PM
claireconnollys: RT @mollyhardy: SHARP 2016: ParisSHARP 2017: VancouverSHARP
2018: AustraliaSHARP 2019: North American east coast#sharp15
7/18/2015 4:42:36 PM
EBBA_Ballads: RT @keenera: @pfumer discusses range of printing options for
@EBBA_Ballads. Black letter or no -- I've used both in the classroom! #sharp15…
7/19/2015 5:10:46 PM
EBBA_Ballads: RT @melissa_mcafee: Thanks @pfumer @agrgriffin @cstahmer for
excellent talk on @EBBA_Ballads project #sharp15 very impressed!
7/19/2015 5:11:02 PM
AQEImprime: On parle de @sharp2015_ca dans @ledevoir de samedi dernier!
#sharp15 http://t.co/jC8xjRAbjE
7/20/2015 12:58:02 PM
m_shoude: RT @AQEImprime: On parle de @sharp2015_ca dans @ledevoir de samedi
dernier! #sharp15 http://t.co/jC8xjRAbjE
7/20/2015 12:59:03 PM
AnthonyGlinoer: RT @AQEImprime: On parle de @sharp2015_ca dans @ledevoir de
samedi dernier! #sharp15 http://t.co/jC8xjRAbjE
7/20/2015 2:14:57 PM
TrueRetainer: RT @rebeccaromney: Adobe's CSS demo, using the Alice in Wonderland
brand. In case you missed my paper at #sharp15 http://t.co/qYIDWYDdkh ht…

7/20/2015 8:02:57 PM
pfumer: RT @keenera: @pfumer asks @RobertDarnton a good question about the
definition of "book" -- ephemera, broadside ballads, &c #sharp15
7/21/2015 2:22:22 AM
EBBA_Ballads: RT @keenera: @pfumer asks @RobertDarnton a good question about
the definition of "book" -- ephemera, broadside ballads, &c #sharp15
7/21/2015 2:24:38 AM

